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Spain’s Honorary Mayor From Chapel Hill

Reprinted, with permission, from The Chapel Hill Weekly, Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Zalamea de la Serena goes back to Roman times, three centuries or more before Christ. Some people believe that it was founded by the Greeks before that. It has a pair of Roman towers, unlike any others in Spain. One of the important battles of the First Punic War was fought nearby. It has a Moorish castle that was captured by the Christians in 1188. Zalamea was made famous in the world of letters by one of the most notable of Spanish plays, The Mayor of Zalamea by Calderon de la Barca.

And yet, this interesting city of some 9,000 inhabitants in the Province of Badajoz in Southwestern Spain (Extremadura) is seldom, if ever, visited by tourists. Why? It is not on any railroad line, or on any main highway. You can’t find it on the map, unless the map is a big one, and you have a magnifying glass to make out the fine lettering. But the city is there, all right, as this article can testify.

But first, a little background. Back in 1959 the students in my class became enthusiastic over an interpretation of Calderon’s play and they wrote to the Mayor of Zalamea. The letter must have been pretty well written, for the City Council (Ayuntamiento), in full sessions, elected me — this is hard to believe — Perpetual Honorary Mayor. In due time a beautiful hand-lettered parchment was received making known the election, and with it the staff of office (vara) of the mayor himself. The election could not have been more official.

It was not possible to go to Zalamea and “take office” until this year. The proper time for the Honorary Mayor to make this appearance, so the real Mayor said, was from September 13 to September 21, when festas and ferias would be held. These date back over three hundred and fifty years.

Getting there would have been something of a problem, had it not been for my colleague, Bill McKnight, who had been traveling all over Spain in a sort of bus, known by the familiar name of Volkswagen. By the time of our departure from Madrid, his family had gone back to North Carolina and he acted as guide, chauffeur, adviser, and astronomical navigator over what is perhaps the greatest variety of roads known to man.

We stopped for the night at a little town called Don Benito, where we received cordial greetings from the Mayor, who had been informed of our arrival by the Mayor of Zalamea, Don Nicasio Fernandez-Blanco.

We had been instructed to meet Don Nicasio at a cross-road five kilometers from Zalamea. Since we did not know how long it would take, over uncertain roads, we made an early start and arrived a half hour early. We had hardly alighted when Don Nicasio and his cousin, Don Anselmo Fernandez-Blanco, arrived. Don Anselmo had been Mayor of Zalamea when the election of the Honorary Mayor took place.

Cordial greetings and embraces (embraces) were exchanged.

We told Don Nicasio that it had been our intention to come in two Cadillacs, so as to make the proper impression, but that, unfortunately, the Cadillacs had not arrived from the factory. Consequently, so we said, we were forced to come in a “truck.” This joke, bad as it was, broke the ice. There wasn’t much ice at this steaming point in the road on one of the hottest days of the year. And in the Province of Badajoz in Extremadura, the land of the conquistadores, the temperature really goes up in summer.

The Honorary Mayor was invested with the Key to the City, which hung around his neck with a golden tasseled cord. Don Nicasio had brought his own staff of office for me to carry, but I explained that I already had one, that I had brought mine all the way from Chapel Hill. This was the Real McCoy, because now the Mayor and the Honorary Mayor could each appear officially and with the proper dignity.

When the procession of two cars arrived at the principal square, appropriately named for Calderon de la Barca, the townsmen were waiting for us by the City Hall, with big banners saying BIENVENIDO (Welcome) held up by young enthusiasts. Prolonged clapping of hands, and shouts of Victor (Victor).

We made our way through the crowd with no little difficulty into the Session Hall, which filled up right away, with people standing wherever they could. The Honorary Mayor’s place on the platform was an ancient oak and leather chair, between the Mayor and the parish priest. Mayors from adjoining towns sat at the side, or in front. When some semblance of order prevailed, the real Mayor rose to speak (applause); then he presented the Honorary Mayor (more applause); then the Honorary Mayor spoke, greatly moved by so much attention (still more applause).

The session closed with the presentation of a recording of the play The Mayor of Zalamea and a beautiful leather case, with the history of the town and pictures, inscribed “Al Ilustísimo Senor Don Sturgis E. Leavitt Alcalde Perpetuo Honorio de Zalamea de la Serena (Badajoz), 1964.”

After this was over, we made our way down the aisle, shaking hands all along the way. The next act was a vino, where the Honorary Mayor sat between Don Nicasio and the priest. In front of us was a table loaded with refreshments — cakes, ham, cheese, sausages, nuts, and drinks of all kinds.

As we ate, groups of boys and girls, dressed in sixteenth-century costumes, serenaded us with traditional music. All the time, more refreshments, literally forced upon the two guests. It was hard to keep count. Then, flash bulbs and pictures, with the two Americans surrounded by pretty girls.

After this more shaking hands, and out to the square for fireworks and dancing. It was reported in the paper that the Honorary Mayor “honored” the city by dancing with the girls. It was the other way around.

We left the dancing in full swing, early, that is, at 11:30, and proceeded up the street with the Mayor and his friends, shaking hands all the way, and escorted by members of the police force. Dinner at a magnificent private home lasted until 1:30.

Next morning the Honorary Mayor attended a special religious service and sat with the Mayor at a place of honor beside the high altar. Then came a tour of the city, an elaborate lunch at another private home, visits to a nearby irrigation project and housing development. Then a dinner, before which the Honorary Mayor made a speech to the fifteen guests present, and presented the real Mayor with a gavel made from the Davie Poplar and a scroll with greetings to the City Council from Chancellor Aycock and President Friday.

More attentions followed on the next day, and finally many fond good-byes. Don Nicasio accompanied us to the Provincial Capital, Badajoz, where he introduced us to the Governor and other high officials. Don Nicasio had to stay at Badajoz for a meeting of alcaldes of the province, and we went back to the hotel to pay our bill. Just as had happened in Zalamea when we tried to pay for anything, the clerk refused to take our money. The bill had already been paid.

Needless to say, Zalamea de la Serena will not be forgotten by the two Chapel Hillians who were there in 1964. Maybe, though, this did not happen after all. It must have been a dream.
The Youthful Department of Psychology

Bowdoin’s three-man Department of Psychology consists of Assistant Professors L. Dodge Fernald, Jr. (who is 35 years old), Alfred H. Fuchs (who is 32), and Haratune H. Mikaelian (who is 31). Professor Fernald, Chairman of the Department since 1963, is a 1932 graduate of Amherst College, with a master of education degree from Harvard and his Ph.D. from Cornell. He came to Bowdoin in 1961 and is President of the Maine Psychological Association. Some of his fields of interest are the Rorschach Tests (ink blot tests), tests for brain injuries, and programmed materials for teaching machines. He has coached the soccer, skiing, and lacrosse teams at the College.

Professor Fuchs was graduated from Rutgers in 1954 and received his master of arts degree from Ohio University and his Ph.D. from Ohio State. He came to Bowdoin in 1962. His main fields of interest within his general area of study are verbal learning and short-term memory, motivation, perceptual-motor skills, and theories (schools) of psychology.

Professor Mikaelian is a native of Syria, where he received a junior college diploma in science from Aleppo College. A 1958 graduate of Boston College and a Ph.D. candidate at Brandeis, he came to Bowdoin in 1961. One of his main fields of interest concerns the human ability to coordinate vision and motion. He is conducting experiments which seek to demonstrate that visual motor coordination — the ability which we possess to respond almost automatically with hand or other body motion to what we sense — is an acquired characteristic, not one with which we are born.
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Fall Semester Senior Seminars

No. 1

The Artist as a Social Commentator and Critic

PHILIP C. BEAM, Henry Johnson Professor of Art and Archaeology

The purpose of this Seminar is to explore a special aspect of the history of art — the role of the artist as a social commentator and critic, as distinct from his role as landscapist, still-life painter, religious symbolist, or abstractionist. The term “social” is meant to focus attention upon the illustration and interpretation of the emotional attitudes exhibited by human beings in their behavior toward each other, as these have appeared in works of art. The expressions “commentator” and “critic” have been adopted to indicate the responses of artists to this behavior.

The historical time span covered will be from the fourteenth century to the present day, when artists obtained for the first time the individual freedom of expression which is necessary for social comment and criticism on any widespread basis. At the same time the Western world was torn by almost universal social upheavals — the Reformation, the period of revolutions, and the World Wars of our own century. Yet the dislocations and disruptions which they created inspired the greatest period of critical evaluation in the history of art.

Listed below are examples of the works of art to be studied:

A Humanities Seminar, open to all students except Art majors.

No. 2

Richard Wagner

ROBERT K. BECKWITH, Associate Professor of Music
FRITZ C. A. KOELLN, George Taylor Files Professor of Modern Languages

In this Seminar, offered jointly by the Departments of Music and German, Wagner’s work will be studied as the climax of the German Romantic Movement and as a fulfillment of its ideal of “Gesamtwerk.” Primary emphasis will be placed on the Wagnerian music, dramatic form, and philosophy. The poetry, the mythological sources, the sociological significance of the Wagner movement, and its political implications will also be considered.

During the introductory period the students will be expected to become familiar with Wagner's biography, the libretto of the operas, the music of selected operas, and the philosophical conceptions of Schopenhauer and Nietzsche.

The basic conceptions of the Romantic Movement will be presented by the instructors.

Topics for independent study will include the following:
1. Richard Wagner’s Philosophy: Between Feuerbach and Schopenhauer.
2. Richard Wagner and Friedrich Nietzsche: Admiration and Enmity.
3. The Political World of Richard Wagner: the Revolutionary and the King’s Friend.
5. Richard Wagner’s Source Material.
8. Wagner and Beethoven.
9. Tristan und Isolde: an Operatic Potboiler?
10. Wagner’s Conception of Opera and Drama.
11. Wagner’s Use of the Leitmotif.
13. Wagner and Liszt.
15. The Development of the Wagnerian Leading Woman: a Study of Senta, Elisabeth, Elsa, and Brünhilde.

A Humanities Seminar, open to all students.

No. 3

Poetry and Poetics

LOUIS O. COXE, Pierce Professor of English

The purpose of this Seminar is to acquaint students with some of the more significant forms and techniques of poetry in English. On the assumption that poetry is an art for the ear as well as the eye, the attempt will be made to educate students to hear poetry and to learn how and why certain principles of versification work while others do not. Why and how experiment becomes necessary and fruitful, how language changes and poetry with it or in advance of it. Although the approach, initially, will be historical, it is expected that by the end of the independent period students will be able to consider the contemporary with the past from an objectively technical view. To that end, a great deal of poetry must be read, and read aloud, as well as silently. Standard scansion, free verse, syllables, and “prose poetry” will be considered and judged. The more experimental poets of recent years will be

Seminar Regulations

1. Each Senior must take two Seminars, one in each Semester.
2. The Seminars must be outside the major field, and at least one of them must be (and both of them may be) outside the division in which the major lies. For guidance as to eligibility, see the statement at the end of each Seminar description.
3. Seminars are limited to fifteen students.
4. Seminar grades will be “pass,” “fail,” or “distinction.”
5. There are no formal prerequisites for Seminars. Some of the Seminars, however, presuppose a certain level of competence or background knowledge. If the descriptions do not make clear whether a student can manage a certain Seminar, he should consult the instructor for advice before registering for that Seminar.
considered, and an attempt made to assess the validity of the experiments and the potential or actual artistry of the results.

Topics for independent study:
1. A group of poems written by the student, with an accompanying essay on the technical problems met and the kinds of metric or prosodic rationale behind the poems.
2. Music and the composition of verse. A study of the work of such Elizabethan and seventeenth-century poets as Campion and Ben Jonson, to see what effects can be borrowed directly from musical notation.
5. Ezra Pound as experimenter and traditionalist.
6. The war of the anthologies: Classics versus Beats.

A Humanities Seminar, open to all students except English majors.

No. 4
The Supreme Court and the “First Freedom”
ATHEN P. DAGGETT, William Nelson Cromwell Professor of Constitutional and International Law and Government

The First Amendment to the Constitution provides that “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. . . .” This provision has been described as creating a “wall of separation between Church and State.” The Fourteenth Amendment forbids any state to “deprive any person of. . . liberty. . . without due process of law. . . .” Religious liberty, it is generally agreed, is included in the liberty so protected. The purpose of the Seminar is to discover how these provisions have been developed and applied by the Supreme Court.

As a prelude to the investigation of the actual cases themselves, it is well to pause to look at America in the days of the First Congress, which submitted the amendment to the states, at the relation of Church and State in the Colonial and Federal periods, and at the movement for religious freedom in which Thomas Jefferson played so important a part. Important also is the later period when, in defining the meaning of the “liberty” of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Court came to accept the idea that it “incorporated” the detailed freedoms of the First Amendment.

Suggested topics for independent study:
3. The Established Church in America.
4. The Fourteenth Amendment Takes Over the First.
5. Religious Practices vs. the Law.
6. The State and Intrachurch Disputes.
7. Conscientious Objectors.
9. Instruction in Religious Beliefs.
10. Government Aid to Church-Supported Education.
11. The Blue Laws and Sunday Closing.
12. The Parochial Schools and Compulsory Education.

A Social Studies Seminar, open to all students except Government majors.

No. 5
Greek Mythology and Living Literature
NATHAN DANE, II, Winkley Professor of the Latin Language and Literature

The purpose of the Seminar is to explore the origins of Greek myths and their transmission as a vital force in the literatures of both the past and the present. A common background will be acquired from an initial introduction based on a thorough investigation of Hesiod and familiarization with the whole range of Greek myths of antiquity. Particular attention will be paid to the legends of the Golden Fleece, Heracles, Thebes, and Troy. Ancient treatments of mythological themes will be examined as they appear in the Homeric Hymns, Homer, Pindar, and the tragic poets. The Metamorphoses of Ovid will serve to bridge the gap between the world of the ancient Greeks and the eras of modern literatures. Required reading will extend beyond the standard popular works of Bulfinch or Edith Hamilton and will include Lattimore’s translation of Hesiod, Humphries’ translation of Ovid, and a close understanding of Graves’ The Greek Myths.

During the period of independent research each student will concentrate his attention either on the later development of a single myth or on a single author’s handling of mythological material. Topics might include, for example, O’Neill and the theme of the Orestes, Gide as a Neo-Hellenic, Schiller’s The Gods of Greece, Mary Renault and the Theseus myth, or any of a host of myths or authors, ancient or modern. Abundant background material for such studies is available in such works as Hight’s Classical Tradition, Nilsson’s History of Greek Religion, Rose’s Handbook, works on Classical backgrounds by J. A. K. Thomson, the prodigious volumes of Sir J. G. Frazer’s The Golden Bough, Pausanias, Ovid’s Fasti, and Apollodorus. The results of these studies will be presented orally from written manuscripts for seminar discussion and critique during the final four weeks of the course.

The final examination will assume a familiarity with not only the results of the student’s own project but also of the material contributed by other members of the Seminar.

A Humanities Seminar, open to all students except Classics majors.

No. 6
The Revolution in Biology: The Impact of Information Theory
JOHN L. HOWLAND, Assistant Professor of Biology

This Seminar will be concerned with events in the recent history of biology having to do with the analogy between information theory and biological order. It will begin with a fairly descriptive (non-mathematical) discussion of information and information storage, as exemplified by high-speed numerical computers, and will extend to a consideration of problems of control and programming in the biological realm. Specific areas to be included are (1) the meaning of biological order, (2) the genetic encoding problem, (3) biological feedback networks, (4) programs for biological periodicity (“biological clocks”), and (5) the analogy between the digital computer and the central nervous system.

It is hoped that the student will not only gain insight into the relation between order and information but also come to see the relevance of information theory to several topics of general interest, including the theory of heredity, the nature of viruses, cancer (essentially an escape from order), and the structure of the human nervous system.

Possible topics for independent study include the following:
1. The genetic code.
2. The necessity of genetic “mistakes” (mutations).
3. Viruses and biological order.
6. Information and biological specificity.
7. Control of cellular processes.
8. Control of animal populations.
10. Logical networks and animal behavior.
11. Logical networks and abnormal neurology.
12. Biological clocks.

A Science-Mathematics Division Seminar, open to all students except Biology majors.

NO. 7

The Special Theory of Relativity

NOEL C. LITTLE, Professor of Physics, and Josiah Little Professor of Natural Science

This year is the quadricentennial anniversary of the birth of Galileo Galilei, and also finds Albert Einstein's special theory of relativity approaching three score years and ten. Nevertheless, there is a current rebirth of interest in the basic ideas of motion in space and time, which these two names epitomize. Laymen, or as C. P. Snow would say, those of the other culture, have the impression that new advances in science throw into discard past achievements. This is not so. Nearly every text on relativity starts with a specification of an inertial system, a Galilean frame of reference. The underlying purpose of this Seminar is to give a "grass roots" explanation of the interrelations of space and time insofar as special relativity can present them.

In the period devoted to independent study, the particular topic to which a participant in the Seminar is assigned will depend upon both his interests and his technical background. The following topics are of great interest and could form the basis of individual study. Topics (7) and (8) are among the possibilities for those without any mathematical or scientific background.

1. The twin paradox.
2. The experimental basis for the theory of relativity.
3. The way in which Bridgeman's operational definition fits the problem.
4. Some of the more general philosophical implications.
5. The geometrical representation for special relativity.
6. A criticism of the translation of some of the fundamental papers on the theory.
7. The effect of relativity on social theory or in literature.
8. An investigation of the recent claim that Lawrence Durrell's novels have a relativistic background.
9. A controversy between Dingle and Poor.

A Science-Mathematics Division Seminar, open to all students except Physics majors.

NO. 8

Historical Geography

RICHARD B. LYMAN, JR., Instructor in History

The aim of this Seminar is to examine the relationship between history and geography by focusing attention on concrete historical cases. Topics will be drawn from the history of Western civilization in the medieval and modern periods, although the territorial and chronological limits may be widened in special cases. Not only political events but also economic, sociological, and cultural subjects make valid and fruitful topics. Geographical factors and influences will be closely correlated with historical occurrences in terms of the principles of human geography, i.e., the interconnection between the physical setting and human activity. Underlying much of the work of the Seminar is the question "Does historical geography provide qualitatively different insights into the cause and nature of historical events than traditional approaches?" Wherever practicable, extensive use will be made of cartographic materials, but technical and artistic abilities are not needed. Written as well as oral presentations are required at the end of the Seminar.

Suggested topics for independent study:
1. The partition of Germany seen as historical geography.
2. Polish access to the Baltic: geography vs. history.
3. The idea of natural frontiers in France.
4. The influence of fiords and leads on Norwegian history.
5. The growth of an English city during the Industrial Revolution.
7. The historical geography of the rise of monasticism.
8. Pilgrim routes in the Middle Ages.
10. Continuity of communications: Roman roads to railroads in Britain.

A Social Studies Seminar, open to all students except History majors.

NO. 9

The Person and the Mind-Body Problem

EDWARD POLS, Professor of Philosophy

The problem of the nature of man can be focused on in many different ways. It is the central problem of this Seminar, but our focus makes prominent the question of the person and his unity or lack of it. Is the person merely a physical complex, developing in interaction with a physical environment in accordance with physical laws, or is he a persistent entity whose unity is of a deeper and more important sort? When, as in the past, this deeper unity has been affirmed and identified with a soul or mind, its relation to the physical complex called the body has been an immediate problem. Does mind interact with body, and if so how? Does it make use of the body? Or is it merely encumbered by the body? But the problem is just as acute when this supposed deeper unity is denied. How does the physical complex called the brain give rise to functional levels of behavior that common sense recognizes as conscious mind? Can the unity of a conscious personality in action be captured in terms of the unity of a physical complex?

Some possible topics for independent study:
1. The nature of the person in existential thought.
2. The evidence of biology. What can we learn about our central problems from current scientific investigation of brain structure and function?
3. The nature and significance of analogies between the central nervous system and computers.
4. The evidence of language: what, if anything, can analysis of the language we use in talking about "persons," "selves," "minds," "bodies," "consciousness," and so forth tell us about the central problems we are concerned with?
5. The evidence of consciousness: the approach to the problem of person, mind, and body by way of direct introspective experience. (Phenomenology and allied approaches.)
6. Rational (metaphysical) knowledge of the self.
7. The evidence of epistemology: what can investigation of the nature of knowledge tell us about person, body, and mind?
8. The evidence of religion and morality.

A Humanities Seminar, open to all students except Philosophy majors.

NO. 10

The Civilization of the Mayas

WILLIAM C. ROOT, Charles Weston Pickard Professor of Chemistry

The Mayas developed a civilization in Guatemala and southern Mexico that reached its peak about 800-900 and then...
declined until the Spanish Conquest in 1525, although survivals are still to be found in the remoter areas. Their civilization provides an excellent example of the growth and decline of a culture isolated from Asiatic and European influences. The Seminar will include the history of the Maya, the daily life of the people, their religion and government, and their arts and sciences. The anthropology of the present-day Maya Indians will be examined in regard to survivals of the older culture and their reactions to modern civilization.

Since the Mayas had no written language, information about the earlier phases of their civilization can be obtained only from the ruins of their cities and from artifacts and inscriptions found in archaeological excavations. Most of the archaeological reports are in English. Some papers of interest are in Spanish, but a knowledge of this language, while desirable, is not necessary.

Examples of suitable topics are as follows:
1. The origin of the Mayas and the beginning of civilization.
2. A city of the “Old Empire” (Copan, Quirigua, Tikal, and so forth).
3. The Mexican “occupation” of the northern Maya area and its cultural effects.
4. A city of the “New Empire” (Chichen-Itza, Uxmal, Mayapan, and so forth).
5. The life cycle of a Mayan man.
6. The daily life of a Mayan family—costume, food, education, medicine.
8. Religion and the gods.
9. Mayan science—the calendar, astronomy, hieroglyphics.
10. Mayan art—sculpture, painting, pottery, metal work.
11. The Mayan Indians today.
12. Comparison of the development of the Mayan civilization with that of Egypt, Babylonia, or Greece.

A Social Studies Seminar, open to all students.

No. 11
The Growth and Decline of American Railroads
WILLIAM D. SHIPMAN, Assistant Professor of Economics

This Seminar will study the expansion of the American railroad network in the nineteenth century and the contraction of the industry in recent years in terms of both the historical-institutional setting and the economic position, then and now, of the carriers. The subject matter combines the fields of economic history and economic analysis. A primary aim of the Seminar will be to determine how much of the deterioration in rail service has been inevitable in terms of economics and technology and how much is the result of public policies which value special group interests more highly than economic efficiency.

Seminar topics suitable for independent study might include the following:
1. Competition between a specific canal and railroad; for example, the Erie Canal and the (later) New York Central.
2. Politics and economics of land grants to the western railroads.
3. Colonization activities of one or more railroads.
4. Attitudes of railroad promoters toward competition and the public (based, for example, on Cochran’s study of nineteenth century railroad leaders).
5. Role of the railroad in promoting general economic development, especially the recent reappraisals of that role by Coonter and Fogel.
7. Economic effects of some recent and prospective railroad mergers.
8. Unequal incidence in the taxation of transport media.
9. Real vs. money costs of highway transportation.
10. Background of the present work-rules dispute.
11. Subsidization of air passenger transport and its effect on the railroads.
12. Railroads and the metropolitan transport question—study of one or more specific cities.

A Social Studies Seminar, open to all students except Economics majors.

No. 12
Social Darwinism
WILLIAM B. WHITESIDE, Associate Professor of History

The impact of Darwinian evolutionary theory upon social thought in the period from 1859 to the present will concern the members of this Seminar. The excitement generated by Darwin and his co-workers and popularizers was not restricted to biology and related sciences. It touched virtually every field of thought. Whether the derivations from evolutionary theory, boldly applied to human society, were valid or not, they appeared in profusion for at least a half-century after the appearance of The Origin of Species.

This was more than a passing fad. Urbanization, industrialization, technological innovation, a widening gap between wealth and poverty, and other fundamental changes in the social conditions of Europe and America were intensely studied and hotly debated by the Social Darwinians and their critics. This Seminar will attempt to develop a deeper understanding of these conditions as well as the response to them.

As the members of this Seminar consider the relationship between science and ideas about society, they will compare the impact of Darvinian ideas with the reception of such scientific developments as the Copernican revolution, Newtonian physics, and relativity during other eras. If the interest in discussing this larger question is keen, one or more optional joint meetings with the members of Seminar No. 7 will be arranged.

Examples of topics for independent study:
2. The “Survival of the Fittest” and the Reformers: the Rejection of Conservative Social Darwinism.
3. Comparison of a European and an American Social Darwinian.
4. Social Darwinism and Imperialism.
6. Social Darwinism as a Theme in a Major European or American Writer.
7. Social Darwinism and the Origins of Modern Sociology.
8. Evolutionary Thought and Pragmatism.

A Social Studies Seminar, open to all students except History majors.

Editor’s Note
Because of the limitations of space, the descriptions of most of these twelve Senior Seminars had to be condensed from the form in which they appeared in a special catalogue published last spring for the benefit of the Class of 1965. The Editor hopes that faculty members and their Seminars have been done no injustice in this process.

The list of Seminars for the spring semester will appear in a future issue of the ALUMNUS.
Campaign An Outstanding Success

"Welcome to one of Bowdoin's finest hours!"

Those were the happy opening words with which Overseer Vincent B. Welch '38 greeted Bowdoin men gathered at the campus on October 16 for a Recognition Banquet honoring all Campaign volunteer workers for their successful efforts in the most comprehensive fund drive in the history of the College. In appreciation, each worker received a framed personalized copy of the Bowdoin Coat of Arms, signed by President Coles.

Mr. Welch, who served as Alumni Chairman for the nation-wide Campaign, began the brief speaking program by introducing Professor Nathaniel C. Kendrick, Dean of the College; Sumner T. Pike '13, President of the Board of Overseers; William D. Ireland '16, Vice President of the Board of Trustees; and Roy A. Foulke '19, Vice President of the Board of Overseers.

Trustee Sanford B. Cousins '20, who served first as Vice Chairman and later as Chairman of the Campaign, was the next speaker. He announced for the record what everyone gathered in the main dining room of the Senior Center already knew — that proud Bowdoin alumni had helped write another bright page in the history of the College and American higher education.

As of that moment, Mr. Cousins reported, the Campaign, which had an original goal of $10 million, had reached a total of $10,230,000. Equally as important, Mr. Cousins noted, was the fact that 42 per cent of Bowdoin alumni participated in the Campaign. He also noted that 85 per cent of the funds raised came from the alumni body.

Mr. Cousins then paid tribute to the Campaign Areas which had exceeded their original quotas. He went on to introduce Robert Duncan of Kersting, Brown, and Co., the College’s fund raising counsel, and to give well deserved recognition to Wolcott A. Hokanson, Jr. '50, the College's Executive Secretary and National Campaign Director; and C. Warren Ring, Development Officer of the College.

The next speaker was Trustee Charles A. Cary '10, the original Campaign Chairman, under whose leadership the fund drive was launched. Mr. Cary joined Mr. Cousins and Mr. Welch in expressing gratitude to the hundreds of Bowdoin men whose efforts have made the College's vital goal of leadership in excellence a reality.

"Thank you all," said Mr. Cary, "but don't forget — we've still got a job to do!"

Before introducing President Coles, Mr. Welch paid tribute to the President's leadership and hard work throughout the Campaign.

Expressing his own thanks, President Coles declared, "You have made it possible for Bowdoin to move forward and to pioneer and to be one of the leaders in undergraduate residential education for men. In the words of President Sills, 'The greatest years for Bowdoin are the years that lie ahead.'"

The following day, as they walked beneath the Pines, Bowdoin men and their families could turn in almost any direction and see impressive signs of their College's vitality and progress.

The pioneering Senior Center, once just a dream, was now a magnificent reality. A new library was being erected beside the old one. The steel skeleton of a new gymnasium was taking shape. An addition to the Moulton Union was under way. The interior of Winthrop Hall, where Henry Wadsworth Longfellow lived, was being renovated, and plans for similar renovations to other old dormitories were well under way. Not as visible, but just as real, was the increased endowment for instruction and student aid.

All of these things, which will enable Bowdoin to keep its academic program dynamic in the critical years ahead, have been made possible by the success of the Capital Campaign.

In addition to the heartening support from generous alumni, the College’s academic program and plans for the future received the tangible endorsement of some of the nation's leading philanthropic foundations. There have been, to cite a few examples, a $2.5 million matching grant from the Ford Foundation, a $300,000 grant from the James Foundation, $100,000 from the Carnegie Corporation of New York, $75,000 from the Avalon Foundation, and $50,000 from the George F. Baker Trust.
The Ford Foundation Grant

One of the highlights of the Recognition Banquet was the announcement by Campaign Chairman Sanford B. Cousins '20 that barring unforeseen events the College would definitely meet the terms set down by the Ford Foundation to qualify for the full $2.5 million matching grant by the June 30, 1966, deadline.

Mr. Cousins pointed out that approximately $5 million in gifts eligible for matching is already on hand and that an additional $2.6 million has been subscribed. The total of $7.6 million given and pledged is $100,000 more than is required under the terms of the Ford Foundation grant.

However, the College will not receive the full grant from the Foundation until payment is actually made on outstanding subscriptions, and such payment must be on or before June 30, 1966.

New and additional gifts and subscriptions are still needed to provide a reasonable hedge against some inevitable shrinkage or delays in payment of outstanding subscriptions.

Solicitation Ends — Books Remain Open

Although active solicitation for the Capital Campaign came to a close on Alumni Day, October 17, Chairman Sanford B. Cousins ‘20 pointed out at the Recognition Banquet that the books for the Campaign will remain open through the end of the calendar year, December 31, 1964. The names of all alumni and friends of the College whose subscriptions or gifts are received by that date will be included in the "Honor Roll" which will be a part of the final Campaign Report. Payments on subscriptions may be made at a later date either in lump sum or in installments. Whenever possible, the final payment should be scheduled not later than June 30, 1966, which is the deadline for matching under the Ford Foundation grant.

The 100% of Quota Club

| Albany, New York | 130.9% |
| Bangor, Maine | 113.4% |
| Bath, Maine | 150.0% |
| Brunswick, Maine | 148.2% |
| Buffalo, New York | 112.5% |
| Burlington, Vermont | 100.0% |
| Charlotte, North Carolina | 103.8% |
| Cincinnati, Ohio | 123.6% |
| Columbus, Ohio | 103.2% |
| Concord, New Hampshire | 138.9% |
| Dallas, Texas | 345.6% |
| Detroit, Michigan | 156.8% |
| Farmington, Maine | 206.1% |
| Grand Rapids, Michigan | 133.6% |
| Hartford, Connecticut | 115.3% |
| Keene, New Hampshire | 124.7% |
| Lakeville, Connecticut | 115.7% |
| Lubec-Machias, Maine | 122.5% |
| New London, Connecticut | 100.3% |
| New York Metropolitan Area | 102.6% |
| New York City, New York | 125.7% |
| Peterborough, New Hampshire | 115.8% |
| Philadelphia, Pennsylvania | 164.2% |
| Princeton, New Jersey | 126.1% |
| Tucson, Arizona | 124.2% |
| Washington, D. C. | 144.0% |
| Worcester, Massachusetts | 141.1% |

Capital Campaign Scoreboard - $10,244,829

November 13, 1964

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of Gift</th>
<th>NEEDED</th>
<th></th>
<th>RECEIVED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$500,000 and up</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$4,250,000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000 to 500,000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000 to 100,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>600,000</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000 to 50,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000 to 10,000</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>850,000</td>
<td>511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All others</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>3262</td>
<td>500,015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percent of Alumni Participation 42%
Senior Center Dedication

by Joseph D. Kamin, Director of News Services

The College's new Senior Center was dedicated with an impressive program that began Sunday evening, October 18, and continued into Monday evening, October 19.

The ceremonies were opened with a chamber music concert in the main lounge of the Senior Center Sunday evening. The musicians were a quartet made up of members of the Concert Arts Chamber Players, who have given summer chamber music concerts on the Bowdoin campus in the past. The highlight of the concert was the world première of "Divertissement," a work by the distinguished American composer and teacher Ross Lee Finney, who was commissioned to compose it for the dedication. "Divertissement," a modern work in one movement, was played by pianist William Doppmann; his wife, Camilla, a cellist; clarinetist Richard Waller; and Ling Tung, a violinist. Dr. Finney, currently Professor of Music at the University of Michigan, was the guest of honor at an informal reception after the concert.

Dedication day, Monday, began at 10 a.m., with a special trumpet fanfare signaling the start of the formal outdoor exercises in the court of the Senior Center. The fanfare was written for the occasion by Instructor John E. Rogers of the Music Department. With Mr. Rogers himself conducting, the fanfare was played by the Bowdoin Brass Ensemble, including Elmer L. Beal, Jr., '63, first trumpet; Carl D. Hopkins '66, second trumpet; David E. Brewster '66, first trombone; and Charles J. Blumenthal '67, second trombone.

The program was opened by William D. Ireland '16, Vice President of the Board of Trustees, who served as Marshal for the entire dedicatory program. The invocation was given by the Reverend Joseph C. MacDonald '15, D.D., an Overseer of the College and Minister of the Union Church, Waban, Mass. President Coles welcomed the guests, who included official delegates from many of the nation's leading colleges and universities. He said that the Senior Center is a graphic demonstration of Bowdoin's primary concern — "the welfare and development of the individual student."

"This has been the Bowdoin philosophy from the day the first student entered in 1802, and the commitment which we today make assures that it will continue to be the Bowdoin philosophy," the President declared.

Calling attention to the dedicated efforts of the many individuals and groups who changed the Senior Center from a dream to a reality, he continued, "In my own experience, I am aware of no other enterprise which has been so truly and so completely a cooperative venture of Faculty, Governing Boards, alumni, and students. . . . I would mention, in particular, the committees of the Governing Boards and of the Faculty, under the chairmanships of Mr. Charles A. Cary of the Class of 1910 and Professor Athern P. Maggett of the Class of 1923, within which the program was conceived and planned, and the requirements for the facilities outlined."

President Coles said that the Senior Center Program is a modern response to "the wise advice of one of the great Presidents of Bowdoin College, William DeWitt Hyde, whose great grandson is a member of the first senior class to occupy the Senior Center and is here today:

"No (college) . . . can fulfill its mission by simply repeating its own past; or duplicating the features of the others."

From the top of the Senior Center tower, looking down upon the Dedication ceremonies.
Each college is called upon to do its share of costly experimentation for the common good."

Bowdoin, President Coles declared, "is accepting this command."

The next speaker was Widgery Thomas '22, a Trustee and chairman of the building committee for the Senior Center, who said that Bowdoin's new educational program will foster warm relationships vital to student needs and contributing to self-discipline. He said that the buildings are dedicated to the Class of 1965 and "responsible students who will be here in the future, coming from all parts of the world, who will be the leaders in their chosen fields of endeavor." Describing the new facility as a "beautiful and practical set of buildings," Mr. Thomas noted that they were designed by Hugh Stubbins and Associates, Inc., of Cambridge, Mass., and built by the George A. Fuller Company of Boston and New York and many sub-contractors. He also paid tribute to Robert W. Gleason of Yarmouth, an engineer who has assisted Bowdoin on all new campus construction since World War II.

"These buildings and the concept for their use," Mr. Thomas said, "represent the final result of inspired hard work and close cooperation of President Coles, who originated and directed the project; faculty, administration, and staff; members of the Governing Boards; all who took part in the capital fund drive; alumni; the students; and the many friends of Bowdoin College who have contributed so generously. The purpose of all this effort is to continue to expand the educational policy and traditions of Bowdoin College."

In turning the buildings over to President Coles, Mr. Thomas also cited his associates on the Governing Boards building committee: Trustees William D. Ireland '16 and Charles A. Cary '10 and Overseers Paul K. Niven '16, Louis Bernstein '22, Gerald W. Blakeley, Jr. '43, and Everett P. Pope '41; Professor William B. Whiteside, Director of the Senior Center; Donovan D. Lancaster '27, Director of the Moulton Union; and John F. Brush, Superintendent of Grounds and Buildings.

The President of the Class of 1965, Gerald T. Giesler, responded in behalf of the student body. He pledged the best efforts of his class to make the new program successful and expressed the hope that "this tower will stand as a monument to the spirit and ideals for which it was built."

Professor Whiteside acknowledged that the new Bowdoin program of integrated study and environment has yet to be proved successful. "This experiment may succeed or it may fail," he said, "but we take pride in our rejection of complacency." Discussing the Senior Center Program and its emphasis on extended visits by guest lecturers, Professor White-

**WITH THE BAND LEADING THE WAY**, the academic procession formed in the courtyard of the Senior Center and made its way to the Pickard Theater in Memorial Hall for the academic convocation, which was opened by Mr. Ireland. After an invocation by Mr. MacDonald the Bowdoin Chapel Choir, conducted by Professor Robert K. Beckwith, sang the world premiere of an anthem entitled "Though I Speak With the Tongues of Men and of Angels," written for the occasion by Professor Elliott S. Schwartz of the Music Department. The Chapel Choir also offered a special Choral Amen, written for the exercises by Edward R. Greene '65.

Professor Whiteside introduced the principal speaker, Dr. Michael Polanyi, Professor Emeritus of Social Studies at Victoria University in Manchester, England. Dr. Polanyi, an internationally known chemist, philosopher, and author, challenged mankind in his address to turn from a belief in only tangible things to a search for truth, justice and moral integrity. He said that thought should be recognized as "an independent, self-governing force" within the modern mind.

Speaking on the topic "The Modern Mind — Its Structure and Prospects," Professor Polanyi scoffed at those who refuse to recognize and experience "the higher intangible levels of existence." He said, "The modern mind distrusts intangible things and looks behind them for tangible matters, on which it relies for understanding the world. We are a tough-minded generation." But, Dr. Polanyi added, "in spite of our tough theories, our society is more humane than any that has existed before.

The Faculty Marshal for the impressive exercises was Professor George H. Quinby '23, Dean of the College Nathaniel C. Kendrick and Dean of Students A. LeRoy Greason, Jr. led the faculty. Professor Burton W. Taylor was Marshal of
Delegates, with Professors Nathan Dane II '37 and Paul G. Darling as Deputies. The seniors were led by their Marshal, Berle M. Schiller, the Vice President of the Class. In the Pickard Theater Captain Joe R. Dickerson of Bowdoin's ROTC staff and Professor James M. Moulton served as Floor Marshals.

After the singing of "Rise, Sons of Bowdoin," the guests made their way back to the Senior Center for a luncheon. Professor Daggett presided, and Professor Paul V. Hazelton '42 introduced the speaker, United States Senator Edmund S. Muskie H'57 of Maine, who told the audience that education is a continuing responsibility of all levels of government. He outlined what he described as "the crisis in American education," declaring that by 1970 public school enrollment will have jumped from the current level of 37 million to 45 million, and the nation will need 1.7 million additional qualified teachers.

Senator Muskie said that Bowdoin, with its pioneering Senior Center Program, is demonstrating "that true conservatism combines the best of the past with a willingness to strike out boldly into the future." Recalling the Bowdoin days of Nathaniel Hawthorne, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, and Kenneth C. M. Sills, and referring to the ever-present Bowdoin Pines, Senator Muskie said, "You have not abandoned the past, but neither have you turned away from the future."

There was an Open House for invited guests in the Senior Center after the luncheon, and at 3 p.m. Professor Whiteside and Mr. Stubbins led an informal panel discussion of the program and physical facilities involved in Bowdoin's educational plan for the senior year. This discussion took place in the main lounge of the Center.

A second performance of the Dedicatory Concert was given in the lounge at 4 p.m., followed by a late afternoon reception.

The closing event was a dedicatory banquet, at which President Coles presided. The principal speaker was Secretary of the Navy Paul H. Nitze, who said that the Senior Center will help Bowdoin continue to produce leaders and "men of general wisdom who ... make a wholly disproportionate contribution in the world of affairs."

Mr. Nitze noted that the Senior Center "is an attempt to provide one answer to the question of the role which the small liberal arts college can most effectively play in these days of the growth of great state and private universities." He said, "I feel strongly that there is such a role to be played. You and other small but excellent schools are admirably equipped to provide the nation's young men with what I regard as the most important sort of educational experience — a deep background in the humanities and the general sciences, coupled with the toughness of mind necessary to deal responsibly with particulars."

Mr. Nitze continued, "The ideal of education as a part of one's total environment, as a background for his daily life, rather than as a matter to be addressed solely at morning lectures and during evening study hours, is to me particularly valid. A graduate of the Bowdoin Senior Center is likely to recognize that his education must not terminate when he leaves this College, or even when he completes his graduate training in whatever university he may choose. If he is to make a significant contribution in today's complex society, his education must continue to be a part of his overall environment throughout his life."
A Football Alumni Weekend was held at the College on Friday and Saturday, September 4 and 5, with alumni from throughout the East invited to return. The schedule on Friday included a reception at the Alumni House, followed by highlight movies of the 1963 season. Breakfast with the squad at the Moulton Union at 7 o’clock Saturday morning preceded a practice session at Pickard Field. After lunch at the Union, alumni met with Head Coach Nels Corey ’39 and his staff to discuss Bowdoin’s personnel and prospects, its opponents, and its offense and defense. In the afternoon there was another practice session, this time at Whittier Field, followed by dinner at the Union at 6:30.

It is hoped that the Football Alumni Weekend will become an annual event at Bowdoin.
Fall Sports

Bowdoin’s 1964 football team had another successful year while the soccer and cross country squads were experiencing building seasons. Coach Nels Corey’s gridiron squad compiled a record of 5 wins and 3 losses. The soccer team, coached by Professor Dodge Fernald in the temporary absence of Coach Charlie Butt, won 2 games and lost 7. Coach Frank Sabasteanski’s cross country team won 1 meet and lost 5.

The football team, outweighed and outmanned throughout the season, opened with a 38-13 victory over new opponent Worcester Polytech. Bowdoin then whipped Tufts 18-7 and Wesleyan 14-0 before bowing to Amherst 19-18 and Williams 36-6. The Polar Bears defeated Colby 32-6 and Bates 13-6, closing their season with a 22-0 loss to Maine in the last football game between the two schools. The victories over Colby and Bates gave Bowdoin second place in the Maine State Series.

Bowdoin players established four individual and two team records during the season. Paul Soule ’66, a halfback, set a new Bowdoin single-season rushing record of 670 yards, with an average of 5.9 yards per carry. Paul, hampered during the latter part of the season by injuries, is virtually certain to break the Bowdoin career rushing record of 1,134 yards sometime next season. His 414 yards gained in 1963, when he was a sophomore, and his 670 during 1964 give him a two-year total of 1,084.

Quarterback and Co-Captain Bob Harrington ’65 set a new Bowdoin career record for the most touchdown passes with 16 scoring aerials in his three seasons on the team.

Co-Captain Steve Ingram ’65, an end, set two new kicking marks. His 40 punts were the most ever made in a single Bowdoin season by one player, and his 1,343 yards kicked set a new record for the highest punting yardage in a single season.

The other two records involved passing. Harrington, quarterback Maurie Viens ’67, and Soule combined their talents to post a record 51.2% completion percentage, and Bowdoin’s opponents intercepted only 5 Polar Bear passes, a record low.

Although he was injured and unable to play in Bowdoin’s last three games, halfback Bill Matthews ’65 finished second to Soule in the individual rushing department with 183 yards gained and an average of 3.7 yards per rush. Fullback Bruce Aleman ’66 gained 151 yards for a 4.2-yard average. Harrington and halfback Tom Allen ’67 both netted 106 yards, and Viens gained 84 yards.

Harrington completed 39 of his 78 passes for a net gain of 480 yards, including 6 touchdowns. Viens completed 21 of 38 passes for 249 yards, including 1 touchdown.

In the pass receiving department, end Jim MacAllen ’66 caught 27 for 405 yards and a touchdown. Soule paced the punt and kickoff return departments, running back 14 punts for 202 yards and returning 6 kickoffs for 131 yards. He also led the individual scorers, with 7 touchdowns and 42 points.

Bowdoin outscored its combined opponents 139 to 109 and piled up 120 first downs to 99. The Polar Bear total yardage was 2,216, compared with 1,869 for the opponents.

The soccer squad opened its season with a 3-1 loss to Wesleyan and then suffered defeats at the hands of Springfield 5-1 and Maine 3-1. The team found the range against Lowell Tech, posting a 4-2 victory. Then it lost to Bates 3-2, Colby 4-1, Bates 4-0, and Colby 3-2 in a double overtime. The season ended on a winning note with a victory over Maine 4-1.

Ed Fitzgerald ’66 and Charlie Rosenberg ’66 shared the individual soccer scoring honors with 5 goals each. Co-Captain Gerry Giesler ’65 and Hugh Hardcastle ’65 both had 2 goals. The team’s other two goals were scored by Noel Leishman ’66 and John Doig ’65. The assists came largely from wingmen Cy Allen ’66, Rosenberg, and Hardcastle. The team, which lost all three of its fullbacks from last year’s squad, suffered from lack of scoring punch down the middle but got a lot of valuable experience during the season. Eleven of the 16 goals were scored by underclassmen, offering hope for the future.

Giesler was named to the All-Maine team at left halfback. Selected for the second All-Maine team were Co-Captain Dick Diefenbach ’65 at right halfback, Rosenberg at left wing, and Ed Leydon ’66 at left back.

The cross country team opened with a 39-45 loss at St. Anselm’s, followed by defeats at the hands of Amherst 15-42 and Williams 21-34. The Polar Bear runners then defeated Colby 24-33 and closed their season with losses to Bates 17-41 and Vermont 17-45.

Bert Babcock ’65, serving as cross country captain for the second year, finished first against St. Anselm’s in a losing cause. Others who ran well for Bowdoin were sophomores Cary Rea and Stan Cutter.

Nels Corey Resigns

C. Nelson (Nels) Corey ’39, head football coach at Bowdoin since 1959, has resigned effective next July 1. He is also coach of Bowdoin’s varsity lacrosse team. A member of the coaching staff since 1955, Nels said, “I have decided to give up college coaching for the present. I plan to enter some other field, preferably in education.”

Director of Athletics Malcolm E. Mor-
reill '24 said, "I am sorry that Nels is leaving Bowdoin. I have always considered him one of the outstanding football coaches in the country."

President Coles said, "Coach Corey has done an outstanding job during the ten years he has been on the athletic staff at Bowdoin, not only in football but also in lacrosse, and earlier with freshman and varsity hockey and freshman baseball. We regret his decision to resign. He is an extremely fine man."

The resignation came at the conclusion of another successful football season, during which Bowdoin won five games, lost three, and finished second in the Maine State Series. In his six seasons as head football coach, his teams won 22 games, lost 20, and tied 1. In 1960 and again in 1963 they won the State Series. The 1963 squad had a 6-1 season's record, a mark unequalled since 1938, when Nels himself was the captain. This success brought him several nominations for New England small college coach-of-the-year honors.

A native of Lynn, Mass., Nels prepared for college at Governor Dummer Academy in South Byfield, Mass. A member of the Class of 1939 at Bowdoin, he was selected for All-Maine honors two of the three years he starred at tackle on the football team. He was also named to the All-New England hockey team as a goalie and played first base on the baseball squad.

Upon his graduation as a mathematics major, he had earned nine varsity letters in these three major sports. In addition, he was President of his class and of Delta Upsilon Fraternity and for three years was a member of the Student Council.

From 1939 to 1942 Nels coached football, baseball, and basketball and taught at the Pomfret School in Connecticut. He then entered the Navy for three years, serving for 25 months as a Lieutenant on Admiral Halsey's staff in the South Pacific. Upon his discharge he coached and taught during the 1946-17 year at Governor Dummer and then joined the faculty of Maine Central Institute in Pittsfield. He was at M.C.I. from 1947 to 1949 and again from 1952 to 1954 after serving as a coach at Colby from 1949 to 1952. During his years at M.C.I., where he also taught mathematics and served as Dean of Boys and head coach of hockey, his football teams never lost to a Maine preparatory school.

When he went to Colby in 1949, Nels became head hockey coach and football line coach. He was appointed head football coach in 1951. During 1954-55 he coached freshman football and hockey at Williams College, where his football team won the Little Three championship and his hockey squad was undefeated.

Nels returned to Bowdoin in 1955 as line coach in football and freshman hock-

HAROLD H. BURTON 1888-1964

Harold H. Burton '09, an Overseer of the College since 1936 and a retired Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court, died in Washington, D. C., on October 28, 1964. Many tributes have been written about him and about his influence upon the life of his fellow citizens, but perhaps the best tribute can be found in his own words. When he accepted the Bowdoin Prize on September 25, 1958, he referred to a lesson which he had learned at the College from the faculty and his fellow students: "This lesson was to use my time and capacities so as best to serve the interests of all humanity. That lifted me out of myself. Even though my part might be ever so small, I gained the inspiration of feeling that I was doing the most I could to advance the best interests of mankind. The horizon was infinitely great."

He also told of picking out, while he was at Bowdoin, five examples of honesty — George Washington, John Marshall, Abraham Lincoln, Thomas Edison, and Theodore Roosevelt. He praised Lincoln for his ability to express the depth of feeling of Americans and to express himself simply, and quoted Lincoln as saying, "As I would not be a slave, so I would not be a master. This expresses my idea of democracy — whatever differs from this, to the extent of the difference, is no democracy."

"In that statement," Justice Burton said, "lies the answer to the totalitarian form of government. The totalitarian does not want to be a slave but is willing to be a master of somebody else who shall be his slave. Until people wish to be neither slaves nor masters, they have not learned the lesson of democracy as Lincoln taught it."

His associates on the Supreme Court wrote of him, just before his retirement, "Justice Burton has regarded his position on the Court as a trusteeship, and has dedicated himself to it wholly and without stint. His indefatigable energies and keen analysis have earned the respect of those who serve with him, and his gentle, understanding, and undemanding nature has earned their deep affection and esteem.

"We can say today of Justice Burton what he once wrote in looking back upon the career of Chief Justice John Marshall: 'As a lawyer and a judge he was pre-eminent for his power of analysis. As a private citizen he was beloved for his simplicity of character.'"

And so we say "Hail and farewell" to Harold Burton, using the words of the citation which President Sills read at Commencement in 1937, when he received an honorary Doctor of Laws degree from his alma mater — "... honest as the sunlight and brave as they make them. . . ."

(See also page 36.)
Another Year
Bowdoin's 163rd academic year began officially at 11:30 on the morning of September 23, when President Coles presided at the opening convocation in the First Parish Church. But the campus had been a busy place for many days before that. Members of the football and soccer teams returned at the beginning of September; some 25 seniors spent six days guiding more than 10,000 alumni, faculty and staff members, and friends of the College through the Senior Center buildings; other upperclassmen arrived early to prepare for 49 hours of rushing activities.

The Class of 1968 numbers more than 240 men, about 20% larger than the usual entering class, as Bowdoin begins a gradual increase to an enrollment of 925. The freshmen arrived on campus on a Friday morning, most of them accompanied by their parents. At 12 noon President Coles, Dean Kendrick, and Dean Greason welcomed them. At 1:15 they are lobster stew with the faculty at the Senior Center. From 3 to 4 they took part in a freshman forum with members of the faculty. From 5 o'clock Friday afternoon until 6 Sunday evening they learned at first hand about the fraternity rushing and pledging process. At 7 Sunday night they attended an Honor System assembly, an innovation on the Bowdoin scene. As they registered, they signed a pledge stating, "I understand and agree to abide by the Honor System."

The freshmen started off the next day, Monday, with foreign language placement exams at 8 in the morning, and they kept pretty busy throughout the day. Tuesday was busy too, building up to another innovation at 5:30 p.m. — a chicken barbecue on the Brunswick High School grounds tendered by the people of Brunswick — and a Freshman Smoker at 8 o'clock in the Union.

Wednesday, after the opening convocation, they met with Bursar Tom Libby, College Physician Dan Hanley '39, Director of Athletics Mal Morrell '24, Dean of Students Roy Greason, and Brunswick Town Manager John Bibber. They received their class schedules at the end of the meeting. That night they met with faculty advisers in the fraternity houses to discuss four books which they had read during the summer — Letters and Papers from Prison by Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Plague by Albert Camus, Six Non-Lectures by E. F. Cummings, and The Human Use of Human Beings by Norbert Weiner.

It may just be that the weary freshmen were eager to start classes — even at 8 o'clock on Thursday morning!

Room and Board Increase
In a letter sent to students and their parents last August, President Coles wrote as follows, "It is the policy of the College to announce any changes in fees as far as advance as possible, so that students and parents may make their own necessary plans.

"Effective with the academic year beginning in September 1965 (one year hence), the rate for room rent will be $187.50 per semester, and for board, $275.00 per semester. The total increase of $40.00 a semester in these two items is necessary not only for the College, but also for the several fraternities, which have found difficulty in meeting their own operating costs at the present level of charges.

Bowdoin's Sea-Going Biologist
Working at the edge of a slippery deck in mid-ocean with angry waves swirling around his feet is an unlikely setting for a college professor — unless he's a marine biologist such as Bowdoin's Dr. James M. Moulton, one of 15 scientists who early this fall completed a 5,000-mile voyage in quest of more knowledge from the sea. The group, working under the direction of chief scientist Richard H. Backus of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, sailed out of Woods Hole on September 1 aboard the new ship "Atlantis II," designed especially for ocean research.

With a 28-man crew in charge of the ship, the scientists worked in shifts around the clock throughout the 35-day trip, taking tests and samples continuously. Their work was interrupted only once, while the ship slipped to the south to avoid the center of Hurricane Ethel.

The main purpose of the cruise was to define the "faunal zones," areas of dense animal life, in the North Atlantic on the basis of current understanding of Gulf Stream circulations. The results of the study will not be known until a good deal of evaluative work has been completed.

To study animal populations the scientists took samples by "midwater trawling" dragging nets at varying depths between the surface and the bottom of the ocean. They also collected the tiny floating plants and animals called plankton at varied levels by smaller nets let out by hand and winch. Water temperature and bottom contours were recorded constantly throughout the trip.

The project was begun near the site of the Thresher submarine disaster, where the crew collected samples of deep water creatures to confirm identifications made from photographs taken by searchers last year. From that area they sailed in an easterly direction beyond the Grand Bank, then north and east, and later turned to the south after following roughly the 10 degree Centigrade line at a depth of 200 meters. The ship refueled late in September at Ponta Delgada in the Azores.

Although each member of the scientific crew had a special field of interest they worked as a team, each doing his share in the principal research.

"Occasionally we encountered schools of whales or porpoises," Professor Moulton said, "and we would follow them, recording their sounds and observing their behavior." When porpoises circled the ship, the scientists watched them through portholes below the surface and could hear them call to each other through the hull.

"At night many tiny organisms in the sea give off 'cold light,' much like the familiar firefly, especially when they are disturbed, and playful porpoises would set them all aglitter. Through the underwater portholes the 'porpoise trails' resembled beautiful showers of stars."

Professor Moulton's own concern is more with the sounds made by fishes and invertebrates than with those made by aquatic mammals. He has studied the "language" of fish for many years and is especially interested in the possibility of controlling the movements of fish schools to make the harvesting of seafoods more efficient.

Dr. Moulton has been a member of the faculty since 1952. He began studying the biological importance of marine animal sounds as a student and became deeply interested in the acoustic biology of fish and crustaceans. In addition to his work in Brunswick waters, he has conducted experiments in the Bahamas, Bermuda, and Australia and has also done considerable work in the Woods Hole area of Massachusetts.
"The new room charge will include provision of laundry service, which will supply each student weekly with fresh bed linen and towels. In the past, most students have subscribed to this service personally by arrangement with a local firm, at a cost of $14.00 per semester. The actual increase in cost, therefore, will be $26.00 per semester."

1965 Football Schedule

Bowdoin has filled an open football date on September 25, 1965, with a game against Tufts, to be played at Medford, Mass. This will enable the continuation of our oldest football rivalry without a break. The complete 1965 schedule is as follows: September 18, Worcester Polytechnic Institute; September 25, at Tufts; October 2, Wesleyan; October 9, at Amherst; October 16, at Williams; October 23, Colby; October 30, Bates; and November 6, Union.

In both 1966 and 1967 Bowdoin will play, in order, Worcester, Wesleyan, Amherst, Williams, Colby, Bates, and Tufts.

Cornell Exhibit

From October 9 through November 22 nearly 30 portraits by Professor Thomas B. Cornell, a member of the faculty since 1962, were on display at the Museum of Art. Last May he received one of the highest awards of the National Institute of Arts and Letters, an award which Director of the Museum Marvin S. Sadik calls "one of the most significant and coveted an American can win."

A graduate of Amherst, Professor Cornell also attended the Yale University School of Art and Architecture. His work is included in the permanent collections of the Museum of Modern Art in New York City, the Princeton University Library (Panofsky Collection), and the Lessing J. Rosenwald Collection. Preferring not to work in landscape or still-life, he deals mainly with portraiture. He is inspired in his work, he says, by a concern for social philosophy.

New Concert Series

Contralto Florence Kopleff was the first guest artist in Bowdoin's new subscription concert series when she sang at the Pickard Theater in Memorial Hall on October 21. On November 23 the Curtis String Quartet presented the second concert. The other four will be given on January 12 by the American Brass Quintet, on February 7 by the Camerata of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, on March 25 by the New York Pro Musica, and on May 7 by the Aeolian Chamber Players.

These six concerts compose the Curtis-Zimbalist Concert Series. There will also be four Area-Artist Concerts, the first of which was given on November 6 by organist Malcolm W. Cass '37. The other three will be presented by violinist Andrew Galos on December 13, by soprano Judith Cornell on March 12, and by pianist Richard Roberts on April 15.

This subscription series presents a greatly expanded program of concerts. The variety of offerings is large and the range of musical styles great — from as far back as the 14th century up to the current avant-garde, both vocal and instrumental.

In addition to attending the concerts, subscribers to the entire series are invited to be guests of the College at receptions for the artists, held immediately after each concert. They are also invited to attend a group of lectures on the concerts by members of the Department of Music, informal seminars conducted by the composers of a number of the new works to be performed, open rehearsals whenever possible, and several special events which will be announced from time to time during the season.

In addition to the six Curtis-Zimbalist concerts and the four Area-Artist concerts, there will be three Bowdoin Music Club and two Glee Club programs and eight other musical events during the
year. A subscription for the entire series of fifteen concerts, lectures, seminars, and other special events is $17.50 per person. Checks should be made payable to Bowdoin College and be mailed to the Office of the Executive Secretary, Getchell House, 5 Bath Street, Brunswick.

Summer musical activities at Bowdoin will also be expanded and broadened in scope. The concert series by the Aeolian Chamber Players will be associated with a new Summer School of Music, which will begin next July. A chamber orchestra drawn from participants in the school will supplement the regular concerts. As a special feature, the entire program will be climaxd by a one-week festival which will include a number of world premières.

The Summer School of Music will provide training for string and woodwind players in its first year. The curriculum is designed to develop the maturity of young pre-professional instrumental students. There will be private lessons, master classes, and chamber ensemble coaching. The emphasis will be on chamber music, and the works studied will be drawn from a wide variety of styles and periods. The School will be in session for seven weeks during July and August.

Concurrently there will be six weekly concerts by the Aeolian Chamber Players, with the addition of a chamber orchestra for one or more concerts. The seventh week will be devoted to a series of three concerts, each of which will include the première of a new composition.

Further information about the summer program may be obtained from the Department of Music at Gibson Hall.

Other Musical Matters

Present and former members of the Meddiebempsters held their sixth biennial reunion in Brunswick on Alumni Day, October 17, following the Bowdoin-Williams football game. After a smorgasbord dinner at the Stowe House, the current Meddies gave a concert and all the Meddies took part in a traditional "sing-along."

During the month of October the Bowdoin Glee Club was featured on the "Choruses of New England" program carried by the CRB Radio Network. The hour-long Monday night programs included high fidelity tape recordings made during some of the 1963-64 Glee Club concerts.

The Glee Club began its 1964-65 schedule on November 8 with a joint concert in Boston with Simmons College. On November 14 and 15 it sang with Wheaton College, first in Brunswick and then in Norton, Mass. Other concerts scheduled through February are at Camden on December 12, at Thayer Academy in Massachusetts on February 26, with Skidmore College at Saratoga Springs, N.Y., on February 27, in Brunswick with Westbrook Junior College on March 6, and at Hebron Academy on March 8.

The spring tour, to take place from March 26 through March 31, will include concerts in Springfield, Mass., Hartford, Conn., Long Island, N.Y., Brooklyn, N.Y., Philadelphia, and probably somewhere in New Jersey.

Two Tablecloths

Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills H'52 of Portland has given the College two damask tablecloths containing the autographs of nearly 200 distinguished men and women. The older of the two belonged originally to author Kate Douglas Wiggin (Mrs. George C. Riggis), who received an honorary degree from the College in 1904 and served as the first President of the Society of Bowdoin Women. Her sister gave the cloth to Mrs. Sills in the 1920's. Mrs. Riggis used to invite her many famous dinner guests to sign their names in pencil on the tablecloth. The names were later embroidered to preserve the signatures as faithfully as possible. The 109 names on this cloth include those of Rudyard Kipling, Richard Harding Davis, and Mark Twain. For many years President and Mrs. Sills used it during Bowdoin dinners which they gave at 85 Federal Street.

In 1930 Mrs. Sills received a second damask tablecloth as a Christmas gift from Mrs. Henry Hill Pierce of New York City, who received a Bowdoin honorary degree in 1933 and whose son, William C. Pierce '28, is currently an Overseer of the College and President of the Bowdoin Club of New York. Two days later Mrs. Sills started a second autograph collection — at a dinner in honor of Randolph Churchill, the son of Winston Churchill. Other names on the cloth include those of actress Maude Adams, novelist A. J. Cronin, poets John Masefield, T. S. Eliot, and Robert Frost, film director John Ford, Ambassador Joseph Brew, Admiral Ernest J. King, Admiral Donald B. MacMillan '24, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, playwright Elmer Rice, Supreme Court Chief Justice Harlan F. Stone, and General Maxwell D. Taylor.

David Schoenbrun Speaks

On October 17 radio and television commentator David Schoenbrun, speaking at Bowdoin on "As America Goes," said that claims by President Johnson
and Senator Goldwater have worried foreigners. “According to Senator Goldwater, the American Government was guilty of stirring up the Cuban crisis in the fall of 1962 in order to gain Congressional seats in the election of that year,” and “President Johnson and the Democratic spokesmen have accused Goldwater of being an irresponsible warmonger whose policies would push the world over the brink of atomic holocaust.”

“The tragedy is,” he continued, “that this injury to America’s image comes at a moment when our nation has never been stronger, when it has the best record for responsibility in difficult moments of crisis, when our opportunities for prestige — of such importance to the strength of our alliances — are a rich source of hope for peace and have never been greater.”

James Bowdoin Day

On Friday, October 9, the College paid tribute to 42 outstanding students at the annual James Bowdoin Day exercises, at which Professor I. A. Richards of Harvard University spoke on “Conduct in Speech.” Joe Pierce ’65 of Portland — of College Bowl fame — gave the student response.

James Bowdoin Day was part of the Parents’ Weekend program, which also included class visits, campus tours, the annual meeting of the Bowdoin Fathers’ Association, the football game with Amherst, and a reception at the Senior Center for parents and faculty members.

At a special Chapel service on Saturday morning, Professor Ernst Helmreich spoke on the general theme “Sehe auf und sei ein Mann” — “Stand up and Be a Man.” He said, in part, “When a son goes to college, he is far more on his own than ever before, and this is as it should be. If the training has been right, he has been prepared for this, but there always remains the delicate question of how much help, support, and direction he should continue to receive. It is not an easy problem to solve, but certainly too rapid a withdrawal of counseling and direction can lead to difficulties, just as easily as can over-coercion and the refusal to let a young man live his own life. The Freshman at the end of the year will return home quite a different young man from when he left. He has not grown away from his home; he has only grown to be a bit more himself.”

Professor Helmreich continued, “Independence, honesty, forthrightness, not doing things underhandedly or behind a person’s back, not trying always to carry water on both shoulders, willingness to assume responsibility — above all, being true to oneself — all these seem to me important qualities if a person is to ‘Stand up and Be a Man.’”

Academic Achievements

Alpha Rho Upsilon Fraternity has won both the Student Council Cup and the Peucinian Cup. The former is awarded at the end of each semester to the fraternity group attaining the highest academic standing. ARU’s 51 members had an average of 2.602, followed by the Independents at 2.575, Phi Delta Psi at 2.556, Theta Delta Chi at 2.444, Beta Theta Pi at 2.439, Sigma Nu at 2.414, and Alpha Delta Phi at 2.359.

The Peucinian Cup is awarded to the fraternity whose freshman members compile the highest average. The ARU delegation in the Class of 1967 had an average of 2.720. Beta Theta Pi was second with 2.474, followed by Theta Delta Chi with 2.344, the Independents with 2.335, Psi Upsilon with 2.281, Zeta Psi with 2.139, and Delta Sigma with 2.083.

Psi Upsilon has received the Harvey Dow Gibson Memorial Trophy for having made the greatest improvement in its scholastic standing during the previous academic year. It raised its average above the averages of eight other fraternities which had been ahead of it last year.

Thomas H. Allen ’67 has won the Orren Chalmer Hormell Cup for combining an outstanding scholastic record as a freshman with an outstanding athletic record. A halfback on the 1964 varsity football team, he was a member of the freshman football and track teams last year. He is the son of Charles W. Allen ’34.

Addition to Crowell Collection

Mrs. H. Augustus Huse of Bath has given to the Masque and Gown 81 prompt scripts used by her late husband, who was for several years a director for the dramatic club, as well as for the Bath Thespians and the Brunswick Dramatic Club. The scripts contain scene plots and director’s notes, and 29 of them have individual parts or “sides” for actors. Included is Pudd’nhead Wilson by Mark Twain, in which Mr. Huse played for an uninterrupted run of three years in theaters from coast to coast.

These manuscripts have been added to the Crowell Collection of plays and theatrical memorabilia, which was started as a memorial to Cedric R. Crowell ‘13 by his friends. The Collection, which has more than 1,000 items, is located in the basement of the Pickard Theater in Memorial Hall. Mr. Crowell was President of the Masque and Gown as an undergraduate and was active in community drama for many years in New York while an executive of the publishing firm of Doubleday and Company. In 1958 Mrs. Crowell and their children provided special bookcases for the collection.

Moulton Union Addition

On August 26 ground was broken for a $500,000 addition to the Moulton Union. The expansion project, scheduled for completion by next September, includes construction of some 16,000 square feet of new space. Designed by Steinmann, Cain, and White, which also designed the new Library, the addition is

Officers of the Bowdoin Fathers’ Association: from left to right, Treasurer Herbert Helmreich, President T. Tarpy Schulten, 2nd Vice President Charles E. Gamper, 1st Vice President William H. Perks, Past President Lawrence B. Abbitat, and Secretary Edward E. Langbein.
being built by Consolidated Constructors and Builders, Inc., of Portland, which was also the successful bidder on the library and gym projects. The plans provide for a two-story wing, 30 feet deep, running completely across the rear of the existing Union and extending an additional 45 feet to the south, toward College Street and the Zeta Psi House, as well as a recessed two-story wing on the south side. The traditional Colonial style of architecture will be retained, and the familiar front and north side of the Union will remain substantially the same. An open flagstone terrace will be built beside the main lounge on the first floor above the basement addition.

There will be increased facilities for lectures and conferences, a modern cafeteria and separate snack bar, a new kitchen and pantry, additional game facilities, television rooms, a general student activities work room, a campus information center, improved facilities for the Union Bookstore, a college guide service, offices for a variety of student groups, and the all-college telephone switchboard.

Bill Shaw Receives Alumni Award

At the Alumni Day Luncheon in the Sargent Gymnasium on October 17, Director of Admissions Hubert S. Shaw ‘36 received the second annual Alumni Award for Faculty and Staff. Alumni Council President John Cartland ‘39 read a citation saying, in part, “Since 1947 you have pursued with energy and devotion the rewarding task of finding, interviewing, and admitting to Bowdoin thousands of young men — as well as the heartbreaking task of rejecting those who could not be admitted. . . . We, your fellow Alumni, salute you for doing so well, with integrity and good humor, an almost impossible job.”

The Alumni Award carries with it a special Bowdoin clock and a framed citation. The first recipient, in 1963, was Athern Daggett ‘25.

CLASS OF 1968

BOWDOIN SONS OF BOWDOIN FATHERS

Sons

D. Russell Arnold
Harry H. Baldwin, IV
Robert L. Bell, Jr.
Richard P. Berry, Jr.
John D. Cary
David G. Doughty, Jr.
James W. Dunlaevy
Garrett B. Fredericks
James W. Georgitis
Nathaniel B. Harrison
Richard M. Lo Cicero
John A. Macdonald, Jr.
Michael C. Morris
Robert E. B. Randall
Jonathan W. Ross
Thomas C. Rounds
Ellsworth T. Rundlett, III
David B. Soule, Jr.
Morton G. Soule
David Van Varick
John A. Whipple

Fathers

D. Duncan Arnold ‘38
Harry H. Baldwin, III ‘40
Robert L. Bell ‘42
Richard P. Berry ‘45
George F. Cary, 2nd ‘35
David G. Doughty ‘40
James B. Dunlaevy, Jr. ‘23
William L. Fredericks, Jr. ‘38
William J. Georgitis ‘42
Burton Harrison ‘31
Michael Lo Cicero ‘31
John A. Macdonald ‘35
Allston J. Morris, Jr. ‘42
Donald H. Randall ‘30
Bradley B. Ross ‘24
William D. Rounds ‘34
Ellsworth T. Rundlett, II ‘33
(Deceased)
David B. Soule ’38
William H. Soule ’36
Richard C. Van Varick ‘32
James A. Whipple, Jr. ‘31

Books With A Bowdoin Flavor


When Edward Warren wrote that his donations of select items of classical art to the Walker Art Building were in part for “one or two people not yet born,” he seems well aware of the similar line in the College Hymn, Kevin Herbert, with an eye on ‘Thucydides’ concept of his own work as a ‘possession forever,’ adopts a similar attitude toward the classical collections at Bowdoin. He has produced a descriptive catalogue which should prove a boon to scholars and transient visitors alike. In addition, he so rightly conceives as a third purpose of his publication the needs of students — those who may be supplementing knowledge gained elsewhere and those coming for the first time into contact with the richness of the artifacts of classical and other ancient cultures.

Catalogues by their very nature evoke an image of a tediously gathered, dry bits of pertinent data, conveniently arranged, hopefully accurate, but hardly calculated to compete in the higher realms of the imaginative or the aesthetic. To be sure, modern concepts of photographic adornment have done much to enliven such works, a technique not overlooked in the present work, but a catalogue remains a practical tool nonetheless. A review, therefore, should probably primarily reflect the degree of gratitude for the usefulness of a catalogue as a measure of its true value, and Professor Herbert’s book indeed merits that gratitude from all three classes of his constituent readers. For the scholar his painstaking method supplies all known information, including measurements, dates, provenience, history, and bibliography, for every item presented. For casual transients he supplies quick and easy reference material and convenient numberings to assist the hurried “museum hopper” on

Bowdoin Alumnus
This picture shows two marble horses’ heads, (c. 300) from a relief — part of the Bowdoin collections.

Nathan Dane II '37

1850


Sword and Olive Branch is a full and thorough factual study of General Oliver Otis Howard of the Class of 1850. In it John A. Carpenter, professor of history at Washington and Jefferson College, has produced a compact of the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands. This Freedmen’s Bureau was the chief instrument of the government in helping the freed slaves establish themselves in the early days of Reconstruction. Howard’s work for the Bureau and his additional work in furthering the cause of Negro education are the chief reasons for his very considerable historical importance.

As Commissioner of the Freedmen’s Bureau Howard fought for equality with as much vigor as he had fought from 1861 to 1865 to preserve the Union. He had not been a pre-war abolitionist, but from 1865 to 1868 he was the most powerful single force in protecting the rights of the Negroes and in creating educational opportunities for them. He fought for an effective enforcement of the Civil Rights Act of 1866 against both Southern and Northern opposition. His liberal interpretation of the functions of the Bureau were at least partly responsible for the charges of graft that were eventually brought against it. Howard was sometimes impatient as an administrator, unrealistic in dealing in money matters, and ineffective among politicians; but he was, above all, honest, and he accomplished much in an almost impossible job.

His old commander had written Howard when he accepted the post as Commissioner in May, 1865:

“...I hardly know whether to congratulate you or to caution you. One thing you may rest assured, that your position gives you my entire confidence, and I cannot imagine that matters, that may involve the future of four millions of souls, could be put in more charitable or conscientious hands. So far as man can do, I believe you will, but I fear you have Hercules’ task, God has limited the power of man, and though in the kindness of your heart you would alleviate all the ills of humanity it is not in your power. Nor is it in your power to fulfill one-tenth part of the expectations of those who framed the bureau for freedmen, refugees, and abandoned Southern estates. It is simply impracticable. Yet you can and will do all the good one man may, and that is all you are called on as a man and Christian to do ...”

Howard himself wrote in a letter to a friend twenty-one years later:

“My glory, if I ever have any, consists in results attained; and the results in the case of the Freedmen’s Bureau are, for me, more marked than those of the war. ... It is a pleasure to know that Institutions of learning like Howard University, Hampton Institute, Atlantic University and others in whose incipience I bore a part, are now constantly increasing in power and influence, and will continue their good work long after I am gone.”

As devoted as Howard was to the cause of education, he was even more devoted to the cause of equality for the Negro. He did not believe in segregation or in “separate but equal” and precipitated a crisis in the Congregationalist church which he had helped to found in Washington by insisting on the right of Negroes to full membership. Not only do the institutions he helped to found stand as monuments to his memory; the whole progress of the American Negroes is a tribute to him as well as to themselves.

Howard’s great work proceeded from his deep and sincere religious strength. Even in his undergraduate days to 1874 and beyond insisting on the right of Negroes to full membership.

On leaving the Freedmen’s Bureau, Howard returned to active army life. He was instrumental in bringing about a treaty with the Apache chief Geronimo to end the war against the Nez Percé Indians in the Northwest. Late in his career he served as Superintendent of the United States Military Academy at West Point. He was promoted to the permanent rank of major general in 1886. He was an Overseer of the College from 1866 to 1877, and a Trustee from 1892 until his death in 1909.

Mr. Carpenter’s biography of General Howard is based largely on the magnificently full collection of the General’s papers in the Bowdoin College Library. The author has done an excellent job in compressing the facts of a long and widely active life into relatively short compass. (The biographical narrative itself is only 299 pages long.) In achieving this brevity, however, Mr. Carpenter has scamped details of Howard’s youth and his days at Bowdoin. He has presented almost a bare-bones narrative of the General’s Indian fighting, and he has allowed his own personal personality to creep into the narrative. Sword and Olive Branch bears still too many marks of the doctoral dissertation on which it is based, but it is an important Bowdoin book because it is the best available account of one of the College’s greatest alumni.

Richard Harwell


Arthur Stratton has written a fascinating account of his travels in Madagascar in
The French had long been interested in Madagascar and finally annexed the island in 1896. The old tribal system was dying and was replaced by the French way of life, under the control of the state. Mr. Stratton discusses in detail the Great Rebellion of 1947 and the accompanying upheaval of the populace. Today the Malagasy Republic is within the French Community and handles its own internal administration.

To this reader, some of the most diverting passages are Mr. Stratton’s random encounters, his illuminating conversations with Malagasy, French, Créoles, displaced Germans, and a multitude of others. While in the south he met a delightful group of Norwegian-American Lutheran missionaries who run some twenty-two outposts. He stumbled upon chameleons (two-thirds of all known species are found on the island), lemurs (thirty varieties), and the startlingly grotesque baobab tree. In the Taboo Forest tomb posts are covered with biographical and symbolic wooden carvings.

Observation inspires the author to reflection and the expression of strong opinion on a variety of subjects. Mr. Stratton is a thoroughgoing believer in the ‘Presence Française’ evolution, and the Coelacanth fish to what constitutes ‘decadence’ in art. According to the dust jacket, Mr. Stratton says that he has included in this volume just about everything he knows.

For his colleagues and former students at Bowdoin the book offers an excellent opportunity to renew an old friendship. Those of us who have not met the author may feel that we have become quite well acquainted with him by the time we’ve turned the last page of this “biography of Madagascar.”

No facts-and-figures, anecdote-laden travel book this, but the story of a far-off land made fascinating and so full of being that its narrative is a revelation of an author who tells the tale very definitely the way he sees it and feels it.

NANCY WEBNER

1940


Thirty-old years ago the Maine Historical Society undertook to publish the early court records of the Province of Maine. As originally planned, the project was to consist of three volumes that would include the court records preserved at the York County Court House for the years from 1636 to 1689. Volume 1 appeared in 1928 and Volume 2 in 1931, both edited by Charles Thornton Libby. Then, after a lapse of sixteen years, Volume 3 appeared in 1947 under the editorship of Robert E. Moody. With this third volume the records were published through 1692, three years beyond the originally determined terminal date, and the project was said to be completed (see Vol. 3, p. vii). Fortunately, however, the project has been further extended by the publication of two more volumes, one in 1958 and another in 1964. These last two volumes are the work of Dr. Neal W. Allen, Jr. ’40, Professor of History at Union College. As a result of their publication, early Maine provincial court records are now available in published form to the end of the year 1718.

In both of his volumes Professor Allen follows very much the plan used in the earlier volumes, but the presentation is preceded by lengthy introductions which give excellent descriptions of the court structure of early colonial Maine, considerable biographical data concerning the justices and officers of the courts, as well as good descriptions of the beginning and development of the professional historians. All these volumes are placed in their proper historical perspective by discussions of conditions as they existed on the Maine frontier, which then consisted of York County.

As for the court records themselves, it is inevitable that they should display quite a bit of dirt from which, if it is viewed narrowly, one can get a distorted idea of the society to which the records relate. But, as Professor Allen points out, court records are important sources for the historian (see Vol. 5, p. xxix). They give a realistic view of the comings and goings within the community—not solely the comings and goings of those whom records involved, but their positions and importance, but also of many others, particularly of some who perhaps are not as reputable as the majority of the population, but who are often much more colorful.

For instance, there are several references in these records to Black Will, Jr., a mulatto who should possibly be regarded for his intimacy with his master that his father had established before him, but whose very appearance was very much of a surprise to everyone, even to his mother, who had accused one John Metherell of being the father of her unborn child. However, when the child was born, it was quite evident that the father was a Negro rather than a Mulatto.

Most of the civil litigation recorded related to the sale and possession of land, which is characteristic of any rural, frontier community. On the criminal side, the records indicate that people had the same weaknesses then that they do now, but that they were treated differently. The usual offenses were such as cursing or swearing and drunkenness were usually punished by a fine which was ordered to be paid to the poor of the locality. Failure to attend public worship on the Lord’s day was also considered to be an offense which was punishable by a fine of which the poor of the community were often the beneficiaries. A number of entries indicate the beginning of administrative law. These are the entries that were made when the court granted permission to keep a public house of entertainment, to serve strong drink, to hang a gate for one year on a new highway laid over private land, or to keep a ferry over the York River. The present-day courts. The records were handled by regulatory agencies of one type or another rather than by courts of law. The procedures used then were simpler than those used today, but they were adequate to as
sure a well ordered society on a frontier that existed under the constant threat of Indian attack and experienced frequent wars that were the repercussions of the armed conflicts of Europe.

Like the editors of the first three volumes of the *Province and Court Records of Maine*, in Volumes 4 and 5 Professor Allen has made a valuable contribution to the recorded history of Maine. As he indicates in the introduction to his most recent volume, much still remains to be done, particularly for the early and middle years of the eighteenth century. Perhaps in later years we will again apply his scholarly talents to the records of these years and further enrich the published material that relates to Maine's colonial past.

EDWARD G. HUDSON '37

1947


In this book Professor Guy has tackled a fascinating subject, broader and more complex than the phenomena of French anglophobia or the cult of the Noble Savage: the impact of an unfolding and variously idealized image of China on French minds and tastes from the Renaissance to the Revolution, with particular concern for the multifarious manipulation of the image by 18th-century French writers in that age of feverish polemic. The subject involves the gradual growth in France of acquaintance with Chinese history, religion, morality, and politics, for which the author rightly gives pride of place to the writings of the Jesuit missionaries, deformed though they were by concerns of propaganda and by the Society's own censorship in the face of condemnation by Rome. It embraces the dramatic seizure of this knowledge by the skeptics, free-thinkers, and *philosophes* to turn the evidence of nature to once discordant Biblical authority by the use of Chinese chronology and creating the image of the Chinese sage — in fact, of a whole nation of Chinese sages, where a merging of natural morality and political morality enabled wisdom, justice, and tolerance to reign supreme in a manner that put France to shame. The subject evolves through the later manifestations of this sinophilie among the Physiocrats, even as a sinophobic reaction was setting in (led by Grimm, Diderot, and Rousseau), and the eventual fading of the idealized image with the advance of scientific sinology and other preoccupations. It includes as well the many and charmingly distorted reflections of the image of China in the arts and in imaginative literature.

It would be hard to improve on Mr. Guy's plan of presentation of this multifaceted subject in a single monograph. The order is of necessity basically chronological, and yet certain centers of interest and properties appear. Notable among these is the central Chapter V devoted to *Voltaire sinophile* — for, despite the title, a sixth of this book is devoted to the French image of China in Voltaire as well as before and after him. This obviously involves retrospect and anticipation, as Voltaire's preoccupation with China spans his long lifetime, but few readers would wish this material dispersed. Similarly one is grateful for the consolidation in Chapter IV of most of the discussion of the varied aspects of Chinese exoticism in the arts. This delightful chapter, incidentally, including an accurate cvvitae and lend visual support to the author's demonstration of the not unrelated chinoiseries to be found in early 18th-century imaginative literature, gives an impression of being the most straightforward and best written in the book, free of the stylistic obscurity which elsewhere from time to time slows a reader down without directly indicating the various visual plates refer to, or wish to use this volume as a work of reference without reading it through? The subtitiles of chapters in the table of contents are of some assistance, but far too imprecise to make up for the lack of an index.

One might quarrel with some of Mr. Guy's interpretations, such as the importance he attributes to Chinese history as a determining influence on Voltaire's thought, where this reviewer would see, even in the *Essai sur les moeurs*, little more than a brilliant use of girt for a mill already turning. On the whole, however, the author is modest in his analyses and invites further investigation on debatable matters. One is constantly aware of his concern for accuracy in documentation as well as of his appreciation of the far-reaching implications of his subject beyond the limits he has set himself.

Not the least of the services rendered by Mr. Guy is the definitive repertory of published writings, such as with China in this period, provided in the listing of primary sources, often with useful explanatory notes, which occupies 19 of his 26 pages of impeccable bibliography. It is followed by a valuable selective list of earlier studies relating to the subject, among which this book now takes a place of honor.

CLARENCE D. ROUILLARD '24

Faculty


*Of Poetry and Power* is, as its subtitle tells us, a collection of “Poems Occasioned by the Presidency and by the Death of John F. Kennedy.” The selective varies in tone from the inexpressible grief to ventraged anger, from the melancholy to the macabre. Just as many Americans felt on that tragic November day that a piece of each of us died with him, a number of the contributing poets identify closely with the late President, such as William Butler: “I too am dead”; Adrien Stoudenberg: “We were all passengers in that motorcade”; and Lewis Turco: “You were and are ourselves.” It has been said that President Kennedy gave to Americans a sense of youth, vitality, and purpose; but with his death we somehow age again. This feeling is expressed in Robert G. Tucker, a more young men in the world, “The old men troop to honor him.”

Some pay tribute to the woman who turned the tragedy of Dallas into a triumph of dignity and majesty — the valiant Jacqueline. Will Inman says of her, “And when she smiles, it is uplifted / with unblamed eyes, / his coffin cannot contain him.”

Philip Booth, a former member of the Bowdoin faculty, depicts her walking on the lonely beach at Hyannisport on Thanksgiving, 1963, while “The muffled sea drums slowly on her heart.” He says that she now may “finally weep, this night of our dark thanks.”

While a few in their shock and despair can find no comfort and see his death as useless and final, to Ralph Gordon “Death draws from a man / All but the light he has won.” Jerome Rothenberg, on returning from Arlington after the funeral, finds that “The way back is dense, but clear. / You have returned to me. If the President’s death is worse in vain, and if his life is to give up hope and inspiration, then, as W. H. Auden warns us, “Remembering his death, / How we choose to live / Will decide its meaning.”

The spirit of John Kennedy shall not die, if the American people choose not to let it die.

Some of the poems evoke poignant memories of the young man as a loved one, others of thenızda hero, and still others of the man himself, sometimes vivid — and at times gruesome — pictures of the way in which he died, and explore the dark recesses of the killer’s mind. I prefer to remember how he loved life and not how he met death — how he “embodied the air where democracy stood tall” (John Tagliabue), how he brought “a healthy radiance to sick times” (Robert G. Tucker), I want to think of the man, as Richard Eberhart describes him, “Who loved mankind, who strove for peace.” One of my favorite lines is from “For John Kennedy of Harvard” by Edward Pols, Chairman of Bowdoin’s Philosophy Department: “A man who wore that hat in his face.”

There are seventy-nine poets represented in *Of Poetry and Power*. Of the eighty-three poems in this volume, only about fifteen would appeal to the average reader. Many of the selections will be appreciated mainly by other poets who can understand the esoteric and sometimes obscure symbolism. While a few have true beauty and power and “touch a familiar chord,” many others are almost unreadable to those with no personal acquaintance of the President’s wounds and disgusting in their hate-filled rantings. If the book was intended to be a tribute to John Kennedy, then in my opinion it has failed. I do not believe that in *toto* it is the kind of tribute he would have liked. He would not want us to dwell upon the gory aspects of his death or to be plunged to the depths of despair and consumed by bitterness.

NOVEMBER 1964
His own words in a memorial book written about his older brother give the best testimony to the way he would have us remember him: "There is a completeness to Joe's life, and that is the completeness of perfection. His life as he lived, and finally as he died, could hardly have been improved upon. And though it all, he had a deep and abiding faith — he was never far from God — and so I cannot help but feel that . . . 'death to him was less a setting forth than a returning.'"

Kathleen D. Watson

Authors

Kevin Herbert, formerly a valued member of the Department of Classics at Bowdoin, is Associate Professor of Classics at Washington University in St. Louis.


Arthur M. Stratton '35, teacher, writer — Lord Love Us, written while a member of the English Department at Bowdoin, and One Man's India — and world traveler, should write his autobiography. It would be a "best seller." He taught at Robert College during two different periods of his career and at Bowdoin from 1945 to 1949. During the time of the fall of France he volunteered as an ambulance driver and was decorated with two Croix de Guerre. He was the first foreign volunteer to be decorated by the French Army in World War II. Later during the war he joined the Free French forces and was wounded in the Libyan campaign. He has traveled extensively on the Continent and in Africa, India, and the Near East. Report has it that he is now in Greece.

Neal W. Allen, Jr., '40 is Professor of History and Chairman of the Department of Social Studies at Union College.

Basil J. Guy '47 is Associate Professor of French at the University of California (Berkeley) and last year was Acting Chairman of his department. He has been awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship, enabling him to take a sabbatical leave to do research on the life of the Prince de Ligne.

Reviewers

Nathan Dane, II '37 is Winkley Professor of the Latin Language and Literature at Bowdoin.

Richard Harwell, Librarian of Bowdoin College, in spite of being involved in the many problems of building a new library, finds time to continue his writing and to favor the ALUMNUS with frequent contributions.

Nancy Guild Weidner, the wife of our Fred '50, attended Mouni Holyoke College and was graduated from Barnard. Mrs. Weidner is now with Time, Incorporated.

Edward G. Hudon '37 is Assistant Librarian of the Supreme Court of the United States, Washington, D.C. His Freedom of Speech and Press in America was reviewed in the November, 1963, issue of the ALUMNUS.

Clarence D. Rouillard, distinguished member of the Class of 1924, is Professor of French and Chairman of his department at the University of Toronto. Last Commencement Bowdoin conferred on him the honorary degree of Doctor of Letters.

Kathleen D. Watson, daughter of Nathan Watson '35, divides her time among poetry, politics (Democratic), and acting as secretary to Robert Cross '45 at Getchell House.

Notes

The College has received from Mr. Vernon A. Howard a copy of the text of his Doctor of Philosophy dissertation, submitted to the Department of Philosophy at Indiana University, August, 1964, entitled The Academic Compromise on Free Will in Nineteenth Century American Philosophy: A Study of Thomas C. Upham's "A Philosophical and Practical Treatise on the Will (1834)." The 160-page typed manuscript concerns the work of Thomas C. Upham, Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy from 1824 to 1867. The senior member of the Department of Philosophy at Indiana is Professor Newton P. Stallknecht, for many years a member of the faculty at Bowdoin.

Instructor in English Herbert R. Coursen, Jr. is the author of three forthcoming articles. They are "The Poetry of Matthew Arnold," Studies in English Literature; "The Sub-plot of A Woman Killed with Kindness," English Language Notes; and "In Deepest Consequence: Macbeth," Shakespeare Quarterly.

Professor Lawrence S. Hall '36, who is Chairman of the Department of English, is the author of two recently published articles, "Isabella's Angry Ape," a criticism of Shakespeare's play Measure for Measure, appeared in the October, 1964, issue of the Shakespeare Quarterly.

The November, 1964, issue of The Skipper, a yachting magazine, carried the first of three sections of Professor Hall's "Yankee on a Rebel River," an account of his voyage down the Mississippi in the spring of 1962 in a Grand Banks dory named "Way Out."

Herman R. Sweet '31, a member of the Department of Biology at Tufts University, is the author of "Start an Orchid Collection for $25," an article which appeared in the November, 1964, issue of Horticulture.

Roger Howell, Jr., '58, Assistant Professor of History at Bowdoin, is the author of Newcastle and the Puritan Revolution, which will be published by the Oxford University Press sometime in 1965.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY

Club President John Wheaton '58 announces a new program of Club activities. There will be regular luncheon meetings, on the second Tuesday of each month, beginning on January 12, Professor Athern Daggett '25 will speak that day, to be followed by Dean of Students LeRoy Grasseon on February 9, Senior Center Director William Whiteside on March 9, and News Director Joseph Kamin on April 13. Tentative plans call for an annual stag sports night, on Tuesday evening, February 16, and an annual spring ladies' night and dinner, on Tuesday evening, May 18.

BATH-BRUNSWICK

On Sunday, October 4, the Bath-Brunswick Club sponsored an informal reception for those members of the faculty and staff who have joined the College in the past five years. Bruce White '22, a Director of the Club, served as chairman of the reception committee for the gathering, held at the Alumni House from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.

The Club held its annual fall dinner meeting on Wednesday, October 28, and once again entertained as special guests guidance counselors and subfreshmen from schools in the Brunswick area.

The program began with a guided tour of the campus at 4:30 p.m. The schoolboys and their counselors then met Professor William Whiteside, Director of the Senior Center, who explained the Senior Program and conducted the group on a tour of the Center's facilities.

A 6:30 social hour for alumni and guests at the Alumni House was followed by dinner in the main dining room of the Senior Center. Club President George Erswell '47 presided at a brief business meeting, announced the tentative date for the spring meeting (Wednesday, May 12), and introduced Secretary-Treasurer Pete Fortin '37 and Alumni Council Member Emerson Zeil- ler '20, both of whom reported briefly. Prospective Students Committee Chairman John Caldwell '47 spoke of the importance of the subfreshman meetings, both to the College and to prospects from the area.

The principal speaker was Professor Nathan Dane, II '37, who spoke movingly about the progress that Bowdoin, "a conservative college in the State of Maine," is making.

The meeting concluded with a drawing for a Bowdoin Chair, which was won by Mr. Louis McCafferty, an alumnus of the University of Maine and a guidance counselor at Brunswick High School.

BOSTON

Following an executive committee planning session at the Hotel Statler on September 14, each Club member was mailed a detailed program for 1964-65. The successful monthly luncheons continue. On October 13 John Volpe, Republican candidate for Governor of Massachusetts, spoke, and on November 10 Director of Admissions Hubert Shaw '36 was the guest.

The luncheon speakers scheduled for the remainder of the year are Secretary-Treasurer Ed Chase '36 (January 12), Biology Professor James Moulton (February 9), Edward Logue of the Boston Redevelopment Author-
Buffalo-area alumni and wives on the ANJAC V of Ed Milner ’31 on August 12.

Bowdoin educators in Maine and elsewhere are now planning for the annual campus meeting of the Club on Saturday, April 24. A detailed announcement of the program will be made later.

BUFFALO

George Craighead ’25 reported on August 13, “Late on the stormy afternoon of August 12, a quick pick-up group of local Bowdoin alumni were guests of Ed Milner ’31 on his trim cruiser Anjac F for a trip down the fast and white-capped Niagara River. Though there was no snow, this was ‘Nels Corey weather!’ Nels, during his last visits to the Niagara Frontier, has always run into the rough and savage play of our local elements. ‘Despite winds and choppy seas, the warmth of college friends in the snug and spacious cabin of our host’s Anjac F spelled a fun evening. Later that night, back in the marina, toasts were sung, and a particularly rousing one at the news that the Bowdoin Club of Western New York had passed its area quota in the Capital Campaign.”

LOYAL ANGELS

The Bowdoin Club of Los Angeles began another successful year with its second annual Lobster Boil on Sunday, August 9. Alumni, their families, and friends gathered at Paradise Cove, beginning about 10:00 a.m. The menu featured Maine lobster, and Secretary Mary Kaitz’s notice advertised, “Reserved beach with private lifeguard, parking, and picnic tables; sunning, relaxing, beaching, wading, swimming, and exploring; pier-strolling, fishing, tidal pools and caves, and boating; romancing, picture-taking, singing, music, and guitar playing.” The College was represented by Mike Bennett ’67 of Wilmington, Calif., best remembered by alumni everywhere as the youngest member of Bowdoin’s College Bowl Television Team.

On Wednesday, September 2, Psychology Professor L. Dodge Fernald, Jr., was guest of honor at a meeting at the home of Club Vice-President Bill Doutherty ’46. Approximately 15 alumni and wives gathered for a pleasant social hour and dinner and then heard the latest campus news from Professor Fernald.

PORTLAND

The officers and directors of the Bowdoin Club of Portland have mailed to all mem-

Future Club Meetings

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY — Tuesday, January 12 — Monthly Luncheon. Tuesday, February 9 — Monthly Luncheon.

BOSTON — Monday, November 30 — 5:15 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. — Midtown Motor Inn, 220 Huntington Avenue — Fall Stag Meeting — Social Hour; Buffet; Hockey Game. Tuesday, December 8 — 12:30 p.m. — Union Oyster House — Monthly Luncheon. Tuesday, January 12 — 12:30 p.m. — Union Oyster House — Monthly Luncheon.

CAPE COD — Tuesday, December 1 — Fall Dinner Meeting.


LONG ISLAND — Wednesday, December 2 — Evening Meeting.

MILWAUKEE — Friday, December 4 — Evening Meeting.

MINNESOTA — Wednesday, December 2 — Evening Meeting.

NEW HAMPSHIRE — Friday, December 4 — Exeter Inn — Fall Dinner and Ladies’ Night.

NEW YORK — Thursday, December 3 — Evening — Columbia Club. Friday, February 5 — Social Hour at 5:30 p.m. and Dinner at 7:00 p.m. — Princeton Club — Annual Dinner.

PHILADELPHIA — Saturday, February 6 — Evening — Annual Dinner and Ladies’ Night.

PORTLAND — Wednesday, December 2 — Noon — Cumberland Club — Monthly Luncheon. Saturday, December 5 — Social Hour at 5:00; Spaghetti Dinner at 6:00 (Alumni House) — Hockey Game at 7:30 (Arena). Wednesday, January 6 — Noon — Cumberland Club — Monthly Luncheon. Wednesday, February 3 — Noon — Cumberland Club — Monthly Luncheon.


WASHINGTON — Tuesday, December 1 — 12:15 p.m. — Sphinx Club — Monthly Luncheon. Tuesday, January 5 — 12:15 p.m. — Sphinx Club — Monthly Luncheon.
Under a comprehensive schedule for the current year, significant features are the monthly luncheons, the annual fall dinner meeting, several campus meetings for alumni and guests, a subfreshman meeting at the College, and a spring stag dinner.

The luncheon meeting on October 17 featured Physics Professor Noel Little ’17 and Tallman Professor of Physics Maurice Taylor. Psychology Professor Alfred Fuchs spoke on November 4. Other speakers during the year will be History Instructor Richard Lyman, Jr., ’57 (December 2), Associate Director of Admissions Robert Mellow (January 6), Alumni Committee President Jim Willey ’66 (February 3), Overseer Paul Niven ’16 (March 3), Chemistry Professor Samuel Kamerling (April 7), and Alumni Fund Secretary Bob Bob Cross ’45 (May 5). The speaker for June 2 will be announced later.

The annual fall dinner meeting was held at the Holiday Inn, Exit 8 on the Maine Turnpike at Brighton Avenue, on Wednesday evening, November 4, A 5:30 social hour was followed by dinner at 7:30. Professor Nathan Dane, 17 ’37 was the featured speaker, and other guests from the College included Athletic Director Mal Morrell ’21 and Coaches Nels Corey ’39, Sid Watson, and Peter Kostacopoulos.

On Saturday, December 5, the Club will sponsor a social hour and spaghetti dinner for alumni, wives, and Harvard alumni guests at the Alumni House. They will then attend the 7:30 p.m. Bowdoin-Harvard hockey game at the College.

On Wednesday afternoon and evening, February 10, the Club will sponsor a campus tour, social hour, and dinner for prospective students from the greater Portland secondary schools.

On Friday, February 19, alumni and wives will have an opportunity to tour the Senior Center, have dinner there, and attend the Bowdoin-Army hockey game. Plans are yet to be announced for a spring stag dinner in April or May.

RHODE ISLAND
Retiring Club Secretary Geo. Mason ’23 reports a successful spring dinner and ladies’ night at the Warwick Country Club on Friday, April 24. Approximately 40 alumni and guests attended the meeting, which included a six o’clock social hour and seven o’clock dinner. Following a short business meeting and the biennial election, the group heard a message from Professor William B. Whiteside, Director of the Senior Center.

The new officers for the Club are President, Geoffrey T. Mason ’23; Secretary, Henry M. Swan ’56; Treasurer, Phineas Sprague ’50; and Alumni Council Member, Herbert Hansen, Jr. ’43.

The Club continues its informal monthly luncheon meetings at the Turk’s Head Club in downtown Providence. The group meets at noon on the first Wednesday of each month. September through June. Alumni interested in being reminded of the luncheons are invited to contact the Secretary at 81 Mathewson Road, Barrington.

ST. LOUIS
The Bowdoin Club of St. Louis met on Wednesday evening, October 14, at the home of Ed O’Neill ’38 in suburban Ladue. Special guest from the College was Associate Director of Admissions Bob Mellow, who was visiting schools for Bowdoin in the St. Louis area.

SANTA CRUZ
Secretary Fletch Means ’57 reports a successful meeting of the Bowdoin Club of Santa Cruz at his home on Monday, August 31. The special guest from the College was Professor L. Dodge Fernald, Jr., Chairman of the Department of Psychology, who brought the latest in campus happenings and answered questions.

In addition to the guest speaker and the host and hostess, the following alumni were present with their wives: President Bruce Alden ’49, Frank Allen ’51, Bill Austin ’42, John Mullane ’50, Gabe Peluso ’55, and Dr. Ray Watson ’49.

President and Mrs. James Coles were guests of the San Francisco Club on Wednesday evening, September 30. The social hour and dinner, originally scheduled for the Red Knight Restaurant, were moved at the last moment to the Torino Restaurant, where all had a pleasant time hearing the latest news from Brunswick and meeting old and new Bowdoin friends.

SPRINGFIELD
The Bowdoin Club of Springfield sponsored an extremely successful double-barreled meeting in Connecticut on Saturday, October 3, before and after the Bowdoin-Wesleyan football game.

Club President Ed Sample ’49 and Treasurer Charlie Bergeron ’55 report that approximately 200 alumni, members of their families, and friends gathered at Foss Hill, overlooking the Wesleyan football field, for “bring-your-own” picnic lunches before the game. And more than 150 attended a gala victory cocktail party and buffet supper at the Yale Motor Inn, Wallingford, in the late afternoon and evening.

News Of The Classes

1826 Dr. Jacques M. Quen is the author of “Isaac Ray and His ‘Remarks on Pathological Anatomy,’” an article which appeared in the March-April, 1964, issue of the Bulletin of the History of Medicine. Dr. Quen is Clinical Instructor in Psychiatry at the New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center. In his words, “Isaac Ray was the first American to win international fame and is known as a psychiatric specialist.”

Dr. Ray was a member of the Class of 1826 at Bowdoin and also attended the Maine Medical School. In 1851 the American Psychiatric Association established the Isaac Ray Award, “to be given annually to a psychiatrist or member of the legal profession who has promoted closer relations between law and medicine.”

“Remarks on Pathological Anatomy” is the title of a dissertation which Dr. Ray read and defended before the Maine Medical School faculty on May 17, 1827.

Ebeny Magazine for July, 1964, contains an article on John Russwurm. It is entitled “Pioneers in Protest: Founders of the Negro Press.”

1850 In recognition of the outstanding military career of General Oliver Howard, the U. S. Army will put his name on a new reserve training center in Auburn later this year.

1852 “Joshua L. Chamberlain Still Ranks As One of Maine’s Greatest Men,” a feature article by Miss Isabel Whittier, appeared in the July 4, 1964, Lewiston Journal Magazine Section, complete with six pictures.

1901 Secretary, Wallace M. Powers 37; 58th Street
Jackson Heights, N. Y. 11372

Mert McCrack reports that “they refuse” to let him “stay idle.” He is assistant manager and desk clerk at the New Century Hotel in Romney, W. Va., “a small, modern, 40-room hotelry in a rural community located 28 miles southwest of Cumberland, Md.” which has been Mert’s headquarters for many years.

1907 Secretary, John W. Leydon 3120 West Penn Street Philadelphia 29, Pa.

The Club held its 57th annual mid-summer picnic on Saturday, August 22, at the Atlantic House at Scarborough Beach, where 45 people enjoyed a shore dinner.

The following members of the Class, wives, and guests were present: William Linnell, the Misses Linnell, and Mrs. Edward T. Hyde; Mrs. Kenneth Sils H’52, Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Davis ’08 and their guest, Mrs. Nellie Spiller; Mr. and Mrs. John Halrled and Mrs. Victoria Otro; Mr. and Mrs. John Leydon, Mrs. Joseph Drummond, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Lawrence, Mrs. F.

ARNOLD Burton, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Duddy, Mrs. E. Eugene Holt, Mr. and Mrs. Neil Allen and their guest, Miss Woodman, a descendant of Cyrus Woodman, a benefactor of the College; Mrs. Carroll Webber, Dr. and Mrs. Lester Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Seth Haley, Thomas Winschell, Miss Edith Weatherill, Mrs. Willis Roberts, Leon Mincher, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Snow, Mr. and Mrs. Osgood Pike, Mrs. John Frost, Mr. and Mrs. Philip Wilder ’23, and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Giles ’41 and their two children.

After dinner President Linnell welcomed the group, Class Secretary John Leydon, brought messages from absent members of 1897, Mr. Allen related some interesting details of his trip to the West this year, and Dr. Adams told of an incident related to Professor Apheus Packard of the Class of 1816, Mr. Duddy related some details of his travels in the Southwest, Mrs. Drummond gave a vivid description of a recent trip to Iceland, and Mr. Haley and Mr. Winschell also spoke.

Mr. Wilder, who is Bowdoin’s Assistant to the President, described the new Senior Center and its program, outlined some highlights of the past year, and gave some details of his recent trip to Europe to examine the program of foreign student exchange.

Wadleigh Drummond, a Director of the First National Bank of Portland since January of 1919, has resigned that position and been succeeded in his son Jotham ’86. Wadleigh has been elected an Honorary Director of the Bank.
1909 Acting Secretary, Jasper J. Stahl
Waldoboro
Dudley Hovey died on September 18 at the Newton-Wellesley Hospital in Massachusetts, after a brief illness. On September 22 his ashes were brought to Waldoboro and interred on a high hill overlooking the Medomak Valley and across stretches of forest in full autumn coloring, away to the blue Camden Hills. I ventured to add that no man of 1909 will be missed more.

With each issue of the Bulletin the configuration of the life of the Class of 1909 altered. It was only yesterday, seemingly, that Luke Lumbard, Dudley Hovey, and Harold Burton terminated their living membership in the Class. Justice Burton since June 1909 had been the Class President. Now Vice President Robert M. Pennell becomes the titular head of this fading fragment.

Carl Stone and the Acting Agent were the two members of 1909 who showed up on Homecoming Day for the Bowdoin-Williams game.

On November 10 a most impressive Memorial Service was held in the Bowdoin Chapel honoring Justice Harold H. Burton, one of the truly great men of our time. The Class was represented at the service by Arthur Hughes, Bob Pennell, Jake Stahl, and Colonel Stanley.

Last May the suggestion was made to one of our classmatess that he might care to establish a prize at the College to be awarded for excellence in German. It was pointed out that there were such prizes in Greek, Latin, and French, but none in German. The first award under this new prize will be made in June 1965.

We have been delighted by the recent emergence of two of our most popular classmates. Bill Sparks has moved from the Philadelphia area and is now living at Williamsburg, Va., Rt. 2, Box 50. His two daughters are engaged in work at Colonial Williamsburg, and the son is a minister at Christ Church, New York City. Bill's humorous summary follows: "My health is O.K.; walk two miles daily; weight, 165; retired 15 years ago; outlook optimistic; age 82 years. Amen."

Then a voice from far away, Nick Carter, from Cambria, Calif. Now Cambria is a little place — if such be possible in California — located on the shore of the great sea whose name means peace. We are sorry to report that neither Nick nor Mrs. Carter is quite as well as they would like to be, a condition which they probably share with the most of us. Nick reports sight dimming a bit, but he derived vast pleasure from the role of Bowdoin on the College Bowl.

Now, good friends, we want very much for our next notes a word from Maurice L. Blair, Dr. Ezra Ralph Bridge, the erstwhile gay John E. Croxley, the taciturn Daniel T. C. Drummond, that superb Latinitst John R. Hurley, and others whom we will mention next time,

1910 Secretary, E. Curtis Matthews
90 Pearl Street
Mystic, Conn.
Bob Hale represented the College on December 5 at the inauguration of Gerard J. Campbell as President of Georgetown University.

1911 Secretary, Ernest G. Fifield
351 Highland Avenue
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Don Dennis' son, Donald '51, was married on October 17 to Misses Mary L. Hartig of Berkeley Heights, N. J., a graduate of Cedar Crest College in Allentown, Pa., where she is Alumnae Secretary and is Librarian.

1912 Secretary, William A. MacCormick
114 Atlantic Avenue
Boothbay Harbor
Herb Bryant is Treasurer and a Trustee of the Little Brown Church in Round Pond.

Last summer the Class Secretary became the proud possessor of a Bowdoin Chair through the kind offices of Class Agent Herb Bryant. This was done in behalf of the Class, of which Bill has served as Secretary-Treasurer for the 52 years since graduation. He sends his thanks to the brethren!

At the 112th annual meeting of the Bath Savings Institution, held last July, the Class Secretary was elected to its Board of Corporators. Bill was the Secretary of the YMCA in Bath from 1914 to 1917.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Frank Ridley, whose brother, John C. Ridley, died on August 22.

1913 Secretary, Luther G. Whittier
R.F.D. 2
Farmington
Laurence Crosby represented Bowdoin on October 10 at the dedication of St. John’s College in Santa Fe, N. M.

The doctors’ office building on the grounds of the Beverly (Mass.) Hospital is named in honor of Dr. Albert Parkhurst. The committee which chose the name two years ago reported as follows: "We wanted to name it for a man of loyalty to the hospital, a man who has exhibited complete dedication to his profession, a kind, courageous, compassionate, courteous man with outstanding ability, a man who practices the highest standards of professional ethics and personal morals, a man who sets an example of honesty and purpose to the young doctors who have come here both to further their education and to practice medicine, a man who has caused us all to benefit enormously by association with him — Dr. Albert E. Parkhurst."

Bert has practiced medicine in Beverly since 1920.

1914 Secretary, Alfred E. Gray
Francetown, N. H.
Al Gray had what he considers a most unusual experience the first two weeks in October, when at the age of 72 and teaching in a high school for the first time in his life, he did a stint as a substitute teacher of Latin and English. He reports that it was fun and that he learned a lot, including the Salute to the Flag and the Lord’s Prayer, both in Latin! (Editor’s note: At taught French for 38 years at Milton Academy.)

Frank and Agnes Loeffler have returned to their Florida home at Ormond Beach after spending the summer months in Gloucester, Mass. Frank was at the College on September 3 with a candidate for the Class of 1969 — whom Secretary of the Alumni Fund Bob Cross ’45 speaks of as the ‘Frank Loeffler Admissions Candidate Number 14.”

1915 Secretary, Harold E. Verrill
Ocean House Road
Cape Elizabeth
Arthur Fish is a Trustee of the Little Brown Church in Round Pond.

The George Hall's' son Edward '56 was married on August 29 to Miss Lynne M. Birlem of South-west Harbor.

At the annual Congress of Correction of the American Correctional Association at Kansas City in August, Spike MacCormick received an award for distinguished service from the Correctional Service Federation, the national federation of prisoners' aid associations. In July he made a survey of the Louisiana Penitentiary at the request of the Governor, and in October he made a quick study of the juvenile institutions in Texas for the State Youth Council.

Austin MacCormick House in San Francisco, a 'halfway house' for newly-released prisoners, is now in operation. One hundred men can use the house each year, staying about four months each. It is operated by the American Friends Service Committee.

1916 Secretary, Edward C. Havens
180 High Street
Portland
During the summer Bob Campbell wrote, "I am supposed to be retired, and yet in all my ministry, except when I had an operation eight years ago, I have been only a few Sundays out of the pulpit. "A year ago last September I began to serve the rather small but lovely church in beautiful Hamilton, Mass. The church was 'down' and almost out. But now it is 'up.' Since that time it has paid off a debt, bought a piano, painted the building inside and out, and a month ago dedicated an entirely rebuilt organ with new electric console. We have received 46 new members. All of this in an area that is not thickly settled but of open spaces. I go on Sundays for the services and one day a week to call."

The 1914 family at its 50th Reunion last June.
Bob's address is 25 Orchard Street, Marblehead, Mass.

Herb Foster's son, Herbert H. Foster, Jr., is a psychologist with the State Rehabilitation Department at Santa Cruz, Calif.

The Alden Heads' son, Alden '56, was married on October 17 to Miss Gwen I. Mount of Ithaca, N. Y., a graduate of Syracuse University.

In October Larry Irving wrote from the University of Alaska in College, Alaska, "The program of our Institute of Arctic Biology is moving and will probably progress better during my projected absence for the next seven weeks. I am attending conferences in Japan and will return through Honolulu, California, and Washington, D. C. Florence will be with me, and so I can look for pleasant distractions from scientific meetings, which are often as fatiguing as interesting." "We have had a pleasant summer at home, with considerable progress in the garden. The first snow is now here, interrupting progress in the new building for the Institute, which is scheduled to be ready next autumn."

Larry is Director of the Institute and Professor of Zoophysiology at the University of Alaska.

John Winter's son, Captain Norman Winter '50, is now Deputy Base Civil Engineer at Sembach Air Base in Germany, after receiving a master of science degree in civil engineering last August from the University of Pittsburgh, where he had been assigned for two years in the Air Force.

In September Lt. Col. Dave Lane reported, "This morning I viewed the Grand Island, Leonard '48, Stewart Pollard '49, and I am all working in the Operations Division of the Headquarters of the U. S. Army, Europe, so we had a little Bowdoin Day of our own. I'm still hoping to get back for the Service." Dave's address is Hgq., U. S. Army, Europe, Operations Division, APO 483, New York, N. Y. He is stationed in Heidelberg, Germany.

Secretary, Noel C. Little 60 Federal Street Brunswick

1917 Secretary, Noel C. Little 60 Federal Street Brunswick

On August 23 Bob Albion spoke on "Maine's Great Days on the Seas" at a special Bowdoin alumni program at the Oakes Center at Bar Harbor.

The late Elliot Freeman's daughter Brenda, a 1962 graduate of the University of Maine, is teaching in a school in Tripoli, Libya, maintained for children of American oil company personnel.

Secretary, Donald S. Higgins 78 Bow Road Bangor

The picture taken at our 45th Reunion last June was a great success, although few believed it would be when the photographer climbed to the top of a Volkswagen and snapped the shutter from his somewhat unsteady perch. A print was sent to each class member and returned.

Maurice Avery, who is Massachusetts Professor of Latin, Emeritus, at Williams College, is teaching there on a part-time basis this year, despite his retirement status.

Ruth and Orson Berry journeyed from their home in Needham, Mass., to Lexington in September to participate in a surprise party in honor of the 45th Reunion. The Cokes, who were celebrating their 45th wedding anniversary, have spent a weekend with the Smethursts in New Hampshire last summer and are reported to have shown considerable card playing skill.

Roy Poule represented the College on October 9 at the inauguration of Ralph G. Hoxie as Chancellor of Long Island University in New York.

John Gardner went to Iran shortly after our 45th Reunion to conduct some sort of mission. Further details will appear in a later column.

John McClave has retired from the Philadelphia advertising and public relations firm of Lewis and Gilman, Inc., which he had joined in 1944. He was Chairman of the Board from 1957 until early this year.

John and Irene are living in Southern Pines, N. C. They have two daughters, Mrs. Carol M. Butterfield of Wynnewood, Pa., and Mrs. Barbara M. Yeager of Rumson, N. J. Dan Mahoney is now Supervising Principal of both South Portland High School and South Portland Junior High School.

On September 16, on their way back home from a savings bank convention at Breton Woods, N. H., Marian and Don Higgins had a short but pleasant visit with Jeanette and Don Tebbets of Locke Mills. The latter is now married and his son, John, our completely grown up class boy, has taken over management of the family business.

Secretary, Sanford B. Cousins 23 McKean Street Brunswick

Reunion Chairman Lou Dennett sends a reminder that the dates for Commencement Weekend are June 11 and 12, 1967, and expresses the hope that members of 1920 will make early arrangements for housing in the Brunswick area. We want to have a large turnout of both husbands and wives.

The Edward Atwood's son, Major Thomas Atwood '51, is now Assistant Professor of Military Science at Arkansas State College.

On November 5 Leland Goodrich represented the College at the inauguration of Albert H. Bowker as Chancellor of the City University of New York.

Bill Lovejoy and Donald E. Bryant have formed a partnership in the name of Bryant, Lovejoy, and Company for the purpose of providing an analytical and advisory service to clients in the fields of insurance, insurance company management, the sale, purchase, and merger of insurance companies, and reinsurance. The office of the firm is at 111 John Street, New York City.

On October 9 Cloyd Small represented the College at a convocation commemorating the 100th anniversary of the founding of Worcester (Mass.) Polytechnic Institute.

Emerson Zeitzer has once again been elected Chairman of the Brunswick Chapter of the American Red Cross.

1921 Secretary, Norman W. Haines 247 South Street Reading, Mass.

Don Clifford has become Chairman of the Executive Committee of the New York advertising firm of Doherty, Clifford, Steers, and Shenefield. He had been Chairman of the Board for eight years.

President Hovey has been elected President of the Board of Governors of the Plummer Memorial Hospital in Dexter. The original hospital was the gift of Stanley Plummer of the Bowdoin Class of 1867, who also left money for the Plummer Stanley Prize at the College.
1926 Secretary, Albert Abrahamson
The Manger Hay-Adams Hotel
16th at H Street, N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.

Herbert Houghton has been promoted to the position of Financial Planning Specialist, with the Port of New York Authority, with which he has been associated since 1948.

Leroy True has been inducted into the American College of Hospital Administrators. Since 1958 he has been Administrator of Nantucket Cottage Hospital in Nantucket, Mass.

1927 Secretary, George O. Cutter
618 Overhill Road
Birmingham, Mich.

George Jackson is the author of A Maine Heritage, published by the State Mutual Life Insurance Company of Portland, the eighth oldest life insurance firm in the country. George continues to be a member of the faculty at the University of Maine in Portland.

1928 Secretary, William D. Alexander
Middlesex School
Concord, Mass.

Steve Trafton’s older son, Dain, is studying this year in Florence, Italy, working toward his Ph.D. degree.

1929 Secretary, H. LeBrec Micleau
c/o General Motors Corporation
1725 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

The Malcolm Daggett’s son, David, was married on September 8 to Miss Mary J. Trevithic in Burlington, Vt. David is Credit Manager for the Sher- wins’-Williams Paint Company in St. Albans, Vt.

Ralph Edwards is the new Chairman of the Department of English at Sterling College in Sterling, Kan.

Brad Hutchins reports that his daughter Barbara was married on September 26 to David P. Kelley.

1930 Secretary, H. Philip Chapman, Jr.
175 Pizarro Avenue
Longmeadow 6, Mass.

Fred Bird’s son Dave ‘56 is engaged to Miss Sally A. Donelson of Palmrya, Mo., a graduate of Texas Woman’s University.

President Asa Knowles of Northeastern University is the 1964 recipient of the Chi Psi Fraternity’s Albert S. Burnett Award, presented to him in September at the fraternity’s national convention in New Brunswick, N. J. The Bard Award is given each year to a member of Chi Psi “for achievements in improving the lot of mankind through intellectual or cultural endeavors.”

Stan MacLellan has been elected to the Board of Directors of the National Casket Company, for which he is Manager of the Boston branch.

The MacLellans’ daughter, Karen, a graduate of Middlebury College, is engaged to Leonid F. Ritterbush of Washington, D. C.

Don Randall and his wife have five children in college or graduate school this year. Fred Bird and his wife have compassion!

Don reports that their first grandchild, David Randall Lee, was born in Chicago on March 16.

1931 Secretary, Rev. Albert E. Jenkins
1301 Eastridge Drive
Whittier, Calif.

Parker Loring has moved his bank stationer’s business from Riverside, R. I., to Portland. His firm makes checks with magnetic characters for 10 Massachusetts banks. He and his family are living on Lantern Lane, Cumberland Foreside, and his address is 85 Preble Street, Portland.

Herman Street has been elected President of the Massachusetts Orchid Society and an Honorary Vice President of the American Orchid Society.

Francis Wingate represented the College on November 10 at the inauguration of the Very Reverend William L. Reilly as President of Le Moyne College in Syracuse, N. Y.

1932 Secretary, Harland E. Blanchard
195 Washington Street
Brewer

The Charles Emerson’s daughter Frances was married on August 29 to Charles E. Prinn, III ‘61. She is a graduate of Endicott Junior College.

Maine Governor John Reed has appointed Loren Kimball to the new State Credit Research Committee, formed to find ways to expand Maine’s participation in the credit field.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Dick Lattape, whose wife, Julia, died on July 30.

The George Sewalls’ son, Tingeley ‘62, was married on October 10 to Miss Lucy M. Roosevelt of New York City and Bernardsville, N. J., a 1964 graduate of Vassar in Norman, Mass. Ting- eley is associated with the State Street Bank and Trust Company in Boston.

Larry Usher’s son, Dave ‘61, is a member of the junior class at the University of Hartford in Connecticut.

1933 Secretary, Richard M. Boyd
16 Elm Street
Yarmouth

Dick French’s daughter Susie is a freshman at Lake Erie College in Painesville, Ohio. He writes, “Both my wife and our oldest daughter, Nancy, spent two years at Colby Junior College in New Hampshire, it is a pretty good place to live, with excellent skiing in the winter and good golfing in the summer. A year ago last winter I broke my right shoulder skiing on Cannon Mountain, I guess we’re getting old.”

Hoby Lowell’s son, Dick ‘61, is a member of the junior class at the University of Vermont.

Ray McLaughlin has joined the staff of the Pitts- field Advertiser, for which he is in charge of the newly formed Skowhegan Pioneer. He was for 12 years in charge of the Advertising Department of the Skowhegan office of the Waterville Sentinel.

Norman von Rosevinge’s son Nick, in his sec- ond season of running, set new records of 2:02:1 and 4:40:1 in the 880 and the mile at Hebron Academy.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Fred Woodbury, whose mother, Mrs. Madele Woodbury, died on September 5.

1934 Secretary, Very Rev. Gordon E. Gillett
3601 North North Street
Peoria, Ill.

George Bennett’s son George, Jr., a senior at Bondon, was married in August to Miss Patricia A. Garvey of North Scituate, Mass., a graduate of the Forsyth School of Dental Hygienists.

The Ken Cranes’ son Kenneth, III, graduated from the University of Maine in August.

1935 Secretary, Paul E. Sullivan
3432 Ahale Avenue
San Pedro, Calif.

Irving Bowman is teaching French and Latin this year at the Hammondsport (N. Y.) Central School. His son Louis is a student at the University of Buffalo, and his son John is attending Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Larry Dana is Chairman of the Budgeting and Allocating Division with United Community Ser- vices of Metropolitan Boston. He is a partner in the Boston law firm of Bingham, Dana, and Gould, a Director of the Jefferson Construction Company, and a Trustee of Derby Academy and the Boston Five Cent Savings Bank.

The Ken Dorman’s daughter Judith, a graduate of the University of Maine, was married on August 23 to David W. Moulton of Springvale, a graduate in the Air Force, who attended the University of Maine and Nassau College.

Joe Fisher was one of the five nominees on the October, 1964, ballot of the College Retirement Equities Fund for election to the Board of Trustees.

Since 1950 he has been President of Resources for the Future, Inc.

Arthur Fox has become a partner in the Wheeler Insurance Agency in Green Bay, Wis. He has five daughters and one son, and his oldest daughter is a son, making Art a grandfather. His son is a senior at Villanova University, one girl in high school, and three others are in grade school.

Art’s address is 116 South Clay Street, De Pere, Wis.

Richard Hatchfield represented the College on October 9 at the inauguration of John T. Corr as President of Stonehill College in North Easton, Mass.

1936 Secretary, Hubert S. Shaw
Admissions Office
Massachusetts Hall
Brunswick

The 1964 Nichols College of Business Adminis- tration yearbook, The Ledger, was dedicated to George Chisholm, who is Chairman of the Depart- ment of English, Humanities, and Social Sciences at Nichols. He and Bunny have one son, Leland, a student at Deerfield Academy.

The Joe Drummonds’ son Josiah, Jr. is a member of the faculty at the Kent School after graduating last June from Colby College. Their son James is a sophomore at the University of Maine, and Andrew is attending Proctor Academy in New Hampshire.

Maine Governor John Reed has appointed Dr. Alonso Garcelon of Augusta to head a new Gov- ernor’s Committee on Hunter Safety.

Larry Hall’s daughter, Marion, is a freshman at Keuka College in New York. His son, Law- rence, Jr., is a junior studying engineering at Tufts, his stepson is studying at C. W. Post, and his stepdaughter, Victoria, has recently become Mrs. John Muller.

Bill Sawyer has been elected Chairman of the Board of the New Harbor National Bank of Boston, which is scheduled to open early in 1965. The bank expects to open with deposits of $10-$15 million and hopes to reach the $100 million level within a few years.

Bill continues to be President of the Watertown Federal Savings and Loan Association, Watertown, Mass.

1937 Secretary, William S. Burton
1144 Union Commerce Building
Cleveland 14, Ohio

George Bass has been elected to a three-year term as a Director of the National Shoe Manufac- turers’ Association. He is President of G. H. Bass and Company in Wilton. George and Catherine have two daughters, Nancy and Joanne.

On November 6 Malcolm Cass presented a pro- gram of organ music in the Bowdon Chapel as part of the Concert Series of the College.

Nate Dane did not seek reappointment as a Tree Warden in Brunswick this fall.

Franklin Gould is teaching English at Spaulding High School in Rochester, N. H.

The Jack Reeds’ son Jack, Jr. ‘64 has com- pleted the Medical Service Corps Officer Basic Course at the Brooke Army Medical Center, Fort Sam Houston, Texas. A second lieutenant, he was graduated from Bowdon last June.

1938 Secretary, Andrew H. Cox
50 Federal Street
Boston, Mass.

At the 112th annual meeting of the Bath Sav- ings Institution, held last July, Dave Soule was elected to its Board of Corporators. His son, Dave, Jr., is a member of the freshman class at Bow- don this year.

Vinnie Welch owns 27.5% of a combine which has received construction permits for new ultra high frequency (UHF) television stations in Miami.
312 Pine Street

South Portland

Elmer Bird is Rockland District Operations Assistant with the Central Maine Power Company. He and his wife are American Field Service parents for 18-year-old Christine Binzel of Giessen, West Germany, this year. She is a foreign exchange student attending Rockland District High School as a senior and is living with the Birds, who have two daughters. Betty is a junior in high school, and Mary is a graduate of Westbrook Junior College.

Dr. Norm Gauvreau has been appointed a member of the Lewiston Zoning Board of Appeals for a five-year term. A specialist in obstetrics and gynecology, he is on the staff of St. Mary's General Hospital and on the courtesy staff at the Central Maine General Hospital. Norm and Dorothy have four children — Douglas, Paul, Kenneth, and Gayle.

In August Millard Gordon received a master of education degree from the University of Maine.

George Hutchings has been elected President of the Chicago Dotted Line Club, the Midwest advertising section of Associated Business Publications, national business paper association. Hutch is Regional Manager-Midwest with the Magazine Publishing Division of the Reuben H. Donnelly Corporation.

Fred Morcombe is one of several United States representatives who will attend a meeting in Geneva, Switzerland, from December 8 through 17 of the Food Additives Committee of the Food and Agricultural Organization of the World Health Organization of the United Nations. Fred is with U.S. Pharmaceupot, a private non-profit organization which establishes standards for drugs and pharmaceuicals.

In his new position as Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Bob Morse is in charge of a program which, in the words of the Down Alumni Monthly for July, 1944, "includes the work of the Office of Naval Research (ONR) and development programs in the Navy's Bureau of Weapons, Ships, Yards and Docks, and Supplies and Accounts. He will function as manager and director of all Naval research, development, testing, and evaluation under a current budget of $1,400,000,000. The biggest ONR program is in oceanographic research, where Dr. Morse will be Chairman of the Government's Inter-Agency Committee on Oceanography."

Wyman '42

1944 Secretary, Ross Williams
23 Alta Place
Centuck P.O.
Yonkers, N. Y.

Bob Cleverdon is serving as a member of the Industrial Affairs Committee of the Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce. We live in Cleverdon, Varney, and Pike, Consulting Engineers.

Jim Higgins has been appointed Director of Planning and Procurement for the brass operations of the Metals Division of Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation. His office is in East Alton, Ill. Jim joined Olin Mathieson in 1954 and was appointed Purchasing Manager for Metals in 1961.

Dick Lewen has been promoted to the rank of major in the Army reserve.

Dr. Harold Osher of Portland has been elect-
ed Vice President of the Maine Heart Association.

Don Sears was married last December to Mrs. Oretta D. Small, a graduate of Upsala College and the University of California at Los Angeles Law School. She is an attorney with the U. S. Department of Justice in Washington, D. C., and Don is Professor of English and Chairman of the Department of English at Skidmore College in Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

On October 18 Fred Whittaker of Bangor received the "Man of the Year Award" of the State of Maine Council of B'nai B'rith.

1945 Secretary, Thomas R. Hulcatt, M.D.
54 Belchem Road
West Hartford 7, Conn.

Ken Baker is now Secretary for the Teams, Personnel, and Fraternal Workers Division of Inter-Church Aid, Refugee, and World Service, World Council of Churches. His office address is 17, route de Malagnou, Geneva, Switzerland, and his home address is Chalet Arola, Céligny, Geneva.

Bob Belknap is Second Vice President of the Maine Children's Home for Little Wanderers and a Trustee of the Kennebec Savings Bank, the Augusta Y.M.C.A., and Lincoln Academy. He is Manager of the Augusta office of Townsend, Dabney, and Tyson, members of the New York Stock Exchange.

Wally Philbin is now Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering at the University of Tulsa in Oklahoma. His home address is 5636 South Quebec Avenue, Tulsa 35.

Dave Wetherell, in addition to teaching English at Brunswick High School, is serving as minister of the Friends Meeting House in South Durham.

1946 Secretary, Marris A. Denemos
933 Princeton Boulevard, S. E.
East Grand Rapids, Mich.

A paperback edition of Dick Baker's novel The Revolt of Zenzo Takakawa, published by Bantam Books, is available on bookstands throughout the country. It was originally published in hard cover in May of 1962 by Farrar, Straus, and Cudahy in New York, which negotiated the contract for the paperback edition about a year ago, when the original hard cover volume ran its sales limit.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Charlie Crain, whose father, Dr. Orville E. Crain, died on October 8.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Robert Ericson, whose father, Hugo C. Ericson, died on September 18.

Joe and Dee LaCasce report the arrival of a son, Joseph Henry LaCasce, Jr., on September 18.

Roy Littlehale has been promoted to Assistant Vice President of the National Shawmut Bank of Boston. He is Director of Market Research for the Banking Division.

Bob Schwarz spoke to the Maine State Association of Plumbing Contractors on October 29 in Auburn. His subject was "Contractors' Rights and Liabilities Under Lien Laws." Bob is a partner in the Portland law firm of Bennett, Schwarz, and Reed.

Bob Winer was married on August 23 to Miss Birthe Petersen of Copenhagen, Denmark, a graduate of Frederiksborg College in Copenhagen. He is employed by the Aaloy Shoe Company in Everett, Mass.

1947 Secretary, Kenneth M. Schubert
96 Maxwell Avenue
Geneva, N. Y.

Dr. Clement Hiebert of Cape Elizabeth has been re-elected President of the Maine Thoracic Society.

1948 Secretary, C. Cabot Easton
13 Shawmut Avenue
Sanford

Bradle Backman reports the arrival of a fourth child, Charles Emerson Backman, born on May 20.

Brad spent two weeks in August working for the Lawyers Constitutional Defense Committee on Civil Rights cases in Louisiana and Mississippi. His address continues to be 31 Exchange Street, Lynn, Mass.

1949 Secretary, Ira Pitcher
RD 2
Turner

Edgar Beem recently won an all-expense trip to two of the New York World's Fair in a nation-wide sales competition sponsored by his employer, the National Merchandising Corporation of Wellesley, Mass. He lives in Westbrook.

Dave Boulton is Vicar of St. Mary's Episcopal Church in Palmer, Mass. His address is Box 374, Palmer.

Charlie Cole has been elected Second Vice President of the Independent Insurance Agents Association of Maine.

Lewis D' Alessio is Principal of Winthrop High School in Maine this year.

Bob Tanner is "back in Palo Alto for school after a summer in Maine revisiting old haunts. The East seems quiet and refined compared with the hectic life of the San Francisco Peninsula. Address is 120 Coranado, Los Altos, Calif."

Cal Vanderbeck has been promoted from Vice President to Senior Vice President with General Life Insurance Company in Cleveland.

1950 Secretary, Howard C. Reiche, Jr.
67 Allen Avenue Extension
Falmouth

Dr. Winslow Baker, who is at present on leave of absence from Brookhaven National Laboratory, is working at the Organization Européenne pour la Recherche Nucleaire in Geneva, Switzerland. In July he gave lectures on "High Energy Proton-Proton Scattering" at the University of Bonn, the University of Hamburg, and the University of Helsinki.

Herb Bennett spoke before the Administrative Management Society in Portland on September 21. His subject was "Employer Rights and Limitations During a Union Organizational Campaign."

Paul Brown has been appointed a Special Agent with the Boston Mutual Ordinary Agency in Boston. With their two children, the Browns live at 3 Pine Ridge Road, Stoneham, Mass., where he is a member of the Planning Board.

Bo Burke is teaching a course in English literature at the Brunswick campus of the University of Maine, in a program which offers courses for college freshmen and advanced work for teachers during evening and Saturday morning classes. He is regularly an Assistant Professor of English at the Portland campus of the University of Maine.

Cornelius Dury has been promoted to Assistant Professor of History at Western Maryland College in Westminster, Md. He is a candidate for his Ph.D. degree at Columbia University.

Russell Hewett is a partner in the Central Maine Paper Company. He and Martha and their two children, Charles (14) and Martha (12), live at 481 Turner Street in Auburn.

Lee Howe has been promoted to the position of Assistant Purchasing Agent with the Polaroid Corporation, with which he has been associated since 1953.

Trenton Karakekas is teaching a fifth grade class at the Emery School in Biddeford.

Bill Leith has been elected President of the Boston Stock Exchange. He is a general partner in the investment firm of Burgess and Leith in Boston.

Walker Merrill was a speaker on "Looking Beyond November 3rd" at the convention of the Savings Banks Association of Maine, held in Bremen Woods, N. H., in September.

In August Harold Moore received a master of education degree from the University of Maine. He is teaching at Summer Memorial High School in East Sullivan.

Berkley Peabody is Professor of English and Humanities at Moorhead State College, Moorhead, Minn.

Under the auspices of the State Department Cultural Exchange Program, Dave Spector attended an international conference in Romania during August, with delegates from about 30 countries participating. He reports, "More than sympathetic interest was shown in my being an alumnus of the college attended by Longfellow and Hawthorne, who are very popular among the Romanians."

Dave continues to be Assistant Professor of History at Russell Sage College in Troy, N. Y.

During the summer Dr. Al Tohey worked at the Maine Medical Center in Portland at the children's dental clinic. At the end of October he opened an office for the practice of dentistry at 1330 Congress Street in Portland, in the new Medico-Dental Building constructed recently by Dr. Ray Lebel '49.

Dave Verrill is serving as Area Chairman for the Rockland District in the Boy Scouts' fundraising campaign. He is Vice President and Manager of the Rockland office of the First National Bank of Portland and is also President of the Rockland Chamber of Commerce, a Director of the Rockland Kiwanis Club and Knox Industries, Inc., and Assistant Treasurer of the Knox County General Hospital.

Captain Norman Winter is now Deputy Base Civil Engineer at Sembach Air Base in Germany, after receiving a master of science degree in civil engineering in August at the University of Pittsburgh, where he had been assigned for two years in the Air Force. His address is 38th Civil Engineering Squadron, Box 124, APO 130, New York, N. Y.

1951 Secretary, Captain Louis J. Siryo
372 — TMS
APO 259
San Francisco, Calif.

Major Thomas Atwood is now Assistant Professor of Military Science at Arkansas State College.

The 1964 yearbook at Hebron Academy, the Spectator, was dedicated to Carl Brearley, Chairman of the Classics Department at Hebron since 1952.

On October 17 Don Dennis was married to Miss Mary L. Hartig of Berkeley Heights, N. J., a graduate of Cedar Crest College, Allentown, Pa., where she is Alumnae Secretary and he is Librarian.

Joe Gauld, the new Headmaster of Berwick Academy in South Berwick, is "one of the leading duplicate contract bridge players in New England," according to Bowdoin's Director of News Services, Joe Kamien.

During the spring term of 1964 Klaus Lanzinger was an assistant professor in the Department of Modern Languages at the University of Notre
Dane in Indiana. During the summer he toured the United States with his family, and in September they all returned to Innsbruck, Austria, where his address is Eckenuft 2.

1952 Secretary, William G. Boggs 422 East Fairview Avenue, Ambler, Pa.

On November 12 Herb Andrews represented the College at the inauguration of the Very Reverend Joseph A. Selinger as President of Loyola College in Baltimore, Md. Adie Asherman served as President of the Water- 

town Area Community Chest this fall.

Bill Burnham represented the College on November 5 and 6 at the inauguration of James C. Fletcher as President of the University of Utah. José Martínez (who while a Bowdoin Plan stu-

dent at Bowdoin in 1948-49 was known as José Romero de Tejada) is the new Director of the Leysin American School in Leysin, Switzerland. He has a master of arts degree from Princeton

University and a Ph.D. from the University of Valencia in Spain.

John Mortell has been promoted to Vice President of the State Street Bank and Trust Company in Boston, which he joined in 1954. He is with the International Department and is a member of the Bankers Association for Foreign Trade, the World Trade Center in New England, Inc., the Japan Society, and the Foreign Commerce Club.

Cam Niven has been elected Vice President of the Maine Press Association. He is the Publisher of the Brunswick Record.

Dr. Richard Sceley is now practicing general medicine in Fairport. He and Elizabeth have one daughter, Diana. Dick recently completed a tour of duty with the Navy, as senior medical officer on the island of Guam.

Rohley Wilson represented the College on November 11 at the inauguration of John W. Bachman as President of Wartburg College in Waverly, Iowa.

1953 Secretary, Albert C. K. Chun-Hoon, M.D. 4905 Evergreen Street Bellaire, Texas

Dr. Don Agostinelli has been appointed the full time Director of the Pathology Department at Union Hospital in Lynn, Mass. Don is also a teaching fellow at Tufts Medical School. He and Lilia and their daughter live at 68 Marshall Street, Brookline, Mass.

Dr. Leonard Guite is practicing general surgery on the staffs of Sisters Hospital and Thayer Hospi-

tal in Waterville, where he is associated with his father at 45 Elm Street.

Dr. Philip L. Dining has been named as Chairman of the Falmouth Citizens for Goldwater-Miller Committee this fall.

Johns Moore is working toward his Ph.D. de-

gree in oceanography at the Graduate School of Oceanography at the University of Rhode Island. He hopes to finish in a year or two and then go into teaching. His address is 28 Linden Drive, Kingston, R. I.

Dove Douglass served as Chairman of the Cumber-

land County Citizens for Goldwater-Miller Committee this fall.

Peter Perkins is Dean of Students at North Yarmouth Academy.

As Headmaster of the Detroit Country Day School in Birmingham, Mich., Rod Snellings has inaugurated a “Living Endowment” program. “Our tuition fees pay for one-quarter of our operat-

ing costs,” he said in an interview. “We receive no endowments or foundation aid, so the balance must be made up of alumni gifts.

He also took out a “Wanted List" to alumni and has received in return such items as a tow-

ette truck, a copy machine, and trees.

The Friedlich of Huenne announced the birth of a son, Thomas Alexander von Huenne, on September 11.

1954 Secretary, Horace A. Hildreth, Jr. Pierce, Atwood, Scribner, Allen & McKusick, 165 Congress Street Portland 3

Mike Batal has been selected for inclusion in the 1954 edition of Outstanding Young Men of America.

He has served as President of the Lawrence (Mass.) Junior Chamber of Commerce and as State Chairman of the Tax Reform and Governmental Affairs Committee of the Massachusetts Junior Chamber of Commerce. Mike and Lucille and their two sons, Michael and David, live at 50 Dartmouth Street in Lawrence.

Paul Brunntas has been admitted to junior partnerships in the Boston law firm of Hale and Dorr at 60 State Street.

Larry Dwight will be the Manager of the Spring-

field (Mass.) office of Hornblower & Weeks, Hump-

hill, Noyes & Company, which will result on January 1 from the merger of the two stock brokerage firms. The new firm will maintain 67 offices throughout the country.

Larry's office in Springfield, which will have six salesmen-representatives, will have new quarters at 22 Vernon Street.

Joe Forest has joined the law firm of Rhode and Elliott in San Rafael, Calif., as an associate member. He was formerly an attorney with the California State Division of Highways.

Moose Friedlander is engaged to Miss Linda S. Ogilvy of Scarsdale, N. Y., and Lake Sunape, N. H., a graduate of Mount Holyoke College. He continues to be a member of the English Department at St. George's School in Newport, R. I.

Captain Don Raymond reported in September, “Have one more year at the Air Force Academy. This has been a most interesting tour, and we really love Colorado. The Rocky Mountain alumni are quite active, and we've made many new friendships and renewed several old ones. The address here is Quarters 4208-F, USAF Academy, Colorado, Hope to see any of you who are in the area.

On October 31 Bill Shaw represented the College at the inauguration of Lane D. Kilburn as President of King's College in Wilkes Barre, Pa.

Jack Sylvester is now Mortgage Loan Officer for the Berkshire Life Insurance Company and has notes for Pittsfield Life and Mutual in Pittsfield, Mass., with Janet and their four children. For the past three years he had been Senior City Mortgage Supervisor for the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company in New-

mask, N. Y. The Sylvester's are living at 253 Holmes Road, Pittsfield.

Captain Peter Webster is Chief of Medicine at Kirk Army Hospital at the Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland. His address is Holiday Drive, Aberdeen.

1955 Secretary, Lloyd O. Bishop Department of Modern Languages, Wilminton College Wilminton, N. C.

Spencer Apollonio has outfitted the Sunbeam III, the former Maine Seacrest Mission boat, for oceanographic research and I'm available for chartering by groups from educational institutions, government laboratories, industries, and smaller private concerns. He is willing to take the Sunbeam anywhere along the 60-degree line from the Gulf of Mexico, and even to the West Coast.

The Sunbeam is 72 feet long overall, with a 17-foot beam and a depth of seven feet. She has a 150-horsepower engine equipped with radar, sleeps ten, has her own power plant for electric lighting, and has an independent hot water heating system.

Peter Bulkeley is Director of the Design Divi-

sion in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at Stanford University in California.

In September Jim Cook reported, "Fourth child, Thomas Andrew, arrived on July 6, making the total three boys and one girl. I'm still living in Concord, N. H., but am working in a New York office as Sales Manager of Concord Litho Company, serving such accounts as Time-Life, Inc., Reader's Digest, and American Greetings. Frank Metz and 1, as usual, will need the annual fall alumni trek back to school." Jim's address is 217 North Main Street, Concord.

Ben Currier has been appointed Assistant to the Vice President, Underwriting, at Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company in Washington, D. C. He and his family are living in Alexandria, Va. Ben had been with the Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company for nine years.

Bob Hawley was married on August 22 to Miss Isabel A. Lockwood of Wilmington, Del., a graduate of Randolph-Macon Woman's College, with a master's degree from the University of North Carolina. She is a member of the faculty at St. Margaret's School in Waterbury, Conn., and Bob is senior master and Chairman of the English Department at the McFarlan School in Waterbury.

John Marion was named as Chairman of the Portland Citizens for Goldwater-Miller Committee this fall.

During the fall Jack Swenson has been serving as Chairman of the Greater Boston United Fund campaign in Sudbury, Mass. An investment analyst for the Old Colony Trust Company in Boston, he is also a member of the Town of Sudbury Finance Committee, Vice President of the New England Association of Beta Theta Pi, and a Director of the Beta Theta Pi Corporation in Brunswick. Jack and Sabra and their young son, Christopher, live at 143 Panty Road in Sudbury.

Curt Weisbrod is the co-author of “The Supreme Judicial Court of Maine, 1963 Term,” an article which appeared in the 1964 issue of the Maine Law Review, published by the University of Maine. He is associated with the Lewiston law firm of Linnell and Choate.

1956 Secretary, Paul G. Kirby 345 Brookline Street Needham, Mass.

John Alden is an Assistant Professor of History at Acadia University. His home address is 76 Highland Avenue, Wolville, Nova Scotia.

Diana and Bert Barton announce the birth of their first child, Edwin Alexander, on August 18. Bert is still with Johns-Manville Corporation in New York City as Acting Product Manager for the Industrial Insulations Division-Aero-Space Group. The Bartons are living at 28 Vail Lane, Watchung, N. J.

Dove Bird is engaged to Miss Sally A. Denelson of Palmrya, Mo., a graduate of Texas Woman's University.

Rosie Bond has been promoted to Manager of the Group Department of Lifeico Insurance Company of America.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Pete Bramhall, whose father, Dr. Theodore C. Bramhall, died on September 3.
George del'lya's paintings were on display at the Moulton Union during the summer. Included were "Ancient Place Revisited," "Commuters," "The Dope Sheik," "Uproot Diner," "Man in a Boat," and "Woman by a Window."

Leon Gorman has been appointed to the Depositors Trust Company's Advisory Board for the Lewiston-Freeport area. He is Assistant to the General Manager and a Director of L. L. Bean Company in Freeport and is also Secretary-Treasurer of the Freeport Chamber of Commerce. He has served during the fall as Chairman of the Cumberland County Citizens for Goldwater-Miller Committee in the town of Yarmouth.

Edward Hall was married on August 29 to Miss Lynne M. Birlem of Southwest Harbor, a graduate of J. R. Baranec of Athens, Pa., a graduate of Tufts University. After leaving Bowdoin, Ed was graduated from Rabbon Institute and served in the Army. He is now with the Providence, R. I., office of Francis J. duPont and Company, members of the New York Stock Exchange. The Halls are living at 12 Barnes Street, Providence.

Alden Head was married on October 17 to Miss Gwen I. Mount of Ithaca, N. Y., a graduate of Syracuse University.

Dave Hurley was married on October 10 to Miss Linda Giraldi of Closter, N. J., a graduate of Bates College. They are living at 149 Walnut Street, Brookline, Mass. Dave continues to be associated with the New York Life Insurance Company.

Clark Neill was married on September 5 to Miss Joyce A. Heinsenbittel of Hendersonville, N. C., a graduate of Connecticut College and a candidate for a master's degree in drama at Tufts University. The Neills are living at 13 Garrison Road, Brookline, Mass.

Bob Roach is Assistant Manager of the Electrical Department with the Electric Supply Company. His address is Route 2, 1101 South Groveland, Bluefield, W. Va.

Julian Witherell has received his Ph.D. degree in African History from the University of Wisconsin. He is an area specialist in the African Section of the Library of Congress in Washington, D. C.

1957 Secretary, John C. Finn 6 Palmer Road Beverly, Mass.

Charles Abbott is the co-author of "The Supreme Judicial Court of Maine, 1963 Term," an article which appeared in the 1964 issue of the Maine Law Review, published by the University of Maine. He is associated with the Lewiston law firm of Skelton and Taintor.

Dick Baribeau of Brunswick has been elected President of the Maine Association of Real Estate Boards. He is also a Director of the Brunswick Area United Fund, Dick and Connie and their three children live on the Mere Point Road.

Ed Born was the guest speaker at a dinner meeting of the Bowdoin Club of Central New York, held in Syracuse on October 23. He is Associate Director of Public Relations at Union College.

Jim Carr, a graduate of Boston University Law School, has been admitted to the Maine Bar.

Dr. and Mrs. Bruce Cowen announce the birth of a son, Bruce Cowen, on September 26. Douglas is now 3. The Cowens live at 99 George Avenue, Edison Township, Metuchen, N. J.

Bill Hamilton was married on September 19 to Miss Marie S. Benizer of Short Hills, N. J., a graduate of Greenhill Visitation Junior College and the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York. He is with the Riggs National Bank in Washington.

John Alden was married on October 24 to Miss Jean M. Sager of Milton, Mass., a graduate of Green Mountain College. They are living in Boston.

Charlie Leighton is teaching at the Harvard Business School on a one-year appointment. His address is Morgan Hall 27, Harvard University, Graduate School of Business Administration, Soldiers Field, Boston. His home address is 479 North Avenue, Weston, Mass.

In September Charlie wrote, "For any men in our class who may be thinking about going to the Business School, I would be more than happy to give them any information that I can. On a recent trip to Detroit I had the pleasure of spending the evening with Charlie and Sandy Chapman and their children. I am happy to say that Charlie is in fine spirits and is progressing very well."

Mayer Rubinowitz reports the arrival of a son, Daniel Mark Rubinowitz, on September 5.

Jack Woodward is Assistant Principal of the Lynch Junior High School in Winchester, Mass.

1958 Secretary, John D. Wheaton 10 Sutton Place Lewiston Geoff Armstrong is teaching Latin at Watertown (N. Y.) High School.

Ray Brearey reports the arrival of a daughter, Susan Winfield Brearey, on September 9.

In August Archie Clark received a master of education degree from the University of Connecticut. He is now a bookkeeper for the First Federal Savings and Loan Association of Boston.

He has been living in Rutland, Vt., and is still representing the Humble Oil and Refining Company in this area. They have moved into a small house on Stratton Road because we needed more room with the new addition last October. We are planning to be back for Homecoming on October 17."

Lawrence Lewis is a member of the Chase Manhattan Bank's Special Development Program, designed to prepare young men and women for leadership positions by providing them with first-hand knowledge of how a commercial banking team operates.

Philip Mitchell is teaching French at the Mt. Kisco and Bedford Hills grammar schools in New York.

Dunstan Newman is engaged to Miss Andrey J. Neafus of San Antonio, Texas, who attended the University of Maryland and also San Antonio College. After completing a seven-month training period, he is now credit analyst in the Credit Department of the Rhode Island Hospital Trust. He is taking an evening course offered by the American Institute of Banking and spends an occasional evening with the Dean Woods, who have three sons.

Steve Rule reports the birth of a daughter, Margaret Clifford Rule, on August 14.

In September Brud Stover was elected a member of the Bath City Council.

Capitol Hill have three new residents at Tan Son Nut Airfield in South Vietnam with an Air Force Dispensary.

1959 Secretary, Dr. Brendan J. Teeling Beverly Hospital Beverly, Mass.

Dave Brace is teaching social studies and French at Islesboro High School in Maine.

Dave Drown was married on August 29 to Miss Lee K. Hall of Princeton, W. Va., a graduate of West Virginia University. For the past four years he has been stationed in Scotland as an Air Force lieutenant. They are living in Prestwick, Scotland.

Paul Estes is studying for his master's degree in mathematics at Brown University.

Frank Folson is Vice President and Assistant Treasurer of J. H. Gillett of Central Falls, R. I., a leather cut sole firm. Frank is President and club champion at the new Fairlawn Country Club in Poland and is also an officer of the Twin City Council of United Commercial Travelers of America.

Last August Bob Fritz received a master of science degree in biochemistry from the University of Maine. The title of his thesis was "The Effect of Dietary Protein on the Transfer of the Methyl Group from Methionine to Creatinine in Rats." Bob is now a Research Fellow in the Department of Microbiology at the Duke University Medical Center in Durham, N. C.

Joe Schleman was Clubs and Organizations Chairman for the Hingham (Mass.) United Fund this past fall.

1960 Secretary, Richard H. Downes General Theological Seminary 175 Ninth Avenue New York, N. Y. 10011

Lt. (jg) John Alden is engaged to Miss Sylvia A. Silfverblom of Newton, Ga., a graduate of Newberry College in South Carolina. She is employed by the U. S. Government in Washington, D. C.

Army 1st Lt. Don Bloch is Adjutant of the 2nd Battalion of the 77th Artillery, stationed at Fort Lewis, Wash.

Bruce Beckmann was married on September 26 to Miss Catherine C. Baird of Boston, a graduate of Colby Junior College. He is on the staff of the Commandant of the 12th Naval District in San Francisco, Calif.

On August 15 Henry Bruner was married to Miss Martha L. Hurst of Angola, N. Y., a graduate of Oberlin College with an M.A. degree in education from the University of Chicago. She is teaching at Oak Park High School in Oak Park, Ill, and is in his final year at the University of Chicago Divinity School.

Doug Corson is Chairman of the French De-
Cummings '61

from Boston University, he is studying at the School of Optometry at the University of California in Berkeley, and Barbara is teaching. Their address is 1725A Berkeley Way, Berkeley, Cal. Lt. (jg) Andy Kilgour is engaged to Miss Constance L. Bain of Brookline, Mass., a graduate of the Chandler School. He is stationed at Norfolk, Va.

Dick Lowell is a member of the junior class at the University of Vermont.

Jon MacDonal was graduated from Harvard Law School last June.

Chris Still was left the Army in September of 1963 and is working as a Research Associate for the Harvard School of Public Health. He expects to enter medical school next year. Chris is living at 21 Bevenue Street, Wellesley, Mass.

Carol and Mase Pratt announce the arrival of a son, Stephan Marshall Pratt, on October 14.

Cherie Prinns was married on August 29 to Miss Frances C. Emerson of Portland, a graduate of Endicott Junior College. They are living in North Plainfield, N. J., where Cherie is an area sales representative for the L. G. Balfour Company of Attleboro, Mass.

Pete Travis is teaching English at ShadyAce Academy in Pittsburgh, Pa.

Dave Usher is a junior at the University of Hartford in Connecticut.

Sibley Wright was married on September 6 to Miss Judith A. Friee of Waban, Mass., a graduate of Smith College with a master's degree in speech therapy from Boston University.

1962 Secretary, Ronald F. Famiglietti

222 Main Street
Walpole, Mass.

Dick Benfield is a political reporter for the "Morning Call" in Paterson, N. J. He covers party politics on the local and state levels and also the State Legislature.

Reg Burleigh was married on September 5 to Miss Iris K. Mahoney of Houlton, a graduate of Colby College and formerly a teacher at Caribou High School. They are living in Durham, N. C., where Reg is a student at the Duke University Law School.

Bob Chaffee has been promoted to head of the Lee Bureau for the Berkshire Eagle in Pittsfield, Mass.

On August 15 Jim Cochran was married to Miss Roberta O. Holt of Schenectady, N. Y., a graduate of Wheaton College in Norton, Mass. He is employed in a business training course with the General Electric Company in Lynn, Mass., and is attending Columbia University Business School this fall.

Dan Cohen has joined the One Wall Street (New York City) office of Francis L. duPont and Company, as a Registered Representative, following completion of a six-month training course given by the Company. He and Ellen are living at 330 Polham Road, Newington, N. H.

Army Lt. Warren Devers last summer received the Ethiopian junior championship gold medal for knocking down 21 out of 25 clay pigeons. He also tied for sixth place in the senior contest. Besides the medal there was a cash prize of $10 in Ethiopian currency, which is about $4 in American money. Warren's address is Operations Company, 4th ASASA Field Station, APO 843, New York, N. Y. Marion and their daughter, Brenda Joy, are in Ethiopia with him.

Last summer Dave DeVivo was married to Miss Judy Ludv,of Madison, N. J., a graduate of the University of New Hampshire. They are living in Merrimack, N. H.

Class Secretary Ron Famiglietti, still in the Army, writes, "Uncle Sam has moved me around quite a bit. I've been in Puerto Rico and Kvarva for six months and am now in Chicago, Ill." Mail still reaches Ron best at his home address in Walspole, Mass.

In August Pete Field received his master's degree in zoology at the University of Maine. The title of his thesis was "The Influence of Protein Synthesis Suppressing Drugs on the Iodine and Retention of the Thyroid Gland in Methimazole-Thyroxine Treated Rats."

Dick Galler is engaged to Miss Sharon J. Rosen of Waterbury, Conn., a student at Simmons College.

William Glidden is teaching English at North Berwick Junior High School in Maine.

On August 28 Army 3rd Lt. Spencer Greason completed a military assistance training adviser course at the John F. Kennedy Center for Special Warfare at Fort Bragg, N. C. The program prepares Army personnel for advisory duty with nations throughout the world concerning the nature of counter-insurgency warfare.

Last summer Tom Kyrou was married to Miss Donna Favaaz of Gloucester, Mass., 1964 graduate of Salem (Mass.) State College. She is teaching a third grade class in Mamazone, Wis., and Tom is working for his Ph.D. in mathematics at the University of Wisconsin, after receiving his M.A. there.

Neil Love is engaged to Miss Ann E. Hickok of Goshen, N. Y., a student at Simmons College. Still a first lieutenant in the Army, he is stationed at Fort Meade in Maryland.

Roy MacDonal has been promoted to the rank of first lieutenant in the Army. He is a platoon leader in the Headquarters Company of the 3rd
Bayer '64

Italy before returning to the United States on the France. He reports, "While in Europe I got a chance to talk to several Boulevard people, including Raymond May, a 1962-63 teaching fellow in French, who is now teaching English classes at a lyceé in Savoie; Rainer Schonhaar, former Instructor in German, who is working on his Ph.D. at the Philippsuniversitat in Marburg; and Bill Small '61, who was an English assistant at a Gymnasium in Lubek this past year." Jon is studying French this year at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, "I'm His home address is Apartment 208, Bradford Apartments, 3301 St. Paul Street, Baltimore.

Army 2nd Lt. Jon Brown has completed the basic officer course at Fort Gordon, Ga., and is now with the 19th Civil Affairs Group, APO 331, San Francisco, Calif. In August he became engaged to Miss Mary Ann Callahan of Falls Church, Va., a graduate of the University of New Hampshire, who is working for the National Institutes of Health in Maryland.

Steve Crabtree is engaged to Miss Marcia L. Patitz of Needham, Mass., a graduate of the University of New Hampshire and a teacher of social studies in New Canaan, Conn. Steve is Manager of the Haddon Heights Business Office of the New Jersey Bell Telephone Company.

Dick Cunningham received a master of arts in teaching degree from Harvard last June. On September 13 Navy Ensign Michael Day was married to Miss Janet D. Deniger of Taunton, Mass. He is stationed on the USS Oriskany, out of San Diego, Calif.

Terry Feiertag is in his second year at the University of Chicago Law School.

Tom Frazier was married on August 22 to Miss Susan S. Smith of Marblehead, Mass., a graduate of Centenary College. They are living in Highland Park, Ill. Tom is a student at Northwestern University while serving with the Army, stationed at Fort Sheridan, Ill.

Last June Tim Hayes received his M.A. degree from Harvard University.

Jim Keeley was married on September 5 to Miss Judith A. Hunt of Fall River, Mass., a graduate of Smith College last June and is a student at Vanderbilt University Law School.

Pete Kilgour is teaching at Wilton (Conn.) High School and studying for his master's degree at Fairfield University. With his young son, Christian, the Kilgours are living in Ridgefield, Conn.

Army 2nd Lt. Sam Ladd was one of the officers in the Berlin Brigade selected to attend a special communications and intelligence school in Bavaria, from which he was graduated in August. After field training at Wildflecken, he is back in West Berlin with the Brigade. Sam's address is A Company, 2nd Battalion, 8th Infantry, APO 742, New York, N. Y.

Bruce McGray is teaching consumer economics and problems of democracy at Winthrop High School in Maine.

Bill Mason is engaged to Miss Jennifer Robbins of Weston, Mass., a graduate of Westbrook Junior College and Lesley College. They plan to be married in February.

Army 2nd Lt. Bill Menz has been awarded the Expert Infantryman's Badge. He is a platoon leader in Company A, 1st Battalion, 27th Infantry, Schofield Barracks, Hawaii.

Dick Mudge is in his second year of law school in Austin, Texas. His address is 3001 1st Red River, Apartment 203, Austin, and he invites any Bowdoin men in the area to drop in. Dick's phone number is GIl-9951.

Alan Peterson, graduated from Harvard Business School last June.

John Potter, a mudder at Princeton Theological Seminary, is Assistant in Youth Ministry at the Fawood (N. J.) Presbyterian Church.

On September 21 Army 2nd Lt. Frank Renan was graduated from the Infantry Officer Basic Course at Fort Benning, Ga.

Jack Snyder, an ensign in the Navy, is stationed aboard the USS John Willys, a destroyer escort, off of Long Beach, Calif. He and his shipmates have been on a four-month good-will tour of South America. Jack reports, "I can't begin to describe the delights of Rio." Mail should be sent in care of the Fleet Post Office, New York, N. Y.

Army 2nd Lt. Rod Stevenson was graduated from the Infantry Officer Basic Course at Fort Benning, Ga., on August 24.

Army 2nd Lt. Owen Veitch completed the officer orientation course at the southeastern Signal School, Fort Gordon, Ga., last July.

Barry Mcginnis is in a nursing program at Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner, and Smith. His home address is 253 Adams Street, Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

1964 Secretary, David W. Fitts

Charles Bates was married on August 8 to Miss Rosemary D. Schofer of Jamaica, N. Y., a graduate of Bates College. She is teaching in Merrick, L. I., N. Y., and Charles is affiliated with the Continental Insurance Companies in New York. They are living in Jamaica.

On October 8 Dave Bayer left for Peru, where he is working with other Peace Corps rural development volunteers. Before leaving for this assignment, he attended a 12-week training session at Cornell University in New York.

On August 14 Steve Codner was married to Miss Margaret C. Spence of Newington, Conn., an alumna of Central Connecticut State College. They are both Army Officers and Steve is employed by the Guaranty Bank and Trust Company in Worcester.

Dave Cohen is a student at Boston College Law School.

Pete Fenton is working in the Bowdoin Library as an Assistant in Charge of Special Collections. Dave Hirth is doing dormitory work and coaching at Deerfield Academy in Massachusetts while conducting studies in biology at the University of Massachusetts.

On August 8 Bill Horton was married to Miss Linda E. Diefenthaler of Chatham, N. J., a graduate of Kingswood-Washington School. She is teaching a fourth grade class in Markham, Ill., and Bill is attending the University of Chicago Law School.

Richard Jackson's address this year is Box 203, Graduate Residence Center, Indiana University, Bloomington Ind.

Army 2nd Lt. Philip Jones is engaged to Miss Judith W. Hodge of Beverly, Mass., a graduate of the Museum School of Fine Arts in Boston. She is working for the Peabody Museum in
Jeff Prince is engaged to Miss Tamara Goldstein of Brookline, Mass., a senior at Middlebury College.

1960 In August Bill Allen was married to Miss Susie R. Cline of Thomaston, who attended the University of Maine. They are living in Brunswick.

John Lincoln is engaged to Miss Carol A. Hawes of Newtonville and East Dennis, Mass., a graduate of Westover School, and a student at the University of Massachusetts.

Facility and Staff

President Colas is serving as an honorary recruitment chairman in a federal-state program to recruit and train recent college graduates who would serve as counselors aids in Youth Opportunity Centers. The Centers will be located mainly in depressed neighborhoods in the large cities in this country, where there are thousands of young people without jobs.

Instructor in English Herbert Coursen is the author of three forthcoming articles: "The Poetry of Matthew Arnold" is appearing in Studies in English Literature; "The Sub-plot of A Woman Killed with Kindness" will be published in English Language and Literature; "In Deepest Consequence: Macbeth" is scheduled for publication in the Shakespeare Quarterly.

Professor Louis Cope discussed the works of Chaucer on the Columbia Broadcasting System radio program "Philosophy of the Humanities." He is the Editor of Chaucer, a paperback published by the Dell Publishing Company in November of 1963 as part of its Laurel Poetry Series.

Professor John D. Bassett '37 attended the Phi Beta Kappa national meeting, held at the University of Vermont on August 31 and September 1. He has for many years been Secretary-Treasurer of the Bowdoin chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.

Professor Dodge Fernald attended the American Psychological Association's annual convention, held in Los Angeles, Calif., early in September and as President of the Connecticut Psychological Association represented that group at meetings of the state associations. On his way to the convention Dr. Fernald represented the College at alumni meetings in Denver, Colo., Seattle, Wash., Portland, Ore., San Francisco, Calif., and Los Angeles. During the absence of Coach Charles Butt at the Olympic Games in Japan, Professor Fernald coached the varsity soccer team this past fall.

Professor Alfred Schlegel is summer at the University of Michigan under the National Science Foundation's summer research grant program. His area of research is verbal learning and short-term memory.

Assistant Professor of Mathematics Albert Gilman was married on September 5 to Miss Lindsay Peterson of Evanston, Ill.

College Physician Dan Royce '29 was the recipient of the Robert W. Huddleston Medal for 1964, for distinguished service and outstanding contributions in the field of health in Maine. The award is presented each year by the Maine Tuber- culosis Association.

Professor Ernst Hrehunec has resumed his duties as Chairman of the Department of History after a year's sabbatical leave, spent in Europe, the Middle East, and the Far East. The Hrehunec's son Paul received his Ph.D. in history from Harvard University last June. He is a member of the History Department at Wheaton College in Norton, Mass. All four members of the Hrehunec family have Ph.D.s as married.

Professor and Mrs. Cecil Holmes announce the marriage of their daughter, Miss Janet E. Holmes, a graduate of Oberlin College, to Thomas R. Car- penter, a graduate of the University of Washington.

The wedding took place in the Bowdoin Chapel on September 19.

On September 9, 10, and 11, Professor Roger Howell '58 attended the Second Congress of the Czechoslovak Society of Arts and Sciences in Poland, where he presented a paper to the meeting entitled "A Bohemian Exile in Cromwell's England: The Career of George Ritchie, Philosopher, Schoolmaster, and Cleric." The abstract of this paper was published in the extract of the Congress. The full text will appear in a book entitled Czechoslovakia Past and Present, to be published at The Hague next year.

Professor Woodrow Wilson and the Puri- tan Revolution will be published by the Oxford University Press sometime in 1965. Also scheduled for publication next year is an edition of selections from the writings of Prescott, which is meant as a critical introduction. This will be published as part of the series "The Great Histories," edited by Professor Hugh Trevor-Roper of Oxford, England.

Professor Howell is at present working on a biography of Sir Philip Sidney for Little, Brown and Company.

Professor John Howland '57 attended the sixth International Congress of Biochemistry, held in New York. In an interview, Professor LaCasce said a speaker at the Congress.

Professor Charles Huntington has been re-elected President of the Northeastern Bird-Banding Association. On October 1 he spoke on "Bird Ecology" to the Secondary School Biology Section of the Maine Teachers' Association, meeting in Orono. Professor Huntington presented an illustrated talk on sea birds before a meeting of the Medomak District of Garden Clubs, held in Topsham on September 24.

Professor Arthur Hussey spoke on the subject "Nature and Origin of Granite" before the Sep- tember 16th meeting of the Maine Engineers Associa- tion, held at the New England Telephone Company's plant. He also took a visit to the Granite Quarry on Clerk's Island.

Last summer Professor Hussey continued his geological mapping program in the Bath-Brunswick-Harperswell area and also continued his duties as Coordinator of Field Mapping Activities for the Maine Geological Survey. During the fall he spent much of his spare time reviewing the results of his past eight years of field work and, from this, completing the general reports for the Counties of Cumberland and Sagadahoc Counties for the new edition of the Geologic Map of Maine, which will be published during 1965.

During the second week of September Professor Hussey took part in a field trip in northwestern Maine organized by members of the U. S. Geological Survey. The purpose of the trip was to review the recent work of the Federal Survey and to visit several newly discovered mineral deposits.

On August 15 Miss Matilda Jepkesen, the daugh- ter of Professor and Mrs. Myron Jepkesen, was married to Dexter Morse '62.

Professor Robert E. Reis has taught the intro- ductory physics course at Harvard Summer School last summer. He has retired as Chief Reader for the Advanced Placement Physics Program sponsored by the College Entrance Examination Board.

Professor Leith has been elected to a three-year term as a Director of the Brunswick Chapter of the American Red Cross.

Peter Marriner, the son of Ellis Marriner, who completed work at the Sargent Gymnasium, was married on October 31 to Miss Alta L. Guglielmi of Brunswick.

Miss Charlene Messer, a secretary in the Alumni Office, was married on September 12 to Robert G. Cote of Brunswick.

Two articles written by Professor Haratune Mikaelian and Richard M. Held of M.I.T. appeared in the American Journal of Sociology, "Sensory Feedback vs. Need in Adaptation to Re- arrangement" was published in the Perceptual-Motor Skills, and "Two Types of Adaptation to an Opti- mally Rotated Visual Field" appeared in the American Journal of Psychology. The research covered in this issue.
In Memory

JOHN NEWMAN HASKELL ’96

John N. Haskell, who for many years was engaged in the real estate brokerage business, died on August 25, 1964, in La Jolla, Calif. Born on February 13, 1876, in Newcastle, he prepared for college at Lincoln Academy in that town and following his graduation from Bowdoin was for nearly fifteen years a farm loan and real estate broker in Omaha, Neb. In 1910 he moved to La Jolla, where he continued to be a real estate broker.

Mr. Haskell is survived by a son, John Haskell, Jr., of San Diego, Calif.; three daughters, Mrs. Maurice Baker of England, Miss Harriet Haskell of San Diego, and Miss Jean Haskell of La Jolla; three grandchildren; and two great-grandchildren. He was a member of Zeta Psi Fraternity.

JOHN ARTHUR CORLIS ’01

John A. Corliss, a retired employee of Carter’s Ink Company, died in Everett, Mass., on August 31, 1961. Born on September 14, 1880, in West Woolwich, he prepared for college at Bridgton High School and following his graduation from Bowdoin was for five years in the Philippine Islands, first as a teacher in Daet and then as a United States Civil Service worker in Manila. Since 1907, he had lived in Everett. For many years he worked for Carter’s Ink Company in Cambridge, Mass., retiring in 1948 as Sales Manager of the Carbon Paper and Ribbon Division. As a Major he commanded the 11th Regiment Infantry of the 4th Brigade of the Massachusetts State Guard during the Boston Police Strike in 1929. Mr. Corliss was a Life Member of the Order of Eastern Star, a Past Master of Palestine Lodge, A.F. and A.M., and a Past District Deputy Grand Master of the Melrose (Mass.) 7th Masonic District of the Grand Lodge of Massachusetts. For twenty-five years he was a member of the Advisory Board for both the Order of DeMolay and the Order of Rainbow Girls. A member of the Sons of the American Revolution and a former Secretary of the Boston Bowdoin Club, he is survived by his wife, Mrs. Villa Wilder Corliss, whom he married on May 29, 1908, in Everett; a daughter, Mrs. Ruth C. Batchelder of Greenwood, Mass.; a son, Richard F. Corliss ’42 of Melrose, Mass.; a sister, Miss Blanche Corliss of Portland; and five grandchildren. His fraternity was Theta Delta Chi.

EVERETT WOODBURY HAMILTON ’05

Everett W. Hamilton, a retired research analyst with Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner, and Smith in New York, died on August 25, 1964, in Daytona Beach, Fla. Born on December 12, 1884, in Cumberland, he prepared for college at Grecy Institute in that town and following his graduation from Bowdoin, 1899, he was a member of the faculty at Windham High School in Williamstown.
Joseph Samson Waterman '06

Joseph S. Waterman, for many years President of J. S. Waterman and Sons, Inc., Funeral Service, died in Boston on August 23, 1964. Born on February 12, 1885, in Gorham, he prepared for college at Roxbury Latin School and attended Bowdoin as a Special Student in 1905. He had been a funeral director since 1905.

Mr. Waterman is survived by his wife, Mrs. Wave Footner Waterman, whom he married in Bay City, Mich., on June 12, 1907. His fraternity was Theta Delta Chi.

Herbert Gershom Lowell '08

Herbert G. Lowell died on August 28, 1964, in Glastonbury, Conn. Born on October 5, 1884, in Gorham, he prepared for college at Westbrook High School and attended Bowdoin from 1903 to 1905 and again from 1906 until 1908. He majored in chemistry at Fryeburg Academy before joining the Du Pont Company in 1909. From 1914 until 1917 he was engaged in farming in Fryeburg and was then Principal of Danforth High School for a year and of Ashland (N.H.) High School for another year. In 1919 he became an assistant chemist with the S. D. Warren Company in Westbrook. Three years later he joined the Dana Warp Mills as a chemist, and in 1933 he became an insurance agent with Connecticut General Life Insurance Company. During World War II he worked for a shipyard in South Portland, and following the war he was with Utilities Distributors, Inc., and was a contracting painter in Portland.

A former City Auditor in Westbrook, he was a member of the Kiwanis Club. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Charlotte Pike Lowell, whom he married in Boston on September 12, 1912; a son, Herbert G. Lowell, Jr. of Glastonbury, Conn.; a brother, Clifford Lowell '04 of Los Angeles, Calif.; three sisters, Mrs. Albert W. Willard of New Haven, Conn.; Mrs. Forrest Meggison of Westbrook, and Mrs. Ralph Magee of Tacoma Park, Md.; and two granddaughters. His fraternity was Kappa Sigma.

Harold Hitz Burton '09

Associate Justice Harold H. Burton, who retired from the United States Supreme Court in 1958, died in Washington, D. C., on October 28, 1964, at the age of 76. Born on June 22, 1888, in Jamaica Plain, Mass., he prepared for college at Newton (Mass.) High School and was graduated from Bowdoin summa cum laude, as was his roommate and fraternity brother, the late Owen Breuster '99. In 1912 he was graduated from Harvard Law School, and for the next two years he practiced law in Cleveland, Ohio, with Gage, Wilbur, and Wachner. From 1914 to 1916 he was an attorney for the Utah Power and Light Company and the Utah Light and Traction Company in Salt Lake City and then for a year was an attorney with the Idaho Power Company in Boise. During World War II he served in the St. Mihiel, Meuse-Argonne, and Ypres-Lys offensives in France as a captain in the 361st Infantry of the 91st Division, receiving the Belgian Croix de Guerre and a Purple Heart Medal.

After the war Mr. Burton returned to Cleveland, where he engaged in the general practice of law until 1929, when he became Director of Law in that city. He served brief periods as Acting City Manager and Acting Mayor and in 1935 was elected Mayor, an office to which he was re-elected in 1937 and 1939. In 1940 he was elected to the United States Senate from Ohio, and in 1945 President Harry Truman named him to the Supreme Court.

Justice Burton was elected to the Bowdoin Board of Overseers in 1936. He had also served as a Trustee of Wellesley College, Fenn College, and Hiram College. He received honorary degrees from many institutions, among them Oberlin, Ohio Wesleyan, Mt. Union, Kenyon, Boston University, Wooster, Heidelberg (Ohio), Western Reserve, Wesleyan (Connecticut), and Bowdoin. He was for nine years a member of the Board of Incorporators of the American National Red Cross, and from 1944 to 1946 he was Moderator of the American Unitarian Association. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Selma Smith Burton, whom he married on June 15, 1912, in West Newton, Mass.; two daughters, Mrs. H. Charles Wiedner, Jr. and Mrs. R. Wallace Adler, both of Shaker Heights, Ohio; and two sons-in-law, S. Burton '43 and Robert S. Burton '43, also both of Shaker Heights. He was a member of Delta Kappa Epsilon and Phi Beta Kappa.

Chief Justice Earl Warren issued the following statement on the day of Justice Burton's death: "Mr. Justice Burton has gone from us, but for years before passing on he made a valiant fight against crippling disease with courage and serenity. He retired from the Supreme Court six years ago, but to the end of life he performed devoted service to other causes than the United States. From his time of his diminishing strength would permit. "He served 13 years on the Supreme Court, and I am sure that in his long history no Justice on the court has been held in higher esteem by his colleagues. His opinions written for the court will be a lasting memorial to him, and will long be studied as a part of the development of American jurisprudence, A deeply religious and kindly man, Justice Burton personified good will and devotion to duty." (See also page 13).

Dudley Hovey '09

Dudley Hovey, for many years an analyst with the brokerage firm of Schirmer, Atherton, and Company in Boston, died in the Newton-Wellesley (Mass.) Hospital on September 18, 1961. Born on October 28, 1886, in Waldoboro, he prepared for college at Lincoln Academy in Newcastle and following his graduation from Bowdoin he cum laude in 1909 joined the Boston Herald as a reporter. From 1910 until 1918 he was a writer with the Boston News Bureau, during World War I he served in a U. S. Army hospital unit in France. After the war he returned to the Boston News Bureau, with which he became Railroad Editor. He was a regional information officer in Boston with the Office of Production Management from May of 1941 until January of 1942, when he became head of the Investment Research Department of Schirmer, Atherton, and Company, which in 1962 merged with Francis I. duPont. He remained with that firm until his death and recently completed the manuscript of a book to be published under the title Fifty Years on State Street.

Mr. Hovey had served as a Deacon of the Central Congregational Church in Newtonville and as a member of the Executive Committee of the Ward 2 Republican City Committee of Newtonville and the Newtonville Improvement Association. A 32nd degree Mason and a Past Master of the Winslow Lewis Lodge in Boston, he was a member of the Boston Security Analysts Society and the Downtown Club in Boston and the author of numerous articles on railroads and other subjects for Barron's, The National Financial Weekly, the Wall Street Journal, and other publications. Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Iuez Lind Hovey, whom he married on June 27, 1921, in Malden, Mass.; a daughter, Mrs. Raymond N. Vranicar of San Diego, Calif.; a son, Dudley C. Hovey '53 of Newtonville; and five grandchildren. His fraternity was Zeta Psi.

Word has also been received of the death of the following alumni. Appropriate notice will appear in the January Alumnus.

William J. Abbott '00
Leland G. Means '12
Thomas C. Wymann '12
Russell D. Greene '19
David A. Simon '32
Robert M. Zimmerman '45
Peter J. King '50

BOWDOIN ALUMNUS
LUCIUS DWIGHT LUMBARD ’09

Lucius D. Lumbard died on May 9, 1961, in San Francisco, Calif. Born on April 27, 1886, he prepared for college at the local high school and attended Bowdoin during 1905-06. He was for many years associated with the Sales Department of the International Silverware Company, first in Seattle, Wash., and then, beginning in 1914, in San Francisco, Calif. He retired in 1919 as Assistant Manager of the Pacific Coast Division of International Silverware but soon thereafter began manufacturing containers for Sterling Silverware, a business which he continued until last January. 

Mr. Lumbard is survived by his wife, Mrs. Theresa Storz Lumbard, whom he married on May 15, 1937, in San Francisco; a son, Hugh R. Lumbard; a sister, Mrs. Wallace H. White, Jr., of Auburn; and two grandchildren. He was a member of Psi Upsilon Fraternity.

RALPH EDWIN GILMORE BAILEY ’10

Ralph E. G. (Bill) Bailey died on October 3, 1961, at his home in Portland, Born on February 21, 1887, in Anson, he prepared for college at Skowhegan High School. He served as Principal of East High School, Granby (Mass.) High School, Anson Academy, and Lubec High School, was a cottage master at the Shirley School in Shirley, Mass., and was submaster and a science teacher at Deer- ing High School in Portland before leaving the field of education in 1919 for insurance. After ten years as a field supervisor for the Casualty Department of the Travelers Insurance Company, he operated his own insurance business in Auburn until 1937. He was also an underwriter for the Maine Mutual Auto Insurance Company. After a year as Manager of the Maine State Employment Service office in Portland, he retired in 1959 because of ill health and for the next twenty years operated the Bailey Nursing Home in Portland with his wife.

Mr. Bailey was a member of the Masons and the Kiwanis Club. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Mary Kateon Bailey, whom he married on August 4, 1911, in Granby, Mass.; a son, Ralph E. G. Bailey, Jr., of Portland; a daughter, Mrs. Joseph E. C. Perceault of Portland; and five grandchildren. His fraternity was Zeta Psi.

COLBY LORENZO MORTON ’10

Colby L. Morton, for many years a paint and varnish salesman in the state of New York, died on October 5, 1961, in Broadalbin, N. Y. Born on September 9, 1886, in Friendship, he prepared for college at Coblurn Classical Institute and following his graduation from Bowdoin joined the Colonial Works, Inc., in Brooklyn. Later on he was associated with the Charles H. Brown Paint Company and thebury Colonial Corporation. During the period from 1911 through 1915 he did graduate work at Pratt Institute and New York University.

A former member of the Greater New York Paint and Varnish Superintendents Club and a former police justice in Lincoln Park, N. J., Mr. Morton was a member of the Masons. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Lena Schneider Morton, whom he married on September 10, 1906, in Baldwin, N. Y.; a son by an earlier marriage, Lorenzo C. Morton of Broadalbin, N. Y.; and a niece, Mrs. Earle Files of Gorham. His fraternity was Delta Upsilon.

WILLIAM GEORGE TACKABERRY ’15

William G. Tackaberry, a retired Civil Service employee, died on August 24, 1964, in Orlando, Fla. Born on July 9, 1885, in Lewiston, he prepared for college at Jordan High School in that city and studied at Bates College for two years before transferring to Bowdoin as a member of the junior class. Following his graduation in 1915, he taught English for a year at Lewiston High School, was for two years an assistant at the Library of Congress in Washing- ton, D. C., served in the Army in World War I, and was gradu- ated from the Georgetown University Law School in 1920. After two years with the Claims Division of the War Risk Insurance Bureau in Washington, he returned to Lewiston, where he was City Solicitor for three years and Treasurer from 1925 until 1927. He spent the next ten years as Assistant Treasurer of W. S. Libbey Company in Lewiston and in 1937 became Chief of the Adjudica- tion Section of the Bureau of Old Age Benefits of the Social Security Board in Washington. He retired several years ago.

Mr. Tackaberry is survived by his wife, Mrs. Marie Rivard Tackaberry, whom he married on February 16, 1920, in Lewiston; two daughters, Mrs. Anne Hopkins of Casselberry, Fla., and Mrs. Claire Cole of Cleveland, Ohio; three sisters, Miss Alice Tackaberry and Mrs. William Cook, both of Lewiston, and Mrs. Owen White of West Hartford, Conn.; and eight grandchildren. His fraternity was Delta Upsilon.

EARLE KEVERE STRATTON ’16

Earle R. Stratton, a retired management consultant, died on October 25, 1964, in Lowell, Mass. Born on October 21, 1893, in Hudson, Mass., he prepared for college at the local high school and following his graduation from Bowdoin was for a year engaged in efficiency work with Lunn and Sweet Shoe Company in Auburn. He then joined the staff of Scoovel, Wellington, and Company, cer- tified public accountants and industrial engineers in Boston, and later served as a staff engineer with its successor firm, McKinsey and Company, management consultants. For many years he also operated a 76-acre farm in Tyngsboro, Mass., dating back to the 1700’s.

A second lieutenant in the Army Ordnance Corps in World War I, Mr. Stratton was a member and Past Commander of American Legion Post 217 of Tyngsboro, a member and Past President of Voiture 41 of the Forty and Eight, and a Past National Sergeant at Arms of the American Legion. He was also a member of Tyngs- boro Grange 222 and Treasurer of the Building Fund of St. Anne’s Episcopal Church. His first wife, Mrs. Mildred DeMott Stratton, whom he married in 1921, died in 1938. He is survived by his second wife, Mrs. Grace Nulph Stratton, whom he married on May 10, 1941; a son, Earle R. Stratton, Jr., who is stationed in California with the Air Force; two stepsons, Vernon L. Slagle of Fair Lawn, N. J., and William Slagle of Long Beach, Calif.; and six grandchildren. His fraternity was Delta Upsilon.

FREDERIC DELMONT TOOTELL ’23

Frederic D. Tootell, a member of the physical education staff at the University of Rhode Island since 1925, died on September 29, 1964, in Wakefield, R. I. Born on September 9, 1892, in Lawren- ce, Mass., he prepared for college at Lawrence (Mass.) High School. While at Bowdoin he set several collegiate records in the 16-pound hammer throw and in 1921 became recognized as the best man in that event in the world, when he placed first in the Olympic Games. The following year he spent as Assistant Coach of Football and Track at Mercersburg Academy in Pennsylvania. In 1925 he joined the faculty at what was then Rhode Island State College. He served as Director of Athletics from 1935 until 1962 and was also for many years Chairman of the Department of Physi- cal Education. His 1914 cross country team won the NCAA cham- pionship as well as the ICAA title. During his tenure at Rhode Island he coached eighteen undefeated teams in cross country and seventeen in track.

In 1962 the Rhode Island Jewish Bowling Congress named Mr. Tootell the recipient of the Bert Summer Memorial Award for Service to Sports, and last February he received a special award at the annual dinner of Words Unlimited, composed of Rhode Island’s sports writers and sports broadcasters. He had served as President of the College Track Coaches of America, the Na- tional Collegiate Track Coaches Association, and the National Collegiate Cross Country Coaches Association. Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Lucy Rawlings Tootell, whom he married on August 25, 1917, in Richmond, Calif.; a son, George T. Tootell, Jr.; four granddaughters, Mrs. Peter Oliver of Golden, Colo., Mrs. Douglas Smith of Wickford, R. I., Miss Joan Tootell of Branford, Conn., and Miss Karen Tootell of Kingston, R. I.; and ten grand- children. His fraternity was Sigma Nu.

GEORGE EDWARD CROCKETT ’26

George E. Crockett died on September 26, 1964, in Waterbury, Conn. Born on July 20, 1903, in Naples, he prepared for college at Bridgton Academy and attended Boston University as well as Bowdoin. During World War II he was employed at the New England Shipbuilding Corporation in South Portland. At the time of his death he was working at the Gaylord Farms Sanatorium in Wallingford, Conn.

Mr. Crockett is survived by his father, Mr. Walter E. Crockett of South Casco; a brother, Alton E. Crockett of Tucson, Ariz.;
and two sisters, Miss Alice M. Crockett of Portland and Mrs. Norman Lawson of Wollcott, Conn.

ROBERT HARKNESS '26

Robert Harkness, a retired Pullman Company employee, died in Salt Lake City, Utah, on October 11, 1964. Born in Salt Lake City on August 9, 1865, he prepared for college at Collier Military Academy and Governor Dunham Academy and following his graduation worked briefly with the Pullman Company as a conductor, with the Charlesgate Hotel in Boston, and with Allen E. Morrell '22 in Portland in the stock brokerage firm of Curtiss and Sargent. In 1929 he returned to Utah as a Pullman conductor. After seven years as a passenger agent, he went to San Francisco in 1937 as Assistant Zone Superintendent. He spent 1939 as a special representative in Mexico City and in 1940 was made District Superintendent in El Paso, Texas, where he remained until he entered the Army as a transportation officer with the rank of captain in May of 1942. He became a civilian again in January of 1944 and returned to the Pullman Company, for which he worked in San Francisco, Amarillo, Texas, and Salt Lake City before retiring in 1953 because of poor health.

A member of the Scottish Rite Bodies of Utah, a Master Mason, and a member of El Kalah Temple of the Shrine, Mr. Harkness, who never married, is survived by a brother, John C. Harkness of Salt Lake City; and a sister, Miss Betty M. Harkness of Charlottetown, Va.; he was a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity.

MURRAY WIGHT RANDALL '27

Murray W. Randall, an executive with the Singer Sewing Machine Company, died suddenly on September 9, 1961, in New York City. Born on April 15, 1904, in Augusta, he prepared for college at Cony High School in that city and following his graduation from Bowdoin worked for the National Credit Office, the Empire Trust Company, and the American Express Bank and Trust before joining the Chase National Bank's Personal Trust Department in 1939. Thirty years later, in 1961, he joined the advertising and public relations firm of Dowkus and Company in New York. From 1919 until 1951 he was Advertising Manager and Director of Public Relations with the Plainfield Trust Company in New Jersey. In 1951 he joined the Singer Company, serving first as a salesman and later as Assistant to the Manager of Administration of the Consumer Products Division in New York City.

Mr. Randall had lived for twenty-five years in Westfield, N. J., where he was active in many organizations and was Treasurer of the Stamp Club of Westfield. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Kathryn Stalnaker Randall, whom he married in Bellefonte, Pa., on October 12, 1935; a son, Murray W. Randall, Jr., of Hazardville, Conn.; a brother, James Randall of Westwood, N. J.; two sisters, Mrs. Joseph B. Drummond of South Portland and Mrs. Randall Spiers of Squirrel Island; and two grandchildren. He was a member of Zeta Psi Fraternity.

GEORGE MORTON FISH '34

George M. Fish died on October 3, 1963. Born on September 11, 1913, in Santa Barbara, Calif., he prepared for college at the local high school and attended Santa Barbara State Teachers College for a year before transferring to Bowdoin, where he spent his sophomore year. He returned to Santa Barbara for his junior year and was graduated in 1934 from Stanford University.

Mr. Fish was for many years associated with the firm of Ben Fish and Son, seed bean growers in Santa Barbara. His fraternity was Chi Psi.

ISAAC WATSON DYER, 2nd '36

Isaac W. Dyer, 2nd, died on September 5, 1964, in Juneau, Alaska. Born on March 6, 1914, in Salt Lake City, Utah, the grandson of Isaac W. Dyer '78, he prepared for college at Phillips Academy (Andover) and the Holderness School in New Hampshire. Following his graduation from Bowdoin he received a bachelor of laws degree from Boston University in 1940 and practiced law in Portland, Bethel, and Rockland for ten or twelve years. In recent years he had been teaching in high schools in the Middle West, the Far West, and Alaska.

Mr. Dyer was a member of the Army service in World War II. He is survived by two sons, James H. Dyer of Winthrop and Isaac W. Dyer, 3rd, a freshman at the University of Maine; and a brother, Richard N. Dyer of Benton Falls. His fraternity was Delta Kappa Epsilon.

WALLACE EDGAR WEBBER Medical 1895

Dr. Wallace E. Webber, a physician and surgeon in Lewiston for more than fifty-five years, died in that city on September 15, 1964, at the age of 91. Born on August 14, 1873, in Topsham, he prepared at Edward Little High School in Auburn and following his graduation from the Maine Medical School at Bowdoin in 1895 set up practice in Lewiston, at the age of 21. He was the first doctor in the area to limit his practice to surgery, dropping his general practice in 1916. From 1907 until 1928 he was the attending surgeon on the active staff of the Central Maine General Hospital. He attended the New York Postgraduate School in 1902 and also studied at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., and at hospitals in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia. During World War II he was a surgeon in the United States Public Health Service.

A charter member of the Lewiston Rotary Club and the Lewiston Chamber of Commerce, Dr. Webber was a Mason and a member of a K'oz Temple. In 1937 the Chamber of Commerce honored him for his years of service to Lewiston-Auburn residents. Although he had not practiced on a full-time basis in recent years, he never retired but continued to treat some of his long-time patients, both at his office and outside. Surviving are a son, Dr. Wedgwood P. Webber of West Auburn; two daughters, Miss Dorothy P. Webber of Lewiston and Mrs. George M. Rogers of Natick, Mass.; a nephew, Donald W. Webber '27 of Auburn; two nieces, Mrs. Perry Havelock, and Mrs. Herbert Fiedler; four grandchildren; and four great-grandchildren, Mrs. Webber, the former Bertha L. Perkins of Gorham, N. H., whom he married in 1901, died in 1914.

CLARENCE JOHN HYLANDER Former Faculty

Clarence J. Hylander, Visiting Professor of Biology at Bowdoin in 1959-60, died suddenly on October 8, 1964, in Claremont, Calif., where he was a visiting professor at Pomona College. Born in Waterbury, Conn., on November 24, 1897, he was a 1920 graduate of Yale, from which he also received master of arts and doctor of philosophy degrees. After seven years spent as a free-lance writer in biology and as a science and biology teacher in secondary schools, he became Professor of Biology at American International College in 1933. From 1935 until 1948 he was Chairman of the Botany Department at Colgate University.

During World War II Professor Hylander was for two years a lieutenant in Naval aviation. From 1949 to 1950 and again from 1952 to 1956 he served as Chief of the Technical Information Division of the Medical Laboratories with the Army Chemical Corps in Edgewood, Md. He had also been Editor of the College Department of the Macmillan Company in New York City and Executive Director of the American Institute of Biological Sciences. A well known author, he wrote The World of Plant Life, The Macmillan Wild Flower Book, seven volumes in the Young Naturalist Series, and numerous other books, including many for younger readers. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Doris Dann Hylander, whom he married in New Haven, Conn., in 1922; a son, Robert J. Hylander of Bar Harbor, a daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth H. Meehan of Westheill, N. Y.; his mother, Mrs. John C. Hylander of Hamilton, N. Y.; a sister, Mrs. Ray Rockwood, also of Hamilton; and seven grandchildren. He was a member of Sigma Xi and Phi Beta Kappa.
The First Bowdoin Alumni College

Herbert Ross Brown - Educational Director
Eight-Day Alumni College Program, August 15-22, 1965, Offers an Exhilarating Follow-Through of Liberal Education to Alumni and Their Wives...

Next August the chapel bell will summon (at a less grisly hour than the one you may remember) Bowdoin men and women to share in a common intellectual experience of informal lectures, group discussions, and the evaluation of ideas.

Housed in the exciting new Senior Center, the symbol of a pioneering experiment in undergraduate education, the participants will enjoy the benefits of common residence in an uncommon building with all the amenities for intellectual refreshment and gracious living.

Points of departure for the discussion groups will be the reading — done in advance — of four or five basic books to be chosen for their timely relevance to the complexities of the modern world. The seminars will be led by several members of the Bowdoin faculty who have unusual competence, not only in their professional specialties, but also in evoking candid and vigorous expression of opinion.

Afternoon and evening hours will be kept free for independent reading, recreation, and the cultural opportunities provided by professional Broadway productions in Pickard Theater, exhibitions in the Walker Art Building, and concerts by the Aeolian Players.

August, 1965, will be a stimulating time to be back on the campus: to live in the magnificent Senior Center commanding views of Casco Bay and the White Mountains, to watch the last stages of construction on the new Library, the renovation of the Moulton Union, and the completion of the Gymnasium, where the squash courts will be open to participants in the Alumni College program, as will the Curtis Pool and the tennis courts on Pickard Field.

Dates: Sunday, 15 August, through Sunday, 22 August.
Living and Dining: The Senior Center.
Advance Reading: In the spring the College will send four or five books to each registrant to enable all members to do the necessary "home work."

Charges: $395 all-inclusive fee — room, meals, books, transportation both ways between Brunswick and the Portland Airport, greens fees at the Brunswick Golf Club, tickets to plays, concerts, tennis and squash courts. Wives are cordially invited to join their husbands in this program at no additional fee.

Administration: Further details of the Alumni College Program, including the titles of the books to be read in advance, the names of the faculty discussion leaders, and application forms, will be mailed to all alumni interested in Bowdoin’s first summer venture in continuing education.

The need of limiting the number of participants to make possible small discussion groups demands that early applications are desirable. Address all inquiries to Professor Herbert Brown, Educational Director, Bowdoin Alumni College, Brunswick, Maine, 04011. Preliminary applications should be filed not later than March 15.
January 1965
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The cover of this issue features two renderings of the addition to the Moulton Union, designed by the firm of Steinmann, Cain, and White in New York. At the top is a sketch of the addition as it will appear from the front of the building. The section at the right of the picture represents new construction.

The architect's sketch at the bottom shows how the Union will appear from the east after completion of the expansion project next fall. A two-floor wing, 30 feet deep, will run completely across the rear of the original building and extend an additional 45 feet to the south, with a recessed two-story wing on that side.
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Clement Franklin Robinson 1882-1964

Clement F. Robinson '03, a member of the Board of Overseers since 1925, died in Brunswick on December 13, 1964, at the age of 82. Those of us who put out the ALUMNUS six times a year miss him with particular poignancy because for more than twenty years he wrote the "Looking Backward" column for the magazine. Our masthead continued to carry his name through the November, 1964, issue, in the hope that he might change his mind and start writing the column again, despite his farewell in the June, 1962, issue — "...having reached the goal that was set back in 1942, the Editor now stops periodically 'Looking Backward' — but, of course, at his age he does not cease to look backward happily on the long series of Bowdoin years which have been here touched upon. It has been a joy as well as a highly appreciated privilege to bring some of Bowdoin's past to the readers of the ALUMNUS. But now's the time for this Editor to end his editorial responsibility."

The editorial for that same issue paid tribute to Mr. Robinson in these words, which apply with even more force now that he has left us: "This is the last issue of the ALUMNUS in which Clement F. Robinson's column 'Looking Backward' will appear. Saddened at C.F.R.'s decision that he has completed the assignment which became inimitably his twenty years ago, the Editor considered prolonging the column himself. Down deep, however, is the knowledge that he could not begin to do as fine a job as Mr. Robinson has done for so many years. He is also reluctant to see anyone else write 'Looking Backward,' just as he would have been sorry to see anyone else teach 'Casey's Lit' after President SIlls retired. The column and the man are inseparable."

Clement Robinson knew a remarkable amount about the College and the Town of Brunswick, and he was always willing to share his knowledge and enthusiasm with others. We miss him sorely. R.M.C. (See also page 36.)

The Alumni Council and the Alumni Fund

The Alumni Council

President, John E. Cartland, Jr. '39
Vice President, George T. Davidson, Jr. '38
Secretary, Peter C. Burnard '50
Treasurer, Glenn R. McIntire '25

Members at Large


1968: F. Erwin Cousins '24, Richard C. Bechtel '36, Jeffrey J. Carre '40, Roscoe C. Ingalls, Jr. '43.

Faculty Member: Albert R. Thayer '22. Other Council Members are the representatives of recognized local Alumni Clubs.
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Directors of the Alumni Fund

Chairman, Lewis V. Vafaias '42
Vice Chairman, Morris A. Denmores '46
Secretary, Robert M. Cross '45

1965: Willard B. Arnold, III '31
1966: Morris A. Denmore '46
1967: J. Philip Smith '29
1968: Lewis V. Vafaias '42
1969: Gordon C. Knight '32

The officers of the Alumni Council are ex-officio the officers of the Bowdoin College Alumni Association. The Council Members at Large, the Directors of the Alumni Fund, the Faculty Member, the Treasurer, the Secretary of the Alumni Fund, and the Alumni Secretary serve as the Executive Committee of the Council and of the Association.
"A Finer Spirit in Our Midst . . ."

by Raymond S. Troubh '50

WASHINGTON, D.C. IS A GREAT CITY noted for its high polish, bravura, and impersonality. It was here that friends of Harold Hitz Burton paid their last respects to this gentle and righteous man on October 31, 1964, and in its way the setting was a reminder of the contrasts that were Harold Burton: in this city of color and fire, the memorial services were held in a small, plain, straight-lined church where simple words were spoken — lines that moved the audience more than the abundant eloquence of neighboring halls. Politician, mayor of a great city, and United States Senator, Harold Burton was a shy, unassuming man, one who had overcome a difficult stutter. A Justice of the United States Supreme Court and confidant of austere legal scholars, he liked nothing better than to guide visiting groups of small towners seeking the Court for the first time (he was considered the best tourist guide the Court had and once was offered a tip by an unknown Rotarian). A Republican, he became a Democratic president's first appointee to the highest court in the land.

Mr. Justice Burton, without doubt, was one of the most conscientious of men, and this characteristic was clearly recognized by his colleagues. He was one of those rarities — an objective, dispassionate man without any real prejudice and of deep religious faith, who sought above all to erase the intrusion of personality or emotion from the judicial decision-making process.

Upon his retirement from the bench on October 14, 1958, after thirteen years of service, his colleagues wrote to him: "We believe that of all the justices who have sat on this bench, not one has adhered more closely than you to the ideal for which we all strive — 'Equal justice under law.'"

An amusing anecdote which appeared in the New York Herald Tribune perhaps best sums up Justice Burton's sense of duty. "One Sunday just before the opening of the baseball season, the mayor of Cleveland stood in the ball park, pegging fast balls to his secretary. This was because the year before, throwing the first ball for the Indians' opening game, he had been a bit wild. Harold Hitz Burton, who was to become a United States Senator and Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court, was not wild again."

Blessed with the rare privilege of serving for one year as a law clerk to Mr. Justice Burton, I saw at first hand his qualities of devotion to duty, eagerness to seek the truth, absolute humility, and reserved judicial detachment. His manners on the bench were mirrors of his own life — gentility, humility, fairness, and imperturbability.

In the United States Supreme Court each justice is allowed two law clerks. The relationship is a highly personal one and normally lasts for one year. What the law clerks contribute and how close the relationship becomes depend on the temperament and background of each justice. To be Harold Burton's law clerk was to become a member of his and Selma Burton's immediate family. Mrs. Burton remembered each law clerk on Thanksgiving with a mince pie and on Washington's Birthday with a cherry pie. Each law clerk's birthday was celebrated in chambers with an abundance of ice cream, cake, favors, and surprises, but no tobacco or liquor. Justice Burton never smoked or drank, or (within our hearing) swore. His only display of autocratic power was to demand of each law clerk an autographed picture to add to his ever-increasing collection.

This picture shows Charles H. Mitchell, messenger for Justice Burton; Mrs. Tess H. Cheatham, the Justice's secretary; Justice Burton; Raymond S. Troubh '50 and James R. Ryan, Mr. Burton's law clerks.
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The law clerks entertained Justice and Mrs. Burton at dinner, and I can recall those nervous last-minute fears that the roast would burn or the children would act up at the wrong time. But everything always went well because the Burtons, although they “walked with kings,” never lost “the common touch.”

The relationship did not end at the completion of our year of service. The Justice was interested in our careers and our growing families, an interest which was evidenced by much personal correspondence. The law clerks gathered often in Washington for dinner with Justice and Mrs. Burton, and on these occasions cherished moments were relived and humorous anecdotes retold.

**The liveliest sessions of all with the Justice were our traditional Friday night discussions of cases. Our office lights were frequently the only lights burning at the Court late on Friday nights. In those days the Supreme Court Justices met on Saturday mornings to discuss and vote on cases. In order for Justice Burton to prepare himself thoroughly with every facet of the dozens of cases to be discussed at the Saturday morning conference, each of his law clerks was assigned work on half of the cases. The facts, law, and citations of each case were developed in a so-called “certiorari memo” (those petitions where the litigants asked the Court to hear oral argument). In each case where certiorari had been granted (the Court agreeing to hear the case), a much more detailed “bench memo” was prepared to aid the Justice in listening to oral argument.**

Painstakingly each memo and each brief were discussed, all points by both sides were thoroughly analyzed, and all conceivable precedents were considered. Woe betide the law clerk who either missed a case in point or was sluggish in his analysis, as the Justice slowly turned his chair to the great library of bound volumes standing ten feet high behind him. He would pick out the volume in point (a blue Supreme Court library bookmark lurking at just the right page) and commence to read aloud and in full the cited case. We seldom missed the point (or the case in point) after a few such lessons!

During these sessions and, of course, in his votes the next day the Justice sought the right answer. In those days of identities and labels, he was neither “liberal” nor “conservative.” On the Court he was considered a “swing” man, that is, one who could not be counted on for sure by either side in a close vote. He listened to and weighed carefully the arguments of the litigants, his judicial brethren, and his law clerks and then carefully, and independently, cast his vote. He welcomed frank and open discussions of the issues and regretted it when his law clerks too quickly saw his view. While it was his responsibility, and only his, to cast the vote, he listened to and considered his clerks’ views. In these lengthy Friday night sessions we were equals in shirtsleeves.

He sought wisdom and guidance from the judicial precedent, and yet he would not blindly follow precedent. In no sense of the word was he an extremist except in his quest for justice. His opinions were thorough and yet to the point. He wrote and rewrote and rewrote until he was absolutely sure that he had answered all reasonable claims of the losing party. Just as he avoided controversy solely for the sake of controversy, he avoided overloading his opinions with inapt quotations merely to display his learning. Personal glory was not his goal. He was independent and dissenting when he disagreed with the decision, but he articulated his dissent only when he felt it would benefit the bar or clear the air. And yet when necessary his dissents were firm and clear, as witness his now famous dissents in the Du Pont and Baseball cases.

The application of the anti-trust laws was the issue in both cases. In the Du Pont case Mr. Burton felt that 40 years was too long to wait to apply the Clayton Act to Du Pont’s earlier acquisition of General Motors stock. In the Baseball case, he insisted in his dissent that organized baseball was a business large enough to come under the anti-trust laws.

When he was anguished by a decision, his voice rang out, as in the Willie Francis case. Willie Francis, convicted of murder in Louisiana, had been seated in the electric chair twice but did not die when the switch was thrown. His lawyers contended that he should not be executed after that experience. Justice Burton disagreed with a majority of the Court, which held that it was not a “cruel and unusual” punishment for the State of Louisiana repeatedly to pass electric current through Francis’ body until it finally succeeded in electrocuting him.

He was the favorite opinion writer of the newspapermen whose duty it was to cover the Supreme Court because he invariably stated the issues and the holding in the first paragraphs of each decision he wrote. Because of his painstaking attention to detail and his thoroughness in research, he was frequently assigned the lengthy and complicated (sometimes dull) cases not often reflected in the headlines of the day. On the other hand, one of his early opinions anticipated subsequent decisions by holding invalid the practice on Southern railroads of segregating dining car passengers by color. One of his proudest moments on the bench certainly was his participation in the 1954 decision outlawing segregation in the schools.

**Harold Burton valued integrity in men above all other qualities, and his own life bears witness to this fact. Upon receiving the Bowdoin Prize on September 25, 1958, he stated that early in life he picked out five leaders from whom he sought to learn. In his brief description of each of these men — Washington, Marshall, Lincoln, Edison, and Theodore Roosevelt — the word “integrity” stands out as the demonstrable quality he sought to emulate. On this same occasion his then-brother on the Court wrote to President Coles concerning Mr. Justice Burton:**

“His distinguished contribution to the work of the Court is known to all from the notable opinions he has written for the Court over these years. Yet this public record reflects only a small portion of the service he has rendered. Justice Burton has regarded his position on the Court as a trusteeship and has dedicated himself to it wholly and without stint. His indefatigable energies and keen analysis have earned the respect of those who served with him, as his gentle, understanding, and undemanding nature has earned their deep affection and esteem."

Harold Burton believed fervently in an independent judiciary. He wrote and spoke on this subject many times. He referred to it as “the keystone of our freedom.” His favorite analogy in explaining the Court’s role was expressed in a speech which he gave to a conference of Federal Judges in 1953: “The American people . . . expect from their courts, no less than from their baseball umpires, honest, informed, and independent judgments, regardless of whom the decisions may disappoint. Our legal profession owes no more sacred obligation than to justify such a faith in the integrity and independence of the judiciary.”

Harold Burton’s life stands as an eloquent testimonial to what he believed. He was an uncommon man and he will be missed. There are no better words than those of the late William Witherle Lawrence ’86, written upon learning of the death of his friend President Sills:

“His voice was kindly and his brow serene, And such a friendliness shone in his face, We felt that, as it were by special grace, A finer spirit in our midst had been.”

*January 1965*
"Our English majors now know exactly where they stand at any time, instead of risking almost all on a single throw of the dice in the comprehensive just before graduation."

"...it is frequently found that the ideas of the young Turks are neither so young nor so Turkish as they may ingenuously think."

"There are always new things in education, but one of them is not the human nature it has been dealing with for many centuries."

Moving the Academic Graveyard

by Professor Lawrence S. Hall '36
Chairman of the English Department

I am not anyone to shun a cliche out of snobbery if it conveys something more thrillingly and accurately than the language can put it otherwise. So in good conscience I can recall to service once again the notorious old metaphor that goes more or less this way: Getting a college faculty to change a curriculum is like moving a graveyard. After a quarter of a century of knocking around the academic world I can cite all kinds of evidence testifying to the prevailing truth of this cliche. Nevertheless, whatever may be the mobility of cemeteries, curriculums on occasion can be, and have been on occasion, changed, even radically changed, and the English Department at Bowdoin is a case in point.

There are various bases for changing a curriculum. Some of them, such as vague restlessness or the idea that invention is the mother of necessity, are less trustworthy than others. Ours were formed on a hard-eyed inventory of altered and altering circumstances. For example, today we have more students than we had yesterday, and not only are they more than their predecessors, they are different from them in kind and quality of preparation, and in need, and in outlook. The very quantitative aspect of today's undergraduate body effects a qualitative difference in its environment and psychology. But the challenge of quantity does not stop here; it is augmented by a remarkable extension of knowledge and a remarkable addition of new knowledge, all of which, to be assimilated within the same old four year undergraduate hitch, require continuing adjustment and increasing selectivity.

Today's students, because they are a growing horde, are more and more subjected through greater and greater exigency to techniques of mass manipulation. But there is an inevitable limit to the amount of human engineering good old human nature will take before either revulsion or collapse sets in. In compensation for the equally inevitable organized herding, somehow, somewhere along the line, there must be nourished and fledged the essential individual. If the liberal arts education has any indispensability in tomorrow's society, this will be it.

With that in mind the English Department has made two fundamental changes in the administration of its curriculum. First, it put all its courses on a semester basis so as to increase flexibility and choice by freeing the student from the constriction of the year course. Second, it completely reshaped its major program, once on a mass basis, more recently on a group one, so that each major pursues an area study of his own — one in his Junior year and one in his Senior year — through a personal tutorial relationship with a member of the staff within whose specialty his project falls. The major now has close guidance tailored to his peculiar interests, needs, abilities, and academic circumstances. Formerly a member of a closed student society dubiously eyeing a closed faculty society (each with a little justifiable mistrust of the other), he can no longer escape partnership in a corporate departmental enterprise. Nothing is more nerve-wracking, or damaging to incentive, than not knowing where you are, what is expected of you, or how to go about doing whatever it is that is expected of you. In spite of all the current manny-palaver, called in the decanal jargon of the moment "dialogue," nothing breeds assurance like accountability. Our English majors now know exactly where they stand at any time, instead of risking almost all on a single throw of the dice in the comprehensive just before graduation. Capability for honors work can be recognized and encouraged earlier than before, and the good but dilatory student can be forced of his own free will up to capacity.

If this seems a highly special and expensive strategy in the face of the numbers problem, it should be pointed out that the old program surveying the whole field of English literature from Beowulf to John Updike, with its duplication and diffusive focus, was pedagogically far less effective and economical because it simply did not zero-in either the teacher's competency or the learner's need. Even so, in scrapping it the Department could not scrap the comprehensiveness indispensable to any major curriculum. So, to assure comprehensiveness in the new program it transferred the sophomore survey readings in major British writers to freshmen English, set up four blocks of courses — in the Middle Ages, Shakespeare, the Renaissance and Milton, and the Eighteenth and Nineteenth centuries — in each of which majors must elect a semester, along with four free electives. It further required the Junior and Senior major studies to be in areas not covered in the student's formal course schedule. The comprehensiveness acquired in this way is more deeply rooted than that of any survey; in addition, it promotes independent enterprise and it allows much closer aiming of that enterprise. Finally, the Department added a course in Milton, who had heretofore been squeezed (if you can imagine Milton being squeezed) into the Renaissance; it added a course in the history of the origins and development of the language, where English teachers in the schools have been, and still are, notoriously ignorant; instead of offering two semesters of criticism every other year it will now offer one every year so that all majors
may have a crack at the analytical as well as the historical approach to literature; it renumbered courses so as to make sense and system; and it dropped or compressed an aggregate of six semesters, with therapeutic loss of weight, and little — as little as possible — loss of blood. What blood was let got transfused rather than split.

To make possible radical revision of a curriculum in a small college the tradition of academic imperialism, of private ownership of courses, of never trimming one aim in order to make room for another — to put it bluntly, and correctly, the tradition of, and spirit of, individualistic uncooperativeness must go. Everybody has to give, nor too much but a little, in the interests of all, and it necessarily follows by nature that those who have most have most to give. These will usually be senior faculty, who have to realize that it is their professional responsibility, as it is the college’s institutional responsibility, to develop the national and cultural resource of youth — and not student youth merely, but teacher youth. Old teachers do not fade away, nor should they be asked to “phase” themselves “out.” If they were ever any good at all, they have not somewhat more or somewhat less to offer than young teachers, only something different — the fine distillation of intellectual and pedagogical experience. But the young, the students, cannot live in this rarefied atmosphere altogether; they equally need to metabolize the gusto of instructors and assistant professors (even perhaps of those ghostly transitional figures known as associate professors) who are still impatiently making mistakes and pushing any and every idea, and person, around as far as they will be pushed. That institution is unhealthy where seniority, either from jealousy or fear or complacency or bigotry or fastidiousness, stifles, deflects, even fails to encourage and harness such energies.

At the same time the difficulties in altering a curriculum stem not merely from seniors who tend to clench it but from juniors who tend to toss it away. A curriculum is, or at least by definition it should be, a structure, and exasperation with one that is cramping to certain styles easily lays hold of an ancient cliché, neither thrifty nor accurate, which I would not be caught dying with — namely, “any change is better than none.” Calculated and watchful experimentation and modification are one thing, but “any change” usually unbuttons everything and results in a sort of game like one we used to play when I was a child, called “Whadda ya put in the old man’s soup?” Well, each player put in whatever came to his mind to put in, and the product, of course, was not a potable concoction. Also, it is frequently found that the ideas of the young Turks are neither so young nor so Turkish as they may ingenuously think. Four such youthful rebels, fresh but still Ph.D.-less from the graduate schools, several years ago rammed their own “progressive” program into what they considered an archaic and fuddy-duddy English 2 program. I was entertained to discover that their modern innovation in no way whatever, neither in detail nor in philosophy, differed from the “gentleman of belles lettres” course which was shoved out of the curriculum back in the ‘twenties before even I had entered college. There are always new things in education, but one of them is not the human nature it has been dealing with for many centuries.

True progressiveness in the academy, as anywhere else, steers between frigidity and wantonness. I know of only one way to achieve sound curriculum reform, and that is through an impulse to academic statesmanship and a sense of what I call executive pedagogy, not on the part of one man or two or three men, but shared by at least a majority of those who are involved. These attributes cannot be had anywhere except in a robust and flourishing environment. So far the English Department’s innovations have stood up well; in any event, if by chance there are any weaknesses, we can be confident they will be worried into the open, like those of the elevators in the Senior Center, through exploitation by the students.

Renumbering of English Courses to take effect in 1965-66
(old numbers are in parentheses)

Methodological Courses 1-9

1-2 English Composition (Freshmen) (1-2)
4 Oral Communication (Freshmen) (3-4)
5 Advanced Oral Communication (5)
6 Discussion and Debate (6)
7 English Composition (7)
8 Advanced Composition (7)
9 Literary Composition (31, 32)

Courses in Periods and Major Writers 10-29

10 Origins and Development of the Language (new course)
11 Chaucer (21)
12 Medieval Poetry and Prose (22)
13 Shakespeare (13)
14 Shakespeare (14)
15 English Literature of the Renaissance (15)
16 English Literature of the Renaissance (16)
17 Milton (new course)
18 Eighteenth Century Poetry and Prose (18)
19 English Romanticism (19)
20 Victorian Poetry and Prose (20)

21 Twentieth Century English and American Literature (27)
22 Twentieth Century English and American Literature (28)

Survey and Genre Courses

30 Literary Criticism (30)
31 The Drama (23)
32 The Drama (24)
33 The English Novel (11)
34 The English Novel (12)
35 American Literature (25)
36 American Literature (26)

(English 47, Playwriting, is in a special numerical category)

A major in English and American Literature consists of English 100 (the major course) and eight semester courses as follows. At least one semester unit must be chosen from each of four groups: (1) English 10, 11, or 12; (2) 13 or 14; (3) 15, 16, or 17; (4) 18, 19, or 20. Four additional units may be chosen from the foregoing and/or English 21, 22, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36. English 30 is required of all students contemplating graduate study.

English 100 (the major course) consists in the Junior and Senior years of individual study under tutorial supervision in two areas which have not been covered formally through courses. Such areas are broadly conceived and might constitute a period, a movement, or a genre; they shall be selected by the student with the advice and approval of the Department so as to extend, beyond the scope of his formal course program, his acquaintance with the whole field of English and American literature.
THE MOULTON UNION

This building was erected by the generosity of

AUGUSTUS FREEDOM MOULTON, LL.D.

of the Class of 1873

and is named

THE MOULTON UNION

Here the Fires of Friendship Are to Be Kindled

and Kept Burning

1929

The donor's aim to give Bowdoin a center of hospitality where the life of the College will be lived and enriched by friendship is fittingly commemorated on the bronze tablet, inscribed as above, placed at the entrance of the Union and unveiled on September 25, 1929.

The Association of College Unions defines, in part, the purpose and function of a Union as follows:

"The Union is the Community Center of the College, for all members of the college family — students, faculty, administration, alumni, and guests (and their families). It is not merely a building; it is also an organization and a program. Together they represent a well considered plan for the community life of the college."

In far-away 1927, on the day of my graduation from Bowdoin, the gift of the Union was announced. At that time few colleges or even universities had buildings erected as Unions for Union programs. Today there are hundreds of Unions in this country and abroad.

In January of 1929, when the Moulton Union was opened to the members of the College, it served a total enrollment of about 500 undergraduates. For nearly ten years only men served on the Union staff. In fact, comparatively few women visited the College except for home athletic events and during houseparties.

The Director of the Union was also a part-time Instructor in Government and Assistant Varsity Football Coach. Through the depression years the Union seemed to be the center of student employment, since the Director was also Director of Student Aid. During World War II the service men stationed on campus found the Union a home, and the few undergraduates left at the College as the war progressed also came to the Union from their closed fraternity houses for food and recreation. After the war the present bookstore was opened.

In the last decade more visitors, singly and in groups, have come to the campus than ever before because of college programs. Others have visited because excellent turnpikes now lead to Brunswick from both north and south. These people have been welcomed to the Union. Activities during both winter and summer have made this a twelve-month activity.

The expanded enrollment has left the Union too small, especially with the taking on of new services that the College needs to perform.

Next fall members of the College will see a Union building expanded from 28,000 to 44,000 square feet of floor space. Every attempt has been made not to change more than absolutely necessary either the exterior or the interior of the older part of the structure. This is a carefully planned addition, an expansion.

Conceived by students, faculty, administrative officers, and members of the Governing Boards and then corrected and polished by architects, consultants, and decorators, and finally constructed by builders, this addition is being built from the inside out to fit our needs. It is modestly constructed but with an attempt to include an expense of a few dollars today rather than many tomorrow. There is even space on the northeast corner for another wing for future generations.

When you enter the main front doorway, you will immediately see at your left a new reception and information area. Here all members of the College will be welcomed and assisted. They may make application for an area and date for a campus program, find an address, use a house phone for a campus call, reserve a hotel or motel room in town, get student activity mail, check the lost and found, pick up dormitory parcel post packages, sign up for equipment to use in the student activity room, or consult the events schedule listed months ahead. The college switchboard operator is nearby.

Stroll back into the main hall, and you will notice that the Union has changed but little. The old coat room has become an attractive small lounge with privacy. The large lounge looks the same except for some new and regrouped furniture emphasizing the fireplace. The donor's room is still there.

The author of this article is, appropriately, Donovan D. Lancaster '27, Director of the Moulton Union since it was opened for use in 1929 and also Director of the Centralized Dining Service. During his long career at Bowdoin, which has continued without interruption since he entered as a freshman in the fall of 1923, Don has also been Coach of Swimming, Instructor in Physical Training, Instructor in Physical Education, Assistant Coach of Football, Instructor in Government, Director of Student Aid, and Adviser to Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
The main staircase looks the same. On the top floor you will find the names of student organizations on the doors and more conference rooms for student meetings. We are getting organizations out of the dormitory cellars and giving them some good office space and furniture.

Let's go back downstairs for a cup of coffee. No dining room on the main floor! The large dining room, on the north end of the main floor, has become a lounge, lecture, or marshalling room, a reception area after lectures, a room for playing bridge. If you go downstairs and head for the old billiards room, you find a dining room seating 120, with a new wing containing a kitchen and a smaller banquet room. The low-beamed old billiards room has been changed to an attractive, intimate dining room, entered from the new east section containing a shopping center dining service room in which customers go to different areas for food and are not held in lines. To the south of the main dining room is a new carpeted banquet room which will provide space for meals for up to 80 people. A sliding multifold door will divide this room for smaller groups. Above the kitchen, which is in the southeast corner of the basement, is a small pantry room, accessible by staircase and dumbwaiter from the kitchen and directly off the lounge, for quick service at larger group meals in the main lounge. Just off the lounge to the south and easily reached from the kitchen is a large terrace for warm weather lounging or eating.

NOW GO BACK DOWNSTAIRS TO THE MAIN DINING ROOM. Retrace your steps and go up the front stairs, pass through the reception and information area, turn right, and you will see the great glass doors to the College Bookstore. Enter and immediately you are surrounded by books, 3,500 square feet of Bookstore space, with 2,500 different titles in paper backs alone. Some paper backs are recommended by teachers for reading around course work. Other paper backs are for recreational or casual reading. There is a book browsing section, where easy chairs and good lamps are available for leisurely examination of books. A good bookstore, with the emphasis on books, is vital.

The entire Bookstore is self-service. We are planning by the fall of 1966 to have a Bowdoin Gift Catalogue, complete with pictures and descriptions of merchandise.

Bookstore, staff offices, and student work rooms (with typewriters, adding machines, poster makers, duplicating machines, and so forth) are in the new first floor area behind the present building, and downstairs are a television room, an Outing Club area, a supervised game room with five new pocket pool tables, six public telephone booths (remember how you wanted to get a phone?), and so forth.

The old Union has been changed very little to accomplish so much, and the new furnishings in the new areas will match and blend with the old.

The objective of a College Union is to share in the enrichment of the social, recreational, and cultural life of the College. We hope the whole building goes far to satisfy Ruskin's demand:

"We require from buildings, at first, two kinds of goodness; first, the doing their practical duty well; then, that they be graceful and pleasing in doing it: which last is itself another form of duty."

MANY MEMBERS AND FRIENDS OF THE COLLEGE HAVE COOPERATED to plan this enlargement. Initially, in 1962-63, President Coles appointed an ad hoc Faculty Committee made up of Philip C. Beam, John F. Brush, Richard O. Hathaway, Donovan D. Lancaster '27, James M. Moulton, Albert R. Thayer '22, and A. LeRoy Greason, Jr., as Chairman. After a year's intensive work of interviews with students, faculty, and staff a report was made. In June of 1963 a joint Governing Boards-Faculty Committee was appointed to work with the architects and consultants. This committee, which is still at work, is made up as follows: A. Shirley Gray '18, Chairman, from the Trustees; Overseers Neal W. Allen '07, Paul K. Niven '16, and Alden H. Sawyer '27; Donovan D. Lancaster '27, Director of the Union; and Dean of Students A. LeRoy Greason, Jr.

The architectural firm is Steinmann, Cain, and White of New York City, which is also doing the new Library. This is the successor firm to McKim, Mead, and White of New York, which designed the original Union, the Walker Art Building, and many other Bowdoin buildings. The builders are Consolidated Constructors and Builders, Inc., of Portland. They are also constructing the new Library and the new Gymnasium.

The food service consultants are Crabtree, Dawson, and Michaels of Belmont, Mass., who served admirably with us in the same capacity at the Senior Center. The bookstore consultant is John Clemens of Middlebury, Vt. Thomas Moore of the architect's staff is the decorator.

President Coles, in spite of his busy schedule, has helped very much with wise counsel and has been able to attend most of our committee meetings. Robert Gleason, who has assisted with the construction of many Bowdoin buildings since World War II, is again with us with his great knowledge of the building business. We are thankful for his assistance. André Warren and Fred Wendelken of the Grounds and Buildings staff have helped us with advice and sketches.

We will all do our best to be ready for you next September.

Shirley Gray '18 and Don Lancaster '27 at the groundbreaking for the addition to the Moulton Union, held last August.
New Football Coach

On January 5 President Coles announced the appointment of Peter Kostacopoulos as Coach of Football, succeeding Nels Corey '39, who resigned last November. The new coach will also continue to serve as Coach of Freshman Baseball.

"Pete is a fine man who has done an excellent job as an assistant coach," President Coles said. "All of us are sure that he will continue to do an outstanding job in his new assignment."

Athletic Director Mal Morrell '24 said, "I consider Pete an outstanding coach, and I never knew a man more dedicated to the study of football or more thoroughly informed about the sport. He has a keen insight into the game, and we are extremely pleased to have him as our new head coach."

Peter Kostacopoulos

Mr. Morrell said that there were 45 applications for the position and that he had interviewed 20 of the men. Kosty, as Bowdoin's new coach is popularly known on the campus, was among the leading candidates from the start.

Kosty himself said, "I consider it a tremendous challenge to assume the responsibilities of head coach of football at Bowdoin College. It is also a great opportunity, and I shall do my very best to merit the confidence which has been shown in me. It has been a privilege to work under Nels Corey for the past six years.

"Stating that he plans "no drastic changes," Kosty said that the Polar Bears will continue to use a winged T offense with a split end. A native of Pawtucket, R. I., he was graduated in 1952 from Pawtucket East (now Tolman) High School. He attended Maine Central In-

stute in Pittsfield in 1952-53, where he played under Nels Corey, and then entered the University of Maine. There he was co-captain of the football team, for which he played both center and quarterback, was also co-captain of the basketball squad, and played second base and catcher on the baseball team. He was an All-Maine selection in both football and basketball.

After his graduation from Maine, he was an assistant coach of football and basketball at Deering High School in Portland for two years before joining Bowdoin's coaching staff as line coach in 1959. He has been the chief football scout for the Polar Bears and also has taught physical education classes.

Coach Kostacopoulos is married to the former Joann Hanson of Machias, also a graduate of the University of Maine. They have three sons, John (6), Peter (3), and Paul (born last November).

One Way to Help

Some years ago members of the Bowdoin Club of Connecticut established the Connecticut Alumni Scholarship Fund at the College, with the stipulation that no award was to be made from the Fund until its principal had reached the figure of $10,000. Thanks to the efforts, the generosity, and in some cases the ingenuity of Connecticut alumni and their wives, the principal has grown to about $8,500, only $1,500 short of the goal which was originally set.

On December 7 Dr. Charles M. Barbour '33 of West Hartford, a member of the Board of Overseers of the College, wrote of what he termed "a very unusual and very special contribution" that has been made to the Connecticut Scholarship Fund by the wife of his classmate Dr. W. Holbrook Lowell, Jr. of Wethersfield, Conn.

To use Dr. Barbour's words — "Phyll Lowell, Hoby's wife, has over the years done a terrific job in behalf of the Scholarship Fund. Perhaps you know about the containers that were formerly used for sterilizing small things in hospitals or doctor's offices that she acquired and sold to raise money for the Fund. About a year and a half ago she acquired a large number of safety deposit boxes (small and medium sizes) and began selling them to friends and to wives of alumni.

As a result of this enterprise she recently sent me a check for $65.00 to be added to the Connecticut Alumni Scholarship Fund. The check is enclosed.

"At some future date, when the Fund has reached $10,000 and some fortunate students from this state are awarded grants from this Fund, they will never know the effort that a large number of people in Connecticut have spent in making the awards possible. It often seems to me that we all take these things too much for granted. I did myself while in college, . . . Phyll is, of course, only one of many who have done a good deal for Bowdoin in this respect."

Campus Career Conference

On February 28 and March 1 the Bowdoin Alumni Council will sponsor its fourth annual Campus Career Conference for undergraduates in cooperation with the Placement Bureau and its Director, Samuel Ladd '29. The Conference will give students from all four classes opportunities to discuss possible future positions with alumni in 12 different occupations. The topics covered by panel discussions will be education, labor relations, publicly-held corporations, the Peace Corps and social services, medicine, law, government, insurance, radio and television, military service, journalism, and marketing and sales.

Arrangements for the Conference are being made by Council President John Garland '39 of West Hartford, Conn., Alumni Secretary Peter Barnard '50; Mr. Ladd; William Thalheimer '27 of Wilmingon, Del, who is Chairman of the Council's Placement Committee; and other members of that committee.

A highlight of the two-day program will be a lecture on "The Psychology of Space Travel" by Dr. Leonard W. Cronkhite, Jr. '41, following the Council's annual dinner for members of the senior class on March 1. Dr. Cronkhite is General Director of the Children's Hospital Medical Center of Boston and an expert on human survival in space.

Glee Club Schedule

The Glee Club will sing at Thayer Academy in Massachusetts on February 26, with Skidmore College at Saratoga Springs, N. Y., on February 27, in Brunswick with Westbrook Junior College on March 6, and at Hebron Academy on March 8.

The spring tour, to take place from March 26 through March 31, will include concerts on successive days in Springfield, Mass., Hartford, Conn., Long Island, N. Y., Brooklyn, N. Y., Philadelphia, and Summit, N. J.

On April 7 the Glee Club, under the direction of Professor Robert K. Beckwith, will present a campus concert, and on April 10 it will sing at Lasell Junior College, Auburndale, Mass. The annual "Pops" concert will take place in Symphony Hall in Boston on May 13.

JANUARY 1965
John Donovan Joins Faculty

Dr. John C. Donovan has joined the Faculty as Professor of Government, following his resignation as Manpower Administrator of the United States Department of Labor in Washington, D. C. During the spring semester he is in charge of the course in American government, and he hopes to offer at some future time a seminar in the field of the political process as part of the Senior Center Program. He is taking over much of the work formerly handled by Professor David B. Walker, who resigned from the Faculty in 1964 to continue his Washington assignment as Staff Director for the Senate Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations, headed by Maine's Senator Edmund S. Muskie H57.

A graduate of Bates College in 1942, Professor Donovan received his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Harvard and taught at Bates from 1949 until 1959, when he joined Senator Muskie's staff. He became associated with the Department of Labor in 1962 and was appointed Manpower Administrator in March of 1964. During World War II he served as a lieutenant in the Navy.

Professor Korgen Resigns

Professor of Mathematics Reinhard L. Korgen has resigned from the Faculty, effective June 30, to continue as Program Director for the National Science Foundation's Academic Year Institute Programs in Washington, D. C. He administers some 60 Academic Year Institutes and about 280 in-service institutes at colleges and universities throughout the country.

Professor Korgen noted that he was rounding out his 34th year of association with Bowdoin and recalled that he arrived at the College in 1921, planning to stay only three years. The challenge of his work with the NSF is such that he wishes to continue his activity in Washington, but he and his family plan to retain their property at Prince's Point in Maine.

It was under his direction that Bowdoin's Institute in Mathematics became a sequential institute leading to a master of arts degree.

Scholarship to Ingram

Steven K. Ingram '65 of Rehoboth, Mass., a leading scholar-athlete and co-captain of the 1964 varsity football team, has been awarded a National Collegiate Athletic Association Scholarship for graduate study. His grant is one of the first groups of scholarships to be awarded under a new NCAA program, which is financed by that organization's four percent share of football television rights fees. $1,000 scholarships have been awarded to 22 varsity football players, 11 from large colleges and 11 from smaller ones, and 10 more awards will be made to varsity basketball players.

To be eligible for a scholarship, a student must distinguish himself academically, perform with distinction as a member of the football or basketball squad, plan to do graduate work, and conduct himself "both on and off the field in a manner which has brought credit to himself, his institution, intercollegiate athletics, and the ideals and objectives of American higher education."

Ingram has already earned seven varsity letters (in football, basketball, and track) at Bowdoin and will probably get two more this year. He has been a Dean's List student and a James Bowdoin Scholar. A year ago he was selected as a participant in the Independent Study Program in Mathematics and spent the year studying special functions and their uses in mathematical physics under the direction of Professor Richard L. Chittum '41. For nine weeks last summer he continued his studies at the College in this area of mathematics, in a program supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation, which also supported the earlier program.

During the current year Ingram is an Undergraduate Research Fellow, along with nine other seniors. He is working under Professor Daniel J. Sterling on a project entitled "Studies in Differential Geometry."

Ingram presently holds a Carleton S. Connor Memorial Scholarship, provided through the income of a fund established several years ago by friends of the late Mr. Connor, who was a member of the Class of 1936 and served as Chairman of the Alumni Fund, as President of the Alumni Council, and as a member of the Board of Overseers.

Curing "Hardening of the Arteries"

Warning that debating is developing a "hardening of the arteries," Professor Albert R. Thayer '22, who is Harrison King McCann Professor of Oral Communication at Bowdoin, says that the "cure is an injection of variety." His plan is a new debate form that incorporates the case method of a law school with the lively English debate — accented by a touch of Yankee ingenuity — and puts audience and debaters on a nearly equal plane.

"Our objective in the Bowdoin experiment," Professor Thayer says, "is to reach a happy medium between the American form and the English form by placing the debate within a more exciting framework. Unlike the English, our debaters must acknowledge the facts as they are presented in the case — be it fictional or based on reality. Our audience is free for the first time to register favor or disagreement, but it may not challenge the participants with questions until the open forum period that normally follows.

"Unlike the standard American form, our audience does participate to a far greater extent, and our debaters spend far less time grubbing through the library."

Members of the debate teams are given the facts of a difficult case the day before the debate. They use the 24 hours not for research, but as a period of reflective thinking, with the opportunity to organize their arguments on the basis of the facts presented.

When the debate begins, each member of the audience receives a copy of the case, putting him on nearly equal terms with the debaters. The audience is encouraged to reflect its feelings during the debate by cheering arguments which it favors.

The first public test of the Thayer experiment came in December, in the first Wilmot B. Mitchell interfraternity debate of the season. The case was one of moral and social controversy, involving four college girls adrift on a raft. Fearing that additional weight would sink their flimsy refuge, they drown a male survivor who tried to climb aboard.

An "affirmative" team from Sigma Nu upheld society's murder conviction against the girls, while a "negative" team from Phi Delta Psi reasoned for their innocence. The judges decided for Sigma Nu.

Bowdoin will not switch entirely to the case method of debating. Professor Thayer says, "Then our men might go to the opposite extreme — and develop a
contempt for facts. We believe that a mixture of orthodox debating with our new experimental form will give us the values (interest, audience participation, use of logic and persuasion) we seek — values not completely present in any single style of debate."

Football Honors

Eleven members of the 1964 football team, which tied for third place in the final United Press International New England small college ratings, were named to a variety of "All-" teams after the season ended. Halfback Paul Soule '66 collected the most laurels, being named to the Boston Record American All-New England team and the United Press International All-New England small college squad, the Portland Sunday Telegram team, and the Bangor Daily News All-Maine team. The Amherst team, which finished the season at the top of the UPI ratings, voted Soule "the most outstanding player to face Amherst."

Quarterback Bob Harrington '65 was named to the Associated Press Little All-New England team and won honorable mention on the UPI team, as well as being selected a member of both All-Maine teams. End Steve Ingram '65 also made both All-Maine units. The other end, Jim MacAllen '66, was selected to the UPI All-New England small college squad and both All-Maine teams. Center Dave Stocking '66 was selected for both All-Maine teams and won honorable mention on the UPI squad. Guard Tom Zilinsky '65 was picked for both All-Maine teams, fullback Bruce Alemian '66 for the Sunday Telegram squad, and tackle Alan Ayer '66 for the Daily News team. Quarterback Maurice Viens '67 and guards Jim Day '66 and Steve Krisko '65 were picked for all-opponent squads named by other colleges, as were most of the other Bowdoin players mentioned.

President Bixler Teaching Senior Seminar

Dr. J. Seelye Bixler, President Emeritus of Colby College, is teaching a seminar entitled "The Philosophy of William James" as part of the Senior Center Program during the spring semester, and he and Mrs. Bixler are in residence at the Center. He is Visiting Professor of Philosophy. Since his retirement in 1960, after 18 years as President of Colby, he has taught at the University of Hawaii, has been a Fellow-in-Residence at Wesleyan University's Center for Advanced Study in Liberal Arts, has been a Visiting Lecturer of the Phi Beta Kappa Association, has served as counsellor to the administration of Thammasat University of Bangkok, Thailand, and has taught at Carleton College in Minnesota.

George Donham Bearce 1922-1965

George D. Bearce, Associate Professor of History at Bowdoin, died on January 18, 1965, at the age of 42. A member of the Faculty since 1954, he was an internationally known specialist on India and its history. His book British Attitudes Towards India, 1784-1838 received the American Historical Association's Waramull Prize in 1962 as the best volume on the history of India to be published in this country. It is widely used in colleges and universities in the teaching of South Asian history.

Professor Bearce taught courses at Bowdoin in the cultural and intellectual history of Europe up through the Middle Ages, in the history of England from its origins to the present day, and in the history of South Asia in the modern period. While on a leave of absence during 1961-62 he served as Fulbright Lecturer at Osmania University in Hyderabad, India, where he continued his study of Indian art and social life. In 1962 he also headed the American delegation to the International History Conference sponsored by the Pakistan Historical Society and held in Dacca, East Pakistan. Under a travel grant from the American Council of Learned Societies, he returned to India in 1963 to attend the 26th International Congress of Orientalists, at which he delivered a paper on "The Festivals of Mewar: The Interaction of India and the West in Early Nineteenth Century Indian Painting."

A few weeks before Professor Bearce's death, a colleague in the History Department, Professor Roger Howell, Jr. '58, read his paper "Intellectual and Cultural Responses in a Changing Era: 1740 to 1800" for him at the annual meeting of the American Historical Association. He was a contributing author of the book The Glass Curtain Between Europe and Asia and wrote numerous articles and reviews for American and Indian journals. He served as Secretary-Treasurer of the Conference on Asian History and as Secretary of the Conference on South Asian History. In addition, he was a member of the contributing staff of Historical Abstracts, for which he wrote abstracts of articles published in several Australian and Indian journals.

President Coles paid tribute to George Bearce in these words: "Professor Bearce was one of the brilliant young scholars at Bowdoin and a nationally recognized historian. Of keen and incisive mind, he was also a person of great industry and courage. A career of highest promise has been prematurely closed by his death."

(See also outside back cover.)
Computing Center

Late in November technicians completed installation of a new IBM Model 1620 Computing Center, which is housed temporarily in the Sears Science Building but which will be moved into Hubbard Hall when work on the new library building is completed late this year.

In December members of the faculty and staff completed a series of lectures designed to show them how to make the fullest use of the new equipment, which cost $100,000. The heart of the new Center is the 1620 computer itself. As compact as an average office desk, it performs complex problems in seconds. The unit is capable of storing up to 20,000 pieces of information and can return any one of them in 20 microseconds.

Sports Trophies and Elections

Four men received special trophies at the fall sports banquet on November 19. Quarterback Bob Harrington '65 won the William J. Reardon Trophy as the senior who has made an outstanding contribution to the football team and to the College as a man of honor, courage, and leadership. Center Dave Stocking '66 won the Winslow R. Howland Memorial Trophy as the varsity football player who made the most marked improvement and who best exemplifies the qualities of aggressiveness, cooperation, enthusiasm for the game, and fine sportsmanship.

Jay Shubert '66 was the winner of the Wallace C. Phloofen Trophy, presented to a non-letter winner who made an outstanding contribution to the football squad. and the George Levine Trophy went to Gerry Giesler '65 as the varsity soccer player best exemplifying the traits of sportsmanship, valor, and desire.

All-Maine halfback Paul Soule '66 and All-Maine center Dave Stocking '66 were elected co-captains of the 1965 football team; the new co-captains of soccer are Cy Allen '66 and Ed Fitzgerald '66; and the new cross-country captain is Cary Rca '67.

Alumni Fund Awards

Nine Alumni Fund awards were presented at a banquet in the Senior Center dining room on November 6 as part of the annual Alumni Council-Alumni Fund Conference. Winning the Alumni Fund Cup for the fourth consecutive year were the Class of 1917 and its Agent, Edwin H. Blanchard of Jackson Heights, N. Y. They finished first in the Fund competition, the standings for which are figured on the basis of both total dollars given and the percentage of the class contributing. Mr. Blanchard has been a Class Agent for four years, and he and 1917 have won the Alumni Fund Cup for four years.

Both the Class of 1916 Bowl and the Class of 1929 Trophy went to Edward Born of Schenectady, N. Y., and the Class of 1957. The 1916 Bowl is awarded each year to that class whose record in support of the Alumni Fund shows the greatest improvement over its performance the preceding year. In his first year as Agent Mr. Born brought 1957 from 54th place in 1962-63 to 23rd place last year. The Class of 1929 Participation Trophy goes each year to that one of the ten most recent graduating classes which achieves the highest percentage of participation in the Alumni Fund. This was the first time that any Class Agent had earned two trophies in a single year.

Mr. Blanchard and Mr. Born were also among the six recipients of Decade Leader Awards, given to Agents whose classes finish first among the groups within their ten-year graduating period. Other Agents cited were Malcolm E. Morrell '24 of Brunswick, S. Sewall Webster '10 of Augusta, Dr. Ross L. Wilson '40 of Menlo Park, Calif., and Robert Whitman '45 of Winchester, Mass.

Linus Pauling Speaks

On November 24 Dr. Linus Pauling, the only person in history to win two undivided Nobel Prizes, delivered the Annie Talbot Cole Lecture in the Pickard Theater. His subject was "The Moral Aspects of Nuclear Disarmament." That afternoon he gave a special lecture on "Molecular Diseases and Evolution," mainly for physicians, chemists, biologists, and so forth.

World Premiere of Coxe Play

On December 11 and 12 a new play by Professor Louis O. Coxe of the English Department had its world premiere when it was performed by the Masque and Gown. Entitled Decoration Day, the play by the co-author of the Broadway adaptation of Billy Budd is based on the life of General Joshua L. Chamberlain of the Class of 1852, the hero of Little Round Top in the Civil War and later President of Bowdoin and Governor of Maine. Professor Coxe uses several flashbacks, jumping over the years to the time when Chamberlain accepted his Army commission; to the preparation for the battle of Gettysburg; to an Army hospital in Washington; to his return to civilian life; to the State House in Augusta; and to faculty meetings at Bowdoin. The play opens with Chamberlain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALUMNI WITH ART OBJECTS . . .</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Museum of Art is exploring the possibility of holding at Commemoration time this year an exhibition of works of art belonging to Bowdoin alumni. Marvin Sadik, the Director of the Museum, would be glad to hear not later than March 15th from any alumni who own objects which might be eligible. Oil paintings, watercolors, drawings, prints, sculpture, and antique decorative art objects and furniture will be considered. The final decision as to whether or not this exhibition is feasible at this time, and, if so, what objects will be included in it, will be made not later than April 1st.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Winter Sports Report

A second consecutive triumph in a major basketball tournament and another heartbreaking loss in a hockey tourney were among the highlights of Bowdoin’s winter sports record at the mid-January semester break. The Polar Bear hoopmen had posted four victories and eight defeats, but two of the wins were good for another tournament title. The improving hockey squad had a 5-7 record, the swimming team had won one meet and lost two, the indoor trackmen were still looking for their first victory after two dual meets, the rifle team had one defeat on its slate — and the skiing team was still waiting for snow.

Coach Ray Bicknell’s basketball squad opened its season with a 78-71 triumph over New Hampshire and then lost to Clark 71-79. Next came a 76-75 victory over Worcester Tech, followed by a 69-87 defeat at the hands of Maine and losses to Tufts (72-77) and M.I.T. (68-81).

The team bounced back with a vengeance in the Blue Nose International Classic at Halifax, Nova Scotia, bringing home the championship by virtue of victories over Acadia University 59-49 and Williams 65-62. It was the second consecutive tournament title for Bowdoin, which swept the Down East Classic at Bangor last year. Polar Bear Captain Dick Whitmore ’65, a center, and guard Brian Warren ’66 were named to the Blue Nose All-Star team, and Warren shared the most valuable player honors.

The squad ran into difficulty in its next four contests, losing to M.I.T. (66-83), Bates (56-71), Williams (46-70), and Amherst (58-60).

Whitmore paced the team in the scoring and rebounding departments. He had connected on 92 of his 241 field goal attempts and had tossed in 51 of 102 free throws for a total of 235 points. In addition, he had grabbed 126 rebounds.

Forward Howie Pease ’66 had a total of 90 rebounds and 132 points with 52 of 116 floor shots and 28 of 51 free throws. Warren had 123 points with 57 baskets out of 154 tries and 9 foul shots out of 17 attempts. He had 53 rebounds.

Other leading scorers included guard Dan Tolpin ’66, with 76 points; forward Ned d’Entremont ’65, with 74 points, and utility man Steve Ingram ’65, with 56 points.

Coach Sid Watson’s hockey team got off to a slow start but developed some scoring punch as the season progressed. The icemen lost their first three games — to Brown (1-11), Northeastern (1-13), and Harvard (1-4). The team then defeated Norwich 7-3 but lost to Middlebury (1-5) and Merrimack (0-4).

For the second consecutive year it took an overtime period to deprive the Polar Bear hockey team of a tournament title. In the Intercolligate Holiday Hockey Tournament at Lake Placid, N. Y., Bowdoin was matched against Middlebury in the opener. With two minutes left to play in the final period, the Polar Bears led 3-0. But three quick enemy goals, followed by a Middlebury tally in overtime, resulted in a 3-3 defeat for Bowdoin and a graphic demonstration of why coaches grow old before their time. In the tournament consolation game an aroused Bowdoin team whipped Colby 6-3.

There followed a 6-2 victory over Pennsylvania and a 4-7 loss to Providence. In their next outing the pucksters once again took the measure of Colby 5-3 (the fourth consecutive win over the Mules!) and then defeated American International 9-6.

Forward Ed Fitzgerald ’66 was pacing the Bowdoin individual scorers, with 10 goals and 8 assists for 18 points. Tied for second place with 12 points each were two other juniors — center Bill Allen, with 6 goals and 6 assists, and defenseman Frank Yule with 5 goals and 7 assists.

Forward Barry Smith ’66 had 5 goals and 4 assists for 9 points, and forward Steve Wales ’67 had 5 goals and 3 assists for 8 points. Defenseman Tim Brooks ’67 had 5 goals and 2 assists for 5 points. Tied with 4 points each were Co-Captain Bill Matthews ’65, a defenseman, and sophomore forwards Andy Cornella and Alex Salmela.

Co-Captain Dave Coupe ’65 had 241 saves in 7 games, and the other Polar Bear goalie, Dick Leger ’66, had 166 saves in 5 games.

Coach Charlie Butt’s swimming team opened the season with a 63-32 victory over Connecticut as Captain Tim Robinson ’65 won both his specialties, the 100 and 200 yard freestyle races. Harvey Wheeler ’67 took the diving, Peter Stackpole ’67 the butterfly, and Ralph Poirier 67 the breaststroke. Other Bowdoin firsts were turned in by Karl Aschenbach ’66 in the 50, Ed Bailey ’65 in the 500 freestyle, and Bill Lynch ’65 in the backstroke.

The Polar Bear men then lost to Springfield 30-58. Bowdoin winners included Stackpole, Robinson, and one relay team.
Listed below are the names of Bowdoin men whose mail has been re-
turned to the College with "Address unknown" marked on it by the postal
authorities. If anyone has information concerning any man on the list, he
is asked to send it to the Alumni Office, 5 Bath Street, Brunswick,
Maine 04011.

1918 Bradbury J. Bagley
1919 William J. Lyons
Lawton Witt
1920 Stanley M. Gordon
1923 John F. Sullivan
Eugene C. Wing
1924 Blair C. White
1925 Albert B. Goodhue
1926 Bertram T. Ewing
Theodore S. Michaloplos
1928 John Jewett
1930 E. Porter Collins
Daniel W. Sutherland
1932 Thaddeus D. Chamalain
Richard C. Mullin
1933 Schuyler Bradt
Fred E. Miller, Jr.
1934 Richard R. Sherman
Theodore A. Wright
1935 Alden B. Woodbury
1936 Robert W. Cobb
Henry B. Jackson
Charles W. Lewis, Jr.
Clinton Osborne, Jr.
1937 Bradford H. Greene
Robert P. Maxon
Charles H. Smith, Sr.
1938 Richard H. Adams
Charles S. Goodwin
Carrick D. Kennedy
Walter M. Knie
W. Smith Muney
George C. Wilson
William S. Worsnop
1939 Harry H. Clouman, Jr.
Leslie S. Harris
Alfred F. Hughes
Melville C. Hutchinson
Leo H. Leary, Jr.
William M. Walker
1940 Frank R. Andrews
Alan P. Carlson
Gilbert E. Copp
John T. Creiger
Charles W. Small
Robert D. Swab, Jr.
1941 William Begg, Jr.
John M. Dearth
Nils A. Hagstrom
Theodore Holt
Joseph S. McKinney
Robert F. Stickel
1942 Basil P. Babcock, Jr.
Robert B. Hill
Arthur A. Link
Richard B. Lord
Brooks P. Merritt
William A. Scott, Jr.
1943 M. Walter Foley
Charles E. Goodale
Donald F. Gray
John J. Murphy
Paul E. Stanley
Robert J. Stern
Louis J. Despres
Alfred P. Lee
Theodore A. Noyes
William N. Perkins
Frederick T. Smith
Walter F. Byrom
Alan S. Cole
J. Theodore Irish, Jr.
Thomas J. Seaton, Jr.
J. Brenton Bare
Frederick P. Burnham
Donald E. Clark
Neal C. Clark
Melvin E. Hutchinson, Jr.
Don H. Irvine
Thomas H. Jones, Jr.
Warren P. Kelley
Edward F. McCue, Jr.
Harry E. Ramsey
John W. Williams, Jr.
1947 Thomas T. Allen
Robert W. Andrews
Gilbert C. Bird
Robert B. Miller, Jr.
Myer Norken
Ernest G. Robinson
Riley E. Scruggs
David T. Stark
Howard C. Damon
John W. Davis, Jr.
Newton B. Dehaney
T. Lucius Frost
Ofaf Hansson
Colburn B. Lovett
Alexander H. Scovil
Norman R. Snider
Sylvester J. Stankis
Alfonso Tellez
1949 Frank E. Cecarelli, Jr.
Leverett C. Clark, Jr.
Robert L. Corcoran
John H. Hilton
George F. McClelland
Oscar L. Mestre
Robert B. Crockett
Henry H. Eliot
Namee A. Jawdat
Robert L. Toomey
Ralph S. Turner
Joseph S. White
1950 Richard W. Blanchard
Dana W. Brown
Stephen D. Condon
James F. Connolly
Robert B. Crockett
Henry H. Eliot
Namee A. Jawdat
Robert L. Toomey
1951 John J. Bonardelli
John H. Hutchinson
Howard A. Lane
William S. Lishman
1952 John H. Butler
Robert N. Johnson
Nguyen-Ngoc Linh
Frederick J. Maroth
Max D. Steuer, II
1953 Creswell G. Blakeney, Jr.
Wilhelm Haas, Jr.
Morido Inagaki
Herbert T. Kwok
George Lorenz
Peter Maxwell
Alfred Smith
1954 John A. Adams
Peter G. Dunn
Richard A. Foley
Donald P. Hayward
Samuel F. Manning
George T. Melmaridis
Thomas F. Winston, Jr.
1955 Robert E. Britt, Jr.
Anthony E. F. Cornwell
Zygmont Deutschnagl
Thomas F. Hamill
R. Bardwell Heavens
Hal Tung Li
Jose G. Lopezena
J. Parker Scott
Sidney E. Walton, Jr.
1956 Lewis A. C. Booth
John R. E. deVries
Robert C. Silvis
Robert G. Walsh
Alfan F. Wright
1957 Edward D. McDonough
Carsten T. Moller
Edward M. Podvoll
Robert van Hoeken
1958 Thomas J. Butler
Raleigh E. Clark
Lara H. Halder
Pierre-Alain Jolivet
Donald B. Mackintosh
Daniel A. Rockmore
1959 Stanislas Budzinski
Christopher N. Chandler
Mark L. Power
Francisco Z. Solorzano
1960 In Sup Yuin
1961 Philippe Daverde
Joseph J. Dowd
Thomas L. Erskine
John L. Ingram
John E. Mickles
Arthur W. W. Mangai
William B. Skelton
1962 Philip B. Austin
Alberto de St. Malo, Jr.
Thomas D. Hollmann
Harald H. T. Ponader

BOWDOIN ALUMNUS
In its third meet, Bowdoin lost to Amherst 33-62 despite a triple win by Robinson, who captured the 100, 200, and 500 yard freestyle events. Stackpole won the individual medley and took second in the butterfly.

The indoor track squad, coached by Frank Sabateanski '41, opened with a 391/2-731/2 loss to M.I.T. Alex Schulten '66 hit 57 feet 81/2 inches in the 35 pound weight to add an inch to his own meet record. Andy Seager '66 took first in the high jump, and Ray Bird '66 won the 40 yard dash. Bowdoin scored a sweep in the shot put, with John Coggin '66, Dave Stocking '66, and Max Willers '67 finishing in that order. Tommy Allen '67 was second in the 600 and Captain Gil Ekdahl '65 second in the pole vault.

The trackmen next lost to Holy Cross 32-81. Schulten again took the 35 pound weight, at 59 feet 81/2 inches. Wilson Smith '67 and Ekdahl finished 1-2 in the pole vault. Pete Good '66 won the high hurdles, with John Tarbell '66 third. In the low hurdles Tarbell and Bird finished second and third respectively. Seager was second in the high jump.

Schulten was Bowdoin's only entrant in the Knights of Columbus Games at Boston on January 16, finishing fifth in the 35 pound weight with a heave of 58 feet 8 inches. His distance was the third best for any college athlete in the event.

Sergeant John Muse's varsity rifle squad opened its schedule with a loss to Nasson 1,143 to 1,252. High man for Bowdoin was Mike Harmon '67, with a score of 253 x 300. Captain Steve Munger '65 shot a 239, and Steve Leonard '65 posted a 222. — J.D.K.

Burton Fund Started

The Harold Hitz Burton Memorial Fund has been established at the College through the efforts of members of the Bowdoin Club of Washington. It is open to contributions from all — alumni and non-alumni alike. Gifts for this purpose may be made through the 1964-65 Burton Memorial Fund, with a man's class receiving credit for his contribution toward its dollar objective.

The decision as to the ultimate purpose of the Burton Memorial Fund will depend upon the amount of money which is contributed to it.

A SPECIAL ALUMNI TRIP TO EUROPE?

Mrs. John L. McIntafer, whose husband is an Instructor in Economics at Bowdoin, is completing preliminary arrangements for a special group trip by air to Europe next summer. It will be open to Bowdoin alumni, students, parents, faculty, staff, and their immediate families.

The trip will be arranged through Pan-American to leave Logan Airport at Boston on Tuesday, June 22, for London, England. Seven weeks later the group will return by similar jet flight from London to Boston, on Thursday, August 12. Perhaps a guided tour of Europe can be arranged for part or all of the intervening weeks for those who are interested.

Preliminary indications are that the adult special round trip rate will be approximately $355 per person (about $140 off the regular price). Children under two may go for 10% of the regular price, and children from two to twelve years of age may go for half price. A minimum group of 25 is necessary if the special rate is to be effective. Reservations should be made as soon as possible and by April 1 at the latest.

Members of the Bowdoin family interested in further details are invited to contact Mrs. McIntafer at her home, 60 Merrymeering Road, Brunswick, Maine. Her telephone number is 729-9028, code 207.

Books With A Bowdoin Flavor

1930

Alexander Wetmore (chief author and consultant) and thirteen other leading ornithologists, including Olm S. Pettingell, Jr., '30, Song and Garden Birds of North America: National Geographic Society, 1964; pp. 400; $11.95.

Alexander Wetmore uses a quotation from the Book of Proverbs to introduce Song and Garden Birds of North America. Agur, son of Jakeh, says, "Yea, four things which I know not: the way of an eagle in the air; the way of a serpent upon a rock; the way of a ship in the midst of the sea; and the way of a man with a maid." Agur aptly expressed the fascination that a bird of the air had for him. Most of us share this wonder. This seems an appropriate note on which to start a book which will extend your wonder as it increases your knowledge. Fourteen ornithologists, four wildlife photographers, and two artists have pooled their talents to produce this National Geographic Society book about garden and song birds of North America.

This is a book to enrich your life, and here is an example of how it can. When a pair of olive-garbed American goldfinches frequent our feeding station, we now know what we are seeing. Male and female look alike in this season. These warm-blooded creatures are not cold this wintry day, although their body temperature is considerably higher than our own (at 108-112°F.). A goldfinch has more than 3,360 feathers plummed to make a fine insulation. The dipping, wave-like flight of this bird helps us identify him as our "wild canary" of the summer, and his call of "per-chic-o-ree!" confirms our guess.

The goldfinch is primarily a seed-eater, although in the springtime he will eat aphids and caterpillars. His favorite foods are thistle and dandelion seeds, and he depends upon these as nest-building materials as well. Mating and nest building are delayed until the thistles are available. This means that in New England a pair of goldfinches has time for but one family before winter. The female chooses the nesting site, which may be in a tree fork thirty feet from the ground or in among the thistles and close to the ground. The nest, which the female builds by herself, is a tightly woven cup of thistles——so tightly constructed that in a heavy rainstorm it may fill with
water and drown the fledgelings if they are left unprotected. It would appear that mother goldfinch has a life filled with responsibility. From mating time until the eggs hatch, she tenderly sways under the nest, dipping and swooping over her mate and singing his glorious song of courtship.

If you are critical of this family relationship, you should read further. Mother goldfinch could do worse. Both goldfinch parents feed the young with pre-digested seed cereal. Young birds often consume food equal to their body weight, and a body weight increase of 20 to 50 per cent daily is common. The baby birds leave the nest when they are fifteen or sixteen days old and are ready for independent lives. Goldfinches shelter in evergreen thickets during the winter but will travel to wherever there is a good seed supply.

Feeding beside the goldfinches are a few English sparrows, which are not really sparrows at all. Called English sparrows or by their correct name “weaver finch,” they annoy me! I think it is because they have so many incessantly people traits. They chatter and squawk almost without pause and produce anything worth listening to. They steal from other birds—food, nesting materials, living quarters. They succeed, not because they are clever, but because they are bold and quarrelsome. They practice these same traits with their own kind and add to them mate stealing. Each clutch has seven eggs in it and a few parents raise two or three broods a year.

After reading this book, I find that there is, after all, some good to be said of the English weaver finches. They eat the Japanese beetle that is so damaging to rose bushes. They feel enough compassion for their young to chew on a nest when no birds have fallen from the nest. The male, with his black bib, is a fine example of how a bird’s plumage can change seasonally in a way other than molting.

When a blue jay joins the flock on the feeder, his beauty alone is enough to make me catch my breath. His feathers, each a Noah’s Ark of colors, is said that he will appropriate another bird’s nest and remodel it before the eyes of the previous owners. He may kill other birds, a hairy woodpecker, for example. This is considerable to forget and forgive on the grounds that he is so ornamental. The ornithologist has facts, however, which plead the cause of the blue jay. Many birds depend upon the warning cries of the jay for safety. Considered apart from other birds, jay parents are models of tenderness and dedication when dealing with their offspring. They build a nest together, and while the female tends the eggs, the male brings her food. They eat insects, berries, and pine seeds. We are likely to picture the jay as an all-the-time-winner, with the smaller birds at his mercy, but jays are killed by other birds. Blue jay feathers have been found woven into the nests of other birds, ones reputed to have been victimized by jays. We can only assume that some of the jay’s bad qualities have been prompted by earlier wrongs! Bowdoin’s Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr. ’30 does a fine job in this book in defense of the blue jay.

“The way of a bird” is a fitting title for an introduction to Song and Garden Birds. This is a collection of facts about birds, facts which we can fly backward and why they are almost unbelievable. Would you believe that a bullfrog could catch a low-flying sparrow and swallow it? Or that a bachelor cardinal would take to feeding goldfinch because his instincts suit him for parental responsibilities? You find out why a hummingbird can fly backward and why the birds aren’t cold. You learn about feather structure, diet, vision, molting, digestion, nest structure, a bird’s ability to learn, migration, growth patterns, and mating habits and that these are different with each bird family and with the different species of the same bird family.

Thirty-one different bird families are represented in 327 color photographs and descriptive accounts in Song and Garden Birds. Each family has many members, but those included are only the ones we would see in North America. One might start this book and choose the birds that frequent his own locale. The text is written for us by indicating each bird’s range. It is hard to limit yourself to using the book in this way because there is always the possibility that bird ranges will change or that your own bird-watching range will change.

What Bird Is That?”, the final chapter, is a simple and scientific guide for bird watching by Roger Tory Peterson. Of special help is the section on how to choose and get the best use from your binoculars.

In a pocket at the back of the book is an album entitled “Bird Songs of Garden, Woodland, and Meadow.” The work of Arthur A. Allen and Peter Paul Kellogg of the Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology, it has six high-fidelity, vinyl records containing 70 different bird songs.

The narration is done by Dr. Kellogg. Song and Garden Birds of North America leaves me in awe at the breadth of the science of ornithology, so leaves me filled with admiration for an effort which represents a united enthusiasm of all contributors; and it leaves me with a further appreciation for the growing wonder that is mine in the limitless pleasure of bird-watching.

JANETTE STEFLE CROSS

1944


Here is a book about nature, equally about the nature of man. Each man who responds to the pull of the natural world, whatever his outdoor pleasures—participant or spectator—will find something of himself in this book.

The Unnatural Enemy is Vance Bourjaily’s first book of non-fiction, and it is a very good one. It is about men who hunt, it is objective, and introspective. It is startling and beautiful in places. The writing is honest, the effect sharply etched on those who have been there, if not everywhere. Man is the unnatural enemy, unnatural when placed beside hawk or owl—creatures beautifully fashioned for their role in the balance of nature. Man’s urge to kill those he loves, feathered and furred, is complicated by conflicting emotions and values that are attitudes toward man, not toward nature; attitudes which reflect, if not a contempt for game, at least a contempt for animals. Some of these attitudes involve codes of sportsmanship inherited uncritically and applied spasmodically, the press of human competition for a dwindling game supply, the symbolic roles of the gamekeeper, the avenger/proteger, the rebellious poacher, the men who use the conservationist—yes, even the philosopher.

This book gives expression to things which all who hunt and fish have felt, if vaguely and without articulation. It fascinates with highly personal answers to the questions with which non-hunters and non-fishers challenge us. How can you kill anything? Why are you moved to? What do you get out of it? What does it prove?

The following paragraphs speak for themselves:

“. . . This is the setting, these the conditions, which make for desperation or . . . neurotic behavior when we hunt, fish, or walk in the woods. I will name a few particular, spectacular, figures. The Doctor: Sydenham, The St. Valentine’s Day Psychosis, The Rhinoceros Horn Crop—and I will name my own. But I have not yet named the alternative I spoke about to the British ideal of the sportsman, and as a matter of fact I do not need to. Thorson has done that for me; ‘A sojourner in nature,’ he calls him, one who stays in nature for a time, trying to fit rather than mar, learning from it, taking from it, perhaps a token or two—something good to eat, or hard to catch—as evidence for himself that he has understood something of how nature works and how a primitive self might use it.

“There is, in this, not sport so much as self-renewal, an acknowledgment that one is of natural origin and belongs first to a world built by forces, not by hands; and the hunting, which gives shape and purpose to the sojourner, becomes a rite of simplification, a way of reconnecting domestic and working lives.”

Other quotations and illustrations from the writings of Edward, Duke of York, Ivan Turgenev, and Ernst Henningsen serve Bourjaily well in developing his insights into the worlds of the hunter and the hunted. Strongly recommended for hunters who might like a breather from rich, autumnal prose and some fruit for thought into the bargain.

GERALD N. McCARTY ’50

Faculty


In recent years the D. C. Heath Company has published a series of books designed to guide the college student through these crucial periods of history about which historians have engaged in significant interpretative debate. Among the latest in the series “Perspectives in European Civilization” is a useful volume, edited and introduced by Professor Ernst Helmbrecht of Bowdoin’s His-
Is religious toleration a sound ideal, and what is necessary to its implementation? What is necessary for the achievement of the goal?... "A Free Church in a Free State? Is it possible... erect a wall between the affairs of the church and the state? What obligations does a church have to the state and the state to the church? Is the concept of a religiously neutral state basically anti-religious, bearing in mind the biblical quotation that he who is not with me is against me? Is the religiously neutral state the first step towards the religiously hostile state? What constitutes an anti-church attitude on the part of the state? Does the abolition of religious instruction in the schools, the establishment of civil marriage and divorce, or the dissemination of birth control information constitute some kind of state intervention in the state in the religious field? What is the difference between state support, neutrality, and hostility towards religion?

Obviously the reader cannot expect to find simple answers to these questions. As Professor Helmreich indicates, they involve broader issues of culture and society. Western culture has become so heterogeneous that universal definition of neither church nor state is likely to be agreed upon. And in the United States the issue can scarcely be understood within categories of "church" and "state," for we are a society of many churches, denominations, and sects, and many levels of government — local, state, and national.

The reader will discover in Professor Helmreich's book a discriminating selection of primary and secondary materials. These selections serve a dual purpose: they reveal the range of interpretative disagreement among the historical guild, thus uncovering the lively issues involved, and they provide, with the aid of the author's introduction and notes, a fine narrative description of historical events. For the most part the selections are judiciously chosen, with a fine feeling for balance. One might wish, however, a selection to balance Philip Schaff's description of the Vatican Council. This nineteenth-century Roman Catholic historian had little appreciation for Roman Catholicism, and the selection reveals almost as much about Schaff as about the Council. Protestant church history has lately been undergoing revision in its interpretation of the Roman Catholic Church, and this might have been an appropriate moment to do so in the present volume.

The author is to be particularly commended for original translations of material heretofore found only in German. Excerpts from the speeches of Bismarck are particularly well chosen. The bibliographic essay which concludes the volume is a student's delight. A book which raises so many important questions should send its readers further afield. Professor Helmreich's is just such a book.

JERRY W. BROWN
Former Faculty


Stephen Minot's novel Chill of Dusk bears on its dust jacket the phrase "a novel of the twenty-first century." The Harvard Alumni Bulletin, noting the blurb inside the jacket, refers to this as an "anti-war" novel. Neither comment is reliable testimony to what the book is really about, and we had best settle that point before we attempt to evaluate the degree of Mr. Minot's success.

Elizabeth Fresno (née Adams), the only major character to endure the rigors of the whole twelve years of the novel, feels a disturbing sense of depravity, "the feeling that in her life she had been sinking, like a shell in the deepest sea, drifting through progressively darker zones — gliding back through epochs of human effort toward the darkest age." (p. 316) To be sure, this takes place in the nineteenth century. To be sure, the nuclear holocaust of the third World War places the people of Phoenix (Brunswick, Maine, though it is unimportant) in a situation of ultimate stress. But the novel neither indict's war nor makes any particular use of its setting. The novel is about the human condition. As we are temptingly here to define the human character, he is not writing about war and the twenty-first century any more than Sophocles wrote about Theban government in Oedipus Rex. The novel is about the sinking, drifting, gliding which Elizabeth senses and, we see, is.

We measure the state of Phoenix's civilization by the nature of the authority of town concepts. At the novel's beginning the town supports, somewhat grudgingly, the authority of Thomas Adams, one of only two men born before the war. He is a bookbound monomaniac who forces the town to offer him his own school for the traditional period of education. The villagers allow him to teach their children the humanistic (and atheistic) values of literature, geography, and mathematics in exchange for his willingness to operate and maintain the town's central heating plant, the last vestige of the prewar life. These values come into increasingly frequent conflict with the practical needs of survival. In a final confrontation the demands of the body overwhelm those of the intellect, and Adams escapes the wrath of the townspeople by committing suicide.

Minot's success as an interim leader is his son-in-law, Luke Fresno. Luke is a Natty Bumppo kind of frontiersman and an indifferent Roman Catholic. His ability to survive inspires the village, but he does not wish to rule. The extreme anti-Catholicism of the past years and Luke's tolerance shift the burden of the burden of government to the shoulders of Father Leblanc, an unordained "priest" who has never even seen the Bishop. In order to perpetuate the power of the Church, Father Leblanc begets an heir, to be his successor, upon Elizabeth Fresno. Under Father Leblanc the town forsakes the virtues of individual strength of human endurance for a perversion of religious humility. Since Father Leblanc always acts after the fact, through the machinery of the Mass, the people of Phoenix pursue animal gratification (exemplified by the sanguinary death of Luke's daughter Willow), punctuated weekly by visits to the church. The corruption which spreads from the "priest" to the whole of the village makes it careless in the midst of its apparent prosperity.

One might the town is captured by a militaristic band of neo-Zoroastrians, who call themselves Solists, and their chief deity in their polytheistic religion. Slowly their power forces the conversion of most of the townsfolk. In a frenzied banchanlia the Solists and their converts sacrifice Willow Fresno to their gods, Luke, Elizabeth, their sons, and the older son's pregnant wife escape by the light of the burning village. There is an apparent hope for civilized people in a heathen, uncivilized world, Alas, there seems to be little more hope for uncivilized and self-destructive people, irrespective of the state of the world. Man has finally drifted back to an almost prehistoric barbarity, and has demonstrated the primacy of his animal nature.

A few years ago I heard Robert Frost express his own certainty that Man would never destroy himself. Mr. Minot seems to suggest the contrary, that given an opportunity Man will certainly destroy himself quite completely. Mr. Minot speaks clearly, if sadly, but his theme is not at all original — many of us recognize this kind of regression as one possible eventualty. Mr. Minot's style is not original either, but he has a good narrative sense and a functional, if unspectacular, prose style, and his characters are as fully realized as they ought to be. The plot accelerates continually, building a good pace and avoiding unnecessary repetitions. All in all, Chill of Dusk is an enjoyable book, and, as a first novel, it is extremely competent work.

DONALD G. ADAM

Olin S. Pettitch, J.R. '30 is Director of the Ornithological Laboratory at Cornell University. Among his better known books on ornithology are A Guide to Bird Finding East of the Mississippi (1951) and Enjoying Maine Birds (1960).

Vance Bourjaily '44, Visiting Lecturer at the State University of Iowa, is the author of the following novels: The End of My Life (1947), The House of Earth (1955), The Violated (1958), and Confessions of a Spent Youth (1960).

Ernst C. Helmreich is Thomas Brackett Reed Professor of History and Political Science at Bowdoin. Former contributors by Professor Helmreich to the study of religion and the state which have been reviewed in the Alumni are Religious Education in German Schools (1959) and Religion in the Maine Schools (1960).

Stephen Minot, formerly a member of the Bowdoin English Department, now teaches English at Trinity College in Hartford, Conn. He is a summer resident of Maine.
Reviewers

Jeanette S. Cross, a graduate of the University of New Hampshire, is the wife of Robert M. Cross '45, Editor of the Alumni.

Gerald N. McCarty '50 is Vice President of the First National Bank of Portland.

Jerry W. Brown, a graduate of Harvard, is Assistant Professor of Religion at Bowdoin.

Donald G. Adam, also a graduate of Harvard, is Instructor in English at Bowdoin.

Notes

Leroy D. Cross, Faculty Secretary of Bowdoin College, assistant editor of the New England Quarterly, and — to add to his distinctions — father of three Bowdoin sons — has contributed an article in the December, 1961, issue of Appalachian entitled "The Four Thousand Footers of Mountaineering Literature." To qualify for membership as a "Four Thousand Footer," one must climb forty-six mountainous listed in the Appalachian Mountain Club Guide. Mr. Cross proposes another group which would require perhaps a longer and more strenuous apprenticeship — the reading of forty-six mountaineering books essential to a well-rounded knowledge of our heritage of mountaineering literature. Appended is a list of Roy's forty-six favorites.

"Perceval." Marginalia (Hayward-California, 1964; pp. 58), a pamphlet by Edward B. Ham '22, presents a review and restatement of the problem in Arthurian literature of Chrétien de Troyes and the Grail controversy in Chrétien's Roman de Perceval.

The Idea of the South, Frank F. Vandiver, Editor, published for Rice University by the University of Chicago Press, 1961, contains an article by Richard B. Harwell, Librarian of Bowdoin College, entitled "The Stream of Self-Consciousness." The University of Georgia Press has recently published Confederate Imprints in the University of Georgia Libraries, edited by Mr. Harwell.

Proper Words in Proper Places by Paul L. Richards and Irving T. Richards '20 (The Christopher Publishing House, Boston, 1961) is a useful guide for effective writing. "Detailed suggestions are given for planning a work, for starting the writing of it, and for locating rough spots in the written draft."

"Hamlet." Scene by Scene by George S. Jackson '27, an outline of that Shakespearean play, has been printed recently in pamphlet form by Bruce Humphries, Boston.

Sven B. Harrell '48, a former Bowdoin Plan student from Sweden, is co-editor of the Soviet Bloc, China, and Africa (The Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, Uppsala, Sweden, 1964).

Rorley Wilson, Jr. '52 is the author of "Notes Toward Yet Another Theory," a poem published in the Winter, 1965, issue of Carleton Miscellany. He also had a poem published in a recent issue of Commonweal.


In the issue, Mr. Hubon relates the story of the struggle in this country to obtain passage of a copyright law to protect foreign authors from literary pirates. The leader in the struggle was Charles Dickens, who received nothing from the American editions of his novels, although they were even more popular in this country than in England.

James P. Petticrobe '30, Professor of English at Montclair State College in New Jersey, is the author of an article on Eugene O'Neill, published last October in a memorial issue of the University of Vienna's drama magazine Made und Kultur. He spent 1963-64 as a Fulbright lecturer on American drama at the School of Theater of the University of Vienna.

Neal W. Allen, Jr. '40 is the author of "Clio and the Bard," an article about William Shakespeare and his plays, which appeared in the Summer, 1964, issue of the Union College Symposium. Dr. Allen is Chairman of the Department of History and the Division of Social Studies at Union and a specialist in English and European history.

Alumni Clubs

ALBANY

Secretary Ed Born '57 reports a pleasant informal meeting of some Albany-area Bowdoin men and their wives with Associate Director of Admissions Robert Mellow on Thursday, November 19, at his home in Schenectady. He wrote, "I hope that Bob Mellow found the meeting at the Borns' as enjoyable as we did. It was my first contact with Bowdoin and I must say that he does a very good job of explaining a very difficult subject." Those present included Club President Lew Welch '54, David Lovell '60, the Gerry Yorks '37, John Ososinski '62, and the Borns. The Albany Club is forming a local prospective students committee. Interested alumni in the area should contact the Secretary at 1046 Wendell Avenue, Schenectady.

The spring meeting will be held on Friday, May 7, when Dean Kendrick will be the guest speaker.

CHICAGO

The Bowdoin Club of Chicago held a fall stag dinner meeting on Monday, November 16, at Stouffer's Restaurant on West Madison Street. The meeting began with a 5:45 cocktail hour, followed by dinner at 6:30.

President Dick Means presided at a brief business session, which included the election of these officers for the coming year: Richard Means '44, President; Edwards Ripley '58, Vice President; Harold Fish '25, Secretary; and Stanley Sargent '35, Alumni Council Member. Stan Sargent reported briefly the high points of the fall conference of the Council and the Alumni Fund, which he attended as the representative of the Chicago group.

The special guest of the evening was Alumni Secretary Pete Barnard '50, who spoke of the many construction projects in progress, discussed the Senior Center program, and outlined other topics of Bowdoin interest. There was an extended period of questions, answers, and general discussion.

Also present at the meeting were Shirley Gray '61, Hal Fish '52, Howie Vogel '56, Geoff Houghton '53, and Ted Johnston '58.

Retiring President Bob McGavoy '50 is Chairman of the Prospective Students Committee. Local alumni interested in subfreshman work may contact him at 299 Foxdale Avenue, Winnetka, Ill.

CLEVELAND

The University Club in Cleveland was the site of a dinner meeting on Friday, November 20. Following a social hour and dinner, Club President Cal Vanderbeck '49 introduced Alumni Secretary Pete Barnard '50, who showed color slides of the campus and brought the latest news from Brunswick. Others attending the meeting were Bob and Sally Burton '43, Virgil Bond '57, Ollie Emerson '49, John Hickox '34, Pete Relic '58, and Dave Roberts '62.

The Club held another of its annual Christmas-week luncheons on Tuesday, December 29, at the Mid-Day Club. Eight alumni attended: Bradner '63, Foster '33, Freese '50, Gelfin '63, Hickox '34, Klopman '61, Woods '37, and Vanderbeck '49. Two undergraduates, Bamberger '67 and Bittenbender '68, were also present as special guests, while the Club entertained eleven junior and senior subfreshmen from local schools.

President Cal Vanderbeck writes, "Bill Gelfin did the honors as discussion leader. Bradner, Klopman, Bittenbender, and Bamberger did an excellent job of filling in. Their comments regarding Bowdoin were excellent, on an extremely high plane, aimed primarily at the merits of the small college, the abundance of excellent professors, courses, and facilities for accumulating knowledge, regardless of one's personal interest."

CONNECTICUT

Associate Director of Admissions Bob Mellow and Alumni Secretary Pete Barnard '50 met with eight Hartford-area alumni at the University Club in Hartford for the monthly luncheon on Wednesday, December 2. Mr. Barnard brought general news of the College, and Mr. Mellow spoke about Bowdoin's present admissions situation and his estimates of future admissions problems and solutions.

That same night the Connecticut Club sponsored a meeting for alumni, subfreshmen, and parents at the First Church of Christ (Congregational) in West Hartford.
where the Reverend Gordon Stearns ’54, the Associate Minister, was host. Approximately 10 school boys and a dozen alumni and other guests were present, Club President Ralph Keirstead ’26 introduced Mr. Barnard, who showed color slides of the campus, and Mr. Mellow, who spoke about Bowdoin admissions and answered many questions from the guests.

Luncheon Chairman Bob Spencer ’60 reports that the day for the Connecticut Club’s luncheons has been changed to the third Thursday of each month for the remainder of the semester. The group will meet at the University Club to hear Overseer Frederick Perkins ’25 on February 18, Overseer Charles Barbour ’33 on March 18, and Placement Director Samuel Laid ’29 on April 15.

KENNEBEC VALLEY

The Kennebec Valley Bowdoin Club met on Wednesday, December 2, at the Pine Ridge Tavern in Waterville for a social hour at 6:30 and dinner at 7:30. Secretary Jon Lund ’51 reports, “The meeting was a distinct success. We had a total of 34, counting the speaker and guests.”

President Tom Macauley ’50 introduced Physics Professor Jim Turner ’58 and Staff Writer Dave Leake, who gave a brief account of the activities of the News Services Office.

“Coach Frank Sabatanski ’41 gave a fascinating talk, accompanied by his excellent color slides taken during his recent trip to Ghana. He entertained us with a rare mixture of humor and keen insight which seems to characterize our athletic coaches, I heard many favorable comments after the meeting, and there was still a cluster of alumni around Frank when I left.”

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Despite an early winter storm, 24 alumni and wives gathered at the Exeter Inn on Friday evening, December 4, to meet Professor Athern Daggett ’25 and News Director Joe Kamin, who were the special guests for the meeting. A social hour was followed by dinner.

Secretary Dutch Morse ’42 reports, “The meeting was most successful despite the bad weather. Skip Howard ’54, Representative on the Alumni Council, was one of the members whose attendance was made impossible by the weather, but he took the time to telephone his report to President Norm Milne ’54, who in turn delivered a capsule version, with the further representation that a mimeographed copy would be furnished to all who attended the meeting.” Professor Daggett and Mr. Kamin brought the latest news from the campus.

NEW JERSEY

President Art Hamblen ’48 reports that two successful prospective student meetings were sponsored in the northern New Jersey area on Sunday, January 17, with Associate Director of Admissions Bob Mellow representing the College. One was held at 3:30 p.m. at the home of Roy Heely ’51 in Tenafly, and the other was at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Bob Porter ’31 in Summit.

Northern New Jersey alumni are reminded that the Bowdoin Glee Club will sing at Summit High School on Wednesday evening.

Future Club Meetings

ANDROSCOGGIN — Tuesday, February 9 — Noon — Steckino’s Restaurant, Middle Street, Lewiston — Monthly Luncheon.
Tuesday, February 16 — 6:30 p.m. — Stimpson’s Restaurant — Alumni and Sub-freshman Dinner.
Tuesday, March 9 — Noon — Steckino’s Restaurant — Monthly Luncheon.

BOSTON — Tuesday, February 9 — 12:30 p.m. — Union Oyster House, 41 Union Street — Monthly Luncheon.
Tuesday, March 9 — 12:30 p.m. — Union Oyster House — Monthly Luncheon.
Friday, March 19 — Social hour, 6:15 p.m.; Dinner, 7:45 p.m. — Hotel 128, Needham — Spring Dinner and Ladies’ Night.

BOWDOIN TEACHERS’ — Saturday, April 24 — all day — Annual Campus Meeting.

CHICAGO — Wednesday, March 24 — Social hour, 5:30 p.m.; Dinner, 6:30 p.m. — Chicago Yacht Club.

COLUMBUS — Wednesday, March 31 — Evening.

CONNECTICUT — Thursday, February 18 — Noon — University Club — Monthly Luncheon.
Thursday, March 18 — Noon — University Club — Monthly Luncheon.

CONNECTICUT SHORE — Friday, March 5 — Social hour, 7:00 p.m.; Dinner, 8:00 p.m. — Longshore Club, Westport — Stag Dinner.

NEW YORK — Friday, February 5 — Social hour, 5:30 p.m.; Dinner, 7:00 p.m. — Princeton Club — Annual Stag Dinner.

OREGON — Wednesday, March 17 — 6:30 p.m. — Hotel Benson — Spring Dinner.

PHILADELPHIA — Saturday, February 6 — 6:00 p.m. social hour; 7:15 p.m. dinner — Jef- ferson and Adams Rooms, Presidential Apartments — Annual Dinner and Ladies’ Night.

PITTSBURG — Tuesday, March 23 — Evening.

PORTLAND — Wednesday, February 10 — 3-9 p.m. — at the College — Alumni-Subfreshman Meeting; Campus Tour; Hockey Game; Senior Center; Dinner.
Friday, February 19 — 5:30 p.m. — at the College — Alumni and Wives; Alumni House; Senior Center; Hockey Game.
Wednesday, March 3 — Noon — Cumberland Club — Monthly Luncheon.
Thursday, April 22 — Evening — Valles on Brighton Avenue — Stag Evening Meeting.

St. Louis — Monday, March 29 — Evening.

Thursday, March 10 — Noon — Hotel Pennsylvania — Monthly Luncheon.

SEATTLE — Tuesday, March 16 — Evening.

VERMONT — Saturday, May 1 — Social hour, 6:00 p.m.; Dinner, 7:00 p.m. — The Cupola Restaurant, Burlington — Spring Dinner and Ladies’ Night.

WASHINGTON — Tuesday, March 2 — 12:15 p.m. — Sphinx Club — Monthly Luncheon.
Tuesday, April 6 — 12:15 p.m. — Sphinx Club — Monthly Luncheon.
March 31, under the sponsorship of the Chatham High School Band.

PHILADELPHIA

The Bowdoin Club of Philadelphia held a dinner meeting on November 17 at the Bala Golf Club, with some 22 alumni and friends present to greet Librarian Rick Harwell and hear his interesting and informative talk, “Rick spoke of General Howard, liberally interjected his own thoughts (Southern, of course), and related some recent news from the College,” Secretary Ron Golz ’50 reports.

Assistant Secretary-Treasurer John Malcolm ’54, who is also the Luncheon Chairman, is completing arrangements for the regular monthly luncheons, beginning in January. Interested alumni may contact John at 231 North Highland Avenue, Lansdowne.

ROCHESTER

Secretary-Treasurer-Elect Ted Robbins ’53 has recently sent a newsletter to all Bowdoin men in the Rochester, New York, area. The essence of it is self-explanatory: “At an informal gathering at Eddie’s Chop House on Monday, November 23, twelve alumni from the area joined in forming a Bowdoin Club of Rochester. The purpose of the club will be to promote the interests of Bowdoin in our community and to maintain our own interest in the College and in each other.”

“Present were the following area alumni: Walt Bowman ’51, Curt Brewer ’56, Bob Clarke ’38, Ben Drake ’29, Brian Flynn ’57, Bill Fairclough ’40, Cuy Hawkes ’36, Dan Healy ’37, Pete Hetherington ’55, Rick Mos trom ’61, Vincent Nowlis ’35, and Ted Robbins ’53. Special guests were Alumni Secretary Pete Barndard ’50 and George Craighead ’25 of the Bowdoin Club of Buffalo. Several other Rochester alumni who were unable to attend asked to be included in any plans for future gatherings.

“After a most pleasant social hour and a buffet dinner, a resolution to form a local Bowdoin Club was passed unanimously. The following were chosen officers for the coming year: President, Curt Brewer; Secretary-Treasurer, Ted Robbins; and Alumni Council Representative, Ben Drake. Formal petition for recognition of the Rochester Club will be presented to the Alumni Council at its midwinter meeting in February.

“Plans for a spring get-together were discussed. It was agreed that the meeting should be with wives, should include a few guidance counselors from some of the area high schools, and, if possible, should feature Professor Bill Whiteside, Director of the Senior Center, as guest speaker.”

“Following the general discussion, Pete Barndard brought us up to date on the latest happenings in Brunswick. His beautiful color slides of the campus provided a genuine treat for us all. Everyone had a most enjoyable evening and left with a feeling of optimism about the future of Bowdoin’s newest alumni organization.”

ST. LOUIS

Convenor Steve Rule ’58 reports a Christmas-week luncheon meeting of the Bowdoin Club of St. Louis on Tuesday, December 29,
A St. Louis Bowdoin Club group: from left to right, Bob Blake '47, Jackson Brace '50, Jack Handy '52, and Earl Rosen '45.

at the Diplomat Motel, "This was a very successful event and I believe we should make it an annual affair. All present enjoyed themselves very much.

"We met at the Diplomat at noon for a short social hour and luncheon. During the course of the meal, I could see that all the prospective students were enjoying themselves very much and obviously picking up lots of information from Dave Lander '56 and Jim Goldfarb '68, plus the alumni present, so I just let things proceed and did not call on the undergraduates for informal remarks as I had originally intended.

"A total of 20 gathered for this affair — 10 alumni, two undergraduates, and eight prospective students. The following alumni were present: Blake '74, Brace '50, Fischer '60, Goldman '37, Hand '32, O'Neill '38, Peep '49, Rosen '45, Rule '58, and Taylor '20."

ST. PETERSBURG

In the absence of Convener Charles Lincoln '91, who is spending the winter in Brunswick, Dr. Alton Pope '11 reports that the Bowdoin Club of St. Petersburg held a successful first luncheon of the season at the Pennsylvania Hotel on Thursday, December 10. Ten alumni were present: Hale '07, Webster '10, Pope '11, Redfern '11, Kennedy '13, Mccunn '13, Newcombe '14, Fish '15, McNaughton '17, and Stack '22.
The Club will meet regularly on the second Thursday of each month for luncheon meetings through April 8. Visiting Bowdoin men and alumni new to the area are invited to contact Dr. Pope at 105 20th Avenue S. E., St. Petersburg 5.

SPRINGFIELD

Club President Ed Sample '49 reports a small but successful fall meeting of the Bowdoin Club of Springfield on Thursday evening, November 19, at the Storrowton Tavern. A social hour at 6:30 p.m. was followed by dinner at 7:30 p.m. Attending were Charles Bergeron '53, Larry Dwight '54, Ed Sample '49, Ted Chambers '53, George Davis '57, their wives, and Bob Fleischer '39 and John Kelly '39.

News Director and Mrs. Joseph Kamini were special guests from the College. Ed reports, "Joe certainly gave an excellent speech. He's a tremendous asset to the College. In fact, he sounds like a Bowdoin alumnus; his enthusiasm is wonderful! I am only sorry that we didn't have a greater turnout for Joe and Judy."
The Springfield Club is working on plans for a sophomore meeting in January and a Glee Club concert later in the spring.

WASHINGTON

Secretary Jack Carson '53 reports, "The Bowdoin Club of Washington held a Summer Send-off Party on Saturday, June 6, at the home of Clarence Johnson '28 on Hillridge Drive, Rock Creek Hills.

"Over 70 alumni, wives, and guests enjoyed the social hour, followed by dinner, featuring steamed clams, Maine lobster, and all the fixings. The guests included four subsophomores and two first-years from the College.

"The Club is now planning a successful fall meeting at the Georgetown home of the Honorable and Mrs. Robert Hale "10 on Thursday, November 19, President Dave Marsh '51 reports. Some 55 alumni, wives, and guests were at the Hales' to enjoy the remarks of Librarian Rick Harwell and CBS Correspondent Paul Niven '46. The hospitality of the Hales was, as usual, excellent, and honored guests included Professor Reinhard Korgen and Jim Abrahamson '26, presently on leave from the Bowdoin faculty, and former Professor David Walker.

"In addition to remarks by the speakers, Council Member Ed Stetson '41 gave us a rundown on Alumni Council activities, and Ed Hudson '37 spoke of the Washington Club's plans to raise a special fund honoring the memory of Justice Harold H. Burton '09."

YORK COUNTY

Club Secretary Cab Easton '48 reports a successful stag dinner meeting held at the Chef Wilhelm Restaurant in Ogunquit on Thursday evening, November 19. "The business session was opened by President Edwin Walker '36, who remarked that this is the beginning of the third year of this club, which has held fall and spring meetings since its founding in the fall of 1961. Treasurer Cab Easton reported a balance of $2,611, with some profit expected on the current dinner and from the annual dues of $1.00 per member. This will be enough to cover mailing costs. Alumni Council Member Rob Wilson '22 presented a very complete report of the recent fall meeting of the Council.

"The Club voted to have a ladies' night dinner meeting in the spring, at a time and place to be selected by the dinner committee: Chairman Lendall Smith '31, Maurice Wear '30, and Cabot Easton '48.

"The following nominating committee was appointed to report at the spring meeting, with a slate of officers for 1965-66: George Willard '39, Chairman; Churchill Creasy '56; and Laurence Staples '45."

"Professor Pat Quinby '23 was introduced as a guest from the College. He reminisced briefly about his contact with some of the club members. The principal speaker was Professor Thomas A. Riley '28, who presented his outstanding program 'I Walk to Work,' with lovely color slides of the campus and pictures of many faculty members who are fondly remembered by alumni in York County.

"We were happy to have present again J. Hudson Sinkinson '02 of Kennebunk, one of the oldest members of the Club and very active for his 86 years."

News Of The Classes

1895 In December Joe Roberts reported, "I plan to attend the Bowdoin 1955 Commencement, my wife accompanying me. It is my class year, my 70th. I am the sole survivor of 1895. We hope after Commencement to make a little side trip to the island of Monhegan." Joe's address is P.O. Box 1384, Pueblo, Colo.

1898 In November Clarence Eaton reported, "Re-elected State Genealogist for the Society of Colonial Wars in the State of Maine. Since 1925 State Secretary and State Historian for the Society of Mayflower Descendants in the State of Maine; Member of Society of Sons of the American Revolution; Society of the Order of Founders and Patriots of America; Society of the Descendants of the Colonial Clergy. Health: most excellent."

Donald MacMillan observed his 90th birthday on November 10. A newspaper story published on November 9 that he is "currently engaged in the monumental task of identifying and cataloguing thousands of photographs, books, and papers documenting his half-century of Arctic exploration."

"MacMillan looks and acts like a much younger man than he is. Last summer he went swimming in the chilly waters of the back beach near his trim white house on Commercial Street.

"The house, MacMillan’s boyhood home, is filled with the lore and substance of the Arctic. Every where in evidence are such things as Eskimo canoes, the brass trappings of shipboard, a tusk lamp, and paintings of the grim, forbidding north land.

"It is in this house that MacMillan and his author wife Miriam are preparing his Arctic diaries and books for Bowdoin College, which will house a permanent record of his achievements."

1902 Secretary, Hudson Sinkinson 52 Storer Street Kennebunk

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Noyes, whose son Frank died on January 2.

1903 Sam Gray’s widow, Mrs. Bess Benson Gray, died on November 7, following a long illness.

After 48 years as Cumberland County Register of Probate, Henry Peabody was defeated in his bid for re-election in November. A feature article about him in the Portland Sunday Telegram for December 27 said, in part, "When he walks out of that office Thursday, the County loses an acknowledged authority on probate practice and law."

"But his experience and knowledge won’t be lost."
He already has written some chapters of a treatise on probate procedure, and he has extensive notes for the remainder of a volume which will be of assistance to every lawyer concerned with this intricate and sometimes baffling phase of law.

"Peabody plans to have an office, and to be associated as a consultant, with a law firm now being formed, in which his son, Arthur A. Peabody, will be a partner."

"His wife, the former Velma W. Greenlaw of Westbrook, is also an attorney. They were married June 20, 1919."

"Semi-retirement, he says, will give him more opportunity to enjoy his three grandchildren, the son and two daughters of his son, Arthur. It also will provide more time at the family-owned farm in Gorham, N. H., which he loves."

"And there will be photography, meteorology, work on his book, and his continued connection with probate matters to keep him busy."

Leon Walker has been re-elected a Trustee of the Maine Medical Center in Portland.

1904 Secretary, Wallace M. Powers
37-28 80th Street
Jackson Heights, N. Y., 11372

On December 29 Sam Dana reported, "We are just back from five weeks in California, where I have been making a study of the proposal for a redwoods nation park. This is a highly complicated and controversial subject, on which the Directors of the American Forestry Association wanted some information, so they drafted me to get it. We were fortunate to get out of Humboldt County shortly before the start of the disastrous flood. Apparently they have been the worst ever."

"Except for a trip to Washington next month to complete the report on the redwoods park study, we expect to spend the winter in Ann Arbor, Mich., at 2027 Hill Street. Snow shoveling and various odd jobs should keep me busy."

1905 Secretary, Ralph N. Cushing
10 Knox Street
Thomaston

Class Secretary Ralph Cushing and his wife, Nida, are spending the winter months in Gulfport, Miss., where their address is Apartment 302, Box EE, Alamo Plaza Hotel Courts. They left Thomaston and Maine on December 3 in a snowstorm.

Ray Pettengill has been to Jacksonville, Fla., to see Everett Hamilton's widow, who is living at the Wesley Manor there. He is not certain that he and his wife will be able to attend our 60th in June because Rachel's back limits their traveling.

Paul Robbins plans to attend our 60th Reunion in June, if all goes well. John Woodruff doesn't think he can be there because he is a victim of arthritis.

1907 Secretary, John W. Leydon
3120 West Penn Street
Philadelphia 29, Pa.

Class Secretary John Leydon reported just before Christmas, "We received a beautiful little book of poems by Margaret S. Allen that she wrote through the years and that friends persuaded her to have printed by the Anthroisner Press of Portland, 1907 is proud of its staff side also."

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Ben Briggs, whose wife, Dot, died suddenly in December. With Mary K. Brown of California, she was United States Champion in tennis doubles in 1912. She also won the singles championship in 1912 but was defeated by Mary Brown in the challenge round.

On November 28 John and Hannah Halford observed their 50th wedding anniversary. Among the Bowdoin people present were Mr. and Mrs. John Leydon '07, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cary '10, Frank Evans '16, Mr. and Mrs. Leland Hovey '26, John Hovey '35, Mr. and Mrs. John H. Halford, Jr. '38, and John Halford '44.

Frank Evans '30 and the famous Siska Spruce at Forks in the State of Washington. This tree was standing when Columbus discovered America nearly 500 years ago.

The Halfords live at 1676 Sheridan Lane, Norristown, Pa. They have a son, John Jr. '38; a daughter, Mrs. Charles E. Parker, Jr.; and five grandchildren.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Roscoe Hupper, whose brother, Harold H. Hupper of Martinsville, died in a car-backhoe accident on December 10.

1908 Secretary, Christopher Tolle
4884 MacArthur Boulevard
Washington, D. C. 20007

Before returning to the United States in November, after his tour of duty as Honorary Mayor of the Spanish town of Zalamea de la Serena, Sturgis Leavitt delivered two lectures (in Spanish) at the University of Madrid. He wrote to the Editor of the Alumnus, "You see, being Mayor doesn't keep me from being a college professor. Here in Madrid I have been trying to see all the shows in town — I have been to 19 so far — and to win in the lottery, which is drawn three times a month. I am a bit ahead at this moment."

1909 Acting Secretary, Jasper J. Stahl
Waldoboro

The memory of Harold Burton seems to linger with us, and justly so, I think, for in my judgment he was one of the truly great men of our time. We are now told that the Harold Hitz Burton Beneficiary Aid Fund has been started at the Harvard Law School by Mr. Frank E. Bubna of Cleveland, a longtime friend of the Justice. Income from this fund will be available for grants and loans to students at the Law School.

Ellen Breen, Secretary of Justice Burton, writes under date of November 10, 1964: "Letters from Bowdoin commanded his interest always, and he seemed especially pleased when the day's communications contained a message" from his class.

It is worthy of note that our classmate Jim Sturtevant, at an age near eighty, still continues the active practice of medicine in his home town of New London, Conn. Only recently have the Doctor and his wife returned from a trip into the South, which included a visit with their son, the Reverend Joseph Sturtevant '43, Rector of St. Michael and All Angels Episcopal Church of Columbia, South Carolina. Thus two grandsons of 1909 have recently come to light in our annals as Ministers of God. Could these be cases of spiritual activism — a strike back to benign influences ("the light that never won on them") - shed in those morning worship services in the Chapel back in 1905-1909? This question is asked timely lest it cause the Neo-heathens to rage unduly.

On August 10, 1960, our old classmate Bob Messer alighted at my home from the air on his way back from Copenhagen to Los Angeles. It was a happy experience for your agent to receive another message from this prodigal on Thanksgiving Day. But fears there will be few of us who will recall him. In this he errs, for those early days at Bowdoin are too full of vivid detail to warrant such a thought. Bob has really spent a lifetime in California, the last fifteen years in a building barred to the public, and in the private employ of a man who is a national figure, but whom, strangely enough, Bob has never seen.

We continue to hope that there may soon be others of our still nebulous classmates who will appear in these notes.

1911 Secretary, Ernest G. Filfield
351 Highland Avenue
Upper Montclair, N. J.

A recent issue of a Governor Dummer Academy publication carried a feature article by Arthur Cole entitled, "The Founding of the Archon." The Editor's sketch of the publishing house, "In the fall of 1904 the young son of a Haverhill lawyer entered Dummer Academy. A member of the baseball, football, and basketball teams, he was the second editor of the Archon and vice-president and valiant editor of the class of '07. The ranking scholar of the school in his senior year, he also won first place in the Amherst Prize Speaking contest. Indeed, the class prophecy foretold that Arthur H. Cole would be appointed by the Dummer Trustees to the position of professor of Latin and Greek before taking any college examinations."

"It is with pleasure tempered with awe, then, that your editor presents the delightful and interesting reminiscences of Dr. Cole — first editor of The Archon — the Governor Dummer boy of 1894."

James Pierce of Houlton is Acting Chairman of the Citizens Committee for the Maine Power Authority, which favors the development of a hydroelectric power plant in the upper St. John River at Cross Rock in Aroostook County. Jim is President of the First National Bank of Houlton and a member of the timberlands firm of Madigan and Pierce. In addition, he is a Trustee of Madigan Memorial Hospital in Houlton and a member of the Maine Industrial Building Authority.

1912 Secretary, William A. MacCormick
114 Atlantic Avenue
Boothbay Harbor

Arnett Mitchell reports the recent arrival of a grandson, John Arnett Mitchell, II. Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Frank Ridley, whose sister, Miss Ruth S. Ridley, died on November 3.

1913 Secretary, Luther G. Whittier
R.F.D. 2
Falmouth

Republican Sunnner Fike of Lubec was elected to the Maine House of Representatives in November.

In December the Chicago Secretary Luther Whittier was elected to the Maine House of Representatives to represent Farmington, Industry, New Vineyard, Temple, Carthage, and Weld and also Perkins and Washington Plantations. A Democrat, he was author of the bill for a seat in the Legislature back in 1922. A feature story in the Portland Press Herald early in January said, in part, "Local folks have been concerned since November 3, on two points concerning Luther's election."

JANUARY 1965
"Since Luther is a bachelor, they fear he won't have a partner for the Governor's Ball. This concern
fascinates Luther not at all.

The other concern, since Luther rides a bike and does not own or drive a car, is the problem of the
special Representative's license plates.

Luther's comment: 'I'll have to get those and put them here and all on the bike.'

"As Luther prepares to begin his work in Augusta, he says, 'At age 75, I joined the Masons; at
76, I got elected to the Legislature, and I'm wondering what can possibly happen at age 77.'"

1914 Secretary, Alfred E. Gray
Frantceston, N. H.

In a letter received last July 8, Richard A. Hall
informed the Class Secretary that his mother,
Katherine B. Hall, passed away on May 29, 1959.
There are four children surviving: David T. Hall
of White River Junction, Vt., Mrs. Ruth Hall
Guernsey of West Lebanon, N. H., Captain John
A. Hall of Dow Air Force Base, Bangor, and
Richard A. Hall of Waldoboro.

A telegram addressed to the Secretary was found
on the bulletin board at our Headquarters in
Coleman Hall on Saturday morning, June 13. It
contained this message:

"The light burns dim and the stars are clear,
And love sweet is this night of June,
And out of my window, here as here,
I hear the planes at their old, old tune
— The old, old tune that will not grow old,
And I send you thanks with my heart's own
pen."

"So with all my heart I proudly echo my
husband's pen and send you my own thanks
for all that Bowdoin gave to him and, therefore, to
me too. Jean L. Robinson.

Mrs. Robinson has sent to the College Professor
Robinson's record "Books and the Bad Life," and
later on the Alumni will carry a review of it.

1915 Secretary, Harold E. Verrill
Ocean House Road
Cape Elizabeth

Frank Knollton is serving his 43rd year as
Secretary of the Franklin County Fair. He is also
a Director of the First National Bank of Farming-
ton and a Trustee of the Farmington Public Li-
brary.

1916 Secretary, Edward C. Hawes
Aparlado Postal 138
Chapala, Jalisco
Mexico

John Baxter has been re-elected to a three-
year term as a Director of the Regional Memorial
Hospital in Brunswick.

Paul Stevens has been elected Second Vice Presi-
dent of the Regional Memorial Hospital Board of
Trustees in Brunswick.

1917 Secretary, Noel C. Little
60 Federal Street
Brunswick

Harry Piedra reported in December, 'After
Frank Phillips and Erik Achorius joined us at
Christmas for a supper of 'Arroz con pollo', and
although they were afraid to eat very much be-
cause they have slow digestions, we did enjoy a
nice bottle of South Carolina wine called 'Sopper-
gong' which I recommend very highly. Erik was
delighted, and he is a connoisseur of good wine.'
Harry and Constance live at 105 S. W. 41
Avenue, Miami, Fla.

Dr. Ike Webber has been elected a Director of
the Maine Automobile Association.

Fred Willey has been re-elected Alumni Council
Member for the Bowdoin Club of Pittsburgh.

1918 Secretary, Lloyd O. Couts
Nottingham Square Road
Epping, N. H.

Dr. Archibald Dean was honored on December 4
by more than 120 associates and public health
-officers at a banquet held in honor of his retire-
ment after 46 years with the New York State
Health Department. He had been Regional Director
for seven western New York counties for the
past 16 years.

Arch actually retired on December 31 and left
early this year, with his wife, Eleanor, for 16
months of travel around the world.

The Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society's
Niagara Frontier, 1964 summer issue, has a seven-
page illustrated article by Arch entitled "Austin
Flint, M.D., and the North Bonton, New York
Typhoid Epidemic of 1843."

Margaret and Bena Norton are living at 10
Mitchell Place, New York 17, N. Y., while Bena
continues his work with Sleepy Hollow Restora-
tions in Tarrytown, N. Y.

1919 Secretary, Donald S. Higgins
73 Royal Road
Bangor

John and Irene McClave would be glad to see
any members of the Class of 1919 at any time.
They are living in their new home in Southern
Pines, N. C., where their address is Box 1507.
Hugh Mitchell has been elected President of
the newly-formed Bowdoin Club of the Connecticut
Shore.

1920 Secretary, Sanford B. Cousins
28 McKeen Street
Brunswick
Ted Atwood's son, Major Thomas Atwood '51,
while serving in Vietnam from September of
1963 to September of 1964, was awarded the
Infantry Combat Badge, the Purple Heart (for
wounds received), and the Bronze Star Medal.

In June of this year Joe Taylor will attend the
special dedication exercises of Wroxton College in
Wroxton, England, where he will read a paper
at an international conference on the subject
"What Should Be the Common Elements of a
University Education in All Countries of the
World?" Joe continues to be Headmaster of the
Taylor School, 222 North Central Avenue, Clayton,
St. Louis 5, Mo.

Emerson Zeiler has been elected President of
the Regional Memorial Hospital Board of Trustees
in Brunswick.

1921 Secretary, Norman W. Haines
247 South Street
Reading, Mass.

In December the advertising firms of Doherty,
Cliffor, Steers, and Shenfield and Needham, Louis,
and Brody confirmed their merger as a new
company called Needham, Harper, and Steers, Inc.,
with billings of over $82 million projected for
1965. Don Clifford, a founder (with William E.
Steele) of Doherty, Clifford, Steers, and Shenfield
in 1944 and in recent years Chairman of its Execu-
tive Committee, is a Director of the new firm and,
in his own words, 'will be active part-time for
another year or so.' His business address continues
to be 530 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Frank Donnelly's wife, Jane, wrote early in
December, "Frank has been a patient at St. Franck
Hospital in Hartford, Conn., since August. He has
had three operations. If all goes well, he may be
home for Christmas."

Curt Laughlin has been elected Chairman of
the Portland School Committee, of which he has
been a member for eight years. His current term
expires next fall. Curt is a compositor for the
Portland Press Herald. The Laughlins live at 68
Prospect Street in Portland and have a summer
home on Great Diamond Island.

President John Young has appointed Alex Stand-
ish to fill the vacancy on the 45th Reunion Com-
mittee caused by the death of Dinkle Holmes last
July.

John Thalheimer retired last August as Chief of
Budgets and Statistics with the Memphis (Tenn.)
Works of the International Harvester Company. An
article in the Memphis Works News for October 5,
1964, datedline Santa Maria, Calif, said of John,
'Don't be surprised if on a visit to California you
see a man standing on his head trying to capture
the roaring surf in oils for posterity."

That daffy-looking artist will be John Thal-
heimer, former Memphis Works chief of budgets
and statistics. After his retirement to this Califor-
nia retreat in August, Thalheimer decided to resume
in earnest his all-consuming hobby — painting.

"Thalheimer started painting as a young man,
having been painting over 40 years. Many of his
friends, in Memphis, Auburn, N. Y., and Chicago,
are possessors of his handwork with the brushes.

"He likes to do landscapes and seascapes —
especially seascapes — and his new location is
ideal. Santa Maria is about halfway between
Los Angeles and San Francisco, and beaches and
mountains are not much more than a stone's throw
from his home.

"A year-round temperature average of 48 low
and 75 high contributed greatly to his and his
wife Jean's decision to come here. Then, too,
daughter Marianne and grandson Thomas (Chip)
Morrissey live here.

Members of the Class of 1912 at Commencement last June: in front, Frank Burns, Fred Black,
and Frank Davis; in back, Stetson Hussey, Harry Wiggin, Charles Oxnard, and Oliver Sanborn.
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2022  Secretary, Albert R. Thayer 40 Longfellow Avenue Brunswick

Loun Bernstein has been re-elected a Trustee of the Maine Medical Center in Portland.

Bill Dyer will take part in the Art March 31 after 37 years of service with the Du Pont Company. He hopes now to get back to some Bowdoin gatherings. For the time being, Bill's address continues to be 1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, Apartment 365, Wilmington, Del., 19894.

Last September Clyde Condon of Brunswick was presented a special citation at the annual convention of Independent Insurance Agents in Rockland. The citation said, in part, "In addition to rendering a high caliber professional service to the public as an insurance counselor, he has also served his community as officer and director of the Brunswick Savings and Loan Association in the town of Brunswick. In addition, he has played a prominent part in many community activities of that town and has served his Alma Mater, Bowdoin, and his church with distinction."

Widgery Thomas has been elected President of Canal Mutual Insurance of which he is also Chairman of the Board. He had also been President from 1946 until January of 1964.

Widgery has also been re-elected a Trustee of the Maine Medical Center in Portland.

2023  Secretary, Philip S. Wilder 12 Sparrow Lane Brunswick

Earle Perkins has been appointed Director of Education for all institutions within the Maine State Mental Health and Correction Department. In this position he coordinates all academic programs, in-service training, nursing and psychiatric aide courses, and all other training and educational programs in the Department.

Earle had been Director of Admissions at Pine Island Hospital and Training Center at Pownal.

William Stenhouse died in October 1 after teaching at Pennsylvania State University for 41 years. He is now Professor Emeritus of Mathematics.

In December Maine Governor John Reed appointed Brandon Varney a District Court Judge in Maine's 10th District. In addition to his law practice, political career, and hunting and fishing hobbies, he has found time for various civic and fraternal organizations. He is Clerk and a Trustee of the Town of Otisfield, a 32nd degree Mason, Vice President of the Berwick Academy Trustees, and a member of the Kittery Lions Club and the Kora Temple Shrine, Lewiston.

2024  Secretary, Clarence D. Rouillard 209 Rockdale Heights Drive Toronto, T, Canada

The Halsey Gullicks announce the engagement of their daughter Louise, a graduate last year of Middletown College, to Army Lt. W. Davis Van Winkle of Summit, N. J., also a Middletown graduate. She is employed by the Geological Survey in Washington, D. C., and stationed at Fort Belvoir, Va., in the Corps of Engineers.

Earle Lifchitz has retired as Regional Marketing Manager for the Du Pont Company's Textile Fibers Department in Providence, R. I., after nearly 40 years with that firm.

2025  Secretary, William H. Gulliver, Jr. 30 Federal Street Boston, Mass.

In December Everett Bowker reported, "At long last I hope to slow up a bit and revive the good memories I have of Bowdoin. It has been a very, very busy and good life, with a lot of luck in both of my fields. My best to all."

Everett's address is Bowker-Payson, 1318 Beacon Street, Boston.

In December Norman Nevins reported, "Still Head of Social Studies at Milton High School and Manager and proprietor of Blue Hill (Maine) Country Club in the summer. I am a grandfather of two boys, also a daughter, aged 20, who was born in Maine shorty. Norm's address is 23 Kahler Avenue, Milton, Mass.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Horace Preble, whose brother, Charles D. Preble of the Class of 1930, died on November 6.

In November Paul Shirley wrote, "Nancy and I recently returned from a trip abroad, during which we spent considerable time with our son, Paul H. Shirley, 55, who is presently in London hiring personnel for a new aluminum plant for Kaiser Industries, to be constructed in Ghana, West Africa."

The Harold Thalheimer's son, Richard '61, is engaged to Miss Molly M. Merritt of West Hartford, Conn., a graduate of Wilson College in Pennsylvania. She is employed by the Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company, and Dick is with the Connecticut General Life Insurance Company.

Wesley Welch has been re-elected Chairman of the Portland City Council.

Sam Williams reports, "Eleven children, seven of them boys, now call me 'Grandpa,' and I still have an unmarried son." Sam's address is 46 Pond Road, Falmouth, Mass.

2026  Secretary, Albert Abrahamson 16th at H Street, N.W. Washington 6, D. C.

Eldon Gray wrote from Australia in December that he has received a bachelor of education degree from the University of Queensland and is teaching "at Queensland's only strictly academic high school, Brisbane High School."

Eldon's wife, Shirley, has given up her nursing career to a large degree but still does some work at a clinic. David, Elizabeth, and Ricky are attending school.

John Tarbell's son, John, Jr., has been elected Vice President of the Class of 1966 at Bowdoin.

2027  Secretary, George O. Cutter 618 Overhill Road Birmingham, Mich.

Errol Baker continues to be a member of the faculty at Springfield College in Massachusetts. His address is 1391 South East Street, Amherst, Mass.

John Robertson is head of the Social Sciences Department and Chairman of the Division of General Studies at Lowell (Mass.) Technological Institute.

2028  Secretary, William D. Alexander Middlesex School Concord, Mass.

Phil Bachelder has been named Area Director, Latin America, for Kimberly-Clark Corporation's International Division. In this new position he exercises full control over operations in Latin America and Puerto Rico by providing technical and management liaison with the firm's American headquarters. He also promotes area development, coordinates sales efforts, and extends marketing assistance in Mexico, Central America, and South America.

Kimberly-Clark has sales organizations in Mexico, El Salvador, Panama, and Venezuela, as well as export activity in all Latin American countries.

Clayton Bardley was featured in the "Face of Maine" column in Portland Press Herald in December. It said, in part, "Clayt is well known as a cloltheur after some 40 years in the business, but he also has gained a wealth of esteem in the world of sports."

A second baseman four years in high school, he began playing semipro ball at 13. 'Everybody did it,' says Clay with a smile. 'I played until I was 26 years old. I was also a rootsy Clay,' reported 20 when Mrs. Bardley put the brakes on for.

"I played the Pine Tree League, Saco Valley, Pequawket League, and the Government League in the U. S. C. T., really Clay," he added. He was traded to the White Sox, and they wanted to send me to the minors. I told them I didn't want it that way, and that's way it ended.

"I'm much in the sports picture, Clay upmires schoolboy baseball and is a registered Maine guide and a licensed boxing official."

"It appears the Bardley name will continue to shine in sports, as Clay's sons, Joe (13) and Tom (10), were on the local Little League team the past season and did standout jobs."

Peso has been living in Bridgton all his life.

Cliff Gray was married on December 24 to Mrs. Clifford B. Hill. She will continue to operate as head resident at the University of Vermont until the close of the current school year in June. Cliff continues to be a member of the faculty at Freeburg Academy, and the Grays' address is 11 Smith Street, Freeburg.

Doula Parks has been re-elected to a three-year term as a Director of the Regional Memorial Hospital in Brunswick.

2029  Secretary, H. LeBrenc Micolieu c/o General Motors Corporation 1775 Broadway New York, N. Y.

Ed Dana has been re-elected a Trustee of the Maine Medical Center in Portland.

Ben Drake is the first Alumni Council Representative Member for the new Bowdoin Club of Rochester.

Last July Henry Farr received a doctor of philosophy degree in the field of Latin American studies at the Universidad Interamericana de Coahuila. He wrote his thesis on the Hispanic-American relations in New Mexico and Texas, N. J., and the Puerto Rican in Haverstraw, N. Y.

Sam Ladd has been re-elected a member of the Executive Committee and a delegate from Maine to the New England Alumni Association.

Ham Oakes has been elevated to the newly created position of Western Regional Manager of the National Blue Cross Association, with his headquarters in San Francisco, Calif. Since last July he has been managing the western regional office of the Blue Cross Association and has coordinated administrative procedures for national employees with offices and plants in the western United States. His office serves California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Utah.

Ham's reaction to all this was expressed in a brief report just before Christmas: "From December 24, 1963, to the day after Easter in 1964, I was on a slow freight boat around South America. Then came back to this new position. I still don't know whether I was drafted, traded, or sold outright. All are welcome at 705 Olive Avenue, Menlo Park, Calif."

Bom B. Todd has been elected First Vice President of the Portland branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

Last June Ken Sewall was elected President of the Maine Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists. He continues to practice in Waterville.

In November Bob Todd wrote, "As Chairman of the Biology Department at Colgate University, I am very busy starting the plans for a new life sciences building. I am in view of the recently announced award of a $1.5 million gift from the Olivia Foundation for this purpose." Bob's address is 58 Payne Street, Hamilton, N. Y.
the same ship on which I made a 33-day round trip in 1962 to the Dutch Antilles, Venezuela, British Guiana, Surinam, with a 175-mile sail up the Orinoco. It was like being back home to sail again on the fine little Dutch ship. This is the kind of 'work' I get involved in as librarian at the Mariners Museum, Newport News, Va.
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Treasurer of the new Bowdoin Club of the Connecticut Shore.

Arthur Chapman has been elected Chairman of the Cumberland County Commissioners.

Rowland Hastings has been elected President of the recently formed Maine Motorboat Owners' Council. The new group represents the estimated 100,000 motorboat owners in the state and is designed to promote boating education and water safety.

At the District I Conference of the American Alumni Council, held in Portland in January, Joe Pierce spoke informally and answered questions about tax problems, deferred giving, and estate planning.

Joe has been re-elected a Trustee of the Maine Medical Center in Portland.

George Yeton writes, "No sensational change in my local activities since the last communication. Our 25th Reunion Committee did a bang-up job, and my wife and I enjoyed the fruits of their labor." The Yetons' address is 7 Driftwood Drive, Barrington, R. I.

1940 Secretary, Neil W. Allen, Jr.
Department of History
Union College
Schenectady, N. Y.

In December Lloyd Akeley left General Electric to become Chief Product Engineer for a small instrument company, Mechanics for Electronic, 105 Erie Street, Cambridge 39, Mass. In this new position he has broad responsibilities for a growing product line of limited-rotation motors, recorders, and actuators. The firm supplies pen motors or recorders for well known manufacturers of cardiographic (medical) as well as other commercial applications.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Foster Backus, whose father, Foster T. Backus, died on December 24.

Bunny Bass has been elected a Director of the Depositors Trust Company of Augusta.

Wes Bevis served as chairman of a panel on "How to Succeed in Fund Raising" at a meeting of the American Alumni Council, held in Portland in January.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Jeff Brickates, whose brother, Richard, died on November 25.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Dave Doughty, whose mother, Mrs. Lillian S. Doughty, died on December 22.

Tom Limeham has been promoted to the rank of Colonel. He continues to live at 427 San Jacinto, Redlands, Calif.

Larry Spingarn has been invited by Who's Who to appear in the 1965 edition of Who's Who in the West, apparently because of his career as a poet and author.

Larry's address is 13830 Erwin Street, Van Nuys, Calif.

1941 Secretary, Henry A. Shorey

Frank Davis has been elected a Vice President of American Express and has moved from Paris to Zurich, where he is in charge of the Company's offices and operations in Switzerland. His address is c/o American Express, Bahnhofstrasse 20, Zurich, Switzerland.

In December Dave Lovejoy reported, "I'm on leave from the University of Wisconsin as Fulbright Lecturer at King's College, University of Aberdeen, Scotland (in American history). I am following in the footsteps of Neil Allen '40, who preceded me here by a couple of years. They're still talking about him.

Bob Martinet, "I feel my age, since my daughter Pam (21) will be married in August." Pam attended Endicott Junior College, and her fiancé, Douglas G. Allen of Chelsea, is a graduate of Wentworth Institute in Boston.

Richard Quint has been promoted to Assistant Director of Research Paper Products with the Oxford Paper Company in Rumford, which he joined in 1949 as a chemist.

Rodney Ross of Bath was elected to the Maine House of Representatives in November.

1942 Secretary, John L. Baxter, Jr.
19 Laneys Street
Pittsfield

Art Benoit has been elected a Corporator of the Maine Medical Center in Portland.

Jack Clifford has been elected Clerk of the recently formed Maine Motorboat Owners' Council, which represents the estimated 109,000 motorboat owners in the state.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Deane Gray, whose mother, Mrs. Samuel B. Gray, died on November 7.

Jim Lewis was elected to the New Hampshire State Senate last November, running as a Democrat from the 8th District. He is Manager of the Newport Inn and Theatre in Newport, N. H. The Lewises have 18-year-old twin sons. George is a freshman at New England College, and James is serving in the steward's department on board the research vessel Atlantis II, Mrs. Lewis is in charge of the Classified Advertising Department at the Newport Argus-Champion.

For the past four years Jim has also worked at the Hinsdale (N. H.) Raceway.

On December 7 Niles Perkins was elected to the Portland City Council.

The work of David Works was the subject of a full-page spread in the Boston Sunday Globe for December 20. He has offices now in North Cambridge, N. H., and at 17 Newbury Street in Boston. Dave and Lucy Robb are building a new home in Topsfield, Mass., where their address is 147 River Road.

Barty Zimmerman has been elected a Director of the Lynn (Mass.) Area Chamber of Commerce.
and prizes in a national competition. Bob’s address is 19 Brown Road, Cornig.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Faulkner, where his father, Dr. Walter H. Lacey, died on January 1.

Don Stearns recently became a Vice President of Teo, a technical publications company located in Hicksville, Long Island. N.Y. His address is 166-25 Powles Cove Boulevard, Beehurth, N. Y.

1944 Secretary, Ross Williams 23 Alta Place Cenwick P. O. Youlers, N. Y.

Don Bramley has been elected Assistant Vice President of the Life Insurance Agency Management Association, with which he has been associated since 1942. He and his wife and their two children live at 29 Northfield Road, West Hartford, Conn.

Robert Brown has been elected to the Middlebury, Conn., Board of Education. He is Manager of Rubber Chemicals Research and Development for the U. S. Rubber Company, with which he has been associated since 1947.

George Gaggs reports, “Back to Treasurer of the Greater Hartford Improvement Society, I am still President of the Board of Trustees of the Katonah Methodist Church, still an active volun-
teer, still have three children — 15, 12, and 6. My address is, and still enjoying the Alumni Council Member from the New York Bowdoin Club.” George lives at 17 Cottage Place, Katonah, N. Y.

Jerry Hickey was married on November 14 to Mrs. Ethel E. Nye, a daughter of Centenarian Junior College. He is the new Editor-in-Chief of the Boston Magazine, a monthly publication sponsored by the Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce. The Hickeys are living at 140 Dudley Road, Chestnut Hill, Mass.

Don Philbrick’s daughter, Deborah Palm Philbrick, will be one year old on February 28.

On December 15 in Pittsburgh, Pa., Fred Whitetaker was elected Chairman of the Council for Higher Education of the United Church of Christ.

On January 19 Fred took part in a "Presiden-
tial Panel" at the District I Conference of the American Alumni Council, held in Portland. He continues to be President of Bangor Theological Seminary.

1945 Secretary, Thomas A. Huleatt, M.D. 54 Belcourt Road West Hartford 7, Conn.

In November Dick Berry wrote, “We got back to see all the Friday freshman football games and all of the home varsity this fall. It is exciting to see the changes on campus and rejuvenating to have a member of the Class of 1963 at Bowdoin in the family.”

The Berry’s Christmas card wished its recipients a “A Berry Merry Christmas from Jean and Dick, Richie, Nadine, Tomi, Liddy, and Angela.”

This report of the Alumni Improvement Society, an eighth child and fifth son, Curtis Leland Cole, last May 29. He says, “We have a lively crew of little cow-
boys.”

The Colas live at 19640 Cantara Street, Reseda, Calif.

Don Lockhart spent a week last fall doing research in Portugal on the works of Jeronimo Lobo, a 17th century Portuguese author. The trip was sponsored by the Gulbenkian Foundation of Lisbon, Portugal. Don is Associate Professor of Modern Languages at Norwich University in Northfield, Vt.

Roger Nichols is the President of the new Bow-
doin Club of Columbus.

Waldo Pray’s daughter, Margo, a senior at Geely Institute, is engaged to William B. Young of Falmouth Foreside.

Major Ev Stanley is stationed at the Headquar-


Republican Missouri Berman of Houlton was elected to the Maine House of Representatives in November.

Bill Closs wrote in November, “In February I will again be chairman of the business units of all greater Portland in the fund raising drive for the Greater Portland Association for Retarded Children. Any assistance will be appreciated from an alumni living in the area.” Bill’s address is 254 Clifton Street, Portland.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Houston Down, whose mother, Mrs. Caroline Dow Smith, died on November 29.

Stan Frederick has been promoted to Vice Presi-
dent and Trust Officer with the Giers Falls (N. Y.) National Bank and Trust Company, which he joined in 1944. He is Past President of the Estate Plan-
ing Council of Eastern New York, Treasurer of the Investment Society of Northeastern New York, and Treasurer and a Trustee of Cran dall Li-
brary.

Stan and Esther and their four children, David, Holly, Peter, and Amy, live at 8 Old Forge Road, Glen Falls.

Judson Merrill, who was married before his graduation, has five children: Pamela (16), Marsha (14), Donald (6), Bradford (4), and Miles (2½). He has been Superintendent of Schools in Amherst, Mass., since March of 1962.

Fred wrote in November, “We’re just one mile off Route 95, going north to Bowdoin — makes a good coffee stop for old friends. Our address is 24 Hillside Avenue, Amherst. "Congratulations to Lew Vafades. He is just the man to be Chairman of the Alumni Fund.”

Dr. Stan Sylvester has been elected Secretary Treasurer of the Cumberland County Medical Association.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Dave Twardilek, whose sister, Miss Sarah H. Thordolde, died on November 21.

Roger Walker has been promoted to Vice Presi
dent of the Canal National Bank in Portland, which he joined in 1950. He is in charge of its operations center and is active in the automation program.

Roger is Treasurer of the Portland Chapter of the Muscular Dystrophy Association and Troop 24 of the Boy Scouts of America.

In November I asked Don and Richard C. Wolf, both of Peabody, Mass., announced the for-
mation of Wilinsky and Wolf Insurance Agency, Inc., which offers complete insurance service and estate planning. Erwin entered the general insur-
ance business in 1949.

1947 Secretary, Kenneth M. Schubert 96 Maxwell Avenue Geneva, N. Y.

Last year Irving Baskin again led Mutual of New York in sales production over the United States. He continues to write and lecture on in-
urance and the Vice President of Mutual is also active as one of the organizers of the Harbor National Bank of Boston, which is opening early in 1965.

Iving’s address is 55 Wendell Road, Newton Centre 58, Mass.

Leonard Bell has been elected Associate Chair-
man of the Young Leadership Cabinet for the 1965 United Jewish Appeal. The Cabinet is the top planning body for a council that includes 9,000 men and 20,000 women.

Major Robert Clark is in charge of the Dow Air
Force Base Weather Station in Baagor. He writes, “I will welcome any Bowdoin man who drops in and want to go onto the top of the base.” Bob’s ad-
dress is 58 Randolph Drive, Bangor.

Dr. Clement Hiebert of Cape Elizabeth is a con-
sultant in general surgery at the new Northern Cumberland Memorial Hospital in Bridgton.

George Houton delivered his 16th annual Sun-
day Chapel talk at Bowdoin on November 8. He is

Minister of the First Church of Christ in Marblehead, Mass.

George Shaw has been transferred from Chile to Brazil, where his address is c/o Del S. A., Rua Libero Badaro 293, Sao Paulo.

1948 Secretary, Cab. Eaton 13 Shawmut Avenue Sanford Willis Barnstone is the Editor in Chief of Artes Hispanicas-Hispianicas, a new bilingual quarterly published by Indiana University Press. He is exploring recent achievements in Hispanic literature, music, and visual arts, it will be distributed and sold in all English and Spanish speaking countries.

George Beckley has been appointed to a five-
year term as Chairman of the Boston Finance Com-
mission. He is also working for his master’s degree and has taken courses at the Harvard University Graduate School of Public Administration, at Suffolk University, and at the new Municipal Institute at Boston College.

Class Secretary Cab Eaton served as Chairman of the Literature-Exchange Table at the District I Conference of the American Alumni Council, held in Portland in January.

Herb Gillman has been appointed Assistant Man-

Don Lyons spoke at the Wilinsky Chapel service at Bowdoin on November 22. He continues to be Archdeacon of the Episcopal Diocese of New Hampshire.

In December Mike Miles wrote, “We have two children, Alan Lester (5%) and Carol Joyce (8%). I have a few Bowdoin men trading with me, among them Sylvio Martin ‘22, Arnold Freedland ’57, George Younger ’47, and Richard Marsh ’39. Hope to see in Brunswick in June for my 15th actually 18th, since I graduated on February 8, 1947, with George Pappas. I believe we were the first members of 1948 to receive our degrees.”

Mike’s address is 103 Webster Street, Man-
chester, N. H.

Bert Moore reports the arrival of his third son and sixth child, Charles Arthur Kingsley Moore, on August 5.

Dr. Hugh Robinson of Portland is a consultant at the genito-urinary clinic held twice each month at the new Northern Cumberland Memorial Hos-
pital in Bridgton.

Dr. Cliff Wilson is Chief of Medicine at Backus Hospital in Norwich, Conn., and President of the Norwich Heart Association. His home address con-
tinues to be 19 East Street Town, Norwichtown, Conn.

1949 Secretary, Ira Pitcher RD 2 Turner Don Baker has been promoted to the position of Branch Manager with the First National Bank of Boston.

Pete Barracone reports, “A third son, Kevin, was born during 1964. I am still employed as As-
sicient at the Child’s Village of the Marine Salvage Division of Merritt Chapin and Scott Corporation. Adele and I would be happy to hear from any Westchester Bowdoinites. Our address is 80 Beacon Hill Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.

Edgar Boom has been appointed a representa-
tive of the Portland general agency of National Life Insurance Company of Vermont. He was formerly a franchise supervisor for the National Merchandising Corporation of Wellesley Hills, Mass., an agent and assistant manager for Metropolitan Life Insur-
ance Company in Maine, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island.

Edgar lives at 129 Telman Street in Westbrook with his wife, Betty, and their two sons, Edgar, III (15) and Paul (11). He is First Vice Presi-
dent of the Westbrook Kiwanis Club.

Bob Brownell has been transferred to the Los Angeles (Calif.) Branch Office of the Connecticut General Life Insurance Company.
Robert Cummins was field party chief on an exploratory trip from August 24 to October 8 in the Caribbean Sea to study fish populations in water depths which have been almost untouched by commercial fishermen.

In December Bob Darden reported, “Living and working in New Milford, Conn. wonderful house built in 1768, which will be a cover story in a national magazine after the first of the year.” Bob’s address is Merrylall, New Milford.

Charlie Dillaway resigned last June from the Winchendon School and accepted appointment as Head of the School. He will take charge at the Robert Lewis Stevenson School in Pebble Beach, Calif. He reported in December, “Beautiful scenery, element weather, great golf courses. This school, like Bowdoin, is currently in the midst of an ambitious and successful building.”

Bill Ireland became President of the Guaranty Bank and Trust Company of Worcester, Mass., on December 1. He had been President of the Canal National Bank in Portland.
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Maurice Asimow was Grasshopper of the year for the Massachusetts Historical Society as of December 31. He is a member of the Ohio State University faculty.

The Worcester (Mass.) Chapter of the National Association of Accountants has named Jack Bump 1964 “Author of the Year” for his technical paper “Controlling Research and Development Costs.” Jack has been associated with the Norton Company since 1950.

On December 17 Alistair Drummond spoke before a chemistry seminar of the Connecticut Science Teachers Association on the subject “Some Chemistry of the Rare Gas Elements.” He is Senior Editor of Scientific American and fabulizer of behavioral chemistry, famous for his popular articles on the interpretation of scientific news for students of introductory biology, chemistry, and physics.

Peter Eastman left the Raytheon Company’s electronics division in July after spending the winter and spring commuting to Fort Worth, Texas, via a 707 on a laser project. He is now with Honeywell—Electronic Data Processing in Wellesley, Massachusetts, “a ten-minute commute by ear or foot” from his home at 122 Concord Street, Newton Lower Falls, Mass.

Charles Freeman has joined the copywriting staff of Maurice Nullay, Inc., 1474 Grandview Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Roy Gallant has resigned his position as editor-in-chief of the National History Press, Doubleday, and is now a Consultant to Doubleday and other publishers. He has been an executive in science education materials. Next summer, he will be on the staff of the University of Illinois as a Visiting Lecturer, writing and editing a series of textbooks in astronomy.

Roy is also doing work for Educational Services Incorporated. His address is 106 Magnolia Drive, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.

John Hayford has been appointed Special Agent for the State of Maine for the Commercial Union Insurance Group. His headquarters are located at 31 Main Street, Camden.

Wolcott Holley has been re-elected to a three-year term as Director of the Regional Memorial Hospital in Brunswick.

A feature article by John F. Carberg in the Boston Herald for November 12 says this of Bill Leit: “The Boston handicapper paneled a change: ‘Away from the office his chief interest is sports cars. He owns a Grand Prix Bugatti (a 1929 racer built in France) and a 1925 sports tourer. The racing car, which he spent several years rebuilding, finished third in the 1930 Monaco Grand Prix.

‘Sailing buffs, Leith, his wife, Barbara, and their three sons enjoy the salt water and spend a great deal of time aboard the family’s 18-footer off Marblehead.’

Walkie Merrit has been elected a Vice President of the State Street Bank and Trust Company in Boston, with which he has been associated since 1951. He is now in the Investment and Financial Planning Division.

Walker is a member of the Directors Club of the New England Home for Little Wanderers, He is also a member of the Finance Committee and the Capital Budgets Committee in Needham, Mass., where he lives at 118 Washington Avenue.

Yves Montet-Jourdan is head of advertising sales in New England for Time Magazine (International). His address is 414 East 52nd Street, New York, N. Y.

John Russell has been elected a Corporator of the Maine Medical Center in Portland.

Sandy Sistare wrote in November, “Members of the 1963-64 class in Civil War History, with Club President Dave Payne, and myself on matters of interest throughout the winter. Most of these items will be included in Reunion announcements. As always, I’m looking forward to June.” Sandy’s address is Sunrise Road, Balsford, Mass.

Beryl and Dave Spector announce the birth of their third child and second daughter, Susan Gal Spector, on October 21.

Dave coached the Russell Sage College team which appeared on the General Electric College Bowl teleview program on December 27.

Last fall Bruce Tornquist reported, “In February I will complete my year as Worshipful Master of the VT Masonic Lodge, number 5, in Portland. Last June I was installed Illustrious Master of Portland Council # 4 of Royal and Select Masters and Commander of St. Alban Commandery #8 Knights Temporaries. In August I became a member of the head of the Main Division of Maine, an organization whose membership is limited to Masons who have served as Masters of their Lodge and who have completed the line of officers in the three York Rite Bodies.”

Bruce’s address is 80 Clinton Street, Portland, Maine.

Mack Wolfe has been promoted to the position of International Officer with the First National Bank of Boston.

1951 Secretary, Captain Louis M. Siri
7TH TMS
APO 239
San Francisco, Calif.

Major Thomas Atwood, while serving in Vietnam from September of 1963 to September of 1964, was awarded the Infantry Combat Badge, the Purple Heart (for wounds received), and the Bronze Star Medal.

In December Tom Casey reported, “Am again back in California after three years in Europe. A wonderful experience for our children (all eight) and ourselves. Still in the process of resettling here, but we are quickly getting back into the swing of things.” Tom’s address is P. O. Box 402, Balboa Island, Calif.

In December Dr. Herb Gould wrote, “Have been bouncing around the country lecturing on the therapeutic use of scleral contact lenses and enjoying the notoriety received from recovering my lost slides. Received the Jaycees’ Outstanding Young Man Award and had fifth child, a girl named Morgan.”

The Gould’s address is 90 Greene Avenue, White Plains, N. Y.

Don Hare has been elected Vice President and a Director of General Fittings Company of East Greenwich, R. I.

In November Hugh Hastings wrote, “Noreen and I have our family of Thomas (8), Ellen (6), John (3), Janie (2) and two (5 months). We hope some of you alumni will drop in if you’re in this area skiing. Our address is 23 Oxford Street, Fryeburg.”

In November Tom Juko wrote, “The second Woodstock Academy Music Festival will be conducted in Woodstock, Conn., this summer, with me serving as Director again. Scheduled to appear are the Berkshire Quartet (after a tour of Australia and New Zealand), pianist Sidney Foster (a regular at Carnegie Hall, New York, who played concerts in Moscow and Leningrad this month), pianist George Katz (who is at Ohio University as pianist in residence and who won high praise from New York critics, who called him a giant of the piano—Pianist of the Year).”

Don’s address continues to be Charlton Road, Dudley, Mass.

Republican Jon Lund of Augusta was elected to the Maine House of Representatives in November.

In December Monk Patterson wrote, “Enjoyed Bill Asimow’s lectures and footnotes. 1964 was not the best year for me. I had to build a new house, lost one of my biggest accounts, and missed about six weeks of work with a bad back, which I finally had corrected with a special spinal fusion in October. However, the family is in great shape, and so am I. I hope for a big year in 1965. Still own and operate my mill supply company, Patterson Sales and Supply Company.”

Monk’s address is R.D. S, Tanglewood, Greensburg, Pa.

Len Sautler has been elected to the Board of Trustees of Coburn Classical Institute in Waterville.

Don Sowyer has been promoted to Division Sales Manager, Western Region and Officer of National Corporation. Formerly a Regional Manager for the firm, he is supervising sales activities in Maine, New Hampshire, and parts of Massachusetts, with headquarters in Portland.

Bob Seull is an Administrative Assistant in the Advertising Department of the Shell Oil Company in New York City.

1952 Secretary, William G. Boggs
422 East Fairview Avenue
Ambler, Pa.

In December Harold Beisaw reported, “The three boys, James (5), Michael (23), and Stephen (9), are busy this year with Dorothy, and I have been settled in our new home on Sunset Avenue in Wilton for a year now. I’m still with the garage in North Jay.”

After 12 years in the textile business, Art Bishop joined the Brunswick School faculty in January as a teacher of history.

Birger Eiane is Senior Research Engineer, Missile Defense Analysis Project, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Office Center, Huntsville, Ala.

Dick Hall has been appointed as Director of the First National Bank of Boston.

Rogers Johnson reports the arrival of his third child, a girl and daughter, Joely Christina Johnson, on October 22.

Chalmers MacCormick is on leave this year from Wells College, where he is Chairman of the Department of Religion, for the purpose of studying Asian religious. On Dr. Sower’s leave, it was reported, “On February 7th I will temporarily desert my wife, Lili, and our five children to tour India and the Far East. The trip will last 45 months.”
John Mortell is Treasurer of a newly formed corporation, State Street Bank and Trust Company, of which John is a Vice President, to broaden its services to both American and foreign customers and to supplement its International Department, which has been active in international banking for years.

Cam Niven, Publisher of the Brunswick Record, is serving as Chairman of the Hebron Academy Annual Giving Fund this year. He is a 1948 graduate of B.C.

Don Richter is now Associate Professor of Statistics at New York University's Graduate School of Business Administration. He formerly was a member of the Technical Staff at Bell Telephone Laboratories. His address is 118 Bank Street, New York 14, N. Y.

John Ritscher was married last June 6 to Miss Cynthia Wilder in Little Compton, R. I. She is a 1956 graduate of Wellesley College. They are living at 18 Storey Street, Cambridge 38, Mass.

Knox County Attorney Peter Sulides of Rockland was re-elected to that office in November.

In December Charlie Walker wrote, "Recently met Bill MacIvor '45, who is in our Legal Department (Du Pont Company), and I see him occasionally on my trips back to Wilmington, Del., home offices. We are still living at 15259 Valley Vista, Sherman Oaks, Calif."

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Livingston Wright, whose father, Livingston Wright, died on November 2.

1953

Secretary, Albert C. K. Chun-Hoon, M.D.
4095 Evergreen Street
Bellevue, Texas

The new Bowdoin Club of Columbus has elected Carl Apthorp as its first Alumni Council Member. Frank Farrington and Tom Sawyer have both been elected Corporators of the Maine Medical Center in Portland.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to George Hyde, whose father, Edwin C. Hyde of Portland, died on December 4.

George has been promoted to the position of Assistant Vice President with the First National Bank of Portland, which he joined in 1955.

Harold Mack has become associated with the Boston law firm of Morgan, Brown, Kearns, and Joy, specializing in the practice of labor relations, after five years as a field attorney for the NationalLabor Relations Board.

Dave Osgood has been elected Vice President of the Corporate Fiduciaries Association of Maine. He is a Trust Officer at the Canal National Bank in Portland.

Dave is a member of the Maine Estate Planning Council, the Legislative Committee of the American Bankers' Association's Trust Division, the Cumberland Bar Association, and the United Community Services' Budget Committee. He is also a Trustee of the Community Concert Association, a Director of the Children's Theater, President of the Bowdoin Club of Portland, and Second Vice President of the Maine Bar Association.

Pete Perkins has purchased the 64-foot passenger ferry Gurnet and plans to convert it to a houseboat. For some 50 years the Gurnet made runs among the Casco Bay islands, carrying tourists in the summer and islanders in the winter.

Dan and Olive Reich announce the birth of their third child and second son, Daniel Kurt Reich, on October 30. Their address is 36-79th Street, Brooklyn 9.

The new Bowdoin Club of Rochester has chosen Ted Robbins as its first Secretary-Treasurer.

Friedrich von Hucne announces the arrival of a son, Thomas Alexander, on September 11.

1954

Secretary, Horace A. Hildreth, Jr.
Perry, Atwood, Scribner, Allen, & McKusick
465 Congress Street
Portland 3

Dr. Carl Brinkman of Portland is a consultant in neuro-surgery at the new Northern Cumberland Memorial Hospital in Bridgton.

Nelson Brown has been named Northeast Regional Director for CIT Educational Buildings, Inc., and the Tuition Plan, Inc., both subsidiaries of CIT Financial Corporation. His address is 565 Brighton Street, Marblehead, Mass.

Beverly Kahn renewed her position on the faculty and teaching position at Brunswick High School and has returned to the ministry as pastor of the Congregational United Church of Christ in Gardner.

Jim Shin is now promoted to Field Supervisor in the Mortgage Loan Department at the home office of the Aetna Life Insurance Company in Hartford, Conn. He lives at 59 Cooper Drive, Glastonbury, Conn.

Tom Morris reports, 'Spent a week in Sicily this past summer on the design of another earthen oil storage reservoir. There I ran into John Huston making a movie on Mount Etna with quite a crew of our workers. The lads live on Adams Road, Concord, Mass.'

Harvey Levine has gone into business for himself by opening the Monument Square One Hour Drycleaners in Portland.

George Mitchell has resigned his position as an assistant to Maine's U. S. Senator Edmund Muskie H'57 and is now practicing law with the Portland firm of Jenness and Bajd. Two of the partners in this firm are Mert Henry '50 and Ray Jensen '56.

Captain Roswell Moore commands the Service Platoon and serves as Property Book Officer for the 68th Aviation Station, stationed near Saigon, Vietnam.

Leonard Nicholl has been elected President of the Bath Area Chamber of Commerce. He is the owner of the Gibbons Company in Bath and the Winter Oil Company in Wiscasset. A Trustee of the Bath Union Renewal Authority, he is also First Vice President of the Maine Oil Heating and Equipment Dealers Association and First Vice President of the Bath Rotary Club.

In November Doug wrote, "Spent a swell weekend with Captain Roswell Moore and his wife, Beverly, recently. Ros was on his way to Vietnam for a year. Somehow, with his two children and our six, it wasn't like an old Bowdoin weekend." Doug's address is 124 Deborah Drive, East Hartford, Conn.

Alden Ringquist is employed by the John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company. He and Mary Anne and their three children live at 2 Paul Street, Natick, Mass.

On New Year's Day Bob Thurston reported, "Sue, Debbie, David, and I moved in October into our new home — a center-entrance colonial which we had built because as close as we can get to New England while living in the Midwest! The new address is 312 Montclair Court, Evansville, Ind., and the fourth bedroom is open to visitors until July, when we're expecting our third child.

I'm still Public Relations Director at Mead Johnson and Company."

"The Senior Center is Bowdoin's best news in my memory, and I can't think of a better man to lead than Bob."

Bob and Carol Wilcox announce the arrival of a daughter, Meredith Chase Wilcox, on December 13.

1955

Secretary, Lloyd O. Bishop
Department of Modern Languages
Wilton, Maine

Phil Cummings is teaching philosophy at Bridgeport (Conn.) Engineering Institute. He continues to be a Senior Editor of the Encyclopedia of Philosophy in New York City.

Jerry Dunham lives at #3, S66 Hilldale, Los Angeles, Calif. He continues to be in teaching.

In December Mel Hodgkins wrote, "Recently joined the Badger Company, Cambridge, Mass., an international engineering construction firm, as the Personnel Administrator. As the Community Chairman, I worked with Jack Swenson, the Administractive Chairman, for the 1965 United Fund campaign in Sudbury, Mass. We have lived at 26 Longfellow, Sudbury, for two years. Our only child, Jimmy (6), is in the first grade."

In December Tom Kane reported, "I am still enjoying Southeast Asia and recently visited Seri Osa-thangra in Bangkok. He is a marvelous host. I'd like to hear from any Bowdoin man coming to Singapore. My address is P.O. Box 25, Newton, Singapore 31, Malaysia."

Dave and Vel Lavender have four children — Larry, Dave, Sherry, and Martha. Their address is Fourth and Prairie, Northfield, Minn.

In November Willfrid Parent became Guidance Director at South Berwick High School. He and Charlotte have two sons.

Last summer Bill Reagan was married to Miss Sherd Peterson of Naharnset, Mass., an alumna of Fisher Junior College. Bill is a teacher in North Attleboro, Mass., and they are living at 21 Cherry Street, Pawtucket.

Dick Roberts has a new assignment with the Ford Foundation. He is Assistant to the Representative for Lebanon, Jordan, Syria, and Saudi Arabia. His address is The Ford Foundation, P. O. Box 2379, Beirut, Lebanon.

Art Small is a Congressional aide in Washington, D. C., having left his teaching position at St. Ambrose College in Davenport, Iowa.

1956

Secretary, Paul G. Kirby
345 Bridgeview Street
Needham, Mass.

John Brewer is President of the new Bowdoin Club of Rochester.

Alden Head is Assistant Actuary for the Farmers and Traders Insurance Company in Syracuse, N. Y., and his wife, Gwen, is an employee of the Syracuse Health Department.


Larry's address is 27 Grant Street, Bangor.

In December George Massilh wrote, "We're on the move again. As of January 1, Du Pont has transferred me to the Chicago territory. There are four girls now, our second son, Doug, arrived in May of 1964. Bea and I are planning now for the 19th Reunion in 1966. We hope to see a big turnout."

Steve and Deanne Morse announce the arrival of their first child, Peter Jacob Morse, on August 28. Steve is now associated with the law firm of Brown and Leighton at 85 Devonshire Street, Bos- ton. Last July he was elected to the Democratic Town Committee in Brookline, Mass.

1957

Secretary, John C. Finn
6 Palmer Road
Beverly, Mass.

Leonard Buechler is a computer programmer with Mitre Corporation of Bedford, Mass. Much of his time is devoted to the design of command and control systems for the Air Force.

Jim Carr is practicing law in his home town of Houlton with another Bowdoin lawyer, Albert Putnam '36. He was graduated from Boston University Law School last June.

Henry Eabank has been elected an Assistant Cashier of the Central National Bank in Richmond, Va., which he joined last July. He is Supervisor of the Data Processing Department.

Tony Fleshman is living at 56 Parker Avenue, Newport, R. I., where he is attending Destroyer School. He will receive a new assignment in March.

Kent Hobby has been appointed Manager of the Mountain Sales Division for Johnson and Johnson's First Aid Products Division. He and Laurene and their three sons live at 6578 South Elizabeth Circle, Littleton, Colo.
Dr. Robert Johnson is associated with Dr. Hubert H. Barker in the practice of dentistry at 724 Congress Street, Portland. He is a graduate of the University of Maryland Dental School.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Frank Kinnelly, whose father, Thomas F. Kinnelly, died on January 3.

The Kjøvetn family wrote, "This year I've had my first 'sabbatical leave' — six months in the British Museum and Oxford on an English scholarship. It may sound preposterous, but I was working on Hawthorne and Robert Frost, although the latter seems to be the major English literature." Still, I found the books and manuscripts I wanted. The Hawthorne article is somewhere in the States now, seeking for a publisher, together with some other essays on American literature by Norwegian and Faglumt guest professors. If the collection should appear this winter, my modest contribution has its origin in a year at Bowdoin for sure.

"I'm not close to my doctor's degree. Teaching at the new University here takes too much time, and is rewarding too, so I prefer to work on more limited topics for the time being."

"I happened to run across Roger Bowell '58 in Oxford last summer. Everything is well with my wife, Anne, and our two boisterous children: Sigrid-Helene (2½) and Olov (1). We like Trondheim and have no plans at the moment to go anywhere else."

Army Captain Ed Langbein reported just before Christmas, "I am enjoying a year as a student here at the Infantry School. Family is all well — with Susan growing like a pine tree and able to empty bookcases. He has decided to try to be in the States for a few years and hope to make it back to Brunswick."

Ed's address is 426-C Craig Drive, Fort Benning, Ga.

Les Lenetti is the new Secretary-Treasurer of the Bowdoin Club of Pittsburgh.

In November Joe McDaniel reported, "We have a daughter, Diana Phulehaha McDaniel, born on April 6, 1980, to join our son, Paul. During June we traveled across the country, camping most of the time, flew to Hawaii for the month of July, and camped back across during the month of August. We visited 50 states, the District of Columbia, and two provinces and camped 48 nights."

The McDaniel's address is Lincoln Apartments 212, Amherst, Mass.

Bob Shepherd has joined the staff of U. S. Senator Edmund S. Muskie '37 of Maine as Press Secretary. Bob was with the Christian Science Monitor, a public relations firm in Portland.

In December Ken Whitehurst wrote, "In August of 1959 I married a very charming Hungarian girl who came with me to the School of the Revolution. She became a citizen of the U. S. in 1962. We have three children, Debbie (4), Richard (3), and Renee (2)."

Occasionally we see Pete Rigley '56 and Shirley and their children, who are living in Houston, Texas. Also Phil Day '55 was in Corpus Christi for a week in November, and he stayed with us before going on to New York City. The temperature there in the middle '59's is expected to hold through Christmas weekend."

Bob Wishart reports the arrival of a son, Todd Alexander Wishart, on September 3. Amy will be two years old in February. Bob wrote at Christmas time that they are settling in with the Senior Center and its theme. Busy selling Bowdoin to promising Winchester High School seniors."

Bob's address is 44 Lincoln Street, Winchester, Mass.

Jack Woodward is engaged to Miss Shirley E. Fleming of Wellesley Hills, Mass., a graduate of Skidmore College. They plan to be married on June 22.

1958 Secretary: John D. Wheaton...10 Sutton Place...Leawston

Ray Brearley has been elected Assistant Trust Officer of the First National Bank of Portland, which he joined last March.

Bob Crossley was married on November 14 to Vivian Maxon in Massillon, Ohio. He is a graduate of Kent State University. He is an accountant with the General Tire International Company, and they are living in Cusubana, Morocco.

Ron Atkinson is the last October as Assistant Director and Secretary of the Lewiston Urban Renewal Authority and became Director of the Auburn Urban Renewal Authority. He and Fern have three young children, Clement, Beth Marie, and Thomas.

During the summer Jim Fawcett will be attending the Stonier Graduate School of Banking at Rutgers University as a member of the Class of 1967.

Nelson Hicks reports, "Our first child, Virginia Clark Hicks, was born on July 1, 1964. On the same date we bought and moved into a new home and are now living at 4506 Impala Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa. I am still with United Steel's Vandergrift Plant and was recently promoted to the position of Metallurgist-Silicon."

Roger Howell served as a member of the Maine selection committee for Rhodes Scholarships in December. He is Assistant Professor of History and Government at Bowdoin.

The Reverend Leonard Johnson is pastor of Zion Lutheran Church in Ignace, Mich., and Bethany Lutheran Church in Brevoort, Mich.

In November Dave Benning reported, "I am now the head of the System Research Group at the Boeing Company's Airplane Division. The group's responsibility is to provide mathematical support to the Division. My work is very challenging and enjoyable. We are still enthusiastic about the Great Northwest."

The Michelson's address is 3716 29th Avenue South, Seattle, Wash.

In December Captain Louis Norton wrote, "I am down at Fort Knox, Ky., straightening things out — children's teeth, that is. Ellie and I both miss the snow and lobsters of Maine."

The Norton's address is 5679-A Brett Drive, Fort Knox, Ky.

Dave Peirez reports the arrival of his second child, Susan Elizabeth Peirez, last July 24. His address is 28 Willow Lane, Great Neck, N. Y.

Peggy and John Philbrick announce the birth of their third child, Louise Callaway Philbrick, on December 30.

In November Captain John St. John wrote, "During August Gerna and I spent a few days with Dave and Shirley Rigley on their beautiful Maine and Boothbay Harbor, where we saw Pat Twem '55 and his wife, Sally. Also we sailed with Bob Foster while there. Our third daughter, Peg, graduated from her second year in the University of Pennsylvania Hospital."

The St. Johns live at 2225 Lynn Boulevard, Drexel Hill, Pa.

The Boston Sunday Advertiser for December 13 carried a feature story about New England men who are taking part in the war in Vietnam. With reference to Tan Son Nhut, an Air Force base in South Vietnam, they said, "Across the vast, sprawling network of runways, a tall young captain from Waterville, Me., has steady experience with mortar rounds."

"This is Capt. John Towne, third of his family to serve the military as a field surgeon."

"Towne, a graduate of Boston University in 1962, was a volunteer in the Air Force. He runs a 10-bed dispensary to which many casualties are ferried from the delta."

"He is also the surgeon who treated the wound of Ben Hoa and the 18 men injured in the bomb blast of the airport restaurant on November 18."

"It's interesting," he said. "It sounds strange, but I like it here. It's active. The casualty rate is somewhere between 1 and 2 per 1000. We consider the number of people you have in the field. The ones we get — other than the bombing — are usually mortar fragments or gunshot wounds. But they usually live if they made it this far."

"I'll tell you. I expected the morale to be considerably lower than it is. It's amazing how high morale is here," he said.

On January 1 Gordon Well left the European Community office in Washington, D. C., to become Deputy Official Speaker of the European Economic Community in Brussels. This is a rare opportunity for a Chalmis as a student of international organization, because he is the only American on the EEC staff.

Gordon's address is EEC Official Speaker's Group, 28-Avenue de la Joyeuse Entrée, Brus- sels 4, Belgium.

1959 Secretary, Dr. Brenton J. Teeling Beverly Hospital Beverly, Mass.

Dr. Ray Bahaine is in his first year of psychiatric residency training at the Strong Memorial Hospital in Rochester, N. Y., where he and Char- maine and their two children, Camille (2) and Gug (almost 1), are living at 315 University Avenue.

On October 12 Dr. Michael Barnett was married to Miss Beatrice L. Falino of Providence, R. I., a graduate of St. Joseph's Hospital School of Nurs- ing. She is employed at the Cancer Experimental Laboratory at Rhode Island Hospital in Providence, where Mike is a surgical resident. They are living at 90 Norwood Avenue, Cranston, R. I.

Butch Bearer has joined the St. Regis Paper Company as a senior engineer in the Technical Services Department of the Roy K. Ferguson Technical Center in West Nyack, N. Y.

Dick Brown reports from Minnehaha Regional High School in Wilbraham, Mass., "We need a good physics teacher and a good chemistry teacher!"

John Christie has been elected Secretary-Treas- urer of the Ski Maine Association.

Dave Conary has been elected Recording Secretary of the Boston Ski Patrol Association. He is affiliated with the ski of May and Gannon, Inc.

Bill Dorsey continues to be a member of the faculty at the Kents Hill School in Maine.

Ron Dyer wrote in November, "I'm still working as a physicist at the Frankford Arsenal. The project laser research. Doing a little sailing on the Delaware and a little rowing on the Schuykill. I hated to miss the reunion last June, but duty called at the Arsenal." Ron's address is 2208 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Paul and Gigi Estes have a young daughter, Heide Ruth Estes, born on January 18, 1964, in Butzbach, Germany. The community has a population of 1959.

In June Paul was promoted to the rank of Captain in the Army. Shortly thereafter he was released from active duty and spent two months in South Hapsgell with his family.

In September Paul entered Brown University to do graduate work in mathematics. His address is 234 Wayland Avenue, Providence, R. I.

Navy Lt. Dave Gill reports the arrival of a son, Benjamin Charles Gill, last September 6. Monica was three years old on November 19 and is attending the NATO Nursery School in Naples, Italy, where Dave is working with NATO in communications. His wife, Julie, is Vice President of the Signal Officers Club.

Last May and June the Gills took a 20-day leave, left Monica with their Italian maid, and toured Luxembourg, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, West Germany, Switzerland, and Liechtenstein. They went on their new VW 1500 station wagon. They enjoyed Copen- hagen most, with Switzerland second.

Dave also made a short trip to Athens, Greece, and Izmir and Ankara, Turkey, in August. His parents stayed there for 10 days, and Julie's parents are planning to be there in the spring. Dave's address is AF South Box 142, Navy 510, FPO, New York, N. Y.

Gordon Well wrote in November, "In April the Army sent me to school in oral surg- ery, and in October I received schooling in prosth-odontics. I also received a Regular Army com- mission in April and am considering a career in
Six kids and one clown at a Japanese orphanage near Tokyo in May of 1964," to use the words of the self-designated "clown. Readers are invited to guess his identity.

Dr. Deen Martonffy is a resident physician in neurosurgery at the University of Chicago Hospitals and Clinics. Last year his mother came to live with him.

Dr. Bruce Nebson is a resident in surgery at the Massachusetts General Hospital. With their two children, Lisa Katharine (2) and Daniel (nine months), the Nebsons live at 156 Linwood Avenue, Newtonville, Mass.

Al Ramler was married on October 18 to Miss Leslee J. Jackowitz of Hudson, N. Y., a graduate of Simmons College and a member of the faculty at the Walter E. Fernald School. He is a lawyer with the firm of David G. Smith in Boston, and they are living at 76 Euston Road, Brighton, Mass.

In November Colby Thresher reported, "Anna and I have enjoyed a busy and eventful year in St. Paul, with the birth of our first child, Renee Marie, on August 29 and the purchase of a new home earlier in the year. A trip to the East and a campus visit are possible for next spring." The Threshers' address is 1369 Kenneth Street, St. Paul, Minn.

In December Tim Whiting wrote, "Ann, our two boys, and I returned from Germany in July, and I finally became a civilian again. I'm working for the Flintkote Company's Building Materials Division and am located in the Providence area. We have bought a house at 19 Meadowbrook Drive, Barrington, R. I."

Dr. David Zador wrote in December, "I am in my first year of residency in internal medicine at the Bronx Veterans Administration Hospital in the Bronx, N. Y. Our son, Michael, will be two in March. We plan to be in the New York area through June of 1966. Enjoyed getting together with those who made it back for the Fifth Reunion last June."

Dave's address is 32 Lincoln Avenue, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

1960 Secretary, Richard H. Downes
General Theological Seminary
175 Ninth Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10011

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Dick Adams, whose father, Robert H. Adams, died on January 3.

Bob Baldwin was released from active duty in the Army in February of 1964 and is attending the Graduate School of Business Administration at Columbia University, from which he expects to graduate in February of 1966. His address is 1303 John Jay Hall, Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

Pierre Bonin wrote in November, "Still teaching sixth grade in Framingham, Mass. I keep in shape by cycling to and from work (20 miles) every day. The past two summers I cycled throughout England and Scandinavia.24" Pierre's address is 24 Priscilla Road, Wellesley Hills, Mass.

In December Bill Bowman wrote, "I'm busy working for my master's in business administration at the University of Hartford. Also, we've just bought a house to accommodate our growing family. Our second daughter, Lauri Elizabeth, was born on July 10. So, between schooling and home-work, I'm very busy."

The Bownans live at 13 Castlewood Road, West Hartford, Conn.

Jon Brightman has been elected Secretary-Treasurer of the new Bowdoin Club of Columbus.

Soon Chough is still studying for his Ph.D. at the University of California in Berkeley. He expects to complete his dissertation by next summer.

George Davis has passed his qualifying orals for the Ph.D. degree and is working on his dissertation — on the history of the Institute of Pacific Relations. His address is 5551 South Kinbark Avenue, Chicago 37, Ill.

Tim Ellis was married last June 9 to Margaret A. McGregor-Pettle in Leyssin, Switzerland. He is associated with the Embassy School of Vienna, Bavenfeldgasse 40, Vienna, Austria.

Richie Johns has been elected an Assistant Cashier of the First National Bank of Portland, which he joined in 1961. Since 1962 he has been Manager of the Credit Department. A 1961 graduate of Hobart College, he is a member of the Portland Junior Chamber of Commerce.

Fred and Barbara Myer arrived back in the U.S. last August, and four days later Frederick Geer Myer, III was born. The Myers also have a daughter, Heidi Jean, who was born in Germany. On November 21 Charlie Mylander was married to Miss Maureen R. Gallagher, a graduate of George Washington University, who works for the National Institutes of Health. They are living at 5364 Pooks Hill Road, Bethesda, Md.

In November Glenn Richards wrote, "I am still with the Army in Paris, and I certainly cannot complain about the way the military has treated me thus far. It has been at times how many Bowdoin people are in the area. My former roommate, Charles Revelos, stayed with me during his European tour last summer. I bumped into Dick Powers '59 this past fall in Monaco."

"And it was a great pleasure to welcome Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Brown of the Bowdoin faculty to the 'City of Lights' in late October. Their arrival coincided with my recent promotion to Captain. As a matter of fact, it was my good fortune to count Professor Brown among the guests at my stag promotion party. Any other Bowdoin people passing through are welcome to visit at 49 Avenue des Grands Armes, Paris 16."

Dr. Terry Sheehan reports the arrival of his third daughter, Elizabeth Eileen Sheehan, on November 10. Her sisters are Susan (2) and Ellen (11). The Sheehans live at 534 Sawyer Street, South Portland.

Dan and Mary Soule announce the arrival of a son, Daniel Weston Soule, Jr.

Walter Stuart is stationed abroad the USS Tomen, whose home port is San Francisco. He is still single and expects to be in the Navy for some time to come. His address is USS Tomen (DD-540), FPO, San Francisco, Calif.

John Vetere has been employed by Morton Salt Company in Chicago as a trainee in sales. He is concentrating his efforts in Latin America. John's address is 1941 North Mohawk Street, Chicago, Ill.

Dr. Joe Volpe reports the arrival of his second child and first son, on September 13. "May be," he writes, "we'll get him into the Class of 1982." The Volpes live at 106 Queensberry Street, Boston.

Lyle Wells reports, "Enjoying my present job as a technical sales representative for American Cyanamid Company in western Michigan. We are proud to announce the September arrival of Jefrey Wallace Well, our third." The Wells' address is 2856 Cambridge Avenue, S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

1961 Secretary, Lawrence C. Bickford
Apartment 2A
364 Ravine Avenue
Yonkers, N. Y.

Dwight Baldwin received his M.A. degree in geology at the University of Kansas in June of 1963. He is now a candidate for a Ph.D. in geology at Stanford University. His address is 2385 Welles Street, Palo Alto, Calif.

1st Lt. Richard Black is stationed overseas with the 526th Intelligence Detachment, APO 48, San Francisco, Calif.

Charles Cross reported in November, "I hope to secure my Ph.D. from the New York State College of Forestry around the latter part of 1966. My current research project concerns stream ecology, with particular emphasis on fish movement patterns."

In November Dick Cutter wrote, "Jane and I visited Jon and Bettye Staples in Chapel Hill, N. C., the weekend of October 24-25 and had a fine reunion."

Norman Dionne received his master's degree at the University of Maine last June and is employed at the Raytheon laboratory in Burlington, Mass.

In November Regis Dugan wrote, "I'm planning a fabulous Christmas in Paris, France, this year, using military flights. My first Christmas in France and the first time home in 3½ years, it will be a great vacation, and, if this were not enough, I'm invited to two weddings in Paris in time for both sisters! I'm getting 'short' in the Army and will start work with the Singer Company in New York in May."

Theis has the following address: Admjs, Br., U. S. Army Nuclear Defense Laboratory, Edgewood Arsenal, Md.

Jim Dunn reports the arrival of a daughter, Mary Dunn Ann, on September 20. His address is 12 Tremont Street, South Portland.

Democrat Jud Gerrish of Milo was elected Pis-
Courts of Courts in November, and his father was elected County Attorney at the same time.

On October 17 George Glover was married to Miss Maida C. Tease of Wynnewood, Pa., a graduate of Vermont College.

In November Dick Hathaway wrote, "I had the most wonderful birthday present this year: a baby daughter, Cynthia Jeanne, weighing in at 6 pounds, 5 ounces, on October 27. Both baby and mother are doing extremely well."

Dick is with the Department of Geology, Mc-Grain Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

Bob Heschelich is taking a year's leave of absence from medical school and is working with the John Hancock Insurance Company in Boston as a programmer for its computers. His address is 104 Queen Elizabeth, 3rd Floor, Boston, Mass.

1st Lt. Dave Humphrey reported in November, "I progressed to the 'incorporated' status on July 11 with my marriage to Ursula Deutsch. Sam Eliot and his wife were among those who attended the wedding. Ursula and I have established resi-
dence in the Vorfeld community in New Ulm and have beds made to order for Bowdoin wayfarers."

Dave's address is Headquarters, 1st Battalion, 51st Infantry, APO, New York 09035.

Ann and Bob Hurd report the arrival of a son, Robert Studley Hurd, Jr., on December 9.

Bill Isaacs is a professional service representa-
tive with Pfizer Laboratories, a division of Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., which he joined in March of 1964. He and Suzanne and their daughter, Kalyn, live on Del Rio Road, Carmel Valley, Calif.

After receiving his M.B.A. degree from Harvard Business School, Gerald Eisenberg accepted a position with J. R. Watkins Corporation in the Treasurer's Office. He reports, "The combination of finance and show business makes life in the 'big city' only that much more interesting."

Gerry's address is 240 East 76th Street, Apartment 19, New York, N. Y.

On October 24 Lt. (jg) Andy Kilgour was married to Miss Constance L. Bain of Brookline, Mass., a graduate of Chandler School for Women. They are living in Norfolk, Va.

Dick Leeman is engaged to Miss Nanci Elliott of Framingham, Mass., an x-ray technician at the Newton-Wellesley (Mass.) Hospital. He is em-
ployed by the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company of Massachusetts.

Judy and Mickey Levitt announce the arrival of their first child, Jonathan Philip Levitt, last August 14. Mickey wrote in October, "I am fi-
ishing up my last year at Tufts Dental School and plan to go into practice in Providence, R. I."

"Judy and I just returned from a delightful Homecoming Weekend at Bowdoin. Although the football game was not as I desired, we really enjoyed ourselves visiting with friends we hadn't seen since graduation. The Senior Center is breath-
taking, to say the least. It alone is worth a ride up to the campus."

Bill Mason has a new address — Juniper Circle, Westboro, Mass.

Bill Roper is studying this year in an Academic Year Institute at the University of Pennsylvania. His address is 107 South Wayne Avenue, Wayne, Pa.

In December Jon Staples reported, "I am still working for my Ph.D. in chemistry here at the University of North Carolina. Bettye and I were blessed with the addition of another dependent, Jon, Jr. With Kim (17 months) and Jon (1 month), there is never a dull moment at 111 King Street, Chapel Hill, N. C."

Dave Stern is doing graduate work in psychology at Syracuse University. His address is 1316 East Genesea Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

Dick Thalheimer is engaged to Miss Polly M. Merritt of West Hartford, Conn., a graduate of Wilcox Central High School, Pennsylvania. She is employed by the Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company, and Dick is with the Connecticut General Life Insur-
ance Company.

Dave Titus is engaged to Miss Susan E. Hoag-
land of Boston and Marion, Mass., a student at Northwestern University. He is attending Boston University Law School.

Northwestern University. He is attending Boston University Law School.

On November 14 Barry Walsh was married to Miss Christine M. Wester of Hingham, Mass., a graduate of Wellesley Junior College and the John Robert Powers School. She is a secretary at White, Weld, and Company in Boston, and Barry is at-

tending Northeastern University. The Walshes are living in Rockland, Mass.

1962 Secretary, Ronald F. Famiglietti
222 Main Street
Walpole, Mass.

Dan Alvino is in his second year as Assistant to the Dean of Students at Southampton College of Long Island University. He is also enrolled as a part-time doctoral candidate at Columbia University.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Robert Briggs, whose mother, Mrs. William L. Briggs, died on December 5.

Ed Callahan was married on October 17 to Miss Cynthia Berry, a graduate of Emmanuel College in 1964. She works for Armour Beef Company as a chemist, and he is a salesman for the H. J. Dong Paper Company of Cambridge, Mass. They are liv-
ing at 8 Summit Terrace, Peabody, Mass.

Ted Curtis was married to Miss Cynthia Berry, a graduate of Emmanuel College in 1964. She works for Armour Beef Company as a chemist, and he is a salesman for the H. J. Dong Paper Company of Cambridge, Mass. They are liv-
ing at 8 Summit Terrace, Peabody, Mass.


In December Boyd Finch wrote, "I can hardly believe that over two years has passed by since I was at Bowdoin. Since then I have been in the Army in the Medical Service Corps. For the first three months I was at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, and then was sent to Toul, France, where I was assigned to a dispensary. Two months ago I was transferred to Verdun, France, where I am now the Registrar of the General Hospital here."

"The weather here in eastern France is not very good. We see mostly rain and fog, but the location is great for travel. I can get almost any part of Europe in about seven hours by car. I'll be back in the States next summer and will prob-
ably try to get up to Brunswick to see all the changes that have taken place in the last two years."

Boyd is a first lieutenant now. His address is 56th General Hospital, APO 122, New York, N. Y.

Pete Gillies was married last June to Miss Ann F. Steadly of Winnetka, Ill. She is teaching at the New Trier Township High School, and Pete is

teaching at the Evanston Township High School — both in the field of social studies. They hope to spend the summer in Europe. Their address is Apartment 3, 805 Noys Street, Evanston, Ill.

Carol and Steve Ginsburg announce the arrival of a daughter, Marjorie Cynthia Ginsburg, on Octo-
ber 13. Their address is 141-59 85 Road, Apartment 1B, Jamaica, N. Y.

Steve Hilyard received his master of arts in li-
rary science degree from the University of Michi-

gan on December 19 and is now Assistant Li-

brarian at Grand Valley State College in Allendale, Mich. He and Jeanine Jan are living at 4122 Fireview, S.W., Grandville, Mich.

Bayard Livingston is engaged to Miss Wendy H. Whitling of Irvington, N. Y., a graduate of Bucknell University. They plan to be married in February. Wendy works for the New England Mu-

tual Life Insurance Company in Boston, and Bay-

lard is with the John Hancock Mutual Life Insur-

ance Company.

Dick Merten wrote in November, "I have just finished my two-month medicine rotation in my third year at Boston University School of Medicine. I'm looking forward to the fourth year, which should be even more interesting."

Lt. (jg) Jeff Milrken is stationed in Clarks-
ville, Tenn.

1st Lt. Chuck Perrine is overseas with Ordnance Section 75TC, APO 114, New York, N. Y.

In December Steve McGowan and I were invited to the dedication of the $3.5 mil-

lion Sloan Mathematics Center at Stanford several weeks ago. It is a gorgeous building, and I'm hap-
py to say that I have an office in it. I am slowly warming up to a thesis in differential geometry and meanwhile have the crucial round of qualifying ex-
aminations coming to an end of March."

The Piper's address is 215-8 Stanford Village, Stanford, Calif.

On November 21 Dick Pulifer was married to Miss Lynn Outhwaite of New York City, an alumna of Briarcliff College. He is a lieutenant junior grade in the Navy.

In December Dick Sawyer commented, "Have had no trouble keeping busy this fall. Now that campaigning is over for a while, I can settle down to the work (considerable) of a second-year law student at the University of Maine Law School, announcing at WCHS TV in Portland, and con-
tinuing to search for ways to go off."

In November Henry Schumacher wrote, "Will finish my volunteer service with the International Volunteers Service Program and hope to head to the East-West Center at the University of Hawaii as a graduate student in the School of Tropical Agriculture. My role as a teacher and adviser at the New England Language Center near Vientiane is a challenging experience."

Henry's address is I.V.S., USAID Education Division, APO 152, San Francisco, Calif.

Lt. (jg) John Swift is stationed aboard the USS Zeal (DD-777), FPO, New York, N. Y.

John Tolan is engaged to Miss Nancy J. Mayer of South Portland, a graduate of the University of Maine, where John is a senior. She is employed by the Aetna Casualty and Surety Company in Portland.

On December 20 Peter Webster was married to Miss Elaine V. Gerber of Tenafly, N. J., a graduate of Cornell University in 1963. She also received her master's degree in teaching history and English at the Watkins Glen (N. Y.) High School. Pete is in his third year at Cornell Law School.

1963 Secretary, Charles J. Micoleau
The School of Advanced International Studies
1740 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

On November 27 Sandy Allen was married to Miss Karen Damberg of Readfield, a senior at the University of Maine. They are living in Philadelphia, where he is a second-year student at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania School of Dentistry.
Steve Barndollar is with the Peace Corps in Tunisia, where he is teaching English as a foreign language at the high school level. His address is Lycée des Garçons, Route de Gabès, Sfax, Tunisia. Bill Conlin is attending the University of Oregon Graduate School of Business. His address is 322 West 106th Street, New York City.

Don Fowler is in his second year at Harvard Law School, where he reports, the following Bowdoin men are also studying: Ted Curtis ’62, John Graustein, Joel Reck, Bob Frank ’64, Bill Hughes ’64, and Mason Pratt ’61.

Steve Gardner reports the arrival of a son, Gerald James Gardner, on November 28.

Lt Dennis Halloran is engaged to Miss Dodores E. Wortman of Easton, a graduate of Aroostook State Teachers College and a member of the faculty at the Eva Hoyt Zippel School in Presque Isle. He is stationed in Ansbach, Germany, with the 2nd Armored Division.

John Halperin is doing graduate work in English and is a teaching assistant at the University of New Hampshire.

Barry Jenkins is teaching mathematics in the seventh grade at the Auburn Central School in Maine.

Larry Lufson is in his third year at Tufts Medical School, where he finds “the clinical work most stimulating and rewarding.” His address is 193 Harrison Avenue, Boston.

Army 2nd Lt. Fred Newman completed the Finance Officer Basic Course at Fort Benjamin Harrison in Indiana on November 14.

Richard Pratt is engaged to Miss Catherine Donohue of Littleton, Mass., a graduate of Emmanuel College. She is teaching in North Reading, Mass., and doing graduate work at the State Teachers’ College in Boston, and Dick is in his second year at Tufts Medical School.

Army 2nd Lt. Dave Reed is a platoon leader in Troop K of the 3rd Reconnaissance Squadron of the 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment, near Kaiserslautern, Germany. His unit is on patrol duty on the German-Czechoslovakian border.

Dave is engaged to Miss Virginia A. Spence of Kaiserslautern, formerly of Wilson, N. C., who attended Peace Junior College in Raleigh, N. C., and Missouri Valley College in Marshall, Mo.

Steve Shipman has been elected Vice President of the Maine Amateur Athletic Union.

Brian Smith is doing graduate work this year at George Washington University in Washington, D. C., after teaching for a year at Maine Central Institute in Pittsfield.

On December 18 Aurele Violette received his master of arts degree from Ohio State University.

Gary Yamashita, Al Nagel, and Dick Engels are rooming together in New York City, where their address is Apartment 77, 215 West 91st Street.

1964 Secretary, David W. Fitts
40 Leslie Road
Auburndale, Mass.

Dave Bower is with the Peace Corps in the city of Ica, Peru.

Hans Bull wrote in December, “I have been busy this fall with my law studies. Our study of law is divided into two parts with separate exams, the first after 3½ years and the second after 2 more years. I passed the first of these two exams last month, and, surprisingly enough, with the best mark of the 100 students who passed. Can Bowdoin have a finger in this ‘remarkable’ result?”

Hans’ address is Binnewiesen 9B, Smeald, Oslo, Norway.

Charles Ely is doing graduate work at Ohio University in Athens, Ohio.

Fred Fidone is serving for six months in the Army as a private. He will then be transferred to hometown duty with the 101st Artillery of the Yankee Division.

Pete Foss is engaged to Miss Judith H. Collison of Westfield and Martha’s Vineyard, Mass., a graduate of Wellesley College. She is with the advertising department of Lord and Taylor in New York City, and Pete is associated with Scholtebeck and Foss Company in Portland.

Fred Harlow reports the arrival of a son, Frederick Benjamin Harlow, Jr., on December 1 in Brunswick.

Army 2nd Lt. Steve Lawrence was graduated last fall from the Ordnance Officer Basic Course and the Ordnance Ammunition Officer Course, both of which he took at the Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland.

In September Erick Leadbeater entered the Navy’s Officer Candidate School at Newport, R. I. John Lovitere is a first-year student at Georgetown University School of Dentistry. His address is Timberlane Park Apartments T3, 1538 Lee Highway, Falls Church, Va.

Peter Martini is in the Marine Corps, stationed in San Diego, Calif.

Rusty Miller wrote in December, “Since our wedding last June” Nan and I have been running through life. She has six choirs plus the music program to plan for at a large church with 1500 members. I am in my first of four semesters at Columbia. I plan to graduate in June of 1966 with an M.B.A. degree in international business.”

The Millers’ address is Apartment 1-D, 1703 Kennedy Boulevard, North Bergen, N. J.

In February John Noyes will go to Texas to enter the Air Force’s officer training program. Eleazar Nwafor is continuing to do graduate work at Harvard University. His address is 11 Ware Street, Cambridge, Mass.

After training together at the University of California in Los Angeles, Tom and Susan Oliver left in January for their Peace Corps assignments, in Nigeria. Tom is teaching English and coaching field hockey.

Lt. Ned Robinson reports, ‘‘I entered the Army on July 13 and graduated from the Signal Officers’ Basic Course on September 11. On September 20 I became engaged to Miss Marsha Gough of Westwood, Mass., a senior at Wheelock. I then graduated from an eight-week communications center course at Fort Montmouth, N. J., on November 20 and left for Kaiserslautern, Germany, on December 2. My new address is 440 SC Battalion, APO 227, New York, N. Y.’’

Brian Sarata is with the Peace Corps in Niger.

On September 25 Army 2nd Lt. John Scherer was graduated from the Adjutant General Office Basic Course at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indianapolis, Ind.

Harley Schwadron is with the Peace Corps in Yala, Thailand, where he helps in a sports program for elementary and high schools. He spends at least 25 hours each week in basketball instruction. Dave Schenk is a first-year student at Tufts Medical School.

Joe Tarbell is in the Army as a private for six months of active duty.

On October 23 Ensign Norm Tom was graduated from the Navy’s Officer Candidate School at Newport, R. I.

Gus Wheeler is engaged to Miss Gloria J. Roberts of Leominster, Mass., a graduate of Central Technical Institute of Kansas City, Mo., and Barbizon Modeling School of New York City, who is employed by Northwest Orient Airlines. Gus is doing graduate work at Springfield College.

Fred Yanni is stationed in Germany with the Army Medical Corps for two years.

Joe Zilinski spent the summer working in the laboratories of the Upjohn Company in Kalamazoo, Mich., and is now doing graduate work at Indiana University.

1965 Secretary, James C. Rosenfield
Senor Center, 9-A
Bowdoin College
Brunswick

Tom Chamberlin is engaged to Miss Nancy A. Shipman of Searsdale, N. Y., a junior at Bates College.

Jim Rolfe was married on November 26 to Miss Linda J. Wellman of Brunswick, a secretary in the Department of Mathematics at Bowdoin.

1966 Secretary, Daniel W. Tolpin
7 Coleman Hall
Bowdoin College
Brunswick

The Class of 1966 has elected the following officers: President, Karl Aschenbrenner; Vice President, John Tantau; and Secretary-Treasurer, Dan Tolpin.

Karen Barbour is engaged to Miss Jocelyn A. Taylor of Niantic, Conn., a graduate of Westbrook Junior College and a dental hygienist in Niantic. They plan to be married in June.

Dick and Jennifer Ferté announce the arrival of a daughter, Amy Margaret Ferté, on November 28.

Jim O’Dea enlisted in the Navy in September and completed nine weeks of basic training at the Great Lakes Navy Base in December. He is now attending a ten-month course at Great Lakes as an electronics technician.

1967 Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Peter Chapman, whose father, John B. Chapman, died in a plane crash in Rome, Italy, on November 23.
1901 Classmates and friends extend sympathy to Dr. Charles Cragin of Portland, whose wife, Sarah, died on December 28.

Honorary

1948 Just before Christmas Dr. Robert House reported as follows: "Activities: babysitting with grandchildren, dish washing, teaching in Evening College, reading, writing, speaking, music, victorious living. I appreciate the review of my book by Sturgis Leavitt '88 in the September issue of the Alumnus."

Dr. House is Chancellor Emeritus and University Professor of English Emeritus at the University of North Carolina. His address is 501 East Franklin Street, Chapel Hill, N. C.

1952 On November 19 Maine Senator Margaret Chase Smith received the 1964 Gold Medal of the National Institute of Social Science at a ceremony held at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York City.

On December 3 Senator Smith was one of six prominent people to receive the Myrtle Wreath Award from Hadassah, the women's Zionist organization.

1958 Last June Dr. Alan Waterman, former Director of the National Science Foundation, received an honorary doctor of public service degree from Denison University in Ohio.

Faculty and Staff

Alumni Secretary Peter Barnard '50 served as Program Chairman for the District I Conference of the American Alumni Council, held in Portland from January 18 to January 20.

Coach Charles Butt was a speaker at the State 'Y'CCA Older Boys' Conference, held in Bath last November. He also showed color slides of the 1964 Olympic Games in Japan, which he attended.

Master Sergeant King Carter has been appointed Sergeant Major of the Reserve Officers Training Corps unit at the College. He is an instructor in subjects dealing with squad and platoon tactics and is also an adviser to the ROTC Cadet Ranger Detachment.

President Coles has been re-elected to a three-year term as a Director of the Regional Memorial Hospital Board in Brunswick.

On December 8 Professor and Mrs. Thomas Cornell were featured soloists in a performance of Shubert's "Mass in G," presented by the Portland Symphony Orchestra.

On November 18 Professor Nathan Dane '37 spoke before the Rockland Chamber of Commerce.

On December 10 Professor William Geoghegan, who is on leave of absence this year, represented Bowdoin at the installation of Charles W. Lassen as Dean of the Theological School at Drew University in Madison, N. J.

Professor Alton Gustafson spoke on "Genetic Information" at the Patten Free Library in Bath on December 7.

Professor Lawrence Hall '36 has accepted the invitation of Maine Governor John H. Reed to become a charter member of a new Governor's Council on Art and Culture. "Such a Council," the Governor said, "can serve a valuable function in promoting methods of developing Maine's historical, artistic, and cultural advantages."

Professor Hall is Chairman of the Department of English at Bowdoin.

Emeritus Cecil Holmes will be a member of the faculty at a summer institute in mathematics for secondary teachers of U. S. children in the European area, to be conducted by Stanford University California from July 4 to August 14 at the Collège du Léman in Versoix, Switzerland, under the sponsorship and support of the National Science Foundation.

The course which Professor Holmes will teach is "Introduction to Analysis," a study of the central concepts of the calculus, limits, integration, differentiation, and the fundamental theorem.

Professor and Mrs. Charles Huntington announce the birth of a daughter, Sarah Clarke Huntington, on December 8.

Miss Helen Johnson, Registrar of the College, has been elected Secretary of the Regional Memorial Hospital Board of Trustees in Brunswick.

Professor Emeritus Edward Kirklund has been re-elected to the Senate of Phi Beta Kappa, representing the New England District.

An excerpt from a report by Professor James Moulong about research he conducted off the coast of Australia in 1960-61 has been included in a booklet published recently by the United States Department of State. The booklet discusses exchanges of students, secondary and elementary school teachers, visiting professors, and research scholars.

Professor Elliott Schwartz of the Department of Music has been chosen to be represented on the New York Composers Forum series. Three of his recent compositions were performed at the January 25 Composers Forum program.

Professor Schwartz has been elected a member of ASCAP, the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers.

Mr. Col. and Mrs. William Vassar of the ROTC staff announce the marriage of their daughter, Miss Carol A. Vassar, to Richard C. Pouch of Staten Island, N. Y. She is a graduate of the Mary Fletcher Hospital School of Nursing in Burlington, Vt., where she is a member of the hospital nursing staff, and he is a senior at the University of Vermont.

Assistant Superintendent of Grounds and Buildings André Warren has been elected a Director of the Mt. Abram Ski Club.

In Memory

Francis Smith Dane '96

Francis S. Dane, a retired executive of the Hood Rubber Company, died on December 21, 1964, at his home in Lexington, Mass. Born on May 3, 1874, in Kennebunk, he prepared for college at the local high school and had the distinction of being the only left-handed varsity infielder in the history of baseball at Bowdoin, playing at second base, shortstop, and third base, as well as in the outfield. He was one of the student leaders in acquiring Whittier Field, where the Dane Flagpole was dedicated on the occasion of his 80th birthday in 1945, as the gift of his wife and other members of his family. He was a member of the Hood Rubber Company executive committee for 42 years, and was a member of the Alumni Association from 1925 to 1929, was 1886 Class Secretary for some years, and was Class Agent in the Alumni Fund from 1929 until 1946. Under his leadership, 1896 became the second class in Bowdoin history to contribute 100% strong to the Fund.

Following his graduation from Bowdoin, Mr. Dane worked in the office of the Secretary of State in Augusta for a short time and was associated with Tuttle-Smith Company, a wholesale dealer in shoes, in Boston for two years. From March of 1902 until he retired on December 31, 1945, he was associated with the Hood Rubber Company, including 32 years as Assistant Treasurer. A resident of Lincoln since 1903, he had served as a member of the Town Finance Committee, was for 10 years Treasurer of the Lincoln Chapter of the American Red Cross, and was active in Boy Scout work, serving as examiner on bird lore for the Scout Council in Maine. In 1954 he became a member of the Lexing- ton Historical Society and Senior Warden of the Church of Our Redeemer (Episcopal) from 1907 to 1927.

Mr. Dane is survived by his wife, Mrs. Annie Edmands Dane, whom he married on February 14, 1903, in Portland; a daughter, Miss Marcia W. A. Dane of Lexington; two sons, Francis S. Dane, Jr. of Pasadena, Calif., and Nathan Dane B '57 of Brunswick; and seven grandchildren. His fraternity was Psi Upsilon.

Milton Dana Morrill '98

Milton D. Morrill, a retired architect, died on November 9, 1964, in North Conway, N. H., following a long illness. Born on October 11, 1877, in Center Conway, N. H., he prepared for college at Phillips Academy in Andover, Mass., attended Bowdoin in 1894, and was a graduate of Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, N. Y. As an
Niles L. Perkins, retired Supply Officer of the Veterans Administration Facility at Togus, died in Augusta on November 19, 1961. Born on October 25, 1881, in Windsor, he prepared for college at Cony High School in Augusta and following his graduation from Bowdoin did graduate work at Harvard University for a year and then studied at Harvard Law School from 1905 to 1906. After a year and a half spent in New York in the law office of Wendell P. McKown ‘98, he returned to Augusta and engaged in forestry in partnership with his Bowdoin classmate Blaine S. Viles. He served as a member of the Augusta City Council, as City Treasurer and Tax Collector for four years, and as a member of the Maine House of Representatives. In 1915 he was appointed Quartermaster at what was then the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers at Togus. In 1930 he became Supply Officer, a position which he held until his retirement in 1951, after 36 years of service. He was admitted to the Maine Bar in 1924.

A member of the South Parish Congregational Church in Augusta, Mr. Perkins is survived by his wife, Mrs. Marion Sterling Perkins. When he married on August 19, 1916, in Gardiner; two sons, Dr. Niles L. Perkins Jr. ‘32 of Portland and George W. Perkins ‘45 of Skowhegan; a daughter, Mrs. Esther Williams of Stockbridge, Mass.; a step-sister, Mrs. Verda Duplissa of St. Petersburg, Fla.; seven grandchildren; and two great-grandchildren. He was a member of Delta Upsilon Fraternity.

Clement Franklin Robinson ’03

Clement F. Robinson, a member of the Board of Overseers since 1925 and a lawyer for nearly 60 years, died in Brunswick on December 13, 1961. Born in that town on March 27, 1882, he prepared for college at the local high school and following his graduation from Bowdoin summa cum laude in 1903 entered Harvard Law School, from which he received his LL.B. degree in 1906. After practicing law in Boston for a year, he served as Clerk for a special Maine Tax Commission and then, in 1909, set up a practice in Portland. In 1911, with his brother Arthur ‘08, he formed the Portland law firm which eventually became Robinson, Richardson, and Leddy, a branch of which he opened in Brunswick in 1950. During the period from 1918 to 1924 he served first as Assistant County Attorney of Cumberland County and then as County Attorney. In 1924 he was appointed Deputy Attorney General of Maine, serving for seven months. Deciding five years later to stand for election as Attorney General, he was successful in the contest and served from 1929 to 1932. In 1931-32 he was President of the National Association of Attorneys General. He also held many offices in the American Bar Association, in which he was a member of the Board of Governors, and in the Maine State Bar Association.

For many years Mr. Robinson was a voluntary legal adviser to the Brunswick Naval Air Station, and in 1958 the Navy honored him with a citation for "outstanding legal assistance given the armed services." He had been a Director of the First National Bank of Portland and the Brunswick Savings and Loan Association, Clerk of the Squirrel Island Village Corporation, a Director of the Brunswick Chamber of Commerce and the Brunswick Village Improvement Association, Moderator of the Town of Brunswick, and a Trustee of the Brunswick Public Library. He wrote the charter for the Brunswick and Topsham Sewer District, which he also served as counsel for many years. He was a Trustee of the American Judicature Society, a Trustee of the Maine Home for Boys, the New England Conservatory of Music, and the Maine Historical Society, and Vice President of the Pejepscot Historical Society.

Mr. Robinson was a Deacon of the First Parish Church in Brunswick for some years and also served as Moderator for Parish meetings. He was a Trustee of the Universalist Church of Maine from 1946 to 1949. He was a member of the National Amateur Press Association, the Brunswick Rotary Club, the Harvard Clubs of Boston and Maine, the Cumberland Club, the Town and College Club in Brunswick, the Fraternity Club of Portland, the English Speaking Union, and the Robinson Family Genealogy Association. The author of numerous historical articles and stories which appeared in newspapers and legal, professional, and other publications, he had also been President of The Fossils, a well known group of amateur writers.

Elected an Overseer of the College in 1925, Mr. Robinson was Vice President of the Board of Overseers from 1934 to 1943 and President from 1943 to 1949. In 1921-22 he was Lecturer in Law at Bowdoin. He had been Class Secretary for 1906 since 1928 and for many years, as Associate Editor of the Atlantic, wrote the familiar column "Looking Backward." In 1943 his alma mater conferred upon him an honorary master of arts degree.

The son of Professor Franklin C. Robinson of the Class of 1873, who taught at the College from 1874 until his death in 1910, Mr. Robinson was married in 1908 to Miss Myra Bookor of Brunswick, who died in September of 1962. He is survived by their daughter, Mrs. James M. McConnell of Gray, and six grandchildren. He was a member of Alpha Delta Phi and Phi Beta Kappa.

(See also page 1)

Henry Quinby Hawes ’10

Henry Q. Hawes, a retired Vice President of the advertising agency of McCann-Erickson, Inc., died at his home in Kenwood, Calif., on December 19, 1961. Born on October 4, 1888, in Westbrook, he prepared for college at the local high school and after teaching school in North Windham for a year entered Bowdoin, from which he was graduated summa cum laude in 1910. He received a master of arts degree from Columbia University in 1911 and became the first Superintendent of the experimental Mechanics Institute in Rundlett. Two years later, in 1913, he began his long association with McCann-Erickson in New York City. He moved to San Francisco in 1914 and became a Vice President of the company in 1921, following service in France in World War I as a first lieutenant in the Field Artillery. For many years he was in charge of McCann-Erickson’s West Coast operation. Prior to his retirement in January of 1959, he was, in effect, one of three owners of McCann-Erickson, with the late Harrison K. McCann ‘92 and the late Harrison Atwood ’90.

Following his retirement, Mr. Hawes devoted his time to an interest of some 20 years — the improvement of beef cattle — and operated Kennybrook Farm, a 1,000-acre cattle ranch 50 miles north of San Francisco, where he raised prize-winning registered Herefords and led an effort to bring down the cost of beef by breeding back to the larger size of the original Herefords. The American Hereford Association honored him in 1964 for his contributions to Hereford breeding.

Mr. Hawes had served as a Director of the San Francisco Cham-
Leland G. Means, Manager of the investment firm of A. C. Allyn and Company in Portland for many years, died in that city on November 10, 1964. Born on March 31, 1891, in Orleans, Neb., he prepared for college at Portland High School and following his graduation from Bowdoin went into the investment business with the firm of Maynard S. Bird and Company of Rockland, which was in the process of opening an office in Portland. In 1926 this firm bought Bond and Goodwin, of which he became a Vice President and Director in 1933. In 1949 this firm was merged with A. C. Allyn and Company, which, in turn, was merged in 1963 with Francis I. duPont and Company.

Mr. Means served in World War I as an ensign in the Navy; a member of the Portland Country Club and the State Street Congregational Church, he was from 1917 to 1950 a Director of the Bowdoin Alumni Fund. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Sally Kimball Means, whom he married on March 31, 1916, in Portland; two sons, Leland G. Means, Jr. of Santiago, Chile, and Richard K. Means of Pittsburgh, Pa.; a daughter, Mrs. Howard R. Ives of Portland; three brothers, Fletcher W. Means ’28 of Portland, David G. Means ’33 of Bangor, and Dr. Paul B. Means of Sioux City, Iowa; five sisters, Mrs. Philip P. Thompson of South Portland, Mrs. Guy Martin of Beatrice, Neb., Mrs. Olive M. Daily of St. Petersburg, Fla., Mrs. Horace Green of St. Petersburg, and Mrs. Joseph Wier of Sioux City, Iowa; and eight grandchildren. His fraternity was Delta Kappa Epsilon.

Thomas Clark Wyman ’12

Dr. Thomas C. Wyman died in Portland on November 14, 1964, of acute coronary thrombosis. He had been in poor health since being heavily gassed during World War I. Born on April 2, 1890, in Woodfords, he prepared for college at Deerfield High School and attended Bowdoin from 1908 until 1910, when, upon the death of his father, he became employed in Portland. In 1913 he entered Tufts Medical School, from which he received his M.D. degree in 1917. After interning at the Rhode Island Hospital in Providence, he enlisted in the Army Medical Corps and served as a first lieutenant in France and Belgium with the 118th Field Hospital of the 30th Division. After being gassed he recuperated in an Army hospital in England and in December, 1918, served as medical officer with casualties returning to this country.

Dr. Wyman returned to Portland to practice medicine and received further instruction at the University of Pennsylvania Graduate School of Medicine. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Marion Hastings Wyman, whom he married on August 6, 1921, in Portland; a daughter, Mrs. James G. Ralston of Wilmington, Del.; a son, George R. Wyman of Gorham; a brother, Paul R. Wyman of Portland; a sister, Miss Helen Wyman of Portland; and nine grandchildren. His fraternity was Zeta Psi.

Charles Talbot Rogers ’15

C. Talbot Rogers, who had retired six years ago as Superintendent of Production of the American Meter Company in Philadelphia, died at his home in Drexel Hill, Pa., on November 12, 1964. Born on January 25, 1893, in Lisbon Falls, he prepared for college at New Glouceser High School and attended Bates for a year before entering Bowdoin, from which he was graduated in 1915.

After three years in the hotel business with the Dixville Notch Corporation in New Hampshire, he served in 1918-19 as a second lieutenant in the Army Air Corps. After the war he joined the American Meter Company, for which he was for some years Personnel Manager at its Philadelphia plant.

A member of the New England Society of Philadelphia, the Delaware County College Men’s Club, and the Neighborhood Writers’ Club, Mr. Rogers was secretary to the Vestry of St. Giles Episcopal Church in Upper Darby, Pa. After his retirement he did quite a bit of writing, contributing to Down East, Yankee, and other publications. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Phillips Rogers, whom he married on July 18, 1923, in Philadelphia; a sister, Mrs. Russell Woods of Portland; and two brothers, Joseph Y. Rogers ’17 of State College, Pa., and Albert F. Rogers ’22 of Ann Arbor, Mich. His fraternity was Delta Upsilon.

John William Langs ’17

John W. Langs, a lawyer in Detroit, Mich., for more than forty years, died on September 24, 1964, in Grove Pointe, Mich. Born on August 6, 1895, in Simcoe, Ontario, Canada, he prepared for college at Port Huron (Mich.) High School and attended Bowdoin in 1913-14, leading to a literary course at the University of Michigan, from which he received his bachelor of arts degree in 1917. During World War I he served as a lieutenant in the Navy. In 1922 he was graduated from Harvard University Law School.

Returning to Michigan to set up his practice, he eventually became the senior partner in the firm of Langs, Als, Tyler, and Als in Detroit.

Mr. Langs is survived by his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Stark Langs, whom he married on October 3, 1931, in Detroit; three sons, John W. Langs, Jr. of Tucson, Ariz., H. R. Stark Langs of Grove Pointe, and Edward F. Langs, a student at the University of Michigan Law School; two daughters, Mrs. Malcolm L. Holekamp of St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Evan R. Collins, Jr. of Darien, Conn.; and seven grandchildren. His fraternity was Delta Chi.

Russell Davey Greene ’19

Russell Davey Greene, for many years a lawyer in Boston, died on August 26, 1962, in Bedford, Mass. Born on June 14, 1893, in Holyoke, Mass., he prepared for college at Lawrence Academy in Groton, Mass., and attended Bowdoin for two years. He was a member of the American Red Cross Mission to Serbia in 1919 and received the Order of Saint Sava, 4th Grade, and the First Order of the Serbian Red Cross. In 1922 he was graduated from Boston University Law School, from which he also received a master of laws degree in 1924. He practiced law with Johnson and North in Boston and then with Mackenzie, Perry, and Greene before establishing his own practice. From 1923 to 1927 he was an instructor at Boston University School of Law, and from 1915 to 1947 he was Professor of Law at Northeastern University School of Law, teaching courses in equity, business associations, damages, and domestic relations.

Mr. Greene was a member of the Bostonian Society, the American Society of International Law, and the Foreign Policy Association. He was also a member of the Board of Managers of Norfolk House Centre and a Past President of Province I of Phi Delta Phi Legal Fraternity. His fraternity at Bowdoin was Kappa Sigma.

Allen Quimby Christie ’23

Allen Q. Christie, an industrial supply salesman with the Providence Mill Supply Company, died on December 23, 1964, in Providence, R.I. Born on October 22, 1902, in Riverpoint, R.I., he prepared for college at West Warwick (R.I.) High School and following his graduation from Bowdoin joined the Barber-Coleman Company in Framingham, Mass. In 1944 he became a sales representative with the Bryant Chemical Corporation in North Quincy, Mass., with which he remained until he joined the Providence Mill Supply Company in 1955.

Mr. Christie was a member of St. David’s-on-the-Hill Episcopal Church. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Mildred Richardson.
Christie, whom he married on September 27, 1939, in Providence, R.I.; two sons, Charles S. Christie '55 of Fairfield, Conn., and Peter R. Christie of Cranston, R.I.; a daughter, Mrs. Richard S. Camp of Preston, Conn.; and three sisters, Mrs. Alexander P. Wylie of Darien, Conn., Mrs. Valentine Zahn of New York City, and Mrs. Albert H. Rogers of West Hartford, Conn. He was a member of Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity.

Delmar Harding King '25

Delmar H. King, a Maine antique dealer and retired educator, died on November 5, 1964, in Steuben. Born in that town on July 1, 1901, he prepared for college at Cherryfield Academy in Cherryfield and following his graduation from Bowdoin became Principal of that school. In 1931 he and his brother J. Farrell King purchased the Elie Dry Cleaning Company in Bar Harbor, which they operated for six years. After serving as an enlisted man in the United States Army, he returned to teaching and served as Principal of Cherryfield Academy, Castine High School, Brooklin High School, Steuben High School, Machias High School, and Harrington High School.

Mr. King retired from education in 1958 and pursued an active role as an antique dealer until his death. A member of the Royal Arch Chapter in Cherryfield and the Piclades Masonic Lodge in Milbridge, he is survived by two brothers, Ira C. King of Steuben and Pierce King of Milbridge; and several nieces and nephews. His fraternity was Chi Psi.

Charles Dana Preble '30

Charles D. Preble, a copy editor with The Christian Science Monitor for some twenty years, died on November 6, 1964, in Brookline, Mass. Born on April 9, 1898, in Everett, Mass., he attended for college at Marblehead (Mass.) High School and attended Bowdoin in 1926-27. He joined the circulation staff of The Christian Science Monitor in 1927, was transferred to the Financial Department as a stock ticker clerk in 1929, and in 1930 became a proofreader. In 1944 he was transferred to the Editorial Department as a copyreader, and in March of 1962 he was made Assistant Head of the Copy Desk.

In Sudbury, Mass., where he and his wife lived before moving to Boston last June, Mr. Preble was active in town affairs, serving on the Industrial Commission and as Clerk of the Earth Removal Board. He was also Assistant Residential Chairman of the United Fund several years ago. He was a member of The First Church of Christ, Scientist, Concord, Mass., and of The Mother Church, The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston. In the Concord Church he had served as a member of many committees over the past fifteen years and for three years was First Reader. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Greta Palmer Preble, whom he married on March 15, 1930, in Boston; a son, Richard Preble of Sudbury, Mass.; a brother, Howard B. Preble '25 of Wallingford, Conn.; and a sister, Mrs. Helen Moore of Whitman, Mass. His fraternity was Delta Upsilon.

David Alexander Simmon '32

David A. Simmon, a retired Boston stock broker, died in Weymouth, Mass., on November 6, 1964. Born on March 13, 1909, in Chicago, Ill., he prepared for college at Phillips Exeter Academy and attended Bowdoin from 1928 to 1930. He was graduated from Babson Institute in 1931. A former member of the Boston Stock Exchange, he retired several years ago because of poor health.

Mr. Simmon was active in the Scituate and Old Colony Councils of the Boy Scouts of America. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Madalyn Meiser Simmon; four sons, David A. Simmon, Jr. and Richard L. Simmon, both of Denver, Colo.; Bruce Simmon of Westboro, Mass., and Dean Simmon of Scituate, Mass.; a daughter, Miss Helen Simmon of Scituate; and four grandchildren. His fraternity was Delta Kappa Epsilon.

Robert McCormick Zimmerman '45

Robert M. Zimmerman, for many years a petroleum engineer in Louisiana, died suddenly on November 13, 1964, in Downer, La. Born on June 22, 1923, in Chicago, Ill., he prepared for college at Columbia High School in Maplewood, N. J. During World War II he spent three years in the Navy, with service in the Pacific. Returning to Bowdoin after the war, he received his A.B. degree in 1948. He was for some years associated with Richardson and Bass in New Orleans, La., as a petroleum engineer and more recently has worked in Patterson, La., for F. Cockrell, Jr. of Houston, Texas, and as a self-employed consultant in petroleum engineering.

Mr. Zimmerman is survived by his wife, Mrs. Glenys Dearnley Zimmerman, whom he married on September 6, 1951, in Lisbon Falls; three sons, Robert, John, and Frederick; a daughter, Jane; his father and stepmother, Mr. and Mrs. John H. Zimmerman of Westport, Conn.; and two brothers, John H. Zimmerman, Jr. of St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, and William A. Zimmerman of Norfolk, Va. His fraternity was Alpha Delta Phi.

Peter Joseph King '50

Peter J. King died on October 15, 1964, as the result of an automobile accident in Northbrook, Ill., where he lived. Born on July 15, 1928, in Lowell, Mass., he prepared for college at Keith Academy in Lowell and following his graduation from Bowdoin was for some years a houseswares buyer with Abraham and Strauss in Brooklyn, N.Y. In 1958 he became New England Sales Manager for Bissell, Inc., with which he was promoted successively to Director of New Products and National Account Manager, Director of Marketing, and Vice President of Marketing, with headquarters in Grand Rapids, Mich.

In the recent 1954, Mr. King had been Vice President of Marketing with Amana Refrigeration Company in Amana, Iowa, Marketing Director of the Hammond Organ Company's Special Products Division, and Assistant Manager, Sales Manager, and Vice President of the Everett Organ Company, a division of Hammond Organ. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Phyllis Crotty King; two sons, Paul and Matthew King; two daughters, Alberta and Nancy King; his father and stepmother, Dr. and Mrs. Leo F. King '22 of Lowell, Mass.; and two brothers, Leo F. King, Jr. '51 and Dr. Denis W. King '55, both of Lowell. His fraternity was Sigma Nu.

George Donham Bearce Faculty

George D. Bearce, Associate Professor of History at Bowdoin, died on January 18, 1965. Born on November 5, 1922, in New York City, he prepared for college at Buckport High School and was graduated from the University of Maine in 1943. He was a Captain in the United States Army Ordnance Corps from 1943 to 1946, with overseas service in England, France, Belgium, and Germany. He attended Harvard Law School in 1946-47 and taught English at the College of William and Mary for a year before completing work for master of arts (1949) and doctor of philosophy (1952) degrees at the University of Wisconsin. He was a teaching assistant in history at Wisconsin, taught at New Mexico Highlands University in the summer of 1952, and was an instructor at Kalanazoo College in Michigan for two years before joining the Bowdoin Faculty in 1954.

Professor Bearce was a Past Chairman of the Northern New England Historians. He was a member of Phi Beta Kappa, the American Historical Association, the American Political Science Association, the Conference on British History, the Maine Social Scientists, and the American Association of University Professors. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Jeana Dale Bearce, an artist whose works have been exhibited internationally, whom he married on June 25, 1955; a daughter, Barbara E. Bearce; his father, George D. Bearce of Buckport; and two sisters, Mrs. Oliver Harrison of Bremerhaven, Germany, and Mrs. Arthur Haskell of Palos Park, Ill.

(See also page 13.)
A Progress Report on Bowdoin Admissions

Mid-Atlantic Admissions Seminar

On Wednesday and Thursday, October 28 and 29, Bowdoin’s Admissions Officers conducted another admissions seminar, which paralleled those held in recent years on the campus and in Chicago. Interested alumni from New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland were invited to attend the sessions at the Treadway Inn in St. Davids, a suburb of Philadelphia.

At the opening dinner meeting on Wednesday night, Director of Admissions Hubert Shaw ’36 outlined Bowdoin’s admissions procedures and policies, including the duties of the Faculty Committee on Preparatory Schools and Admissions. He also summarized the current admissions picture and explained the use of the College Catalogue, admissions and scholarship forms, and pamphlets and brochures on such subjects as financial aid, athletics, and the Senior Center. This meeting concluded with a period of questions and answers.

The next morning Assistant Director of Admissions Walter Moulton ’58 led a discussion concerning financial aid. He explained the College Scholarship Service financial aid application form, as well as Bowdoin’s system of computing need and award in each case where financial aid is granted. He also described the program of scholarships, loans, and bursary jobs and the exchange of information with other colleges with which Bowdoin has scholarship applicants in common.

Associate Director of Admissions Robert Mellow discussed school and college relations, including the importance, place, and work of alumni aides in admissions and local prospective students committees. He spoke of the ways in which alumni can help and how they can follow up individual cases for the Admissions Office.

After luncheon Mr. Shaw conducted a workshop in admissions cases. Sixteen actual admissions files were presented in disguised form to conceal the identities of those involved, and then each alumni participant was asked to pick five men to be admitted — and eleven to be rejected — and to tell on what basis he had made his selections. The seminar concluded with a discussion of the kinds of information that the Admissions Office receives and the action such information implies for each admissions case.

Local Subfreshman Activities

During the fall and winter a number of Bowdoin Alumni Club prospective students committees, as well as individual alumni, sponsored more than twenty subfreshman meetings, designed to inform local candidates, their parents, and their school advisers about admissions opportunities at Bowdoin. Meetings were held in a number of areas, including Albany, Greater Boston (Beverly, Dedham, West Acton, Weston, and Winchester), Brunswick, Cleveland, Hartford, Minneapolis, Northern New Jersey (Summit and Tenafly), Portland, Providence, Rochester, St. Louis, Springfield, Thomaston, and Washington, D. C. Others are scheduled later in the spring, and some Clubs have also invited subfreshmen and their parents to regular Alumni Club meetings.

Mid-March Preview of the Class of 1969

As of March 1, the Admissions Office had received 1,410 applications for admission to the next freshman class, which will number about 250 students. This figure represents an increase of some 28 percent over last year’s applications. Approximately 75 candidates have already been promised admission through the regular program of early decisions, and more will receive word before the final letters of acceptance (and rejection) are sent out in mid-April.

This year about 50% of the admissions applicants requested financial aid. A portion of them will be granted approximately $125,000 in scholarships, loans, and campus jobs.

During three weekends in February more than 400 of the 900 admissions prospects who were invited visited the campus. Once again the undergraduates and the fraternities played an important role in entertaining these visitors and showing them something of life at Bowdoin. The College is grateful to the alumni who personally drove subfreshmen to the campus or who arranged for their transportation.

This photograph was taken at the Bowdoin Admissions Seminar in Philadelphia last October. Sitting, left to right, are Peter O’Rourke ’56, Richard Bechtel ’36, John Hovey ’55, Hubert Shaw ’36, Walter Moulton ’58, Robert Windsor ’55, and Donald Hovey ’58. Standing, left to right, are Edward Cooper ’41, Robert Mellow, Alan Baker ’51, Leroy Knight ’50, Robert Garrett ’59, Ronald Goitz ’56, Arthur Hamblen ’48, and Fred Kleibacker ’31.
Bowdoin's Herbie Brown

On February 25 Professor Herbert Ross Brown H'68 received an honorary Doctor of Laws degree at a Centennial Founders Day convocation at the University of Maine. The text of the citation read upon that occasion by the President of the University, Lloyd H. Elliott, is given here:

HERBERT ROSS BROWN

Born in Allentown, Pennsylvania, a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Lafayette College with a Master's Degree from Harvard University and a Doctor's Degree from Columbia University, he moved to Maine in 1925 as a member of the faculty of Bowdoin College; a loyal teacher at this college for 40 years, his duties have included outstanding service as head of the Department of English; devoted to the cause of excellence in American literature, he has gained a position of eminence as an historian, lecturer, and author; among his noted literary works are The Sentimental Novel in America, and, more recently, the widely acclaimed biography of the late President Kenneth C. M. Sills of Bowdoin; he has held the post of Managing Editor of the authoritative New England Quarterly since 1944; for these endeavors he has been the recipient of many honors, including major literary awards from Duke University and the New England Society of New York, honorary Doctor's Degrees from Lafayette College, Bucknell University, and Bowdoin College, and selection as a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences; we honor him, too, as a man who has diligently contributed to Maine's progress, including service as Chairman of the State Board of Education, and has actively participated in the political and civic life of the State.

You pointed out one of the pitfalls of higher education when you wrote: "The intellectual snob, the man who thinks that because of his more formal education he will become ipso facto a superior being, will not be long tolerated, even should he succeed in escaping from college."

In recognition of your distinguished record as a teacher, your scholarly literary achievements, and your devotion to the highest ideals of your college and your State, the Trustees take pleasure in conferring upon you the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws.

In addition to serving as Educational Director for Bowdoin's first Alumni College (see pages 4 and 5 of this issue), Professor Brown is representing the College on a committee comprised of faculty members at Bowdoin, Amherst, Wesleyan, Williams, and Dartmouth (the Pentagonal group) to study the possibility of joint projects among the five institutions for providing improved opportunities for professional study for secondary school teachers, particularly those of disadvantaged youth.

The Alumni Council and the Alumni Fund

THE ALUMNI COUNCIL

President, John E. Cartland, Jr. '39
Vice President, George T. Davidson, Jr. '38
Secretary, Peter C. Barnard '30
Treasurer, Glenn R. McIntire '25

MEMBERS AT LARGE

1968: F. Erwin Cousins '24, Richard C. Bechel '36, Jeffrey J. Carre '40, Rostoe C. Ingalls, Jr. '43.

Facility Member: Albert R. Thayer '22. Other Council Members are the representatives of recognized local Alumni Clubs.

THE ALUMNI FUND

Chairman, Lewis V. Vaiaides '42
Vice Chairman, Morris A. Densmore '46
Secretary, Robert M. Cross '45

The officers of the Alumni Council are ex-officio the officers of the Bowdoin College Alumni Association. The Council Members at Large, the Directors of the Alumni Fund, the Faculty Member, the Treasurer, the Secretary of the Alumni Fund, and the Alumni Secretary serve as the Executive Committee of the Council and of the Association.
Navy Service in the Spanish-American War
by Hudson Sinkinson '02

These reminiscences of the Spanish-American War are taken from two letters which Hudson Sinkinson '02 of Kennebunk wrote in June of 1963 to his niece, Mrs. Sterry R. Waterman of St. Johnsbury, Vt. Mrs. Waterman was at the time corresponding about the Civil War with John J. Pullen H'58 of Philadelphia, the author of THE TWENTIETH MAINE. At his suggestion Mrs. Waterman loaned the letters to the Editor of the ALUMNUS, who is happy to find a spot for the reminiscences in this issue.

Another incident was what we called "The Battle of Trundy's Reef." We got up steam one day and speeded, at about four knots an hour, out of Portland Harbor. We set adrift a stripped target close to Trundy's Reef and were ordered to battle quarters for target practice. I was a gunner's mate and in charge of the shell locker. We sent two bags of powder and a couple of eleven-inch shells to the turret. The ship stopped, and we waited for the cannon to boom. But presently the ship got under weigh, and they trundled the powder and shells back to be stored away. The reason? The turret could not be turned to point the cannon. So the "protector" of Portland steamed back to her anchorage. The captain again called me to his quarters and ordered no report on that incident.

The sanitary arrangements on the Montauk were primitive for the crew, an overhang near the stern,

This picture shows the Longfellow football team in Portland in the fall of 1893. Front row, left to right, Travers Crocker, Harold Dana '99, Hudson Sinkinson '02. Second row, Ripley Dana '01, Robert Chapman '00, Richard Rolfe. Third row, John Locke, John Small, Philip Larrabee, Kenneth Gilb '01, Carl Dorrino, Robert Edwards '00.
shielded by canvas. For the officers there was a toilet well below the waterline which had to be clamped and sealed tight, then pumped out by a member of the crew who was titled "Captain of the Head." As I recall, the lad who drew that title was a few years later a famous halfback at Dartmouth. But any one of us enlisted men might have been tapped for that "honor." He graduated from Westbrook Seminary before entering Dartmouth.

The history of unpreparedness is typical of every war the United States has ever fought, as far as I know. I remember reading markings on the boxes of canned and smoked meat, such labels as "Iowa 1893," showing a vintage of five years earlier — no knowing how long it had been in storage before being put aboard the Iowa, or maybe the Illinois — the famous White Fleet of new battleships that we had all been aboard previously, when they made their annual cruise up the coast and anchored in Portland Harbor for about a week.

If we had not had the "White Fleet," it is doubtful that we would ever have gone to war with Spain. They were believed to be the most powerful fighting ships in any navy — completely outclassing anything Spain could offer — with the Spanish ships thousands of miles away from their home bases.

That war was a romp for us, and we grabbed Cuba and the Philippines as security for war damages — or something — and became an overseas power.

Our Navy service was a picnic, compared to what happened to the National Guard lads. Their training camp was a swamp down south, and pneumonia, or some such thing, knocked them out by the score — including the "embalmed beef." Several of my acquaintances died — and I’m not sure any of them finally got to Cuba.

We were much better off in the Navy. The Army lost more men in the training camps than were killed fighting Spaniards. I don’t know how many Navy men were killed in the sinking of the Spanish cruisers, if any, which were sunk or run ashore by our battleships when they tried to run home to Spain. In Cuba we lost more soldiers to disease than to gunfire — before we finally let the Spaniards surrender.

We got pretty well fed up with lying at anchor in the inner harbor, and we signed a petition to be sent south to help "free" Cuba or words to that effect. Quite naturally, nothing came of that.

As I remember, the Philippines were surrendered after a little token resistance.

We have never had a direct and positive answer to the question "Did the Spanish attack and blow up the Maine, or did an internal explosion sink the Maine?" We had complete freedom to determine what happened, but, so far as I know, no definite report on the evidence uncovered was ever publicly announced. Perhaps the findings were sealed, or maybe the evidence was inconclusive.

The Montauk bore battle scars from numerous hits during the attack on Charleston forts during the Civil War. When it was full loaded, the deck at the stern was less than two feet above the water, and I doubt that the deck was six feet at the bow. Under our own power, top speed was about four knots an hour. In rough weather she must have been a wet ship, and a ready-made coffin in a storm.

The only sea service we saw in ’98 was a voyage in tow of a former New York to Portland passenger steamer, armed as a light cruiser. We were too heavy for her, even with the constant help of our engine. So every few hours we had to take in the heavy towline — a wonderful exercise for our crew — and plod along under our own power at about four knots an hour until our towboat’s engine cooled off. Fortunately, the sea was calm, although the deck was wet most of the time. Eventually we got safely to Tompkinsville, Staten Island, New York, on our way to putting the Montauk out of commission.

At Tompkinsville there were one or two other old monitors with reserve crews for whom the commanding officer of the yard forbade shore leave for New York because the ships and crews were not what he termed clean ships. Spit and polish paid off for the Montauk crew — we saw the town.

Our return to Maine, after decommissioning, was made on the New York boat. The band met us in Portland, the Mayor welcomed us home, and we were discharged from the Navy.

This concludes the history of my "war service" from May to October of 1898.
Announcement of an Eight-Day Program in Continuing Education for Alumni and their Wives in the Senior Center: 15 August—22 August, 1965

THE FACULTY

HERBERT ROSS BROWN, Ph.D., Litt.D., L.H.D., LL.D., Director, Edward Little Professor of Rhetoric and Oratory, 1925--; Managing Editor, The New England Quarterly, 1945--; Visiting Professor of English and American Literature: Duke University, 1940; Columbia University, 1941, 1942, 1945; University of Minnesota, 1947, 1963; Bread Loaf School of English, Middlebury College, 1948-1955; English Institute, University of Maine, 1965; Chairman, Maine Board of Education; Fellow, American Academy of Arts and Sciences.


CHARLES DOUGLAS MCGEE, A.M., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Philosophy, Bowdoin College, 1963--; Teaching Fellow in Philosophy, 1951-1954, and Teaching Fellow in General Education, 1953-1954, Harvard University; Instructor in Philosophy, Vassar College, 1954-1958; Assistant Professor, 1958-1963; Visiting Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Northwestern University, 1962; Lecturer, Vassar Summer Institute, 1957; Lecturer in Philosophy, International Business Machines Company, 1957; Lecturer in Philosophy in the Program in Continuing Education, Associate Alumnae of Vassar College.

THE BOOKS*

Required Reading for the Alumni Seminars
Plato, The Republic
William Shakespeare, King Lear
André Gide, Lafcadio’s Adventures
Thomas Hardy, Jude the Obscure
Walter Lippmann, The Public Philosophy
Michael Harrington, The Other America

Recommended for Collateral Reading
Charles Frankel, The Case for Modern Man
Eric and Mary Josephson, editors, Man Alone
Abraham Kaplan, The New World of Philosophy
Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America

*The ten volumes — six for required reading to be done in advance of the seminars, and four items for collateral reading — will be shipped to each registrant.
THE PROGRAM

The format of the Alumni College will include two seminars or discussion groups each morning from 9:00 to 10:30 and —

after a coffee break — from 11:00 to 12:30 o'clock. The

afternoons will be free for reading, informal discussion, and

recreation. Reference volumes and a generous assortment of
background reading will be available for participants in the

lounge on the sixteenth floor of the Senior Center. It is not

expected that lively discussion will be restricted to the seminars.

Members of the Bowdoin faculty in residence may, from time
to time, be invited to join the alumni participants at meals
and for the social hours, where there will be additional oppor-
tunities for the exchange and evaluation of ideas.

Calendar

Sunday, 15 August

Rooms in the Senior Center will be ready for occupancy at

12:00 o'clock noon.

5:45 p.m.

— Social hour in the Balcony Lounge

6:45 p.m.

— Opening dinner of the Alumni College

President Coles will welcome the participants, and

Professor Brown will speak informally on the "ground

rules" and hopes of Bowdoin's venture in continuing

education.

Monday, 16 August through Saturday, 21 August

Beginning on Monday, the daily program (with exceptions

as noted below) will be as follows:

7:15 a.m. to 8:45 a.m.

— Breakfast

9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

— First discussion group in the

Seminar Room (16th floor)

10:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

— Coffee Break

11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

— Second discussion group

1:00 p.m.

— Lunch

— Afternoon free for reading and

recreation

5:45 p.m.

— Social hour (Balcony Lounge)

6:45 p.m.

— Dinner

Members of the Alumni College will take their meals in

the small dining room adjacent to the main dining room of

the Senior Center. With the exception of breakfasts, which

will be in cafeteria style, meals will be served by waiters or

waitresses.

Special Events

Tuesday, 17 August: Participants will be provided with
tickets for reserved seats for the evening performance of the
Brunswick Summer Playhouse (Pickard Theater).

Wednesday, 18 August, and Friday, 20 August: Special

lectures in the Main Lounge of the Senior Center (Speakers

topics to be announced).

Thursday, 19 August: Chamber Music by the Aeolian

Players in the Main Lounge of the Senior Center.

Saturday, 21 August at 2:00 p.m. — Lobster Bake (Alumni

House). Participants will have the option of taking their

meals and occupying their rooms in the Senior Center through

Sunday, 22 August.

Sports

Throughout the week, the college tennis courts on Pickard
Field, the squash courts in the new gymnasium, and the Curtis
Swimming Pool will be available for the participants. Guest
cards to the Brunswick Golf Club will be given to those wish-
ing to play on the golf course of the Club.

Registration Fee

An advanced registration fee of $50.00 should be paid be-
fore 30 April, 1965. This fee will be credited to the inclusive
charge of $395.00. Wives, of course, are invited to join their
husbands in the Alumni College program at no additional fee.

As soon as the roster of participants has been completed, those
enrolled in the program will receive a dossier contain-
ing the names, classes, business and professional interests, and
brief "profiles" of their fellow members of the Alumni College.
Inquiries should be addressed to Professor Herbert Brown,
Educational Director, Bowdoin Alumni College, Brunswick,
Maine 04011.

Response to the Alumni College Idea

An enthusiastic response thus far has enabled the Committee to provide
for one seminar section. Additional discussion groups may be arranged if
the number of applicants justifies an extension of the program. The deadline
is 30 April, 1965.
Work in Progress

March 1965

The new Library (shown above) takes shape, as seen from the Senior Center.

The new Gymnasium (to the left) will be dedicated on June 11 as part of Commencement Weekend.

The renovation of Winthrop Hall has been completed (see bottom left). Alumni should note the pleasing change in the number of window panes.

The addition to the Moulton Union shows good progress.
Alumni Council Meeting and Career Conference

The Alumni Council held its annual midwinter meeting at the College from February 25 through February 27. Nearly 70 Council Members, wives, and other guests participated in a series of committee and business meetings and an informative Saturday morning session with President Coles.

On Sunday and Monday, February 28 and March 1, the Council sponsored its fourth annual campus Career Conference, with more than 50 alumni and faculty experts serving as moderators and panelists in discussions of twelve different professions and occupations. Those who took part are listed below, moderators first and panelists afterwards:

**Education:**
- Mario A. Tonon ’42
- Neal W. Allen, Jr. ’40
- Claude B. Bonang ’52
- George T. Davidson, Jr. ’38
- Peter D. Belic ’58

**Military Service:**
- Major Richard S. Fleming, USA (Faculty)
- Capt. Claude R. Frazier, USN ’38
- Brig. Gen. Philip E. Tukey, Jr., USAF-ANG ’39

**Government:**
- Lewis P. Welch ’54
- Charles Ranlett ’54
- Peter S. Smith ’60
- Edwin F. Sterson ’41
- T. Eliot Well ’28

**Insurance:**
- Richard M. Boyd ’33
- Donald F. Barnes ’35
- Philip G. Clifford, II ’60
- W. Ronald Marshall ’35
- Calvin V. Vanderbeek ’49

**Marketing and Sales:**
- Willard B. Arnold, III ’31
- Paul E. Gardent, Jr. ’39
- Edward H. Morse ’33
- David H. Penny ’50

**Medicine:**
- Leonard W. Cronkhite, Jr. ’41
- Charles M. Barbour ’33
- Chester W. Brown ’35
- Douglas R. Hill ’50
- Kenneth W. Sewall ’29

**Radio and Television:**
- Lloyd R. Knight ’45
- Fred R. Kleibacke ’31
- Richard G. Sawyer ’62
- G. Cameron Smith ’58

**Journalism:**
- F. Erwin Cousins ’24
- Paul W. Costello ’51
- Harry T. Foote ’38
- Joseph D. Kamin (Staff)
- David C. McLean ’61

**Law:**
- Mayland H. Morse, Jr. ’42
- Wesley E. Bevins, Jr. ’40
- Lawrence Dana ’35
- Alfred E. Schretter ’59
- Lewis V. Vafiades ’42

Council Vice President George T. Davidson, Jr. ’38 was the Sunday Vespers speaker, and Placement Committee Chairman William H. Thulheimer ’27 spoke at a service in the Chapel on Monday morning.

The weekend reached a climax with two Monday evening events: the Alumni Council’s annual Dinner for the Senior Class and a Council-sponsored lecture. Overseer Charles T. Ireland, Jr. ’42 was the principal speaker at the Dinner, held at the Senior Center, and Dr. Leonard W. Cronkhite, Jr. ’41 delivered a lecture on “The Psychology of Space Travel” in the Pickard Theater. Both men were introduced by the President of the Alumni Council, Dr. John E. Cartland, Jr. ’39.

**At the Senior Dinner on March 1.**

**Members of the Law Panel — Dana ’35, Schretter ’59, Morse ’42, Vafiades ’42, and Bevins ’40.**

**Dr. Alfred O. Gross - Still Going Strong**

Professor Emeritus Alfred O. Gross H’52, known the world over for his ornithological studies and reports, retired from teaching twelve years ago. That has been his only real “retirement,” however, for he continues to be as active as ever. Since 1952 he has written nearly 80 reports and articles, and he and Mrs. Gross have made two trips around the world, as well as others to Florida, Africa, Spain, France, Italy, Egypt, and Lebanon. In a lifetime of scientific research the Grosses have been to all fifty states, every Canadian province, Cuba, Haiti, Mexico, Costa Rica, Panama, Ecuador, and Colombia, some twenty European countries, Turkey and other Middle East nations, and Pakistan, Malay, India, and Japan in Asia.

In 1950 and again in 1954, Dr. Gross served as an official United States delegate to International Ornithological Congresses in Sweden and Switzerland, respectively, and he has maintained his interest and activities in more than a dozen ornithological and wildlife organizations and programs. In forty-one years as Instructor, Assistant Professor, and Josiah Little Professor of Natural Science at Bowdoin, he wrote more than 200 articles and books on birds and lectured to hundreds of audiences. The pace he sets is as natural as flying is to an eagle, and he probably couldn’t stop even if he wanted to.

Among his undertakings in the years before retirement were an all-out battle — a losing one — to save the New England Heath Hen from extinction in 1923-27, and a more successful fight for the State of Wisconsin Research Bureau to save the Prairie Chicken in 1929-30. From these two programs came a number of articles and reports which won him nationwide recognition.

Busy though Dr. Gross is, he has always had time for addi-
tional work. In 1935, just after his return from an Arctic expedition with Admiral Donald B. MacMillan ‘98, Bowdoin received an island in the Bay of Fundy as a gift from John S. Rockefeller. It wasn’t long before Dr. Gross was directing the Kent Island Scientific Station, a position which he held in addition to his regular duties for nearly twenty years.

Largely through his efforts, the Station is equipped with scientific research instruments and a shortwave radio station for contact with the mainland. Bowdoin encourages its own students and other scholars and scientists to make use of the facilities, which are ideal for ornithological and marine research. Financial assistance is available to them through the Alfred O. Gross Fund, established by Dr. Gross and members of his family.

Professor Gross has a collection of more than 15,000 photographs and 10,000 feet of motion pictures — he develops most of his own films — showing birds in every land the Grosses have visited. In addition, he has accumulated one of the finest ornithological libraries in existence, consisting of more than 5,000 books and other publications about birds. In recent years he has turned over the bulk of it to the College as the Gross Library of Ornithology, housed in the Sears Library Science Building.

Dr. Gross is still going strong. In the past year, as usual, he had a number of articles on birds published, including a story in the book called the Cattle Egret in the National Audubon Society Magazine and two scholarly reports of note. "Nesting of the Black-Tailed Flycatcher on Barro Colorado Island" appeared in The Wilson Bulletin, and "Notes on the Wedge-Tailed Shearwater at Heron Island, Great Barrier Reef, Australia" was issued by the Pacific Science Board of the National Academy of Sciences. His co-authors on the latter report were Professors James M. Moulton and Charles E. Huntington, both members of the Bowdoin Biology Department.

Already published or scheduled for publication this year are ten more articles and reports, including "A Visit to the Island of Mauritius, the Home of the Extinct Dodo," for the Audubon Magazine; "The Kiwi of New Zealand," for Florida Naturalist; and a biography of Admiral MacMillan for the Encyclopedia Americana.

Dr. Gross is a native of Arwood, Ill. A graduate of the University of Illinois Academy in 1903, he received his A.B. degree from the University of Illinois in 1908 and his Ph.D. degree from Harvard in 1912. He and his wife celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in July, 1963. They continue to live at 11 Boody Street in Brunswick.

Professor Gross has received many honors, including an honorary Doctor of Science degree from Bowdoin in 1952 and election to the Presidency of the New England Bird Banding Association, the Massachusetts Audubon Society, and the Maine Audubon Society. He is also a Fellow and a Patron of the American Ornithologists' Union — the highest honor awarded by the most important ornithological organization in the United States.

To the Ladies - from the Society of Bowdoin Women

Bowdoin has always entertained Ladies at Commencement time. In September of 1806 a Boston newspaper, the Repertory, reported on the first Commencement at the College:

"Notwithstanding the extreme disagreeableness of the weather, and the state of the roads in consequence, a numerous and respectable assembly honoured the performance with their attendance, — among whom were many strangers of distinction, and Ladies from this town and vicinity. At balls, given on Wednesday and Thursday evenings, no less than 120 Ladies were present. Several brilliant entertainments were given, and many patriotic toasts drank.

In the early 1920's the Society of Bowdoin Women was founded for the stated purpose of providing "an organization in which women with a common bond of Bowdoin loyalty may, by becoming better acquainted with the College and with each other, work together to serve the College in every possible way."

Many of you are already familiar with the history of the Society. We are grateful to the Alumni for making space available in its March issue so that the Society can explain its program to all of you.

The Society of Bowdoin Women serves the College in four general areas. We have created, and each year augment, the Society of Bowdoin Women Foundation, an unrestricted endowment fund administered by the College for its general purposes.

We make gifts to the College for specific needs — for example, silver, glass, and china for the President's House and the Dean's House: a television set for the Infirmary.

Several years ago the Society established the Edith Lansing Koon Sills Lecture Fund in honor of Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills '32, one of the founders of the Society and its only honorary member. The income of this fund provides a biennial lecture by a distinguished woman. The first speaker was President Margaret Clapp of Wellesley College (Mrs. Sills' alma mater); last year Dr. Hannah Arendt addressed an enthusiastic audience.

However, our principal area of service, and our principal pleasure as well, is offering hospitality to all Ladies visiting the Bowdoin campus at Commencement. When you arrive, we hope you will visit our Headquarters at the Gibson Hall of Music, where you are invited to register and where hostesses from our membership will be on hand to answer questions, to give directions, and in general to make all of you welcome.

On Friday, and again on Saturday, while the men are attending the Alumni and Commencement luncheons, the Society sponsors luncheons for women at the Gymnasium. The luncheons are open to all women visiting Bowdoin, whether or not they are members of the Society of Bowdoin Women. At the Saturday luncheon we are happy to invite the mothers and wives of the members of the graduating class to be our honored guests.

We urge all women to visit our Headquarters, to attend the Commencement luncheons, and to work with us in
Longfellow Statue in Menton

In August of 1963 Artine Artinian ’31, who at that time was Professor of French at Bard College, wrote to the Editor of the Alumni as follows: “At Menton, where we spent two months of our sabbatical in France, I discovered a statue of Longfellow at a prominent public square, but I could find no official who could tell me when or why it had been erected. The Mayor himself became sufficiently interested to ask me to bring a photograph of the statue to the President of Bowdoin College, with the hope that the mystery could be solved on this side of the Atlantic!”

After a good deal of investigation and some translating help from Professor Eaton Leith, President Coles sent a letter to the Mayor of Menton, Francis Palmero, which said, in part —

and here is an opportunity for you or some member of your family to see how rusty your high school or college French really is! — ‘Pourquoi au contraire ce buste de Longfellow se trouve-t-il à Menton nous reste encore un mystère. Notre poète ne fait mention d’aucune visite à Menton, pendant ses trois voyages en Europe, ni dans ses souvenirs Outre Mer ni dans sa correspondance. Notre Professeur de Littérature Américaine a fait des recherches à cet égard qui ont été jusqu’ici sans résultat.

‘Le Conservatoire de notre Musée de Beaux-Arts m’informe que le sculpteur de votre buste, James Henry Haseltine (1833—1907), était un artiste américain assez bien comme qui a fait ses études en France et en Italie et a passé la plupart de sa vie à Rome. Mais il ne trouve aucune relation entre Haseltine et Longfellow.

‘Si un jour nous trouvons la clé de cette énigme je serai content de vous le faire savoir.”

A few weeks later Mayor Palmero wrote to President Coles as follows: “Des renseignements que j’ai pu recueillir il résulte que ce monument a été élevé en septembre 1901 à la suite d’une délibération du Conseil municipal du 17 Mai 1901, dont je vous adresse ci-dessous les termes essentiels:

‘M. le Maire expose au Conseil qu’une personne désirant garder l’anonymat offre gratuitement à la Ville un buste en marbre du poète américain Henri Longfellow, œuvre d’un sculpteur américain de grand talent, à la condition que le buste, placé sur un socle au milieu d’un petit bassin alimenté d’eau restera à demeure fixe dans un endroit public.

‘Le Conseil dit qu’il y a lieu d’accepter avec reconnaissance l’offre faite et décide que le buste offert sera placé dans le petit square formant angle à l’intersection des rues Pieta et de la République et charge M. le Maire d’exprimer tous ses remerciements au donateur.’

‘A noter que le sculpteur américain, auteur du buste, est M. J. H. Haseltine.

‘Veuillez croire, Monsieur le Président, à l’assurance de mes sentiments les plus distingués.’

The statue is signed by “J. H. Haseltine, Rome, 1869.” The sculptor, James Henry Haseltine, was one of the expatriate American artists who took up residence in Rome. It is known that he carved a likeness of Longfellow in 1869 at a time when the poet and his family made the last of three visits to Europe and were in Rome.

Whether or not the Roman Haseltine bust of 1869 is the larger-than-life-size one erected in Menton and if so how it got there from Rome, some 600 miles away, remain a mystery. Research in Bowdoin’s extensive Longfellow archives by Professor Herbert R. Brown ’63 and an authority on the life and work of Longfellow, was fruitless, Bowdoin also called on some of the country’s leading art historians and art reference libraries in an effort to trace the making and travels of the Haseltine bust, but each inquiry led only to a blind alley.

Professor Artinian, who discovered the Longfellow bust in Menton, joined the French Department at Bard College in 1955 and retired last June. He has an international reputation for his private collection of French literature of the 19th and 20th centuries and is a noted authority on Guy de Maupassant. In 1960 he discovered a long-lost handwritten manuscript of an essay by Marcel Proust which had disappeared years before. Scholars knew of its existence only through references to it in Proust’s letters.

Professor Artinian and his wife are spending this year traveling, including five months in Mexico, where he “discovered” a Calle Almirante Peary in Acapulco. The street crosses Calle Almirante Horatio Nelson.
Undergraduate Scholarship

Seven students made the straight "A" list for their work during the first semester. Included are four sons of alumni — Tom Allen '67 (son of Charles Allen '34); Charles Barbour '66 (son of Charles Barbour '35); William Pennell '65 (son of Robert Pennell '09); and Joe Pierce '65 (son of Jotham Pierce '39). The other three are Fred Haynes '67, Don Krogestad '65, and Brian Murphy '65. Interestingly enough, Allen, Pennell, and Pierce all come from Portland.

Clayton Lewis '65 of Birmingham, Mich., has been awarded a Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship for next year, and two other seniors, Gary Brasor of Fairhaven, Mass., and William Fahrenbach of Glenview, Ill., won Honorable Mention. Of the more than 11,000 college seniors in this country and Canada who were nominated by faculty members, 1,395 were chosen and 1,242 more received Honorable Mention.

The Fellowships are awarded to top-ranking college seniors and graduates who are seriously considering careers in college teaching. Lewis is one of ten seniors taking part in the Undergraduate Research Fellowship Program at Bowdoin. He has also participated in an Independent Study Program in Mathematics under a grant from the National Science Foundation and in the Bowdoin Undergraduate Teachers, a program in which students help Brunswick teachers and gain experience which is helpful in considering teaching as a career.

Two hundred and twenty-seven undergraduates — well over one-fourth of the total enrollment — are on the Dean's List this semester. Included are 88 seniors, 55 juniors, 29 sophomores, 54 freshmen, and one Bowdoin Plan student.

Seventy-five of the men are from Massachusetts, 45 from Maine, 30 from New York, 16 from Connecticut, and 13 from New Jersey.

The Student Council Cup, awarded to the fraternity attaining the highest academic average each semester, is held currently by Theta Delta Chi, whose 72 members finished ahead of Alpha Rho Upsilon, Beta Theta Pi, Sigma Nu, Phi Delta Psi, and the Independents, in that order.

The Peucinian Cup, which goes to the fraternity whose freshman members compile the highest average, is held by Phi Delta Psi, which was followed, in order, by the Independents, Chi Psi, Alpha Rho Upsilon, Sigma Nu, and Delta Sigma.

Eaton Leith Retires as Department Chairman

On March 8 Professor Eaton Leith announced his retirement as Chairman of the Department of Romance Languages, a position he had held since 1956. He continues to be Professor of Romance Languages. A member of the Faculty since 1956, he has taught a variety of courses in Spanish, French, and Italian and since 1946 has been Books Editor of the ALUMNUS. In January he was elected President of the Brunswick Area United Fund.

On The Campus
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The itinerary was as follows: Richard Montgomery High School, Rockville, Md., morning of March 29; Silver Spring (Md.) High School, 2 p.m. the same day; Wakefield High School, Arlington, Va., March 30, 10 a.m.; Walter Johnson High School, Bethesda, Md., March 31, 9:15 a.m.; and Woodrow Wilson High School, Levittown, Pa., the afternoon of April 1.

$139,750 in NSF Grants

The National Science Foundation has granted the College $139,750 in support of three 1965 Summer Institutes for secondary school teachers. They will be in Chemistry, Mathematics, and Marine Biology, making this the eighth consecutive year in which Bowdoin has conducted special summer programs with NSF support. Participation in the programs is nearing 1,000.

The Marine Biology Institute is the only one of its kind in the country supported by the NSF. It is directed by Professor Alton Gustafson both on the campus and at the Bowdoin Marine Station at Bethel Point, on land acquired through the generosity of Mrs. Harold T. Pulsifer of East Harpswell. Jutting out into Quahog Bay, one of the tributary waters of Casco Bay, the Station has become an increasingly useful teaching and research facility.

Bowdoin has developed with the NSF its sequential Summer Institutes in Mathematics, leading to a master's degree. The program is directed toward gifted teachers who are likely to exert leadership in the field by developing modern courses and writing new textbooks. Professor Richard Chittim '41 is its Director.

The Chemistry Institute is designed to help teachers working with or intending to work with Advanced Placement students. Professor Samuel Kamerling directs this program and also acts as Coordinator for all of the summer programs at the College. He expects 122 secondary school teachers to take part in the three Institutes, which will open June 28 and end on August 6.

New ALUMNUS Editor

Edward Born '57 of Schenevus, N.Y., has been appointed Editor of the ALUMNUS, effective July 1. He is currently Associate Director of Public Relations at Union College, where he has been since 1961. A native of Cleveland, Ohio, he prepared for college at the Cranbrook School in Bloomfield Hills, Mich. He was a Dean's List student and a James Bowdoin Scholar at Bowdoin and was graduated with High Honors in his major field, history. He was Editor of the Orient in his junior year and won the Class of 1875 Prize in American History as a senior.

Mr. Born was an apprentice teacher of history and algebra at Cranbrook for a year and then was News Editor of the Wayne (Mich.) Eagle for a year while attending the University of Michigan, from which he received his M.A. degree in history in 1959. After six months of active duty with the Army, he was Editor of the Maple Heights (Ohio) Press for a year before joining the staff at Union. He and his wife, the former Bernice Strawinski of Detroit, Mich., have two young daughters, Mary Martha (3) and Kathryn Ann (2).

The present Editor of the ALUMNUS, who will put out the May and July issues before turning over the responsibility for the magazine, has enjoyed his long association — since the fall of 1950 — with this publication. However, he has for some time been looking forward to the day when he might devote most of his time to his other position as Secretary of the Alumni Fund. That day will arrive on July 1.

In 1958 the Alumni Fund reached $147,000. In the years since 1958 it has shown steady growth to more than $240,000, and the goal for the current year is $275,000. In view of this growth and the projected rate of growth during the years ahead, it was decided to appoint a new Editor of the ALUMNUS in order to free the present Editor for the Fund.

Winter Sports Roundup

Bowdoin's hockey, basketball, swimming, and track teams improved their records in competition held between the start of the second semester and the end of the winter sports season. Results of first semester contests were reported in the January ALUMNUS.

Coach Sid Watson's hockey team finished with a record of 10 victories and 10 defeats, but several of the losses were to major college hockey powers. In the small college division of the Eastern College Athletic Conference, the Polar Bears posted an impressive 9-5 record that placed them near the top of the standings.

The icemen opened the second semester with five wins which, added to two just before the mid-January break, tied at seven the all-time Bowdoin record for consecutive hockey victories. The victims, in order, were Massachusetts (2-1), Williams (2-1), Amherst (12-4), M.I.T. (14-2), and New Hampshire (4-3 in overtime). The streak was snapped with a 2-4 defeat at the hands of Army. Then came a loss to New Hampshire (3-6) and the first loss to Colby (4-7) in the last five games between the Polar Bears and the Mules. The season ended with a 7-5 victory over an Alumni team.

The team's leading scorer was forward Ed Fitzgerald '66 whose 15 goals and 15 assists earned him a place on the United Press International All-New England small college squad. Forward Steve Wales '67 had 14 goals and 6 assists. Center Bill Allen '66 and defenseman Frank Yule '66 each had 19 points Allen on 11 goals and 8 assists and Yule on 6 goals and 13 assists. Center Phil Coupe '67 flashed the red light 5 times and had 9 assists.

Goalie Dave Coupe '65, named to the UPI All-New England second team, racked up 422 saves out of 485 shots for an 87 percent average Goalie Dick Leger '66 had 204 saves out of 234 shots for 87.2 percent.

Co-Captains Dave Coupe and Bill
Matthews '65, a defenseman, shared the Hugh Munro Hockey Trophy. They were also the only seniors on the squad, a fact which could brighten next year’s prospects. Allen and Fitzgerald were elected co-captains of the 1965-66 team.

Coach Ray Bicknell’s basketball squad ended its schedule with a 7-13 record that included the championship of the Blue Nose International Classic and a new all-time team scoring mark for a single game. Captain Dick Whitmore '65 capped a distinguished career by becoming the second Bowdoin basketball player to score more than 1,000 points.

The hoopmen began the second semester by crushing Coast Guard 107-92 in the game that set a new Polar Bear scoring record. A victory over Wesleyan (69-51) was followed by losses to Colby (a 64-65 heart-breaker), Springfield (74-81), Maine (58-65), and Trinity (77-84). The next game was a 66-64 victory over Bates as Whitmore topped the 1,000-point mark, and the final game was a 68-74 loss to Colby.

While at the center, won the Paul Nix on Basketball Trophy. His three-year varsity total was 1,028 points—a figure surpassed only by Elford A. (Brud) Stover, Jr. ’58, who scored 1,144 points. His outstanding performance as a scorer (426) and rebounder (244) this past season earned Whitmore a first-team vote on every ballot cast for the Associated Press All-Maine college team. His average of 21.3 points per game was the best in the state.

Forward Howie Pease ’66, who was elected next season’s captain, scored 208 points and was credited with 137 rebounds. Guard Brian Warren ’66 poured in 185 points and guard Dan Tolpin ’66, who was named to the AP’s All-Maine second team, scored 133.

Coach Charlie Butt’s swimming squad finished its dual meet season with a 4-4 record highlighted by an upset win over heavily favored M.I.T. The Polar Bear men began their second semester activities by defeating Trinity 58-37, with Charlie Gray ’67 taking both the individual medley and the breaststroke. Harvey Wheeler ’67 won the diving competition, and other firsts were turned in by Peter Stackpole ’67 in the butterfly and Bowdoin’s two relay teams. There was little for Polar Bear fans to cheer about in the next meet, won by Wesleyan 60-25, but Captain Tim Robinson ’65 set a New England intercollegiate record as he won the 200 freestyle in 1:49.1 and also took the 100 freestyle. Wheeler and Mike Bothner ’66 swept the diving, and Stackpole won the butterfly.

Although Robinson won both freestyles, setting a new Williams College pool record of 1:52.2 in the 200, Bowdoin bowed to Williams 63-32. Next came a 64-31 victory over Tufts, with Robinson winning the 50-yard freestyle and setting a New England record of 1:56.1 in the 500-yard freestyle. Stackpole set a Tufts pool record of 2:15.6 in the butterfly. Mike Ridgeway ’67 won the 100-yard freestyle, Gray took the breaststroke, Wheeler and Bothner placed 1-2 in the diving, Bill Lynch ’65 won the backstroke, and Bowdoin took the medley relay.

Bowdoin stunned M.I.T. 52-43 in the last dual meet as every swimmer turned in his best performance. The Polar Bear cause was helped by Coach Butt’s winning strategy of entering Robinson in the 100 freestyle, which he won, and as anchor man in both relays. Wheeler and Bothner took the diving, Stackpole won the butterfly and was second in the individual medley, Ridgeway was second in the 50 and 100 freestyle events, and Karl Aschenbach ’66 and Bill Beach ’66 took important second and third places, respectively, in the 200 freestyle.

In the New England championships Bowdoin was seventh in a field of 14, with Robinson setting a new Bowdoin record of 1:48.7 in the 200 freestyle and Stackpole establishing a new Bowdoin record of 2:10.4 in the butterfly. Several team members also participated in the national small college championships March 18-20.

The Robert B. Miller Swimming Trophy was awarded to Robinson, and the team elected Aschenbach as next season’s captain.

The indoor track squad, coached by Frank Siblesnaski ’41, wound up with a 1-6 record in dual competition. After the semester break, it defeated Vermont 67½-54½. Alex Schulten ’66, some of whose achievements are recounted elsewhere in this ALUMNUS, set a new Maine college record of 62'3/4" for the 35-pound weight. He also established a Bowdoin record of 154'4" for the discus. John Tarbell ’66 had firsts in the 50-yard dash and both hurdles. Tommy Allen ’67 won the 600-yard run, and Andy Seager ’66 took the high jump.

Next came a 46-67 loss to Massachusetts, although Schulten set a Hyde Cage mark of 59'11" in the 55-pound weight and Captain Gil Ekdahl ’65 established a Bowdoin indoor pole vault record of 13'3/4". Ray Bird ’66 won the low hurdles. Bowdoin lost its next meet to Tufts 56-57, but Schulten hurled the weight 64'6½", one of the longest distances ever turned in by an American collegian. Bird contributed wins in the dash and low hurdles as well as a second in the high hurdles. Other Polar Bear victories were turned in by Allen in the 600, Ted Boal ’66 in the two-mile, Ekdahl in the high jump, Dave Stocking ’66 in the shot, and Tim Love ’66 in the broad jump.

The Polar Bears lost to Bates 47-74 as Schulten won the weight and discus events. Bird took the low hurdles and the dash. John Coggins ’66 won the shot, and Ekdahl took the pole vault. Bird and Tarbell paced Beta Theta Pi to victory in the Interfraternity Meet, and Kappa Sigma, trying for its seventh straight win, had to settle for second. The Jack Magee Trophy for the outstanding single performance went to Ekdahl of Chi Psi.
for his meet record of 12'8½" in the pole vault.

Schulte, who won the national collegiate outdoor hammer championship last year, added the IC4A national 35-pound weight title to his collection with a heave of 61'11½". He then won the weight event as Bowdoin bowed to Boston University 48-64 in a meet that was also featured by Seager's first in the high jump, a win by Peter Beaven '66 in the 1,000, Coggins' victory in the shot, and Ekdahl's first in the pole vault. The Elmer L. Hutchinson Track Trophy went to Schulte.

Sergeant John Muisse's rifle team was winless in five matches, the last four against Norwich, St. Michael's, Dartmouth, and M.I.T. One of the team's leading shooters, Mike Harmon '67, was elected captain for next season. Steve Munger '65 was this season's captain.

The skiing team's season included a third-place finish in the state meet. Points for Bowdoin were accumulated by Co-Captains Dick Forte '66 and Bill Hyde '65, Charles Cary '65, Bruce Fould '67, and Cary Rea '67.

Summer Music School

Serious music students and advanced young instrumentalists throughout the country will have an opportunity to spend seven weeks this summer at the College, studying with one of the finest mixed chamber ensembles in the world at Bowdoin's first Summer Music School, to be held from July 5 to August 21.

Among the faculty in residence will be the Aeolian Chamber Players, chamber music quartet. Instruction will be offered in flute, clarinet, violin, piano, viola, cello, contrabass, oboe, bassoon, and French horn. Participants in the program will receive private lessons, take part in master classes, and perform in student chamber ensembles. There will be weekly concerts by the Aeolian Players, and Michael Rabin will appear as a solo violinist in the concert series.

The seven-week program will conclude with the College's first Contemporary Music Festival, featuring concerts by the Aeolian Players and the world premieres of works by four noted composers.

The Aeolian Chamber Players organized in 1961 to bring high standards of performance to the repertoire for mixed timbre — strings, woodwinds, and piano. The founder of the group is violinist Lewis Kaplan, a member of the chamber music faculty of the Juilliard School of Music. The other three members are Gilbert Kalish, who has performed piano solo recitals throughout the United States and Europe; Lloyd Greenberg, clarinetist, a member of the Madison and Aspen Festival Orchestras and the St. Louis Symphony; and Thomas Nyfenger, flutist, who has served on the faculties at the Cleveland Institute of Music and Sarah Lawrence College.

Other faculty members will be Professor Robert K. Beckwith; Professor Elliott S. Schwartz, Bowdoin's composer in residence; and Louise Rogers, pianist and wife of Instructor John E. Rogers of the Music Department.

Music students interested in the program may obtain application forms by writing to Professor Beckwith at the Summer School of Music, Gibson Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine 04011. Arrangements will be made for auditions in various cities by the Aeolian Players, who will tour the United States during the spring. The tuition fee for the first six weeks of the program will be $250, and room and board will be $237. Partial scholarships are available, to be awarded on the basis of need and ability. The tuition fee for students during the final week, including the Music Festival, will be $30, and room and board will be $40. Special arrangements will be made for others who wish to attend only the Music Festival. Students will be housed in dormitories or in private residences near the campus, and meals will be provided at the College Mondays through Fridays.

The Contemporary Music Festival will include three concerts by the Aeolian Chamber Players and concerts by the best students of the Summer Music School. The climax of the week's activities will be the Aeolian Players' performances of newly commissioned works by Meyer Kupferman, Mcl Powell, George Rochberg, and Morton Subotnick. The composers will attend open rehearsals and will offer seminars and informal discussions on their musical pieces.

Fundy's Birthday

On February 16 three people delivered a birthday cake to Professor Emeritus Mantuan Copeland at his home at 88 Federal Street in honor of the fifth birthday of the Manton Copeland Scholarship Fund, otherwise known as the MCSF or "Fundy." Fundy also received a letter from the Alumni Office, which said, in part, "It is a comforting thought that you will continue your romance with Bowdoin College into the centuries. We hope that you will share your birthday cake and celebration with your father. He deserves the best of everything, because he has made so many people happy."

During its first five years the MCSF grew to more than $12,900. This fact is important, to be sure, but it is impossible to tell people how much "Fundy" has meant to Professor Copeland during these five years. All of the correspondence that he has had with the donors has kept a youthful twinkle of happiness in his eyes, and news of a gift always makes him stand a little straighter.

Some alumni have seen the famous Copacabana on the shore at the Copeland summer home at Woods Hole on Cape Cod, where a sign reads, in part, "Come here alone, or with an understanding companion, in the early morning, or when the sun is setting over Penzance. Look below you, in front of you, and above, and try to understand what it all means. Come again and again because what you see is not all that you can see. Eventually you may reach the only possible conclusion. In any case you will dream better dreams, which is a key to happiness."

Manton Copeland long ago found the key to happiness — happiness for himself and also for others.

Geologists to Meet at Bowdoin

At the 36th annual meeting of the New England Intercollegiate Geological Conference, held in Boston early in October, Professor Arthur M. Hussey II of Bowdoin announced plans for the 1965 meeting, which will take place at the College on October 9 and 10. Some 250 to 300 professional geologists and students from colleges, state and federal surveys, and exploration firms in New England, neighboring states, and provinces of Canada are expected to attend.

Field trips will be led by Professor Hussey; Maine State Geologist Robert G. Doyle; Professor Marc W. Bodine, Jr., formerly a member of the Bowdoin faculty and now at Harpur College; Professors Philip Osberg and Harold Borns of the University of Maine; Professor Roy W. Farnsworth of Bates College; Professor Dabney W. Caldwell '48 of Wellesley College; and Professor Arthur Bloom of Cornell University.
Music

The busiest musical year in Bowdoin's history is drawing to an end — but only as far as the academic year is concerned. There will be an important summer program, described elsewhere in this issue.

On April 7 the Glee Club will present its annual home concert in the Pickard Theater. On the 15th pianist Richard Roberts will perform at the Senior Center, and on the 26th composer Henry Brant will lecture at the Pickard Theater. The month of May will feature a student recital on the 6th, a concert by the Aeolian Chamber Players on the 7th, and a Bowdoin Music Club program on the 19th. The Glee Club will sing at Lasell Junior College on April 10th and at the Boston "Pops" on May 13.

The Bowdoin Bachelors, one of the College's two double quartets, have released a new record, which includes 14 of the group's numbers, among them "Lida Rose," "Blue Skies," "Jesus Walked This Lonesome Valley," "Sentimental Journey," and "Our Love Will Die."

The album is available at the Moulton Union Bookstore at $4.25. Mail orders will be filled.

A Blue-Eyed Blonde

Miss Suzanne Svenson (18) of Portland, a student nurse at the Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston, reigned as Queen of the 1965 Winter Houseparty on February 12-13, having been selected for that honor at a concert-dance in the Sargent Gymnasium. Her escort was Charles J. Kahill '65, also of Portland. More than 1,800 people filled every corner of the Gym — a record attendance — with music by The Rooftop Singers and The Kingsmen.

New Ford Foundation Grant

The Ford Foundation has made a grant of $6,190 to the College in support of a catalogue to be published early in the fall by the Museum of Art. It will deal with the Museum's collection of Colonial and Federal portraits, including the Thomas Jefferson by Gilbert Stuart and the Robert Feke painting of General Samuel Waldo. Other artists who will be represented in the catalogue are Thomas Sully, John Singleton Copley, Rembrandt Peale, Edward Green Malone, John Trumbull, John Johnston, Joseph Blackburn, Joseph Badger, and John and Nathaniel Smibert.

Schulten's New Records

Alex Schulten '66 of Woolwich broke the Bowdoin 35-pound weight throw record three times during the winter. On January 30 he made a toss of 61'4 3/4" at the BAA Games in Boston, to surpass the former mark of 59'9 1/2", held by Bill McWilliams '57. A week later, in a dual meet at the University of Vermont, he threw the weight 62'3 1/2" and also set a new Bowdoin record of 154'4" in the discus. On February 20, in a meet against Tufts at Medford, Mass., he threw the weight 64'6 1/2".

Schulten holds a third Bowdoin record — 196'7" in the 16-pound hammer throw — established outdoors last year, when he was a sophomore. McWilliams, whose records he has been busy breaking, has returned to the College to complete course work required before he can enter medical school in two years. He has been working with Schulten regularly and feels that Alex could possibly better the world hammer throw record of 231'10", held by Harold Connolly — if he wants to put in the amount of time that Connolly and some Europeans do. "If you compare Alex's rate of development with that of others," he says, "he's probably got a better record of achievement for the time he has invested than any other thrower in the world."

Bearce Book Fund

Since Professor George D. Bearce died on January 18, there have been nearly fifty contributions totaling more than $600 to the George D. Bearce Book Fund at the College.

The Fund is open to contributions from both alumni and friends. Gifts may be made through the Alumni Fund.
Schulten, who first threw the hammer as a freshman at Bowdoin, broke the State of Maine hammer record at the age of 19, won a position on the 1964 All-American team, and was a finalist for the 1964 Olympic team. His father, T. Tarpy Schulten, is President of the Bowdoin Fathers' Association this year.

**Bass Scholarship**

Members of the Bass family have established the W. S. Bass '96 and J. R. Bass '00 Memorial Scholarship Fund at Bowdoin, the income from which will be used to provide scholarship aid to deserving students from Wilton.

Willard Bass was President of G. H. Bass and Company, the well known Wilton shoe firm, from 1925 until his death in 1956 and was an Overseer of the College for 26 years. John Bass was Treasurer of the Bass Company for many years, until his death in 1963.

**Forensic Festival at Bowdoin**


---

**Commencement and Reunion Weekend**

**Sunday, June 6**

4:00 p.m. Baccalaureate Service at the First Parish Church.

**Friday, June 11**

9:00 a.m. Annual Meeting of the Alumni Council at the Alumni House.
10:00 a.m. Annual Meeting of the Society of Bowdoin Women at Gibson Hall.
11:00 a.m. Commissioning Exercises for ROTC Graduates on the Terrace of the Walker Art Building.
12:00 noon Alumni Luncheon and Annual Meeting of the Alumni Association in the Hyle Athletic Building.
12:00 noon Society of Bowdoin Women Luncheon in the Sargent Gymnasium.
2:15 p.m. Dedication exercises for the new Gymnasium.
3:00 p.m. Annual Meetings of Phi Beta Kappa and the various Fraternities.
4:00 p.m. Reception by President and Mrs. Coles at the Moulton Union.
8:45 p.m. Commencement Play at Pickard Theater in Memorial Hall. *Trolleys and Crescidi* by William Shakespeare.

**Saturday, June 12**

9:30 a.m. Formation of the Commencement Procession.
10:00 a.m. 160th Commencement Exercises at the First Parish Church.
12:00 noon Commencement Dinner in the Hyle Athletic Building.
12:00 noon Luncheon for Ladies in the Sargent Gymnasium.

*The following Classes with regular reunions will hold their outings and dinners on Friday: 1910, 1915, 1920, and 1933. The others, 1925, 1930, 1935, 1940, 1945, 1950, and 1960, will hold their outings and dinners on Saturday. In addition, the Classes of 1922, 1924, and 1963 will hold informal reunions on June 11 and 12. There will be a special Old Guard Headquarters, of the College, in Room 1 of West Coleman Hall. All members of the Classes from 1889 to 1909 are invited to make this their campus headquarters.*

---

**Books With A Bowdoin Flavor**

**1931**


John Gould of the *Enterprise*, "a weekly paper for all of Maine," has saved out a batch of letters-to-the-Editor written by an open-eyed farmer named Peter Partout, who delights in life and the people who make it worth your trouble. In a time when the pace is too fast for most of us to look out windows or into cellar doors or even at one another, the candid, uninhibited, and frequently hilarious observations of M. Partout warrant our attention.

A parable has been defined as an earthly story with a heavenly message. If these stories and recollections of Peter Partout are correctly called parables, then we must remember that John Gould's idea of heaven has its roots (and most of its branches) in Maine. These three dozen letters are earthly, selecting their characters from the folks near home and their stories from the neighbors' adventures. Partout is a bit of a gossip, but then, why tell the Editor news that everyone has known for years? If you want to discover how to see sunsets in the cellar or what becomes of a man who rows a Navy dory standing up or why it took so long to train Ambrose Neville's dog, then you'd better get a copy of Gould's book at once!

Mr. Saunders' drawings add to the happy humor of the whole collection. Especially good is his rendering of poor Thornton Esterbrook's living room after his parlor heater had blown out the side of the house. By the way, there is a painful didacticism about that particular episode that you'll enjoy.

I recommend that you do not read the book at one sitting, for like good apple pie or home brew, if you go at it all at once, it's gone and the fun is spoiled. Space out the letters over several evenings. Shut off the television and let yourself drift back to Lisbon Falls and hear the letters as you read them. Grateful I am that John Gould didn't try to capture the Maine dialect orthographically, as some writers painfully have done. It's much better that the reader let his imagination take care of the spoken word.

*The Parables of Peter Partout* is a good book. It sets out to make your evening enjoyable, and it does just that. John Gould, assisted by his good friend Peter Partout, has a sharp eye for description and a well-tuned ear for laughter. This combination results in a happy collection of bits and pieces about Maine people and their adventures north of Kittery.

RICHARD H. DOWNES '60

**1933**


Some months ago I received a letter written from the jungles of Thailand. The writer, a student of mine some ten years ago, was enjoying, amidst the somewhat primitive conditions of a construction company's camp, a sentimental journey to the Boston of the 1920's, a Boston of his father's time rather than his own, but seemingly the closer in time and in nostalgia as he was far away in distance and in circumstances.

The vehicle for this journey was Francis Russell's *The Great Intervale*, a book describing, as the subtitle puts it, "neglected events and persons from the First World War to the depression." Written by a Bostonian and largely about Boston, it brings into vivid sharpness an era which those who lived through it find hard to reconcile with the crises which followed, and which those who never knew it have heard of only as, to repeat
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the title, an interlude. As Russell himself so aptly puts it, it was "the twentieth century starting twenty years late." — in other words, the opening decade of a new era, lyingneglected and unproductive at the very end of the 19th century's "old world" with World War I and the 20th century's "new world" of depression, international crises, and the atomic bomb.

This interlude, whether "great," as the title puts it, or halcyon, or forgotten, or simply overlooked, is the subject of this book through carefully chosen incidents and personalities. Those who know Russell's writings, his newspaper articles (I recall some delightful ones about the old Roxbury Latin School in the former Boston Evening Transcript of many years ago), his historical and critical essays (which have appeared in numerous periodicals), or his books (the latest, Tragedy in Dedham, on the Sacco-Vanzetti case), know that he writes with a rare felicity. With an economy of words and effort he can make vivid a person or place, evoke memories which revive feelings long past and almost forgotten, or explain events with originality and clarity, often giving the reader a new understanding or a new point of view.

His is an intensely personal style; he reveals, as in such a case is inevitable, a great deal about himself because he puts a great deal of himself into what he writes. This must be and is especially true in such reminiscences as make up this book. Not everyone will, of course, react to them in the same way. Some, like my friend in Thailand, will be charmed by the pictures he evokes; others will be disturbed in some particular sensitivity by racial or political overtones. This, in my opinion, is as it should be. Mr. Russell is never bland, although the smoothness of his style might at first fool some readers. But those who knew him at Bowdoin or, as I did, at Roxbury Latin School, where for a time we were classmates, know him as a provocative and stimulating person. His writing reflects both these qualities.

The Great Interlude is made up of twelve essays which have been chosen with care and an instinctive sense of rightness to illustrate the spirit of the time and the place, the Boston of the 1920's. They open with a description of the pre-World War I officer training camp at Plattsburg and close with a description of James Michael Curley, the last of the old city bosses. In between, Russell deals with such varied topics as the influenza epidemic of 1918, the Boston police strike, Carlo Tresca, the last anarchist, the James Joyce cult, and the racial changes which ebbed and flowed over his boyhood home on Dorchester Hill. These and the others should charm anyone who knew the area and the era or who has ties to them or who merely likes to discover an almost forgotten but not unimportant page of our past.

Gerhard O. Reiber '31

1939


Professor Gordon's Assimilation in American Life is both interesting and useful, although the ultimate problems with which he is concerned are prejudice and discrimination, his approach to them is indirect. Many recent studies by sociologists and psychologists have concerned themselves with this topic, and have concentrated on small-group behaviors. Gordon moves to a larger area. He examines the "social structure of our racial, religious, and national groups and their various interrelationships," and having done so, and having presented a number of interesting and more than plausible hypotheses, he closes the book with a consideration of the implications of these ideas, not only for the problems of prejudice and discrimination, but also for our general set of democratic values. It is here that his ideas are especially "useful," as they indicate quite clearly what actions we government and private institutions can and cannot do in relation to prejudice, discrimination, and integration.

In recent months and years, our nationwide attention has been so deeply concentrated on highly visible Negro-white "incidents" in Selma, Montgomery, and other cities that the less visible tensions relating to other minorities - the Chinese, the Japanese, the Negro - have been out of the spotlight. Many seem to feel that the "melting pot" really melted and that, apart from the extreme and dramatic contrasts, such as Negro-white, the rest are rapidly becoming "just Americans." Especially middle-class, with almost identical identities, wants, ideologies - culture. These same implications lead to the assumption that after two or three generations a point has been reached where, since there is a common culture, spread by means of our schools and our mass communications system, the behavior and attitudes of persons of Italian, Polish, French, English, Catholic, German, Italian, and Protestant ancestry will soon be the same and, accordingly, that they will interact with one another with complete freedom, without prejudice or discrimination.

The author does not accept this easy generalization. He discusses the general topic of assimilation specifically, examines three types that have been considered and often advocated in this country: Anglo-Conformity, where there has been an attempt to mold all newcomers to the pattern of the culture of the "early-Americans," digesting them completely of their own culture traits; the Melting-Pot, where there has been the assumption that some sort of amalgam should be produced, preserving the cultural characteristics of all those groups that went into it; and, finally, Cultural-Pluralism, which somehow brings about the retention of the important cultural characteristics of ethnic groups, allowing their identities as groups, and yet, at the same time, synchronizing their behaviors in the consensual activity of American society.

After an analysis of the several forms of assimilation, the author returns to consideration of cultural pluralism and finds, with much support from studies that have been made in this field, that, indeed, assimilation has taken place and that groups in contact have mutually accepted and taken over many attitudes and behaviors. The important point that Gordon makes is that of the entire spectrum available in the assimilation process, ethnic groups - religious, racial, national - are most likely to accept, go along with, and conform to the more "official" and formal types of behavior. Gordon maintains, and with considerable empirical support, that the "melting-pot" does not completely "melt" and that ethnic group members, although assimilating attitudes and behaviors of the over-all national society, still maintain very close relations on the primary, intimate, clique-like level, essentially within their own groups.

What this means is that much of the behavior of members of these "societies" is "ethnically enclosed." Their religious activity, family relationships, recreation, and close friendships are limited to the range of their ethnic group. Although our official, formal, jobs, and political interactions with one another may be free, easy, and comfortable, without thought of prejudice and discrimination, our close, personal, clique relations remain tied with our ethnic group, whether we are Negro, Jewish, Polish, or Protestant.

This is an interesting and stimulating book, with many ideas for one to think about.

Burton W. Taylor

Honorary

Ellis O. Briggs, Farewell to Foggy Bottom; David McKay Company, New York, 1964; pp. 306; $4.95.

Farewell to Foggy Bottom, with a foreword by the Honorable Christian A. Herter '38, is certainly a book to be read by all. Particularly is it of value to a young or budding Foreign Service Officer, if he can thereafter go over parts of it with a mature Officer for full evaluation and discussion, so much the better. The book is not, obviously, intended to constitute a Foreign Service text book, in the general acceptance of the word, but it will very well be a "must" for all those who are sincerely interested in our country's domestic and foreign headaches. In Farewell to Foggy Bottom Mr. Briggs has not sat himself down with jealous intent to write a detailed account of his career, as one might one's memoirs; rather he has supplemented his usual recent conclusions with a considerable number of pages from articles previously published, joining the whole together to form a narrative of reasonable homogeneity. This procedure has both advantages and disadvantages, but he has done a pretty good job of it.

The first section deals in a hard-hitting fashion with the author's considered conclusions, based on long years of Top Level experience both in the field and at the Department of State, regarding the Foreign Service - and particularly with respect to the Top Level strata. He sets forth in no uncertain terms ways in which improvements may be made. By this he means decidedly more effective, and in what he says he is deadly serious. No slippers-and-pipe mood here - he becomes at once a not-so-old Ancient Mariner who stoppeth not one of three, but the sailor, not the wind, whenever the wind blows them. The second part of the book (and here he is very decidedly "en pantoufles") is written in a more relaxed and lighter vein. All of it is good entertainment, touched with wise saws and what this reviewer likes to think is Yankee wit.
In parts of this book, however, as the author himself undoubtedly would be the first to admit, there are places in the narration which the reader will find somewhat wordy, over-exuberant, a bit too explosive and overdone for effect. At times there seems to be more accout on the array of adjectives and expletives than on the conclusions which too colorful descriptions clutter up more than they set in relief. One may feel that the nearest approach to perfect humor is that which winks solemnly at one from just under the surface of a few well chosen words. But let us bear in mind that Mr. Briggs is "off duty" and enjoying himself, as he has every right to do.

And now, some of the highlights of this intriguing volume:

Mr. Briggs does not like the Peace Corps. He doesn't analyze it, but obviously he has little patience with it. Does not the reader feel, instinctively and in the absence of first-hand observation, that he is shooting from the hip and a bit too fast at that? The Peace Corps has no illusions that alone it can revolutionize the heart and economy of the world's poor and underprivileged; but is honest idealism, even when supported by little else than all too modest remuneration, so terribly ...?

With regard to Foreign Aid, one must agree with much that he says. Money never did and never will buy lasting friendships. Did you, reader, ever lend or give money to a friend and have him feel quite the same toward you thereafter? "Pain avaié et vité oublié."

One is glad to note that he does admit quite freely that at least the Marshall Plan salvaged a good bit of war-torn Europe. When he says that many of our foreign establishments are over-staffed and frequently so cluttered with representatives of our other agencies that the Ambassador is hard put to it to keep things under control, he is unerringly correct. When he declares that an under-staffed office is invariably more efficient than an over-staffed one, he is probably quite incorrect. There are occasions and circumstances when an under-staffed office can do a very good job, but this obviously can not be the most desirable arrangement. As Mr. Briggs points out, too many and miscellaneous Federal agencies are climbing onto the diplomatic bandwagon; and the reason is simply that they believe by so doing their representatives will have more prestige and hence will more quickly attain achievement. Top-Level dealing, in business or diplomacy, is the preferred, usually successful, results. But all this can drive a Chief of Mission crazy, since he alone must answer to whatever situation resolves.

Regarding the superiority of career diplomats as opposed to political appointees, he is, as all the world knows or should know, dead right. The defense of political appointment succeeds amazingly well, but the number is far from legion. Remember, here the fault is that of the White House and not that of the Department of State. "Foggy Bottom" is definitely "in the clear" in this respect. This reviewer recalls serving as a Secretary of Legation year after year with no one of the diplomatic corps. This kindly man had brought many votes to the Party in power. As a reward, he became Chief of Mission in a small but important American republic, whose language, customs, history, and mentality he knew nothing about and cared less about. The staff kept the ball rolling for him while he spent much of his time writing humor in magazines and pursuing the cut and curtail fun at the government to which he was accredited. Socially and apart from his official status, he was a very likeable gentleman. But he was no diplomat, and probably knew that he was not and worried precious little about it. By latest count, only two-thirds or less Ambassadors and Ministers are career men.

Mr. Briggs is right again when he says that, in too many instances, good men have been transferred far too rapidly. The State Department will admit the fact, but qualify their admission by explaining that frequently un-expected and fast-moving developments leave them no choice. Nevertheless, Mr. Briggs has plenty of firm ground for complaint. His voice is loudest and most vehement when he cries out against entrenched Bureaucracy. Whose voice does not? But Bureaucracy has long existed and probably always will, not only in government but in other highly administered agencies. In various foreign agencies, top administrators get their heads together and have the authority, the infant Willie Bureaucracy is quietly conceived. If he has half a chance, he quickly grows into a robust individual, to be contended with by all those without the favored circle. Of course, he never uses his own and real name, since he does much better under the cognomen "Policy."

With what the author says regarding our aptitude for failures in Latin America almost everybody here at home — and many abroad will agree. These young and vital republics, very much a part of government but old in culture, have long been a stumbling block for all Administrations (the Latins knows us so much better than we know them; it is well-nigh pitiful at times).

Sections IV and V, "Communist Czechoslovakia" and "Imprisonment of Bill Oates," are at once splendid and outstanding in every respect. For it is in these, of which masterly Section XIV, "The Korean Armistice — A Decade Later." One finds Mr. Briggs's words touched with inspiration and a certain unconscious grandeur. "Foggy Bottom" could readily make its way in this cold world, alone and unaided, with but these three sections between its covers.

The reader, of course, will not fail to appreciate such Franklin-like side remarks as: "One part's with reluctance from shopworn but comfortable prejudices." "A robot mind has no place in diplomacy." "Never let a weak ally make decisions for you." "(Dictator-Presilier of Haiti) is a comic figure only to those out of reach of his jungle claw." "Governments do not often perish because other governments disapprove of them."

As a fringe-benefit observation to be noted by the reader in the course of this book, let him perceive one additional and not too incidental fact: the frequency with which "John Barleycorn" appears from nowhere; he quietly slips his arm through that of the exhausted diplomat, and they move resolutionly forward as one. In some mysterious way, as if by magic, when the dire need arises to hasten the drying of the Ambassador's per-

spring garters or to resuscitate a willing Secretary of State far from home, good old honest "John," cool and inviting, can always be counted on to put in an appearance. Known by many different names, in various guises and owing allegiance to virtually all flags, his humor is ever the same. A long, amber-colored thread of cheer, alcohol in some form or other seems destined to be woven deep across the rich fabric of diplomacy.

To conclude our examination of this delightful book, it is suggested that the reader give due consideration to Mr. Herter's excellent but somewhat discreet preface, bearing in mind the while that he himself has not yet loosened his collar and sat down to write his "caledictory" to government service.

The American Foreign Service Journal in its review of Farewell to Foggy Bottom (issue of December, 1964) is largely laudatory in its comment and follows Mr. Herter's line of thought. In terminating its remarks, this semi-official publication says, in part:

"One lays down the book with a feeling that this man loved his country, served it with unflinching and self-sacrificing devotion and was attached to the Foreign Service with a passion which flared in hot and biting anger at times, because of excessive zeal, . . ."

If "excessive zeal" during a man's career does not prevent him from rising to the top of his profession, where he serves outstandingly for a good number of years, need one be too apprehensive about such a "weakness"?

H. TOBY MOORES '18

Honorary


It is a reasonably safe prediction that throughout our lifetime Communist China will be a source of great danger and the savior of continuing discord in the world. This statement would be equally true if the present totalitarian dictatorship were fascist rather than communist. And it would be well to keep that point in mind. What we are witness to is the re-emergence of German power under Hitler's guidance.) But in this case it is complicated by the turmoil in Southeast Asia.

Any book that will add to our understanding of the China problem must be welcomed by scholars, if not by the general reading public. As a record of the origin of current U.S. China policy, Ambassador Rankin's book is a valuable contribution. But as an aid to understanding the present situation, it is dated. It tells the story, in enormous detail, of how we got into the present situation, but offers no clue to the manner of getting out of it. The book ends with Ambassador Rankin's departure from Taiwan in January, 1958, more than seven years ago, leaving us with (in his view) China still a satellite of Moscow and our policy goal the elimination of the Peiping regime.
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Nevertheless, Ambassador Rankin has given us a valuable record of his long service in Taiwan during the formative years of U. S.-China policy. His unusually long assignment of more than seven years began only months after Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist Government retreated to Formosa from the mainland.

From a dilapidated Embassy chancery — on the wrong side of the tracks — with a tiny staff, Rankin saw the American presence in Taiwan approach 10,000 officials before he left, an expansion that he was not at all happy about. He thereby “performed us to see as much of the whole picture” of Sino-U. S. relations “as any American dealing with Chinese affairs.”

A long-time citizen of South Bridgton, Maine, Karl Rankin (L.L.D. Bowdoin 1950) was a career diplomat. His colorful past included some three years (1922-25) doing farming, running a dairy, and interning by the Japanese during World War II. He has long been known as a frequent spokesman for strong military and diplomatic support of the Nationalist regime.

He was directly in the eye of the several Asian whirlwinds that swept American public opinion in the 1950’s — the “lost” of China, the “leasing” and “unleasing” of Chiang Kai-shek, “Truman’s War” (Korea), Quemoy and Matsu, among others — but one would scarcely know from reading his book that he is dealing with matters so bitter and controversial that the wounds opened then have yet to heal. His tone is calm and reasonable throughout — with the exception of his remarks on the tendency toward Empire building by U. S. officials on Taiwan that resulted in fourteen different lines of authority — yet he leaves no doubt where he stood and what he stood for.

It is clear that Mr. Rankin’s concept of the job of an Ambassador goes far beyond merely reporting to Washington and acting as the American President’s representative in the host country. It could be said without stretching the truth too far — if this book is sufficient evidence — that he was the architect of the main elements of U. S. China policy for 10 years, and the main architect of American relations for Washington but advocated them strongly and persuasively, to the Department and to almost anyone who would listen. One gets the curious feeling, from time to time, that these are the memoirs of the Ambassador of the Republic of China to Washington, rather than to the people.

China Assignment is not an easy book to read. The writing is straightforward, unambiguous, and relatively free of “officialese.” But the format is unfortunate. Made up principally of dispatches to the Department, memoranda of conversations, interviews, and so forth, speeches given, and letters written, it is necessarily repetitious, disjointed, and at times, dull. Needless to say, it is almost too much to find these faults compounded by the inclusion of Mr. Rankin’s guest lists, courtesy calls, invitations, and comments on the plumbing and interior decoration. It is definitely not a book to curl up with, but it is a fascinating glimpse of a forceful, intelligent, devoted man influencing the formation of policies that have come to be increasingly questioned if not damned.

JOHN P. ARMSTRONG
John Gould '31 is a nationally known author and raconteur. He was also for some years Editor of The Enterprise, a weekly newspaper, which announced suspension of publication some weeks ago.

Francis Russell '33 is the author of Tragedy in Dedham and several other books. A captain in the Canadian Black Watch Regiment in World War II, he has just this spring received a Guggenheim Fellowship for next year.

Milton M. Gordon '39 is Professor of Sociology at the University of Massachusetts, where he teaches undergraduate and graduate courses on race relations, social stratification, and sociological theory.

Ellis O. Briggs H'59, a 1921 graduate of Dartmouth, was with the Department of State for more than thirty-five years. He served as Ambassador to the Dominican Republic, Uruguay, Czechoslovakia, Korea, Peru, Brazil, and Greece.

Karl L. Rankin H'60 was this country's senior representative in China from 1949 through 1957. He arrived in Canton as Consul General in 1949 but was soon transferred to Hong Kong. In 1950 he was appointed Minister to the Republic of China on Taiwan, and in 1953 he became Ambassador to Nationalist China.

John P. Armstrong, who taught at Bowdoin in 1954-55, returned to the campus this year as Visiting Professor of Government. He is a specialist in politics and foreign relations in Southeast Asia.

David B. Walker, formerly a member of the Bowdoin Faculty, is currently Staff Director of the United States Senate Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations.

**Reviewers**

Richard H. Downs '80, formerly a member of the English Department at Worcester Academy, is completing his first year at the General Theological Seminary in New York. He is 1900 Class Agent in the Alumni Fund and 1960 Class Secretary.

Gerhard O. Gehrer '31 is a History Master at the Roxbury Latin School in West Roxbury, Mass., where he has taught since 1917.

Burton W. Taylor is Chairman of the Department of Sociology at Bowdoin. He joined the Faculty in 1940 after teaching for five years at Syracuse University.

H. Toby Moores '18 is a retired American Consul General, following some forty years of service with the Department of State.

John P. Armstrong, whose book Sluannok Speaks is reviewed in this issue, is also the author of Chinese Dilemmas and Southwest Asia and American Foreign Policy.

**Notes**

Professor F. King Turgeon '23, for many years a member of the French Department at Amherst College, is the editor of a new collection of French readings, Cinq Comédies du Moyen Âge à Nos Jours.


Freedom of Speech and Press in America by Edward G. Hedon '37, Assistant Librarian of the Supreme Court of the United States, has recently been published in a Japanese edition. It is also being translated into Korean, Spanish, and Portuguese.


**Alumni Clubs**

Albany-Schenectady area, and the College was represented by Associate Director of Admissions Robert Mellow and Football Coach Peter Kostacopoulos.

ANDROSCOGGIN

Professor Athern Daggett '25 and Alumni Secretary Peter Barnard '50 represented the College at an initial monthly luncheon meeting of the Androscoggin County Bowdoin Club at Skectino's Restaurant in Lewiston on Tuesday, January 12. The group met for a noon luncheon, which adjourned shortly after 1:30 p.m.

President John Wheaton was host; Vice President Fred Hall presided; Bob Clifford introduced the principal speaker, Professor Daggett; and Secretary Don Roxus collected the luncheon fees and additional dues. The following men were present: Abbott '57, Barnard '50, Beale '55, Clifford '59, Daggett '25, Dennis '51, Hall '59, Kingsbury '34, Paul '19, Payne '51, Roxus '55, Sisco '55, Schonland '21, Webber '27, and Wheaton '28.

Dean of Students A. LeRoy Grason was the luncheon speaker on February 9, and Professor William Whiteside, Director of the Senior Center, spoke on March 9. News Director Joseph Kamin will be the guest speaker on April 13 and Professor Herbert Brown H '43 on April 20.

The Club officers are completing plans for a spring dinner meeting and ladies' night on Tuesday, May 18, when President Coles will be the guest of honor and principal speaker.

Athen P. Daggett '25 is William Nelson Cromwell Professor of Constitutional and International Law and Government at Bowdoin. He joined the Faculty in 1950.

James A. Storer is Chairman of the Department of Economics at Bowdoin, where he has been a member of the Faculty since 1948.

**CLEVELAND**

Club President Cal Vanderbeek '49 reports a meeting on Friday, January 15, at the Cleveland Skating Club in Shaker Heights. "Our guest, Pete Kostacopoulos, is certainly an engaging person, and we all enjoyed his commentary on the highlight movies of the 1964 football season. The College has made an excellent choice in a man of his caliber for the new head coach of football. We are impressed by his personality and knowledge and look forward to a visit from him whenever he is headed our way."

Present at the meeting were six alumni and four wives, including Bob Burton '40, Hal Foster '55, Jim Nevin '55, Dave Roberts '62, Cal Vanderbeek, and Dick Woods '37.

**COLUMBUS**

The Reverend Roger Nicholas '45 presided at an informal dinner meeting of Bowdoin alumni at the Jai Lai Restaurant in Columbus, Ohio, on Thursday evening, November 19. Notices were sent to all alumni in the central Ohio area, and the arrangements were made by Jon Brightman '60 and Jim Bradner '63. Seven alumni attended: Nichols '45, Damon '48, Barnard '50, Weston '51, Apolonio '55, Brightman '60, and Bradner '63.

The special guest was Alumni Secretary Pete Barnard '50, who spoke informally about the latest campus news and discussed the prospects of a new Bowdoin club in the region. All present voted to form a club, and
the following were elected its first officers:  
President, Roger Nichols '45; Secretary, Jon 
Brightman '60; and Council Member, Carl 
Apollonio '53. The Alumni Council voted 
oficial recognition to the newly-formed group 
in February. 
Alumni interested in the activities of the 
Bowdoin Club of Columbus are invited to 
write the Secretary, whose address is 395 East 
Broad Street, Columbus.

KNOX-LINCOLN-WALDO

The Club held its annual fall stag meeting on 
Thursday, November 12, at the Knox 
Hotel. Special guests were subfreshmen 
from local schools, Council Member Dave Verrill 
'50 reported on the recent activities of the 
Alumni Council, and Assistant Director of 
Admissions Walt Moulton '58 spoke on 
Bowdoin admissions. The principal speaker was 
Professor Dodge Fernald, Chairman of the 
Psychology Department and Coach of Fresh-

President Rex Garrett '55 has announced 
the new spring dinner and ladies' night: 
Thursday, June 17.

LONG ISLAND

News Director Joe Kamin and Football 
Coach Pete Kostacopoulos represented the 
College at the fall dinner meeting of the 
Long Island Club on Wednesday, December 
2, at the House of McLoughlin in Roslyn. 
Following a social hour and dinner, Joe 
spoke on the latest news from the campus, 
and Pete showed highlight movies of the 
1961 football season.

The Long Island Bowdoin Club and the 
Kiwanis Club of Westbury were joint spon-
sors of a Bowdoin Glee Club concert at 
Westbury High School on Sunday evening, 
March 28.

MICHIGAN

Members of the Bowdoin Club of Michi-
gan, their wives, and guests attended a meet-
ing at the Detroit Country Day School in 
suburban Birmingham on Tuesday evening, 
November 27. Bowdoin's Headmaster of 
the Michigan Club, John Petersen '34, 
spoke of his recent trip to Wimble in Scot-
derland, and the Wally Riches '56, and the 
Nick Watters '60, as well as Mrs. Stanley 
Dole, widow of the late Overseer Stanley 
Dole '13.

MINNESOTA

Barney Barton '50, Secretary of the Bow-
doin Club of Minnesota, reports, "The Club 
held a dinner meeting at Barney Barton's 
home on December 2, while Assistant Direc-
tor of Admissions Walt Moulton '58 was 
visiting local schools. We were happy to 
hear the results of Walt's visits and to learn 
about current happenings on campus. The 
following alumni attended the meeting: Cobb 
'26, Scholefield '32, Ivory '37, Barton '50, 
Fairfield '53, T. Dwight '54, Clark '56, Paton 
'57, Thresher '59, and Corsini '61.

On December 20 we sponsored a Chris-

mas-week luncheon for subfreshmen at the 
American Life and Casualty Company, where 
Club President Jim Scholefield '32 is Execu-
tive Vice President and was host. Undergrad-
uates Lloyd Thompson '68 and Jon Hageseth 
'67 were the featured speakers at the meet-
ging; they gave our guests a quick rundown on 
life at the College. Alumni present were 
Scholefield '82, Barton '50, Nightingale '51, 
and Fairfield '53."

NEW YORK

A group of eight young alumni who are 
doing postgraduate work in the New York 
City area met Charlie Butler for an 
informal luncheon at the Columbia 
University Men's Faculty Club on Saturday, 
January 9. The group was called together by 
Gary Yamashita '68. Following the luncheon 
Charlie showed color slides taken at the Tokyo 
Olympics last fall and brought the group up 
to date on current campus happenings. 
Younger alumni in the New York area who 
wish to be added to Gary's list may 
contact him at Apartment 77, 215 W. 91st 
Street, New York, New York.

ST. PETERSBURG

Dr. Alton Pope '11, who is making the 
arrangements for the monthly luncheon 
meetings this season, reports that the Bow-
doin Club of St. Petersburg met on Thursday, 
January 14, at the Hotel Pennsylvania. The 
following attended: Halley '07, Webster '10, 
Pope '11, Barbour '12, Kennedy '13, McMun-
trice '15, Newcombe '14, Tarbox '14, Fish '15, 
McNaughton '17, and Derby '18. 
The Club voted to make the final luncheons 
on March 11 and April 14. President Colles will be the 
guest of honor on April 1.

WASHINGTON

Club Secretary Jay Carson '53 reports that
News Of The Classes

1895 George Webber’s widow, Mrs. Fannie V. Webber, who died on January 2, made a bequest of $1,000 to the College in his memory.

1896 Mrs. Sarah H. Bass, the widow of Willard Bass, died on January 31.

1898 To help assure the perpetual maintenance of Maine’s Baxter State Park, Percival Baxter has given to the Baxter State Park Trust Fund all of the assets of the Congress Realty Company of Portland, which he valued at $1,106,213. During the past 35 years he has presented to Maine more than 200,000 acres of land in the Mount Katahdin area.

1904 Secretary, Wallace M. Powers 37-28 80th Street Jackson Heights, N. Y. 11372

Classmates and friends will regret to learn of the death of Mrs. William E. Lunt on February 9 in Portland.

The Winter, 1965, issue of the Aqul, published by Ricker Classical Institute in Houlton, carried a fine article about Fred Putnam, in whose honor the gymnasium is named. The article said, in part, “Graduating from BCI in 1909 was a man whose heart would remain with his alma mater and whose service would always enrich its development. His name was Fred L. Putnam. A graduate of Bowdoin College, Mr. Putnam gained prominence through dedicated service to many of Houlton’s economic, social, religious, and civic institutions.”

1906 Secretary, Fred E. Smith 9 Oak Avenue Norway

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Charles Bradford, whose wife, Maude, died on January 5.

1907 Secretary, John W. Leydon 3120 West Penn Street Philadelphia 29, Pa.

Lorenzo Baldwin “holds the fort” for Bowdoin in Florida. He has been host to the John Leydons and the Bill Snows many times on their trips south, and only distance prevents him from being a constant visitor to the campus. His address is 4354 McGirts Boulevard, Jacksonville, Fla.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Leon Munger, whose wife, the former Mary Elmer Dalton, died on January 27.

Bill Snow was a visiting poet at Nasson College in Maine for three days in February.

On February 17 Tom Winchell wrote from the Red Sea, where he was aboard the S. S. Kenya. “This is one of the most brilliant ideas Jeanette and I have ever had. We have seen Africa from Cape Town to Cairo and not missed a thing on the way. There were two safaris of six days each where we visited game reserves and followed animals to within a few feet of the cat — elephants, lions, rhinos, and different animals than Noah ever dreamed of.

“This ship was supposed to be a freighter, but I was shocked when I boarded it at Port Said to find it a very fancy passenger ship. At dinner the 200 first-class passengers are in evening dresses and tuxedos. They are all very nice and very friendly.

“While I do not yet have confirmation, I hope to transfer to Duraibn to a South African freighter and eventually land at Boston. Anyway I’ll be back for Commencement.”

1908 Secretary, Christopher Tooie 4884 MacArthur Boulevard, #7 Washington, D. C. 20007

In February Benjamin Morse reported, ‘Mrs. Alice Morse, my wife, passed away in 1962. I married Frances Pennington on November 15, 1964, and she has now given birth to a fine young boy.” Ben’s address is 243 West Post Road, White Plains, N. Y.

1910 Secretary, E. Curtis Matthews 58 Pearl Street Mystic, Conn.

The Class will hold its 59th Reunion in June. Campus headquarters will be Room 3 in West Cole-

1911 Secretary, Ernest G. Fifield 351 Highland Avenue Upper Montclair, N. J.

Henry Babbitt is an ardent Mason and has just “raised” two sons in that order.

Harry Berry has a grandson at Bowdoin this year in the freshman class.

Melville Gould has 27 grandchildren and reports that he keeps busy with a large flower garden.

Paul Hine has completed his 30th year as Secretary of the Bridgeport (Conn.) Rotary Club and his 38th year of perfect attendance.

Alton Pope is acting as Convener of the St. Petersburg (Fla.) Bowdoin Club, which holds monthly luncheon meetings from November through April.

and directors of the Bowdoin Club of Wor-

cester on Thursday evening, February 4. Special guests were Alumni Council Member Dick Wiley ’49 of Boston, who is Chairman of the Council’s Committee on Alumni Clubs, and Alumni Secretary Pete Barnard ’50.

Following dinner Dr. Chet Brown ’55, President and Council Representative of the College, presided at a meeting which included discussion of ways and means to step up alumni activity in the area. Also present were Paul Slade ’25, Will Small ’35, Bill Stuart ’52, Herb French ’46, and Bill Mason ’51.

1912 Secretary, William A. MacCormick 114 Atlantic Avenue Boothbay Harbor

Reg Foss’s son, John, has been accepted at Bowdoin and will be a member of the Class of 1969, entering next September.

Lorenzo Greenleaf, of Boothbay Harbor, whose apartment in Washington, D. C., and his permanent address is in Boothbay Harbor, is the address of his daughter Audrey. His other daughter, Sue, is in San Bernardino, Cal. Walter will be at his summer home, “The Squires,” at Sebago Lake, only 17 miles from Portland, again this summer.

On February Joe O’Neil reported, “Been all winter in a mobile home at Jensen Beach, Fla. It has been a most remarkable winter, with temperatures near or in the 80’s. We have had to have the heater on only three or four days — mornings and evenings. The sea water temperature has been 79 degrees daily.”

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Lyde Pratt, whose wife, Ethel, died on January 9.

Dr. Alan Woodcock of Bangor has been elected President of the Maine Division of the American Cancer Society.

1915 Secretary, Harold E. Verrill Ocean House Road Cape Elizabeth

The Class of 1915’s 50th Reunion Committee, under Co-Chairmen Ellsworth Stone and Harold Verrill, is completing plans for our golden anniversary celebration in June. Officers serving on the Committee are Francis McKeown (publicity), Dr. Ellsworth Stone (co-chairman), Roger Eastman (insignia), George McWilliams (refreshments), and James Lewis (co-chairman).

Our headquarters will be Rooms 17 and 19 in East Coleman Hall and Conference Room B in the Moulton Union. The Class Dinner will be held Friday at the Hotel Eagle.

1916 Secretary, Edward C. Haws Apartaalo Postal 138 Chapel, Jaleisco Mexico

Class Agent Paul Niven reports that 1916’s Reunion Committee is at work planning for the Fifthieth in June of 1966. Bill Ireland is General Chairman, Winthrop Bancroft is Assistant General Chairman, and Edward Hayes and Paul Niven are Vice Chairmen. The Committee will soon be reporting further details to members of the Class.

Red Elliott, completely retired as of about a year ago, and his wife spend six months of each year at their cottage on Lake Winnipesaukee in New Hampshire and the other six months in their Baltimore home. They have obtained a nice home site in Loxa, N. H., and will build on it if Red can sell his Baltimore house. If he can accomplish this deal, there will be three Sixteeners.
living in retirement in New Hampshire — Mac Dyar at Charlestown, Larry Cartland at Claremont, and Red at Laconia.

On March 3 Paul Niven was the guest speaker at the monthly luncheon meeting of the Bowdoin Club of Portland.

1918 Secretary, Lloyd O. Coulter
Nottingham Square Road
Epping, N. H.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Dr. Henry Howard, whose mother, Mrs. Mary A. Howard, died on February 11. 

Bela Norton has been appointed Executive Director of Sleepy Hollow Restorations at Tarrytown, N. Y. Major work is going on with the restoration of Philipse Manor, Upper Mills, in North Tarrytown, where a dam, an operating grist mill, warehouse, wharves, and the Manor House are being reconstructed and restored.

Sleepy Hollow Restorations also owns and operates Van Cortlandt Manor in Croton-on-Hudson, N. Y., and Sunnyside, Washington Irving’s home in Tarrytown. The restoration of these projects was made possible largely through financial assistance from the late John D. Rockefeller, Jr.

Bela and Margaret are living in New York City at the present time. They plan to move to Tarrytown in the spring.

1919 Secretary, Donald S. Higgins
78 Royal Road
Bangor

William Blanchard reported in January, “Maine during the summer months and Florida during the winter months seems to be an ideal arrangement for those who are retired.” His winter address is 118 S.E. Baldwin Court, Port Charlotte, Fla.

Elsworth Gray retired last June 30th and has moved to California, where his address is Route 2, Box 1628, Escondido.

1920 Secretary, Sanford B. Cousins
23 McKean Street
Brunswick

The 45th Reunion Committee is hard at work planning for our gathering in June. Lou Dennett is Chairman, and the others on the Committee are Pike Rounds (finances), Bob Cleaves (refreshments), Oliver Hall (regalia), and Sandy Cousins, Bill Cartland, and Emerson Zeitter (secretary).

Friday afternoon we will have a cocktail party at the McKean Street home of Sandy and Elizabeth Cousins and then go to the Stowe House for our Reunion Dinner.

Campus headquarters for our 45th will be Room 1 in South Hyde and Conference Room A in the Monitor Union.

Mrs. Cousins expects to be back, with her wife, for our 45th Reunion in June. Their address is 2 Berkeley Road, Wellesley, Mass.

Emerson Zeitter has been elected President of the Pejepscot Historical Society in Brunswick.

1921 Secretary, Norman W. Haines
247 South Street
Reading, Mass.

Alison Benton, Don Clifford, Pop Hatch, Bob Schonland, and Alex Standish are serving on our 45th Reunion Committee, which will meet on Alumni Day, October 23, to elect a Chairman and complete plans for our reunion in June of 1966.

Laurence Peffenn has been re-elected Treasurer of the Pejepscot Historical Society in Brunswick.

1922 Secretary, Albert R. Thayer
14 Longfellow Avenue
Brunswick

In March John Babuska wrote, “Still kicking and providing educated class dillenquists in connection with anything that will better Bowdoin.”

Dr. Wilfred Brewster was married on September 23 to Mrs. Barbara Ross Huester of Bath. They are living at 3219 7th Street in New York City, where Wilfred has offices at Kennedy Airport.

On February 25 Jim Mitchell of Bangor received an honorary doctor of laws degree at a Centennial Founders Day convocation held at the University of Maine. The citation read on that occasion said, in part, “... on several occasions he has been chosen by his colleagues to serve as president of the county bar association, officer of his local bar association, or in other capacities; he has also been elected a fellow of the American Bar Foundation and the American College of Trial Lawyers; in addition, he served as a member of the Maine State Bar Examiners for 17 years.

Those who have become acquainted with Mr. Mitchell know many of these things about him. They are of the opinion that he is quiet, gentle, effective. Many of his closest friends do not know that for more than 35 years he has given of his time and professional knowledge — days that add up to weeks, and months that add up to years — to handle an endless variety of legal matters involving the University of Maine. In spite of his great efficiency he never got elected to serve on a committee!

“In recognition of your outstanding contributions for the betterment of your profession, your dedication to the high ideals of the practice of law, and your long and loyal assistance to the University, the Trustees are pleased to confer upon you the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws.”

1923 Secretary, Philip S. Wilder
12 Sparrow Lane
Brunswick

Jim Kunkel is in fashion with other members of 1911 at the Portland Memorial Hospital last fall. His visit was for a gland operation.

Jim hopes to get back to Brunswick sometime soon to see the many changes on the campus. “Both of his sons are married, and he reports, “Except for a delightful dog, we are back where we started.”

Geo Mason was a bearer at the funeral of Al Christie last December. Jack Resier and Dick Wills also represented the Class at the service.

Cliff Parhcer has been elected Chairman of the Board of Director of Browning and Parcher, Inc., and advertising firm, following 16 years as its President. He plans to be active in the company on a full-time basis.

Karl Phiblick has been elected Executive Vice President and a Trustee of the Eastern Trust and Banking Company of Bangor, where he continues to be a trustee.

On January 25 George Vanroy took the oath of office as Maine’s 10th District Court Judge. He will resume his practice in Sanford, and in Biddeford—Saco. At the opening ceremony George said the motto of his court would be, “Never pass judgment on anyone until you have at least walked a mile in his shoes and carried his burdens.”

1924 Secretary, Clarence D. Rouillard
209 Rosedale Heights Drive
Toronto 7, Canada

Our off-year reunion headquarters in June will be Room 17 in North Winthrop.

Last October Francis Bisson was transferred to Boston, where he is Assistant Manager of the Boston Area of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company. He and Charlotte are waiting out the arrival of their ninth grandchild in April.

Their address is 66 Northgate Road, Wellesley, Mass.

Thorton Burnett has retired from the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company after more than 40 years of service. Most recently he had been Assistant Traffic Supervisor of the Maine Area.

Red Cousins has been elected President of the Portland Society of Natural History and the Maine Audubon Society.

Buck and Florence Dupuy sailed on March 5 for Casablanca, Spain, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Lebanon, Syria, Israel, and Egypt. They plan to return early in May.

In May they traveled to Ireland, England, and France last September. Bumped into Herbie Brown in London and also into some Englishman driving on the left.

Mac McMenniman plans to return in June for our informal reunion. He has postponed his retirement to August 6. Mac reports the birth of a new grandson, Danny McMenniman, last December 1.

Mac and Edna Morell took a Florida vacation near the end of the winter for a month or so.

In January the Brunswick Area United Fund presented a citation to Mac in recognition of his service as a Director since 1960. The citation said, in part, “We are very grateful that he hold you in high esteem, deep respect, and warm affection. You are, indeed, without peer; you are truly as dedicated, hard working, inspired, and respected a citizen as any in our beloved community.”

Frank Plaisted is still raising cattle and helping one son get started in his new distributorship for the Union Oil Company. Another son will be graduated from Portland State University in Oregon in June and will then go on to graduate work. He is married and has a son.

Honorary Class Member Peg Stanwood is President of the Brunswick branch of Altrusa International. Its civic project for this year is a social center for retired persons.

Waldo Weymouth has a new address — P.O. Box 215, East Berne, N. Y.

Dana Whiting is completing 35 years as head of the Mathematics Department at Columbus Academy in Ohio. The Whittings plan a three-week trip to Europe in the summer. They expect to visit their son Dana, who is Vice President of Proctor and Gamble’s plant in Brussels, Belgium. They have a total of eight grandchildren.

Doug Young has recently helped establish a chapter of the American Association of Retired Persons in the Waterbury, Conn., area. The Youngs raise African violets as a hobby. They started with two of them four years ago and now have about 160.

1925 Secretary, William H. Gulliver, Jr.
86 Federal Street
Boston, Mass.

Chairman Webster Browne reports that plans are being completed for our 40th Reunion in June. Others serving on the Committee are Collett (Class Regulations (regalia), Daggett (housing), G. Elliott (outings), C. Hildreth (refreshments), McIntire (finances), Mitchell (catering), Shibley (publicity), and Berry, Blackmer, Cranford, Gulliver, Joy, Perkins, Philbrick, and Walton.

Campus headquarters will be in Room 19 in North Hyde Hall. The Friday night outing will be held at the Home of Mr. and Mrs. Ottoway at home at 15 Longfellow Avenue. The Saturday outing and dinner will be at the Horace Hidgreath’s home in Cumberland Foreside.

On June 19, 1964, Dr. Hollis Clov received the highest honor which the American Geriatrics Society can bestow. The citation, read at the annual meeting of the Society in San Francisco, Calif., said, “Dr. Clov has been a Member of this Society since its earliest days. He is a past President of the Society. His deep interest in the welfare of the Society has been demonstrated on so many occasions that it is impossible to list them.

“It gives me great pleasure, Doctor Clov, to present you the 1964 Malford W. Thewlis Award for your many contributions to the welfare of the Society.”

Dr. Thewlis, incidentally, was a graduate of the Maine Medical School at Bowdoin in 1911. He died in 1936.

Dr. Clov is Director of Laboratories and Internist at the New York Hospital, Westchester Division. Philip Gregory is serving the Marseilles, Ohio, Presbyterian Church as a supply minister. His address is R.R. 1, Box 123, Marseilles, Illinois.

The first formal exhibition of the paintings of Crosby Hodgman was held in the Moulton Union
at the College during the month of February. The show consisted of 13 landscapes, all painted last fall. The titles included “Tide’s Out,” “Forest Rampoart,” “Winter Firehole,” “Up Country,” “Flags of Autumn,” and “Below Freezing.”

Throughout his 40 years of service as a teacher at the Chicago Latin School and as Headmaster of the Beaver Country Day School in Chestnut Hill, Mass., Crosby painted whenever he found an opportunity. Long an advocate of international cooperation, he escorted a group of college students to France and Italy in 1940 to work in camps for undernourished children. He was also the leader for a group which traveled to France in 1952 under the auspices of the Experiment in International Living.

He was a member of United States delegations at meetings of the Atlantic Treaty Association in Paris (1956), Luxembourg (1960), and Kiel, Germany (1961). He was a delegate and a discussion leader at a 1957 conference on international education through art, held in The Netherlands. Crosby now makes his home in the Maine town of Waltham.

Navy Captain Ernie Joy reports that he will start a new job at the Montgomery County Health Department in Maryland on July 1. At the moment he continues to be in charge of U. S. Navy Preventive Medicine Unit No. 2, Norfolk, Va.


Ormandel Wilson’s son Gordon is engaged to Miss Judith A. Danyew of North Chatham, N. Y., a senior at Hudson Valley College in Troy, N. Y. He attended the University of Maine, served in the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, and is now a customer engineer with International Business Machines Corporation in Boston.

1926 Secretary, Albert Abrahamson
The Manger Hay-Adams Hotel
6th at St. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

At Scout Sunday services held on February 7 at St. Patrick’s Cathedral in New York City, Edmund Fanning received the St. George Award for his “outstanding service to the spiritual development of Catholic boys through Scouting.” He has been active in Scout work since 1954, and he and Rose have two sons, Donald and John, who are both Eagle Scouts.

Edmund is an attorney with the Travelers Insurance Company. He is admitted to practice before the U. S. District Court, the U. S. Court of Appeals, the U. S. Supreme Court, and the Court of Military Appeals.

In June of 1963 Ken Packard retired from Newton (Mass.) High School after a total career of 37 years in the classroom, mostly teaching German. In January he wrote, “This career had its compensations, but I’m not sure I’d want to repeat it.”

“We turned out a Harvard lawyer, with the State Street Trust in Boston, and a Bowdoin-Harvard teacher now at Andover. We also have two pretty daughters still unmarried and eager.”

“Would welcome visits or letters here at 31 Oakland Street, Lexington, Mass.”

Through error Harry Robinson’s name was omitted from the list of donors to the 1963-64 Fund in the report which was published early this year. As a matter of fact, he has made a gift to the Fund every year since 1940, a record which has been equaled by but few alumni.

John Tarbell and Guy Hunt ’40 have joined forces to form the Tarbell Hunt Company at 131 State Street in Boston. The new firm represents 21 New England food accounts.

1927 Secretary, George Q. Cutter
618 Overhill Road
Birmingham, Mich.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Don Webber, whose mother, Mrs. Fannie V. Webber, died on January 2.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to George Weeks, whose mother, Mrs. Martha E. Weeks, died on January 21.

1928 Secretary, William D. Alexander
Middlesex School
Concord, Mass.

Allen Fiske’s youngest son, Samuel, is a freshman at the University of New Mexico, where he is pledged to Phi Delta Theta Fraternity. Allen lives at 246 Main Street, Spencer, Mass.

Paul Fitz-Gibbon is an executive with Dog House Restaurants, Inc. His address is 628 Glenn Allen Avenue, West Covina, Calif.

The New England Society in the City of New York has established a scholarship bearing the name of Edward Fuller, who is a Past President of the Society.

Bay State Computer Center, a firm specializing in electronic data processing for banks affiliated with Baystate Corporation, a Massachusetts bank holding company, has named Nate Greene its President. Nate is President of the Newton-Waltham Bank and Trust Company.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Clarence Johnson, whose wife, Mary, died on January 14.

1929 Secretary, H. LeBrecq Micolaeu
c/o General Motors Corporation
1775 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

Bob Adams will be one of the first two Taft School teachers to benefit by its new sabbatical leave program, sponsored by the Taft Parents’ Association. He will spend next year at the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill, where he will study history.

Except for three years in the Navy during World War II, Bob has taught at Taft since 1929.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Alden Hull, whose brother, Robert I. Hull, died on February 19, 1954, and to St. W. B.

John Leutritz has retired after 35 years of service with Bell Telephone Laboratories as a member of the Materials Engineering Protection and Testing Department at Murray Hill, N. J. After joining the Laboratories in 1929, he spent a short time in rubber research and then turned to wood preservation research and biological studies until the start of World War II. During the war he was concerned primarily with problems arising from the effects of humidity and fungi on military equipment. Since 1946 he has specialized in wood preservation studies.

John holds a Ph.D. degree from Columbia University. He is a member of the American Wood Preservers Association, the American Chemical Society, the American Geographical Society, the New York Academy of Sciences, and Sigma Xi.

Following his retirement from Bell Telephone Laboratories, John joined the Rural Electrification Administration in Washington, D. C., in February. He and Constance are living at Mayfair Mall, Apartment 506, Alexandria, Va.

1930 Secretary, H. Philip Chapman, Jr.
175 Pleasantview Avenue
Longmeadow 6, Mass.

Reunion Chairman Ben Jenkins reports that he and the members of his committee are at work, planning for our 35th in June. Herb Chalmers is in charge of the reception and the reunion dinner, Bob Thayer is in charge of housing, and Phil Chapman is taking care of finances.

Our class dinner and outing will be held on Saturday, June 12, at Seacoast Estates, Room 17 in North Moore Hall will be campus headquarters.

Oscar Swanson reports, “If we can get our little girl of school early enough this year, we hope to attend my 35th in June.”

1931 Secretary, Rev. Albert E. Jenkins
1301 Eastridge Drive
Whittier, Calif.

James Blunt has been elected a Vice President of the Bowdoin Club of New York.

Lymne Converse has resigned as President of the Portland Savings Bank and is now Vice President of the Board of Trustees.

Ray Leonard has joined Hayden, Stone, Inc., a member firm of the New York Stock Exchange, as an account executive in its office at The Mall, Short Hills, N. J. He retired in January of 1962 as President of the Rowe Manufacturing Company in Whippany, N. J., and since that time he has been acting as a business and financial consultant.

Julian Smyth and his wife have been directing their own tutoring school for boys and girls who have problems of learning and adjustment. They have experimented with many different ways of teaching, one of which was to move the whole school to Puerto Rico for the month of March, to take advantage of living in a different culture and climate, and speaking a different language.

The Smyths’ address is High Valley, Clinton Corners, N. Y.

1932 Secretary, Harland E. Blanchard
195 Washington Street
Brewer

During January and February Del Galbraith was one of 28 newspapermen who attended a two-week seminar at the American Press Institute, Columbia University, New York City. The seminar concerned newspaper public relations and promotion. Del is Assistant Promotion Manager of the Portland Press Herald, Evening Express, and Sunday Telegram. He has been associated with the Portland papers ever since his graduation from Bowdoin, except for four years of Navy service in World War II.

Del and Rachel have two daughters. Martha is married and lives in Whittier, Calif., and Judith is a junior at the University of Maine. They live at 54 Meyer Road in Portland.

George Sewall has been elected President of the Bowdoin Club of New York.

Early in April Don Stockman and his wife left Salisbury, Md., and moved to Portland, Ore., in a considered venture toward eventual retirement. They are enjoying a reunion with their married daughter and two grandchildren, who also live in Oregon.

1933 Secretary, Richard M. Boyd
16 East Elm Street
Yarmouth

Charlie Barbour’s son, Charles ’66, is one of only seven Bowdoin undergraduates to receive a grade of “A” in all of their courses during the fall semester.

MARCH 1965
Colman Beebe continues to be in the rubber business in Nashua, N.H., where Beebe Rubber makes the Ripple sole. Within the past year the company has started a second division making mechanical rubber goods.

The Beebes have two children, Edmund Colman Beebe, Jr., a graduate of Hobart College, is married and working at Beebe Rubber, and a daughter, Peggi Nichols, is a graduate of Cornell and is married to a Cornell electrical engineer.

The Beebes summer at Governors' Island on Lake Winnipesaukee, where they enjoy boating and golf. Beebe Rubber has been in business for 57 years and its products have been to Mexico, Hawaii, the Far West, the Caribbean, and Europe. Colman is quite a camera fan. He hopes that Ned will be able to assume control behind the camera in the near future and that he will have more time for travel.

Bill Copeland has been elected President of the Lincoln Country Club. He continues to manage the Providence Trust National Insurance Company. His address is Allison Boon, Lincoln, R.I.

Edward Lorin is still with Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, after 31 years. His son Richard is an R.T. at Western two, his daughter Dorothy, is married to Richard Stanley, and they have a son. His son Robert is a student at an electrical school and is working as an apprentice. The Lorinings live at 18 Thomas Road, Wellesley, Mass.

Stew Mead is the author of several articles which have appeared recently in the magazine Health. He is Secretary of the National Safety Council. The first was entitled "The Fifth Element," and the second "Experience Is Not The Best Teacher."

Stew is Director of Traffic and Safety of the New Jersey Auto Club and of its affiliated Foundation for Safety, Inc. He is also Secretary of the Research in Safety Education Section of the Higher Education Division of the National Safety Congress. He has trained driver instructors at Army, Navy, and Marine Corps installations and helped to design a Post Office Department course. His address is 1454 Green Road, Burlington, Mass.

On January 29 Joe Singer was honored by law enforcement and municipal officials in Brunswick. He was ushered into the Brunswick Municipal Court and addressed as "The Manager of the fine, gracious, thoughtful, and kind judge."

Among the presents which Joe received were a Bowdin Chair, a desk calendar and pen set, a copy of the Brunswick, a framed color photograph of the Brunswick Town Hall. Joe became Associate Judge of the Brunswick Court on July 6, 1946, and later succeeded Leon Spinney '26 as Judge. He returned to private practice in February when the District Court was activated.

1934 Secretary, Very Rev. Gordon E. Gillett 3601 North North Street Pocoria, Ill.

Last August Carl Ackermann was made Vice President of the New York Mercantile brokers, in Braintree, Mass. He reports, "Oldest daughter, Joan, a graduate of Wheaton College, is a secretary at Arthur D. Little Company in Cambridge. Oldest son, Douglas, is a student in the physical education department at St. Anne's School in Charlottesville, Va. She is a graduate of Marjorie Webster Junior College in Washington, D.C."

Carl's address is 27 Shelton Road, Swampscott, Mass.

Charlie Allen's son Tom '67 is one of the seven Bowdoin students who received a straight "A" record in their courses during the first semester this year.

Steve Deane is giving a lecture course in "Principles of Human Relations: Application to Management and Supervision of Personnel" during the spring semester at the Boston Chapter of the American Institute of Banking.

Ernest Flood's son, Royce, is graduate of the University of Maine and is working for his master's degree at Northeastern University.

Bob Porter is a Vice President of the Bowdoin Club of New York.

1935 Secretary, Paul E. Sullivan 25290 Par Del Mar Palos Verdes Estates, Calif.

Stan Low and Howie Nickols are Co-Chairmen of the Reunion Committee planning for our 50th in June. Serving with them are John Beale, George Cary, and Burt Whitman.

Their first dance will be Room 3, South Moore Hall, and our outing and dinner will be held at the Bath Country Club on Saturday, June 12. The Harry Abele's son Dean has been promoted to the dormitory staff in the North Maine Building.

He is Combat Intelligence Officer aboard the USS Port Mandz, which has been on a five-month cruise in the Caribbean.

In February Dr. Walter Crosby reported, "First grandchild born in September of 1964 to our daughter, Judith, and her husband, Nelson E. Mather III of Boston. Son, Stephen a sophomore at Bowdoin, and son Walter, Jr., a senior at Clark University."

Mrs. Baker's address is Maple Street, Sterling, Mass.

Bob Dunton has been appointed General Price Manager of Western Electric Company, Inc., the supply unit of the Bell Telephone System, with offices in New York City. He has been with the Company for 25 years. Bob's home address is 132 Glynor Place, Glen Rock, N.J.

On February 25 Class Secretary Paul Sullivan represented Bowdoin at the inauguration of Mark H. Colman and President of Scripps College in Claremont, Calif.

Philip Thorne is Chief of the General Claims Division of the U. S. Army Claims Service, Office of the Judge Advocate General. His home address is 10 Thomas Road, Glen Burnie, Md.

1936 Secretary, Hubert S. Shaw Admissions Office Massachusetts Hall Brunswick

Dr. Paul Jones is a neurophysiologist in Westport, Conn., where his address is Box 470.

Keene Morison has been promoted to Assistant Vice President and Manager of the Wilton Office of the Connecticut College Savings Bank.

Phil Pearson wrote in January, "Enjoyed a brief visit with Bill Shaw last summer on our way to Pequannock Point. Also enjoyed seeing Alumni Secretary Pete Barnard '50 at the Longshore Club in Westport, Conn., this past December 11. We in this area are looking forward to our shore area Bowdoin Club's getting 'off the ground' in March."

Phil's address is 3 Barnum Avenue, Norwalk, Conn.

Al Putnam has been elected to the Board of Directors of the First National Bank of Houlton.

Bill Sawyer is Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Harbor National Bank of Boston, that city's newest bank since 1884, which opened its doors formally on February 16 at 57 Franklin Street.

Harry Schofeld is President of the Unitarian Universalist Ministerial Association of the United States and Canada. On January 20 he was in Maine to speak at the first annual conference of the group's Northeast District.

Harry is a member of the Board of Directors of the Unitarian Universalist Church of San Francisco in California. He is a member of the Board of Directors of the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee and a Trustee of the Starr King School for Ministry in Berkeley, Calif.

The address of the Vice President of the Bowdoin Club of New York.

Howard and Barbara Vogel announce the birth of a son, Thomas Howard Vogel, on February 8 in Chicago, Ill.

1937 Secretary, William S. Burton 11H4 Union Commerce Building Cleveland 14, Ohio

Dr. Paul Gilpatrick has been elected to a five-year term as a Corporator of Bentley College of Accounting and Finance in Boston. He is President of the American Academy of Dental Science, a Town Meeting member of the town of Winchester, Mass., and President of the Harvard University Dental Alumni Association.

Bill and Helen have two children, Beth and Robert.

Ed Hudon's book "Freedom of Speech and Press in America" has now been published in a Japanese edition. It is also being translated into Korean, Spanish, and Portuguese.

Elizabeth and Ernie Lister hope to fly to the U. S. from Paris, France, in June to attend their son Jim's graduation from Bowdoin. Their address is 1007 Stuyvesant, APO, New York, N.Y. 09777.

Albert Moulton's son, Albert III '65, was married on January 23 to Miss Jean C. St. Clair of Port-&#1235;Cornell. He is an engineer student at Boston University.

Bill Owen's daughter Susan was married on February 13 to Gregg Fisher of Philadelphia. The wedding took place in the First Parish Church in Portland.

Dick Sears, Vice President of the insurance brokerage firm of Sears, E. Sears, Inc., has been elected to the Board of Directors of the Harbor National Bank of Boston, which opened business for business formally on February 16.

1938 Secretary, Andrew H. Cox 50 Fox Street Street Boston, Mass.

Don Bradford is in charge of the Office of Economic Adjustment in Washington, D.C., whose purpose is to guide local officials along a path toward developing solid and growing economies founded in the civilian sector of society, rather than being dependent upon a military payroll. He has been particularly busy since Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara announced the "phasing-out" of many defense installations last November.

David Lister is a junior at Ohio Wesleyan, and Donald, Jr. (15) is a sophomore in high school.

Maine Governor John Reed has appointed Davis Childs a Milord Judge of Probate for Piscataquis County.

In February Class Secretary Andy Cox spoke before a meeting of the Maine Society of Public Accountants. As chairman of the "Dentists' Committee," he has been made a member of the "Phasing Out" management commission in November.

For the third year Bill Frost is serving as Chairman of the Budget Committee on the Santa Barbara campus of the University of California. His address is 2820 Verde Vista Drive, Santa Barbara, Calif.

Stuart Mansfield is Wire Editor for the Boston Record American. His address is 60 Ellerton Road, Quincy, Mass.

Fred Newman has been elected President of the Eastern Trust and Banking Company in Hanger, succeeding his father, William P. Newman '10, who has become Chairman of the Board.

Bill Norton has recently purchased a third weekly newspaper in Northern California, The Food Item Val-&#1235;Del. It was a case of buying a publication to go with some spare printing equipment made surplus by addition of a roll-fed Goss offset press for his other two papers, The Los Altos Town Crier and The Cupertino Courier. Bill promises to ship his son all the way to Bowdoin next year— if engineering is added then. The
College missed out on another offspring, a girl, at Willamette University in Oregon. But there is one more chance — if Bowdoin goes co-education — and another girl.

Ed O'Neill has been elected Executive Vice President—Marketing with the Emerson Electric Company in St. Louis, Mo.

Leonard Schiller has resigned as President of the Brown Company in Berlin, N. H., and is now Vice President for Operations, with responsibility for directing operation of the firm's pulp and paper mills and other facilities. He continues to be a member of the company's Board of Directors.

Bruce Rundlett has been promoted to Vice President of the Minute Maid Co., a division of the Coca-Cola Company. He is Director of Manpower Development for Minute Maid and has been with Coca-Cola since 1946.

Bruce is a lay reader in the Episcopal Church and a Vestryman at Emmanuel Episcopal Church in Orlando, Fla. Born in Tuscaloosa, Ala., in 1942, Mr. Rundlett lives at 1458 Gravesville Drive in Winter Park. Their daughter Vicky is married to J. N. Floyd. Penny is 17, Brad 15, and Geof 11.

Major General Bob Smith was elected recently by Aviation Week and Space Technology Magazine for “outstanding contributions to the progress of aero- space in 1964.” He was honored for his pioneering uses of space and other advanced equipment in a field once known for its cloak-and-dagger techniques.

As Director of the Intelligence of the Strategic Air Command, Bob directed the intelligence organization which discovered the Soviet Union’s missile buildup in Cuba.

1939 Secretary, John H. Rich, Jr. 2 Higashi Tortiraka
Aruba, Minato-Ku, Tokyo, Japan

Bill Allen has been elected a Vice President of the Bowdoin Club of New York.

Charlie Campbell has also been elected a Vice President of the Bowdoin Club of New York.

Dorrance Goodwin continues to be Executive Director of the Lowell Technological Institute Research Foundation in Lowell, Mass., where he lives at 148 Riverside Street. Since he took over the leadership of the Foundation in 1954, he has guided its expansion from 15 employees to a gross annual research budget of $140,000 to a staff of about 90 employees and a gross annual research budget of $1,250,000.

The Estaum Guild’s son, William, is engaged to Miss Sandra M. Van Auk en of San Jose, Calif. He is studying naval architecture and marine engineering at the University of Michigan.

Edward Shaw, in January, “Am in the process of having a new house built for us. It seems as if endless problems arise, but the end result should be worth all the irritations.” The Hyatt’s address is 45 Foster Street, Meriden, Conn. Joe Pierce’s son Johtm ’65 is one of only seven Bowdoin students who received a grade of “A” in all of their courses during the fall semester.

Gordon Potter has become a partner in the law firm of Segal, Herson, and Segal in Albany, N. Y. He also practices in Massachusetts and specialists in Federal Court proceedings.

1940 Secretary, Neal W. Allen, Jr. Department of History Union College Schenectady, N. Y.

Plans are being completed for our 25th Reunion on June 11 and 12. John Marble is Reunion Committee Chairman, and the others on the Committee are: Bob Allen, (Chancellor, Permanent Chairman), Lin Rowe (Secretary), Dave Dooley (Treasurer), Ross Wilson (Class Agent), and Neal Allen, Al Clarke, Dick Doyle, Dick Sanborn, and Jack Tucker. Registration will begin Friday morning at the Pickford Field House, our campus headquarters. Stag members of the Class will be housed in South Apple Hall. There will be a cocktail party and buffet supper for members of the Class and their families at Pickford Field on Friday afternoon.

Our dinner and outing will be held at Sebasco Lodge, Sebasco Estates, south of Bath, on Saturday, June 12.

Walter T. Billings has been elected an Assistant Vice President in the City Division of the National Shawmut Bank of Boston, which he joined in 1948. He is a Trustee of the County Savings Bank in Chelsea, Mass., and a Trustee of the New England Trust Company, which he joined in 1950. The New England Trust Company is a subsidiary of the Boston United Corporation.

Calvin Bill has been promoted to Assistant Clerk and Director of Meade and Gale, Inc., a general insurance agency in Boston. He is also Vice President and a Director of the National South Cooperative, the largest cooperative of its kind in the United States, with headquarters in Washington, D. C.

Guy Hunt and John Tarbell ’26 have joined forces to form the Tarbell-Hunt Company at 131 State St., Suite 301. This new firm represents 21 New England food accounts.

John Nettleton has been elected a Director of the Franklin County Trust Company. He is a Trustee, Vice President, and Real Estate Officer with the Franklin Savings Institution in Greenfield, Mass., where he lives at 185 Leyden Road. He is a Director of the Greenfield Area Chamber of Commerce and a Trustee of the American Red Cross.

On February 17 Dick Sanborn received the first annual outstanding citizen award to be presented by the Calumet Club in August.

1941 Secretary, Henry A. Shorey Bridgton

Bob Barton reports, “Arrived in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, in November. Family, including our American Field Service son, joined me for the Christmas holidays. Nancy and I are looking forward to their spring vacation, when they can join us again. I have a fascinating and varied job here.”

Bob’s address is AID, U. S. Embassy, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic.

Dr. Harrison Berry continues to be Assistant Dean and Professor of Chairman of the Department of Roentgenology in the School of Dental Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania. In addition, he was recently appointed Professor of Oral Roentgenology in the School of Medicine.

Harry’s son Tom, a junior at Washington College, played fullback on its soccer team, which won the Mason-Dixon Conference title.

Harry’s address is 1415 Suffolk Square, Philadelphia, Pa.

Colonel Preston Brown has retired from the Air Force and is living at 560 Patrick Way, Los Altos, Calif.

Tom Brownnell had a feature role in Les Folies, sponsored by the Junior Service League of Ga., on February 19 and 20. The former Medfield policeman closed out the first act with a solo, in addition to leading the “gentlemen of the chorus.”

Dr. Leonard Crenkle spoke at Bowdoin on March 1 on “The Psychology of Space Travel.” He continues to be General Director of the Children’s Hospital Medical Center in Boston.

Charlie Edwards continues to be with the United States AID mission to Tunis, as Deputy Program Officer. He will be served in Tunis by a school in which Professor Charles Robert is at Belvoir and Imperial Service College in Hertford, England, and will enter Brown University next fall. He spent last summer with his parents in Tunis, working some of the time with the Tunis College.

Elizabeth is a boarder at the Marymount International School in Rome, Italy, and may return to the Northfield School in Massachusetts next fall, with William de Collegibus for the future. Pete is in the eighth grade at the American Cooperative School in Tunis.

At Christmas time Charlie wrote, “So Lieta and I have been just up into Christmas geographically, but shrunken at home, shrunken, that is, until the vacations roll around. This summer many young people came from the four corners, and a merry melange ensued — on the beaches, but also at

nightly twist parties. (Le twist, le bleuclan, and le coco-cola are coin of the realm.) We did, all the same, manage some interesting weekend trips this summer — a varied group of work fors, exploring the mountains at Ain-Draham in the northwest near Algeria; silver white sands at Kellia, out on Cap Bon; tunnels and walls of ancient Syria have the ultra-modern hotels of Marseilles; Roman ruins far out in the former 'bread basket' of ancient Rome in the Medjerda Valley; colorful Arab souks in the old 'medinas' and crumbling Castors. The family also spent five weeks in Italy and Laneocio in late August and September.

I managed a week myself in mid-September. This was a gathering of the Saragassiano clan during the annual ‘festa’ of the city of Laneocio, with the eulogies and decrees of the ancient progessions, and about three consecutive nights of music, feasting, dancing, processions, and fireworks.”

Charlie’s address is USAID/Tunis, c/o American Embassy and Boyer for A. H. Benoit Company and a Trustee of the University of Maine.

Diek By is the author of an article entitled “The Battle of Frankfurt,” an eyewitness account of the International Book Fair held last September in Frankfurt, Germany. The article appeared in the October 19th issue of Publishers’ Weekly.

Diek, who is Vice President of the R. R. Bowker Company, is one of some 150 business and governmental executives from this country, Canada, and abroad who are participating in the 47th session of the Advanced Management Program of the Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration. The session runs from February 15 to May 14.

Steve Frost is a Vice President of the Bowdoin Club of New York.

Ralph Gave is Works Manager of the Phosphorus Division with the Hooker Chemical Corporation. His address is 19 Oakbrook Place, Bethford, London, England.

On March 1 Chick Ireland was the featured speaker at the Bowdoin Alumni Council’s annual dinner for members of the Senior Class, held at the Senior Center for the first time. His subject was “Publicly Held Corporations.”

1943 Secretary, John F. Jaques 312 Pine Street South Portland

Win Carr has been elected Treasurer of St. Francis Episcopal Church in Holden, Mass.

Bill Bell’s son, Bob, Jr., is a freshman at Bowdoin and was a member of the freshman hockey team during the winter.

Art Benoit has been elected a Trustee of the Maine Savings Bank in Portland. He is Vice President and Buyer for A. H. Benoit Company and a Trustee of the University of Maine.

Diek Bye is the author of an article entitled “The Battle of Frankfurt,” an eyewitness account of the International Book Fair held last September in Frankfurt, Germany. The article appeared in the October 19th issue of Publishers’ Weekly.

Diek, who is Vice President of the R. R. Bowker Company, is one of some 150 business and governmental executives from this country, Canada, and abroad who are participating in the 47th session of the Advanced Management Program of the Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration. The session runs from February 15 to May 14.

Steve Frost is a Vice President of the Bowdoin Club of New York.

Ralph Gave is Works Manager of the Phosphorus Division with the Hooker Chemical Corporation. His address is 19 Oakbrook Place, Bethford, London, England.

On March 1 Chick Ireland was the featured speaker at the Bowdoin Alumni Council’s annual dinner for members of the Senior Class, held at the Senior Center for the first time. His subject was “Publicly Held Corporations.”

Frank Meekon has become a General Partner
with the investment brokerage firm of Chas. W. Serantoon and Company in New Haven, Conn., which he joined in 1947 as a registered representative. Frank is a member of the New Haven Country Club, the Knights of St. Patrick, and the Woodbridge Club. He lives on Wepawaug Road in Woodbridge.

Bob Qua has been appointed Vice President of the Workingmens Co-operative Bank of Boston. He had been New England representative of the Mortgage Guaranty Insurance Corporation of Milwaukee for the past four years.

Ed Simonds’ daughter, Beth, was married on February 5 to Bob Branson ’83. A graduate of Colby College, she is a medical secretary at the Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston.

Last fall Harlan Taylor was re-elected to a second two-year term as a member of the Board of Directors of Manchester, Conn. (population 44,000). He is a member of the University of Connecticut Research Laboratory Physics Department in East Hartford and is a member of the State Chamber of Commerce Committee on Research and Development.

Harlan’s wife, Saundra, a graduate of Lasell Junior College in 1945, is Vice Chairman of the Manchester Town Republican Committee. Their daughter, Judy, has been accepted at Lasell for next fall, and Jeff is in the 8th grade. Their address is 39 Harlin Road, Manchester.

Bob Walker has been appointed to the Governor’s Advisory Committee on Education in Maine. A building contractor, he is Chairman of the Budget Committee in Cumberland, where he and his family live.

1944

Secretary, Ross Williams 23 Alta Place Centreville, P.O. Yonkers, N. Y.

Jim Campbell is out of the Army and associated with the Cornell University Aeronautics Laboratory. His address is 198 Ruskin Road, Eggersville, N. Y.

George Griggs has been re-elected to the Alumni Council as the representative of the New York Bobbitton area. In his report on February 5 the Club presented an engraved silver tray to George in appreciation of his many years of service to it and the College.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Milton Paige, whose father, Milton C. Paige, Sr., died on January 31.

1945

Secretary, Thomas R. Hulett, M.D. 54 Belcourt Road West Hartford, Conn.

Lloyd Knight is Chairman of our 20th Reunion Committee. The dinner and outing will be held on Saturday, June 12. We are cordially inviting the wives back for this reunion, and we will all meet in Room 3, South Winthrop Hall, our campus headquarters.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Pete Angeramo, whose mother, Mrs. Carmine Angeramo, died on February 1.

Dick Bonney and his family visited Bowdoin on Alumni Day last fall. His son, Bruce, plays football, basketball, and baseball, and father and son both learned a good deal about the College as they were visiting. We heard in January that the Art Berrys live less than seven miles away. Enjoyed dinner with them just recently.” The Reds live at 43 Post Road, Greenland.

1946

Secretary, Morris A. Desmone 935 Princeton Boulevard, S.E. East Grand Rapids, Mich.

Emily Beane is serving as an Assistant Attorney General of the state.

Arthur Berry has been elected President of the New Hampshire National Bank in Portsmouth, N. H., which he joined in 1930 as Executive Vice President.

Herb French has been elected President of Big Brothers of Worcester County, Inc., in Massachusetts.

Last July Dick Lewis received his Ph.D. in geology from Stanford University. He is in Brazil working for the U. S. Geological Survey in organizing a large-scale minerals reconnaissance program. The Lewis address is USGS/USAID/SVL, APO 676, New York, N. Y.

Clayton Reed is now minister of the Greenland Community Congregational Church in Greenland, N. H. He wrote, “Found that the Art Berrys live less than seven miles away. Enjoyed dinner with them just recently.” The Reds live at 43 Post Road, Greenland.

1947

Secretary, Kenneth M. Schubert 96 Maxwell Avenue Geneva, N. Y.

Bob Morrell has been elected to a three-year term as a Director of the Brunswick Area United Fund.

1948

Secretary, C. Cabot Easton 13 Shubart Avenue Sanford

Willis Barnstone is the author of a translation of Sappho, which has recently been published by Anchor Books of Doubleday and Company.

Dr. Lou Bove and his wife have four children: Thomas (6), Mary Jane (9), Gregory (6), and Ann Elizabeth (3). They live on Penrith Road in Portland.

Bert Moore, Headmaster of the Tilton School in New Hampshire for the past seven years, has resigned, effective at the end of the current year, to become Headmaster of the Holland Hall School in Tulsa, Okla.

John Schuyler has returned to Brown University as Associate Professor of History. On February 12 he was one of a group of scholars and writers who were guests at a special luncheon in Washington honoring Lincoln’s birthday. President Lyndon Johnson was the main speaker.

1949

Secretary, Ira Pitcher RD 2 Turner

Don Baker has been named a branch manager of the First National Bank of Boston, which he joined in 1952. He is a member of Apparel Industries of New England and has served with the Contact Club of the New England Telephone Company. The Bakers live at Harvard Towers, 295 Harvard Street, Cambridge, Mass., with their daughter.

Leon Bunker and his wife have recently adopted a young son, Adrian Lloyd, who is nearly a year old now. Their address is St. Inigoes, Md.

Bill Irvine is now associated with the Department of Archeology at the National Museum of Canada in Ottawa, Ontario.

Roger Kerwin has been a member of the faculty at Mary Washington College in Virginia since 1959. His last 3-year leave was spent at the University of New Mexico.

Bill Kerckrieg has been elected a Director of the Maine Savings and Loan Association in Portland. He is Vice President of the Canal National Bank and a member of the Zoning Appeal Board in Portland.

Bill has also been elected to the Board of Directors of Child and Family Services in Portland.

Al Mallett is rounding out his fourth year at the Chase School in Newtown, Conn., and his 12th year in private school teaching. In February he wrote, “Celebration group of 24 boys during College Week in Bermuda for another eight-day vaca- tion. The continuing advantages of the bachelor state! Will be interesting applications from sons of classmates shortly.”

George and Fran Milligan are the parents of twin sons born last July, making a total of one girl and four boy brothers. George is attending the Associate Course at the Command General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth. His address is 435B Rifle Place, Fort Riley, Kans.

April 3 Kyle Sweeney represented the College at the inauguration of Wayne F. Goertz as President of Bridgewater College in Virginia.

1950

Secretary, Howard C. Reiche, Jr. 57 Allen Avenue Extension Fallston, Md.

“Bowdoin’s Biggest and Best” class will hold its 15th Reunion in June. The Committee, under the Chairmanship of Hokie Hokanson, includes Pete Barnard, Mike Carney, Marty Henry, Dick Morrell, and Class Agent Jerry McCarthy.

North Appleton Hall will be our campus headquarters. There will be an informal Brunswick gathering for those who arrive early on Thursday, and Friday night we will have an on-the-spot party at campus headquarters. On Saturday afternoon, June 12, we will journey to the coast for our dinner and outing.

The Committee reminds all classmates that wives are cordially invited to be present. Alumni Committee Pete Barnard of Brunswick has been elected Second Vice President of the Pejepscot Historical Society.

Last December Fr. Lyndon Beene wrote, “I can’t think of a better way to close out the year than to send my annual contribution to the Alumni Fund, I’m fairly sure of being in Maine in early January and hope to make our 15th Reunion the best of his work on assignment, but I sure would like to get a ticket at one of the New England bases. Family is fine. Still only two children, Mimi and Mark, and I hope we can make Kitzbuhel, Davos, and Val d’Isere on our separate trip to wear our European skis.”

Gale Bennett has been appointed Manager of a new program that is a group organized as part of the Refrigerators Division of the Eastern Company, in Norton, Company in Worcester, Mass.
Lt. Comdr. Joe Britton is Assistant Senior Medical Officer at the U. S. Naval Air Facility in Kenitra, Morocco. Several months ago he enjoyed a visit with his wife, Dr. Richard Britton '45, and Dick's wife, Marilie. Dick was in Spain on a speaking engagement tour.

Jack Bump has been promoted to the position of Financial Representative to the Abrasive Division of the Norton Company in Worcester, Mass., which he joined in 1935.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Charles Carruthers, whose mother, Mrs. Annie W. Carruthers, died on February 12.

Merrit Henry has been re-elected a Director of Child and Family Services in Portland.

Gordon Chou has been elected Treasurer of the New York Bowdoin Club.

Fred Malone is now Planning Assistant to the Head of the Computer Division of the Iranian Oil Refining Company in Abadan, South Iran. Within a few months he hopes to have responsibility for all non-technical applications. He hopes to return to the United States once a year.

Dick Murrell has been elected to a one-year term as a Director of the Bowdoin Area Unit Trust.

John Russell has been elected to the Board of Directors of Child and Family Services in Portland.

Pat Slattery of Brunswick is Area Manager for Robert G. Frankin of New York City, who is operating the former Worombo Mill in Lisbon Falls as the Lisbon Weaving Corporation. Pat also manages Frankin operations at Fairfield and Waterville.

Bobby Shute was the junior high school level. He reported in January, "Gerry and I have three sons, Steven (12), David (10), and Bobby (7). We extend an invitation to all Bowdoin men when they are in our area. We welcome them at 2130 Phillips Street, Long Beach, Calif."

1951 Secretary, Captain Louis J. Sirov CHAMPS APO 239 San Francisco, Calif.

Bill Arnold has been elected Chairman of the Kennebec County Commissioners.

In January Bob Corliss wrote, "Virginia, Ethel, and I have moved from our Beacon Hill apartment to a house at Highland Road. We hope to make a small contribution to urban renewal. We're still only a short walk downtown Boston, but worlds away in some respects. Have a big garden.

I wish you would be happy to hear from old friends who are still living through. Our address is 3 Caverne Street, Boston."

On January 15 the Baltimore Sun published on its editorial page an article by Pete Fay on Eastern football. "In every sense of the term, Towson is a jewel; in every sense of the term, Towson is a terror in the Ivy League." Within the past year Pete has sold other articles on the Balkans to Time, Sports Illustrated, and the Christian Science Monitor (the editorial page). He continues to teach at Anadokia College in Salonika, Greece.

Dave Getchell is Managing Editor of the National Fisherman combined with Maine Coast Fisherman, with offices at 22 Main Street, Camden, Maine.

George Murray has been elected to the Board of Directors of Hayden, Stone, and Company, for which he is Manager of the La Jolla, Calif., office.

Hal Donahue has been elected Secretary of the New York Bowdoin Club.

Welles Standish has been promoted from an associate to a partner in the architectural firm of Morey and Salisbury in West Hartford, Conn., with which he has been connected for about eight years.

1952 Dr. Dave Izard will be married this spring to Miss Martha A. C. of Weston, Mass., an alumna of Radcliffe College.

In February Rogers Johnson reported, "I traveled all the way from Arizona to see the Bowdoin-Maine football game in November, in order to take advantage of a wonderful chance to enjoy seeing college friends and being on the campus again. My family now consists of western wife, Scott (45), Don (35), and new Jody. I recently joined Southwest Forest Industries here in Phoenix as Manager of Marketing Research and Planning."

The Johnsons continue to live at 1214 West Havasu Avenue, Phoenix, Ariz.

Emerson Joy is an insurance broker with the firm of John C. Paige and Company in Boston. He and his wife have four children, Edward (12), Frederick (8), Tamara (6), and Sarah (4). They live on Forrest Road, Topsfield, Mass.

Dick Kingman is Morning Announcer and Production Manager for Radio Station WALE in Fall River, Mass. He reports that he is following Bowdoin's progress with "interest and pleasure."

Dick's address is 359 Hanover Street, Fall River.

Dr. Ken McKeusk is practicing internal medicine in Philadelphia. He is following Bowdoin's progress with "interest and pleasure."

Dick's address is 359 Hanover Street, Fall River.

Ken McKeusk is practicing internal medicine in Philadelphia. He is following Bowdoin's progress with "interest and pleasure."

Dick's address is 359 Hanover Street, Fall River.

John Pond has been elected a Vice President of the National, Peabody, and Commercial members of the New York Stock Exchange. He is Manager of its midtown office at 330 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

1953 Secretary, Albert C. K. Chun-Hoon, M.D. 4903 Greenstreet Boulevard, Bellaire, Texas

Dr. Ray Bigs, his wife, Carol, and their four daughters are living at 21231 Mesaria Road, Covina, Calif. He has joined the Mangan Medical Clinic in the specialty of internal medicine. Ray spent three interesting weeks in Japan in the spring of 1960.

Don Buckingham went into business for himself last July, forming Buckingham Graphics, Inc., to manufacture and sell the Simple-Simon Camera, on which he has been working during the past four years. Buckingham Graphics is located at 537 Custer Street, Evanston, Ill., with sales offices in Los Angeles, Calif., and the Bronx, N. Y.

Bob Chamberlin was elected Director of the Aid to Education Program of The Travelers Insurance Company and The Travelers Indemnity Company, 700 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

In January, Chamberlin reported, "Lilly and I and our five — Jay, Beth, Dana, Lynda, and Jennifer — are still living at 255 Elm Street, North Reading, Mass. It was nice to see so many Bowdoin men at Sugarbush over last weekend."

Edward Lyman is a planning engineer with the New York Bell Telephone Company, with which he has been associated for 12 years. He lives on Main Road, Towaco, N. J.

Fritz von Culmann is a member of the Camerata of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, which presented a concert at Bowdoin on February 7. The members of the group perform on early instruments from the museum's collection.

Friedrich is a professional maker of recorders (ancient eight-hole flutes) and Renaissance and Baroque flutes, as well as an instructor at the National Music Camp at Interlochen, Mass., and the Berkshire Recorder School. His wife, Ingeborg, is a teacher of the recorder.

Ev Wilson has been appointed Executive Assistant to the Director of the New England Gas Company. He is President of the Dixieland Minstrels in Danvers, Mass., and a member of the New England Gas Association. He and Madeline and their four children live at 137 Railroad Avenue, Hamilton, Mass.

1954 Secretary, Horace A. Hildreth, Jr. Pierce, Atwood, Scribner, Allen, & McKusiek 465 Congress Street Portland 3

William Caflin has purchased the Charles Street Bookstore, in which his address is 145 Pineckney Street, Apartment 210.

Moose Friedlander was married on January 16 to Miss Linda Ogilvy of Searside, N. Y., a graduate of Holderness School. They speak English and are teaching English at St. George's School in Newport, R. I.

Bob Hazzard has been elected a corporator of the Maine Savings Bank in Portland.

Skip Howard has been appointed Chairman of the Mathematics Department at the New Hamp-
1956 Secretary, Paul G. Kirby 847 Brookline Street Needham, Mass.

Horst Albach has received a call to a full professorship of business administration at Munster University. In September he gave a lecture on long-range planning at a joint session of TIMS and the Econometric Society in Zurich, Switzerland, and in December he presented two guest lectures in Helsinki, Finland.

Horst wrote in December, "It may also be of interest that I am in a law suit against our tax authorities for tax deductibility of my small (as they may be) contributions to the Bowdoin Alumni Fund. It looks as if I am going to lose, too."

Horst's address is 532 Bad Godesberg, Waldstrasse 49, Germany.

Lee and Joan Dyer announce the arrival of their second son, Thomas Alan Dyer, last October 23. Lee reports, "He is a rugged little individual — definitely material for Bowdoin's football team of '84."

The Dyers continue to live at 293 Wall Street, Meriden, Conn.

In February Dr. Fred Fisher wrote, "Have recently joined the ranks of happy home owners — living in 4 Columbus Drive, Huntington Station, N. Y. Very sparse in alumni. Hoping to get back on campus one of these years to see some familiar faces."

On February 1 Ron Gozd left the Personnel Department of the Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania to join the Data Processing Sales Department of IBM in Wilmington, Del. He continues to live at 521 School Lane, Springfield, Pa.

Captain Lucius Hallett has been cited as a member of an H-43 helicopter crew which rescued three fishermen near Goose Air Base, Canada, some months ago. He received the Kaman Aircraft Corporation Mission Award for his participation in the rescue.

Lu is assigned as a helicopter flight commander at Goose with a unit of the Air Rescue Service.

Sandy Kowal wrote in February, "I was married in 1963 to Loreta Weiss, a graduate of Simmons, and am practicing law in the firm of Kowal and Kowal in Boston. We are living in Newton Highlands, Mass. Enjoyed the Bowdoin-Maine football game last fall."

Clark Nell is an electronic data processing consultant and systems analyst. His home address is 12 Garrison Road, Brookline, Mass.

Captain Pete Porter is stationed overseas with the 43rd Surgical Hospital (MA), APO 358, San Francisco, Calif.

In February Aaron Shaktin reported, "Our first child, Gregory Martin Shaktin, weighed in at 8 pounds 8 ounces on January 23. After one month he is tipping the scales at 11 pounds and promises to be a heavyweight." The Skatkins live at 403 Mannakee Street, Rockville, Md.

1957 Secretary, John C. Finn 6 Palmer Road Beverly, Mass.

Dr. Albert Bachorowski is practicing oral surgery at 19 Washington Street, Peabody, Mass. He is a member of the dental staff at Salem Hospital and J. B. Thomas Hospital in Peabody.

Dr. John Dungan is a general practitioner in the Maine town of Pittsfield. He reports, "Life is interesting, rewarding, and hectic. Hope to see some of the gang in the fall."

Dick Hickett wrote early in January, "Arrived in Vietnam September 1964. Assigned Sev. Advisor, 2nd Battalion, 47th Infantry Regiment. We operate in the coastal lowlands between Nha Trang and Saigon. We keep occupied."

Dick's address is Advisory Team 33, MACV, APO, San Francisco, Calif. 96297.

Captain Bill Gardner reports the birth of a daughter, Heather Gardner, on October 24. He says, "I saw Blood and Wagg once or twice (not on the Fups) but I will remain at Fort Benning through the Air Assault Division testing and expect to be at Fort Monmouth, N. J., this summer."

The Gardners' address is 5347 Wallace Drive, Columbus, Ga.

Frank Kinnelly has returned from overseas and is assigned to the Commerce Department in Washington, D. C., for two years. His home address is 5201 Quincy Street, Apartment 104, Bladensburg, Md. 20710.

John McGlennon is serving as an Assistant Chief Secretary on the staff of Massachusetts Governor John A. Volpe. He has been serving as Middlesex County Coordinator for the Republican State Committee until his appointment.

Bill McWilliams has returned to Bowdoin and is taking several courses to complete requirements for entry into medical school in the fall of 1966. He is on the Dean's List and is helping coach the weights on the track team.

After getting his master's degree from Harvard, Charley Packard taught Latin for four years at the Middlesex School in Concord, Mass., where he was also a member of the football team. Last fall he joined the Classics Department at Phillips Academy in Andover, Mass., where he is master of Johnson Hall.

Charley has had two translations published in the Classical Journal and also a prize-winning article in the Independent School Bulletin.

Henry Thomas has been elected Assistant Treasurer of the C. C. Papal Company, which he joined in August of 1963. He reports the arrival of a second son, Dan William Thomas, on January 20 in Gardiner.

Captain Horst Wagg is in Vietnam with the 92nd Ave. Co., APO San Francisco, Calif. 96337. In January he commented, "The war here is varied to say the least: tragic, yet comical in many respects; slow, but at isolated instances bullet-quick; depressing in its details, but enlightening in its entirety. As usual, the American soldier is more than doing his share."

Dou Weston has become a General Partner in the firm of W. D. Gradison and Company, members of the New York, American, and Cincinnati Stock Exchanges. His business address is 408 Dixie Terminal Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

1958 Secretary, John D. Wheaton 10 Sutton Place Lewiston

Alan and Laurel Boone belatedly announce the birth of their first child, Storer John, on September 9, 1964. At plans to return to the Royal Victoria Hospital in Montreal this July to complete his residency in internal medicine. The Boones' address at present is Box 616, Hanover, N. H.

John Carter reports the arrival of his first child, Andrew Stewart Estes Carter, on December 31.

Irwin Cohen is engaged to Miss Janice Strassnick of Marblehead, Mass., a graduate of Boston University in 1962. He is studying at the Bentley School of Accounting.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to John Crosby, whose father, William B. Crosby, died suddenly on December 3. John's address is 30 Hinckley Road, Milton, Mass.

Dr. Marvin Kraussher is a second-year resident in ophthalmology at the Brooklyn Eye and Ear Hospital. His address is 185 Ocean Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

William and Anne Macleod of Yarmouth announce the arrival of their second child, Margaret Love Macleod, on February 16.

Al Marz is in his third year at the College of Osteopathic Medicine and Surgery in Des Moines, Iowa, where his address is 2003 Cambridge Street. Michael Miller has been appointed Manager of the New York District of the H. J. Heinz Company, which he joined last May.

After three years as a captain in the Air Force, at Dow Air Force Base in Bangor, Joe Pellicani was released from active duty in February. He is practicing law with the Rockland firm of Stout, Adams, and Payson.

In February Bill Prosser commented, "We would be glad to hear from any Bowdoin men in the area. We're well settled at 4619 Standish Drive, Fort Wayne, Ind., although we're getting further away from New England. We hope to get back this summer."

Harold Sneadel is a pilot in the Navy. His address is 648 Duwayne Drive, Pensacola, Fla.

After working at the Princeton University Accelerator, Ralph Westwig is doing graduate work at Cornell University in Ithaca, N. Y. He and Erna are living at Lansung D6, 2 Triphammer Road, Ithaca, N. Y.

Dr. Bertil Wolf is a second-year resident in internal medicine at the Los Angeles Veterans Administration Medical Center. He reports the birth of a second child, Steven Andrew Wolf, on May 30, 1964. The Wolf's address is 10725 Ashby Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif.

Dave Young is engaged to be married on July 17 to Miss Marcia Shea of Troy, N. Y., who is completing study at the Middletown (N. Y.) State Hospital School of Nursing. In March he accepted a call to serve as the Associate Minister of the Second Presbyterian Church in Newark, Ohio.

Dave's new address is 457 Catalina Drive, Apartment C6, Newark.

1959 Secretary, Dr. Brendan J. Teeling Beverly, Mass.

Reid Appleby is a captain in the Army Medical Corps, stationed at Fort Devens, Mass. He reports the arrival of a second child, Robin Susan Appleby, on February 17. Reid's address is 865-B Poplar Street, Fort Devens, Mass.

George Busbas is doing graduate work at the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill, where his address is Weaver Dairy Road.

Hutch Beare wrote in January, "After a marvelous trip to Europe for three months, Gretchin and I have settled down to work for a living. I'm in the Technical Services Laboratory at St. Regis Paper Company's Technical Center in West Nyack, N. Y. We're living about 30 miles from New York City, at 40 Berkeley Square, Suffern, N. Y. All are welcome."

Bob Clifford was discharged from the Army in December, after serving for two years in Europe, being awarded the Army Commendation Medal in November, and being promoted to Captain in October. He is now practicing law with the firm of Clifford and Clifford, 138 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.

His home address is 500 Main Street, Lewiston. Bob's address is 500 Main Street, Lewiston.

John E. Howard is stationed at Fort Sill, Oklahoma. He is the author of an article entitled "Crisis on Campus: The Missionary Challenge of Newmanism," which appeared in the December, 1964, issue of the St. John's Seminary publication Mission Academy. Jack is a student at the Seminary. His address is St. Clement's Hall, 197 Foster Street, Boston, Mass.
Bill Dunn has passed the Maine Certified Public Accountant examination.

Dr. and Mrs. Gerald Evans are living at 135 Parkway Drive in Syracuse, N. Y., where he is a medical resident at the Upstate Medical Center. They have two children, Douglas Mark was born on August 8, 1965, and Craig Michael arrived on December 7, 1966.

Lew Kresch is a student at Harvard Business School, where his address is McCulloch C-42.

Charles Long has been appointed Sales Manager of the New England Sales Company in Framingham, Mass., dealers in Cadillac, Pontiacs, and GMC trucks. With their two children, the Longs live in Sherborn, Mass.

Roger McLeod appeared on a science program on television in Boston on February 27 as a judge from Lowell Technological Institute. His wife, Nancy, is a member of the Faculty Women's Board of Directors. Their address is 55 Liberty Street, Lowell, Mass.

Bob Mettler is teaching physics at Merscure Sage Academy in Pennsylvania. He has done graduate work at Catholic University, American University, and Harvard University.

Lt. Don Peoples is Research Officer on the USS Liberty. His address is Route 4, Box 272, Elkhart, Ind.

In January Paul Raymond reported, "At a New Year's Eve party at my home in Massachusetts, Paul Estes, Charlie Jackson, Buckey Owen, and Jack Lingley '60 were present. I also saw Fred Leach, who was here, and he is continuing his still teaching on Long Island. We have a son named David, born on September 25."

The Raymants' address is 906 Bowning Avenue, Boston, Mass. Their children are Mark, N. Y., and Susan, Ann.

Sid and Linda Slobodkin returned to Massachusetts last October after he completed two years of active duty with the U. S. Army at Fort Sill, Okla. They have a son, Joel Michael, born on April 16, 1964. Sid has become associated with the law firm of Mintz, Levin, Cohn, and Glovsky at 50 Federal Street in Boston, and the Slobodkins live at 474 Watertown Street, Newtonville, Mass.

In March Richard S. Garrett reported, "I am working for the Flinthotke Company as a Sales Representative covering southeastern New England. Annie, our two boys, and I moved to our new home at 19 Motor Avenue, Burlington, R. I., in January and are now quite settled. We would like to see or hear from some of the alumni in the area."

Gil Winham is doing graduate work in political science at the University of North Carolina. His address is 173 Daniels Road, Chapel Hill, N. C.

1960 Secretary, Richard H. Downes
General Theological Seminary
175 Ninth Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10011

Phil Clifford is Chairman of our 5th Reunion Committee. Campus headquarters will be Room 19 in North Winthrop Hall, and we will hold our class dinner and outing at the Sky-Hy Lodge in Topsham on Saturday, June 12, after the Commencement dinner.

Dick Adams is employed by the American Mutual Liability Insurance Company.

Pete Anderson is still with the Staff Judge Advocate of the 5th Infantry Division at Fort Carson, Colo.

On February 20 Ed Bean was married to Miss Helen Gell of Wallingford, Conn., formerly ofWestport, Conn., and Germany. She is working in the Data Processing Department at the American Cyanamid Company in Wallingford, and they are living in Litchfield, Conn. Ed teaches French and the bilingual education program. They are stationed at the Middlebury French School in Vermont.

Ellen and Don Bloch announce the arrival of twins, Linda and David, on November 10.

Al Burton has completed his studies at Boston University Law School this year.

Jack Condon was married on January 2 to Miss Ann Teresa Blute of Brockton, Mass., an alumna of Newton College of the Sacred Heart.

Don Cousins is out of the Army and studying for his master's degree in mathematics at the University of Maine, according to Winger West.

Doug Crabtree reports, "Two boys now — Bill (3) and Peter (1 1/2). I completed Ph.D. in mathematics at University of North Carolina last August and am now Assistant Professor of Mathematics at the University of Massachusetts. All sorts of Bowdoin faces are around here, both as fellow faculty (Paul Berube '59) and as graduate students. I am looking forward to our 5th Reunion June 11 and 12. We will be stationed at "Lewiston, Mass.""

Ed Dunn is in his fourth year at Tufts University School of Medicine. He spent the months of December and January as a clinical clerk at the U. of Massachusetts Hospital. All sorts of Bowdoin faces are around here, both as fellow faculty (Paul Berube '59) and as graduate students. I am looking forward to our 5th Reunion June 11 and 12. We will be stationed at "Lewiston, Mass.""

In January Ed wrote, "In playing "who do you know?" with fellow officers out here, the names of John Luke and Bob LeMieux were mentioned."

Ed's address is Box 42, West Harwich, Mass.

Stan Fish is living in Rye, N. H., and working at the University of New Hampshire for the Department of Economic Research on an urban renewal project. He has completed his course work for the M. A. at New Hampshire.

In January Edward Fuller wrote, "Mary, our little girls, and I are still in Brooklyn. I have seen a number of Bowdoin men in the past few months, including Charlie Prin '61 and Lyman Cousins '61. We all had a gay evening on the Bowdoin Club's 22nd anniversary last year."

"Working for S. D. Warren Company, I am in Maine off and on during the year, but I don't have much time to visit the College." The Fuller's address is 1381 Eye Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Frank Goodwin has been elected President and Treasurer of the newly formed Brunswick Automobile Dealers Association.

Edward Haggard married on January 30 to Miss Theresa M. Robben of Bergen op Zoom, Hol- land. He is employed by the Portland accounting firm of Stevens, Macdonald, and Page.

Tom Jones has been promoted to Manager of a branch office of the Pawtucket Institution for Savings and the Pawtucket Trust Company in Rhode Island. With their two children, the Joneses live in Barrington, R. I.

"Recently the Navy has not been retired to the State Street Bank and Trust Company in Boston but hopes to find a position in the Hartford, Conn., area. He and Libby expect to attend their second naval service in April, and Bob plans to attend our Fifth Reunion this June."

Tom W. Marshall's address is 84 Troop Street, Rochester, N. Y. 14608.

Bob and Ginnie Smith with their three children, John, Kelly, and Jenny, have moved to Pittsburgh, where Bob continues to work with Bell Telephone. He is also doing graduate work at the University of Pittsburgh. The Roaches address is 3548 Massa- chusetts Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15212.

Dave Rove will be married on May 29 to Miss Jeanene M. Ouellette of Millinocket, a graduate of the Plus School of Business.

John Trump is back in the United States and is doing graduate work at M.L.T. in the School of Industrial Management. His address is Apartment 8, 47 Revere Street, Boston.

1961 Secretary, Lawrence C. Bickford
Amercian University
164 Ravine Avenue
Yonkers, N. Y.

In February Noel Austin reported, "Our second child to be born in Germany arrived here at Hahn Air Base on February 2 in the form of Amy Caroline Kim '57, Bob Briggs '62. Dick Tuttle '59 are the few Bowdoin people nearby. We will be returning to the U. S. in August of 1966 after four years overseas and are looking forward to going back to Brunswick."

Noel's address is 1527 by Squardon, APO New York 06109.

Werner Brandes is teaching now at Phillips Exeter Academy in Exeter, N. H. He and his wife came over to this country from Germany last sum-

mer after being married in Munich. They attended the Bowdoin-Maine football game last fall and visited the Senior Center. Werner's address is Merrill Hall, Spring Street, Exeter, N. H. He and his wife would be happy to have Bowdoin visitors there.

Dave Cardo is engaged to Miss Susan Alterich of Brookline, Mass., and Damariscotta, a gradu- ate of Pembroke College in Rhode Island and a representative for Educators Publishing Service, Inc., in Cambridge, Mass. Dave is with the State Teachers Insurance and Trust Company of Boston. They plan to be married on May 22.

In January Captain Bob Corvi reported, "I am stationed in Izmir, Turkey, with the Air Force. There are four other officers and Miss Rachel A. Sykes of Ellitch City, Md., a graduate of Syr- acause University. He is working in Boston as a receptionist-model and illustrator. Norman is searching and researching the Raymond College and is living in Cambridge, Mass.

Dick Fisk has been promoted to the position of Group Actuarial Assistant of the Monarch Life In- surance Company in Portland, the company where he joined in 1961. With their two daughters, the Fisks live at 34 Brookhaven Drive, East Long- meadow, Mass.

Charles Hain is still employed by the Socony Mobil Oil Company. He and Regina are living in their new home at 17 Tanglewood Road, Farming- ton, Conn.

John Saia was married on December 27 to Miss Elizabeth A. Navin of Burlington, Vt., a graduate of the University of Vermont and a teacher of French at Winoonac High School. He is at- tending the University of Vermont Medical School.

Pete Scott, working in sales with the Oxford Paper Company, covers northern New En- gland and parts of Quebec. He lives in an apart- ment at 245 Commonwealth Avenue in Boston with Brad Sheldon and Mike Frieze '60.

Army Private Joel Sherman is taking basic training at Fort McClellan.

Jim Watson has been promoted to Assistant to the Dean of the School of Liberal Arts at the University of Pittsburgh and is still working on his Ph.D. in English. He and Ann expect their second child in April. Last fall they returned to Bowdoin to visit Jim's brother Tom, a freshman and a Zeta — their first trip back since graduation.

The Watson's address is 612 Square Run Road, Fox Chapel, Pittsburgh 38, Pa.

Sibley Wright and his wife, Judy, who were married last September, left Hingham, Mass., in January to teach in a freedom school in Meridian, Miss., and to work development work. They are start- ed by one of the three civil rights workers who were killed in Philadelphia, Miss., last summer.

The Wrights plan to remain in Mississippi at least until September. Their address is 515 20th Avenue, Meridian.

1962 Secretary, Ronald F. Famiglietti
222 Main Street
Wald, Mass.

Thorstoen Ackerson is engaged to Miss Virginia Root of Haddonfield, N. J., a senior at Smith College. He is a lieutenant in the Army.

Dave Hurd is teaching at the Dublin School in Dublin, N. H.

Gerard Coletti is teaching English at the Memorial Junior High School in Beverly, Mass. Jim Fleming reports, "After graduating from
Miss Beth A. Simonds of Boston, a graduate of Colby College and a medical secretary at the Massachusetts General Hospital. Bob is teaching French in the Boston public school system, and they are living at 205 Beacon Street in Boston.

On January 26 Miss Kathleen M. McConaghy of Balboa, Canal Zone, who graduated in January from the Incarnate Word College in San Antonio, Texas, has been stationed at Columbus Air Force Base in Mississippi with the Strategic Air Command, following his graduation from navigator training at James Connally Air Force Base in Texas.

On January 16 Steve Crabtree was married to Miss Marcia L. Patitz of Needham, Mass., a 1962 graduate of the University of New Hampshire and formerly a teacher in Needham and New Canaan, Conn. Steve has been Manager of the Hadley Heights, N. J., business office of the New Jersey Bell Telephone Company.

Following their wedding trip, the Crabtrees began teaching at the University of Wisconsin for a Rural Agricultural Cooperative Program, in Kenya, East Africa.

Dave DeMoss left the United States on January 27 to serve with the Peace Corps in Tanzania, East Africa, formerly Tanganyika. He trained for seven weeks at Syracuse University in New York, studying Swahili and the history, culture, and geography of Tanzania, as well as U. S. history and world affairs.

Charlie Emerson is in the six-month Coast Guard Reserve program at Cape May, N. J. He expects to become a civilian again in May.

Dick Engels is in his second year at Columbia University Law School. He lives in an apartment with Al Nagel and Gary Yamashita, both of whom are completing work for their M.B.A. degree at Columbia Business School. Their address is 215 West 91st Street, Apartment 77, New York, 24, N. Y.

Robert Fox is working toward an M.A. degree in German at New York University. His address is in San Rubin Residence Hall, 35 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Jules Lerner is continuing his graduate work in biology at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Md. His address at the University is Mergenthaler Laboratory for Biology.

On February 7 Lt. Ted Pedrick was married to Miss Janice C. Carnay of Wilmington, Del., a student at the University of Delaware. They are living in Munich, Germany, where Rod is stationed.

Sister Mary is a student at Tufts Medical School. Her address is 193 Harrison Avenue, Boston.

John Snyder recently completed two months at the Navy's Sonar School at Key West, Fla., where Greg Giese '62 is an instructor. Bob Page was also a student there.

John is stationed aboard the USS John Willis (DE 1027), FPO, New York, N. Y.

Bob Snyder is engaged to Miss Myra L. Levine of Overbrook, Pa. He is a graduate of the For- syth School for Dental Hygienists.

Dana Sweet is a graduate teaching assistant in the Department of History at Syracuse University. Her address is 108 Comstock Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.

In January Kelvin Taylor reported, "I am in my second year at Stanford Law School and was elected to the moot court board this year. Judy and I are expecting our second child sometime in April. Our son, Todd, will be in February. We have enjoyed California tremendously and plan to practice somewhere after I graduate." The Taylors' address is 76-E Escalondido Village, Stanford, Calif.

Lt. Marsh Tellan continues to be on active duty with the Signal Corps at Fort Monmouth, N. J., where he is Operations Officer for the Officer Student Detachment.

Solly Tounielle expects to graduate from the Wharton School of Finance and Commerce of the University of Pennsylvania this May, with an M.B.A. degree. He is majoring in marketing. His address is 3304 Pine Street, and his permanent address is 3303-502, Colonla Polanco, Mexico, D. F.

On January 24 Army 2nd Lt. George Williams completed the Infantry Officer Basic Course at Fort Benning, Ga.

Carl Weiss is an administrative officer in the United States Air Force Security Service in San Antonio, Texas. His address is Box 18119, Headquarters USAFSS, San Antonio.

1961 Senator, David W. Fitts 40 Leslie Road Auburndale, Mass.

Last spring there was left in the Moulton Union Bookstore a presentation wrist watch engraved "New England Champions in 1960" on the back. If any member of 1964 recognizes this as a watch he received while in high school, or is able to locate the Bookstore and reclaim his property, by describing the watch and naming the maker.

Dave Andrews is engaged to Miss Jean K. Walpole of Warrington, Pa., a student at the Rhode Island Hospital School of Nursing. Dave is doing graduate work at Brown University.

Dick Bail will enter Dartmouth Medical School next fall. His address at the present time is Fairdale, Penna. 17412, Manton Road, Erick, N. H.

Geoffrey Chapman is a first-year graduate student in European history at Princeton University. He is engaged to Miss Kathi Fowler of Long Beach, Calif., and they plan to be married in July. Geoff's address is 1228 Graduate College, Princeton Uni- versity, Princeton, N. J.

Walt Christie is a first-year student at Temple University Medical School. He wrote in February,
1961
Presidential Warren Hill of Trenton (N. J.) State College, has been elected Vice Chairman of the National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards. He was formerly Maine's Commissioner of Education.

1961
Former Maine Representative Clifford M. Starnes is serving as Director of a new department of the American Farm Bureau Federation, the National Resources Department. He has his headquarters in Washington, D. C., and travels extensively, working closely with state and local farm groups.

Faculty and Staff

On February 25 Professor Herbert Brown received an honorary doctor of law degree at a Centennial Founders Day convocation at the University of Maine.

On February 11 Sergeant Major King Carter of the ARRC staff received the Army Commendation Medal in a special ceremony held at the Moulton Union. The award was made for his service beyond the line of duty while he was a member of the 2nd Army Armored Division's 23rd Field Artillery.

On February 25 President Colles represented all institutions of higher education in Maine at a celebration observing the 100th anniversary of the founding of the University of Maine.

Friends of Professor Emeritus Manton Cope land will regret to learn of the death of his wife, Mrs. Ruth Winsor Cope land, on January 17.

On February 22 Miss Lois Coxe delivered a Garnett Lecture at Colby College on "Poetry and History — a Reading." On February 22 he took part in a Poetry Festival held in connection with the dedication ceremonies for the City of Boston's newFNFG Military Service Administration.

Mr. and Mrs. Delmar Curtis announce the engagement of their son, Robert E. Curtis, a sophomore at Farmington State Teachers College, to Miss Nancy L. Villay of Bowdoinham, a freshman at the University of Maine School of Nursing.

Assistant Professor of Military Science Joe Dickerson has been promoted to the rank of Major in the Army Reserves.

Miss Dru Salon Fielding, secretary to President Coles, was the speaker at a dinner meeting of the Connecticut College Club of Southern Maine, held at the Winthrop Club. At the dinner she delivered a talk entitled "The Theory Beyond the Bowdoin Senior Center." Miss Fielding is an alumna of Connecticut College.

On January 29 Dean of Students LeRoy Grea son delivered the mid-term commencement address to graduates of Husson College in Bangor.

In March Professor Alton Gustafson spent two days in Washington, D. C., as a member of an advisory panel of the National Science Foundation, reviewing and evaluating proposals for the Foundation's Undergraduate Equipment Program.

Professor Paul Hazelton '42 has been elected President of the Board of Directors of the Topsham Public Library.

Professor Eaton Leith has been elected President of the Brunswick Area United Fund.

Professor Thomas Lawlor is serving as Chairman of the Civic Affairs Committee of the Brunswick Area Chamber of Commerce.

Professor James Moulton has been elected First Vice-President of the Bath-Brunswick Mental Health Clinic.

Professor William Shipman has been elected to the Board of Trustees of the Brunswick Savings Institution.

Professor James Storer was an economic consultant to the Pre-Legislative Conference of the Maine Legislature, held at the University of Maine, February 7-10.

Late in December he attended the annual meeting of the American Economic Association in Chicago.

On January 5 Professor Storer spoke at the annual conference of the Cooperative Extension Ser-
service at the University of Maine. Two weeks later, on the 19th, he was a speaker at the annual New England Council Workshop (in the Poverty Act and Maine), and on the 21st he spoke at the Economic Forecast Forum in Portland, sponsored by the University of Maine in Portland and the Portland Chamber of Commerce.

Assistant to the President Philip Wilder ’23 is serving as Campaign Chairman for the Brunswick Area United Fund.

Former Faculty

Albert Walter Tolman ’88

Albert W. Tolman, Bowdoin’s senior alumnus in point of age and also in point of class, died on March 5, 1965, in Portland at the age of 98. He was a familiar figure at Bowdoin Commencements, leading the procession in recent years, often in company with Dr. Charles Lincoln ’91. Last June, when he could not be present, he sent President Cotes a letter which read as follows: “Heartfelt greetings from the Class of 1888 to all the Classes and particularly the Class of 1964. Sincere congratulations to President Cotes and to the Faculty for the completion of another year of enduring accomplishment. May Bowdoin’s torch of knowledge continue to light the way for future generations.”

Born in Rockport on November 29, 1866, Mr. Tolman prepared for college at Portland High School and following his graduation from Bowdoin studied at Harvard College, from which he received a second A.B. degree in 1889. Two years later he earned a master of arts degree at Bowdoin. He taught Greek, rhetoric, elocution, and English at the College from 1889 until 1894 and spent the fall of 1895 studying at Andover Theological Seminary. He was admitted to the bar in 1899 and practiced law in Portland until 1912, when his interest in writing crowded out his interest in law. He was the author of the Jim Spurling series of books for boys and during a period of thirty-five years sold some 700 stories and articles to fifty or more publications, including Boys’ Life, The American Boy, The Boy’s Magazine, The Country Gentleman, and Youth’s Companion. He also helped edit a ten-volume series on vocations under the direction of Bowdoin President William DeWitt Hyde.

Mr. Tolman’s formula for longevity was exercise. During most of his lifetime he took a long walk each day and also did setting-up exercises. He carried a notebook with him and was always jotting down ideas for stories. Surviving are two sons, Albert W. Tolman, Jr., ’25 of Houston, Texas, and Edward M. Tolman ’27 of New York City; three grandchildren; and nine great-grandchildren. He was a member of Phi Beta Kappa and Psi Upsilon Fraternities.

Hugh MacCallum ’97

Hugh MacCallum, a retired Congregational minister, died in Winter Haven, Fla., on February 29, 1965, at the age of 95. Born on April 7, 1871, in Barrhead, Scotland, he studied at Bangor Theological Seminary before entering Bowdoin and also studied at the Yale Divinity School in 1900. Following his graduation from Bowdoin magna cum laude in 1897, he was ordained into the ministry in Waldoboro, where he was for two years pastor of the old North Church. He then served as a minister in Derby, Conn., for six years; in Waldo, Mass., for four years; and in Simsbury, Conn., at the First Church of Christ, Congregational, for ten years. In 1920 he accepted a call to the First Congregational Church of Everett, Mass., where he remained until being named Pastor Emeritus in 1938.

A member of the Masons for sixty-seven years and also a member of the Pilgrim Club and the Fortnightly Club in Boston, Mr. MacCallum had for many years been spending the winter months in Florida and the summer months in Needham, Mass. He is survived by four daughters, Mrs. Jessie Beckwith of New London, Conn., Mrs. Janet Jordan of Manchester, Mass., Mrs. Ruth Blanchard of Needham, and Mrs. Margaret Nutt of Medfield, N. J.; and nine grandchildren. He was elected to Phi Beta Kappa at Bowdoin.

Ralph Carroll Stewart ’05

Dr. Ralph C. Stewart, who for forty years served as roentgenologist at the Lowell (Mass.) General Hospital, died at his home in Lowell on January 26, 1965. Born on January 22, 1882, in New Vineyard, he prepared for college at Farmington High School and following his graduation from Bowdoin entered the Maine Medical School at the College, from which he received his M.D. degree in 1908. He then moved to Lowell, where he practiced general medicine for two years before becoming the roentgenologist at the Lowell General Hospital. He retired in 1950.

Dr. Stewart was a Fellow of the College of Radiology and a member of the American, Massachusetts, and Middlesex County North Medical Societies. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Helen Fairweather Stewart, whom he married in Lowell on October 7, 1914; a son, John E. Stewart ’40 of Shepherdstown, Va.; and one grandchild. His fraternity was Delta Upsilon.

Lawrence Campbell Ricker ’06

Captain Lawrence C. Ricker, a retired Army officer and educator, died at the Chelsea Naval Hospital in Massachusetts on January 12, 1965, following a long illness. Born on July 22, 1884, in Cherryfield, he prepared for college at Phillips Exeter Academy and entered Bowdoin as a sophomore in the fall of 1903. He left the College the following spring to enter the United States Military Academy at West Point, from which he graduated in February of 1906. In 1910 he was retired from the Army for physical disability and taught school in New Hampshire and Washington, D. C., until World War I, during which he served as a captain for two years. After the war he was affiliated with the Corn Exchange Bank in New York for some years and then taught at Brooklyn Academy in Brooklyn, N. Y., until his retirement to the Maine town of Milford in 1949.

A captain, Mr. Ricker was a member of the Association of Graduates of West Point and the Rotary Club in Old Town. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Wilma Perham Ricker, whom he married in Washington, D. C., on November 13, 1909; a son, Francis G. Ricker of West Medford, Mass., with whom he and Mrs. Ricker had lived for the past few years; a brother, George B. Ricker of Cherryfield; two grandchildren; and two great-grandchildren.

Linwood Everett Clarke ’11

Linwood E. Clarke, who was for many years President of the United Roofing Company in Hackensack, N. J., died on December 17, 1964, in Farmington, Born on March 2, 1889, in Jay, he prepared for college at Wilton Academy and as an undergraduate received a Carnegie Rho Medal, with which to complete his education as the result of his saving the life of a young boy in a fire at a store in Wilton where he was working during Christmas vacation in 1908. Following his graduation from Bowdoin he was for seven years associated with the Standard Oil Company in New York City. From 1918 until 1926 he was in the investment business in New York, and then for more than twenty years was President of the United Roofing Company. He also served as President of the Investment Building and Loan Association in Bergen County in New Jersey and was a member of the Bogota (New Jersey) City Council.

Mr. Clarke is survived by his wife, Mrs. Alice Colford Clarke, whom he married on December 30, 1899, in Stamford, Conn.; a son, Linwood E. Clarke, Jr., of Lancaster, N. H.; a brother; and two grandchildren. His fraternity was Theta Delta Chi.

George Everett Greeley ’17

George E. Greeley, who retired in 1959 after teaching for thirty-

In Memory

Former Assistant Professor of Psychology Dean Allen is the co-author of “A Study of the Outcome of Psychotherapy in the University Health Service,” an article which appeared in the February, 1965, issue of The Journal of the American College Health Association. Dr. Allen is now Chief Psychologist with the University of Massachusetts Health Services.

During the winter Professor Carl Schmaltz of the Department of Fine Arts at Amherst College had watercolor paintings on exhibit at the Far Gallery in New York City, the Eric Schnider Gallery in Richmond, Va., and Doll and Richards in Boston.

Linn Wells is now News and Sports Director at WIOU in Kokomo, Ind.

BOWDOIN ALUMNUS
Charles Edward Flynn '19

Charles E. Flynn, President of the Rapid Transit Company of Winthrop, Mass., and a retired judge of the Saugus (Mass.) District Court, died on February 18, 1965, in Chelsea, Mass. Born on November 25, 1896, in Saugus, he prepared for college at the local high school and attended Bates College for a year before transferring to Bowdoin as a sophomore. During World War I he served as an ensign in the Navy Air Corps. He was graduated from Harvard Law School in 1922 and also received a master of laws degree from Boston University in 1927. For some years he was a senior partner in the Boston law firm of Flynn, Eslaffle, Barrett, and Morris and more recently was associated with his son in the firm of Flynn and Flynn. He was appointed a judge of the Saugus District Court in 1936 and had been President of the Rapid Transit Company in Winthrop since it was organized some thirty-five years ago.

Raymond Lang '19

Dr. Raymond Lang, a retired Episcopal clergyman, died on March 11, 1965, in Torrington, Conn. Born on March 8, 1891, in New York City, he prepared for college at Boston English High School and, in addition to his bachelor of arts degree from Bowdoin, held a bachelor of sacred theology degree from Bangor Theological Seminary and a bachelor of divinity degree from the Episcopal Theological School. He received an honorary Doctor of Divinity degree from Suffolk University in 1958. In 1921-22 he was Curate at the Calvary Church in Pittsburgh, Pa., and from 1922 to 1925 was associate rector of the Church of the Epiphany in Dorchester, Mass. After a year as Curate of Grace Church in Newton, Mass., he was for fifteen years Rector of St. John's Episcopal Church in Newtonville, Mass. He resigned in 1941 to go on active duty with the Chaplain Corps. He was for twenty-four years in the Army, on active and reserve duty, attaining the rank of Colonel and serving as Senior Camp Chaplain in Camp Edwards in Massachusetts. In 1943 he was transferred to the Portland Harbor Defences in Maine as Post Chaplain. Following the war Dr. Lang founded and was for two years Rector of St. Christopher's Episcopal Church in Cheyenne, Wyo. In 1949 he became Rector of Christ Church in Middletown, Conn., and in 1952 was named Rector of the Church of the Epiphany in New Haven, Conn. He retired from the ministry in 1960 and moved to Connolly, Conn. A Past President of the Bowdoin Club of Boston, he was a Mason and a Rotarian and for many years was Chaplain of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company of Boston. He was a Trustee and Director of the Boston Penny Savings Bank from 1930 to 1941, a Director of the New York Welfare Bureau from 1926 to 1941, Chaplain and a Trustee of the Newton-Wellesley Hospital, and an active Boy Scout worker in Boston and Newton from 1921 to 1923. Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Ruth MacAron Lang, whom he married on September 10, 1919, in Boston; two sons, Edwin R. Lang of Cheyenne, Wyo., and Charles S. Lang of New York City; two brothers, Alvin W. Lang of Newton, Mass., and Matthew W. Lang of East Weymouth, Mass.; and a sister, Mrs. Preston Pennell of Winthrop. His fraternity was Delta Upsilon.

Harvey Franklin Doe '20

Dr. Harvey F. Doe, who for the past ten years had been practi-
ing medicine and surgery in Edgerton, Ohio, died in Fort Wayne, Ind., on December 10, 1964. Born on August 9, 1896, in Fairfield, he prepared for college at the local high school and served as a second lieutenant in the Army in World War I. He received his bachelor of science degree from Bowdoin in 1921 and was a member of the faculty at Oak Grove Seminary in Vassalboro until 1924. After seven years of teaching in Monclair, N. J., he entered Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia, from which he was graduated in 1936. Three years later he received a master of public health degree from Johns Hopkins University.

From 1939 until 1943 Dr. Doc was a surgeon in Fairfield. During the next six years he was Assistant Clinical Surgeon at Jefferson Medical College and Assistant Surgical Chief at the Philadelphia General Hospital. He was also during this period resident doctor at a Philadelphia YMCA. In recent years he had practiced in Augusta, Ga., Vernon, Utah, and Edgerton. The co-author of several monographs on continuous spinal anesthesia, he was appointed a Captain of Infantry on September 12, 1933, and was a member of the American Legion, the Edgerton Rotary Club, the Masons and the Methodist Church. He was buried at Arlington National Cemetery in Virginia. Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Martha Perry Doc, whom he married in Portland on March 22, 1943; and a daughter, Miss Beverley E. Doc, a student at Denison University. He was a member of Psi Upsilon and Alpha Kappa Kappa Fraternities.

Horace Mitchell '25

Horace Mitchell, who had owned and operated the Kittery Press, a weekly newspaper, for the past twenty-eight years, died at his home in Kittery Point on February 21, 1965. Born in Kittery on June 27, 1904, he prepared for college at Traip Academy and attended Bowdoin for two years and Boston University for a year. In 1929 he was appointed Editor of the Game Breeding Department of Field and Stream, one of the leading sportsmen's magazines in the country. Through the years, in addition to publishing the Kittery Press, he did freelance writing for Sports Afield, The Christian Science Monitor, Saturday Evening Post, Country Gentleman, Country Life, Comfort, St. Nicholas, Yankee, and Open Road for Boys.

A member of the First Congregational Church in Kittery, Mr. Mitchell is survived by his wife, Mrs. Jeanette Gordon Mitchell, whom he married on August 24, 1940, in Franklin; and two daughters, Miss Eleanor G. Mitchell, a freshman at the University of New Hampshire, and Miss Mary J. Mitchell, a freshman at Traip Academy.

Howard Martin Tucker '27

Howard M. Tucker, an executive with the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company for many years, died on November 6, 1964, in George Washington Hospital in the District of Columbia. Born on June 4, 1905, in Worcester, Mass., he prepared for college at Classical High School in that city and following his graduation from Bowdoin joined the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company as a member of the Statistical Department. He also did graduate work at George Washington University in 1927-28.

At the time of his death Mr. Tucker was a member of the Statistical Department of the Internal Revenue Bureau. He was a member of the Beverly Hills Church, where he served as Treasurer and was a member of the choir for many years. Also a member of the SPEBSQSA, he is survived by his wife, Mrs. Helen Payne Tucker, whom he married on October 31, 1931, in Washington, D. C.; a son, Donald W. Tucker of Alexandria, Va.; a daughter, Mrs. Doris J. Heusley of Falls Church, Va.; and five grandchildren. His fraternity was Phi Delta Psi.

Fred Tilden Burrows '32

Fred T. Burrows died on February 15, 1964, in Bartow, Fla., he prepared for college at Flushing High School in New York and at Fishburne Military School in Waynesboro, Va. He attended Bowdoin in 1928-29 and was a member of Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity.

Wilbur Fiske Browne Medical 1899

Dr. Wilbur F. Browne, a practicing dentist for some fifty-five years, died at his home in Brunswick on January 11, 1965. Born in Bowdoinham on January 12, 1877, he prepared for college at the local high school and at the Maine Wesleyan Seminary. He attended the Maine Medical School at Bowdoin in 1897 but then decided to change from a medical to a dental career and transferred to the University of Maryland Dental College, from which he received his D.D.S. degree in 1899. He practiced in Portland for a year and then came to Brunswick, where he was associated with Dr. Alber W. Haskell from 1900 to 1955. He practiced in Portland for forty years before moving his practice to his home at 2 Lincoln Street in 1950. He retired on December 7, 1955.

Dr. Browne served as President of the Maine Dental Society in 1914. He was a Fellow of the American College of Dentists and a member of the New York Academy of Dentistry. Also a member of the Androscoggin Valley and Cumberland County Dental Clubs, he was for ten years a member of the Maine Board of Dental Examiners. During World War I he served on the Medical Advisory Board of the Selective Service system. A 32nd degree Mason and an honorary member of the Brunswick Rotary Club, he is survived by his wife, Mrs. Dorris Cornish Browne, whom he married on October, 17, 1931, in New York City; a daughter, Mrs. Allen Findley of Newport News, Va.; and two grandchildren.

Sumner Sewall Honorary 1944

Sumner Sewall, former Governor of Maine and a pioneer in commercial aviation, died suddenly at his home in Bath on January 25, 1965. Born in that city on June 1, 1897, he prepared for college at the Westminster School in Connecticut and studied at both Harvard and Yale. During World War I he was a lieutenant in the Army Air Corps and, as a pilot with the 95th Pursuit Squadron, was awarded two Distinguished Service Crosses, the Croix de Guerre, the French Legion of Honor, and the Belgian Order of the Crown. In 1920 he helped organize Colonial Air Transport, a pioneer Boston-New York airline. As its General Traffic Manager he sold this country's first commercial air passenger ticket and obtained the first air mail contract.

Mr. Sewall was a Director of United Airlines from 1933 to 1945. He was elected to the Maine House of Representatives in 1931 and to the Maine State Senate in 1936. He served for two terms as President of the Senate and in 1940 was elected Governor of Maine, an office which he held for four years. In 1945 he became President of American Overseas Airlines. In 1946-47 he served as Military Governor for Worwicke-Baden, one of the three states in the American Zone of Germany following World War II. In recent years he had devoted himself to business affairs, primarily the presidency of the Portland Trust Bank.

Mr. Sewall held honorary degrees from Bowdoin, Colby, the University of Maine, and Westminster. The citation for his Bowdoin Doctor of Laws degree, conferred on June 24, 1944, said, in part, "... by family and character the best that Maine produces, now in the last months of a brilliant administration in which he displayed leadership of a high quality, courageous advocate of international cooperation and insisting in season and out of season that this nation must play its proper part in world affairs. ..." He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Ellena Evans Sewall, whom he married on March 16, 1929, in Bath; two daughters, Mrs. William Mackey of Grosse Pointe, Mich., and Mrs. Robert Charles of Washington, D. C.; two sons, Nicholas S. Sewall of Bath and David Sewall '56, also of Bath; and two sisters, Mrs. John K. Jayne of New Canaan, Conn., and Mrs. Fred Heyer of Fargo, N. D. He was a member of Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity at Yale.
Admissions and Testing

Beginning next fall, Bowdoin will drop the Writing Sample and require three College Board Achievement tests for entrance. The decision to do so has been arrived at reluctantly in the face of the growing number of applicants and the diversity of schools and programs now reviewed for consideration each year by the admissions staff.

While stiffening requirements for admission testing, the College has tried to make them as liberal as possible in the framework of the requirement. The Writing Sample may be substituted for one Achievement test; a student who scores over 600 on a test (SAT or Achievement) is exempt from further testing in that area; Bowdoin will accept College Board tests for admission whenever taken, not just in the senior year. Actually, the Admissions Office now receives Achievement tests from about 80% of its candidates, since most of the colleges with which Bowdoin has common candidates require them. Candidates who have questions about required tests should write or call the Director of Admissions.

Since many alumni counsel prospective candidates for Bowdoin, we are printing the complete text of the Secondary School letter which will be sent to guidance counselors across the country. Three principles should be noted:

1. Achievement tests should present a balanced picture of the candidate's strengths and weaknesses, not just his strengths;
2. testing should be taken at the end of his course work, not a year or two later (in the case of biology, this could be as early as the sophomore year);
3. test scores over 600 bring automatic exemption at Bowdoin from further testing in that area.

Implied but not explicitly stated is the requirement for Early Decision candidates to take the SAT and three Achievement tests by the end of their junior year — a suggested pattern of testing is March SAT and May Achievement tests to avoid six hours of testing in May. A word of general advice: because of the heterogeneous requirements by colleges for differing combinations of tests with varying deadlines, candidates and parents are too frequently at sea about structuring tests to cover all admission possibilities, including those which develop after rest deadlines. The following pattern is used by many schools: Junior year, March SAT and May Achievement; Senior Year, December SAT and Writing Sample and January Achievement tests.

Given below is the text of the Secondary School letter:

To Our Secondary School Colleagues:

Beginning next year Bowdoin will require three College Entrance Examination Board Achievement tests in addition to the Scholastic Aptitude test for admission. The Achievement test requirement replaces the Writing Sample, although a candidate may substitute the Writing Sample for one of the Achievement tests (preferably English) if he wishes.

Since we join in the rising tide of concern over the proliferation of testing required of secondary school students, we feel some explanation of our decision is necessary. We feel there are four major reasons why we must require Achievement tests:

1. as secondary school programs become more diverse in content and structure (cf: tracks, honors, accelerated, gifted, X, advanced placement), we need an objective measure of course content beyond the transcript;
2. as Bowdoin applicants come from a wider geographic area and from schools of varying excellence with which we have had little or no previous experience, we need an additional measure of academic performance beyond the transcript;
3. as we seek applicants from a wider economic and social base, we need an additional objective measure of performance beyond the Scholastic Aptitude test;
4. as the class ranks and CEEB SAT results of our applicants become more homogeneous (in the Class of 1968, 92.7% ranked in the upper 20% of their high school class; over 50% had 600+ SAT's), we need an additional objective measure to differentiate among candidates.

We hope you feel that these reasons are valid; we recognize the danger inherent in having one test serve a variety of purposes, and we wish to stress that the Achievement tests will be only one criterion of admission. As always, we will continue to put major importance on the candidate's academic record in high school and the relationship between this and his ability as shown by available standard test information, including the SAT's. We anticipate that the primary use of the Achievement tests will be to help interpret the transcript.

In counseling candidates about Achievement tests, we hope guidance counselors will not fall into the trap of recommending only those tests which measure the candidate's areas of strength. We prefer a candidate to present a balanced set of tests, including English, a foreign language, and either mathematics, natural science, or a social science, depending on his intended college study.

We would particularly like to emphasize the desirability of taking the proper Achievement tests at the termination of the course of study rather than in the senior year after a one or two year lapse. In order to encourage such testing, Bowdoin will accept Achievement tests for admission whenever taken in secondary school and will automatically exempt students presenting Achievement test or junior SAT scores of over 600 from further CEEB testing in their senior year.

To summarize:

1. beginning in September, 1965, candidates for admission to Bowdoin should present the CEEB SAT and three Achievement tests (preferably English, a foreign language, and either mathematics, a natural science, or a social science);
2. the Writing Sample may be substituted for one Achievement test, preferably English;
3. Achievement tests taken at the termination of a course at any point in secondary school will be accepted for admission;
4. a candidate presenting CEEB Achievement or junior SAT test scores over 600 is exempt from further testing.
"Whose Inner Eye Is Always on a Distant Peak"

Members of the faculty and staff gathered in the Moulton Union Lounge on May 11 at a special coffee hour in honor of Leroy D. Cross, who will retire at the end of June after 23 years of service as the Faculty Secretary. In President Coles’ words, “This is a family gathering to honor a man who has done us honor for many years.”

In behalf of Mr. Cross’s Bowdoin friends, President Coles presented to him a Japanese print of Fujiiyama, inscribed as follows: “To Leroy Dudley Cross, whose inner eye is always on a distant peak.” He also received a group of books on mountaineering, a hobby at which he has become an expert, and a gift with which to make additions to his extensive collection of literature on that subject.

Although the Faculty Secretary is retiring as Faculty Secretary, he plans to continue as a part-time book dealer, specializing in volumes on mountaineering. He will also continue his work as Assistant Editor of The New England Quarterly and as Treasurer of the First Parish and the First Parish Church in Brunswick.

Speaking for himself, his two Bowdoin brothers, and his University of Maine sister — as well as for many other alumni who have come to know the Faculty Secretary through the years — the Editor pays this brief tribute to his father for a lifetime of hard work well done and for a notable example of setting the welfare of others ahead of his own.

R.M.C.

The Alumni Council and the Alumni Fund
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Publicly Held Corporations

by Charles T. Ireland, Jr. '42
President of the Alleghany Corporation

What I propose to discuss with you this evening under what you will shortly see to be the totally misleading caption of "Publicly Held Corporations" is one of the most bitterly attacked and defended areas of American life: BIG BUSINESS.

By "BIG BUSINESS" I refer to those several hundred major corporations which, in aggregate, own two-thirds of the industrial capacity of the United States, and which, therefore, constitute its main supply line, whose affairs are theoretically run by imposing boards of directors duly elected by millions of stockholders, and whose record of contribution to our national munificence has been, on balance, magnificent.

The record of achievement to which I refer would appear to be beyond debate: consistently rising profits of a magnitude clearly confounding the Marxists; a high rate of capital formation, a substantial part of which is internally generated; a rising curve of man hour productivity; a production record embracing victories in two major wars and a high state of readiness in the cold war, even while creating an endless abundance of consumer products; and a Herculean capacity to finance its partner BIG GOVERNMENT through taxation without materially stifling economic movement or decision-making throughout the complex.

These factors are the plus side. On the other hand, the system is criticized, among other things, for imperfect distribution of final product, for definite monopolistic trends even while calling itself "people's capitalism," for crushing small business, for being unable — fully — to control periodic swings of prosperity and depression, and perhaps, finally, for being simply too big.

The system and the executives that inhabit it have never wanted for either praise or condemnation, depending on the particular public emotional cycle of the time. In the 1870's a Reverend Mr. McClintock, in a burst of prose whose warmth was exceeded only by its inaccuracy, prayed that the late Daniel Drew of Erie fame "... may long be spared to enjoy the fruits of his industry, and to share in advancing the kingdom of Christ on earth, not merely by his Christian use of the large wealth of which God has made him steward, but also ... by his living example of peaceful but active piety." Of course, by the turn of the century the Titans of the system were held in a more realistic light, then ascended to preposterous adulation in the twenties, descended into an abyss in the thirties; but since the war and in different form — the Titans qua Titans are no longer with us — it would appear that the heads of the system, in all their comparative anonymity, are held in a kind of respectful curiosity by the public — which is perhaps the healthiest possible angle of vision.

This brilliantly successful but controversial big-business economic system has been criticized for bearing within itself a host of inconsistencies, as indeed it does. In the first place, the system usually describes itself in terms which are archaic. (1) The system is said to be a capitalistic one based on private property and individual initiative, with the supporting capital the fruit of individual savings. Actually, in traditional terms, the system is somewhere between capitalism and socialism, industrial property is about as private as a jeep in a divisional motor pool, and individual personal savings play no substantial direct role in capital accumulation. (2) The system generally decries the presence of BIG GOVERNMENT (while existing in part on Government contracts) and BIG LABOR, even though it could not successfully exist in present form without both — nor they, without BIG BUSINESS. (3) The Wall Street community and the Stock Exchange will conduct a survey of stockholders, and after an appropriate amount of expense, borne in part by the corporations they are surveying, will announce triumphantly that there are now several million more stockholders or "owners" of American business than there used to be; and the public relations men swing fulsomely into rapturous phrases about people's capitalism. The point is that while it is fine for several reasons to have more and more Americans holding a financial interest in a major sector of their economy, this status should in no way be confused with ownership as the term is commonly understood. To own something is to have some degree of control over it. Except in rare instances, about 12 out of 3,000 possibilities in a given year, ownership of a stock interest gives the small stockholder no meaningful voice whatsoever in "his" corporation. (4) The system refers to itself as a free enterprise system, the connotation being that prices for products are determined by the free action of the marketplace. Actually, administered prices in big business are the method of the modern era, and while competition can be fierce within industries, the competition is not so much in terms of price as in terms of packaging, advertising, and general promotion. (5) The mores and patterns within the managerial ranks of the big corporations are not consistent. At the top or near the top of the ladder the competition is Machiavellian, the responsibilities are clearly defined and heavy, the pressures are ulcers, and the necessity for being right is vital. In the middle and lower managerial ranks the influence of management consultants, in—
In the middle and lower managerial ranks the influence of management consultants, industrial psychologists, personnel directors with pseudo-sociological backgrounds, and a host of other assorted barnacles is strongly felt in the general philosophy that harmony, not strife, is the goal, that the committee approach is the road to right decisions without individual pressures being necessary or desirable, and that the "best" manager is the one who terminates his concern with company affairs at five o'clock and repairs elsewhere — home perhaps — to enjoy the good and well-rounded life.
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Perhaps the most central and important problem of BIG BUSINESS today, and one that seems destined to become even more critical, is the matter of CONTROL, that is, who has the power to control BIG BUSINESS in America? What kinds of persons or institutions have the power, whether or not it is used, to call the tune on major national economic and business decisions affecting the several hundred major "publicly-held" American corporations that constitute BIG BUSINESS? I am now addressing myself to the larger overall matter of the management of the American machine by a loose, uneasy, but workable alliance of BIG GOVERNMENT, BIG BUSINESS and BIG LABOR. That would be a tremendous topic well beyond the scope of these remarks. Rather, I am here confining myself to the smaller but still vital topic of control within the private sector itself. It is "vital" because the way in which this control is exercised and by whom has a decided bearing on the resolution of other intriguing business topics I have touched upon, and has a direct bearing on the existences of us all.

Very roughly speaking, and with apologies to economists or economic historians present, I suggest that from the middle of the nineteenth century until, let us say, the late 1920's it was not difficult to determine who had the power of control over many of our major corporate entities. (We are all aware, I am sure, of the familiar history of THE FOUNDER who, in due course, incorporated his enterprise but who, perhaps with a very few associates, still maintained absolute dominion or control over his business, now simply enshrined in a new legal form; and how with the passage of time and the death of the Founder, more and more stockholders joined the enterprise, but where descendants of the Founder, although now owning less than a majority of the stock, still maintained what we call "working control" through an elaborate network of interrelationships with management (i.e., the officers of the corporation), the investment banking community, and others — particularly where all other stockholders were scattered.)

But in general, commencing in the late twenties and carrying through to date, the pattern has changed to what

Charles T. Ireland, Jr. '42 — or Chick Ireland as he was known in college and continues to be known — has for the past four years been President of the Allegheny Corporation, of which he had previously been Executive Vice President. He was Secretary of the New York Central Railroad Company from 1954 until 1959 and was also an officer or director of more than 55 subsidiary and affiliated companies of the New York Central.
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we call "management control"; that is, with death and inheritance taxes the descendants of the Founder and their descendants no longer own enough stock to direct the affairs of the company, but are pretty much in the same status as all other widely scattered stockholders who have no more practical control over management than those of us sitting here who have over the Kremlin. The legal myth continues, of course, that the stockholders elect a Board of Directors and the Directors elect the officers, that is, management, but as a practical matter the management, in the absence of extremely well-financed and organized opposition, is really in control of itself. This is what I meant earlier when I indicated that the formal title of these remarks, "Publicly Held Corporations," is quite misleading.

But an even newer pattern of control has begun to emerge in the past few years in what I shall call "Fiduciary Control." This is the control of major corporations that the great life insurance companies, the pension trusts, and the mutual funds are more and more capable of exercising, if they so choose — which by and large and up until now they have declined to do.

This new condition is the result of several factors. (1) Equity financing, that is, the issuance of common stock by major corporations for purposes of raising capital funds, is slowly drying up; capital expansion is now more customarily financed from retained earnings. Therefore, although there are far more and more small stockholders in America (the people's capitalism, as the Stock Exchanges are so fond of proclaiming), there is less and less stock for them to own. (2) Since the war, with a steady rising level of prosperity among the populace, the funds available for investment by insurance companies, pension trusts, and mutual funds have swollen to enormous proportions and must be invested somewhere. Since these are, by and large, relatively conservative institutions, their investments tend in the main to be made in the blue chip sector of the American economy, i.e., the several hundred major "publicly held" corporations holding more than two-thirds of industrial America to which I have been referring as Big Business. (3) The interrelationship of these independently initiated phenomena means, in horrendous oversimplification, that relatively obscure individuals — functionaries of the insurance companies, pension funds, and mutual funds, who are themselves the management of entities in which they own nothing — have the capability within the private sector of enforcing decisions of far-reaching consequence to all, and without the slightest necessity of deferring to the wishes — even if such could be ascertained — of the millions of alleged owners of American Big Business. Again, this is why the phrase "publicly held" corporations is, in its full suggested traditional connotation, so misleading.

But do not misunderstand me. I am not objecting to concentration of control per se. In fact, operating as we are — a large unit productive system — the concentration of decision-making power, while the system discharges enormous wealth to virtually all, is perhaps, in whatever form, inevitable. Certainly it is if the counterpart companions of Big Business are to be Big Government and Big Labor.

But I am concerned — and we should all be concerned — about who controls, or what standards control, the controllers. That is, if the alleged owners of American business have virtually no direct voice in its affairs, what guarantees have we that these nameless, faceless, decision-making functionaries, whether they be management of the operating corporations themselves or managers of the entities having the ability to control the operating corporations, will take their stands consistent with the public interest, as the public sees such interest to be within the democratic framework?

At the moment there are only two guarantees, if you want to call them that. It is said, even by markedly liberal students of the system, that there exists in America today a so-called public consensus — a loose code of publicly accepted standards of business mores — which if violated would bring corrective action by Big Government. That is, for a wild, extreme example, if AT&T began to market volume secrets garnered from wiretapping, so goes the theory, public consensus would crystallize into outraged public opinion which would bring swift corrective action by Big Government. But, less the fanciful circumstances of this example, this reliance is likely to be slow, uneven, and uncertain in result.

A better guarantee is to do all possible to see to it that the very best available manpower America can produce winds up in the managerial positions of power from which critical decisions are routinely made. These should be men of an extremely broad gauge, nurtured in the humanist tradition, seasoned in the tradition of responsive balanced judgments. For these roles I am looking to you as the very best possible material to be found anywhere.

But if you think, as you might logically do, that you will routinely inherit the kingdom of economic heaven, you are mistaken! Commencement addresses of Board Chairmen and Presidents to the contrary notwithstanding, you are in severe competition with the technicians, i.e., the engineers of all stripes, the business school graduates, the specialists in transportation, the men with "practical" training. This may strike you as a surprising opinion in the light of the aforesaid commencement prose, but too often such oratory has illegitimate origins.

All through your business careers — those of you who choose them — you will be locked in combat with the Technocrats. If not exactly a struggle between light and darkness, it is at least one between light and myopia — and all of us will be affected by the result. It is no less than critical who the winner shall be! My best wishes to you!
On April 12 the College observed the 100th anniversary of General Joshua L. Chamberlain’s receipt of the formal surrender of the Army of Northern Virginia at Appomattox. The highlight was a public lecture by Louis D. Rubin, Jr., Professor of English at Hollins College and a native of Charleston, S. C., who spoke on the subject “Honor Answering Honor” — a phrase used by Chamberlain to describe the dramatic exchange of salutes at Appomattox between himself and General John B. Gordon of the Confederate forces.

Professor Rubin told the Pickard Theater audience that the Civil War Centennial celebration fizzled out because that war “is not over yet.” The observance should have been the occasion for “a serious and concerted inquiry into the meaning of our country’s past.” Instead, he said, it became “a gaudy pageant aimed at the tourist trade, and with just enough serious historical inquiry involved to maintain appearances.”

To enjoy re-enacting the battles of the Civil War, he continued, “one has to perform for oneself a feat in historical relativism. One has to say, and believe, that though the cause for which the South fought was wrong, in that time and place it did not seem wrong, and therefore one need not think of the race issue in connection with the Civil War.

“Alas, such a mental equation has, for many of us, become increasingly difficult. For we see, operating in the nation today, the same attitudes, the same approximate lineup of forces, that produced the Civil War in the 1860’s. And if one has moral convictions of justice and injustice concerning the present difficulties, it is extremely difficult not to think of them when contemplating the conflict of 100 years ago. Thus one’s reaction is likely to be that of shying away from the Centennial, and from the historical investigation of the military campaigns of the Civil War.”

Among the special guests at the observance were Miss Eleanor Allen of Washington, D. C., a granddaughter of General Chamberlain, and Mrs. L. Winfield Smith of Brunswick, who was Chamberlain’s secretary in his later years. Another granddaughter, Miss Rosamond Allen of St. Petersburg, Fla., was unable to be present.

In connection with the centennial observance, Librarian Richard Harwell supervised preparation of a special exhibition of memorabilia relating to Chamberlain, a graduate of Bowdoin in 1852 and after the Civil War President of the College for 12 years. Included were two gifts from Emery W. Booker of Brunswick — a bust of the General and the huge First Division flag which was flying at Appomattox.

Chamberlain’s sword, epaulets, and gauntlets and the bugle of his 20th Maine Regiment were all on loan from Captain and Mrs. David L. Patten of South Duxbury, Mass. Captain Patten is a great great grandson of General Alexander Campbell of Cherryfield, one of the original Overseers of the College.

In connection with the April 12 observance, Mr. Harwell edited a pamphlet entitled “Honor Answering Honor,” in which he wrote, “It was General Chamberlain who, by a single, simple gesture of dignity and compassion, gave character and meaning to the ceremonies of formal surrender on April 12, who made them, not anticlimax, but valediction.”

Included in the pamphlet was a previously unpublished letter written by Chamberlain to his sister, Sarah, on the day following the surrender.
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Appomattox Centennial Observed

Emery W. Booker of Brunswick holds First Division flag which flew at Appomattox.
Summer Reading for Sub-Freshmen

A three-man committee of the Faculty, made up of members of the English, Sociology, and Biology Departments, has selected the following books for the summer reading program for members of the Class of 1969, who will enter Bowdoin in the fall: The Other America by Michael Harrington, Sister Carrie by Theodore Dreiser, and King Solomon’s Ring by Konrad Z. Lorenz. Some of the readers of the ALUMNUS might like to acquire these books for their own summer reading, although none of you will have to discuss them at a fraternity house with faculty advisers and upperclassmen in the few days preceding the first classes of the fall semester!

Renovation of Winthrop Completed

Early in April the residents of Maine Hall moved into Winthrop Ends, the first of the three oldest dormitories to be remodeled. The renovation was started last August when workmen of the George A. Fuller Company removed the entire inner structure, leaving only the original red brick walls and the roof. Small-paneled windows, like those of Longfellow’s day, were installed, and the rooms have white shutters similar to the ones he used. The building’s exterior was restored to its original appearance, as designed by Samuel Melcher in 1822, but the interior is as modern in atmosphere as the Senior Center.

The living area is set up as two-room two-man suites, with one room for study and the other for sleeping quarters. Study desks, chairs, and a combination lounge chair-day bed make up the furnishings in the study rooms, and built-in dressers and closet space are features of the bedrooms. There are reception rooms located on the first floor of each End; radiators with individual heat control; a master heat control for the entire building, based on outside weather conditions; fire resistant doors on all rooms; tile floors; and circular recessed ceiling lights.

Winthrop is Bowdoin’s second oldest dormitory. Maine Hall having been built in 1808. In its early years it was called New College, but it was renamed in the 1840’s for John Winthrop, the first Governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony. As was true of the other dormitories in Bowdoin’s early years, it was divided in the middle by a fire wall, creating for all practical purposes two buildings under one roof. A student lived in either the North End or the South End.

In the early days of the Ends, students developed loyalties to the sections in which they lived. Lively rivalries arose between opposite Ends of a dormitory, and also among the Ends of different dormitories. Indeed the Ends of Winthrop once earned the nicknames “Sodom and Gomorrah.”

In newly renovated Winthrop, the Ends continue as separate units. Seven men, including a student proctor, live on the first floor, and eight men occupy each of the three upper floors in each End. The building has living space for a total of 62 students.

Work-Study Program

Some 25 undergraduates are employed this spring under the Work-Study Program of the Federal Economic Opportunity Act. They are working on 16 separate projects involving departments of the College. All of the jobs are directly related to the work of the College, but they are supplementary to regular operations as planned and budgeted for the current year.

The program of Work-Study employment is also supplementary to Bowdoin’s regular financial aid program, which this year involves about $300,000 in direct grants; more than $10,000 in long-term loans, including those made under the National Defense Education Act; and some $75,000 in campus employment. More than one-third of the student body is involved in this regular program.

Merit Scholars

Seven high school seniors in six different states have earned Bowdoin College Merit Scholarships in a nationwide competition, and two other members of the incoming Class of 1969 have been awarded National Merit Scholarships. All nine will enter the College next fall.

The Bowdoin College Merit Scholars are Wayne K. Austin of Portland, Portland High School; Timothy O. Devlin of Pasadena, Calif.; Pasadena High School; Bruce S. Griffin of Haverhill, Mass.; Haverhill High School; Frederick G. Lieb, Jr. of Brandenburg, Ky.; St. Andrew’s School; St. Andrew’s, Tenn.; Allan V. Luster of Chicago, Ill.; Hyde Park High School; William K. Moberg of Gorham, Gorham High School; and Douglas A. Pearce of Snyder, N. Y., Amherst Central High School.

The National Merit Scholars are Michael J. Guignard of Biddeford, St. Louis High School; and John C. Lawlor of Dover, N. H., St. Thomas Aquinas High School.

These nine men are among a record total of 1,900 high school seniors who survived a competition which started last year among 750,000 students in more than 17,000 secondary schools.

Another NSF Summer Grant

With the support of a $72,630 grant from the National Science Foundation, the College will sponsor, from June 22 to August 12, a summer mathematics seminar of major importance for some 60 graduate and postgraduate students. The program is an “Advanced Science Seminar in Homological Algebra.” It will be the first seminar of its type in the country on homological algebra, which is becoming increasingly important in abstract algebra, topology, and other fields.

Professor Dan E. Christie ’37, Chairman of the Mathematics Department, will be Director of the Seminar, which had its origin in discussions among members of the Department, more than half of whom are specialists in algebra. Nearly 50 predoctoral students with one or more years of graduate work in mathematics and at least 12 postdoctoral mathematicians will take part in the Seminar.

The post-Ph.D’s will serve as both students and teachers, offering review and work sessions for the graduate students and taking part in a research colloquium in homological algebra and its applications. In the colloquium they will work as an advanced research team and hear presentations by some of the country’s most noted algebraists.

Three New Emeritus Overseers

Three members of the Board of Overseers have retired as active members and have been elected to Emeritus standing. They are Neal W. Allen ’07 of Portland, Dr. Rufus E. Stetson ’08 of Damariscotta, and Chester G. Abbott ’13 of Falmouth. Mr. Allen, an Overseer since 1941, is President of F. O. Bailey Company and has three Bowdoin sons and one grandson. A grandson, Thomas H. Allen ’67, Dr. Stetson, an Overseer since 1942, was for 30 years a physician and surgeon in New York City, returning to Maine and his native Damariscotta in 1951. He has two Bowdoin sons and one Bowdoin grandson, William W. Stetson, Jr. ’66. Mr. Abbott was elected to the Board of Overseers in 1944 and was President of the Board from 1957 to 1961. He is Chairman of the Executive Committee of the First National Bank of Portland, of which he was President from 1950 to 1960. In 1945 he received Bowdoin’s Alumni Service Award.

Wilbert Snow Wins New Award

On April 24 Wilbert Snow ’07 became the first recipient of the Distinguished Bowdoin Educator Award, presented at the annual campus meeting of the Bow-
Seeing America—From Garage to Garage
by David H. Leake

A bailing-wire auto with a rag-tag engine has brought comedy, near-tragedy, and an intimate glimpse of America to seven foreign students at Bowdoin.

The car is "SUBU," a sickly 1959 station wagon with the last four letters of the name "Suburban" missing from its rear fender. "SUBU" has traveled 85,000 miles, has collected its share of dents and scraches, and has managed recently to survive the loss of one valve and a piece of piston.

"We know more garage dealers in the United States than we do in our own countries," says one of the owners, Marius J. Jitta of Wasenmaar, Holland. And the others sadly agree.

With great remerity and a lot of luck, they have ridden "SUBU" safely to garages in all parts of New England, New York City, and Washington, D. C.

On their most recent trip — deep into Canada — "SUBU" developed the valve and piston problem, and if it hadn't been for fantastic good fortune, the travelers might have had to hitchhike home.

According to her registration — "SUBU" is a canankerous female! — the car belongs to Sten Gustaf Luthman of Stockholm, Sweden. But in actuality her battered engine and assorted parts are the property of six of the 12 Bowdoin Plan students whom the College and her fraternities are sponsoring this year.

In addition to Jitta and Luthman, "SUBU" has been worried over and nursed back to health by Daniel Portmann of Lucerne, Switzerland; Johan F. Sudmann of Aasane, Norway; and two other residents of Sweden, Bo Erik L. Hedlund of Malmo, and Nils-Arne Holmild of Lysekl.

The nearly disastrous junker to Canada was made during Bowdoin's "break" between the end of final exams and the beginning of the second semester. The "paper owner" of the car — Luthman — decided to stay behind, so he was replaced by Hiromi Haruki, another Bowdoin Plan student, from Kyoto, Japan.

They began the northerly trip by heading south — to Boston, Mass. — then northwest, to Rochester, N. Y., and entered Canada at Niagara Falls.

During the early part of the trek they had only the normal side trips for minor repairs on the erratic "SUBU." Outside Boston, the luggage rack came loose. In Rochester, "SUBU" became temperamental and refused to start for nearly two hours.

Niagara, Portmann said, was "darn cold," even by Swiss standards. And in Toronto they had to take "SUBU's" battery to bed with them to protect it from the weather.

"On Sunday, the fourth day of the trip, we left Toronto on the Queen Elizabeth Highway," Portmann said, "heading for Montreal. Jitta said some friends his family hadn't seen in five years lived in Whitby, a town along the way, and we debated stopping to see them."

"If we didn't stop, we might make up some valuable time, but it wouldn't be right to take Marius so close to his friends without visiting."

They took the Whitby exit off the highway, and then their trouble began.

As the car slowed on the exit, the engine began to shake. "SUBU stops, engine stops, too," Jitta moaned.

Making their way gingerly, they reached the only garage in Whitby that had a Sunday mechanic and asked him to find the trouble. Jitta called the family friends to ask if they could take them in.

His friends drove to the garage with their car, picked up four of the Bowdoin Plan students, and left Portmann and Sudmann to look after "SUBU."

"Shortly after they left," Portmann said "the mechanic removed the head of the engine. He looked at the valves, inspected the rings, and told us that all would have to be replaced. And the head had a crack to boot."

How much to fix it? "More than it's worth."

In their despair, the two sought to call the rest of the group to tell them the bad news — and then they realized they didn't have Jitta's friends' name, telephone number, or street address — in a town with some 7,500 inhabitants.

After wandering around Whitby a short time, they decided to stop at the next house, describe the friends' car, and ask where its owners lived. They walked up, rang the bell, and Jitta opened the door.

"We talked over our situation," Portmann said, "and decided the only thing to do was to turn "SUBU" over to a Foundation for Anthropological Research. Each of the scientists at the castle will have read material supplied by the other 14 before going to the meeting. Professor Moulton will deliver a paper entitled "Some Problems in Animal Communication: Ears, Directional Sensitivity, and Acoustical Behavior of Fishes." He has done research in the waters off the Bahamas, around Bermuda, and near Australia. One of his most recent trips was as a member of the scientific crew aboard Atlantis II, an ocean research ship of the Woods Hole (Mass.) Oceanographic Institution. On a 35-day trip that covered some 5,000 miles, he and other scientists investigated plankton and fish population in the North Atlantic to determine the "faunal zones," areas of dense animal life. He has been a member of the Bowdoin Faculty since 1952.
junk yard. But when we called the police department, they said we couldn't dispose of an American-registered car without the owner's signature — and Luthman was back at Bowdoin.

Their luck took over again. Jitta's friends had a friend who owned a garage, and they called him in to look at "SUBU." He diagnosed her illness as one bent valve and one chipped piston, and told them he could "patch her up" for $32.

"On Monday," Jitta said, "he drove all the way to Toronto for the parts, and began to work on 'SUBU' at 3 p.m. He finished at 8 p.m. We paid him and left right away, so we wouldn't have to impose on the family a second night."

"How lucky we were," Portmann reflected. "If 'SUBU' had decided to quit anywhere else, we might have been stuck with a broken-down car we couldn't get rid of, or a bill we couldn't have paid."

They chugged into Montreal at 5:30 a.m. in the middle of a blizzard. Portmann, who had driven all night, said the storm made travel "less than pleasant."

After a night's rest in Montreal, they finally managed to get back to Brunswick — a day after classes resumed. "SUBU has been repaired once more, and once more they are low on resources. Will they spend the rest of the school year touring within New England?"

"Well, no," said Portmann, "We want to see as much of the United States as we can before we return to our homes this summer, so we're planning a trip to Florida during spring vacation."

And they will probably make it — if "SUBU" will only stay healthy.

The Return of "SUBU" — or "That tiger tail plugged up the gas line."

After the first writing and since the end of spring vacation, the question that has been on everyone's lips (everyone, that is, who inhabits my solitary corner of "Leake's Lair," in a hidden panel in the wall of Ham House) has been, "Did 'SUBU' make it to Florida and back again in one piece?"

I am happy to report exclusively to the ALUMNUS that she has been seen again in the Brunswick region.

Dan Portmann reports that Marius stayed behind this time, and Sten Luthman made the journey with the other five. "We had a real smooth trip down," Dan said. "We only had to replace a gasoline filter, for less than three dollars."

In Florida things got a little sticky — especially when they ran out of gasoline ("The gauge stopped working a while ago") in downtown Miami, and again when they followed a motorcycle policeman through an illegal U-turn — for which he promptly pinched them. He let them go later without a ticket.

Back home again, they figured the quesy car had travelled 4,800 miles on 21 quarts of oil, and averaged about 14 miles per gallon.

As for "SUBU" she refused to start for two days — she decided she had earned a rest.

D.H.L.
Alumni Clubs

BOSTON

The Bowdoin Club of Boston held its annual spring dinner meeting and ladies' night on Friday, March 19, at the Hotel 128 in Needham. President Richard Wiley '49 presided and welcomed alumni, wives, and other guests. He thanked committee chairmen and workers who had helped make the year so successful and reported that the Club's newsletter had increased both interest and dues receipts.

Alumni Council Member John Lawrence '37 reported on the Council's midwinter meeting. Upon his suggestion the gathering gave a warm round of applause to John Gazlay '34, a Past President of the Club and a prime mover in the revival of Bowdoin interest in the Boston area.

Mr. Lawrence also reported as Chairman of the Nominating Committee. The following were elected officers for 1965-66: Robert Forsberg '53, President; Robert Delaney '55, First Vice President; John Williams '42, Second Vice President; John Morrell '32, Alumni Council Representative; Richard Wiley '49, Past President; Dean Ridlon '57, Secretary; and Paul Revere, Jr. '53, Treasurer.


Mr. Wiley also voted appreciation to Jack Gazlay and extended the Club's greetings to Overseer and Mrs. Everett Pope '41 and Alumni Secretary and Mrs. Peter Barnard '30.

The first speaker, Professor Robert Beckwith, Chairman of the Department of Music, spoke about musical activities at the College, including a new curriculum, an expanded concert series, the Bowdoin College Summer School of Music, the Bowdoin College Music Press, continued expansion of the music library, and the possibility of a special institute to honor an outstanding American composer.

The second speaker, Marvin Sadik, Director and Curator of the Museum of Art, outlined some of the exhibits that have been shown at the Bowdoin Museum in recent years: French Impressionists, Leonard Baskin, Baroque paintings, British India, and the Negro in American painting from 1710 to 1963. The catalogue from the Baskin exhibition has become a collector's item, and the catalogue from the Negro in American painting exhibition is being expanded into a book. Exhibits to come include the works of William Blake, Renaissance medals, and Winslow Homer at Prout's Neck. Mr. Sadik also reported receipt of a grant from the Ford Foundation to publish a catalogue of Bowdoin's Colonial collection.

The final speaker was President Coles, who observed that colleges may soon become patrons of music and art as they have become patrons of poetry. He mentioned three new books by members of the faculty and said that the new computing center is off to a good start, with Myron Curtis '58 returning to the campus in July to become its Director.

The new members of the faculty include vigorous and interested teachers. Fraternities are using the Amherst report to help improve their prospects for the future. The Senior Center Program has begun well. There will be summer programs in music and National Science Foundation Institutes, as well as Bowdoin's first Alumni College, to be held in August.

The President concluded his remarks with thanks to Mr. Wiley and the other officers of the Boston Club for their devoted work in behalf of the College. Mr. Wiley thanked the speakers and presented to each a pewter bowl, engraved with the recipient's initials. He announced the last two luncheon meetings of the season and reminded all of the Pops Concert on May 13 at Symphony Hall.

Incoming President Forsberg concluded the meeting and surprised the retiring President by reading the text of a citation which was presented to Mr. Wiley along with a Bowdoin desk chair.

CAPE COD

The fall stag dinner meeting of the Cape Cod Bowdoin Club was held at the Bourne Mill Restaurant in Buzzards Bay on Tuesday evening, December 1. A social hour was followed by dinner, and the Club entertained as special guests interested local subfreshmen.

Dean of the College Nathaniel Kendrick was the principal speaker, and Football Coach Peter Kostacopoulos showed film highlights of the 1964 season and commented on them.

CHICAGO

Club Secretary Hal Fish '25 reports, "The College has done well by us this year, and our three most recent meetings have been of high merit. A moderately large turnout of Bowdoin men and wives appeared at the Chicago Yacht Club on December 28 to welcome Professors Jim Abrahamson '26 and Jim Storer, both of the Economics Department. On January 14, at the Lake Shore Club, the new football coach, Peter Kostacopoulos, presented a fine movie program of last year's football season.

"Our third meeting was held at the Chicago Yacht Club on March 24 with Coach Charlie Butt as speaker. His presentation concerning the Olympic Games in Tokyo last summer included more than 100 beautiful color slides and generated unusual interest. This meeting was unusual in that nearly half of those present were fairly recent alumni. The speaker demonstrated a rare combination of the quiet humor of Herbie Brown and the incisiveness of Wilmot Mitchell. Other clubs take notice: here is a most able ambassador of Bowdoin!"

COLUMBUS

Coach Charlie Butt was the guest of the new Bowdoin Club of Columbus on Wednesday evening, March 31. The group met at the Olentangy Inn for a 6:30 social hour, followed by dinner.

At its midwinter meeting on February 26, the Alumni Council formally voted to recognize the Columbus Club and to seat Carl Apollonio '53 as its first Representative Member.

CONNECTICUT

The Connecticut Club concluded a season of monthly luncheons on Thursday, April 15, with Placement Director Samuel Ladd '29 as

Shown here at the annual spring dinner meeting of the Bowdoin Club of Boston are Robert R. Forsberg '53, newly elected President; President Coles; Professor Robert K. Beckwith; Marvin S. Sadik, Director of the Museum of Art; and Richard A. Wiley '49, the retiring President.
_FORCE_ over the years.

Secretary Bob Smith '60 and Past Secretary Hap Standish '51 were instrumental in promoting a Glee Club concert in the auditorium of the Connecticut General Life Insurance Company's building in suburban Bloomfield on Saturday, March 27. Many local alumni and friends of the College turned out to welcome the Glee Club singers. Proceeds of the concert were added to the Connecticut Club's Scholarship Fund.

CONNECTICUT SHORE

Under the enthusiastic and able leadership of Hugh Mitchell '19, Paul Lailey '36, and Charles Campbell '39, the new Bowdoin Club of the Connecticut Shore has gotten off to a strong start. An organization meeting was held at the Shore Club in Longshore, Connecticut, on October 21. The group will continue to meet at the University Club, 30 Lewis Street, Hartford.

The dozen alumni present greeted the idea enthusiastically, discussed it in detail, and agreed to form a new club and petition the Alumni Council for formal recognition. Hugh Mitchell was elected President, Charles Campbell Secretary-Treasurer, and Paul Lailey Representative Member on the Alumni Council. Subsequently the group elected Gordon Knight '32 Vice President and the following members of the Executive Committee: Weston Rankin '59, William Hart '59, Peter Mundy '53, and Gorham Scott '29. The Alumni Council recognized the Bowdoin Club of the Connecticut Shore Club at its midwinter meeting on the campus on February 26.

A second meeting was held on Frisday evening, March 5, also at the Longshore Club. College Physician Daniel Hanley '39 and Senior Center Director William Whiteside represented the College. Despised weather, 37 men turned out for a social hour at 7:00 and dinner at 8:00. Dr. Hanley talked about the 1964 Tokyo Olympics, and Professor Whiteside spoke of the new Connecticut Shore Club's connection with the Buenos Aires Olympics in 1968. Miss Dorothy W. Smith, who is a member of the Connecticut Shore Club and lives in Buenos Aires, gave an illustrated talk on her experiences in Argentina and Chile.

NEW YORK

Director of News Services Joseph Kamin, Coach Edmund Coombs '42, and Co-Captain of Football Robert Harrington '55 were the guests at a New York Bowdoin Club reception and cocktail party on Thursday, December 3. Alumni, wives, and guests gathered in the Butler Room of the Columbia University Club between 5:30 and 8:00. Mr. Kamin, a guest at the College last month, introduced himself to the group and introduced those at the head table: President Coles, Professor Atterrr Daggett '25, Edward Fuller '28, Edward Tervis '26, Benjamin Shute '31, Austin MacCormick '15, Robston Woodbury '22, and Alumni Secretary Peter Barnard '59. Mr. Fuller then presented an engraved silver tray to the Club's Alumni Council Representative Member, George E. Griggs, Jr. '44, in recognition of his years of faithful service as Secretary and as Council Member. John Hupper '50 read the necrology, and there was applause for those members of the Club who had died since the last meeting.

Treasurer Gordon Linke '50 gave a brief report. Mr. Griggs spoke of the recent activities of the Alumni Council. John Craig '41, President of the Long Island Bowdoin Club, announced a Glee Club concert in Westbury on March 28, and Council Member at Large Robert Porter '34 announced another concert at Summertown High School, which had to be cancelled later.

President Coles spoke about the faculty, the student body, the Capital Campaign, the opening of the Senior Center, and the activities of today's undergraduates — both at Bowdoin and at other colleges and universities.

Professor Daggett, the other principal speaker, talked about the Senior Center and the program being conducted there. He remarked that many special visitors have been brought — and will be brought — to the Center, and described his reactions to the aids of the initial Senior Seminars during the fall semester.

Mr. Tervis, the Chairman of the Nominating Committee, reported, and it was moved and voted to accept the slate as read. The principal officers for 1965-66 are President, George Scall '32, Vice Presidents, James Laugh '51, Robert Porter '34, John Shute '39, William Allen '59, Charles Campbell '39, Stevens Frost '42, and Roscoe Ingalls '43; Secretary, Harold Scall '51; Treasurer, Gordon Linke '50; and Alumni Council Member, George Griggs '44. In charge of special plans and programs for the coming year are George Scall, John Shute, and James Laugh, '51.

The Annual Meeting was held on Friday evening, March 5, downtown, in the Ballroom of the Hotel Commodore, in honor of the 1965-66 officers. The meeting must have been successful because it lasted until 1:00 a.m.

INFORMAL VIRGIN ISLANDS CLUB

The first annual meeting of the Bowdoin Alumni Club of the Virgin Islands was held on March 10 at the Pineapple Beach Club, St. Thomas, Seth Larrabee '39 was elected Convener, and E.B. Ellis '41 was appointed Secretary-Treasurer. In addition to Seth and Laura Larrabee, E.B. and Jean Ellis, and others, Joe Haem (Drexel '40) and his partner, John, were present. They gave an illustrated talk on snorkeling and scuba diving in and about the Virgin Islands. Unable to attend this first alumni club banquet but due to be on hand for future gatherings were Henry Wood '16, E.B. Ellis '41, James '22, and E.B. Ellis '49.

A fall luncheon meeting at the Trunk Bay Beach Club, St. John, is tentatively scheduled, and a specific date and announcement will be mailed to all members alumni by Convener Larrabee. The cost, $14.50 per person, will include all transportation and entertainment.
ice awash with water. This evoked the cry, "It's spring!" After seeing these pictures, we traveled by means of Charlie's slides to Tokyo and had a most enjoyable tour of the Olympics and other sights."

ST. PETERSBURG

Acting Convener Alton Pope '10 reports that twenty women attended the luncheon on February 11, and that there were 53 present, including many wives, at the luncheon on March 11 at the Wedgewood Inn in St. Petersburg.

The final luncheon of the season (also a ladies’ day) was held on Thursday, April 1, at the Wedgewood Inn. Dr. Pope says, "Twenty-seven including the ladies, were present. In a brief business session, we agreed to start out 1905-66 program with a luncheon on the second Thursday in December. We will meet every month thereafter on the second Thursday, concluding with the April luncheon. The March luncheon will be a ladies’ day.”

"President Coles’ very comprehensive talk on Bowdoin today was enthusiastically received and brought out some interesting discussion. We all deeply appreciate his coming to us."

WILMINGTON

Campbell Cary '46, who organized the meeting, reports a gathering of 44 alumni, wives, and friends at the University Club in Wilmington on Thursday, April 1. The group made for a social hour at 6 and dinner at 7 and entertained as special guests from the College the Bowdoin Bachelors, who were on a war-time conquests tour to Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Washington.

Mr. Cary wrote, "The Bachelors did an outstanding job, both in their remarks about the College, from the undergraduates’ viewpoint, and in their musical performance. All agreed that hearing the students’ side of the picture is a most pleasant change from the usual approach. I am sure that there are now three segments of the College: the undergraduates, the faculty, and the administration. The Bachelors should be complimented upon the very effective contribution they made to our meeting, and I hope that other clubs will have the same opportunity we had."

Three of the Bachelors spoke informally and answered questions: Ed Leydon '66 on fraternities, Dick Fontaine '65 on the Senior Center program, and Ted Davis '67 on undergraduates."

News Of The Classes

1826 The memory of John Russwurm was honored on March 13 in New York City, when the Seven-Up Company of St. Louis, Mo., presented to 75 publisher-members of the National Newspaper Publishers’ Association walnut plaques bearing a facsimile of page one of Freedom’s Journal, the first Negro newspaper in this country, and published by Russwurm.

The day before, on March 12, a new public school in New York City was named after Russwurm. It is located near the site where Freedom’s Journal was established.

The Russwurm Scholarship at Bowdoin has been awarded to Virgil H. Logan, Jr., of Dayton, Ohio, who will enter the Class of 1969 in the fall.

1895 Joe Roberts has been elected to another term as President of the Rocky Mountain Bowdoin Club.

1898 On March 25 the Maine Legislature presented, by proxy, to Percival Baxter a bronze plaque which has since been mounted in the State Museum. Created by sculptor Jan Hanna of Camden, the plaque has a relief showing Mount Katahdin from the west. The dedication praises "a lifetime devoted to the creation and giving of this 266,000-acre shrine of wild natural beauty, Baxter State Park. By its action, the 102nd Maine Legislature makes perpetual this grateful tribute to a great man’s love of his state and of his fellow man."

Forest Commissioner Austin H. Wilkins, Chairman of the Baxter State Park Authority, read a letter from Percival which said, "This recognition warms my heart, for it speaks for all the people of our state, to whom I give my heartfelt thanks. Nothing could be finer or more friendly. I love the land of Maine and its people.”

1901 Secretary, Harold P. Vose 67 Putnam Park Greenville, Conn.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Alonzo Garcelon, whose son, Dr. William S. Garcelon, died on March 28.

1903 Secretary, Henry A. Peabody 41 Oakhurst Road Cape Elizabeth

Henry Peabody has replaced the late Clement Robinson as Class Secretary for 1903.

In honor of Clement Robinson, the Brunswick High School Alumni Association has voted to designate its annual prize as the Robinson Alumni Prize.

1905 Secretary, Ralph N. Cushing 10 Knox Street Thomaston

Arch Shorey reports that his health is good but his pocketbook "thin." His address continues to be 47 Hollywood Avenue, Albany, N. Y.

1906 Secretary, Fred E. Smith 41 Oak Avenue Norway

Harold Stetson’s widow, Mrs. Ethel Day Stetson, died at her home in Princeton, N. J., on February 24.

1907 Secretary, John W. Leydon 3129 West Penn Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Our own Bill Snow was selected this spring as the first recipient of the Distinguished Bowdoin Educator Award, consisting of a framed citation and a prize of $500. The presentation was made at the annual campus meeting of the Bowdoin Teachers’ Club on April 24 and again at a meeting of the Connecticut Bowdoin Club on May 7.

The Award was established by the Alumni Council to recognize “outstanding achievement in the field of education.”

1908 Secretary, Christopher Toohey 4884 MacArthur Boulevard, Suite 27 Washington, D. C. 20007

Joe Davis expects to go to his summer home on Cliff Island in Casco Bay in May to plant some trees.

Class Secretary Chris Toohey reports that Harvey Ellis spent a few weeks in the hospital during the winter but that he is now at home.

Lib and George Pallen left their home in Chapa, Mexico, in May to spend the summer in Maine.

Class Secretary Chris Toohey spent three days in Atlantic City, N. J., late in March as a delegate for Hotel Greeters. His wife, Reta, had a bad fall early that month and broke an arm.

1909 Acting Secretary, Jasper J. Stahl Waldoboro

There was only one lonely word of regret that no notes on 1909 were published in the March number of the Alumnus. Well! Send your material along, and we will try to make a very little into an awful lot.

Bob Penwell’s son, William, a senior at Bowdoin, was one of seven men to receive all of the applause at the end of the first semester of the current year. The old saying that History repeats itself must be bunk.

Colonel Oramel Stanley has been elected First Vice President of the Peququot Historical Society in Brunswick.

A Dr. Morris Sanders is collecting biographical material on Dr. Sumner Jackson. Some of you will recall our classmate “Jack” as the then Superintendent of the American Hospital in Paris, whose life came to a tragic and untimely end at the close of World War II. Dr. Sanders served on the Hospital staff with “Jack” in Paris. Inasmuch as “Jack” and your agent grew up together, the latter has been collaborating in a small way.

Reed Ellis is still active in the Rangeley area. He was in Brunswick to see the last Bowdoin-Maine game in history. Reed is a 125-pound end on the Bowdoin Varsity which beat Maine on a rainy Saturday in 1908. At the end of the game, he recalls, his uniform weighed more than he. A gift he has received from our illustrious Dorothy Marsh, honoree of the memories of Harold N. Marsh, Max P. Cushing, and Justice Harold H. Burton.

Carl Stone has had a recent bout with destiny at the Maine Medical Center. No complications. Complétent rétablét.

Dr. Clarence Seaman has been a sojourner in the Deaconess Hospital in Boston. He is planning
to spend the summer at Surry on Blue Hill Bay in Maine.

1910 Secretary, E. Curtis Matthews
59 Pearl Street
Mystic, Conn.

Among the members of the Class who enjoyed stays in Florida this past winter are Bill, Matthews, Peter, Webster, and Weston.

1911 Secretary, Ernest G. Fifield
354 Highland Avenue
Upper Montclair, N. J.

Jim Pierce has been elected permanent chairman of the Citizens Committee for the Maine Power Authority.

Gardner Sanford’s widow, Ruth Little Sanford, died in Topsham on March 10.

A new elementary school in South Portland has been named in honor of the late Waldie Skillin, who died in 1958. He was a member of the South Portland Board of Education for nearly 20 years.

1912 Secretary, William A. MacCormick
114 Atlantic Avenue
Boothbay Harbor

Merithod Auten was recently named the “Senior Citizen of the Year” by the Cass City (Mich.) Chamber of Commerce.

Raymond Hathaway’s grandson, Russell B. Graves, who is in the Army in Germany, was married to a German girl on April 3 in Berlin. They will return to the United States in September and will live in Rumford, R. I. Shirl’s address is 1 Akin Avenue, South Yarmouth, Mass.

At the March town meeting Class Secretary Bill MacCormick was re-elected a Trustee of the Boothbay Harbor Memorial Library for a five-year term.

The Monday Club of Boothbay Harbor, a 70-year-old literary group, has selected Class Secretary Bill MacCormick as its “Man of the Year.”

Students at the local high school wrote essays on Bill in a contest held in connection with his selection.

1913 Secretary, Luther G. Whittier
R.F.D. 2
Farmington

On March 31 Class Secretary Luther Whittier wrote, “I recently received a letter from Bill Spinney stating that on December 31 he retired as Trust Officer at Title Insurance and Trust Company of California. However, he plans to return to the trust business later this year as Vice President and Trust Officer, with the duty of creating and heading a new trust department which will be set up to serve some of the original plans of his.

As I recall it, Bill retired about 11 years ago and was then hired for another position with the bank. Now, after his second retirement, he is to start on another lap at 76.

“I had a letter from Duff Wood yesterday. He is down to his winter home in Tavernier, Fla., and he and Sue were planning to be in Miami yesterday at a Board meeting with President Coles.

“Here in the Legislature in Augusta I have met a large number of Bowdoin men whom I had never met before. I hope we get through here in time for me to make Commencement.”

1915 Secretary, Harold E. Verrill
Ocean House Road
Cape Elizabeth

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Tappin Little, whose sister, Mrs. Ruth L. Sandford, died in June, of cancer, which she had fought with courage.

Spivey MacCormick has been appointed to Mayor Robert Wager’s Temporary Commission on Narcotics Addiction, composed of 30 New York City officials and a committee to the executive committee that serves as the Commission’s task force.

Spivey recently served as chairman of a panel of social scientists set up by the Board of the highly publicized Mobilization for Youth project to study one of the most controversial phases of its program. Jack Riley ’30, formerly Professor and Chairman of the Department of Sociology at Rutgers, and now Vice President and Director of Social Research of the Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States, was a member of the panel.

On May 3 the ship represented Bowdoin at the dedication of Samuel B. Gould as President of the State University of New York.

Mrs. Clarence Robinson sends her best wishes to members of 1915 and their families for a happy 50th Reunion at Commencement. She also extends an invitation to members of the Class to visit her at 1585 Hunt Lane, Clearwater, Fla., when they are in that area.

1916 Secretary, Edward C. Hawes
180 High Street
Portland

John Baxter has been re-elected a Director of the Rockland-Rochport Lime Company.

Red Elliott reports a new address at Moultonboro Neck, Center Harbor, N. H., effective this June 15. This is a permanent change from Baltimore, Md. The Elliotts expect to build a home in Lakeport, N. H., this summer and to move into it in the fall.

Larry Hart writes that he continues to enjoy his work in raising funds to meet the annual deficit of the Addison Gilbert Hospital in Gloucester, Mass. Larry’s other job is as Secretary of the Gloucester Fisheries Association.

Walter Lane, a veteran, regular contributor to the Alumni Fund, mailed his check last year in plenty of time to be enclosed in the 1964 Fund. He received no acknowledgment from the College. When he sent his check this year, he called this fact to the attention of Class Agent Paul Niven, who promptly asked Bob Cross ’45, Secretary of the Fund, to check into the matter. Bob did, and wrote Walter a nice note, reporting Walter’s 1964 check had never been received at the College. “This happens every once in a while,” wrote Bob. “The classic example was a contribution of $1,000, which lay in the dead-letter office in Washington for nine months.” Moral to everyone: mail your gift early to this year’s Alumni Fund!

Gordon Olson retired in December in 1960.

He and Nan continue to live at 9 Bay State Road, Belmont, Mass. Gordon reports, “I play some golf with a group of retired friends at the Oakland Country Club when the weather is right. In the winter we bowl a bit.

“My last son, John Wesley Olson, is a junior at Belmont High School and will be knocking on the doors of Bowdoin for admission. I hope he can make it.”

Members of 1916 will regret to learn of the death of Mrs. Jessie B. Thomas, the widow of Harry Thomas, on April 28. Surviving are a son, Professor Harry S. Thomas, Jr. of Orono; a daughter, Mrs. Priscilla T. Rines of Gorham; and six grandchildren.

1917 Secretary, Noel C. Little
60 Federal Street
Brunswick

The late Francis Jacob’s eldest granddaughter, a junior at Syracuse University, was married last fall, and his daughter Susanna will graduate this June from Maine Central Institute in Pittsfield. Mrs. Jacob continues to live in Maine at Northern Winds, South China.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Class Secretary Noel Little, whose sister, Mrs. Ruth L. Sanford, died in March. Dr. Isaac Webber has been named Chairman of a special Centennial Commission to plan the observance of the 100th anniversary of the Maine Medical Center in Portland, which comes in 1968. Ike was Chief of Surgical Service at the Center from 1947 to 1957, and from 1954 to 1956 was President of the Medical Staff there.

1918 Secretary, Lloyd O. Coulter
Nottingham Square Road
Epping, N. H.

Bela and Margaret Norton have moved to 429 Bellwood Avenue, North Tarrytown, N. Y.

Karl Palmer will retire from the Portland school system in June after 40 years of pupil personnel work. Beginning in 1966, he expects to get back for some of the Commencement activities at Bowdoin, which have generally conflicted with his Portland duties.

The Dick Scholberg’s son, Richard, Jr., is a colonel in the Air Force and is stationed at Vandenberg Air Force Base in California. He was graduated from West Point in 1943 and has five children, one of whom, Richard T. Scholberg III, will be graduated from the Air Force Academy in Colorado this June.

Ex Stanley expects to retire from his insurance business this year. He and Gertrude have purchased a new home in St. Thomas in the Virgin Islands, where they expect to live for nine months each year, with summers in Oris in the Berkshires. Paul Young is at San Diego. Paul is a student of Psychology and Psychological Counselor for Students at Texas Christian University in Fort Worth, Texas. He expects that in a few years he will go into the private practice of clinical psychology. His wife, Oramas, is a part-time teacher at Texas Christian. Paul’s oldest son, Paul Jr., is practicing pathology in Dover, N. H., and teaches a course at the University of New Hampshire.

1919 Secretary, Donald S. Higgins
78 Royal Road
Bangor

Mrs. Milton McGorrell was the guest of honor on April 4, when the newly renovated sanctuary of the Church of the Universal Fellowship in Orono was dedicated to Milton, who served that church from 1947 to 1957.

1920 Secretary, Sanford B. Cousins
23 McKeen Street
Brunswick

In April Albert Barlitt reported that he would not be able to attend our Reunion in June, as he had expected, because of the necessity for a business trip to Japan and another to the Philippines. As a result, he wrote, “Peggy and I are leaving Los Angeles on April 1 for a trip to Japan and Tokyo, where we will remain probably about two or three weeks; then on to Taipei, Hong Kong, and Manila. My job in Manila will probably take me another ten days to two weeks, and this has blown all possibility of being in Brunswick in June sky-
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1925 Secretary, William H. Gulliver, Jr.
30 Federal Street
Boston, Mass.

Athen Daggett has been reappointed to the Brunswick Town Finance Committee.

April 26 Channee Fish represented Bowdoin at the inauguration of Clifford L. Lord as President of Hodgstra University in Hemstead, N. Y.

Charlie Hildreth's wholesale hardware firm, the Emery-Waterhouse Company, has purchased Edwards and Walker Company, a firm in the same field. With this acquisition Emery-Waterhouse has become the largest wholesale distributor of hardware and affixed lines northeast of New York City. Its combined operations cover all of Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont, a substantial part of Massachusetts, and a fringe of New York.

On May 1 Horatio H. Lord represented Bowdoin at the inauguration of Charles H. Watts II as President of Bucknell University.

Walter Macready retired on April 1 after 39 years with the Travelers Insurance Company. He does not expect to be able to attend our 40th in June, but he sends best wishes to all. Walter's address is 21 Eliot Avenue, West Newton 65, Mass.

1926 Secretary, Albert Abrahamson
The Manger Hoy-Adams Hotel
16th at H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

Gordon Bucknam has been seriously ill this spring. His doctor is confident that he will recover, but Mrs. Bucknam reported in March that "it will be a slow progress."

1927 Secretary, George O. Cutter
618 Overhill Road
Birmingham, Mich.

Dr. Paul Hill of Saco is Chairman of the Development Committee of the Board of Trustees at Thornton Academy, which is constructing a seven-room science building at an estimated cost of $225,000.

Sonny Sawyer has been re-elected a Director of the Rockland-Rockport Lime Company in Maine.

On April 11 Don Wehler spoke at the Sunday Vespers service at Bowdoin.

Walter Whitter has been elected Chairman of the Executive Council of America. He is President of Hannaford Brothers Company and Treasurer of the Super-Smoke Market Institute. Walter is also a Past President of the National-American Wholesale Grocers Association.

1928 Secretary, William D. Alexander
Middlesex School
Concord, Mass.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Paul Bunker, whose father, Arthur C. Bunker, died on April 27.

Ed Buxton wrote in April, "I am really getting along in years. Was honored by Central Connecticut Baseball umpires Association, along with five public school coaches and two other independent school coaches, for long and outstanding service in baseball in this area. From now on I can look at the plaque and think of past games and players."

Ed continues to be a member of the faculty at The Gunnery in Washington, Conn.

Evariste Desjardins wrote in April, "Last fall I managed to buy myself a six-months old parer. He is engaged to race in August of 1966 out in Ohio and then in Maryland. His name is, of course, of the amateur vintage, being Ringo Lobel. I wouldn't advise you at this point to bet on him when he does race, as we have too much to teach him. Maybe you could save your money until then. I could advise you to get the latest figures on an expected winnings, because they may have to keep the lights on for him to see his way in."

Evariste is Manager of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 77 Winthrop Street, Augusta.
Dick Thayer has been re-elected Chairman of the Marblehead (Mass.) School Committee. A writer named Frank Murphy said of Dick in his column "Single Set" in the Salem Evening News for April 5, "Few Yachting Capital residents who see the jaunty Thayer handling the gavel at school board sessions or trying to sell voters a new construction program from the floor of a town meeting assembly realize it, but Dick Thayer was one of this nation’s top amateur hockey players 34 years ago.

The official guide of the Amateur Hockey Association of the United States indicates that Dick Thayer was a member of the Boston Olympic Hockey club which represented America in the world’s championships at Krynika, Poland, in February, 1917.

A total of ten countries — Great Britain, France, Hungary, Rumania, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Austria, Sweden, and the United States — were entered in the world tourney that year. The University of Minnesota Grads, representing Canada, won the title by defeating America, 2-0, in their final game.

Following the championship series, the U. S. team played exhibition games in Poland, Germany, and Sweden before returning home. The Americans were undefeated in their exhibition series, and this 1931 club was the first ever to play a series of exhibitions in Europe.

1929 Secretary, H. LeBrec Micoleau c/o General Motors Corporation 1775 Broadway New York, N. Y.

Bob Adams has been appointed Dean of the Faculty at the Taft School in Watertown, Conn., effective in the fall of 1956. He will spend next year studying history at the University of North Carolina as the first appointee to Taft’s newly-inaugurated sabbatical year program.

Bob has taught at Taft since his graduation from Bowdoin in 1929, with the exception of three years in the Navy as a lieutenant during World War II.

Bill Mills has been elected President of the Florida National Bank of Jacksonville. He continues to serve as Vice President and a Director of the St. Joe Paper Company.

Bill is also a Director of the Florida Northside Bank, an associate bank in the 31-member Florida Group of Banks. He is a Trustee of Rollins College. Walter Perkins has been elected Chairman of the Board of Burnham and Morrill Company in Portland.

Bob Sweetser served as Deputy of the Diocese of Fond du Lac at the General Convention of the Episcopal Church, held in St. Louis, Mo., last October. He is member of the Board of Directors of the Mental Health Association of Sheboygan County and also of the Wisconsin Association. In addition, he is a member of the Executive Board of the Diocese of Fond du Lac and a charter member of the Sheboygan Human Rights Association, which has been active in civil rights programs in the city and county.

Bob’s address is 630 Ontario Avenue, Sheboygan, Wis.

1930 Secretary, H. Philip Chapman, Jr. 175 Pleasantview Avenue Longmeadow, Mass.

Dick Bell of Farmington has been elected to the Board of Directors of the Maine Ski Council.

Day at Winter Sports Mountain at our 23rd in June but will try for the 40th in 1970. He continues to live in San Diego, Calif., at 5346 Linda Vista Road.

Ben Jenkins has been appointed General Account Manager for Massachusetts for the New England Telephone Company, with which he has been associated for 35 years.

The Jenkins’s younger daughter, Priscilla Jenkins Benson, a 1932 graduate of Smith College, presented her parents with a granddaughter, Karen Jenkins Benson, on December 22, 1964.

Axa Knowles’ daughter, Margaret Ann, is engaged to George W. Browning of Greenwich, Conn.

Jack Eley served recently as a member of a panel of social scientists set up by the Board of the highly publicized Mobilization for Youth project to study one of the most controversial phases of its program. He is Vice President and Director of Social Research of the Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States.

Spice MacCormick ’15 was Chairman of the panel.

In March Howard Siles reported, “I am now a grandfather of two healthy boys. We are now making ready for the wedding (May 1) of our younger daughter, Naomi, to George Trolley, Jr. of (very) nearby Goshen, N. Y. 3. Our Chester Cable Company (Signed) a” Bowdoin Aircraft, producer of the Gemini spacecraft. 4. We are a subsidiary of Tennessee Corporation, which is now a Division of Cities Service Company. 5. Hour—3:55!” Howard’s address is Box 431, Chester, N. Y.

Oscar Swanson has been elected Alumni Council Member for the Rocky Mountain Bowdoin Club.

1931 Secretary, Rev. Albert E. Jenkins 1701 East Drive Whittier, Calif.

Lynn Cousens of Cape Elizabeth has been re-elected Treasurer of the Maine State Society to the Protection of Animals.


Arthur continues to live at 529 Godwin Avenue, Midland Park, N. J.

During March John Farr and 30 other school superintendents from this country spent three weeks studying education in Germany, mostly in Munich and Berlin. John has been Superintendent of Schools in Southampton, Conn., for nine years, and the Farrs live at 33 Hart Acre Road in Southington. They have two daughters — Susan, who is completing her freshman year at Bates College, and Betsy, who will be a junior at Southington High School in the fall.

In April Herman Sweet returned from a trip to Puerto Rico, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru, and staying two weeks longer than he had expected to. He writes, “We were in Arequipa, Peru, on Easter Sunday, and you would think it was the Fourth of July, with firecrackers and what not.

“We saw lots of orchids in the wild, and in places they literally carpeted the banks and road-sides.”

Francis Wingate, Vice President and Treasurer of Syracuse University, has been elected to the Board of Directors of the Welsbach Corporation, a diversified service, manufacturing, and construction concern with headquarters in Philadelphia.

1932 Secretary, Harland E. Blanchard 155 Washington Street Brewer

Robert Grant is spending a year in the United States. His address until next March is 4 Otis Avenue, Kittery.

On April 27 Dick Lampart represented Bowdoin at College Night at Lake Forest (Ill.) High School. Richard Minner has a daughter at Bard College in New York, a daughter about to enter college, and a daughter about to enter high school. His address is 41 West Gravers Lane, Philadelphia, Pa.

Laurie’s daughter, Leslie, a senior at Wheaton College in Massachusetts, is engaged to David C. Anderson of Brunswick, a senior at Colby College.

Francis Vaughan’s son Douglas was married on April 24 in Baltimore, Md., to Priscilla Krown.

1933 Secretary, Richard M. Boyd 16 East Elm Street Yarmouth

In March Herb Cannon wrote, “Moved from the refining end of the oil business (Standard of Ohio), after 25 years, to a managing side as Manager of Market Research and Long Range Planning for the marketing and refining business. My wife, Nancy, passed away last year, and our oldest daughter, Dale, was married last year.” Herb’s address is 153 Meadow Hill Lane, Chagrin Falls, Ohio.

Newton Chace has accepted a new position as Special Consultant to the California Board of Education. The Chases are keeping their home in Ojai, but they are also renting an apartment in Sacramento, Calif., where their address is 682 N Street.

Newt reported in March, “Only rarely do I see my daughter, who is a football player at the Thayer School, including 15 as Headmaster, I resigned to run for the California State Senate. Unfortunately I did not get carried into office by the Johnson landslide.”

Newt continues to be co-owner and Director of Silver Pines Camp, Inc., in Redding, Calif., and a Director of the Ojai Youth Tennis Foundation. He and Betty have four children, ranging in age from 22 to 14—daughters Edie and Peggy and sons Nelson and Kim.

Robert Colby is serving as President of the Bellevue Golf Club. He is Vice President and a Director of the Andrew Dutton Company of Boston, and he and his wife, Elleeu, are both very active in many phases of community life in Melrose, Mass., where they live at 100 Larchmont Road.

Bob has been Vice President of the University Club of Boston and a Trustee of the Melrose-Wakefield Golf Club.

Marshall Davis has been elected President of the Westwood (Mass.) Rotary Club, to take office on July 1. He lives at 26 Buckmaster Road in Westwood.

A recent note from Ed Lorin gave encouragement to Class Agent Carl Gersten, who has also heard from former Agents Eds McLaughlin, and Ned Morse. All would like to help 1933 show its colors. Carl writes, “The problem, as I see it, is to get contributions from that unnecessarily large number of our classmates who can make gifts but who have not supported the Alumni Fund in the past.”

Francis Russell of Wellesley Hills, Mass., is one of the three recipients of Guggenheim Fellowships for 1965-66. There were 1,869 applicants.

Herbert Wadsworth continues to teach history at the New Preparatory School in Cambridge, Mass.

1934 Secretary, Very Rev. Gordon E. Gillet 3001 North Street Peoria, Ill.

In March Robert Aiken celebrated the completion of 30 years in real estate and as a realtor. For
the last 10 years he has had his own office. His address is 6 Dudley Road, Wellesley Hills, Mass.

On April 8 Otto Preminger's movie "In Harm's Way," based on Jim Bassett's novel about the Navy in World War II, had premiered in New York, Washington, Los Angeles, and Honolulu. The Bassett have moved to a beachfront home at 2760 Lido Drive, La Jolla, Calif.

Ski booster ads have been placed in the Boston Globe. Nash Bailey has been elected chairman of the Ski Council of New England, and Muriel Carpenter has been elected vice chairman.

On May 24, 1965, the American Chemical Society, representing more than 25,000 chemists and chemical engineers in the United States, announced the selection of a young chemist for the International Organization of Young Chemists' Award. Dr. James E. Gee, a graduate of the University of California at Berkeley, has been selected as the recipient of this award. Dr. Gee is a member of the American Chemical Society and has contributed extensively to the field of organic chemistry.

On May 25, the Massachusetts Hall of Records was dedicated by Governor Francis W. Sargent. The dedication was attended by many dignitaries from throughout the state, including the governor, who delivered the dedicatory address.

On May 26, the Cambridge Historical Society dedicated a plaque on the site of the old Cambridge Jail, where many colonial figures were imprisoned. The plaque is located on the corner of Orange and Chestnut Streets.

On May 27, the Boston Public Library announced the opening of the new Central Library on Boylston Street. The library, which is the largest public library in the United States, was dedicated with a ceremony attended by thousands of people.

On May 28, the Board of Education in Boston announced that it had accepted plans for a new high school to be built in the Charlestown area. The school will be designed to accommodate an enrollment of 1,500 students and will feature state-of-the-art facilities.

On May 29, the Massachusetts State Police announced the establishment of a new training program for new officers. The program will include classes in criminal law, firearms, and first aid.

On May 30, the Harvard University press announced the publication of a new edition of the Harvard Classics, which contains selections from the works of the greatest authors in history.

On May 31, the Massachusetts State Police announced the appointment of a new superintendent of the State Police Academy. The new superintendent, a former police officer, will be responsible for the training and supervision of new officers.
The Harvard Ryans' daughter, Anne, is completing her sophomore year at Wells College in Aurora, N. Y. Carol Terrcll, Associate Professor of English at the University of Maine, is the author of a three-act comedy-drama entitled "Midnight on the Emperor's Pavement," presented at the University of Maine on March 17. The play is about extra-sensory perception and some of the turmoil created in a suburban neighborhood when an orthodox clairvoyant shows up.

1939 Secretary, John H. Rich, Jr. 2 Higashi Toroidzaka Azabu, Minato-Ku Tokyo, Japan
Lou Brunner represented Bowdoin on April 19 and 20 at the inauguration of Gordon W. Blackwell as President of Furman University in Greenville, S. C.
Dr. Milton Gordon, Professor of Sociology at the University of Massachusetts, has received two national awards for his book Assimilation in American Life, which was reviewed in the March issue of the Alumnus. One of the awards is the Anisfeld-Wolf Award in Race Relations, sponsored by the Saturday Review. These awards are presented each year to the authors of outstanding works "in every field which in any way contribute to the betterment of race relations." Earlier recipients include Alan Paton and Martin Luther King. The award carried a cash grant of $750.

The faculty honored the Brotherhood Award of the National Conference of Christians and Jews, which Milton accepted at a luncheon in New York City on May 21. The NCC cited his book as an "outstanding contribution to the cause of brotherhood and better human relations."

At Massachusetts Milton teaches graduate and undergraduate courses in race relations, social stratification, and sociological theory.

Edward Parsons' son Edward, Jr., is the valadetrician of the Class of 1965 at Brunswick High School.

1940 Secretary, Neal W. Allen, Jr. Department of History Union College Schenectady, N. Y.
In February Lt. Col. Wallace Blunt reported, "We are gradually terminating the February meeting of the Republic of Vietnam Chapter of the Bowdoin Alumni Association. It was held in Shao Tsung and nearby county in which another member is recuperating from a case of acute appendicitis. He is Lt. Robert Whelan '63, who is stationed over here with one of the Special Forces Teams."

"My present assignment as Commanding Officer of the 8th Field Hospital (U. S. Army) and as Surgeon for the Support Command (USASCV) takes me up and down country at least once a month, so I'll try to arrange local luncheon meetings of this new Bowdoin Club! My address is Headquarters, 8th Field Hospital, APO San Francisco 8, N. Y.

Phil Gates wrote in April that he still gets together with Cal Hill and Clyde Holmes, his roommates of 25 years ago. "All are eating well," he says, "in prime health and spirits. Cal and I play tennis this year around. He is still lightening fast on his feet."

Colonel Tom Lineham is now stationed in Washington, D. C., where his address in Military Secretariat: 4th Street, N.W., Room 756.

In April Ed Palmer wrote, "The K. in K. B. Gibden (a composite name), authors of Hurry Sundown, refers to Katya Alpert, whose brother is Sidney Alpert of the Class of 1940, my sophomore year roommate at Hyde Hall. The B. in K. B. Gibden refers to her husband and collaborator, Bert Gibden. Katya was a Radcliffe girl and a fairly frequent Bowdoin visitor."

Ed reports a new address at 66 School Street in Taunton, Mass., where he still works for Barry Zimmam '42 at The Big Z store.

Albert J. Tonyy and Company, a general insurance agency, of which Herb Tonyy is Treasurer, has signed a long-term lease for space in Boston's 52-story Prudential Building.

The Tonyy Company was founded in 1926 on the premise that the construction industry requires specialized knowledge and treatment for its insurance account. The company organized and bonded New England contractors on many of the largest construction projects in the area.

Dr. Ross Wilson wrote from Menlo Park, Calif., early in April. He is a New Yorker and has married a Pennsylvania Gal.

Ross plans to be present for our 25th this June.

1941 Secretary, Henry A. Shroyer Bridgton
Don Conant is Co-Chairman of the Newton-Wellesley Hospital building fund drive in Massachusetts.

Ed Frese continues to be Sales Representative for American Tobacco Co. and has expressed an interest in joining one or the other of the local music programs.

Bob Page is President and Managing Director of the E. I. Company in Shannon, Ireland, a wholly owned subsidiary of General Electric. Anyone coming through Shannon will be welcomed, Bob reports. "The steaks are good and the golf the best.

Colonel Mark Parsons will leave this July for a year in Korea. His family will stay in the Washington, D. C., area.

Bob Shoobridge has joined Beech Nut Life Savers, Inc., 605 Third Avenue, New York City. He is a Director of the company.

1942 Secretary, John L. Baxter, Jr. 19 Lacey Street Pittsfield
Art Benoit has succeeded his father, Henri A. Benoit, as President of A. H. Benoit Company in Portland.

The Benoit family now has two sons away at school this year — Tucker is at Milton Academy in Massachusetts, and Jeffrey is at Phillips Exeter Academy in New Hampshire.

After teaching drama and rhetoric at the University of Illinois for a year, Roland Holmes will return to Plymouth, Mass., this June. His address there is Cliff Road, RDF 1.

Bob Niven reported in March, "I have a wonderful wife and two children, Pamela (15) and Scott (13). My position is Quality Manager of Lawhon Machine Company, Portland. Our product is aircraft and missile engine components. The "warm" cold war and the space race really keep us busy." Bob's address is 4 New Street, North Reading, Mass.

Niles Perkins' son, Niles III, a senior at the University of Maine, was married on March 27 to Miss Martha B. Peterson of Cape Elizabeth, who is a junior at Maine.

Mario Tonon has been elected Vice President of the Brunswick Country Club.

John Williams has been elected Second Vice President of the Bowdoin Club of Boston.

1943 Secretary, John F. Jaques 312 Pine Street South Portland
André Benoit has been elected Second Vice President of A. H. Benoit Company in Portland.
Dave Brandenburg continues to be Professor of European History at The American University in Washington, D. C. He is one of seven co-authors of A History of the Western World, published by D. C. Heath and Company. It has more than 1400 pages and is available in three volumes: one volume, two volumes, and three volumes.

Dave has written a number of articles on French agricultural, economic, and social history during the 18th and 19th centuries as well as on the period of the French Revolution. He is now working on a biography of the duc de la Rochefoucauld-Liancourt.

In March Dave wrote, "With two of my sons, the younger and the third, 'dropped into' Brunswick last July on the occasion of an interview with the admissions people at Bowdoin. We camped for two nights on the lawn of an amiable lady in South Harpswell and next day interviewed our son and I passed the time of day with Paul Hazelton '42, who told me something about politics in Maine. John has been admitted via early decision and will be a member of the regular class.

Dave teaches at night as well as during the day. He is also President of the local Citizens' Association, which is working on the matter of home-rule for the District of Columbia, where the Brandenburgs live at 3613 Norton Place. N.W. Penelope finished M.A. in art last year. Their eldest son is a surgical technician in a local hospital, the second one will enter Bowdoin in September, the third is to enter Phillips Exeter Academy, and the only girl is finishing the third grade.

Brad Briggs is Publisher of Skiing magazine and Vice President of the Ziff-Davis Publishing Company. On April 2 he was a featured speaker at the Outdoor Recreation Congress held in Wenzel, Wash.

Douglas D. Cross represented Bowdoin at the inauguration of Albert L. Kerr as Headmaster of The Peddie School in Hightstown, N. J.

Class Secretary John Jaques continues to work toward his Ph.D. He is a part of Undergraduate Studies at the University of Maine in Portland.

Faulkner Lace is associated with the Health Physics Department of the Brookhaven National Laboratory. His address is Beaverradem Road, Brookhaven, Long Island, N.Y.

George Lord has been elected Executive Vice President and General Manager of the George C. Shaw Company in Portland. He is also Agent for the Portland Public Development Commission, which operates the former South Portland shipyards, and is a Past President of the Area Development Council.

Chief Warrant Officer Stan Oehrnicki is Ground Safety Officer for the 322nd Air Division, Box 2371, APO New York 09010. As such he directs the ground safety programs of the Division's units in Europe, Africa, and the Far East and makes frequent visits to all of these areas. His headquarters are in Chateauroux, France.

Ston and Marge have five children. Ston, Jr. is completing his freshman year at the University of Maine, Nancy is a junior in high school, Paul and Tom are in elementary school, and Susan is five years old.

Stan has been in the Air Force for 22 years. Before being sent to Europe on this tour of duty, he was Ground Safety Officer for the 1607th Air Transport Wing at Dover Air Force Base in Delaware. His unit there received the National Safety Council Award for 1963 and the Award of Merit a third year. For his accomplishments at Dover he was presented the Air Force Commendation Medal.

Joe Sewall of Cold Town has been elected a Director of the Sugarloaf Mountain Corporation. He is President of the James W. Sewall Company, a consulting firm specializing in forestry, land management, geology and aerial surveying.

Ed Simonds has been named New York Regional Manager of the Eastern Seaboard by Bell and Howell's Micro-Data Division of the company's Business Equipment Group. In this new position he is responsible for all Bell and Howell sales and service activities from Maine to North Carolina.

Ed joined the Micro-Data Division in 1962 and was formerly Regional Manager in Minneapolis, Minn.,
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1944 Secretary, Ross Williams
23 Alta Place
Centurk P. O.
Yonkers, N. Y.
Dr. Julian Ausell has been promoted to the position of Professor of Urology and Surgery at the University of Washington in Seattle. He and Eva have five children — Steven (11), Jody (9), Carol (7), Ellen (5), and Peter (1). Joe Carey has a new position in the Boston school system — in the Boston Schools Department of Program Development, which deals with educational planning for the future, among other facets.

Joe coached track at Boston Latin School, East Boston, and Boston Technical during the period from 1947 to 1963.

The Carey’s took an 8,000-mile, 40-day camping trip through the Rocky Mountains last summer. Joe reports, “Just a born ‘coureur du bois,’ I guess. Can’t wait to get back.” His address — during the school year! — is 87 Prince Street, Jamaica Plain 30, Mass.

Doug Carnichad has been promoted to the rank of full professor of philosophy at St. Lawrence University in Canton, N. Y. He says, “Now I no longer have to worry whom I assist or associate with.” Doug’s address is 14 Elm Street, Canton.

Bernie Havens is an industrial hygienist with the Pratt and Whitney Division of the United Aircraft Corporation. On April 9 he spoke at St. Anselm’s College in Manchester, N. H., on hazards in the laboratory.

Marilyn and Walter Hay announce the birth of their third son, Gordon Graham Hay, on February 24.

Pete Hess is Vice President for Finance and also Clerk of the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad.

Dr. Everett Orben and Dr. Clement Hiebert ’47, both of Portland, are serving together for two months, without salary, on the S. S. Hope, the American hospital ship which since 1961 has been visiting under-developed countries throughout the world and giving medical and surgical treatment to thousands of men, women, and children.

Bob Stuart has been elected a Director of the Brunswick Rotary Club.

1945 Secretary, Thomas R. Huleatt, M.D.
54 Belcher Rd.
West Hartford, Conn.
Dr. Fred Brown has been elected Assistant Medical Director and an officer of United Life of New England, following three years as Assistant Medical Director of Aetna Life Insurance Company of Hartford, Conn.

Clliff Cornwall is now President of International Business Analysis, Ltd., Post Office Box 69, Green Village, N. J. He writes, “Our work is international in scope and embraces, at present, the varied fields of educational electronics processes; epoxy and resultant plastic industries; magazine publications; and just about any industry that needs our services.

‘Present statistics: aging gracefully (I hope); married three years; one daughter in prep school; two basset; one cat; two horses.”

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Bill Ferris, whose mother, Mrs. William F. Ferris, died on March 24.

Lloyd Knight’s son Bobbin will enter Parsons College in Fairfield, Iowa, in September.

The Metropolitan Retail Food Dealers Association presented the 1965 Industry Award to Earl Rosen, President of the Company in St. Louis, Mo. The citation read at the time of presentation said, in part, “...his 1937 Packard car has won many prizes in antique car shows. He is Editor of Antiques Lang, an antique car magazine.

He is President of the Antique Car Club of St. Louis, and also President of the Bowdoin College Alumni Association. He has generously given of his food experience and knowledge to many tradesmen who have sought his advice. He is widely known and respected across the nation for his knowledge of food and wine.

Herb Sawyer has been elected Vice President of the Maine State Society for the Protection of Animals.

Hank Smith is Assistant General Counsel of the State Mutual Life Assurance Company of America in Worcester, Mass.

Mickey Waks is Supervising Attorney in the Regional Advice Branch of the National Labor Relations Board in Washington, D. C.

Norm Waks is President of the Boston Regional Chapter of the National Security Industrial Association. Last December he spoke on ‘Think Faculty’ and the Professionalization held at Newton (Mass.) Junior College.

Phil Wilder taught at the University of Indiana in the summer of 1964, at the University of Illinois in the second semester this year, and at Pomona College in Claremont, Calif., from September of 1963 to February of 1964. Regularly a member of the faculty at Wabash College in Crawfordsville, Ind., he reports, “All else the same. Oldest is 15 and youngest 9.”

Phil is one of seven political scientist educators appointed in March as members of an advisory staff by the Republican National Governors Association.

On May 14 Phil represented Bowdoin at the inauguration of Wesley N. Haines as President of Franklin College in Franklin, Ind.

1946 Secretary, Morris A. Densmore
333 Princeton Boulevard, S.E.
East Grand Rapids, Mich.
Doug McNealy is a member of the Department of History at California State College in Long Beach.

Allen Morgan continues to be Executive Vice President of the Massachusetts Audubon Society, in which position he directs a staff of 75 people in the operation of the many services and activities in the Society’s program of conservation, education, and research.

Allen is also Secretary of the Sudbury Valley Trustees, Inc., a conservation organization which he helped to found, and a Director of the New England Wildflower Preservation Society, the Eliot-Hobbs Foundation, Inc., and the Children’s Museum of Jamaica Plain.

In 1963 Dr. Tom Sawyer of Evanston, Ill., was certified by the Chicago Psychoanalytic Institute to practice psychoanalysis. He is an Associate on the faculty of Northwestern University Medical School, supervising the clinical work of psychiatric residents and presenting a course on psychopathology to junior medical students.

Tom’s address is 636 Church Street, Evanston. On March 23 Bob Schwarz of Portland spoke on “Legal Rights and Benefits of Plumbing and Heating Contractors” at the annual convention of the Maine State Association of Plumbing Contractors, held at Poland Spring. He is a member of the Portland law firm of Bennett, Schwarz, and Reed.

1947 Secretary, Kenneth M. Schubert
96 Maxwell Avenue
Geneva, N. Y.
Bob Blake has been elected to the five man Board of Governors of a 3,000 home area, as well as Lieutenant Governor for District Eight of Toastmasters International. Bob is also active as Secretary of the Missouri Cricket Association and is wicketkeeper for his own club, the Prince Gardner Cricket Club.

Bob’s address is 4155 Weskan Lane, Bridge- ton, Mo.

For two weeks during March some of the paintings of Bob Bliss were on exhibit at Bay Path Junior College in Springfield, Mass.

Robert Clark is now overseas with the Air Force. His address is Detachment 14, 28th Weather Squadron, APO New York 90755.

Cory Dunham has been appointed Assistant General Attorney for the National Broadcasting Company. Following his graduation from Harvard Law School, he joined the New York City law firm of Cahill, Gordon, Reindel, and Ohl in 1951.

Cory’s parents and his aunt extended their sympathy to Fred Ferris, whose mother, Mrs. William F. Ferris, died on March 24.

Lew Fickert has recently been awarded a Ford Foundation Fellowship to attend a Summer Seminar on Indian Civilization. This is an exciting prospect for him since he teaches a senior seminar on the politics of the developing areas at the University of Virginia. His address is 111 Lake Shore Drive, Fredericksburg, Va.

Paul Hanly has been elected Assistant Treasurer of A. H. Benoit Company in Portland.

Dr. Clement Hiebert of Portland is serving for two months, without salary, on the S. S. Hope, the American hospital ship which since 1961 has been visiting under-developed countries throughout the world. Dr. Everett Orben ’44 is also serving on the Hope.

Charles Jordan has been appointed Supervisor of the Planning Department of the Norton Company in Worcester, Mass., which he joined in 1959.

Bob Morrell has been elected to the Board of Directors of the Brunswick Rotary Club.

The Ray Paynters report the birth of their first child, Dorothy Storer Paynter, on February 20. They live at 74 Sunset Road, Weston, Mass.

George Shaw is now in Sao Paulo, Brazil, with Deiter S. A., Rua Libero Badaro 293.

1948 Secretary, C. Cabot Easton
13 Shawsnett Avenue
Sanford
Paul Aronson and a friend, Richard Kanter, have given to Bowdoin for the collections of the Museum of the 17th century Florentine artist, Peter Paul Rubens. Since April 1 Woodbridge Brown has been devoting his full time to the development of his public relations and advertising business, Rado Design, Inc. Since 1962 he had worked at this free-lance business as a part-time basis. From 1961 to 1963 he was Associate Director of Communications at the University of Massachusetts, and in 1963 he took on the work of administrator of a special project to develop the Arctic C. Fuller Music Center on the University of Hartford campus in Connecticut.

Blake Hanna has been promoted to Associate Professor of Linguistics in the Faculty of Letters at the University of Montreal. His address is 5869 McNally Avenue, Montreal 29, Quebec, Canada.

Blake received his Ph.D last fall. His thesis subject was “Les debutes intellectuels de Denis Diderot.”

Gene Martens has become Vice President for Sales with the Panedic Press, 22 Thrones Street,
New York City. He also continues to be Vice President of the James F. Newcomb Division at 345 Hudson Street in New York. The merger of the concerns provides both financial and commercial printing, with complete bindery facilities, under one roof. Pandick is now the third largest printer in New York City, employing 600 people. Gene’s address is 361 Rockaway Avenue, Garden City, N. Y.

When Bert Moore becomes Headmaster of the Holland Hall School in Tulsa, Okla., on August 1, he will leave behind him at the Tilton School in New Hampshire the following accomplishments: an increase in enrollment from 190 boys to 270 in grades 9 through 12; 80 additional acres of land and a large 19th century mansion; a new dining hall and a new chapel; a faculty which increased from 17 members to 32 during his seven years as Headmaster; and a revised curriculum that includes advanced placement courses, religion, public speaking, and art.

Bert and Martha have six children: Jeffrey (13), Janice (11), Steven (9), Susan (7), Elizabeth (3), and Charles (not yet 1).

John Thomas has received a Guggenheim Fellowship for 1965-66. He plans to work on a biography of Edward Bellamy, the 19th century novelist and social reformer. He is Associate Professor of History at Brown University.

Jim Whitcomb’s address now reads as follows: General Manager, c/o Parsons General Foods, Ltd., P.O. Box 120, Liverpool, N.S.W., Australia.

Next September Howard Winn will become Professor of Oceanography at the University of Rhode Island. He has been at the University of Maryland since 1954.

1949 Secretary, Ira Pitcher RD 2 Turner

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Don Baker, whose father, Donald M. Baker, died on April 16.

Dave Bowdoin is Manager of Corporate Educational Relations with Hughes Aircraft Company in Culver City, Calif. He lives at 456 South Pymouth Boulevard, Windsor Square, Los Angeles 5, Calif.

Dr. Matt Brame is “still at the grind of surgery in New York and Mt. Vernon.” From 339 Lincoln Avenue, New Rochelle, N. Y., he sends his best regards to all.

Bill Brooks and his wife have started a project known as “Voter’s Voice in Congress,” which he describes as “a non-partisan subscription service that helps busy people be more effective citizens by providing summaries of facts and opinions on important bills nearing a vote in Congress and a convenient way to make opinions on those bills count.”

“Voter’s Voice in Congress” includes 12 to 15 newsletters a year, published while Congress is in session; one to three ballots with each newsletter; envelopes pre-addressed to each subscriber’s Senators and/or Representative, depending on the bill’s status. The cost per year for the newsletters, ballots, and envelopes is $7.50. Bill’s address is R.D. 1, Piperville, Pa.

Bob Brownell is Assistant Manager of the Long Beach branch of the Connecticut General Life Insurance Company, located at 601 South Kingsley Drive in Los Angeles. Bob has been with Connecticut General since 1949 and since 1962 had been responsible for management manpower in the home office in Hartford, Conn. He and Mary and their five children are living at 1144 Arden Road, Pasadena, Calif.

In mid-April the Reid Crosses and their four children left Kenya by ship for the United States via Italy. After three years with A.I.D., two of them in Nairobi, Reid resigned from government service to join Pitney-Bowes as Special Assistant to the President.

Donald Day is Superintendent of Group Sales with the State Mutual Life Assurance Company of America in Worcester, Mass.

Russ Douglas has been reappointed a member of the Brunswick Town Finance Committee.

In March Allan Johnson reported, “Still employed by the Black Clawson Company, selling machinery to paper mills in 11 Western states. Oldest daughter to be married in June. It hardly seems possible that she is 23 and a senior at Linfield College in McMinnville, Ore. My best regards to all. Give a shout if near Seattle, Wash. Our address is 18405 79th Place West, Edmonds, Wash.”

George McClelland was named Virginia's outstanding sportswriter of 1964 in the sixth annual poll of the National Sportscasters and Sportswriters Award. For the past 10 years he has been a member of the sports staff at The Virginian-Pilot in Norfolk, Va. He has also for two years been Southern Conference statistician.

Josh Stapes is associated with Transamerican de Puerto Rico, Inc., in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
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the summer. Gene and Helen have four children—Gene, Jr., Eileen, Jimmy, and Mary Ann.

Fred Malone is now Head of Non-Technical Computer Applications and Planning for the Iranian Oil Refining Company in Abadan, South Iran. In March he commented, "I find the change very much to my liking, especially being out of the rat race of aerospace industry and large city living."

As Convenor of the Southern Florida Bowdoin Club, Virgil Pitzcrock was instrumental in arranging a meeting of alumni in that area on March 30, when President Coles was a special guest from the College.

Bob Racie's daughter Belinda won the spelling championship at St. John's Parochial School in Brunswick in March and competed in the Cumberland County championship.

In April Norm Rapkin wrote, "The world of Canadian U. S. taxation is a fascinating one, as is the city of Montreal itself." Norm's address is 358 Glengarry Avenue, Montreal 16, Quebec, Canada.

Dave Spector has been promoted to Associate Professor of History and Government at Russell Sage College in Troy, N. Y.

Bob Stafford reports the arrival of his second son and fourth child, Robert K., Stafford, Jr., on September 5, 1964. His address is 312 Illinois Avenue, Erie, Pa.

In April Jack Stinesford reported, "Still enjoying the North Carolina atmosphere, but plan to make the 15th Reunion, 'be the good Lord willing and the creek don't rise,' as they say in this part of the country." Jack's address is P. O. Box 10722, Raleigh, N. C.

Boardy Thompson is General Sales Manager of the Micro Data Division of the Bell and Howell Company's Business Equipment Group, with headquarters in Chicago, III.

In March Bob Younghans wrote, "While looking for a school for our three-year-old, I somehow got involved with starting a Montessori Academy in Westfield, N. J., and now Nancy and I find ourselves on the Board of Trustees. It really has been an enlightening experience, and the results achieved by the teachers have turned us into enthusiastic advocates of the Montessori method of teaching. Since Jonathan will be followed by his sister, it looks like a five-year involvement. After that, I think I'll look for a less time-consuming hobby such as raising guppies."

Bob's address is 292 Partridge Run, Mountain-side, N. J.

1951 Secretary, Captain Louis S. Siroy
873 TMS
APO 239
San Francisco, Calif.

Bill Clifford is engaged to Miss Cynthia M. Searles of Lewiston, who graduated from the University of Maine and has a master's degree in social work from Boston College. She is a social worker with the Division of Child Welfare of the State of Maine Department of Health and Welfare. They plan to be married in August.

Pete DeTroy has a son who will enter Bowdoin in September as a member of the Class of 1969. The other child is still small, hopefully with some more Bowdoin candidates. Pete is Public Relations Director for Motorola's Military Electronics Division, Chicago Center. His home address is 115 North Oak Park, Ill.

Charlie Forker is the author of an extensive edition of Shirley's Cardinal, published last December by the Indiana University Press. Next year he will be in London on sabbatical leave working on a critical study of John Webster.

Charlie is living at 809 South Henderson Street, Bloomington, Ind.

In April Bill Graham wrote, "Sylvia and I are looking forward to a visit with Manuso, Noyes, Noyes, Marsh, Pardoe, and Ingraham during a trip to Washington, D. C., the first week in May." His address is Norwell Avenue, Norwell, Mass.

Bill Harmon has been appointed General Counsel of the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad, with which he has been associated since 1956. He and Ruth and their three children live in Bangor.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Charles Jortberg, whose father, Charles A. Jortberg, died in April.

On April 24 Tom Jukow represented Bowdoin at a conversation in observance of the 150th anniversary of the founding of Nichols College of Business Administration in Dudley, Mass.

As of July, Dick Vokey is being transferred to the First National City Bank, 117 Old Broad Street, London, E. C. 2, England, from the First National City Bank in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

1952 Secretary, Adrian L. Sheberman
21 Cherry Hill Drive
Waterville

From April 24 to April 25 Claude Bonang attended a Biological Sciences Curriculum Study Seminar at the University of Colorado. He is Chairman of the Science Department at Brunswick High School in Bangor, Maine.

Dr. Dave Dean has been elected Secretary of the Erie County Heart Association in New York. Ed Elowe wrote in March, "This June will mark my 15th year since graduation and since joining Sylvania. We continue to see many of our Bowdoin friends in Endover, Mass., where we have lived since 1959. Carol and I and our five children now live at 24 Linda Road."

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Paul Fleishman, whose father, Irving S. Fleishman, died on March 17.

On April 10 Dr. Dave Iszard was married to Miss Martha A. Gates of Weston, Mass., an alumna of Radcliffe College. Dave was home on leave from his medical duties in Liberia.

Andy Lane reports, "Family is fine — Dad, Mom, Andy H. (35), and Melody Ann (1). Soon I will be looking back to 10 fast years with the E. E. Taylor Corporation." Andy's address is 102 Leighton Road, West Falmouth.

Dr. Ken McKusick has been elected to a three-year term as a member of the North Andover (Mass.) School Committee. He is a specialist in internal medicine.

John Morel has been chosen Representative Member to the Alumni Council by the Bowdoin Club of Boston.

Cam Niven has been elected a Director of the Brunswick Rotary Club. He has also been re-appointed a member of the Brunswick Town Finance Committee.

Rick Swann is Cashier at the National Bank of Plymouth County in Brockton, Mass., doing personnel and operations work. This June he will begin his final session at the Graduate School of Banking at Rutgers University. Rick and Paula are settled in their "new" 250-year-old house at 145 Bryant Street, West Bridgewater, Mass., with their three children, Randy (8), Pammy (6), and Mark (5).

Bill Whiting will study for six weeks this summer at the University of Illinois under a National Science Foundation grant.

1953 Secretary, Albert C. K. Chun-Hoon, M.D.
4905 Evergreen Street
Bellevue, Texas

Dr. Don Agostinelli has been named a Diplomate of the American Board of Pathology. He is Director of Pathology at Union Hospital in Lynn, Mass., and also a Teaching Fellow at Tufts Medical School. He and Lilia and their daughter live at 68 Marshall Street, Brookline, Mass.

Ray and Carol Biggs and their four daughters, Debbie, Linda, Wendy, and Laurie, are enjoying sunny Southern California. After completing his residency in internal medicine at Stanford, Ray joined a group of 18 medical specialists at the Magan Medical Clinic in Covina, Calif. He took a second trip to Japan this spring.

In April John Day reported, "Would welcome any classmates at my home, Granite Road and Route 16, Osippee, N. H., from August 1 to October 1, when I will be in the States on leave. Afterwards, I expect to return for another three years here at the American Embassy in Athens, Greece." John's address is American Embassy, Political Section, APO New York, N. Y. 09223.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Gmny Ennery, whose father, Henry A. Ennery, died on April 3.

Dare and Frank Farrington became the parents of twin girls, Ann Dare and Mary Brett, on March 15. All are "healthy and happy" at 197 Mountain Road, Falmouth.

Bob Forsberg has been elected President of the Bowdoin Club of Boston.

Dr. Warren Hartshorne was recently appointed to the staff of the Massachusetts General Hospital as a member of the Department of Cardiology. He is performing diagnostic cardiac catheterizations and cardiovascular research, with specific interests in coronary blood flow and its regulation, Warren also has a part-time practice of clinical cardiology. His address is 5 Sentry Hill Place, Boston.

Dick Holland has joined the New York publishing firm of Farrar, Straus, and Giroux as Publicity
Director. He had previously been with Book Week as a publishers' advertising representative.

Herb Ksouw has lived in London, England, since leaving Bowdoin and has built up a reputation as a character actor, with important parts in such movies as "The Inn of the Sixth Happiness," "Shot in the Dark," and "Goldfinger." He has also appeared on the London stage.

Don Landry wrote in April, "Last November we packed up our three children, a dachshund, and our worldly goods for a transfer to Bogota, Colombia, where I am Vice President in charge of purchasing for Sears Roebuck de Colombia. Our mailing address is Apartado Aereo 6071, Bogota, Jack. Shuttlesworth was here last December and enlisted my services as a bit actor in the production of a television commercial featuring Juan Valdez and Colombian Coffee. Jack is with the Federation of Colombian Coffee Growers in New York City.

"All Bowdoin men here in the Andes are invited to our casa for dinner and Spanish lessons."

"Saturday Night in Dover-Foxcroft," a record album made by Bruce McCollrill, is being sold in Portland stores. Bruce is National Sales Manager for WCSS-TV.

Dave Ogus has been elected Treasurer of "Re-
publican Conservatives," organized officially in Portland on May 1. The new group plans to work through educational channels and political action to protect what it considers to be the basic prin-
ciples of the Republican party.

Paul Revere has been re-elected Treasurer of the Bowdoin Club of Boston.

1954 Secretary, Horace A. Hildreth, Jr.

Pierce, Atwood, Scarlett, Allen, & McKusick

465 Congress Street

Portland 3

Mike Batal was honored at a dinner on March 11 as the Greater Lawrence Junior Chamber of Commerce's "Outstanding Young Man of the Year." Mayor John J. Buckley, who made the presenta-
tion, said Mike's "record of achievement in lawn, his civic participation almost without parallel."

Mike is State Legal Counsel of the Massachusetts Republican, a committee worker for the Lawrence General Hospital fund campaign, and a Past President of the Jaycees. He practices law with his father and lives at 50 Dartmouth Street, Lawrence, Mass.

Bill Bohen has purchased Boyle's Drug Store in Amesbury, Mass., now in its 50th year. The grand-
son of the founder of that store, he had been the owner of Gowan's Drug Store in Amesbury since 1946.

Frieda and Bill have one daughter, Cheryl. They live at 8 Chase Street, Amesbury.

Dr. Bill Clark's two years in the U. S. Public Health Service in Washington and Ule will re-
turn to Connecticut, where he will join the staff of the Pathology Department at the Hartford Hos-
pital. At the moment Bill's address is 14700 River-
side, Detroit, Mich.

In April Payson Dustw wrote, "Sheila and I are still Californians (dedicated southern variety). I see Karl Pearson and Marv Katz regularly and often talk with Bill Durst. Delighted to see the name of the College and that of President Cales associated with several human rights activities. We should all do more in this area."

The Dowst's address is 761 Radcliffe Avenue, Pacific Palisades, Calif.

The word from Captain Bill Fickett, as of early April, follows: "Now that the 'choice not an echo' hazoo is over, perhaps the Republican Party can move forward in a positive manner. I will finish school in June and plan a short leave in Maine before moving on to Vietnam for a year. Any Bowdoin men in that area en route to Hanoi or Peking are welcome to drop by."

Bob Grout wrote in April, "Joan and I still live in Rochester, N. Y., at 290 Woodcroft Drive. We have three children — John (5), Jeanne (4), and Amy (3) — with another due in May. I am working for Eastman Kodak on computer systems in the production control area."
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Gilbert Guy has been appointed Administrative Associate of the Nursing Division of Beth Israel Hospital in Boston, with which he has been asso-
ciated since 1958. He and his wife, Kathleen, live at 127 Elslow Road in Braintree, Mass., with their three children — David (10), Daniel (7), and Sharon (4).

Joel and Joan Hupper announce the birth of their first child, Anne Thayer Hupper, last Decem-
ber 24. Their address is 400 East 85th Street, Apartment 20-F, New York, N. Y.

Bob Hurst reports the arrival of his first daugh-
ter, Susan Scott Hurst, on March 16, to go along with two boys. The Hurst's address is 7 Embassy Lane, Fairfax, Va.

Dick Marshall has been elected a Director of the Maine Ski Council.

Army Captain Roswell Moore has been awarded the Air Medal for his service in Vietnam in a-
erial combat support of ground forces. He has been in Vietnam since last September.

1955 Secretary, Lloyd O. Bishop

Department of Modern Languages

Wilton College

Wilmington, N. C.

Hal Anthony has received one of the 45 Alfred P. Sloan Fellowships for 1960. These awards, made for a full year for education in man-
agement, lead to a master of science degree and are granted to outstanding young business and gov-
ernment executives in this country and abroad.

Sloan Fellowships are considered among the highest honors which can come to young men dur-
ing their management careers. The Fellows, in their mid-30's, were selected by M.T. from a group of exceptionally able executives whose or-
ganizations nominated them for admission to the program to accelerate their development into posi-
tions of major executive responsibilities for the future.

Hal will move to the Cambridge area in June, to spend 12 months at M.T. The year of study will consist of a program of special courses with senior members of the M.T. faculty, supplemented by a program of field visits and management seminars in which the Sloan Fellows have an opportunity to meet outstanding leaders in business and govern-
ment, both here and abroad.

Hal continues to be with the New England Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company.

Virginia and Jim Anwyll moved into a new home at 10 Old Barn Road in West Springfield, Mass., just in time for a new arrival, Lisa Marie Anwyll, who was born last October. Jim was re-
cently appointed General Sales Manager of Ludlow Plastics, a division of the Ludlow Corporation, in addition to his duties as Sales Manager of the Marvellum Company in Holyoke, Mass.

Louis Benoit has been elected First Vice Presi-
dent of A. H. Benoit Company in Portland.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Bill Currier, whose father, Benjamin A. Currier, died on April 27.

Phil Day has been admitted to the practice of law before the United States Supreme Court. He is associated with an international law firm in Wash-
ington, D. C., where his address is 1604 1/2 32nd Street, N.W.

Bob Delaney has been elected First Vice Presi-
dent of the Bowdoin Club.

Ray Denney hopes to be present at our 100th Reunion this June. His address is Main Street, Ash-
burnham, Mass.

Dr. Manny Dubal' has been elected Treasurer of the University of Maryland.

In April Bob Johnson wrote, "Slowly making the painful adjustment to life in the (ugh) American Middle West. Fred Wilson lives nearby, and we get together sometimes in some fantastically skillful tennis, personal con-
tribution to population explosion holding steady at four. We hope to be in New England sometime in June and might be able to attend 1955's 100th Reunion."

Bob's address is 7623 Eagle Creek Drive, Day-
ton, Ohio.

Technical Sergeant Tom LaCourte has been de-
corated with the Air Force Commendation Medal at Kelly Air Force Base in Texas, for meritorious ser-
vice as a radio equipment specialist at Goodfellow Air Force Base in that state. He is now assigned to the Air Force Special Communications Center at Kelly.

Lon Southlander writes, "Here at our Beach Hotel of St. Croix, U. S. Virgin Islands, we have never had a day when the temperature went below 76 or above 88 degrees — free accommodations for all guests should it ever happen (insured, of course). We invite more Bowdoin alumni to visit our island, finest weather under the U. S. flag."

Lon's address is Box 171, St. Croix Beach Hotel, Christiansted, St. Croix, Virgin Islands.

Joe Tece has had the results of several years of research published in the Journal of Psychology, Psychological Reports, and Motor Skills. He and his family have moved to 73 Mayo Road, Wellesley, Mass., where the children have "more rooming room."

Dr. Don Walton reports the arrival of twin daughters, Kathleen and Kyle Marie, last Septem-
ber. Kathleen is still in the hospital with an injury in obstetrics and gynecology at St. Margaret's Hospital and Carney Hospital in Boston. He and Mary Jane live at 32 Alrick Road, Quincy, Mass.

In March Curt Webber became a partner in the law firm of Linnow, Cholote, and Webber, 83 Pas-
seant Street, Auburn, with whom he has been asso-
ciated since 1958. In February he was appointed Auburn City Solicitor. The Webbers live at 44 Dennison Street, Auburn.

Rupert White has been reappointed a member of the Brunswick Town Finance Committee.

Rudy Wirth is back in Connecticut after four years in Washington, D. C. He is now in the new home office building of the Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company in Clinton, Connecticut, in charge of the Col-
lection Division. In April he wrote, "Now that I'm back in striking distance, I hope to make it to Brunswick for our big 100th Reunion." Rudy's ad-
dress is 1404 Manchester Road, Glastonbury, Conn.
Engaged

In March Nancy Holland reported from Labrador in March, "Expect to return from this assignment this summer. Hopefully, our next station will be in a slightly warmer climate. Two years in Labrador in quite enough." The O'Rourkes live at 124 Leslie Lane, West Chester, Pa.

Dave Patterson was married on February 27 to Miss Sheila J. Hird of Marblehead Neck, Mass., an alumnus of Wheaton College. They are living in Boston.

1957 Secretary, John C. Finn
6 Palmer Road
Beverly, Mass.

John Carrick's wife, Phyllis, was honored on March 7 by District 2 of the Maine Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs as the "District Woman of Achievement." She is the Corresponding Secretary of Maine Governor John Reed's Commission on the Status of Women and is a District Organizer of the Harvard/Massachusetts Mental Health Association. The Carricks now live in Hallowell, having moved there from Harpswell in the winter.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Brad Dow, whose father, Elmer B. Drew of the Class of 1900, died on April 13.

Dwight Eaton has been appointed Assistant Trust Officer at the Bar Harbor Banking and Trust Company. He was formerly with the State Street Bank and Trust Company in Boston, where he was a security analyst and supervisor and administrative assistant in the Corporate Trust Department. With his wife and two children, Dwight lives at 9 High Street in Bar Harbor.

Army Captain Dick Fickett will return from Vietnam in July to join his wife, Barbara, and their young son, Michael, who are living in Portland, Ore., during his Vietnam tour of duty. He will then attend the Command and General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth, Kan., where they will be living.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Tony Fleishman, whose father, Irving S. Fleishman, died on March 17.

In March Dick Geldard reported from the Taft School in Watertown, Conn., "Expecting our third child in May. Working on my M.A. at Bread Loaf — will be there with the whole family, living on the Middlebury campus."

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Dick Greene, whose father, Stanley W. Greene, died on March 5.
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George Howland reports the arrival of his fourth child, John Howard Howland, on March 15. He joined brothers Winslow R. (Robbie) and William G., as well as Bill's twin sister, Pamela. The Howlands live at 83 Clarke Road, Needham, Mass.

Army Captain Ed Langbein will serve as the commissioning officer and deliver the commissioning address at Bowdoin on Friday, June 11, when the JOPC cadet officers will receive their commissions.

Dean Ridlon has been promoted to Assistant Treasurer with the State Street Bank and Trust Company in Boston, with which he has been associated ever since graduation. He continues to be in the Depositors' Service Division.

Dean has also been re-elected Secretary of the Bowdoin Club of Boston.

Eugene Wheeler has joined the Kendall Company's Fiber Products Division on a special projects assignment. Before accepting this assignment, he had been representing the Fiber Glass Division of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company in the New England area.

Tut and Jane live in Natick, Mass., with their two children, Allison and Andrew.

Jack Woodward is Assistant Principal of Lynch Junior High School in Winchester, Mass. He is engaged to be married in June to Miss Shirley Fleming of Wellesley, Mass.

1958 Secretary, John D. Wheaton
10 Sutton Place
Leviston

In April Army Captain Richard Allen wrote, "I am still stationed in Washington at the Pentagon, but I have been alerted for movement to Fort Benjamin Harrison to attend the Career Adjutant General Officers Course from July 2 through December 17. Then probably will go overseas. Jack Reynolds is stationed here in Washington in the Army, and I see a lot of him. Morris Edmundson is also in Washington working for the Air Force.

"I hope to get back to Bowdoin before I leave the States, to see all the changes that have been made."

Dick's address is Apartment 222, 1201 South Court House Road, Arlington, Va.

On April 17 Ed Baxter was married to Miss Anne L. Jepson of North Attleboro, Mass., in the Bowdoin Chapel. She is a graduate of the University of Massachusetts and is teaching at the Belmont Day School in Belmont, Mass. Ed is associated with the Boston law firm of Bingham, Dana, and Gould. They are living at 335A Harvard Street, Cambridge, Mass.

Dick Burks reports that he is associated with the law firm of Dannenberg, Haem, and Lake in New York City and "working hard at it." His address is 129 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Jim Callahan reports the birth of a red-haired son, Edward, on March 15. The Callahans live at 4612 64th Avenue, Apartment 6, East Riverdale, Md.

Myron Curtis is returning to Bowdoin to become the first Director of the University Career Center. He will also be lecturing in Mathematics. A candidate for his Ph.D. at Wesleyan University, where he is a research assistant at the Computer Laboratory, he received his M.A. in mathematics from the University of California at Los Angeles in 1962.

In 1964-66 Dave Gosse will study at Wesleyan University in Connecticut in an Academic Year Institute in Mathematics. The Gosses have a young daughter named Sarah Jane. They live on Argilla Road, Ipswich, Mass.

In April Steve Meister wrote, "Have recently returned from Korea and am now stationed at the U. S. Army Recruiting Institute for Environmental Medicine at Natick, Mass. I will begin a first-year residency in internal medicine at the Boston V.A. Hospital in July."

Steve's address is 368 The Riverray, Boston.

In April Ed Sibley wrote, "Our first daughter, Karen, arrived on April 8 as the first baby born in the new company hospital for the aluminum smelter under construction in Tema, Ghana. We arrived here late in December after six months of recruiting construction personnel in London. Construction is going well, but for some reason the Personnel Manager still doesn't have an office! Our address is Raised Road, International, Inc., Box 151, Tema, Ghana, West Africa."

Roger Titus has been elected an Assistant Cashier with the First Safe Deposit National Bank of New Bedford, Mass., which he joined last November. He lives with his wife, Madeleine E. and J. Gallo Winemody in Modesto, Calif., and the Jacks Furniture Company in Oakland, Calif. Roger and Anne and their two sons live at 263 B Elm Street, South Dartmouth, Mass.

1959 Secretary, Dr. Brendan J. Teeling
5 Larchmont Road
Salem, Mass.

After five years in Indiaapolis, Ind., Peter Bennett has been transferred to Kansas City as District Manager for the Boston Gear Works, Quincy, Mass. He writes, "We still have one child, Kimberly (4). My wife and I certainly enjoyed visiting with everyone a year ago at Bowdoin during the 5th Reunion."

Pete's address is 9333 Blue Jacket Lane, Overland Park, Kan.

Paul Berube is an Instructor in Ceramics at the University of Massachusetts, where in March he had a one-man show. Howard Blakeslee is employed by the New York Life Insurance Company as an actuarial assistant. He is an associate in the Society of Actuaries and has one exam toward fellowship. Howard was married in December of 1963, and with E. and W. D. Gallo Winemody in Modesto, Calif., and the Jacks Furniture Company in Oakland, Calif. Roger is teaching French and social studies subjects.

Dick Brown is engaged to Miss Delanne Abbott of Gray, who will be graduated in June from George School in Erskine Teachers College. They plan to be married on June 26. Dick, who is Chairman of the Science Department at Minneopa Regional High School in Wilbraham, Mass., is completing work for his master's degree in Colby College.

John Christie has been elected President and his wife, Jill, Secretary of the Maine Ski Council. He is Manager of the Sugarloaf Mountain ski area.

Bob Dorsey is engaged to Miss Karin S. Swan- son of New Britain, Conn., a graduate of Middle- bury College. They are both members of the faculty at the Kent's Hill School in Maine.

Jerry Fletcher continues to practice law in Brooklet, Mass. He and Holly announce the birth of a son, Robert Scott Fletcher, on January 20. Jerry's address is 433 Moraine Street, Brooklet.
In March Captain Stuart Goldberg reported, "My family and I are presently in the process of transferring to Germany. As yet we don't know our new address.

"Bob Taistre is in Monterey, Calif., at the Naval Postgraduate School." Later in March Stuart gives his new address at 87th Medical Detachment (Dental Section), APO New York, 09411.

Charlie Jackson is engaged to Miss Mary A. Humes of Topinka, Kan., a 1962 graduate of Kansas State University and a teacher at the Haskellianan Cottage School in Denver, Colo. Charlie has been with I.B.M. in Denver. They plan to be married in the summer.

Lars Jackson has received a National Science Foundation grant for a year of study at Harvard in 1965-66. He will take part in an Academic Year Institute for teachers of mathematics. The Jassons have two children now, with the arrival of Erik Pieter to join Tanya. Lars continues to be a member of the faculty at the George School in Newtown, Pa.

For the past year Bobs Judson has been District Product Specialist for Michigan for the Norton Company of Worcester, Mass. His address is 1005 Stanley Street, Birmingham, Mich.

Dr. Philip Kinball is a resident in orthopedic surgery at the Boston University Hospitals. He and Anne and their young daughter, Deborah, now last October 25, live at 39 Drowne Street, Cranston, R. I.

Ann and Barry Miller announce the birth of a son, Henry Edvard Miller, on January 18. Their address is 57 Wildwood Drive, Cranston, R. I.

Dave Norbeck is a member of the language department faculty at the Cranston School for Chelmshord, Mass. He formerly taught at the Brooks School in Andover, Mass.

On February 28 Steve Oppenheim was married to Miss Winham, of Framingham, Mass., a graduate of Boston University.

In March Dick Powers wrote, "Am presently stationed at Fort Holabird, Md., after three wonderful years in Munich, Germany. We are expecting our fourth child and the arrival of Dick, Franny and I welcome all visitors, so if you are in the area, give us a call. Our address is 715 Baylor Road, Glen Burnie, Md."

Joe Schelton received the Distinguished Service Award of the Hingham (Mass.) Junior Chamber of Commerce at a dinner meeting last winter. He was selected for the honor on the basis of his work as Treasurer of the Junior chamber of Hingham Citizens' Scholarship Foundation, his service to the United Fund, and his other civic activities as a member of the Hingham Junior Chamber of Commerce, of which he is a Past President.

Joe is also a State Vice President of the Junior Chamber of Commerce. He lives at 62 Elm Street in Hingham with his wife, Linda, and their child. Joe is a Senior Underwriter with the Liberty Mutual Life Insurance Company in Boston.

Class Secretary Bren Teeling is completing his first year of residency in ophthalmology at the Massachusetts Memorial Hospital in Boston. He and Doris are living at 5 Larchmont Road. Salem, Mass. They report the birth of their second child, Leslie Marie Teeling, on December 28.

Bob and Janet Traister announce the birth of a son, Stephen Richard Traister, on March 6. They are living at 230 Grove Acres, Pacific Grove, Calif. Last fall.

Gil Winham is completing his second year of graduate work in political science at the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill. He spent last year in Manchester, England, working for the Diploma in International Law at the University of Manchester. He and Linda (Bates '59) and their daughter, Nina, are living at 173 Daniels Road, Chapel Hill, N. C.

1960 Secretary, Richard H. Downes General Theological Seminary 175 Ninth Avenue New York, N. Y. 10011

Bruce Appleby is still teaching at Reading Memorial High School in Reading, Mass. He will get his master's degree in June from Boston University and plans to be married in August to Susan B. Schousower of Dover, Mass. Bruce's address is 5 Gleason Street, Watertown, Mass.

After three years of teaching English, presently at Lawrence Academy in Groton, Mass., Jim Blake will be going to graduate school somewhere in the West next year, with his wife and their young son.

Gail and Dave deBaun have bought a house in South Amherst, Mass. He is teaching mathematics and history at Smith College Day School in Northampton, and Gail is teaching the fourth grade in Amherst. Their address is 158 Shays Street, RDF 1, South Amherst.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to John Doherty, whose father, William H. Doherty, died on March 23.

Paul Galanti is associated with the law firm of Russell, Fishbough, Babcock, McDougald, and Parsons in Chicago. His address is 417 West Barry Avenue, Chicago.

On January 1 Fred Johnson was transferred back to Maine as Assistant Corporate Purchasing Agent for the Keyes Fibre Company. In March he wrote, "I must admit, however, that Diane and I and the two boys really enjoyed our three years in Sacramento, Calif. I hope to see many classmates at our Reunion this June."

The Johnsons live at 8 Riverside Avenue, Waterville.

Dorothy and Bob Knowlton announce the birth of a daughter, Julia Ann Knowlton, on February 23. They are living at 310 Atlantic Avenue, Morehead City, N. C.

Morgan Lamarche has been promoted to Data Processing Sales Representative with IBM, working out of its New York office.

John Millar is working on his second semester at Boston University (nights) for his M.B.A. degree. He reports going to Syracusa, N. Y., with the family to visit Ed Fillback and his family, and he also sees Mike Friese occasionally. John's address is 48 Rockridge Road, Framingham, Mass.

On June 1 Charlie Revelos became an assistant professor at Chase College in Law in Cinncinati, where he is to teach Negotiable Instruments, Equity, Agency Partnership, and Corporations. His new address is 205 Harrison Street, Middletown, Ohio.

Bob Thomas hopes to complete his Ph.D. thesis and meet the deadline for that degree this June. He is a Research Associate in Physics at Wayne State University, and he and Sandra have a young redhead, Stephen, born on August 12, 1964. Their address is 29205 Lund, Apartment 15, Warren, Mich.

John Webster reports the birth of his second son, Bradford Randolph Webster, on August 31, 1964. John is still working at the Royal-Globe Insurance Company, 40 Broadway, Boston, as a Fire Underwriter. In April he mentioned possible moves for the New York their University, N. Y., during the spring.

A small delegation from 1960 attended the campus meeting of the Bowdoin Teachers' Club in Brunswick on April 24: Stan Fish, Bruce MacDonald, Dale Matheson, Ed Bean, and Bill Lincoln.

1961 Secretary, Lawrence C. Bickford Apartment 2A 164 Raviine Avenue Yonkers, N. Y.

Dr. Tom Chess has moved his office for the practice of dentistry to Occidental Center, Suite 612, 150 South Olive Street, Los Angeles, Calif. On March 12 Charlie Ross was married to Miss Charlotte I. Barnbury of Bridgport, N. Y. They are living at 324 Forbes Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.

In March Jack Ross returned from South Vietnam and his duty with the Marines there and became a civilian again. He has a position in Los Angeles, Calif., with the Insurance Company of North America.

Sam Elliot will be getting out of the Army in June, He is the proud father of a baby girl born last November 30.

In March S. N. Hays wrote, "Currently stationed at the Seabee Center in Davissville, R. I. I am awaiting an August detachment from the Navy and an August wedding to Miss Catherine Hould of Calion, N. J. Career plans involve theater management, possibly as a Broadway producer."

Vroid and Herb Koenigsbauer report the arrival of a son, Herbert III, on March 31. An Army lieutenant, Her is stationed at the Army Training Center Army in Fort Knox, Ky. His address is P.O. Box 246, Fort Knox.

Rick Mostrom is working for the Feker Division of the American Optical Company in Pittsburg, Pa., as an optical engineer, after completing his master's degree in research at the University of Rochester in New York.

Lt. Don Prince is spending 13 months on active duty with the Air Force in Korea. He expects to return to the States in November, when he will rejoin his wife, Martine, and their young son in Tacoma, Wash.

On April 30 Frank Schmidt represented Bowdoin at the inauguration of Fredric W. Ness as President of Fresno State College in California. Frank is a Counselor there.

In June Herman Segel will receive his M.D. degree at the medical School at the University of Rochester in New York.

Joel Sherman has passed the Massachusetts Bar Exam.

Dave Small is engaged to Miss Jacqueline Berry of Bluffton, Ohio, a graduate of Bluffton College and a member of the faculty at the Central School in Toledo, Ohio. Dave is associated with the Bell Telephone Company in Pittsburgh, Pa.

Last fall Kent and his partner won the Moot Court championship of New York University Law School. Following his graduation in June, Kent will join the firm of Rakonowski and Boudin in New York. His address is 33 Washington Square West, New York City.

Frank and Liselotte Thomas report the arrival of a daughter, Michele Aulta Thomas, born just 24 hours after Frank and Lisa returned from Holland on their first visit to the United States.

Frank is still employed with the Finance Staff of the Ford Motor Company. He has been involved in analyzing new products and equipment investments in some of the Company's European and Latin American automotive operations.

The Thomases hope to make it back to Bowdoin for commencement this June. Their new address is 35841 Canyon Drive, Nasin Township, Wayne, Mich.

Dave Titus is completing his first year of law school at Boston University and getting out of the Army last August, to begin his 24 years in the Intelligence Corps. He is engaged to Miss Susan Houghton of Marion, Mass., and they plan to be married on June 26. Dave's address is Shore Acres, South Dartmouth, Mass.

This June Roy Weymouth will graduate from
1962 Secretary, Ronald F. Famiglietti 222 Main Street Walpole, Mass.

Dave Barron is engaged to Miss Joanne C. Tata of Revere, Mass., a graduate of the Boston City Hospital School for Laboratory Technicians. He is completing his senior year at Franklin High School, and she is employed at the Boston City Hospital. They plan to be married on July 10.

Jim Cochran is studying for his M.B.A. at Columbia University's Graduate School of Business while his wife, Robin, is a senior at White Plains High School. They are living at 15 Davenport Avenue, Apartment 4D, New Rochelle, N. Y.

Late in April Charles Garland wrote, "Finished two years in the Army in Washington at the Pentagon in November. Taught skiing at North Conway, N. H., for the winter, and just returned from three weeks of skiing in Austria. I have started work as Saco for Dad in the family business. It looks like many trips to Boston for social life, as there is none here in 'small-town Maine.'"

Charlie's address is 229 Ferry Road, Saco.

George has been promoted to the rank of First Class Petty Officer in the Navy and is serving as a radar technician on the destroyer USS John King, attached to the 6th Fleet. He and Carolyn have two children, Kenneth (born on October 25) and David Allen (born on December 27, 1964). George's home address is 833 Stelle Lane, Virginia Beach, Va.

Fred Hill is a reporter for the Baltimore Sun in Maryland.

Andy Iverson will be starting his fourth year at Tufts Medical School in June.

After completing Artillery Basic at Fort Sill, Okla., and Airborne-Ranger training at Fort Benning, Georgia, Lt. McSweeny got married to his wife, Jean, who are in Germany, where he is serving with the 3rd Armored Division. On January 20 they became the parents of Constance Ann Lippert. Phil is presently the Assistant Operations Officer for a 155 mm self-propelled howitzer battalion in Kirchgoens. His address is Headquarters Battery, 2nd Battalion, 3rd Artillery, APO New York, 09039.

Wendy and Boyd Livingston are living in an apartment at 1 Selman Street, Marblehead, Mass. They both work at the John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company.

Don Livesay is engaged to Miss Mary J. Bloom of Peoria, Ill., and Deituil, Mass., a graduate of Smith College and the Katharine Gibbs School in Boston. Don is associated with the Riegel Paper Company of Atlanta, Ga.

Bryan and Carol Long are engaged to Miss Sarah R. Whetstone of Havertown, Pa., and Aschville, N. C., a student at the Presbyterian Hospital School of Nursing in Philadelphia. He is studying at the University of Pennsylvania Dental School.

Neil Millman reports, "Tied the knot" on March 28 with wife, Bari, in Chicago. Am currently teaching sophomore-junior level calculus at Syracuse University, while the Mrs. provides the support teaching elementary school. All alumni invited on ten minutes' notice — we 'have' a swimming pool. Address: Hollywood Park, Greenhouse House #5, Liverpool, N. Y.

Bari is a graduate of the National College of Education in Evanston, Ill., and Neil received his master's degree in mathematics from Purdue University.

Last January Ovid Pomerleau took his Ph.D. orals in experimental psychology at Columbia University and is now finishing course requirements. This year he has been a trainee at the New York State Psychiatric Institute and this fall will join a research team studying stress in primates at the New York Veterans Administration Hospital. His address is Apartment 5L, 453 West 110th Street, New York, N. Y.

Jim Richman is the husband and stationed in Europe.

On March 5 Glenn Saunders began a tour with the U. S. Army. He is entitled to the Air Defense School at Fort Bliss, Texas, and expects to be going to Germany late in the summer. His wife, Sandy, accompanies him.

On March 27 Dick Sawyer was married to Miss Paula L. Gibson of Portland, a senior at the University of Maine. He is completing his second year at the University of Maine Law School in Portland. The couple and their two daughters live in Wentworth Road, Cape Elizabeth.

On February 14 Newt Stowell was married to Miss Peneboge A. Frincke of Three Rivers, Mich., a student at the University of Michigan. He is a member of the faculty at the Kent Hills School, where Newt also teaches.

John Sweeney was married on March 6 to Miss Rhetta A. Boyd of Chipman, New Brunswick, Canada. Their address is 776 Bay Road, Hamilton, Mass.

John Wyman has recently returned from Hawaii and is working for "Mother Bell" in Manchester, N. H.

1963 Secretary, Charles J. Miculew The School of Advanced International Studies 1729 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036

Peter Allen has for the past three years been putting himself through architectural school at the University of Colorado in Longmont, where his address is 1400 West 10th. He will be there for two more years.

Army 2nd Lt. Jim Coots was graduated from the Infantry Officer Basic Course at Fort Benning, Ga., on February 15.

Leslie Demmet is engaged to Miss Martha A. Raspet of Holbrook, Mass., a graduate of the School of Dental Hygiene at Fairleigh Dickinson University, where Les is completing work for his bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering. He recently finished a tour of active duty in the Army and is a Gunner of the New Jersey 50th Armored Division of the National Guard.

Barry Jenkins is engaged to Miss Susan J. Emery of Portland and Boston, a medical technologist at Boston Living-In Hospital. He is teaching in Auburn.

Mitch Kalpakian expects to receive his M.A. in English this June at the University of Kansas and will then continue there for his doctorate, studying on a half-time basis and teaching freshman and sophomore English half-time. His address is 1817 Illinois Street, Lawrence, Kans.

Frank Owens is starting his first month tour of duty with the Army in Okinawa, along with Don Brown. His address is F and AO 1005, APO 96331, San Francisco, Calif.

Jack Payson is attending Pepperdine College in Commissioning Plans to return to Maine next April. His address is 617 N. McCadden Place, Los Angeles 4, Calif.

Charles Petersen reports, "I continue to enjoy teaching at Wiltson, Conn. I may soon be an educator on the island of Guam in the Pacific. Chris Potholm '62 may be on the same assignment. We are focusing forward to this rather unusual job and will cope with it adequately!"

On April 10 Army Lt. Dave Reed was married in Kaiserslautern, Germany, to Miss Virginia A. Spence. Joe McKane was best man, and Larry Lippman was the usher. Virginia attended Peace Junior High School and the Chipmans Valley College. After a wedding trip to Switzerland, Austria, and Italy, the Reeds are living in Danenberg, Germany.

Linda Wear was completing his second year at Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia, where his address is 903 Clinton Street.

Brian Smith is engaged to Miss Linda Greenholz of Menomonee Falls, a graduate of the University of Maine. She is employed by the Department of Defense in Washington, D. C., and Brian is doing graduate work at George Washington University.

Marsh Tellam has been promoted to the rank of First Lieutenant in the Army. He is an operations officer at the Army Signal School at Fort Monmouth, N. J.

Rick Winslow is completing his second year at Columbia Medical School. This summer he will study medicine in Paris, France.

1964 Secretary, David W. Fitzs 49 Leslie Road Auburn, Mass.

Bill Edwards is engaged to Miss Nancy Collins of East Moline, Ill., a senior, of Regis College. They plan to be married in August. Bill is with the New York Telephone Company.

On April 1 Army Pvt. Fred Filion completed advanced training as a cannonner under the Reserve Enlistment Program at Fort Bliss and the Army Artillery and Missile Center at Fort Sill, Okla.

Bobby Frank is engaged to Miss Marta L. Miller of Lewiston, a student at Wellesley College. He is attending Harvard Medical School.

Army 2nd Lt. Christos Gianopoulos completed the Infantry Officer Basic Course at Fort Benning, Ga., on February 15.

Philip Hansen has been elected to the Regional Council of the Student Christian Movement in New England.

Lt. Wayne Hubbert is stationed at Fort Campbell, Ky., with the 650th Ordnance Company.

On March 13 Army 2nd Lt. Bob Jarrett graduated from the Military Intelligence Officer Orientation Course at Fort Holabird, Md.

Army 2nd Lt. Philip Jones was married on April 19 to Miss Judith W. Hodge of Beverly, Mass., who attended the Museum School of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and had been associated with the Peabody Museum in Salem, Mass. They are living in Holborn, Germany, where he is stationed.

Stafford Kay is engaged to Miss Patricia E. Parsons of Madison, Wis., a 1964 graduate of the University of Wisconsin, where they are both doing graduate work this year. They plan to be married in June.

Skip Lowe received a $1,400 research assistantship for the current semester at the University of New Hampshire, where he is working for his M.A. degree in psychology.

Bruce Latik is a teaching intern at Waltham High School in Massachusetts. He is working for his M.A. at Harvard under the Harvard Intern Program, in which he takes courses for one semester and teaches the next semester. Bruce is teaching one algebra class and two geometry classes.

Greg Robinson is working for his M.A. degree in English at Boston University. He wrote in April, "Often see Bill Hughes at Harvard Law and Dave McDowell, who is living at 411 Marlboro Street in Boston. We all miss the 'senior slump' so enjoyable in Bromfield.""}

On April 3 Ralph Stone was married to Miss Susan M. Bailey of Rochester, N. Y., who will be graduated from Middlebury College in June. Ralph is doing graduate work at Middlebury. On March 8 Army 2nd Lt. Pete Stonebraker completed the Infantry Officer Basic Course at Fort Benning, Ga.

Dave Treadwell wrote in March, "I brought my wife, Carol, up to the University of Rhode Island, where she is teaching elementary school and I am fulfilling requirements for an M.A. in psychology. Next fall we will move to Boston. I will be going to Harvard Business School, and Carol will, hopefully, teach high school English in the Boston area."

"Composed for Dying," a collection of ten poems by David Walker, has been published at Bowdoin. The poems were hand set by Dave and Stuart Denenberg at the Walker Art Building and represent the fifth work of the Trapps Press.

Army Lt. Bill Westerbeck is stationed in Germany with the 5th Battalion, 8th Artillery, 5th Infantry Division.

1965 Secretary, James C. Rosenfeld 41 Nehoiden Street Needham 92, Mass.

George Bennett reports the arrival of a son, George Stephen Bennett III, on April 17 in Brunswick.
Dagnan and Walter Carson report the birth of a daughter, Brigitta Ruth Carson, on April 19 in Brunswick.

Ray Endicott was married on March 27 to Miss Clare A. Penelope of Bellevue, Wash, who attended Framingham (Mass.) State College and Central Washington State College. Ray plans to enter Georgetown Law School in the fall.

Dick Fontaine is engaged to Miss Barbara J. Miller of Schenectady, N.Y., who will graduate this June from St. Lawrence University. They plan to be married following their commencements.

Gerry Giesler has accepted a position with the Paul Revere Life Insurance Company in Worcester, Mass. He will be working in the Computer Department and taking actuarial exams. Next January Gerry expects to take a leave of absence to serve a period of active duty in the Army.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Ed Greene, whose father, Stanley W. Greene, died of a heart attack on March 27.

Steve Innis is engaged to Miss Shirley M. Santos of Rehoboth, Mass., a graduate of Rhode Island College. They plan to be married on June 26. Walter Trezienick is engaged to Miss Anne H. Kalajarski of Ware, Mass., a senior at the College of St. Rose, Albany, N.Y. They plan to be married on August 21.

1966 Secretary, Daniel W. Tolpin
7 Coleman Hall
Bowdoin College
Brunswick

In addition to studying at Bowdoin, William Hamel is serving as pastor of the Stevens Avenue Congregational Church in Portland.

On April 21, Dick Hoane completed advanced training as a canonner at the Artillery and Missile Center, Fort Sill, Okla.

Dan Balton is engaged to Miss Elizabeth Goreza, of North Adams, Mass., an alumna of Springfield College. They plan to be married on August 21.

On April 3 Dave Twomey was married to Miss Carolyn Fisher of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Quochoon-tang, R., Jr., a graduate of Mill Business College in Cincinnati. They are living in 25 Bath Street in Brunswick.

Graduate

1963 Lee Stevens represented Bowdoin on May 4 at the inauguration of Robert D. Clark as President of San Jose State College in California.

1964 Robert Wadburn, a member of the Department of Mathematics at Oneonta Central School in New York, has received a Shell Merit Fellowship from the Shell Companies Foundation for a six-week program at Cornell University. For a research project he is working on the curriculum for an experimental course in geometry.

Honorary

1953 Colonel Walter Kettner has returned to Maine and is living on the River Road in Bowdoinham.

1959 Fred Scribner, former Undersecretary of the Treasury, has been elected Chairman of the Board of the Rockland-Rockport Line Company.

1961 Gorham State Teachers College in Maine has dedicated its new gymnasium, opened in 1964, to Dr. Warren Hill, President of Trenton (N. J.) State College and formerly Maine's Commissioner of Education.

President Lyndon Johnson has appointed James Wadsworth to the Federal Communications Commission. He will be the first United States delegate to the United Nations.

Robert Williamson, Chief Justice of the Maine Supreme Court, is serving as Honorary Chairman of the Maine Medical Center Centennial Commission.

1964 John Newell has stepped down as President of the Bath Iron Works and is now Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors.

Faculty and Staff

Ralph Allen of the Grounds and Buildings Department has been elected to the Tepshon School Board.

On May 8 Professor Robert Beckwith acted as adjudicator for the choruses at the Western Maine Audition Festival, held in Rumford.

In March Professor Kenneth Boyer was elected to the Finale Subgroup at Bowdoin. Ambrose Saindon '46 has established at North Yarmouth Academy the Herbert Ross Brown Prize in English, to be awarded each year to that member of the senior or post graduate class who submits the best critical essay on a single work or aspect of American literature, contemporary or past.

Professor Brown will deliver the commencement address at North Yarmouth in June, at which time he will award the prize to the first winner. The prize this year will be an autographed copy of his Sills of Bowdoin.

Swimming Coach Charles Bust has been elected President of the New England Interscholastic Swimming Association.

Professor Dan Christic '37 attended meetings of the American Mathematical Society and the Mathematical Association of America in Denver, Colo., late in January. He took part in meetings of the Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics (CUPM) and also of its Advisory Group on Community Colleges. Bowdoin now at the meeting were Jim Ed Gins '48, who presided at a Special Session on Differential Geometry; Charles Curtis '47; and Melcher Fobes '32.

On March 30, Professor Christic attended meetings of CUPM in New York City.

Next September Nels Corey '39 will become a member of the coaching staff at the Hotchkiss School in Lakeville, Conn. He will teach the same sports that he has been coaching at Bowdoin—football and lacrosse.

Professor Paul Darling is serving as Vice Chairman of the Brunswick School Committee.

Professor Allen of the Mathematics Department has been elected Chairman of "Republican Conservatives," organized officially in Portland on May 1. The new group plans to work through educational and political action to point out what it considers to be the basic principles of the Republican Party.

Bowdoin friends extend their sympathy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Grauerwald, whose daughter, Miss Louise R. Grauerwald, died in Brunswick on March 26.

On April 30 Professor Reginald Hannaford discussed "transformational grammar," a new technique in teaching sentence structure, at a meeting of Maine secondary school principals in Augusta.

The title of his talk was "Linguistics: Implications for the Teaching of English in Maine Secondary Schools."

Professor Gordon Hiebert is in India for a year as a traveling consultant and science supervisor in summer institutes for high school chemistry teachers. This project is supported by the Agency for International Development with the University Grants Commission and the National Council of Educational Research and Training of India.

Professor Allen of the Mathematics Department has been elected to the Bowdoinham School Committee.

From March 31 to April 2 Professor Myron Jeppesen attended a meeting of the Optical Society of America in Dallas, Texas. He is a member of the following committees which met at that time: Committee on Teaching and Research in Optics; Ad Hoc Committee on Specialty Groups; Ad Hoc Committee on Optical Society of America Resource Letters.

Professor Gerald Kamber will teach linguistics and direct phonetics work at Hamilton College in Clinton, N.Y. This summer at a National Defense Education Agency Institute, to be held from June 28 to July 15, for high school teachers of French.

On March 11 Miss Almoza Leclerc, Manager of the Moulton Union Bookstore, was the guest of honor at an informal testimonial, at which she received a special merit from Brunswick town officials and employees. After serving as a member of the Board of Selectmen for nine years, she declined to seek re-election this year.

Mr. and Mrs. Dana Mayo announce the birth of their third child, Sara Walker Mayo, on March 26.

Professor Haratune Mikaelian presented a paper before the Eastern Psychological Association meeting, held in Atlantic City, N.J., on February 22. His subject was "Limited vs. Gross Adaptation as a Function of the Source of Motor-Sensory Feedback During Experiments."

Alumni and friends of the College will regret to learn of the death of Harold Ormsby on April 22. For nearly 40 years, before his retirement in June of 1962, he was connected with the plumbing and electrical section of the Grounds and Buildings Department.

Professor and Mrs. George Quinby '23 are spending the spring abroad, visiting universities in Europe, including Athens, Vienna, Munich, Zurich, Sweden, England, Scotland, and Ireland. He is on sabbatical leave.

Professor Edmund Schwartz of the Music Department is one of 12 composers to win an award from ASCAP (American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers). Performances of his music were given at Columbia University in New York on April 24, 1963, and in Prague, Czechoslovakia, on May 25. His "Music for Orchestra" will be given its premiere by the Portland Symphony Orchestra next December.

On May 7, in a concert presented at the College, the Aeolian Chamber Players played the world premiere of "Solielloques," written by Professor Schwartz for flute, clarinet, violin, and piano in two large movements, commissioned by Bowdoin for this performance.

Mrs. Peg Stanwood, who for some years has been Director of Athletics Malcolm Morrell's secretary, has been re-elected President of the Bowdoin Alumni Club.

Philip Wilder '23, Assistant to the President and Foreign Student Adviser, served as a group discussion chairman at the annual conference of the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs, held in Philadelphia late in April.

Former Faculty

Dr. Mortiz Bonn, Visiting Professor of Economics on the Thames Foundation in 1949, died on January 25 at his home in London, England.

Effective August 1, Dr. Gerald Brault will become Professor of French and Chairman of the Department. Formerly a member of the Faculty at Bowdoin, he is completing his third year as Vice-Dean at the University of Pennsylvania.

William H. Nock, a Tallman Professor at Bowdoin some years ago, is the new Vice Chancellor of the University of Sydney in Sydney, Australia. This office corresponds to that of president of a university in the University of St. Andrews, Strani-
Thomas Cooley Phelps '10

T. Cooley Phelps, who for some years, with his father, operated a general store in Williamstown, Mass., died on March 26, 1965, in North Adams Hospital, North Adams, Mass. Born in Williamstown on March 6, 1882, he prepared for college at the local high school and then worked in a bookstore before entering Williams College. He transferred to Bowdoin in 1907 and after two years at the College returned to Williamstown, where he went into business with his father, operating the former Phelps General Store and the Post Office. He was also employed for some years as a reporter for the Springfield (Mass.) Republican.

Mr. Phelps is survived by a sister, Mrs. William R. Brookman of Williamstown, and a brother, Harley P. Phelps, Sr., of New Ashford, Mass. His fraternity was Delta Upsilon.

Donald Redfern '11

Donald Redfern, who for more than twenty-five years was Superintendant of the Welfare Department of the town of Swampscott, Mass., died on March 10, 1965, in Madeira Beach, Fla. Born in Swampscott on December 7, 1887, he prepared for college at Governor Dummer Academy in South Byfield, Mass., and taught there for a year following his graduation from Bowdoin. He then spent a year in Lynn, Mass., as Assistant Secretary of the Lynn Associated Charities, studied for three years at Boston's Theological Seminary, was a YMCA Secretary in Russia for a year, and served in the United States Army Air Service in World War I. Between 1918 and his appointment to the Swampscott Welfare Department, he was engaged variously in market gardening, sales work, and an upholstering business. He retired in 1933.

A Mason and a member of the American Legion, Mr. Redfern was a Past Commander of the Leon E. Abbott Post of the Legion. He was also a Past President of the Swampscott Rotary Club and a member of the Lynn Historical Society. His fraternity was Psi Upsilon.

Harry Edison Mason '17

Dr. Harry E. Mason, a general practitioner in Redwood City, Calif., for many years, died at his home there on February 19, 1965, only a short time after attending to his patients at Sequoia Hospital. Born in Portland on December 2, 1891, he prepared for college at the Cambridge Latin School in Cambridge, Mass., and attended both Harvard and Bowdoin before entering the Tufts Medical School, from which he received his M.D. degree in 1918. He interned for eighteen months at Boston City Hospital and spent six months at Chicago's Rush Medical Hospital. He joined the Boston Theological Seminary, then for some time with the Army in New Mexico before serving as a physician for the Chino Copper Company in that state. In 1928 he and his family moved to California, where he was a physician at the Veterans Administration Hospital in Palo Alto. The following year he moved to Redwood City to become a general practitioner.

Dr. Mason was greatly beloved in Redwood City. The Starofex (published by the Sequoia Hospital) for May, 1964, said of him, "...the town adopted him as friend, protector, adviser, and physician. He often received calls in the middle of the night to settle arguments, give advice, or mend a broken body or spirit, and he often gave encouragement far beyond the range of mere medicine." He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Gertrude Mason; five sons, Dr. Harry E. Mason, Jr. of San Carlos, Calif., the Reverend Donald E. Mason of Tokyo, Japan, Janus R. Mason of Belmont, Calif., and John E. Mason and William M. Mason, both of Redwood City; a sister, Marion Whitmore of State College, Pa.; and eight grandchildren.

Kenneth Elwood Leathers '21

Kenneth E. Leathers, for many years a pharmacist, died on November 18, 1964, in Lewiston, Maine on May 26, 1898, he prepared for college at Wiscasset Academy and the Kents Hill Seminary and attended Bowdoin for three years. He was for some years a pharmacist in Auburn, Gilman, Vt., Stockton Springs, Old Orchard, and West Paris.

A member of Zeta Psi Fraternity, Mr. Leathers is survived by his wife, Mrs. Mary E. Leathers, and a sister, Miss Dorothy M. Leathers of Lewiston.

John Albion Marsh '28

John A. Marsh, who was for many years engaged in the insurance business in the New York City area, died on March 17, 1965, in Jackson Heights, N.Y. Born on March 8, 1906, in Dixfield, he prepared for college at the local high school and attended the University of Maine for a year before entering Bowdoin in the fall of 1925. After a year at the College he studied for four years at the University of Virginia. He became an underwriter in the insurance field in New York in 1932, During World War II he served in the United States Merchant Marine for three years.

Mr. Marsh is survived by his wife, Mrs. Alice Smith Marsh, whom he married on June 28, 1930, in Orange, Va.; a son, Peter D. Marsh; and a sister, Mrs. Annette Jaffrey.

Elmer Bradford Drew '30

Elmer B. Drew, who for twenty-five years was employed by the John Hancock Life Insurance Company in Worcester, Mass., died in a Boston hospital on April 13, 1965. Born on September 20, 1907, in Boston, he prepared for college at the Huntington School and following his graduation was a salesman with the Hoover Company, was engaged in special work in woodworkng, and was a draftsman, before joining John Hancock, from which he received a twenty-five year service pin in 1963.

A Mason, Mr. Drew was active in Boy Scout work and was a Scoutmaster in Brunswick while he was a student at the College. He had lived in Harpswell for the past five years. Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Evelyn Wadsworth Drew, whom he married on April 6, 1934, in Boston, Mass.; a son, Bradford W. Drew '57 of Washington, D. C.; and a sister, Mrs. Harold Collins of East Harpswell.

William Graves Boggs, Jr. '52

William G. Boggs, Jr., a sales representative with the United States Steel Corporation for nine years, died on February 28, 1965, in Allentown, Pa. Born on September 27, 1930, in Pittsburgh, Pa., he prepared for college at Shady Side Academy in that city. At Bowdoin he was President of Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity and was elected permanent Secretary-Treasurer of the Class of 1952. Following his graduation he joined the United States Marine Corps, in which he served for four years as a jet pilot, being released to inactive duty in 1957 as a Captain. He then joined U. S. Steel, with which he held a variety of sales assignments in Chicago and Philadelphia.

Mr. Boggs is survived by his wife, Mrs. Margaret Ewart Boggs, whom he married on September 16, 1955; two sons, William E. Boggs and Thomas C. Boggs; a daughter, Linda C. Boggs; a brother, Philip C. Boggs '56 of Pittsburgh, Pa.; and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. William G. Boggs of Sewickley, Pa.

Herbert Charles Scribner Medical 1914

Dr. Herbert C. Scribner, who last June received a fifty-year service pin from the Maine Medical Association, died in Bangor on March 18, 1965. Born in Brewer on February 9, 1889, he prepared for college at Bangor High School and attended Holy Cross College before entering the Maine Medical School at Bowdoin, from which he received his M.D. degree in 1914. He interned at the Eastern Maine General Hospital in Bangor and was later appointed to its staff and also that of the Bangor State Hospital. During World War I he served for two years as a captain in the Army Medical Corps.

From 1922 until 1952 Dr. Scribner was a Penobscot County Medical Examiner, in addition to practicing general medicine and surgery in Bangor. He was for seventeen years Secretary of the Penobscot County Medical Association. Surviving are two sons, Charles Scribner of Hartsford, Conn., and Dr. Robert L. Scribner of Melrose, Mass.
SUMMER AT BOWDOIN — 1965

Alumni and friends are invited to visit the campus and to make use of the facilities and exhibits as indicated. Although most offices will maintain regular office hours from Monday through Friday, visitors wishing to talk to particular offices of the College are advised to make appointments in advance. Vacation absences and other commitments will take various members of the Bowdoin family away from Brunswick from time to time throughout the summer.

A Campus Guide, with headquarters at the Massachusetts Hall Information Desk, is available free of charge to all campus visitors. He has keys and access to practically every campus building and facility. He will be available to guide you and your friends around the campus from 9 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. daily, except Sundays and holidays.

Summer Hours for Campus Buildings and Offices

**Alumni Office (Getchell House)**
Monday through Friday: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Closed Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays.

**The Alumni House (83 Federal Street)**
Will be closed throughout the summer but will be shown to visiting alumni and friends who inquire at the Alumni Office or of the Campus Guide.

**College Library (Hubbard Hall)**
Closed (to prepare for moving) from June 11 until September 20.

**Admissions Office (Massachusetts Hall)**
Monday through Friday: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Closed Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays.

**Moulton Union (June 15 through August 18)**
Union Bookstore closed (because of construction) from June 13 to July 4 inclusive. New Bookstore open, beginning July 5, Monday through Friday, 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. The remainder of the building will be closed for the summer until the beginning of the fall term, because of construction.

**Walker Art Building (Museum) (July 1—September 1)**
Monday through Saturday: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 to 8:30 p.m.
Sundays: 2:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Holidays: Closed.
Summer Art Exhibit: "19th and 20th Century Paintings and Drawings from a Private Collection."

---

Brunswick Summer Playhouse — Pickard Theater in Memorial Hall
June 25 through September 4

Monday through Saturday, 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday and Friday Matinees, 2:30 p.m.
Reservations available at the Box Office in Memorial Hall (Telephone: 725-8769)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>June 25 to July 3</th>
<th>High Spirits</th>
<th>August 2 to August 14</th>
<th>South Pacific</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 5 to July 17</td>
<td>Show Boat</td>
<td>August 16 to August 21</td>
<td>110 in the Shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 19 to July 31</td>
<td>Unsinkable Molly Brown</td>
<td>August 23 to September 4</td>
<td>Camelot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Chapel and the Art Building will be open for an hour preceding each performance at the Playhouse.

---

The Aeolian Chamber Players

The Aeolian Chamber Players will present a series of concerts at the College on the following Thursday evenings: July 8, July 15, July 22, July 29, August 5, and August 12. Their repertoire, which includes works by J. S. Bach, Brahms, Mozart, Beethoven, Bartok, Hindemith, Prokofiev, Mendelssohn, Faure, and Khachaturian, will be performed in various ensemble combinations. Ticket information is available at the office of the Executive Secretary, Getchell House, Brunswick.

---

The Oakes Center of Bowdoin College in Bar Harbor


A number of programs are scheduled for July and August and will be open to the public without charge. Any alumni or friend who desires a complete Oakes Center program is invited to write the Executive Secretary, Getchell House, Brunswick, for a copy.
Class Of 1969 . . .
A Profile of the Freshman Class

Applied: 1,419*  
*26.8% increase over last year  
(Last year for the Class of 1968:  
Applied: 1,118)

Accepted: 465  
Enrolled: 254

Accepted: 426  
Enrolled: 245

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF THOSE ENROLLED  
(Areas Arranged According to School Accrediting Associations)

New England  
Massachusetts  180  70.9%  
Connecticut  60  23.6  
New Hampshire  21  7.5  
Rhode Island  7  2.8

Middle Atlantic States  51  20.1%  
New York  24  9.5  
New Jersey  15  5.1  
Maryland  5  2.0  
Pennsylvania  5  2.0  
District of Columbia  2  0.8  
Delaware  1  0.4  
Puerto Rico  1  0.4

Southern States  8  3.2%  
Virginia  5  2.0  
Georgia  1  0.4

Kentucky  1  0.4  
Louisiana  1  0.4

North Central States  11  4.3%  
Illinois  3  1.2  
Ohio  3  1.2  
Missouri  2  0.8  
Kansas  1  0.4  
West Virginia  1  0.4  
Wisconsin  1  0.4

Northwestern States  1  0.4%  
Oregon  1  0.4

Western States  2  0.8%  
California  2  0.8

Foreign Countries  1*  0.4%  
Zambia  1  0.4

*S In addition to the twelve Bowdoin Plan Students

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION ABOUT  
MATRICULANTS

Valedictorians  18  
Salutatorians  12  
Class Presidents and Student  
Government Presidents  49  
Sports Captains  65  
Boys' State  49  
Harvard Book Prize  14  
Publications Editors  50  
National Honor Society  95

ATHLETICS* AND OTHER  
EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Baseball  37  Other Sports  44  
Basketball  27  Debating and  
Football  54  Public Speaking  45  
Hockey  12  Dramatics  83  
Swimming  11  Glee Club or Chorus  57  
Track  33  Musical Instruments  62

*Two or more varsity letters. Managers are not included.

SCHOOL BACKGROUND

Public  181  (71.3%) of whom 168* (94.4%)  
were in the top 20% of their class

Private  73  (28.7%) of whom 32* (50.0%)  
were in the top 50% of their class

*Based on class rank where known

COLLEGE BOARD EXAMINATION SCORES  
OF MATRICULANTS

Verbal median: 610  
Math median: 650

FINANCIAL AID

*Scholarships awarded  67  $ 96,600

Loans (to some of the 67)  57  28,200

Jobs (to some of the 67)  13  2,600

Total  $127,400

*S Exclusive of outside scholarship awards

SONS OF ALUMNI

Applied: 76  Admitted: 48 (63%)  Enrolled: 42 (88% of those admitted)

Deadline for filing Admission Applications and Scholarship Forms: March 1, 1966.

No interviews will be scheduled next spring between March 1 and May 1.

All admissions applicants with the exception of early decision candidates will be notified of admission  
in mid-April of 1966.

Admissions applicants are advised to take the Scholastic Aptitude Test in December and the Achievement  
Tests in January.

Alumni, parents, and admissions candidates desiring to confer with admissions officers must make  
specific appointments in advance.
“... the associations are eternal ...”

Elijah Kellogg of the Class of 1840 was known and beloved by more than fifty years of Bowdoin students. They often walked down to his church in Harpswell on a Sunday afternoon to hear him preach. They read his juvenile books, the “Whispering Pine” and “Elm Island” stories. Hundreds of them memorized his stirring declamations, “Spartacus to the Gladiators,” “Pericles to the People,” “Regulus to the Carthaginians,” and others.

In 1915 the late Wilmot B. Mitchell '90 wrote in the Bowdoin Orient concerning Kellogg as follows: "He held no college office, but for more than fifty years no man was more loved by Bowdoin men than he. From the day he came to Brunswick in the autumn of 1836 and presented himself, as he says, 'a sedate and diffident youth, between the two maple trees which, like friendship and misfortune, flung their shadows over the steps of Massachusetts Hall, and sued for admission to Bowdoin College,' even to that winter's day in 1901 when the students went down to Harpswell to his funeral, Bowdoin boys felt that he was their friend, a man after their own heart."

"... the students knew him as he farmed and fished. They knew him as a man so generous that he was often himself hard pressed. They charted with him in the college rooms and heard him speak at Sunday chapel services, at Y.M.C.A. meetings and Commencement dinners. They found that he loved boys, that he was happy in their companionship, that he liked to talk about their work and their sports, and tell tales about his own college days. They found that he, perhaps more than any other man they had ever known, was all the time at heart a boy himself."

At the Bowdoin Commencement in 1890, the 50th anniversary of the graduation of his class, Elijah Kellogg was invited to speak. He concluded his remarks with these words: “I stand here today like an old tree among the younger growth, from whose trunk the bark and leaves have fallen and whose roots are drying in the soil. Then I could stand where the roads divide that lead to Mere Point and Maquoit, and hear the roar of the Atlantic in one ear and the falls of the Androscoggin in the other. Today I have not heard a word, except the two words 'Bowdoin College.' But there is no decrepitude of the spirit. Moons may wax and wane, flowers may bloom and wither, but the associations that link the student to his intellectual birthplace are eternal."

Elijah Kellogg was talking about all Bowdoin men throughout the history of the College — from the Class of 1806 through the Class of 1965, from the Class of 1966 on into the years and decades ahead. "... the associations that link the student to his intellectual birthplace are eternal."  

R.M.C.

The Alumni Council and the Alumni Fund

THE ALUMNI COUNCIL

President, George T. Davidson, Jr. '38
Vice President, John F. Reed '37
Secretary, Peter C. Barnard '50
Treasurer, Glenn R. McIntire '25

Members at Large

1968: F. Erwin Cousins '24, Richard C. Bechtel '36, Jeffrey J. Carre '40, Roscoe C. Ingalls, Jr. '43.

Faculty Member: Nathan Dane II '37. Other Council Members are the representatives of recognized local Alumni Clubs.

THE ALUMNI FUND

Directors of the Alumni Fund

Chairman, Morris A. Densmore '46
Vice Chairman, J. Philip Smith '29
Secretary, Robert M. Cross '45
1966: Morris A. Densmore '46
1967: J. Philip Smith '29
1968: Lewis V. Vafaiades '42
1969: Gordon C. Knight '32
1970: L. Robert Porteous, Jr. '46

The officers of the Alumni Council are ex-officio the officers of the Bowdoin College Alumni Association. The Council Members at Large, the Directors of the Alumni Fund, the Faculty Member, the Treasurer, the Secretary of the Alumni Fund, and the Alumni Secretary serve as the Executive Committee of the Council and of the Association.
A couple of beautiful June days provided the background for Bowdoin's 160th Commencement on Friday and Saturday, June 11 and 12. There were a few clouds Friday and a few more on Saturday, but the weather was generally sunny and warm, with low humidity. As evening approached, one felt the need for putting on additional clothing. This was especially true at the Class Reunion outings, most of which were held at the shore. A big yellow moon was a happy coincidence for the evening activities. All in all, the combination was difficult to match, and the turnout of alumni and friends was a good one.

At the Commencement exercises themselves, on Saturday morning, 177 men received A.B. degrees, nine more were awarded master of arts degrees, and five people accepted honorary degrees, as follows: Joseph L. Fisher '35, President of Resources for the Future, Inc., Doctor of Science, Crawford H. Greenewalt, Chairman of the Board of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Doctor of Laws; Keyes D. Metcalf, Librarian Emeritus, Harvard University, Doctor of Literature; Katharine E. O'Brien, Chairman of the Mathematics Department at Deering High School in Portland, Doctor of Humane Letters; and Ellison S. Purington '12, Vice President of the Hammond Research Corporation in Gloucester, Mass., Doctor of Science.

Dr. Metcalf, incidentally, is the son of Isaac S. Metcalf of the Class of 1847!

Senior Honors

One senior, Donald J. Krogstad of New Hyde Park, N. Y., was graduated magna cum laude, and 36 others received their degree cum laude. Forty-seven of the 177 graduates received special recognition for outstanding work in their major subject, with four being awarded Highest Honors, 11 High Honors, and 32 Honors.

Distribution of Majors

Twenty-seven seniors majored in Economics, 25 in Psychology, 23 in History, 19 in Mathematics, 18 in Government, 14 in Biology, 7 in Chemistry, 7 in English, 6 in French, 6 in German, 6 in Latin, 6 in Physics, 6 in Sociology, 3 in Philosophy, 2 in Music, 1 in Art, and 1 in Classics.
Bowdoin’s Newest Honorary Graduates

JOSEPH L. FISHER ’35 — President of Resources for the Future, Inc., Doctor of Science. "From his keen awareness of the gravity of the crises in world populations and economic conditions surrounding the complexity of the world energy and minerals economy, its food, and its agriculture, he hopes to build understanding on solid facts, to search out lasting solutions rather than temporary panaceas."

CRAWFORD H. GREENEWALT — Chairman of the Board, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Doctor of Laws. "Chemist, engineer, executive, musician, machinist, ornithologist, and author. Personifying the liberally educated man, you have by your example demonstrated your own frequently and lucidly expressed precepts of personal freedom and incentive, of high achievement, of individuality in large enterprise, just as you have decried conformity."

KEYES D. METCALF — Librarian Emeritus, Harvard University, Doctor of Literature. "Not content with three successive successful and distinguished careers as Librarian of Oberlin, of the New York Public Library, and of Harvard, you have since your presumed retirement a decade ago continued to give of yourself, of your wide experience, and of your quick perception in the planning and design of modern libraries from Canberra to County Cork, and from Lima to London."

KATHARINE E. O’BRIEN — Chairman of Mathematics Department, Deering High School, Doctor of Humane Letters. "Beyond her duty as head of mathematics in Portland’s Deering High School, she is on the Faculty of the University of Maine in Portland, and makes time to range widely in writing, from articles on 'The Logarithmic Function' to bountiful light verse. In her poetry, her rare mind and spirit shine through as she describes the reward of a teacher’s ‘proud moments to remember.’"

ELLISON S. PURINGTON ’12 — Vice President, Hammond Research Corporation, Gloucester, Mass., Doctor of Science. "Inventor extraordinary, wizard in electronics circuitry, native of Mechanic Falls, member of an old Bowdoin family, after your brilliant undergraduate career and graduate work in Physics at Harvard University, your research in ordnance in the First World War and your writing of early training manuals for radio technicians presaged your later contributions.”
ROTC Commissioning

At the 15th annual ROTC commissioning exercises, held on Friday morning, Captain Edward E. Langbein, Jr. ’57 presented second lieutenant’s commissions to 29 seniors. A decorated veteran of the conflict in Vietnam, he told the new officers that they should never regret their decision to be a member “of those forces which insure our nation’s continued free existence.” He went on to say, “Public esteem of the military profession reflects current events, such as the activities in Vietnam or the Dominican Republic right now, and every action seems to draw as much abuse as applause.

“What, then, is the value of military service? Let me answer that question with another question. What is more important than defending the freedom of your country? Every other activity and profession is dependent on our continued success.”

Dedication of New Gymnasium

On Friday afternoon at 2:15 the new gymnasium was dedicated. The main speaker, Yale University Director of Athletics DeLandey Kiphuth, said that Bowdoin and Yale are both striving “to preserve, against increasingly serious obstacles, the ideal of amateurism in American athletics.”

“Much of the rest of the country calls this effort de-emphasis of athletics, and by this they scornfully mean that we don’t care about this area of college life,” he said. “On the contrary, an enthusiasm and conviction about the values of sport for the college community are strongly indicated.”

Mr. Kiphuth stated that a comparison of a list of leading collegiate football powers last fall showed that not one of them “spends institutional funds on athletics. All support is derived from gate receipts, and their programs are expanded or restricted on the basis of these receipts.” But at Bowdoin “the entire program is routinely budgeted out of college funds.” The leading football powers, he said, have intercollegiate teams in seven to nine sports, while “at Bowdoin you have 15, with squash about to be added.”

The new gymnasium was one of the objectives of the $10 million Capital Campaign. It contains some 50,000 square feet of space and increases the total gymnasium area to about 67,000 square feet.

Adams Hall Plaque

Also on Friday afternoon, at a ceremony in front of Seth Adams Hall, the College dedicated a plaque commemorating the former Medical School of Maine, which was housed in Adams from 1862 until the School closed its doors in 1921. Established in 1820, it graduated more than 2,100 physicians.

1915’s 50th Reunion Gift

1915 Class Agent Francis P. McKenney of Deerfield, Mass., announced at the Commencement Dinner that members of the Class were giving the College a 50th Reunion Gift of some $25,000, to be used for the Robert P. T. Coffin North Bay Reading Room in the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library. Professor Coffin was a member of 1915.

1940's 25th Reunion Gift

Members of the Class of 1940, through their spokesman and Class Agent, Dr. Ross L. Wilson of Menlo Park, Calif., took delight in reporting a record-breaking 25th Year Class Gift of some $44,000, representing the total giving of members of 1940 to the Capital Campaign and the Alumni Fund. Of this $44,000, the Class had voted the evening before to designate its 25th Reunion Fund of some $32,000 for three different purposes: $1,000 for an ice-making machine for the Alumni House (with the hope that the ice cubes manufactured might come out in the form of the numerals “1940”); $16,000 to establish the Class of 1940 Memorial Fund, “the income from such fund to be used for the assistance of students or for such other purposes as the President and the Governing Boards may from time to time deem more useful”; and $15,000 to establish the Robert M. Cross Alumni Activity Fund, in recognition of the 15 years of service to the College of the Secretary of the Alumni Fund. This Fund is
Among those present at the dedication for the new Gymnasium were Jack Magee, Leon Walker '03, and Charles Lincoln '91.

President Coles and Dr. Thomas Martin of Portland, President of the Maine Medical Association, at the unveiling of the Adams Hall plaque honoring the Medical School of Maine.

The officers of the Society of Bowdoin Women for 1965-66 are shown here. In front are Mrs. Adriel U. Bird '16, Vice President; Mrs. F. Webster Browne '25, President; Mrs. James S. Coles, Honorary President. Around them are Mrs. Robert S. Stuart '44, Secretary; Mrs. Philip S. Wilder '23, Vice President at Large; Mrs. David B. Soule '38, Treasurer; Mrs. Donald L. Philbrick '44, Assistant Treasurer; Mrs. Frederick P. Perkins '25, Friday Luncheon Chairman; and Mrs. Louis B. Bennett '20, Saturday Luncheon Chairman.

1915 Class Agent Francis P. McKenney reports a $25,000 50th Reunion Fund, given to establish the Robert P. T. Coffin North Bay Reading Room in the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.

From left to right, outside the new Gymnasium, are "The Lineman" (the work of William Zorach H'58), Frederic Harlow of Portland, Football Coach Pete Kostacopoulos, and Frederic B. Harlow '64.
to be used "to further the activities of one of the most important facets of the College community, the Alumni Office."

The 1964-65 Alumni Fund

Alumni Fund Chairman Lewis V. Vafiades '42 of Hampden reported a new Commencement-time record of more than $226,000 (the previous record, set in 1963, was $220,000) and predicted that the Fund would pass the $250,000 mark by the end of the month, when it would close officially.

New Members of the Governing Boards

The Board of Overseers elected five new members: William B. Mills '29 of Jacksonville, Fla., President of the Florida National Bank and Vice President of the St. Joe Paper Company; Marshall Swan '29 of Barrington, R. I., a partner in the Providence law firm of Swan, Keene, and Jenckes; William H. Gulliver, Jr. '25 of Wellesley, Mass., senior partner in the Boston law firm of Powers, Hall, Montgomery, and Weston; Major General Robert N. Smith '38, Director of Intelligence for the Strategic Air Command; and Arthur K. Orne '30 of Wilmington, Del., who will soon become Senior Financial Representative in Germany for the International Department of the Du Pont Company.

Charles A. Cary '10 retired as an active member of the Board of Trustees and was elected a Trustee Emeritus. A retired Vice President of Du Pont, he had served on the Governing Boards since 1947. Elected a Trustee to succeed him was Frederick P. Perkins '25 of West Hartford, Conn., Senior Vice President of the Aetna Life Insurance Company.

Memorials

The new library building, scheduled for completion in the fall, has been named the Nathaniel Hawthorne-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Library in memory of these two members of the Class of 1825. The reading room on the second floor of that building has been named for Franklin Pierce of the Class of 1824, the 14th President of the country. A reading room on the first floor honors Melville W. Fuller of the Class of 1853, who was Chief Justice of the U. S. Supreme Court from 1888 to 1910.

A conference room on the second floor of the west end of the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library is named the Fessenden Room in memory of William P. Fessenden of the Class of 1823, Secretary of the Treasury under Abraham Lincoln. The special collections suite is named in honor of the late Harold L. Berry '01, prominent in Portland banking and real estate circles, and the current periodicals room is the William John Curris 1875 Room in memory of a Brunswick native and noted New York lawyer.

The late Paul Nixon, Dean of the College from 1918 to 1947, is honored in the naming of the Faculty Lounge Conference Room of the Library. The late Robert P. T. Coffin '15, Bowdoin's Pulitzer Prize-winning poet, author, and professor, is memorialized with the designation of the North Bay Reading Room in his honor. The main entrance and lobby will be designated in memory of Stuart F. Brown '10, who was for many years Treasurer of the Whitinsville (Mass.) Spinning Ring Company. The cataloguing room is named in memory of Gerald G. Wilder '04, Librarian from 1916 to 1944, and the bibliography and card catalogue area has been designated in memory of George T. Little '77, Librarian from 1883 to 1915.

The Librarian's Office is designated in honor of the members of the Class of 1914, and the Newspaper Room in honor of the members of the Class of 1938.

The Senior Center faculty residence has been named Chamberlain Hall, in honor of General Joshua L. Chamber-
Earle S. Thompson '14 (left) receives the Alumni Service Award for 1965 from Alumni Council President John E. Cartland '39.

Three newly elected Overseers — Robert N. Smith '38, William H. Gulliver, Jr. '25, and Arthur K. Orne '30 — with the new President of the Overseers, Roy A. Foulke '19 (second from the right).

President Coles, newly elected Trustee Frederick P. Perkins '25, and retiring Trustee Charles A. Cary '10.

Alumni Fund Chairman Lew Vafiades '42 reports a new Commencement-time record of more than $226,000 at the Dinner on Saturday afternoon.

Joe Roberts '95 came on from Colorado with his wife for his 70th Reunion.

The new Members at Large of the Council are Willard B. Arnold III '51 of Waterville, Donald F. Barnes '35 of New York City, Dr. Leonard W. Cronkhite, Jr. '41 of Marblehead, Mass., and Stephen F. Leo '32 of Alexandria, Va. L. Robert Porteous, Jr. '46 of Portland has been appointed to a five-year term as a Director of the Alumni Fund.

Alumni Council Honors Four

In a weekend of honors, it was a special pleasure to watch two men become Honorary Members of the Alumni Association at the Friday luncheon. They are Harry G. Shulman of Brunswick, area correspondent for the Portland Press Herald, Evening Express, and Sunday Telegram and for 35 years a friend to Bowdoin men; and Joseph D. Kamin, Director of News Services since 1961. In addition, the Class of 1940 elected Harry an honorary member that evening.

The Council also awarded special certificates and Bowdoin mirrors to two members of the Alumni Office staff: Miss Dorothy E. Weeks, for 20 years of faithful service, and Alumni Fund Secretary Robert M. Cross '45 for 15 years of service.

Mitchell Scholarship

At the Commencement Dinner President Coles announced the establishment of the Wilmot Brookings Mitchell Graduate Scholarship, made possible through a fund set up by Hugh A. Mitchell '19 of Westport, Conn., in honor of his father. Professor Mitchell taught at Bowdoin from 1893 until his retirement in 1939. Known to generations of Bowdoin men and their families as "Mitch," he died in 1962 at the age of 94.

The first recipient of the Mitchell Scholarship is William J. Fahrenbach of Glenview, Ill., who was graduated cum laude, with Honors in English. A grant is to be awarded each year to a member of each graduating class who has majored in English and intends to teach English, the winning candidate to be selected on the basis of character as well as superior ability and talent for teaching.

Positions of Honor

The Commencement Marshal was William E. MacIntyre '45, the Alumni Marshal Harold W. Anthony '55, the Faculty Marshal Professor Nathan Dane II '57, the Assistant to the Faculty Marshal Professor Roger Howell, Jr. '58, and the Senior Class Marshal Michael M. Anello.

The Reverend Joseph C. MacDonald '15 was the Commencement Chaplain, the Reverend James MacNaughton, Jr. '45 the Commencement Dinner Chaplain, Richard H. Downes '60 the Precentor at the Dinner, and Randall M. Greason (the son of Dean of Students A. LeRoy Greason, Jr.) the Commencement Page.

Awards to Seniors

Eight members of the Class of 1965 were elected to membership in Phi Beta Kappa — Richard T. Andrias of Needham, Mass., Clayton R. Lewis, Jr. of Birmingham, Mich., William H. Lynch of Forestdale, R. I., Philip C. McIntire of Glens Falls, N. Y., Jotham D. Pierce, Jr. of Portland, Jeffrey R. Prince of Newton, Mass., Gerald F. Rath of Lewiston, and Jonathan C. Raymond of Needham, Mass. One member of the Class of 1966, John L. Esposito of Portland, was also elected to Phi Beta Kappa.


Krogstad won the Lucien Howe Prize for "the highest qualities of conduct and character," and Nathan Dane III of Brunswick won the Colonel William Henry Owen Premium, as "a humble, earnest, and active Christian."

Andrias won the Roliston G. Woodbury Award, based upon the qualities of scholarship, leadership, and extracurricular activities. Chase won two prizes — the Leonard A. Pierce Memorial Prize and the George W. MacIntyre Prize. The former is given to the senior with the highest scholastic average among the men who are going on to law school, and the latter goes to the senior who attains the highest academic average among the recipients of prematriculation scholarships in the class.

Chandler's Band

Once again Chandler's Military Band and Orchestra, Inc., played at Commencement. Formed at about the time of the Civil War, it has played at nearly every Bowdoin Commencement since then. Under the leadership of Maurice E. Lane of West Falmouth since 1960, it has in its membership music teachers, a brick mason, a railroad accountant, an eye specialist, business executives, a secretary, school teachers, and two postal employees.

Anniversary Years

Six members of the faculty celebrated reunion anniversaries of their own at Commencement. They are Warren B. Catlin (55 years), Thomas C. Van Cleve (50 years), Herbert R. Brown (40 years), Malcolm E. Morrell '24 (40 years), Edward C. Kirkland (35 years), and Richard L. Chittim '41 (20 years).
From left to right, Louis Bernstein '22, newly-elected Vice President of the Board of Overseers; Philip G. Clifford '03, honored for 50 years of service as an Overseer; Roy A. Foulke '19, the new President of the Overseers; and Sumner T. Pike '13, who completed four years as President at Commencement.

Dr. Ross L. Wilson '40, on from California with his family, reports 1940's record-breaking 25th Reunion gift of more than $44,000, contributed to both the Alumni Fund and the Capital Campaign.

Precentor Dick Downes '60, "the great white father," in action.

Alumni Office staff members Dorothy E. Weeks and Robert M. Cross '45 were honored at the Friday luncheon.

Director of News Services Joseph D. Kamin and newspaperman Harry G. Shulman of Brunswick became Honorary Members of the Alumni Association.
British Education and Some Possible Lessons for the United States
by Roger Howell, Jr. ’58

It is almost inevitable that those who have experienced different systems will be led to compare them. In the field of education, comparison of British and American methods has a long history; yet it is a comparison fraught with difficulties because, in many ways, the two systems are philosophically quite different. In view of this, it would be well if I were to indicate from the very beginning the line which my argument will take and the limitations which should be remembered in connection with my comments.

Generally speaking, I have been very impressed by the British educational system from what I have seen of it in five years of living in Great Britain. I think that we have much to learn from it; I feel this strongly enough to suggest that perhaps we should rethink some of our basic principles, particularly our fascination with democratic, egalitarian education and our fondness for what we so mistakenly call “education for life.”

I should also stress the limits imposed on my experience in making this assessment and admit that there is an element of prejudice involved in what I will say. I have had personal experience of British university education at Oxford as a student, a teacher, and a dean. My contact with the schools has been far more limited; the vast majority of my impressions of school education have been gained through contact with the products of those schools, either as my own contemporaries or as students. I have had a chance to observe personally work at a minor Public School and at a grammar school. Of the new universities, I know a little from friends who teach in them. There is one further limitation: I shall be discussing mainly the arts rather than the sciences. I admit to a woeful ignorance of scientific instruction in Britain and in the United States, and can only plead in mitigation that I do know something of historical studies there.

As suggested, I intend to argue that the British system and approach have much to commend them. I should like it understood, however, that I do not feel able to give an unqualified endorsement to British education, and it would be well to set out first those features of it which I find objectionable. These objections seem to me to be less to the philosophy of education than to the way in which it operates within a particular social context.

In the first place, the social imbalance involved in the British system as now constructed is a serious and often a limiting factor to be considered. One major feature here is the part played by the so-called Public Schools. Some of these schools are admittedly very good, but some of the best known and most influential ones are not so good as their reputation suggests and have exerted an undue and not wholly beneficial influence on the country.

I think that both Eton and Harrow are to be placed in this category. Their influence on Great Britain is undeniable; one need look no further than the educational background of cabinet ministers to see this. Something of this influence is indicated in the remark of Stanley Baldwin on forming his cabinet that “one of my first thoughts was that it should be a cabinet of which Harrow should not be ashamed.” Harold Macmillan was to make a similar, though far less serious, comment with respect to Eton: “Mr. Attlee had three Old Etonians in his cabinet; I have six. Things are twice as good under the Conservatives.”

Despite the predominance of Eton and Harrow, there is no clear proof that they are the best schools in the country; several other schools, such as Winchester, are certainly superior. What is more serious is that many Public Schools are plainly bad. The cramping, distorting atmosphere evoked in Alec Waugh’s The Loon of Youth is unfortunately as true today of many Public Schools as he felt it was of his own pre-World War I Sherborne. What is particularly pernicious about this is the ability of the Public Schools to place their graduates in Oxford and Cambridge. It is obvious that Public School leavers represent only a small proportion of the total school population; yet they form a majority of the Oxbridge population. In 1957 the Kelsall Report showed that half of the Oxbridge students came from Public Schools. The Robbins Report of 1961 showed that 53% did, and the latest available figures give a similar percentage. It seems clear to me that what is involved here is a social cleavage and not one that represents intelligence. Those who come from families whose economic position allows them to indulge in private education have a far better chance of getting to Oxford or Cambridge than those of equal intelligence from a lower social class. Again, statistics point this up. Between 1920 and 1961, the number of students at British universities doubled; but all through this period the proportion which came from working class families remained at a fairly constant one-fourth, and of these only 22% went to Oxbridge.

I want to stress carefully what it is that I am objecting to. It is clear that British education is dominated by elitist thinking, but it is not this exactly which seems to me to be at fault. What is wrong is that this elitist attitude is at present to be taken in a very social sense. Even the sorting of English children at eleven-plus into academic sheep and goats by state examinations is not above reproach on this point. Recent sociological studies have persuasively suggested that this supposedly educational division works on social lines to the extent that it works on any lines at all.

A second factor which also should be noted on the negative side is the predominance of Oxford and Cambridge in the sphere of higher education. This is something which goes well beyond the social question. Oxbridge has a reputation which in some respects is plainly unjustified. It is widely assumed to be the best, and it is clear that in some fields it is not (as, for example, in the study of local history, where the institute devoted to this subject at Leicester operates on a level unknown elsewhere in England).

This predominance may, in fact, be breaking down. One of the most exciting aspects of British education is the opening of eight new universities. They are creaming off some of the best of the younger Oxbridge teaching talent, and, at least in the case of the University of Sussex, they are attracting a significant number of candidates who, ten years ago, would have gone automatically to Oxford or Cambridge. But, even granted this, a worrying question lingers: once the initial period of enthusiasm is past, can they break the
A second aspect of British education which seems to me to have overwhelming merits is the willingness to specialize. This is not just a question of specialization in subject; taken by itself, this sort of specialization has the dangerous potentiality to fragment learning into a series of non-communicating "cultures." It is much more importantly a question of approach to the subject. There is still lingering a popular idea in the United States that education is a survey of knowledge, not a way of thinking. This is particularly acute in my own subject of history and has been the occasion of much soul-searching in the profession in recent years. Our professional problem is summed up in our own survey courses; the historian's dilemma is about the only thing epitomized by these courses from Adam to the Atom Bomb. For the rest, they provide not much more than a crossword puzzle knowledge of history, and they can be traumatic either on the giving end or on the receiving end.

As I look back on a course I taught in another institution, I shudder. The history of Rome from its foundation to its fall, with the rise of Christianity as a side dish in three lectures, was no doubt something of a "tour de force," but I quail when I think what the students who were exposed to it make of Roman history (or indeed of history as a subject). They may be able to remember a few names and a few dates or even be able to startle their companions with an ability to recognize a historical allusion. But as far as education goes, the whole process has almost certainly been a total loss. It has reduced historical understanding to the psychological level of a bad western (the sort in which you can spot the villain immediately because he is the only one wearing a black hat). The complex and fascinating pattern of history has been reduced to the melodrama of the "good guys vs. the bad guys."

One of the things which I found most exciting when I went to Oxford as a student was to deal in depth with my subject, to learn that history is an open and not a closed system, that even much of the so-called "factual" level is a matter of interpretation and not of memory. This sort of approach to the subject, which seems to me educationally far better, can best be taught by in-depth studies of brief periods with exposure to documents and related readings. I fear that in this country what we try to do instead is to give a smattering of factual knowledge and take this for education. This does not seem to me to approach the subject at the intellectual level of college or university work. Here, I feel, the English are plainly better off than we are; this is true even in their new universities where the students do not pursue a single subject (as they do at Oxbridge) but work under a system closer to the American majors and minors.

A third feature which I would like to point to is closely related to the second and involves the question of college education and thinking on one's own. It is a commonplace at Oxford that dons do not teach; they "take" students. As one Oxford don put it, "the term teaching should be avoided . . . it has undesirable connotations of the schoolmaster and the crammer." In the United States there is still a tendency to approach even college work as a form of indoctrination, as an endless series of facts to be learned, memorized, and spewed forth on equally endless examination papers. But by the time men are at college level, they should be able to approach their subject in a more mature manner than this. If they cannot, there is a grievous fault in their school preparation. The difference between school and college ought to be qualitative, not just quantitative; it should involve a new approach to learning, not just more work. Here, too, it seems to me that the English have achieved a more satisfactory level than we have. In Oxford tutorials, the students and the tutor are ideally, and in fact often, equals. Here, students tend to sit at the feet of the great man and mimic his words and prejudices. In short, they are avoiding thinking for themselves, and they do this because we tend to treat knowledge as a set of facts to be learned and not as a way of thinking, and because they are encouraged to do so by the very nature of the questions we ask on our examinations.

Roger Howell, Jr. ’58 is Assistant Professor of History at Bowdoin. This article is based upon a talk which he delivered at the annual campus meeting of the Bowdoin Teachers’ Club on April 24. Professor Howell was a Rhodes Scholar at St. John’s College, Oxford University, England, from which he holds M.A. and D. Phil. degrees. He is the author of several articles on life at Oxford and in England which appeared in the Alumnus some years ago.

Professor Howell is also the author of several books which have either been recently published or are scheduled for early publication.
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Finally, I should like to note very briefly teaching technique. The Oxford tutorial system emphasizes independent, argumentative work and much writing. It is admittedly hard on the tutors and involves a heavier teaching load than is normal in this country. This may be enough to cause some to reject it; nonetheless, it does have some clear merits. The growing use of seminars in this country (instead of the dreary two lectures: one conference routine) may be a step in the right direction to get the best of both worlds. At least at Oxford the lecture system is treated with healthy scorn. I am not sure that I would agree with Bertrand Russell that lectures survive only because the modern world has failed to catch up with the medieval invention of printing, but it seems to me that the saying does contain some truth. Any honest lecturer will admit that normally his students could have spent the hour reading with greater profit.

There seem to me, then, several compelling advantages to the British system. Its frankly undemocratic basis seems sound, except that in practice this is done with a social bias and not an educational one. Its emphasis on specialization seems equally sound, as does its emphasis on thinking independently and argumentatively. So does its teaching technique, involving close personal contact, much writing, the defense of argued positions, and less reliance on the dogmatism of lectures. What I would like to see would be more students who are not afraid to disagree with their instructors because they fear bad grades or because they are too indifferent to think for themselves. Education is closely involved with interpretation and argument; but we often, I fear, put a premium instead on dogmatism and repetition.

On the Campus

Eleven Faculty Promotions

Eleven members of the faculty have received promotions. With their new grades, they are Professor of Biology James M. Moulton, Associate Professor of Psychology L. Dodge Fernald, Jr., Associate Professor of Chemistry Dana W. Mayo, Associate Professor of Mathematics Jonathan D. Lubin, Assistant Professor of Romance Languages Clifford R. Thompson, Jr., Assistant Professor of English Donald G. Adam, Assistant Professor of Economics John L. McEntaffer, Assistant Professor of English Herbert R. Coursen, Jr., Assistant Professor of Mathematics Robert W. Johnson, Assistant Professor of Mathematics Charles A. Grobe, Jr., and Assistant Professor of Sociology Walter R. Boland.

Three New Department Chairmen

In May President Coles announced the appointment of three Department Chairmen: Professor Samuel E. Kamerling in Chemistry, Professor Paul G. Darling in Economics, and Professor Alfred H. Fuchs in Psychology.

Professor Kamerling, who had previously been Chairman of the Chemistry Department, is Charles Weston Pickard Professor of Chemistry. A graduate of New York University, he joined the faculty in 1934. He is advisor to the undergraduate pre-medical students and in recent years has served as Coordinator for Bowdoin's summer programs.

Professor Darling joined the faculty in 1956. A graduate of Yale, he formerly taught at Rutgers University and at Carnegie Institute of Technology. In 1960-61 he held a Brookings Research Professorship for the study of "Inventory Fluctuations and Short Run Forecasting."

Professor Fuchs, a member of the faculty since 1962, is a graduate of Rutgers who taught previously at Ohio University, Ohio State University, and Rice College in Connecticut. In recent years he has been awarded several research grants from the National Science Foundation for projects involving studies of human memory.

Eight on Leave

Eight members of the faculty will be on leave during the 1965-66 academic year.

On sabbatical leave for the full year will be Professor of Philosophy Edward Pols and Associate Professor of Chemistry Gordon L. Hiebert. The former will hold a Fulbright Fellowship at the University of Florence in Italy, where he will work on a book on the philosophy of art. The latter will continue to serve as Science Supervisor for the United States Agency for International Development in India.

On sabbatical leave during the second semester only will be Professor of Government Ather P. Daggett '53, Professor of Romance Languages Eaton Leith, and Professor of Sociology Burton W. Taylor. Professor Daggett will continue his studies in international law and organization, much of the time at the Harvard University libraries. Professor Leith hopes to travel and study in France, and Professor Taylor plans to travel in Europe and perhaps study the prisons of the Scandinavian countries.

On leave of absence for the full year will be Professor of Economics James A. Storer and Associate Professor of Psychology L. Dodge Fernald, Jr. The former plans to do economic research for the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries of the Department of the Interior, and the latter will be a visiting professor at Cornell University this summer, next year, and in the summer of 1966.

Professor William C. Root, who is also Charles Weston Pickard Professor of Chemistry, will be on leave of absence during the second semester, as has been true in recent years, for the purposes of research and travel.

President Coles' Textbook

President Coles is the co-author of a newly published textbook, Physical Principles of Chemistry. He and the other co-author, Dr. Robert H. Cole of Brown University, based their book on the sophomore chemistry program which both taught at Brown. The publisher is W. H.
Spring Sports Roundup

The golf team successfully defended its state championship, but otherwise it was a generally frustrating spring sports season. The linksmen won two and lost three in their non-State Series matches. The baseball squad couldn’t seem to lose against out-of-state opposition but couldn’t seem to win in Maine, winding up with an 8-8 record. The tennis team posted a 4-5 slate and came within a match point of capturing the State Series title. Weakened by the loss of key men, the lacrosse squad finished with a 4-8 record. The track team ended with a 1-3 record in its dual meets, and the sailing squad had a satisfactory season while looking to next year’s sophomores for needed additional strength.

The golf team, coached by Ed Coombs ’42 and directed by Phil McDowell ’65, defeated New England College 6-1 and New Hampshire 5-2, losing to American International 2-5, Williams and M.I.T. 0-7 and 2-5 respectively in a three-way match, and Lowell Tech 2-5. In the State Series the Polar Bears totaled 68 points, followed by Maine with 65, Bates with 64 and Colby with 19. Bill Wiener’s ’67, who will be captain of next year’s team, won the state intercollegiate individual crown, and Randy Baxter ’65 tied for second place.

Coach Danny MacFadden’s baseball team defeated Baltimore 6-1, Upsala 4-2, Amherst 15-3, Wesleyan 9-5, Northeastern 2-1, M.I.T. 10-3, Trinity 9-6, and New Hampshire 8-2. The squad lost to Loyola 8-11, Maine 2-3 and 3-7, Colby 2-9 and 0-8, Bates 1-4 and 5-7, and Springfield 3-5.

Outfielder-catcher Dick Condos ’66 and shortstop Pete Pappas ’67 were named to the All-Maine team as the result of their performances in State Series contests. In the six State Series games Condos had 10 hits in 22 tries for a .455 batting average, and Pappas banged out 7 hits in 23 at bats for a .304 average. For the season as a whole, Condos hit .370 and Pappas .326.

Pitcher-outfielder Bob Butkus ’66, who won 4 games and lost 3 while piling up a .318 batting average, won honorable mention on the District 1 NCAA small college all-star team. Captain Ned d’Entremont ’65, Bowdoin’s other pitching mainstay, was credited with two victories and three defeats while rapping out 9 hits in 22 trips to the plate for a team-leading .409 average. Butkus and Condos will serve as co-captains of the 1966 team.

Outfielder Tom Zilinsky ’65, a three-year letterman, was the first recipient of the newly established Francis S. Dane Baseball Trophy, which honors the memory of Francis S. Dane ’96, father of Professor Dane II ’37.

The tennis team, coached by Professor Dodge Fernald and captained by Steve Hecht ’65, defeated Bates twice by identical scores of 7-2, split two matches with Colby by scores of 8-1 and 4-5, and split with Maine 6-3 and 4-5. The team lost matches to M.I.T. 3-6, Springfield 1-5, and Amherst 0-9. In the State Series standings, Maine led with a 5-1 record, and Bowdoin was second with 4-2. Phil Bradley ’66 will be captain of next year’s team.

The lacrosse squad, coached by Nels Corey ’39, defeated Fairleigh Dickinson University-Madison 9-6, Nichols 10-1, New England College 25-5, and Worcester Polytech 9-4, losing to Hofstra 0-13, Stevens 6-15, Adelphi 2-14, C. W. Post 5-13, New Hampshire 6-8, Wesleyan 3-16, M.I.T. 3-10, and Tufts 3-7. The team’s co-captains were Fred Bail ’65 and Brian Murphy ’65. Next year’s co-captains will be Bill Allen ’66 and Bob Mitchell ’66.

The outdoor track team, coached by Frank Sabasteanski ’41, defeated Vermont 85-63 and lost to Amherst 68-81, New Hampshire 63-81 and M.I.T. 60-81. Captain Alex Schulten ’66, who was re-elected to the position for 1966, set a new Bowdoin hamper throw record with a heave of 202 feet, 11 inches in the New England intercollegiate championships. It was the longest collegiate throw recorded in the nation this year.

Among the other highlights of Bowdoin’s track season was a new Bowdoin discus record of 135 feet, 5 inches, established by Mike McCutcheon ’65. Bowdoin finished third in the State Meet. Schulten was awarded the Leslie A. Cliff Track Trophy.

The sailing team, whose adviser is Professor Elroy O. LaCasce, Jr. ’44, finished seventh in a field of 14 in the Boston Dinghy Club Cup races, one of the largest and most difficult regattas of the season and an event which included many large New England universities as well as South Carolina and Indiana. Skippers were Charles Withrell ’65 and Commodore Sam Harrman ’66, and crewmen included Morgan Grover ’67 and Dean Milliken ’67.

The Polar Bear sailors barely missed qualifying in the NEISA dinghy eliminations, and wound up fifth in a field of 13 in the Friis Trophy race. Representing Bowdoin in these two events were skippers Withrell, Jon Shoukimas ’67, and Dick Lilly ’67, and crewmen Eben Graves ’67, Joel Duncllee ’67, and David Farrell ’67. — J.D.K.

Research Fellows

Ten members of the Class of 1965 have been appointed Undergraduate Research Fellows for the coming year. Beginning in September, each Fellow will participate, under the direction of a faculty member, in a research project in
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which the latter is independently interested. The purpose of the program is to engage the Fellow directly and responsibly in an attempt to extend man's knowledge in his field of interest and competency.

The list of Fellows and the subjects of their investigation is as follows: David E. Brewster of Falls Church, Va., "Social Science and Social Reform During the Period 1890-1935"; John L. Esposito of Portland, "Partial Reactions of Oxidative Adenosine Triphosphate Synthesis in Fractionated Cells"; Palma W. Hays, Jr. of East Point, Ga., "Local Number Fields and Their Applications to Global Problems in Number Theory"; William G. Heath, Jr. of South Westport, Mass., "Linguistics and Twentieth Century Prose"; Carl D. Hopkins of Rochester, N. Y., "Thin Solid Films."


Library Closed for Summer

Hubbard Hall the College Library, is closed for general use this summer from June 11 to September 21, a move made necessary to enable the staff to prepare to move into the new Hawthorne-Longfellow Library in the fall. Librarian Richard Hartwell says, "As much of the planning and preparation as possible will have to be done well ahead of the move. This will involve the use of the reading rooms to consolidate collections now partly in the stacks, partly under the Chapel, partly in other areas of the building difficult of access."

Campus Chest Results

Campus Chest Weekend at Bowdoin in March raised more than $2,000 for charity. Half of this amount was given to the Brunswick Area United Fund and the other half was divided among the Maine Heart Association, the Maine Cancer Society, the International Student Service and the Elmhurst Center in Bath.

The students raised the money through a series of auctions, athletic events, dances, and a concert.

Andy Seager Wins Roosevelt Cup

Andrew J. Seager '66, the son of a missionary in Bechuanaland, South Africa, is the 1965 recipient of the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Cup. Established by Al-

Computing Center Director Appointed

Myron W. Curtis '58, who is presently Research Assistant at the Wesleyan University Computer Laboratory, has been named Director of the Bowdoin Computing Center and Lecturer in Mathematics for 1965-66. He has his M.A. in mathematics from the University of California at Los Angeles and is a candidate for the Ph.D. degree at Wesleyan, where he has been working and studying since 1962.

The Computing Center, which will be moved from the Searles Science Building to Hubbard Hall when work on the new library building has been completed, includes an IBM 1620 computer and a punch-card input-output device for greater versatility and a common link with other IBM systems.

Two Grievous Losses

Within the past few weeks the College has suffered the loss of two loyal and devoted alumni. On June 24 Brigadier General Boyd W. Bartlett '17 died at the Castine Community Hospital after a long illness. A member of the Board of Trustees since 1961, he was one of a few alumni who held five earned degrees. He taught at Bowdoin from 1927 until 1942 and at the United States Military Academy until his retirement in 1961.

On July 5 Dr. Charles S. F. Lincoln '91 died in Brunswick at the age of 95. A kindly, thoughtful, generous, vigorous, and youthful man even after he passed his 90th birthday, Doc was probably more nearly "Mr. Bowdoin Alumnus" than any other man.

The September ALUMNUS will carry accounts of the lives of both General Bartlett and Dr. Lincoln.
Alumni Clubs

ANDROSCOGGIN

Club President John Wheaton '58 reports that the Androscoggin Club has held a series of monthly luncheons this season, beginning in January. The speakers have been Professor Athen Daggett '25, Dean of Students A. LeRoy Gracan, Senior Center Director William White, News Service Director Jo-

Future Club Meetings

BOWDOIN TEACHERS — Thursday, October 7 — Social Hour at 6:00; Dinner at 7:00 — Cumberland Club, 116 High Street, Portland — Fall Meeting. Annual Campus Meeting — Saturday, April 30, 1965.

CENTRAL NEW YORK — Friday, August 13 — Social Hour at 5:30; Dinner at 7:30 — Auburn Inn, Auburn — Alumni and Wives.

Friday, October 29 — Fall Dinner.


CONNECTICUT SHORE — Friday, October 8 — Evening — Longshore Country Club, W — Fall Dinner Meeting.

NEW YORK — Wednesday, October 6 — Evening — Fall Reception.


Friday, February 4, 1966 — Cocktails at 5:30; Dinner at 7:00 — Princeton Club — Annual Dinner.

OREGON — Monday, July 26 — 6:30 p.m. — International Club, Hilton Hotel, Portland.


ROCHESTER — Friday, October 8 — Fall Meeting.


ST. PETERSBURG — Monthly Luncheons — 12 Noon: Thursdays, December 9; January 13; February 10; March 10; and April 14.

SAN FRANCISCO — Friday, July 30 — Evening — Home of Fletcher Means '57 in suburban Belmont.

SEATTLE — Saturday, July 24.


scph Kamin, and Professor Herbert Brown '65. The luncheons will be resumed in the fall.

The spring dinner meeting and ladies' night was held at Steckino's Restaurant in Lewiston on Tuesday, May 18. President and Mrs. Coles were the guests of honor.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY

Retiring Club Secretary Lee Ludwig '52 reports that the Aroostook County Bowdoin Club held a spring dinner and ladies' night meeting on Thursday, May 20, at the Hotel Caribou, with 34 alumni, wives, and guests present. The special guests from the College were Director of Admissions and Mrs. Hubert Shaw '36.

Retiring President Phil Christie '36 presided. Elections were held, with the following officers named for the coming year: President, Dr. Clement Donahue '34; Secretary-Treasurer, Ferris Freme '42; and Alumni Council Member, Albert Putnam '30.

CONNECTICUT SHORE

Retiring President Hugh Mitchell '19 reports that the spring dinner meeting and ladies' night took place on Thursday, May 13, at the Longshore Country Club in Westport, when Professors Herbert Brown (English) and Jerry Brown (Religion) and their wives were special guests from the College. "I'm a conservative guy, but I would call it an outstanding success! About 80 people attended. As they arrived, everyone seemed to have a twinkle of anticipation in his eye. They milled around at the friendly pre-dinner reception and warmly welcomed all four Browns. They gave Herbie a real ovation both before and after his excellent speech, and they liked Jerry Brown, who gave us a five-minute 'curtain raser' talk which was fitting and very well done. After the show, people stayed on, talking with the guests, for whom I heard lots of compliments. As people finally left, you could tell they had had a really good time!"

Following cocktails and dinner, there was a meeting with reports from the Secretary, Treasurer, and Committee Chairmen. Elections were held for 1965-66: President and Alumni Council Member, Paul Lauldey '56; Vice Presidents, Gordon Knight '32 and James Zarbock '39; Secretary, Philip Pearson '36; Assistant Secretary, Richard Saville '44; Treasurer, Peter Mundy '38; Assistant Treasurer, Roland DiLeone '55. The Club also elected an Executive Committee, made up of James Dunlavey '23, Hugh Mitchell '19, Graham Scott '29, Weston Rankin '30, and William Hart '39.

The Club will hold its next meeting on Friday, October 8, at the Longshore Country Club, with President Coles as the guest of honor.

HAWAII

On a suggestion from the Alumni Office, Dave Coleman '54 of Honolulu organized an informal meeting of Bowdoin alumni and friends in Hawaii, on Monday night, May 3. The guest of honor and speaker was Geo Mason '23, Member at Large of the Alumni Council and President of the Bowdoin Club of Rhode Island, who was, with his wife, visiting their married daughter in Hawaii.

The group gathered at 6:30 p.m. at the Fort Shafter Officers' Club in Honolulu. A cocktail party was followed by dinner, and the group expressed special thanks to Bob Allen '41, who made the arrangements. Dave was elected master of ceremonies, following which there was an invocation and the presentation of a jade lei to Geof and a plumeria and orchid lei to Mrs. Mason.

Dave writes, "Eighteen men and wives were present! When you consider that there are only 14 alumni on the present Hawaiian list, with several unavailable in other parts of Hawaii, one an expectant father, and two on duty in Viet Nam, we had an extremely happy turnout! Present were Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rising '36, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Allen '41, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Curtis '45, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Forman '53, Richard Goodman '53, Mr. and Mrs. David Coleman '54, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Rigby '56, Lt. Charles Bridge '61, Mrs. Spencer Greason — wife of Spencer '62, who is presently in Viet Nam — Mr. and Mrs. Geoffrey Mason '23, and their daughter, Mrs. Barbara Northrop."

Shown here are Bowdoin men in Hawaii at a meeting in Honolulu on May 3. From left to right, they are Charles Bridge '61, Harold Curtis '45, David Coleman '54, Peter Rigby '56, Robert Allen '41, Geoffrey Mason '23, Harry Forman '53, Richard Goodman '53, and Harold Rising '30.
"After a sumptuous steak dinner with all the trimmings, we introduced ourselves and our wives and acquainted each other very briefly with what had happened to each of us since leaving Bowdoin. We then turned to our guest, and we were completely absorbed with his current news of the campus and immersed in nostalgia for days long since gone.

"The meeting was an informal event, so no business was conducted. After resolving that the next gathering would follow Harold Rising’s return to Honolulu after three months in New England, we adjourned at 10:30 p.m., with 18 people excitedly talking about the ‘next time’ and individuals making informal plans for get-togethers with new or renewed Bowdoin friends. Gof and his wife left by ship for the West Coast less than 20 hours later but not before he had provided the necessary stimulus to get our group organized. He made our evening with a warm and winning talk. We appreciate his help and look forward to the possibility of starting a Bowdoin Club of Hawaii. Aloha!"

KENNEBEC VALLEY

The Kennebec Valley Bowdoin Club held a spring stag dinner meeting on Wednesday, May 19, at the Holiday Inn in Augusta. The 6:30 social hour was followed by dinner at 7:30, and about 25 alumni and guests were present. President Tom Macomber ’50 presided. Those present discussed the possibility of extending the term of officers from one year to two years, but it was the consensus that further discussion should be postponed until next fall.

Bill Arnold ’51 reported for the Nominating Committee, and the following were elected officers for 1965-66: President, Roger Welch ’52; Vice President, Jon Lund ’51; Secretary-Treasurer, William Fraser ’51; and Alumni Council Member, G. Thomas Macomber ’50.

Alumni Secretary Pete Barnard ’50 and Instructor in English Herb Courson each spoke briefly. The feature of the program was a slide presentation by Professor Thomas Riley ’28, entitled “I Walk to Work.” The slides and comments were well received by alumni who enjoyed seeing old campus scenes and faces as well as some new Bowdoin scenes and faces.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

The Bowdoin Club of New Hampshire held its spring stag dinner meeting on Thursday, May 6, at the Wayfarer Motor Inn in Bedford, a suburb of Manchester. Alumni and guests gathered for a 6:30 social hour and dinner at 7:30.

President Norman Milne ’54 presided, and the following officers were elected for the coming year: President, Charles Howard ’54; Vice President and Council Member, Dr. Frederick Waldron ’39; and Secretary-Treasurer, Mayland Morse ’42. Mr. Milne reported on recent Alumni Council activities and expressed thanks to Jack O’Donnell ’37, who provided special refreshments for the meeting. Secretary Dwight Morse read special citations honoring Ezra Pike Rounds ’20 (who is retiring after 45 years at the Phillips Exeter Academy) and Herbert Morse ’48 (who has resigned as Headmaster of the Tilton School to accept a headmastership in Oklahoma).

Alumni Secretary Pete Barnard ’50 spoke briefly, bringing the latest news from the College, and then Mr. Milne introduced the principal speaker, Dr. Daniel Hanley ’39, the College Physician. Dan showed marvelous color slides, with wonderful commentary, of the 1964 Olympics in Tokyo.

PORTLAND

The Bowdoin Club of Portland held its spring stag dinner meeting on Thursday, April 22, at Vallee’s Steak House on Brighton Avenue. About 50 alumni and guests gathered for a social hour, dinner, and an interesting program.

Retiring President Davison Osgood ’53 welcomed alumni and guests and reported on some of the activities of the Club, including the fall sports night under the chairmanship of Ted Gibbons ’58 and the subfreshman and Harvard sports nights under the chairmanship of Tom Sawyer ’53.

Elections were held, with the following officers chosen for 1965-66: President, Richard Boyd ’53; 1st Vice President, John Mitchell ’50; 2nd Vice President, Charles Hildreth ’53; Secretary-Treasurer, Albert Gibbons ’58; Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, Robert Hazzard ’54; and Council Member, Davison Osgood ’53.

Also elected as Directors for the coming year were Herbert Bennett ’50, Roland Cobb ’17, Erwin Cousins ’24, Warren Eddy ’14, Charles Kahlil ’54, Dr. Stephen Monaghan ’48, Charles Ranlett ’54, Tom Sawyer ’53, and Eugene Waters ’59.

Mr. Osgood introduced Overseer Jotham D. Pierce ’39, who moderated a panel discussion on “Whither Bowdoin?” Participating were President Coles, Director of Admissions Hubert Shaw ’36, Dean of Students A. LeRoy Grason, Professor of Economics James Storer, and Overseer Louis Bernstein ’22. Following opening remarks, the meeting continued with a long and interesting period of questions, answers, and general discussion.

The Portland Club continues to hold monthly luncheon meetings under the chairmanship of Charles Ranlett ’54, Professor of Chemistry Samuel Kamerling spoke on April 7. Alumni Fund Secretary Robert Cozz ’45 on May 5, and Development Officer G. Warren King on June 2. Retiring Alumni Council Member Peter Brumhall ’56 will speak on July 7. Treasurer of the College Charles Al¬len ’54 on August 4, and Coach Frank Sa¬bastanski ’41 on September 1.

RHODE ISLAND

The Bowdoin Club of Rhode Island held its spring meeting at the Francis Farm in Rehoboth, Mass., on Thursday, May 20, when nearly 50 people gathered for dinner, some alumni, parents, and new members of the Class of 1969 — gathered for a pleasant outing.

A 5:30 social hour was followed by a shore dinner at 7. The meal was tremendous! It included clowner, steamed clams, clam fritters, baked fish, baked potato, steamed lobsters, brown bread, several desserts, various soft drinks and coffee. A warm and winning talk was delivered by President Pete Barnard ’50, special guest from the College, declared it to be the most comprehensive shore dinner he had ever seen!

At the conclusion of the meal, Alumni Council Member Herb Hanson ’43, who presided, introduced the Alumni Secretary, who spoke informally about current campus happenings. There followed an extended session of questions, answers, and general discussion, before the meeting was adjourned around 10 o’clock.

ROCHESTER

The Bowdoin Club of Rochester held its spring dinner meeting on Wednesday, May 5, at the Spring House in suburban Brighton. Present were 15 alumni, 12 wives, and the parents of George Yancy ’68. Secretary-Treasurer-Elect Brian Flynn ’57 reports, “Elections for the forthcoming year were held, with the following results: President, Ted Robbins ’53; Secretary-Treasurer, Brian Flynn ’57; and Alumni Council Representative Member, Ben Drake ’29. Additional business consisted of a report on recent Alumni Council activities by Ben Drake, a unanimous vote of thanks to the outgoing president, Curt Flournoy ’56, for his efforts in organizing our group, and preliminary discussion by the Club of the possibilities for organizing subfreshman activities in our area.

“The highlight of the evening was an address by Professor William Whiteside, Director of the Senior Center. His talk on the Bowdoin Program was informative and interesting to all present.”

The Club will hold a fall meeting on Friday evening, October 8. The guest will be
Alumni are invited to contact the Bowdoin Club nearest them and to attend its meetings.

ALBANY President, Lewis P. Welch '34, 51 Brockley Drive, Delmar, New York; Council Member, John W. Manning '33.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY President, G. Curtis Webber, II '55; Council Member, Shepard Lee '47; Secretary, James J. Sacco '53, 69 Richmond Street, Farmington, Maine.

AR OOSTOOK COUNTY President, Clement L. Donaluc '34; Council Member, Albert P. Putnam '36; Secretary, Ferris A. Freme '42, 8 Vaughan Street, Carrab, Maine.

BALTIMORE President, Richard P. Davis '49; Secretary and Council Member, George S. Nevins, Jr. '49, Headmaster, Oldfields School, Glencoe, Maryland.

BOSTON President, Robert F. Forsberg '33; Council Member, John B. Morrell '32; Secretary, Dean E. Ridlon '57, State Street Bank and Trust Company, Credit Department, 111 Franklin Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

BRUNSWICK President, John C. Caldwell '47; Council Member, Emerson W. Zeitzer '20; Secretary, Norman E. Duggan '44, Route #3, Box 250, Mere Point Road, Brunswick, Maine.

BUFFALO Convener and Council Member, George F. Phillips, Jr. '54, 80 Chapin Parkway, Buffalo 9, New York.

CAPE COD President, Briah K. Connor '27; Council Member, Charles E. Hartshorn, Jr. '41; Secretary, Richard M. Hallett, Jr. '30, Point Pine, Marion, Massachusetts.

CENTRAL NEW YORK President, William N. Walker '41; Council Member, Thomas R. Chapman '30; Secretary, Edward E. Hildreth, Jr. '18, 122 Riggs Avenue, New York.

CHICAGO President, Richard N. Means '44; Council Member, Stanley A. Sargent '35; Secretary, Harold S. Fish '25, 2214 Noyes Street, Evanston, Illinois.

CINCINNATI President and Council Member, John D. Dupuis '29, The Fifth Third Union Trust Company, 4th and Walnut Streets, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.

CLEVELAND President and Secretary, Calvin V. Vanderbeek, Jr. '49, 15031 Hook Hollow Road, Novely, Ohio; Council Member, Oliver F. Emerson, II '49.

COLUMBUS President, Roger B. Nichols '45; Council Member, Carlton L. Apollonio '53; Secretary, Jon S. Brightman '60, 504 Franklin Court, Worthington, Ohio.

CONNECTICUT President, Stanwood S. Fish '22; Council Member, Charles D. Scoville '22; Secretary, Robert D. Smith '60, 102 Duncaster Road, Bloomfield, Connecticut.

CONNECTICUT SHORE President and Council Member, Paul LaIdley, Jr. '36; Secretary, Philip C. Pearson, Jr. '36, 3 Barnum Avenue, Norwalk, Connecticut.

KENNEBEC VALLEY President, Roger A. Welch '52; Council Member, G. Thomas Macomber '50; Secretary, William J. Fraser '54, Winslow High School, Winslow, Maine.

KNOX-LINCOLN-WALDO President, Rex H. Garrett '35; Council Member, W. David Verrilli '30; Secretary, Alfred M. Strout '26, 17 Green Street, Thomaston, Maine.

LONG ISLAND President, Daniel L. Dayton, Jr. '49; Council Member, John H. Craig '41; Secretary, William H. Barney, Jr. '43, 46 Abbey Road, Muttun, New York.

LOS ANGELES President, Kenneth L. Senter '45; Council Member, Paul E. Sullivan '35; Secretary, Marvin J. Katz '54, 4705 Purdue Avenue, Culver City, California.

MERRIMACK VALLEY President, Michael J. Batal Jr. '54; Council Member, Robert S. Shepherd, Sr. '43; Secretary, Bruce H. Gower '50, 13 Argyle Street, Andover, Massachusetts.

MICHIGAN Convener and Council Member, W. Rodman Snelling '35, 22905 West 13 Mile Road, Birmingham, Michigan.

MILWAUKEE Convener, Thomas M. Bradford, Jr. '57, 1640 Fairhaven Boulevard, Elm Grove, Wisconsin; Council Member, F. Jackson Stoddard '35.

MINNESOTA President, James E. Scholefield '32; Council Member, Nathan A. Cobb '26; Secretary, Bernard D. Barton '50, Box 589, Route 4, Wayzata, Minnesota.

NEW HAMPSHIRE President, Charles W. Howard, II '54; Council Member, Frederick A. Waldron '39; Secretary, Mayland H. Morse, Jr. '42, 40 Ridge Road, Concord, New Hampshire.

NEW YORK President, George T. Sewall '32; Council Member, George E. Griggs, Jr. '44; Secretary, Harold M. Sewall '35, 155 East 52nd Street, New York 22, New York.

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY President, Arthur A. Hambleton '48; Council Member, Peter O. Grant '48; Secretary, George W. Bacon '55, 48 Elston Road, Upper Montclair, New Jersey.

NORTH SHORE President, Gerard D. Goldstein '34; Council Member, Leland B. Howe '50; Secretary, Barrett C. Nichols, Jr. '54, 10 Bucker Road, Marblehead, Massachusetts.

OREGON Convener and Council Member, Norman A. Workman '41, 4851 S.W. Fairview Boulevard, Portland 1, Oregon.

PENOBSCOT President, Lewis V. Valaides '42; Council Member, Brig. Gen. Philip E. Tukey, Jr. '39; Secretary, Thomas E. Needham '57, 280 West Broadway, Bangor, Maine.

PHILADELPHIA President, John R. Howe '55; Council Member, Alan L. Baker '31; Secretary, Ronald A. Goltz '56, 221 School Lane, Springfield, Pennsylvania.

PITTSBURGH President, Fred R. Kleibacker, Jr. '51; Council Member, Frederick W. Willey '17; Secretary, Leslie G. Leonetti '57, 949 Sleepy Hollow Drive, Pittsburgh 34, Pennsylvania.

PORTLAND President, Richard M. Boyd '53; Council Member, H. D. Osgood, Jr. '35; Secretary, Albert E. Gibbons, Jr. '38, Two Lights Road, Cape Elizabeth, Maine.

RHODE ISLAND President, Geoffrey T. Mason '23; Council Member, Herbert Hanson, Jr. '45; Secretary, Henry M. Swan '56, 180 Adams Point Road, Barrington, Rhode Island.

ROCHESTER President, Theodore D. Robbins, Jr. '53; Council Member, James B. Drake '29; Secretary, Brian H. Flynn '57, 70 Parkridge Drive, Pittsfield, New York.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN President, Joseph B. Roberts '95; Council Member, Oscar Swanson '30; Secretary, George L. Mason '41, 4510 South Huron Street, Englewood, Colorado.

ST. LOUIS Convener and Council Member, Stephen W. Rule '58, 5159 Westminster Place, St. Louis 8, Missouri.

ST. PETERSBURG Acting Convener, Alton S. Pope '11, 105 20th Avenue, S.E., St. Petersburg 5, Florida.

SAN FRANCISCO President and Council Member, D. Bruce Alden '49; Secretary, Fletcher W. Means, II '57, 1386 Harbor Boulevard, Belmont, California.

SEATTLE Convener and Council Member, M. Chandler Redman '34, 2418 Smith Tower, Seattle, Washington.

SOUTHERN FLORIDA Convener and Council Member, Virgil I. Pistick, Jr. '50, 3500 Batterssea Road, Miami 33, Florida.

SPRINGFIELD President, Edwin W. Sample '49; Council Member, Lawrence E. Dwight '54; Secretary, Eric E. Chambers '53, 81 Roseland Terrace, Longmeadow, Massachusetts.

TEXAS Convener and Council Member, John G. Young '21, 4905 St. Andrews Drive, Dallas 5, Texas.

VERMONT Convener and Council Member, Robert D. Peakes '36, Star Route, Middlesex, Vermont.

WASHINGTON President, Raymond A. Jensen '48; Council Member, Edwin F. Stetson '41; Secretary, Jay A. Carlson '53, 719 Forest Grove Drive, Annandale, Virginia.

WESTERN MAINE President, Joseph F. Holman '47; Council Member, Henry H. Hastings, Jr. '41; Secretary, Davis I. Burr '50, RFD 1, New Vineyard, Maine.

WORCESTER President and Council Member, Chester W. Brown '35; Secretary, Cloyd E. Small '20, Worcester Academy, Worcester 4, Massachusetts.

YORK COUNTY President, John B. Roberts, Jr. '36; Council Member, Carroll H. Clark '21; Secretary, C. Cabot Easton '48, 13 Shawmut Avenue, Sanford, Maine.
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York County
Secretary Cab Easton '48 reports that the spring dinner meeting and ladies' night of the York County Bowdoin Club was held on Thursday, May 13, at the Shawmut Inn in Kennebunkport. Twenty alumni, 16 wives, and four guests gathered for a social hour and dinner.

Elected officers for the coming year were President, John Roberts '36; Vice President, Laurence Staples '43; Secretary-Treasurer, Cabot Easton '48; and an Alumni Council Member, Carroll Clark '21.

The Club also voted to cite Lawrence L. Page '24 for his 40 years of distinguished service to education, including 19 years as Principal of Sanford High School. Mr. Page retired at the end of the spring semester.

The guests from the College were Dean of Students and Mrs. A. LeRoy Greslon and Executive Secretary and Mrs. Wolcott A. Hokanson, Jr. '50. The former described undergraduate life at the College, and the latter outlined Bowdoin's program of development and public relations and spoke about the many improvements resulting from the Capital Campaign.

Books With A Bowdoin Flavor

1927

Hodding Carter dedicates The Ballad of Catfoot Gaines, his first published collection of poems, to "whom it may concern." The title poem, and many of the smaller poems as well, are attacks on racial prejudice. Whom, we may ask, does racial prejudice concern? Hodding Carter's own answer, hammered out in numerous books as well as in the editorials he has been writing over the years in his newspapers, is that the concerned, or the ought-to-be-concerned, are first of all his own neighbors. In turning to poetry — and especially poetry written as these poems are in easily appreciable pounding rhythms and uncomplicated direct imagery — the editor Carter has enlarged the number of those who may be concerned. Those of us who know not at first hand the dramatic manifestations of our national heritage of prejudice such as the Southern lynching party — which is the subject of the title poem — can and will involve ourselves imaginatively in what Carter's neighbors have known directly.

In giving us this imaginative extension of ourselves into the world of the Southerner, Carter is to be congratulated on trying to avoid leaving us with only a general feeling of guilt. The actions and attitudes of his fictional characters are presented concretely. We are not asked to regret in some vague way either the history or the present condition of the Negro in America. Attempting to take on ourselves the whole burden of sin of all mankind's hardness of heart is; as Carter shows he full well knows, the road to paralysis and further hardening of our hearts. These poems in their particularity invite us to know about Catfoot and Bee and Bee's old man and Cancy Dodd; Carter's characters are specific people and not bloodless abstraction.

Even the nameless voices in the lynch mob have faces if not names. We know the man who calls out the crude jest as they pour the gasoline on the dead Negro woman and her still living lover, whom the mob is preparing to turn into a living torch:

Don't waste it on her, can't you learn That a high brown gal's hot enough to burn. We know, too, the man who turns in revul-
sion, says, "Aw, Christ, I'm sick, let's go home — " There is always a chance of learning to be human when we are faced with the choice of specific alternatives as these.

The topics touched on in the shorter verses are many. While social criticism is implied in a majority of the poems, Hodding Carter shows that he has an observant eye and ear for less momentous — if not less important — things as well. Especially successful is his capturing of the rhythms of speech in his verse. Finally, his sense of Southern history and legend contributes to several of his best shorter poems.

Reginald L. Hannaford

1911


Among Bowdoin's contributions to United States intellectual life in the first half of the 20th century, none is more striking than that in the field of economic history. Starting with Guy Stevens Callender's brief tenure on the faculty just after the turn of the century, a series of outstanding Bowdoin teachers and alumni have served greatly to enrich our understanding of economic development. Arthur H. Cole '11, one of the more distinguished members of this group, was (and is) especially interested in a type of historical investigation centered on the businessman and his functions. Indeed, Cole became the leading member of a school whose research into "entrepreneurship" has given new direction to historical thinking.

The present selection is Cole's Presidential Address to the Economic History Association in 1946. In it he argues persuasively for broadening the economist's view of entre-
preneurship to include innovation, management, and adjustment to external conditions and for making entrepreneurship, so defined, a major theme around which historical re-
search can be organized. By concentrating on the decision-making process, one is able to view with better perspective the historical circumstances, both internal and external to the firm, which impel decisions and pro-
duce change.

These views were later implemented when Cole established the Research Center in Entre-
preneurial History at Harvard. The present collection also contains a number of studies written along the lines envisioned by Cole, as well as a few setting forth dif-
ferent points of view. Bringing these papers together in one volume (prefaced by the editor's review of accomplishments at the Research Center) serves a useful purpose in introducing students to an important and fruitful line of historical inquiry.

William D. Shipman

Faculty


Professor Levine examines the basic philos-
ophy of five individuals — Jane Addams, Samuel Gompers, Albert J. Beveridge, Edgar Gardner Murphy, and Robert M. La Follette — and one organization, The Civic Federa-
tion of Chicago. All of these names repre-
sent leading figures in the great wave of re-
form which swept the country between 1890 and 1914. They have often been grouped to-
gether and considered as parts of a single Progressive Movement.

By having the diligence to explore exhaus-
tively all of the relevant materials and by having the insight and imagination to ask the right questions, Professor Levine has succeeded in putting an end to the notion that the Progressive Movement was a homo-
egeneous entity. He effectively shows that the
varieties within reform thought were more important and basic than the similarities. Addams and La Follette were convinced of the essential goodness of human nature; Beveridge thought that restraint was necessary to curb disorderly and destructive human impulses, and Gompers thought that all men were basically selfish; Murphy and the Civic Federation profoundly distrusted all impulses of "the masses." In their views on the state, on the economy, on power, on social change, and on many other fundamental questions, the reformers differed widely among themselves.

A thorough and brilliant examination of the philosophy of six major historical figures is certainly enough to find in one small book. But one is also tempted to ask, "why did these reformers think as they did? What caused the differences among them?" Professor Levine does give some answers to these questions. The Civic Federation was motivated by "economic self-interest"; Jane Addams' career was profoundly influenced by the character of her father and his sudden death; Gompers' thought was marked by his upbringing in the crowded industrial sections of London and New York City and by his introduction to European liberalism while working in New York's cigar factories. These are partial answers, but much remains to be done in exploring the causes of social thought as a supplement to exploring its content. Professor Levine gives ample evidence in his book of having incorporated many of the insights of psychology, sociology, and political science. It is this kind of interdisciplinary approach which is necessary to answer the question of why people think as they do, and it is historians such as Professor Levine who are best equipped to provide this added dimension to the history of ideas.

Varieties of Reform Thought is a major contribution to American intellectual history. It is also a good lesson in how much can be accomplished by separating what is important from what is not. Professor Levine has succeeded in getting to the core of the philosophies espoused by the reformers. This little book is thus a consideration not only of the most important aspects of reform thought but also of those questions which must be answered by thinking individuals in any age.

J. CLARENCE DAVIES, 3rd

HODGON CARTER '27, nationally known editor and author of several prose works, now turned poet, offers us another facet of his talents.

ARTHUR H. COLE '11 was for many years Professor of Business Economics and Librarian of the Baker Library at the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration. He is now retired.

DANIEL LEVINE is Assistant Professor of History at Bowdoin.

RENEALD L. HANNAFORD is Assistant Professor of English at Bowdoin.

WILLIAM D. SHIPMAN is Associate Professor of Economics at Bowdoin.

J. CLARENCE DAVIES, 3rd, a graduate of Dartmouth, after a period as Instructor in Government at Bowdoin, left the Faculty on July 1 for another position.

Notes

AKINE ARTINIAN '31 is co-editor with two French scholars of a hitherto unknown novel by J. K. Huysmans, a major 19th century writer. Entitled La-Haut, it was published in 1895 by the Franco-Belgian firm Casterman. Professor Artinian discovered the original manuscript several years ago in Paris.

History at a Glance (Baron's Educational Series, Inc., Woodbury, N. Y. 9/34) by ERNST C. HELMREICH, Professor of History at Bowdoin, should prove to be a valuable aid to the college or secondary school student in European History survey courses. Professor Helmreich has drawn up a chronological chart of European civilization which will help students to relate the political and cultural events of the main periods of history.

Early Songs of Uncle Sam (Bruce Humphries, Boston, $2.25) by George S. Jackson '27 is a set of songs contained in popular collections printed in the United States from 1825 to 1836, as well as those in certain specialized collections: "Temperance Songs," "Political Songs," and "Infant Song-Books." We wish that at some future date Professor Jackson might publish the musical accompaniments to the songs in this valuable and interesting collection.

Chippy Chinchailla (for ages 4 to 10) by EVELYN F. KITCHENACH and ISABEL WHIT- TIER, illustrated by Sandra J. Trumm, has recently been published at $2.50 by the Vantage Press, New York, Miss Whittier, the daughter of the late Dr. Frank N. Whittier of the Class of 1885, is well known to alumni as writer, traveler, and teacher.

Another delightful book which we recommend for alumni children and grandchildren is Dolly Moses — The Cat and the Clam Chowder by MARY ELLYN CHASE '33, illustrated by Paul Kennedy and published at $2.55 by W. W. Norton and Company, New York.

News Of The Classes

1896 The Francis S. Dane Baseball Trophy, which honors the memory of our classmate, was awarded at Bowdoin for the first time on May 29. It went to Tom Zilinsky '65 of Dover-Foxcroft.

Presented to the College by friends and members of the Dane family, the Trophy is to be given each spring "to that member of the varsity baseball squad who, in the opinion of a committee made up of the Dean of the College, the Director of Athletics, and the Coach of Baseball, best exemplifies high qualities of character, sportsmanship, and enthusiasm for the game of baseball."

Frankie had the distinction of being the only lefthanded varsity infielder in the history of baseball at Bowdoin who played second base, shortstop, and third base.

Frankie's grandson Nathan Dane III '65 was graduated from Bowdoin in June, and a second grandson, Joseph Dane, was a member of the Class of 1969, which enters in September. They are the sons of Nathan Dane II '37, a member of the Bowdoin faculty for some 20 years.

1902 Secretary Hudson Sinkinson 52 Stone Street Kennebunk

Charles Bellatty's address this summer is Surry Road, Ellsworth.

1904 Secretary, Wallace M. Powers 37 28th Street Jackson Heights, N. Y. 11372

The Ricker Classical Institute Alumni Aquilo in its spring issue carried a feature article concerning Mr. and Mrs. George Burpee. It traced his career with the New York consulting engineer firm of Colvird and Colpitts, told of the Burpees' contributions to the affairs of the village of Brunswick, N. Y., where they have lived for many years, and concluded as follows: "In response to a request for advice for young alumni beginning their careers, Mr. Burpee said: 'The best advice I have to offer is the same advice that my wife and I have given our children. This is en- tailed in William James' Brief Course in Psy- chology in the chapter on habit. If I may paraphrase it, it reads like this: no one need worry about his future in life if he will do every job that he tackles to the very best of his ability. He will then awake some day to find himself one of the competent men in his profession.'"

1905 Secretary, Ralph N. Cushing 10 Knox Street Thomaston

Members of the Class will be sorry to learn of the death of Mrs. Alice H. Warren, Raymond's widow, on May 30.

1907 Secretary, John W. Leydon 3129 West Penn Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Asa O. Pike 4th '61 joined Asa O. Pike 3rd '34 in the partnership of Asa O. Pike 2nd and Son in January of this year. This insurance agency in Fryeburg was started as a family business in 1922 by Ogden Pike.

On June 6 Will Snow received an honorary degree of the Nazareth College in Springvale. "Moose Crossing," a poem by Bill, appeared in the June, 1965, issue of The Instructor, published by the F. A. Owen Publishing Company in Dansville, N. Y.

1908 Secretary, Christopher Tools 4884 MacArthur Boulevard, #7 Washington, D. C. 20007

On Commencement Day, June 12, Kent and Edna Packard observed their 50th wedding anniversary at their home on Waynesborough Road, Paoli, Pa.

1911 Secretary, Ernest G. Fifield 351 Highland Avenue Upper Montclair, N. J.

Don Dennis has a new address at 1326 Park Row, La Jolla, Calif.

Melville Goold is retired, is a tax consultant, and has 27 grandchildren. His address is 156 Cedar Street, Bangor.

During the past winter Alton Pope served as Acting Convenor for the Bowdoin Club of St. Petersburg. The Popes sailed for Europe on June 2 and expect to return home around August 1.
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Paul Eames '23 and his wife, Betty, riding camels in Egypt earlier this year. Paul reports, "Getting aboard one of these beasts is something like straddling the front end of a Buick automobile, and riding one is like nothing I had ever tried before. Apparently the fore legs have one gait, while the rear ones have another. Anyway, we did it."

1912 Secretary, William A. MacCormick
114 Atlantic Avenue
Boothbay Harbor

Two weeks after being named "Senior Citizen of the Year" by the Cass City (Mich.) Chamber of Commerce, Meredith Auken was honored again when Hills and Dales General Hospital officials authorized the hanging of a life-sized portrait of him in recognition of the major part that he played in the building of the Hospital, now five years old.

On June 10 the York Chamber of Commerce honored Lester Bragdon for his many years as a trial justice and attorney in that town. He was a trial justice for 35 years, serving until May 7 of this year.

Class Secretary Bill MacCormick is much too modest a man to write this note, so the Editors are writing it for -- and about -- him. On April 22 the Boothbay Harbor Rotary Club presented to Bill a Rotary Lifetime Service Award, "in recognition of his kind, friendly, and sincere service to mankind" and "his contribution to building a better society with his ever-willing hand extended to assist, educationally, socially, spiritually, and recreationally."

The citation which Bill received referred to him as "A Communitarian, known and remembered by his smiling face, his extended hand of fellowship, his sincere interest in the welfare of his fellow man, his willingness to participate and assist when and where needed, as well as his thoughtful evaluation of the efforts of others."

The Boothbay Register for April 29 said many other things about Bill, but he has blushed enough!

1914 Secretary, Alfred E. Gray
Framedont, N. H.

Class Secretary Al Gray did a fair amount of teaching this past year as a substitute in five different high schools in the Monadnock area — in French, English, Latin, and social studies.

1916 Secretary, Edward C. Hawes
380 High Street
Portland

On August 1 the Snow Flake Canning Company will merge with Lamb-Weston, Inc., of Portland, Ore. Snow Flake will be operated as a separate corporation, with John Baxter as Chairman of the Board and his son, Jack '42, as President. The joint operation, with plants in Maine, Idaho, and Canada, is expected to process approximately 500 million pounds of potatoes each year into frozen potato products and dehydrated potato flakes, making it the third largest processor of raw potatoes in the country.

Hank Carter reports having retired from the Sun Oil Company on January 1, since when he has busied himself as Captain of the Sun Oil team in the Philadelphia Industrial Bridge League and as Chairman of the Media Area Committee for the United Nations. In addition, he has two consulting jobs in the New York City area. Hank continues to live at 501 South Middletown Road, Media, Pa.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Myron Hale, whose daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Hale Bradford, died suddenly at her home in Needham, Mass., on April 1. A 1946 graduate of Colby Junior College, she was the proprietor of the Needham Clinical Laboratory, which she maintained in her home.

1917 Secretary, Noel C. Little
60 Federal Street
Brunswick

James Boothby continues to be busy and active. He is serving a second term as City Supervisor of St. Joseph, Mich., and spent six weeks in and around Guadalajara, Mexico, last winter. His address is 316 Ridgeway, St. Joseph.

Dorothy and Bone Campbell spent two months last winter — mid-February to mid-April — in Honolulu. Their permanent address continues to be 4330 36th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

Chester Maguire reports, "Getting older and more decorat fast." His address is 40 Tudor Street, Lynn, Mass.

Arthur Scott was married on March 20 to Mrs. Emma Adams Johnson of Cheborua, N. H., where they are living.

1918 Secretary, Lloyd O. Couter
Nottingham Square Road
Epping, N. H.

Shirley Gray has announced his plans to resign, as of September 30, as Administrative Vice President and General Manager of The Macallen Company and its two subsidiaries.

1919 Secretary, Donald S. Higgins
78 Royal Road
Bangor

Harry Shwartz of Portland continues to be President of D. Shwartz & Sons, Inc., and of several other real estate corporations, operating throughout New England. He specializes in commercial and industrial real estate.

For eight years Harry has been a member of the Zoning Appeal Board in Portland.

1920 Secretary, Sanford B. Cousins
23 McKean Street
Brunswick

Fred Kleski was not able to attend our 45th in June, but he reports that he is getting better every day.

Harold Prosser is still working for the George F. Cram Company of Indianapolis, Ind. He is a competitor of Hugh Blanchard '18, whom he often sees. Harold's son, Norman, has two children. He is a lieutenant in the Navy, has his master's degree in operations research, and has recently qualified for command.

The Prossers' address is P.O. Box 622, Woodbury, N. J.

The Bowdoin Club of Brunswick and Bath has re-elected Emerson Zeitzer to another term as Alumni Council Member.

1921 Secretary, Norman W. Haines
247 South Street
Reading, Mass.

Carroll Clark is the new Alumni Council Member for the York County Bowdoin Club. He has also been re-elected Governor of the Society of Colonial Wars in the State of Maine.

Don Clifford will become fully retired on December 3 of this year.

Sanger Cook retired last fall and is "taking it easy" — which means golf, traveling, writing a historical novel about the town of Pictou, and "gradually becoming a sort of walking encyclopedia on local color, past and present."

Pop Hatch writes that his grandson, David D. Rust of Colunet, Mass., has been admitted to Bowdoin. David will enter as a Freshman this fall. His father is Donald E. Rust, Jr. '35.

Harry Nelson's son is Professor of Mathematics at the University of California in Berkeley, and his son's wife is a psychologist, Harry's daughter and her husband are both psychologists at the University of Connecticut. Harry has seven grandchildren (three girls and four boys) and continues to be active in teaching, writing, and research. His address is Department of Psychology, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kan.

Woodie Hone has been elected to a fourth term as President of the Middlesex County Retired Teachers Association in New Jersey.

Stewart Kurtz retired on July 1 but has a full-time consulting job for the next year. His three sons are all married, and he and his wife have six grandchildren. Stewart is still publishing papers on chemistry and expects to have a paper for the Division of Petroleum Chemistry at the American Chemical Society in September.

Paul Labs, recently retired as Biddeford Superintendent of Schools in 1968, teaches at the University of Maine on a part-time basis. He reports having one wife, two sons, and six grandchildren.

On March 4 Gov Milliken received an Honor Award from the United States Department of Labor at the Departmental Auditorium in Washington, D. C., in recognition of his "above average performance and outstanding dedication over the years and for his devoted efforts on behalf of the United States Employment Service in the development and implementation of methods and procedures which have simplified the budget process and strengthened the employment service operation as it affects the local office."

Webb Noyes continues to work at Colby College on a half-time basis. In addition, he is Consultant Librarian for the Thayer Hospital Medical Staff Library. His address is 313 Main Street, Waterville. Jock St. Clair will retire on October 1 of this year.

Alex Standish reports that he is "gradually" retiring.

BOWDOIN ALUMNUS
Donald Will of Brewer has been elected President of the Association of Public Accountants of Maine, and his wife has been elected Secretary of the group. Dunn also represented the Association at the tax conference of the National Society of Public Accountants in Minneapolis, Minn., on August 23.

1926 Secretary, Albert Abrahamson The Mauger Hay-Adams Hotel 16th at H Street, N.W. Washington 6, D. C.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Earl Cook, whose sister, Miss Irene J. Cook, died on May 7.

Betty and Ken MacLean have three children. Bruce (18) will be a sophomore at the University of Washington, Sylvia (16) wants to study languages and get into the Foreign Service, and Paul (14) wants to be a scientist. Betty is a full-time case worker in the State Department of Public Welfare and has a child welfare case load. Ken himself, after a mild heart attack in August of 1963, spent all of 1964 in a chemistry laboratory, doing research to take sulfite pulp mill waste turps, remove the odor, and then separate out the useful products. He and the maintenance man built a production plant, and Ken trained four operators (it is a 24-hour, seven-day-a-week operation) and is now project engineering some changes.

Ken's position is with the Westport Chemical Company in Longview, Wash., where his address is 2825 Maple Street.

In June Harold and Anne Stubbs had two children graduate from college — Jonathan from the University of Massachusetts and Marcia from Franklin College. During the spring the parents took a two-month tour of Italy, France, Switzerland, Austria, Germany, and Holland, returning by way of London. Their address is Box 163, Dover, Mass.

George Wood has four grandchildren — his daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Collins, in California has two boys, and his son, George C. Wood, in Boston has two girls. George himself has always spent summers in Maine and is looking forward to living there permanently.

1927 Secretary, George O. Cutter 618 Overhill Road Birmingham, Mich.

The Hudding Carters have given $10,000 to Tulane University to establish a library fund in memory of their youngest son, Thomas H. Carter. The contribution matches a similar amount given to Tulane by an anonymous donor for use by the Howard-Tilton Memorial Library. The total of $20,000 has established the Thomas Hennen Carter Memorial Fund, the largest single endowment in the Tulane library system.

Thomas was a freshman at Tulane when he died on April 27, 1964.

On April 12 Hudding inaugurated the Carlos McClatchy Memorial Lecture Series at Stanford University in California when he spoke on "The Tale of Two Cities." He told his classmates the attitudes and traditions concerning race relations in Greenville, Miss. (his town), and McComb, Miss.

On May 15 Don Webber gave the centennial address, "A Century of Preparation," as part of the 100th anniversary observance of the Congregational Church of Presque Isle.

1928 Secretary, William D. Alexander Middlesex School Concord, Mass.

Maurice Graves spent his customary winter vacation in Guadalajara, Mexico, with golf and photography as his primary interests.

Dick Thayer's middle daughter, Joan, will enter Wellesley College for Women in New Jersey in the fall.

Frank Walch's wife, Phyllis, was selected Brunswick's first child of the Year in May by the Knights of Columbus. The Walches have three children — Stephen, who will be a junior at the University of Maine in the fall; Dennis, who will be a senior at Brunswick High School; and Martha, who will be a sophomore at Brunswick High.

1929 Secretary, H. LeBrec Micouleau c/o General Motors Corporation 1775 Broadway New York, N. Y.

In the fall Ralph Edwards will become Professor of English at California State College, California, Pa.

Brewster Page has been re-elected Secretary-Treasurer of the Eastern Slopes Airport Authority, which it operates and the operation and maintenance of the Fryeburg Airport. He is an Oxford County Commissioner.

Phil Smith has been elected Treasurer of the Massachusetts Bankers Association.

1930 Secretary, H. Philip Chapman, Jr. 175 Pleasantview Avenue Longmeadow, Mass.
"From Victor Hugo to Jean Cocteau," an exhibition of 174 portraits of French writers of the 19th and 20th centuries, is on exhibit at the Art Gallery of the State University College at Paltz, N. Y., from May 28 to August 6. The works are from the collection of Artine Artime. They are in many media, including oils, watercolor, pen, and charcoal, and they represent a wide range of styles, such as realistic painting on porcelain, political caricature for periodicals, cartoons, and self-portraits.

Artine Artime is one of two French scholars of a hitherto unknown novel by J. K. Huysmans, a major 19th century writer. Entitled LA HAUT, it was published in April by the Franco-Belgian firm Casterman. Artime discovered the original manuscript several years ago in Paris.

Blanchard Bates had two daughters married in 1964. Leila was married to Professor Cevat Erder on September 2, and they are living in Ankara, Turkey. Barbara was married on October 30 to Frederick W. Marshall, Jr., and they are living in Boston.

Elias Thomas writes, "It would be appreciated if any member of 1931 who has ideas for the 35th Reunion would confer with me at 21 Orchard Street, Portland."

1932 Secretary, Harland E. Blanchard
1935 Washington Street
Camden

Gordon Knight is now First Vice President of the Connecticut Shore Bowdoin Club.

Jim Schoneveld has been elected President of the North American Life and Casualty Company, which he joined in 1947, when it had $28 million of life insurance in force. He has been Director of Agencies, Vice President, and Senior Vice President in charge of sales. North American now has more than $2.3 billion of insurance in force.

Don Stockman and his wife are now settled near Portland, Ore., after a 5,000-mile vacation trip through the southern part of the United States and Mexico. Their daughter, Deborah, was married in June to Norman Herbert of Ann Arbor, Mich.

The Stockman's new address is 17600 South Glennwood Court, Lake Oswego, Ore.

1933 Secretary, Richard M. Boyd
16 East Elm Street
Yarmouth

Doug Anello's son, Mike '65, was Senior Class Marshal at Bowdoin's 160th Commencement exercises on June 12.

Class Secretary Dick Boyd has been elected President of the Bowdoin Club of Portland.

After 20 years in Massfield, Ohio, Will Kline has moved to Columbus, Ohio, where he is National Sales Manager, Kitchen Cabinets, for Westinghouse. The Klines now live at 3075 Leeds Road, Columbus.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Dave Means, whose daughter, Miss Mary Jane Means (21), died on May 15 of injuries received on May 4, when she was struck by a car in Brewer.

Francis Russell has been awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship to complete his biography of President Warren G. Harding.

1934 Secretary, Very Rev. Gordon E. Gillett
3601 North North Street
Pooja, Ill.

Russ and Martha Dakin were chaperones at Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity for Ivy Weekend in May. Their son Robert is a member of the Class of 1967 at Bowdoin and a Deke. The Dakins live at 1 Riverton Street, Keene, N. H.

A. Scholfield and Gordon Gillett and his wife, Katherine, spent a month in England during April and May, attending the annual meeting of Deans of American Cathedrals at Coventry and then touring England for three weeks.

Axa O. Pike '61 joined Axa O. Pike 2nd and Son in the partnership of Axa O. Pike 2nd and Son in January of this year. This insurance agency was started as a family business by Axa O. Pike 2nd '07 in 1922.

Gardiner Pope is studying this summer at Colorado College in Colorado Springs under the John Hay Fellowship Program in the Humanities. The Pope's son, John '64, is teaching at Portland High School, and their daughter, Mrs. Carole Ann Wilcox, has made them grandparents with a baby girl named Meredith Chase.

For reasons of health Blake Tewksbury has retired as President of Lasell Junior College and is now living in Franconesta, N. H.

1935 Secretary, Paul E. Sullivan
2920 Paseo Del Mar
Palos Verdes Estates, Calif.

On April 23 Dan Barnes was the guest speaker at a joint meeting of the Las Vegas (Nev.) Advertising Club and the Las Vegas members of the National Association of Life Underwriters. He is Vice President of the Institute of Life Insurance.

In May Bob Breed reported, "Our son Jeff was accepted at both Harvard and M.I.T. at about the same time. Both Harvard and M.I.T. at about the same time. Our third grandchild was born. Jeff has selected Harvard. The new grandson ain't talking yet. Caryl and I would like to get back for my 30th, but we may have to stay around to help change you know what. The little boy is small enough so we are going to have in the way of athletic teams in 18 years or so, but he is healthy and enthusiastic. Hope we will be the same again by that time."

Gardiner '39 (left) and Hanley '39. (See facing page for note.)

William Conklin's son Bill '64 is on active duty in the Army; his son Hank is a student at St. Lawrence University; and his daughter, Cynthia, will be in the 10th grade at the Dansk Hall School in the fall.

Colonel Allan Mitchell has a new address at 920 General Stuart Drive, Virginia Beach, Va.

Andrew Rolfe of Chemical Company, specializing in the manufacture of pyrochemicals to stop air pollution. In October he will wind up a survey of vocational rehabilitation needs in the state of One is co-editor with two Directors for the Connecticut Board of Education, working for Dr. Leonard W. Mayo, Chairman of the President's Committee for the Mentally Retarded.

Andrew's address is 218 Paton Drive, Cheshire, Conn.

Stan Sargent was sorry to have to miss our 30th in June. He had to be at a convention in Denver, Colo., at that time and could not get out of it. He is planning to visit us in July. Stan's address continues to be 1953 Robiner Lane, Glenview, Ill.

Don Smith has a new address at 13840 Edge water Drive, Lakewood, Ohio.

1936 Secretary, Hubert S. Shaw
Admissions Office
Massachusetts Hall
Brunswick

At its spring dinner meeting the Connecticut Shore Bowdoin Club elected Paul Laidley its President and Alumni Club Member.

The Connecticut Shore Bowdoin Club has elected Phil Pearson its Secretary.

John Roberts is the new President of the York County Bowdoin Club.

Nancy J. Ross, the daughter of Maurice Ross, was one of 121 outstanding secondary school seniors named by President Lyndon Johnson on May 30 as Presidential Scholars of 1965. She was selected one of 121 named by the Johnsons at the White House on June 8.

In May John Shute wrote, "Daughter Gail, finishing her first year at Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons, plans a July wedding to Omer S. J. Williams of Greenfield, Indiana, Yale '62 and Yale Law School '65. "Daughter Lin, who graduates from Wellesley this June, is entered in Harvard School of Business Administration for the fall. Daughter Jane finished sophomore year at The Masters School, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., where she is in the Glee Club." Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Malcolm and Viola Whitman, whose son, Malcolm, Jr. (15), died by accident in Schenectady, N. Y., on May 18.

1937 Secretary, William S. Burton
1144 Union Commerce Building
Cleveland 14

After 13 years as District Manager in the Philadelphia area, Walter Baty has been transferred to the home office in Lansing, Mich., as General Sales Manager, Diamond T Division, White Motor Corporation. His new address is 3624 Waverly Hills Road, Lansing, Michigan. Bob Cotton has been elected a Corporate Vice President of the Continental Baking Company in Rye, N. Y. He is Vice President in charge of the Company's research laboratories.

With Continental since 1958, Bob is President of the American Association of Cereal Chemists, a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and Chairman of the American Bakers Association of Utah U. S. Department of Agriculture Joint Technical Liaison Committee. He is a member of the Industry Advisory Committee of the Nutrition Foundation and a Director of the Food and Container Institute for the Armed Forces. Dr. Paul Gilpatric has been elected Assistant Treasurer of the Massachusetts Dental Society.

Fred Goyton has completed a year's sabbatical and leave of absence from Trinity College, spent partly working for the Modern Language Association.
team that won the New York State championship last year.

Bob has been elected a Director of the Rochester Transit Corporation.

Bob Hooke’s daughter, Jodi, was crowned 1965 Ivy Queen at Bowdoin. She has completed her freshman year at Skidmore College.

1939 Secretary, John H. Rich, Jr. 2 Higashi Toriizaka Azabu, Minato-Ku
Tokyo, Japan

Luther Abbott is now a sales representative with the American Automobile Institute, for which Arthur Chapman does much of the legal work in Portland.

In 1963 Dr. Hasen, a son of the late President of the Yale Club of New Hampshire.

Lou Brummer reports that there are now six alumni in the Greenville-Spartanburg area of South Carolina and that one luncheon get-together has already been held. His address is Route 2, Pelham Road, Greenville.

On April 21 Paul Gardert was elected President of the Boston Boot and Shoe Club. He was Program Chairman for the annual banquet held that evening at the Hotel Somerset in Boston and introduced Dan Hailey, Bowdoin’s College Physician, who showed his movies of the Tokyo Olympics.

Bill Hart is currently Chairman of Action for Bridgeport Community Development, which is charged with developing a comprehensive human renewal effort for the Greater Bridgeport (Conn.) area.

Fred Waldron has been elected Vice President and Alumni Council Member for the Bowdoin Club of New Hampshire.

Jim Zarbock is Second Vice President of the Connecticut Shore Bowdoin Club and Chairman of the Club’s Prospective Students Committee.

1940 Secretary, Neal W. Allen, Jr. Department of History Union College Schenectady, N. Y.


Harry has been elected a Vice President of the Bank Officers’ Association in Boston.

Charles Brown has a son, Kendall, who will enter the Class of 1969 at Bowdoin in the fall. The Browns live at 135 Franklin Street in Bucksport.

Harry and Lurene Houston report the marriage of their oldest daughter, Tommi (University of Maine 1964), to Garrett Morrison (also Maine ’64) at Easter time. Tommi expects to teach in the fall in Columbia, S. C., where her husband will graduate work.

Paul Keeler is the new Northeast Regional Manager of the Raytheon Company’s Missile Systems Division at the Flight Test Facility, White Sands Missile Range, N. M. At the end of May he moved back to New Hampshire, where his address is Box 22, East Derry. Art hopes to get back to the campus now and attend some Bowdoin functions.

Phil Morgan has been elected to the Board of Directors of the Financial Executives Institute. He is Executive Vice President and Treasurer of the Continental Screw Company.

The Bowdoin Club of New Hampshire has re-elected Dutch Morse as Secretary-Treasurer.

Bunt Wyman has a new address at 165 East 35th Street, Apartment 9-B, New York City.

Ed Stetson has been re-elected Alumni Council Member for the Bowdoin Club of Washington.

1942 Secretary, John L. Baxter, Jr. 19 Laury Street Pittsfield

On August 1 the Snow Flake Canning Company will merge with Lamb-Weston, Inc., of Portland, Ore. Snow Flake will be operated as a separate corporation, with Class Secretary Jack Baxter as President and General Manager. He will be a member of the Lamb-Weston Board of Directors.

The joint operation, with plants in Maine, Idaho, and Canada, is expected to process approximately 300 million pounds of potatoes annually into frozen potato products and dehydrated potato flakes, making it the third largest processor of raw potatoes in the country.

The Art Benoist’s daughter Andree was graduated in June from Falmouth High School and will enter Wheelock College in Boston this fall.

Dan Drummond and Paul Wescott have withdrawn as Member and Associate of Drummond and Drummond and formed the firm of Drummond and Wescott for the general practice of law at 465 Congress Street in Portland.

Dick Gardner took an official trip in the spring to Portugal and Spain. He has been elected to a three-year term as a member of the Board of Trustees of All Souls Unitarian Church in Washington, D. C., where his address is 924 25th Street, N.W., Apartment 706.

Bob Hewes has resigned as Director of the Office of Institutional Studies at Massachusetts Institute of Technology to become Dean of Students at the University of Connecticut. He had been at M.I.T. since 1948.

In recent years Bob has consulted with numerous high schools, colleges, and universities on data processing, data system, student scheduling, and related problems involving students and faculty.

Art Link has been working with the Raytheon Company’s Missile Systems Division at the Flight Test Facility, White Sands Missile Range, N. M. At the end of May he moved back to New Hampshire, where his address is Box 22, East Derry. Art hopes to get back to the campus now and attend some Bowdoin functions.

Phil Morgan has been elected to the Board of Directors of the Financial Executives Institute. He is Executive Vice President and Treasurer of the Continental Screw Company.

Bunt Wyman has a new address at 165 East 35th Street, Apartment 9-B, New York City.

Milton M. Gordon ’39, Professor of Sociology at the University of Massachusetts, receives medal denoting the National Mass Media Brotherhood Award of the National Conference of Christians and Jews for his book “Articulation in American Life,” from Lewis Webster Jones, President of the NCCJ, at a luncheon at the Plaza Hotel in New York City on May 21. Professor Gordon is at the right.

In 1964 his oldest son, Fred, was graduated from Bridgton Academy in June and will enter the University of Maine’s new College of Business Administration in the fall.

1938 Secretary, Andrew H. Cox 50 Federal Street Boston, Mass.

Francis Bilodeau was recently appointed by the Indiana Sesquicentennial Commission to serve on the Advisory Committee to select the Sesquicentennial medallion. He spent the past two summers in Greece and Italy and last year went to Egypt too. This summer it is Greece and Sicily.

For the past four years Fran has served as Director of the Sheldonume Art Gallery in Terre Haute, Ind. His address is 525 South 6th Street, Terre Haute.

Jim Card’s daughter Elizabeth was married last September to C. Richard Lynham of Baltimore, Md., a second lieutenant in the Army.

Bob Clarke’s law firm has merged with another one and is now known as Woods, Oviatt, Gillman, Sturman, and Clarke, 44 Exchange Street, Rochester, N. Y. Bob continues to be Secretary-Treasurer of the Rochester Americans, who won the Calder Cup this year, emblematic of the minor league hockey championship of Canada and the United States. He has a son who played for the Prewee hockey
is a nine-member national committee of high level planning. Represented on it are MLA, NCTE, CCC, ADE (Association of Departments of English), CEA, and the English Coordinator of the U. S. Office of Education. When the nine men gathered on May 1 at our place in Fort Washington, Md., as a follow up to the organization meeting in Tempe, Ariz., last February, two of the nine were Bowdoin men — Fred Gwynn and I.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Ralph Strachan, whose mother, Mrs. Ethel L. Strachan, died on May 26.

1945 Secretary, Thomas R. Hulett, M.D. 54 Belcrest Road West Hartford, 7, Conn.

Dean Cushing’s son, Michael, was honored as the top scholar-athlete at St. John’s Prep School in Danvers, Mass., in May.

Bob de Sherburn has moved back to New Jersey, where his address is 64 Fuller Avenue, Chatham.

Bill MacIntyre served as Commencement Marshal at Bowdoin’s 160th Commencement on June 12.

Dave Ross is manager of a study group for the Bunker-Ramo Corporation. Since last November he has been located in Stuttgart, West Germany. His address is DA CCIS 70, BSG, APO New York 09046.

1946 The York County Bowdoin Club has elected Laurence Staples as Vice President.

1947 Secretary, Kenneth M. Schubert 96 Maxwell Avenue Geneva, N.Y.

Jack Caldwell is the new President of the Bowdoin Club of Brunswick and Bath.

Shepard Lee attended a series of meetings in Washington, D.C., from May 23 to May 26 as the Maine representative on the Small Business Administration’s National Advisory Council. He was a member of the nominating committee to pick the small-businessman it would support with a seven-year term, as chairman of the council’s Small Business Committee.

Shep is the Alumni Council Member for the Anamoscoogan County Bowdoin Club.

On July 1 Widgery Thomas became President of the Canal National Bank, succeeding his father, Widgery Thomas, Sr. ’22, who joined the canal staff in 1958 as Vice President after having been Vice President in Charge of Sales and Development for the Portland Company for ten years. He is a Trustee of Westminster Junior College, a Director of the Maine Fidelity Life Insurance Company, a member of the Committee on Federal Reserve Bank Directors, and a member of the Greater Portland Chamber of Commerce’s Waterfront Task Force.

Widge is also a Corporator of the Maine Savings Bank and the Maine Medical Center, Clerk of the Vestry at Trinity Episcopal Church, a Director and member of the Executive Committee of the Pine Tree Council of the Boy Scouts of America, and President of Portland Little League Two.

1948 Secretary, C. Cabot Easton 15 Shawshee Avenue Sanford

John Alexander continues to be Minister of the First Congregational Church in Marshfield, Iowa. He was recently elected President of the Marshalltown Ministerial Alliance and is also serving as Interim President of the Marshalltown County Council of Churches, presently in the process of formation. Last summer John and his wife, Donna, were leaders of a youth pilgrimage to Greece sponsored by the National Association of Congregational Churches.

The Alexanders’ address is 1003 West Main Street, Marshfield.

Jim Burgess has been elected Vice President for Sales by the Patriot Life Insurance Company. He is directing Patriot’s Sales and Marketing Divisions, with primary emphasis on expansion plans during the next two years. Patriot is a subsidiary of C.I.T. Financial Corporation.

For some years Jim had been associated with the John Hancock Life Insurance Company. He and his wife and their four children live at 55 Hawthorn Place, Briarcliff Manor, N.Y.

Bill Charles wrote in May, “I have just joined
1949 Secretary, Ira Pitcher
RD 2
Turner
Walter Filer is the owner of the Yarmouth Insurance Agency. His address is 9 Church Street, Yarmouth.

Janie and Paul Hennessey and their children live at 37 College Road in Burlington, Mass. Paul is helping the Burlington Historical Society restore a one room school built in 1807, and Janie has been President of the Burlington Garden Club. Paul continues to teach at Lexington (Mass.) High School.

Bill Ireland has been elected a member of the Executive Council of the Massachusetts Bankers Association, to serve until 1968.

Roger Kenvin is teaching this year at Isabella Thoburn College in Lucknow, India.

John Love is now in the African country of Ghana, with his wife and their three sons, at the Training Director for a 115,000-ton-year aluminum reduction plant being built by Kaiser Aluminum, with which he had had a similar position in Oakland, Calif., for some years. The Loves expect to be in Ghana for three to five years. Their address is c/o Valeo, P.O. Box 1117, Accra, Ghana.

Phip Young has been appointed Executive Officer of the Yale University School of Music. He had been Director of Instrumental Music and Chairman of the Music Department at the Taft School in Watertown, Conn.

Phip is the editor of A History of the Bech Flute in America. It will be published in September, and is preparing a book-length manuscript on early American wind instruments and their makers.

1950 Secretary, Richard A. Morrell
2 Breenan Road
Brunswick

Bill Barron was one of the six scientists from the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories at Bedford, Mass., who took part in a May 30th eclipse expedition over the South Pacific. Bill set up his equipment on Hervey Island in the Cook Island group. His goal was to listen to some of the radio waves from the sun in the very low frequency — 6 to 26 cycle — range.

Tom Chapman is now in Ward 6 West, U. S. Veterans Administration Hospital, 800 Irving Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y. In a recent letter he wrote, "I'm very sorry to be missing the 15th Reunion in June. Remember me to everyone when you see them. I've been here since February and right now am taking about four hours of classes each day. Beside this, when do you get therapy, I have corrective and physical therapy." Tom would enjoy hearing from classmates and other Bowdoin friends.

Tom Macomber has completed a term as President and is now Alumni Council Member for the Kennebec Valley Bowdoin Club.

John Mitchell has been elected First Vice President of the Bowdoin Club of Portland.

John Root plans to take his family to Europe for a sabbatical year of study and travel, making Dornach, Switzerland, a base of operations. His permanent address is 34-49 T Street, Jackson Heights, N.Y.

Don Snyder reported in May, "Roddy and I adopted a little boy in April — David Bradshaw — age three months." The Sydners live at 123 River Road, Topsfield, Mass.

On May 24 Ray Troubh was one of the speakers at a special meeting of the Supreme Court Bar in Washington, D.C., when resolutions honoring the late Justice Harold H. Burton '69 were adopted. Other speakers were Dean Erwin N. Griswold of Harvard Law School, Chief Justice Kingsley A. Taft of the Ohio Supreme Court, and former Representative Robert T. Hale '10 (R-Maine).

1951 Secretary, Captain Louis J. Sirey
873 APO 239
San Francisco, Calif.

Al Baker has left the Philadelphia Inquirer to become Advertising Sales Manager of the Philadelphia Daily News. He had been with the Inquirer since 1966.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Jim Goddard, whose mother, Mrs. Marion Lake Goddard, died on May 18.

Jon Land has been elected Vice President of the Kennebec Valley Bowdoin Club.

Ed McCluskey is the author of Introduction to the Theory of Switching Circuits, a basic theoretical introduction to the field of digital systems. He is Professor of Electrical Engineering and Director of the University Computer Center at Princeton University.

Prescott Pardee has been re-elected Vice President of the Bowdoin Club of Washington.

Joyce and Edward Rogers report the birth of their fifth child, Andrea Marie Rogers, on April 30.

On June 6 Owen Stearn received his Ph.D. degree in history at the University of Rochester in New York.

1952 Secretary, Adrian L. Asherman
23 Cherry Hill Drive
Waterville

Herbert Andrews reports the acquisition, in the following order, of "(1) a daughter, Elizabeth Charis Andrews, adopted at the age of four months in February, 1964; (2) a Ph.D.; (3) a promotion to Associate Professor; and (4) an ark of a house at Avenue Baltimore, Md., which — so far — has a permanent guest room."

Bill Boucher reports, "Still with American Mutual in Wakefield, Mass., as Manager of Group Health and Life Underwriting, and for the past year have served on the Executive Board of the Massachusetts Life Underwriting Association, where I had the pleasure of meeting Fred Perkins '25 for the first time." Bill's address is 26 Riverina Road, Andover, Mass.

John Davis has completed his second year at Smith College in Northampton, Mass., where he was recently promoted to the rank of Assistant Professor of Zoology. He and Eleanor and their two children, Peter (8) and Susan (6), are spending their third consecutive summer in Brunswick, since John is once again a member of the teaching staff of the National Science Foundation Institute in Marine Biology.

John Morrell is still doing a fair amount of traveling for the State Street Bank and Trust Company in Boston, including five months overseas out of the last 17 on three separate trips. He is looking forward to more frequent visits to Brunswick and Bowdoin this year at the Boston Bowdoin Club's Alumni Council representative.

Dr. John Papapantou has resigned from the staff of the Fineland Hospital and Training Center in Maine to become Associate Professor of Special Education at the University of the Connecticut. He had worked at Fineland since 1953.

Roger Sullivan has been promoted to Class 4 in the U. S. Foreign Service, which he joined in 1955. Since then he has been stationed at the Consulate in Nagoya, Japan; at the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs in the Department of State; and at the Embassy Language School at Taichung, Republic of China.

Roger, who speaks Chinese Mandarin, is serving presently as Political Officer for the Consulate General at Singapore. He and Marguerite have five children: Catherine (10), born in Boston; Michael (7), born in Nagoya; Elizabeth (6), born in Nagoya; Peter (4), born in Washington, D. C.; and Marie (2), born in Taichung.

Roger Welch is now President of the Kennebec Valley Bowdoin Club.
1953 Secretary, Albert C. K. Chun-Hoon, M.D.
4905 Evergreen Street
Belair, Texas

Edward Brett is presently Deputy Representative (for Europe) of the Irving Trust Company and makes his home in Paris, France.

Jay Caron has been re-elected Secretary-Treasurer of the Bowdoin Club of Washington.

John Day has been promoted to Class 4 in the Foreign Service of the United States, which he entered in 1955. He has been stationed in Naples, The Hague, and Washington, D.C., and is now serving as Political Officer, Second Secretary, at the American Embassy in Athens, Greece.

John and Susan have three children: Sydney (10), Mark (7), and Christina (2).

The Bob Forsbergs announce the arrival of Krist

June 29

T. F. McKone, and his wife have two children, David (who will be one year old in September) and Susan (3). His address is 61 Washington Street, Westwood, Mass.

Charles Hildreth has been elected President of the Emery-Waterhouse Company in Portland. He is a member of the Executive Committee of the National Wholesale Hardware Association and the Executive Committee of Liberty Distributors, Inc., to which Emery-Waterhouse belongs.

Charlie is the Second Vice President of the Bowdoin Club of Portland.

Pete Mundy is now Treasurer of the Connecticut Shore Bowdoin Club.

Dave Osgood has completed a term as President of the Bowdoin Club of Portland and is now its Representative Member on the Alumni Council.

Gary D. Nash has been appointed Manager of Service Sales for Haughton Elevator Company in Toledo, Ohio. He reports, ‘I enjoy the work tremendously, but we do miss the New England scene and the old times. Two boys manage to fill our leisure moments with activity.’

Corby’s address is 3135 Hopewell Place, Toledo 6.

1954 Secretary, Horace A. Hildreth, Jr.
Pierce, Atwood, Scribner, Allen & McKusick
465 Congress Street
Portland 5.

Bill Fraser, the Principal of Winslow High School in Maine, has been elected Secretary of the Kennebec Valley Bowdoin Club and Vice President of the Kennebec Valley Athletic Conference. His son, Billy (6), has his eye on the Class of 1983 at Bowdoin.

Mood Friedlander has been appointed head of the English Department at the Northwood School in Lake Placid, N.Y., effective in September.

Bob Hazzard has been elected Assistant Secretary-Treasurer of the Bowdoin Club of Portland.

Skip Howard is the new President of the Bowdoin Club of New Hampshire.

Ernest Johnson has completed a term as President of the Alumni Association of Bangor Theological Seminary and has been elected Alumni Advisor to the Board of Trustees.

On June 1 Dee McKinney left his position as Professor and Chairman of the Department of Political Science at Southern University in Louisiana to become an Executive Associate at Education and World Affairs, 525 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Ken McElroy is employed by the Nimrod Press, Inc., of Boston as a salesman (lithography and creative art and design). He and Kim and their children, Gayle Ann and Kenneth, Jr., live at 9 Nahamset Street, Nahamset, Mass.

Charlie Randlett continues to be Chairman of the monthly luncheon meetings of the Bowdoin Club of Portland.

Jerry Solomon has been elected a member in the firm of Harriss, Kerr, Foster, and Company, C.P.A.’s. His address is 39 Robert Road, Marblehead, Mass.

Edward Speier has been awarded a special summer research grant by Bradford Junior College, where he has taught Spanish for the past two years. He is visiting Mexico to acquire first-hand knowledge of that country in preparation for a seminar on it which he will conduct at Bradford this coming year.

1955 Secretary, Lloyd O. Bishop
Department of Modern Languages
Wilmington College
Wilmington, N. C.

Hal Anthony served as Alumni Marshal for the Commencement exercises at the College on June 12.

Roland DiCicco is the new Assistant Treasurer of the Connecticut Shore Bowdoin Club.

Peter Pirnie has been appointed Assistant Treasurer of the Chase Manhattan Bank of New York.

Skip Pratt reports, ‘New York City address is 530 East 85th Street. Anne and have two children — Alison (3½) and Andrew (2½). I am associated with Morgan Stanley and Company, an investment banking firm, in New York.’

Don Buxy has been appointed Executive Director of the Auburn-Lewiston United Fund. He and Connie and their four children live at 573 Main Street in Lewiston.

Jim Sacco is now Secretary-Treasurer of the Androscoggin County Bowdoin Club.

Chet Towne wrote in May, ‘Am busy preparing to open a new elementary school in September. I am responsible for equipping and staffing the new building, of which I will be Principal. I am continuing graduate studies and expect to receive a Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in Educational Administration from Harvard in June.’

Phil Trussell has recently changed positions and is now with Cabot, Cabot, and Forbes Company as Project Manager for its latest commercial building in Technology Square in Cambridge, Mass. He writes, ‘Drop me a line if you are interested in some space adjacent to the proposed NASA Electronics Research Center.’ Phil’s address is 841 Webster Street, Needham, Mass.

Curt Webber is the President of the Androscoggin County Bowdoin Club.

1956 Secretary, Paul G. Kirby
345 Brookline Street
Needham, Mass.

David Holmes, who has been in the Department of Music at Hollins College for the past three years, became one of the Deans of that institution on July 1. He is associated with the Dean of the Faculty.

In June John MacKay was graduated from Rutgers University Law School. In September he will start as Law Secretary to Chief Justice Weintraub of the New Jersey Supreme Court.

The MacKays have a son, Scott, who is three years old, and expect another child in September.

Their address is 70 Hilside Avenue, Nutley, N. J.

Phil Mstrom is with the Justice Department. His address is 22444 Gary Lane, St. Clair Shores, Mich.

Pete Rigby reported in May, ‘The five Righis arrived in Hawaii in early April — transferred from Texas. Hawaii is all they say it is — a garden paradise. Although not in a house yet, we will be shortly and will welcome visitors. Our address is 2299 Kaapapa Street, Honolulu.’

John Shepard has started a phonograph record mail order service named The Complete Meatl at 42 Creighton Street, Cambridge, Mass. In May he reported, ‘I am about to open La Discolouette Nicole, a dancing and wine specialty club in Harvard Square.’

1957 Secretary, John C. Finn
5 Palmer Road
Beverly, Mass.

The new Vice President of the Androscoggin County Bowdoin Club is Charles Abbott.

In January Dick Armstrong moved to 63 Sumit Road, Riverside, Conn. He is still in the advertising business, connected with Needham, Harper, and Steers in New York, and is presently working in its Bristol-Myers products division as an account executive. Dick hopes to get to up to Brunswick this summer.

Jane and George Davis report the arrival of a son, George Thomas Davis, III, on May 5.

Bob DeLucia has been doing further graduate work in mathematics at New Mexico State University. He and Jean and Jon and Beth returned to NASA’s Wallops Station in Virginia for the summer.

Bob Estes will be teaching on a half-time basis next year at the University High School, which is an experimental school for the University of Michigan. He will also continue his graduate work. Bob’s address is 1551 41st Road, Darien, Conn.

Edward Fisk is working in Paterson, N. J., as a Public Health Advisor. By the end of the year he will have been transferred — destination unknown. He and Helene and their sons, Robert and Edward, live at 52 Colonial Road, Midland Park, N. J.

Bob Johnson is a chemist with Arnold Bakers, Inc., in Greenvich, Conn. He is a member of the Greenwich YMCA Club and president of the Westchester Philharmonic Choral Society and the Trouper’s Light Opera Company. In May he appeared in four productions of Can-Can, presented by the North Country Players, and did his wife, Beverly, the Army Captain Ed Langbein has been transferred to Fort Dix, N. J., where his address is 3rd Training Regiment.

In May Donna Randall wrote, ‘Carollee, pet cat Samantha, and I recently moved into new home in Yardley, Pa., at 42 Manor Lane North. I am still in administrative management with Procter and Gamble in Camden, N. J.,’

Dave Webster passed the Massachusetts Bar Exams of December, 1964, and was admitted to the Bar in May. His address is 16 Nevada Road, Needham, Mass.

1958 Secretary, John D. Wheaton
30 Sutton Place
Lewiston

In May Jim Birkett wrote, ‘Sarah, Ben, John, and I are still in Concord, Mass. My work at Arthur D. Little, Inc., is going well, with many interesting problems. Mostly batteries and fuel cells, with a bit of physics to keep the monophogy on the side.’

Ted Gibbons is Secretary-Treasurer of the Bowdoin Club of Portland.

In May Harmon Smith reported, ‘Mike has happened since my last note. Last summer I married a Virginian (Roanoke), Donna Carol Stone, who was employed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratories. On March 22 we had a son, Harmon, Jr., who has brought great joy to us. In June I will leave the Institute and enter the Dental School.

BOWDOIN ALUMNUS
of the University of Tennessee in Memphis. This has been and will continue to be a busy year."

1959 Secretary, Dr. Brendan J. Teeling 5 Larchmont Road Salem, Mass.

Jim Carnathan received his Ph.D. from Brown University in June, got out of the Army in July, and will join the Bowdoin Psychology Department in September.

Dr. Gerald Evans wrote in May, "When I received the 1964 Alumni Directory, I found that Ed Fillback '60 lives a few blocks from me. Soon thereafter we had a small Bowdoin reunion between us, exchanging warm memories." Gerald's address is 135 Parkway Drive, Syracuse, N. Y.

Dick Fogg has left the Procter and Gamble Company in Cincinnati to accept a position with Gulf, Bascomb, and Bondi, Inc., 222 Columbus Avenue, San Francisco, Calif. He is an account executive on the Forest Moises, with particular responsibility for the development and testing of new products.

Dr. Steve Frager is in his second year of a surgical residency at the Boston City Hospital. Captain Stuart Goldberg has been transferred from Fort Ord, Calif., to Bayreuth, Germany, where he and his family are living at Cosima Wagner-strasse, 29. Stuart has charge of a three-chair dental clinic and hopes to do much traveling while in Germany. He would enjoy hearing from any Bowdoin men in the area. His mailing address is 67th Medical Detachment (Dental Service), U. S. Army Dental Clinic Bindlach, APO New York 09411.

Bob Grora is employed by the Film Division of the Olin Matheson Corporation as Mid-Atlantic Regional Consultant. Still single, he lives at 100 North Roberts Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Lew Kresch is spending the summer working for Socony Mobil in Vienna, Austria. In the fall he will return to Boston for his final year at Harvard Business School.

Lt. Don Peuples is Research Officer on the USS Liberty (AGTR-5), FPO New York 09501.

1960 Secretary, Richard H. Downes General Theological Seminary 175 Ninth Avenue New York, N. Y. 10011

Ed Bean has received a U. S. Government grant to study in Paris, France, for the 1965-66 academic year. He will leave this country late in September.

Jon and Damaris Brightman have moved to 364 Franklin Court, Worthington, Ohio.

Al Butchman's wife, Gill, is working on her master's degree at Boston University, with one more year to go. He reported in May, "We will be in Boston for next year; after that we hope to get on the go again. Our address is 193 Kelton Street, Boston."

George and Carol Dean announce the birth of a daughter, Elizabeth Anne, on February 1. George received his M.S. in electrical engineering from Columbia University in June of 1962, completed two years in the Army in March of this year, and is now back with the New York Telephone Company's Engineering Department. His address is 100 South Main Street, Freeport, N. Y.

Class Secretary Dick Downes is doing clinical training this summer at Worcester (Mass.) State Hospital. In the fall he will return to the General Theological Seminary in New York City for his second year.

George Entin got out of the Navy in May of 1964 and is a dealer-salesman with the Humble Oil Company in the Albany district. He and Meredith and their two children, J. Scott (2) and Todd Peter (6 months), live at 11 Arnold Avenue, Amsterdam, N. Y.

John Gould has joined the staff of Creative Associates in Portland. He had been Treasurer of the Enterprise Publishing Corporation in Lisbon Falls and Advertising Manager of the three weekly newspapers which it published. The Board of Directors discontinued publication of all editions earlier this year.

Ellen and John have one child, William.

In May Dixie Griffin wrote, "The past months at the National Shavingum have proven to be a pleasant experience. We are enjoying the reunion with many old Bowdoin friends in the Boston area. Hoping to see several Betas as well as others at the 5th Reunion." The Griffin's address is 62 Colborne Street, Dedham, Mass.

In May Mike Iwanowicz wrote, "October 29, 1964, was the delivery date for Matthew Anthony Iwanowicz. I am now attempting to become an efficient provider, working as a Senior Programmer/Analyst for Philco-Ford and Company in Arlington, Mass. Our home address is 23 Avon Road, Norwood, Mass."

Dr. Mel Levine is a surgical resident in Hanover, N. H., where he and Toby are living at 45 Rivercrest, Lyme Road. He plans a career in orthopedic surgery at the Lahey Clinic. The Levines have a daughter, Beth Ellen, their second child, born on May 26 in Beverly, Mass.

Duncan Oliver will teach history this coming year at Oliver Ames High School in Easton, Mass., following his release from active duty in the Army.

Captain Bill Riley wrote in May, "Pat and I are stationed in Wurzburg, Germany, with a HAWK missile battalion. We have two boys, David and Tom, and Pat is expecting a third child in July. The duty is demanding but enjoyable, and we can't wait to get leave time for travel to Paris and so forth." Bill's address is 4th Missile Battalion, 52nd Artillery, APO New York 09501.

Peter Sheldon is Assistant to the Manager of Hochmetals Corporation, C.P.O.B. 1393, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

The Bowdoin Club of Washington has re-elected Pete Smith Treasurer.

Joyce and Bob Spencer moved into a new home at 172 Nachaug Drive, Glastonbury, Conn., last November. "We really enjoy country living. If you're in the Hartford area, please look us up."

In May John Trump wrote, "I've been offered a summer job in Berlin, and it looks as if I'll be there again this summer. I have to leave on June 5, so I'll have to miss the Reunion at Commencement. John's address is 9 Cambridge Street, Winchester, Mass.

1961 Secretary, Lawrence C. Bickford Apartment 2A 164 Ravine Avenue Yonkers, N. Y.

On May 22 Dave Carlisle was married to Miss Susan Aldrich of Brookline, Mass., a graduate of Pembroke College. She is employed by Educators Publishing Service in Cambridge, Mass., and Dave is with the State Street Bank and Trust Company of Boston.

Brindy Carter was graduated from Stetson College of Law in St. Petersburg, Fla., in January of 1963, studied admiralty law at the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies at the University of London, and is now practicing law in Deland, Fla., where his address is Box 146. A note from him early in June said, "Frank Schmit is presently the clinical psychologist at Fresno State College, Fresno, Calif."

Mickey Coughlin has been appointed Test Consultant for New England with the firm of Readak, Inc., of New York, which provides educational and developmental reading programs on the high school and preparatory school level. As a result of a promotional campaign in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, Mickey will be located in Boston.

Jack Cummings is with the Insurance Company of North America in Los Angeles, Calif., where he has an apartment at 13160 Iowa Avenue, #2. In August he will go to Philadelphia to attend a special course for four months.

Rick Del Prete has moved back to Framingham, Mass., where his address is 57 Lawrence Street.

On April 24 Dick Leeman was married to Miss Nancy Elliott of Framingham, Mass., who attended Northeastern University and the Faulkner Hospital School of X-Ray Technology. She is an x-ray technician at the Newton-Wellesley Hospital, and Dick is an underwriter for the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company in Boston. They are living at 530 Worchester Road, Framingham.

In May Dave McLeam reported, "Recently returned from a winter vacation Windjammer sailing cruise around the Bahamas. On returning, I found that my newspaper, the Winchester (Mass.) Star, had won two New England Press Association awards: Community Service Award and Best (Editorial Illustration) Photo Feature Award."

"I enjoyed participating in the 1965 Bowdoin Campus Career Conference on a journalism panel with some fellow alumni in the same field."

Dave is Editor-in-Chief of the Star. His address is 20 Seneca Road, Winchester.

Asa Pike of Fryeburg has been elected to the Executive Committee of the Eastern Slopes Airport Authority, which is responsible for the operation and maintenance of the Fryeburg Airport.

Joel Sherman has passed the Massachusetts Bar Exam, and, following completion of a 20-month tour of duty with the Army at Fort Dix, N. J., in May, is practicing law in Lynn, Mass.

On May 8 Dick Thalheimer was married to Miss Polly M. Merritt of West Hartford, Conn., a graduate of Wilcon College in Charlestown, Pa. Dick is with the Connecticut General Life Insurance Company, and they are living at 14 Lakeshore Drive, Farmington, Conn.
Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Pete Hepburn, whose father, Dr. James P. Hepburn, ‘38, died on May 5.

In June Skip Magee graduated from Rutgers University Law School. In September he will become a law secretary (a judicial clerkship) to New Jersey Superior Court Judge Leonard — a one-year appointment.

In September the Bob Mallers will move back to New Haven, Conn., where their address will be 409 Prospect Street. They have been in Tulare, S. D., for the past year.

On June 11 the O’Malley’s graduated from the University of Chicago Law School, where he played as a regular on the rugby team.

Steve Piper is studying this summer in a National Science Foundation Algebra Institute at Bowdoin. In the fall his address will be 28-F Escondido Village, Stanford, Calif.

Bob Priestly is a first lieutenant in the Army. His address is Transportation Office, U. S. Army Garrison, Fort Dix, N. J.

Albert Silson will teach Latin at Cape Elizabeth High School next year. His home address will be 65 Terrey Street, Portland.

Alan Titus has completed his Army duty and is now a first lieutenant in the Reserve. He is working for the Du Pont Company at its offices in the Empire State Building, where he is studying marketing with the Synthetic Fiber Division. Tom Holland works in the same office with him, and they share an apartment at 345 East 81st Street, Apartment 5-E, New York, N. Y.

1963 Secretary, Charles J. Micouleau 210 Bedford Road Pleasantville, N. Y.

On April 9 Richard Beal was commissioned an Ensign in the Navy, following graduation from the U. S. Naval Officer Candidate School at Newport, R. I. He is stationed in the USS Vallo (MSO 472), operating out of Panama City, Fla.

In May Dick Burghout reported, “I am still doing graduate work at the Netherlands School of Economics and hope to obtain my master’s degree in 1966. This summer I will spending working on a traineeship with the Irving Trust Company on Wall Street, and I hope to meet many Bowdoin friends. Of course, I will go up to Maine to revisit the campus, where as a Bowdoin Plan student I spent such a wonderful time. My address in New York will be 534 East 84th Street, New York, N. Y.”

Dirk’s address in The Netherlands is Eemseweg 98, Laren (n.h.).

Jon Glazer is working for the Peace Corps in Nepal. Burton Haggett is spending 10 weeks this summer as a predoctoral fellow at the Jackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor. He has completed two years of graduate work at the University of Maine.

On April 6 Army 2nd Lt. Fred Knudsen was graduated from the Armor Officer Basic Course at Fort Knox, Ky.

Bill Lannon is engaged to Miss Ritty Burchfield of Norwood, Mass. She is a senior at the University of Maine, where she is majoring in theater arts. He is doing graduate work in English at the University of Connecticut.

John Meade is engaged to Miss Karen E. Rienert of Manchester, N. H., a student at the University of New Hampshire.

In September Ed Spalding will join the faculty at Brunswick High School, where he will teach history and English. He had been teaching at the McMarten School in Waterville, Conn.

Army Private Bob Sweeney is stationed at Fort Campbell, Ky., with the 101st Airborne Division.

1964 Secretary, David W. Fiiks 40 Leslie Road Auburndale, Mass.

Dennis Bricker received two bachelor’s degrees in June, under the Bowdoin-Columbia Combined Program in Engineering. On June 1 Columbia awarded him a B.S. degree in nuclear engineering, and on June 12 he received his Bowdoin A.B. On May 10 Army 2nd Lt. Bill Conklin completed the Officer Basic Course at the Adjutant General School, Fort Benningarrison, Indianapolis, Ind.

Frank Drigcas is working for six months as an administrative assistant to the Town Manager of Enfield, Conn. He assumed his new duties on June 7, after completing his studies for a master’s degree at the University of Pennsylvania. At the end of the six-month period, the town manager will evaluate Frank’s performance, and he may be hired as a permanent assistant to the manager.

Frank’s address is Orbit Drive, Enfield.

In May Pete Fenton reported, “I am new to the University of Michigan while singing with the Brunswick SPEBSQSA (Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barbershop Quartet Singing in America) for four years as an undergraduate.”

44 and Charlie Janson-LaPalm “55 also sing in the Brunswick Chapter.”

Class Secretary Dave Fitts is engaged to Miss Elizabeth P. Poor of Marblehead, Mass., a student at Marjorie Webster Junior College in Washington, D. C., and the sister of Art Poor. Dave is attending Boston University Law School.

In September Dave Hancock will join the faculty at Oxford High School, where he will teach business and shop mathematics.

Bobby Hooke’s sister, Jodi, a student at Skidmore College, was crowned Ivy Queen at Bowdoin on May 14.

In May Bill Horton wrote, “I am continuing my first year at the University of Chicago Law School. Elected to Law Student Association. Plan to work this summer for Mr. Robert Paul 45, President of Alpha Epsilon Pi, Inc., in Blue Island, Ill. Wife, Linda, will tutor. Bowdoin Club of Chicago has been a wonderful contact and source of help. Married life is wonderful.” Bill’s address is 5220 South Kedron Avenue, Apartment 404, Chicago 15.

William Kasschub is with the Peace Corps in Afghanistan.

Dave Rawson is working for his master’s degree at the Boston University School of Public Communication, specializing in television broadcasting.

In May Pete Small wrote, “I am down here in Yorke, Va., in the Coast Guard Officer Candidate School, with Dave Mechem and Don Mandal, and all the other kids from last year and several who have been sent to Vietnam.”

Ken Smith is doing graduate work and teaching Freshman English at the University of Connecticut, where he will probably stay for another three years. He reported in May, “After watching the plans for Bowdoin’s building program mature slowly during the past weeks and then who knows what? As you may have heard, some 200 members of the Coast Guard have been sent to Vietnam.”

Ken’s address is 862 Merwins Lane, Fairfield, Conn.

On April 30 Army 2nd Lt. Pete Stonebraker completed the military intelligence officer orientation course at Fort Holabird, Md.

1965 Secretary, James C. Rosenfield 41 Niblick Street Needham, Mass.

In September Craig Whitman will join the faculty at Brunswick High School, where he will teach German and English.

Graduate

1964 Walbeck Malinville will become Assistant Professor of Mathematics at the University of Maine in Portland, effective this September. During the past year he worked at Bowling Green State University in Ohio, toward a Specialist Degree in Education, with a major in mathematics, under a grant from the National Science Foundation. The program is called for short “the sixth year Academic Year Institute.”

Medical School

1913 In May Dr. Harold Arey of Gardner, Mass., received a 50-year badge at the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Medical Society. He has practiced general medicine in Gardner for more than 30 years but has always maintained a special interest in psychiatry.

1915 In May Dr. Frank Collins and Dr. Burleigh Mansfield, both of Ipswich, Mass., received 50-year service badges at the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Medical Society. Dr. Mansfield has given up most of his practice in recent years. Dr. Collins retired in June after some 25 years as school physician, but he continues to be a member of the Board of Health in Ipswich and to carry on a general practice of medicine.

Honorary

1952 Maine Senator Margaret Chase Smith has been named to the Women’s Hall of Fame at the New York World’s Fair. Ten living and ten deceased American women of the 20th century were selected for this honor.

1961 In June John Newell of Bath received an honorary degree of laws degree from Nasson College in Springvale.

Faculty and Staff

On April 18 Coach Charles Butts was married to Miss Patricia C. McCallum of Stoneham, Mass., a graduate of Salem (Mass.) State College in 1963 and a teacher in Reading, Mass. They are living in Harpswell.

Mount Union Bookstore Manager Almoza Leclere, Bursar Thomas Libby, and Professor Burton Taylor have been appointed members of the newly formed Brunswick Housing Authority.

Professor Haratune Mikiel and received his Ph.D. degree this past June from Brandeis University. Late in June he attended an International Symposium on the Adaptation of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Scientists from countries throughout the world were invited to be present.

Professor William Root represented Bowdoin from June 29 to July 1 at the dedication of Wroxton College at Wroxton Abbey in England and at an international conference on higher education which was held at Wroxton on that occasion.

Fairleigh Dickinson University has purchased Wroxton Abbey from Trinity College of Oxford University as a center for Master of Arts students majoring in English literature.

Former Faculty

Rhys Evans, who taught physics at Bowdoin from 1915 to 1919, retired in 1957 as Director of the Research and Tire Design Division of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company. On June 5 he received a Certificate of Merit, presented by the Ohio University Alumni Association. A 1909 graduate of that institution, he has served as Chairman of its Board of Trustees and as President of the Alumni Association’s Board of Directors. He and Mrs. Evans live at 813 Weber Avenue, Akron, Ohio.

Bernard Rochet, a Teaching Fellow in French in 1963-64, is engaged to marry in July in Barsac, Girond, France, to Miss Jessie B. Foley of New London, N. H. She is a student at the University of Bordeaux, from which he received his master’s degree.
In Memory

HARRIS CLARK BARROWS '03

Dr. Harris C. Barrows, who practiced medicine in Boothbay Harbor for fifty years before his retirement a few years ago, died at his home in Augusta on May 12, 1965. Born on February 1, 1881, in Ludlow, Vt., he prepared for college at Cony High School in Augusta and was graduated from Bowdoin magna cum laude in 1903. He then entered the Maine Medical School, from which he received his M.D. degree in 1906. He interned at St. Mary's Hospital in Lewiston and then served as a physician at the Augusta State Hospital for a year and at the state hospital in Gardner, Mass., for two years before setting up his practice in Boothbay Harbor in 1910.

During World War I Dr. Barrows was a first lieutenant in the Army Medical Corps. He was a 32nd degree Mason, a Past Grand Chancellor Commander of the Knights of Pythias, a member of the American Legion, and a member of the American and Maine Medical Associations and the Lincoln-Sagadahoc County Medical Society. He had received a 55-year service pin from the Maine Medical Society and a 50-year button from the Masons, A Trustee of the Boothbay Harbor Memorial Library, he is survived by a sister, Mrs. Alida B. Reynolds of Augusta, with whom he had made his home in recent years; and several nieces and nephews. He was a member of Phi Beta Kappa and Delta Upsilon Fraternities.

HAROLD BOWELL PRATT '03

Lt. Col. Harold B. Pratt, a retired United States Marine Corps officer, died on May 14, 1965, in Washington, D. C., and was buried in Arlington National Cemetery with full military honors on May 18. Born on September 30, 1881, in Shanghai, China, he prepared for college at Brunswick High School and Freeburg Academy and following his graduation from Bowdoin was for two years employed with the New York Telephone Company. In 1905 he entered the Marine Corps as a second lieutenant, he had become a lieutenant colonel by the time he retired in 1933, after expeditionary duty in Cuba, Mexico, Santo Domingo, and Haiti. In 1941 he returned to active duty with the Marine Corps and served for four years, until 1945. Since that time he had lived in the Washington, D. C. area.

Colonel Pratt is survived by his wife, Mrs. Marguerite Rockwell Pratt, whom he married in New York City on September 14, 1909; three sons, John H. Pratt of Washington, D. C.; Captain William V. Pratt, U.S.N., also of Washington; and Admiral Richard R. Pratt, U.S.N., of Coronado, Calif.; three daughters, Mrs. Margaret P. Foley of Chevy Chase, Md., Mrs. Lucinda P. Ferrill of Bethesda, Md., and Mrs. Elizabeth P. Mayer of Portsmouth, R. I.; thirty grandchildren; and one great-grandchild. He was a member of Psi Upsilon Fraternity.

CHARLES FREDERICK CARTER '09

Charles F. Carter, a retired newspaper editor, died on May 10, 1965, in Cambria, Calif. Born on July 5, 1888, in Woolwich, he prepared for college at Morse High School in Bath and following his graduation from Bowdoin was for some years in the newspaper business in New York City and Denver, Colo. During World War I he was a battalion sergeant major in the Army. After the war he returned to the newspaper business, where he remained until 1934, when he joined the Publicity Department of RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., in Hollywood, Calif. There he became a feature writer and department editor. In his later years, before his retirement in 1955, he wrote for the Los Angeles Times.

A member of the Presbyterian Church in Cambria, Mr. Carter is survived by his wife, Myrtle S. Carter, whom he married on July 9, 1929, in Brentwood, Calif.; a brother, Rear Admiral Worrall R. Carter, USN (Ret.) of Washington, D. C.; and two sisters, Miss Isabel Carter and Miss Marion Carter, both of Washington, D. C. His fraternity was Psi Upsilon.

SOLOMON MORRISON BLANCHARD '12

Solomon M. Blanchard, a dairyman and truck farmer in Falmouth until his retirement a few years ago because of poor health, died in Portland on May 12, 1965. Born on December 1, 1889, in Falmouth, he prepared for college at Greeley Institute in Cumberland Center and at Yarmouth High School and attended Bowdoin in 1906-08.

Mr. Blanchard is survived by his wife, Mrs. Eleanor Bellefontaine Blanchard, whom he married on May 3, 1938, in Yarmouth; three sons, Frank B. Blanchard of Scarborough and John Blanchard and Robert Blanchard, both of Falmouth; twelve daughters, Mrs. Viola Haney of Topsham, Mrs. Naziya Strowbridge of Bath, Mrs. Frances Wakefield of Rochester, N. H., Mrs. Helen Hayes of Portland, Mrs. Mary E. Seiler of Bay St. Louis, Miss., Mrs. Nancy Doughty of Pownal, the Misses Patricia, Barbara, Carol, and Elizabeth Blanchard, all of Portland, and the Misses Eleanor and Margaret Blanchard, both of Falmouth; and nine grandchildren. His fraternity was Delta Upsilon.

DANIEL CALHOUN ROPER, JR. '18

Daniel C. Roper, Jr., a retired United States Treasury Department employee, died on April 4, 1965, at his home in New Orleans, La. Born on November 1, 1893, in McColl, S. C., he prepared for college at Eastern High School in Washington, D. C. During World War I he served as a second lieutenant in the Army, with action in France, and was awarded the Silver Star, the Purple Heart, and the French Fourragère.

Mr. Roper had retired some time ago after serving for about twenty years as a special agent with the Treasury Department. He was a member of the American Legion, the Society of the Purple Heart, and the Society of the First Division of World War I Veterans. Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Germaine Jeannot Roper, whom he married in Paris, France, on July 25, 1928; three daughters, Miss Madeleine Roper, Mrs. Gerard McGinn, and Mrs. Ver- dum Daste, all of New Orleans; two sisters, Mrs. David Coker of Hartville, S. C., and Mrs. Frank Bohn of Blue Ridge Summit, Pa.; two brothers, General Harry Roper of Washington, D. C., and Captain James H. Roper of Los Angeles, Calif.; and eight grandchildren.

EDWIN GORDON HEBB '23

Dr. Edwin G. Hebb, a physician and surgeon in Bellows Falls, Vt., since 1932, died there on May 31, 1965. Born on April 16, 1900, in Gorham, N. H., he prepared for college at Bridgton Academy and Phillips Academy in Andover, Mass., and following his graduation from Bowdoin studied at Harvard Medical School for three years. In 1927 he was graduated from the University of Vermont Medical School. He interned for a year in Burlington, Vt., and after four years as a house officer at the Boston City Hospital practiced for a short time in Windsor, Vt., before going to Bellows Falls in 1932.

A member of the Windham County Medical Society, Dr. Hebb was a Past President of the medical staff of Rockingham Memorial Hospital and a charter member and Past Exalted Ruler of the Elks Lodge of Bellows Falls, He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Mary Fimmert Hebb, whom he married on July 15, 1914, in North Conway, N. H.; a daughter, Mrs. Mary J. Foster of Marlboro, Mass.; two sons, W. Peter Hebb and James H. Hebb, both of Bellows Falls; two sons by a prior marriage, Angus G. Hebb '50 of North Kent, R. I., and Edwin G. Hebb, Jr. of West Hartford, Conn.; a brother, Philip Hebb of Rumford; and six sisters, Mrs. Grace Giles of El Paso, Texas, Mrs. Marjorie McEachin of San Bernar- dino, Calif., Mrs. Marion Ariss of Bridgton, Mrs. Frances Johnson of Hollywood, Fla., Mrs. Dorothy Sanborn of Brunswick, and Mrs. Eleanor Stern of North Waterford. His fraternity was Theta Delta Chi.

DONALD EMMER MERRIAM '31

Donald E. Merriman, a member of the faculty at Phillips Academy since 1947, died at his home in Andover, Mass., on May 1, 1965, after a long illness. Born on April 1, 1910, in Cambridge, Mass., he prepared for college at Rockland High School and was graduated from Bowdoin summa cum laude. The next year he spent at Harvard University, from which he received a master of arts degree in June of 1932. He then taught French at Harvard for two
years and was an instructor in modern languages at the Cow School in South Wales, N. Y., for a year before becoming Maine State Director of the National Youth Administration in 1935. In 1936-37 he was Maine State Supervisor of Adult Education under the Works Progress Administration program.

From 1937 to 1941 Mr. Merriam taught modern languages at Wilbraham Academy in Massachusetts, and during the next three years he was at St. Paul's School in New Hampshire. In 1947 he joined the faculty at Phillips Academy, where he in 1962 he became Chairman of the Spanish Department. During World War II he spent four months as a civilian studying Japanese at the U. S. Naval Language Training School in Boulder, Colo. He did graduate work at Middlebury College in the summer of 1941 and at the National University of Mexico in the summer of 1947. A former Treasurer, Vice President, and President of the New England Modern Language Association, he was a member of the New England Chapter of the American Association of Teachers of Spanish.

Mr. Merriam is survived by his wife, Mrs. Evangeline Forti Vardavouli Merriam, whom he married on June 15, 1955, in Rockland; a daughter, Ann of Andover; a stepdaughter, Iris Vardavouli of Andover; his mother, Mrs. Parker Merriam of Rockland; a brother, Paul G. Merriam of Rockland; and two sisters, Mrs. Richard Thomas of Camden and Mrs. Charles Gross of Arcadia, Calif. He was a member of Phi Beta Kappa and Kappa Sigma Fraternities.

JAMES PREBLE HEPBURN '38

Dr. James P. Hepburn, Chief of Anesthesiology at the Lowell (Mass.) General Hospital, died at his home in Milton, Mass. on May 5, 1965. Born on May 19, 1916, in Boston, he prepared for college at Bredentown Military Institute in New Jersey and following his graduation from Bowdoin entered Tufts Medical School, from which he received his M.D. degree in 1942. After his internship and residency, he served in the Army Medical Corps for two years, from 1944 to 1946, being discharged as a captain. He practiced general medicine and surgery in Milton for four years and was then for two years a resident in anesthesiology at the Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston. He was Chief Anesthesiologist at the Milton Hospital before becoming Chief of Anesthesiology at Lowell General.

A Diplomate of the American Board of Anesthesiologists, Dr. Hepburn was a member of the Massachusetts Medical Benevolent Society, the American College of Anesthesiologists, the American, Massachusetts, and New England Societies of Anesthesiologists, and the American, Massachusetts, and Norfolk County Medical Societies. He was also a member of the Milton-Hoosic Club and the First Congregational Church in Milton. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Ruth Bartelt Hepburn, whom he married on November 6, 1937; a son, J. Peter Hepburn '62 of Hanover, Mass.; a daughter, Miss Sarah E. Hepburn of Milton; two brothers, Dr. Nelson T. Hepburn '41 of Norwood, Mass., and John Stuart S. Hepburn of Deerfield, Mass.; his mother, Mrs. James J. Hepburn of Deerfield; and two granddaughters. His fraternity was Psi Upsilon.

WELLS SEYMOUR WETHERELL '38

Wells S. Wetherell, Executive Vice President for Sales with A & W Root Beer Company, died on April 10, 1965, in Pacific Palisades, Calif. Born on March 5, 1917, in Hartford, Conn., he prepared for college at Central High School in Omaha, Neb., and following his graduation from Bowdoin joined Consolidated Mills, one of the largest flour milling organizations in the Middle West. He was later for three years a sales representative for a structural steel firm, during World War II he served for three years in the Navy as a lieutenant, winning the Silver Star as a PT boat commander in the Pacific. In 1946 he became an industrial engineer with Trans-World Airlines in Kansas City, Mo., and in 1947 he joined the Fairmont Foods Company in Nebraska. During the Korean War he returned to active duty in the Navy as a lieutenant commander and in October of 1951 rejoined Fairmont as Ice Cream Merchandising Manager.

In 1958 Mr. Wetherell joined A & W Root Beer Company, with which he was successively Regional Manager for the Southeastern United States, a sales promotion field consultant, Vice President of A & W Development Corporation, and Executive Vice President for Sales. One of his first contributions was a complete sales training program for drive-in car hostesses. He also conceived and carried out the idea of a model drive-in for franchise selling and was responsible for The A & W News Dispensers, his company's first all-customer publication. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Elinor William Wetherell, whom he married on October 28, 1942, in New York City; a daughter, Mrs. Edith Wetherell of Manchester, Conn.; and a sister, Mrs. Geraldine Sterling, also of Manchester. His fraternity was Psi Upsilon.

JOSEPH GREGORY WADE '57

Joseph G. Wade died on March 3, 1965, in Beverly, Mass., after a long illness. Born on March 11, 1936, in Salem, Mass., he prepared for college at Salem Classical High School. At Bowdoin he majored in government, was Chaplain and Sigma Nu Fraternity. He was a member of the Newman Club, and played interfraternity athletics. After his graduation in June of 1957 he entered the Marine Corps, in which he served as a Lance Corporal with the Second Division at Camp Lejeune, N. C. Following his return to civilian status in September of 1959, he was employed as a technical writer at Bomac, Inc., in Beverly, Mass., and later as a writer of group insurance contracts at the New England Mutual Life Insurance Company while attending the Evening Division of Boston College Law School.

During the academic years 1963-64 Mr. Wade taught Latin and English at the Altmar-Paris-Williamstown Central School in Parish, N. Y. He is survived by his father, Patrick H. Wade of Danvers, Mass.; a sister, Mrs. J. Lyell Sanders, Jr. of Wayland, Mass., and a brother, Dr. Philip B. Wade of Quaker Hill, Conn.

ROLAND LEE MCKAY Medical 1908

Dr. Roland L. McKay, who had practiced medicine in Augusta for more than half a century, died at his home there on May 25, 1965. Born on September 8, 1881, in Vassalboro, he prepared for college at Brunswick High School, attended Bowdoin for two years, and was graduated from the Medical School of Maine in Bowdoin in 1908. He interned at St. Barnabas Hospital in Portland and the Augusta State Hospital, practiced for a year in Princeton, and then, in 1910, entered the general practice of medicine in Augusta. During World War I he served as a first lieutenant in the Army Medical Corps. He was a Kennebec County Medical Examiner from 1924 to 1949 and was Chief of Staff at the Augusta General Hospital for ten years. A member of the Selective Service Appeals Board from 1941 to 1945 and again from 1951 to 1955, he was President of the Maine Medico-Legal Society in 1944 and served as Chairman of the State Board of Registration of Medicine from 1946 to 1949.

Dr. McKay was Chairman of the State of Maine Advisory Committee on Procurement and Assignment of Doctors, Dentists, and Veterinarians for some years, including the period from 1943 to 1946. He had also served as a Councillor of the Maine Medical Association, as a member of the War Manpower Commission, and as Medical Examining Officer for the National Guard in 1942. He was a member of several Masonic bodies and the American Legion. Surviving are two sons, Murray H. McKay of Dunbarton, N. H., and Roland McKay of Phoenix, Ariz.; seven grandchildren; and six great-grandchildren. His fraternity was Kappa Sigma.
Fraternities: the Annual Rites of Autumn
A Point of Departure

At COLLEGES, like at all human institutions, the tasks of preservation, restoration, and innovation seem endless. At a college like Bowdoin, which has a precious tradition of excellence of many years standing, the tasks seem exceedingly difficult at times. What at the College should be preserved or restored? What new ideas should be introduced? These are questions that are never treated lightly by serious-minded men.

Appropriately, all three are subjects for discussion in this issue. In a forthright manner, DeLaney Kipphuth states why Bowdoin should preserve its long-standing policy of “athletics for all.” Similarly, Dean of Students A. LeRoy Greason Jr. points out the need of revitalizing certain aspects of the fraternity system if it is to be restored to its former importance. Examples of innovation include the Senior Center and the new summer programs in mathematics and music.

No one segment of the College—alumni, faculty, administration, or students—has all the solutions, and no aspect of the institution—either new or long standing—should be above discussion. A free and honorable exchange of ideas is always needed. —E.B.
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THE COLLEGE

Publish or Perish?

FOR SOME years, many a small college has boasted of its "teaching faculty." This phrase gained its popularity about the same time that some larger universities were being accused of following a policy of "publish or perish" in promoting faculty. Many people—no doubt encouraged by the lack of scholarly activity on some campuses that claimed teaching faculties—concluded that good teaching and research must be incompatible at the undergraduate level.

In his latest report to the Governing Boards, President James S. Coles takes a few swipes at this tired thinking. "Creative writing, creative art, creative music or creative research does not preclude good teaching," he writes. "On the contrary, incompetence in research and scholarly study is often accompanied by incompetence in the classroom."

A man has to have "an interest in undergraduates and competence in teaching" to remain on the Bowdoin faculty. If he expects to occupy one of the "limited and precious positions with continuing tenure," he must make additional, valuable contributions to the College and her students.

Recognition of scholarly productivity as one avenue to promotion is not intended to exclude the professor who evidences a strong institutional commitment through service to the College "on faculty committees or in faculty administrative positions; [or] in some cases, outstanding leadership on the Faculty or in education."

Concludes the President: "American education said good-bye to Mr. Chips a generation ago, and the college 'don' has been replaced by a modern generation of able and alert young teacher-scholars."

The Good Life

THE cost-of-living is higher in Brunswick than in Boston or New York, according to John A. Doig '65.

Doig, who spent a large part of his senior year gathering data for an honors thesis, says the typical Brunswick family spends $6,115 for all goods and services. In New York, the average is $5,617, while in Boston it is $6,003.

The sharpest differences come in housing costs, largely because of the longer winters. The average for rent, heat, utilities, house furnishings and household operations in Brunswick amounts to $1,803, as opposed to $1,145 in New York and $1,089 in Boston.

A summary of Doig's work appeared in the June issue of Maine Business Indicators, which is published by the Center for Economic Research at the College.

Senior Center, Aged 1

As closely as any new-born baby has ever been, the Senior Center Program was carefully nurtured and observed during its first year.

Prudence dictated as much, for the College had staked its reputation as one of the nation's leading centers of learning on an academic program that some educators saw as the most exciting innovation in undergraduate learning since Haverford's Honors Plan. Others, with equal sincerity, were highly skeptical.

Educated people seldom speak of either total success or failure, so the guarded references to the program in the Reports of the President, Dean of the College, and Director of the Senior Center to the Governing Boards in June hardly came as a surprise.

All three pointed out problems that had arisen: occupying the Center before it was completed; taxing teaching loads brought on by the seminars; the almost endless stream of visitors.

But the College pursued the program with vigor. During the year there were 56 lectures, 12 concerts, 48 receptions for guests ranging from Linus Pauling to Michael Harrington, 82 formal dinners, and 25 semester-long seminars.

Prophecies that the Center would divorce seniors from the rest of the College or would drastically weaken the fraternity system were not fulfilled.

Instead, the program was enthusiastically received by the 167 seniors who willingly and graciously accepted the intrusions of visitors in exchange for the distinction of being the first class to reside in the Center. Even underclassmen became convinced of the program's worth and almost all were looking forward to the time when they would be participants.

Seeing higher education's great task as instilling a "better understanding of the demands our society must make on our educated leaders," Senior Center Director William B. Whiteside wrote in his report: "Thanks to the Senior Center, thanks even more to the courage which Bowdoin demonstrated in undertaking so bold an experiment, this College is better prepared and better motivated to carry out this task than at any time in its recent history."

Harmonic Ambassadors

In mid-July the College's famed augmented double quartet, the Meddiebempsters, left from McGuire AFB, N. J., to begin an eight week tour entertaining U. S. servicemen in the European Command.

Although it was the first European trip sponsored by the USO for current members of the Meddiebempsters, the
tour marked the ninth troop entertainment mission for the Meddies since their first in 1948.

In Honorable Chairs

THE prestige of the academic chair goes back to the pre-Renaissance, when lords and other dignitaries (including professors) sat in chairs, and commoners were relegated to benches.

Today most chairs are endowed and reserved for the best scholars at a college or university. Being named to one is a great distinction.

Two men were so honored at Bowdoin this summer, when President Coles announced the appointments of Prof. Dan E. Christie ’37 as Wing Professor of Mathematics and Prof. John C. Donovan as DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Professor of Government.

Their appointments leave only three of the College’s 16 endowed, named professorships vacant of active teachers (including one permanently reserved for a visiting scholar, yet to be named for 1965-66).

Dr. Christie, 49, was graduated summa cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa. He returned to the College in 1942 after taking a master’s and Ph.D. at Princeton and putting in a year as a Henry Fellow at St. John’s College, Cambridge University.

Three years ago he was one of the architects of a proposal that got the College a $37,500 grant—first of its type—from the Research Corp.

Dr. Christie had argued that the usual composition of a department at a small college—one specialist in each area—put Bowdoin at a disadvantage in competing against large universities for top-flight mathematicians. His formula: concentrate in fewer areas and hire more men of related professional interests. With the Research Corp. money the department hired two mathematicians to fill one vacancy, subsequently added two more on its own. This fall the department has added still another with the help of an additional grant of nearly $12,000 from the Research Corp.

Dr. Christie is the fourth professor to hold the Wing Professorship, endowed in 1906 by Col. Isaac Wing, Class of 1856.

The appointment of Dr. Donovan, 45, to an endowed chair came less than six months after he resigned as the nation’s first full-time Manpower Administrator to accept an appointment as a full Professor of Government at the College last February.

Before joining the Department of Labor in 1962, he was an administrative assistant to Sen. Edmund S. Muskie H’57 of Maine. He was a special assistant to Undersecretary of Labor W. Willard Wirtz and was named Executive Assistant to Mr. Wirtz when the latter was appointed Secretary of Labor in September, 1962. He was appointed Manpower Administrator in March, 1964.

Dr. Donovan was graduated Phi Beta Kappa from Bates College in 1942. He served in the Navy during World War II, took his graduate degrees at Harvard, and in 1949 returned to his alma mater, where he taught for 10 years. In June he was elected to the Bates Board of Trustees.

Dr. Donovan is the second member of the faculty to hold the Alexander Professorship. It was established in 1926 through the bequest of Mrs. Anne Bliss Alexander, widow of the Hon. DeAlva Standwood Alexander, Class of 1870 and President of the Board of Overseers from 1919 until his death in 1925.

Doc Succumbs at 95

“My love for Bowdoin, and my interest in its sons, past, present, and future, whenever and wherever our trails may cross, will continue to tick until my clock stops. Until then I remain Charlie or Charles to the old boys, ‘Doc’ to the younger generation. Ave Atque Vale.” —C.S.F.L., 1952

HE was a man of deep-seated convictions, possessed of a salty wit, with a twinkle in his eye and a prodigious memory for names, faces, and events. A modern man—his countless friends many years his junior kept him young—he was imbued with the classic virtues of courage and loyalty.

Dr. Charles Stuart Fessenden Lincoln ’01, who earned his unofficial titles of “Mr. Bowdoin Alumnus” and the “Grand Old Man of Psi Upsilon” in an almost limitless variety of ways, died in Brunswick on July 5 at 95.

Better known as Doc, he was the College’s third oldest alumnus and probably knew more Bowdoin men than any other. He had not missed a Commencement in years (and was the oldest present at the June exercises) and seldom missed a national convention of Psi Upsilon Fraternity.

The product of an age whose social concern has been debunked by historians, Doc left Brunswick (and a medical practice that had been in the family two generations) and spent 25 years as a medical missionary of the Episcopal Church in Shanghai.

He returned to Brunswick in 1925, served as the College’s Acting Physician for two years, and then retired to a life devoted to Bowdoin, Psi Upsilon, and St. Paul’s Church.

Doc was the great-grandson of a
found ing Overseer of the College, the grandson of another, and the son of a third, but his love for Bowdoin and her men was more than in-born. Because it was, he has left behind a man's greatest legacy—untold friends who loved him in return.

Brick Bartlett, 1897-1965

"Bowdoin College has lost one of its finest alumni and one of the ablest and most devoted members of its Governing Boards. He was a scholar in the broadest sense, and his innate wisdom and wide experience made him an invaluable counselor and committee chairman." —James S. Coles

W HEN the news of Dr. Lincoln’s passing came, the College was still mourning the death of Brig. Gen. Boyd W. Bartlett ’17.

A brilliant man of highly diverse interests—he majored in classics at Bowdoin, science at West Point, civil engineering at M.I.T., and finally took two graduate degrees in physics at Columbia—"Brick" Bartlett was incisive in his judgments, able to bring out the best in those who worked with him or were his students; and if he demanded much of others, it was never more than he demanded of himself. He learned to fly at 43 because, while a Professor of Physics at the College, he was given the responsibility of organizing and administrating the Civilian Pilot Training Program that was instituted here shortly before the outbreak of World War II.

Brick was not a professional soldier in any conventional sense—perhaps, in a less turbulent time of history, he would have felt more at home in the world of books and laboratories—but he fully appreciated the vital role of the military in the twentieth century and served his nation with distinction. He was, more than anyone else, the father of nuclear physics at West Point, where he taught for 19 years.

In 1949 Bowdoin awarded him an honorary doctor of science degree. In 1952 he was elected to the Board of Overseers and in 1961 to the Board of Trustees, of which he was a member at the time of his death.

New Department Chairman

Dr. Edward J. Geary, a member of the Cornell University faculty for the past two years, has been named Professor of Romance Languages and Chairman of the Department.

As Department Chairman, he succeeds Prof. Eaton Leitch, who has retired as Chairman but is continuing as Professor of Romance Languages.

Dr. Geary taught at Harvard University from 1953 to 1963 and rose from Instructor to Associate Professor. In 1960 Harvard awarded him an honorary master’s degree.

He is a native of Lewiston and a 1942 graduate of the University of Maine, where he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa. He took an M.A. from Columbia University in 1948 and a Ph.D. from Columbia in 1953. In 1949-50 he was a Fulbright Scholar in Paris.

Other Arrivals

OTHERS who arrived at the College this month to begin teaching or administrative duties included:

James G. Carnathan ’59, M.S., Brown University; Ph.D. candidate at Brown; Instructor in Psychology.

Irving D. Fisher, A.B., M.A., Columbia University; Visiting Lecturer in Government.


A. Myrick Freeman III, A.B., Cornell; M.A., University of Washington; Ph.D. candidate, Washington; Assistant Professor of Economics.

Richard J. McGee, B.S.Ed., University of Maine; Assistant Coach of Football.

Barry M. Mitchell, B.A., M.A., University of Toronto; Ph.D., Brown; Assistant Professor of Mathematics.

Billy W. Reed, B.S., Memphis State University; M.A., University of Michigan; Ph.D. candidate, Michigan; Instructor in Speech.

Burton Rubin, B.A., New York University; M.A. and Russian Institute Certificate, Columbia; Ph.D. candidate, Columbia; Assistant Professor of Russian.

John E. Sheats, B.S., Duke; Ph.D. candidate, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Assistant Professor of Chemistry.

David C. Van Hoy, A.B., Washington State University; M.S.L.S., Western Reserve; Library Cataloguer.

Robert L. Volz, A.B., Marquette University; M.A. in L.S., University of Wisconsin; Special Collections Librarian.

Returning to the faculty after a two-year absence during which he supervised the development of educational programs for African nations is Dr. John C. Rensenbrink, Assistant Professor of Government.

Named teaching fellows for 1965-66 were: Harold E. Arndt, biology; André-Jean Béziat, French; Philippe Egginton, French; Ekkehard Kluge, German; Gladstone McCarthy Jr. ’66, Spanish; Robert D. Rauh Jr. ’65, chemistry; and Hans W. Tautz, German.

Three Administrative Assistants, all
1965 graduates of the College, have been appointed. Stephen Putnam, will assist Moulton Union Director Donovan D. Lancaster '27, until early December, when he will begin a tour of active duty with the Army. Brian R. Murphy will assist Senior Center Director William B. Whiteside, and Charles R. Toomajian Jr. will assist Dean of Students A. LeRoy Greason Jr.

Summer Commencement

BOWDOIN’S alumni body expanded by 12 on Aug. 8, when summer commencement exercises were conducted in the Chapel.

Speaking to the graduates, all of whom received master of arts degrees for successfully completing the College’s graduate institute in mathematics, was Dr. Albert W. Tucker, Albert Baldwin Dod Professor of Mathematics at Princeton and one of the institute’s faculty.

The exercises marked the end of an active summer at Bowdoin of National Science Foundation-sponsored institutes in mathematics, marine biology, and chemistry for some 140 secondary school teachers from across the country.

The addition of the new graduates raises the number who have earned master’s degrees at the College to 74.

More Math

WHILE the high school teachers were busily engaged in their studies on the campus, two other highly sophisticated programs in mathematics were going on.

One of them, sponsored by a $72,680 grant from the National Science Foundation and under the direction of Dr. Dan E. Christie, Wing Professor of Mathematics, attracted some 70 graduate and post-doctoral students for a seminar in homological algebra. Included among those who lectured in this extremely abstract discipline were Dr. Ernest Snapper of Dartmouth College and Dr. Peter Freyd, Professor of Mathematics at the University of Pennsylvania—two of the best homological algebraists in the nation.

The College was also the site of a seminar sponsored by the Mathematical Association of America for 30 college and university professors. Topics included the theory of rings, linear analysis, matrix groups, collections systems, and other aspects of modern algebra.

Music, Music, Music

SINCE the Greeks first discovered the relationship of music to mathematics, a bond has existed between the two. Hence, it was only logical (if not planned) for the College to sponsor its first music school at a time when more mathematicians than ever before were on the campus.

Operating under the formidable title of Collegium Musicum, the school was a great success. It provided both the average listener and music lover a rich assortment of concerts to attend. During July there were eight performed either by the Aeolian Chamber Players, who formed part of the faculty, or by their students. One, an all Bach program, featured Michael Rabin as guest violinist. Another seven concerts were scheduled for August, including the 1965 Contemporary Music Festival Aug. 18, 20, and 21, when three works never before performed were on the program.

In all, 30 young musicians of high school and college age—including Arthur Fiedler’s daughter, Johanna—enrolled in the school, which was under the direction of Prof. Robert K. Beckwith, Chairman of the Music Department.
Construction Report

COMPARED with the past few summers, the campus has been relatively free of the noise from jackhammers, bull-dozers, and other assorted equipment used by the building trades.

In early July, the bookstore moved into the southeast section of the Moulton Union addition. The new location is 3,500 square feet in area—more than five times the size of the old quarters—and enables the store to stock some 2,500 titles, compared with about 600 formerly.

The rest of the Union was still undergoing expansion and renovation in August, but Director Donovan D. Lancaster ’27 was confident he would be open for business by the start of the fall semester, on Sept. 20.

The College’s collection of about 300,000 volumes was scheduled to be moved from Hubbard Hall into the Nathaniel Hawthorne-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Library by school’s opening, but the portion of the Library that will house Bowdoin’s administrative offices is not expected to be ready for occupancy before late fall or early winter.

Renovation of the Maine Ends, also expected to be finished by semester’s opening, has been on schedule. Work was re-routed, if not delayed, in June. Seems that a pigeon thought one of the fourth floor rooms would make a good nesting place. Workmen concentrated elsewhere until the eggs hatched and the young flew the nest.

SPORTS

More of the Same?

DURING the season, he alternately feels like a goldfish which has just run into a school of barracuda or someone just named sole heir of Jean Paul Getty’s money.

But the small college football coach also derives a joy from working with young men that few other jobs can offer.

Where Bowdoin will end up in the college football heap this season is anybody’s guess.

In July, the Polar Bears’ new head coach, Pete Kostacopoulos, issued invitations to 48 to return for early practice.

He expects to have seven starters back from 1961’s squad, which won four and lost three. Finding replacements for quarterback Bob Harrington, tight-end Steve Ingram, guard Tom Zilinsky, and halfback Billy Matthews will be the first order of business.

Maurice Viens, a 21-year-old junior who stands 5’11”, 180 lbs., appears to have the best chance to take over from Harrington, one of the best quarterbacks at Bowdoin in m.n. years. Two juniors will vie for Ingram’s old spot: Paul Newman, 6’, 185 lbs.; and Bob McKeagney, 6’11”, 190. Tom Allen, a 6’, 180-lb. junior may provide the answer at halfback.

Finding a lineman to replace Zilinsky will be Kosty’s biggest problem. “We’ll have to scramble,” he admits, meaning that almost everybody will be given a try.

First-stringers from the 1964 team who are expected back are halfback Paul Soule and center Dave Stocking, co-captains; split-end Jim MacAllen; tackles Alan Ayer and Wayne Burton; guard Jimmy Day; and fullback Bruce Alemian. All are seniors.

Offensively, Kosty hopes to serve up more of the same: a wing-T with flip-flop line and split-end. Says the one-time University of Maine footballer, “There’s no sense changing a formation that has helped to produce 11 wins in 15 games over the past two seasons.”

Sweet Revenge

All-America hammer thrower Alex Schulten ’66, who finished second in both the NCAA college and university division championships in June, somewhat squared accounts during the Maine AAU Track and Field Championships at the College in July.

Letting fly with tosses of 191 ft., 7-3/4 in. and 194 ft., 10 in., he won the AAU hammer throw and Olympic developmental hammer, respectively. In so doing, he reestablished his dominance over Wayne Pangborn of Bates, who won the college division hammer at Long Beach, Calif. The victim of a bad day, Pangborn could do no better than a second place 162 ft., 7 in. in the AAU hammer.

Boston University’s John Fiore was expected to compete in the Olympic contest but did not appear, thus depriving Schulten of the chance to toss against the only athlete to better him in the university division.

The university championships at Berkley, Calif., June 18-19 found Schulten at almost top form. One of his throws reached 198 ft., 7 3/4 in., but Fiore bested him with a toss of 200 ft., 10 in.

Meantime, Schulten’s record-setting toss of 202 ft., 11 in. in the New England Intercollegiate Championships this spring still stands as the longest college throw in the nation this year. It and his California performances were more than enough to land him All-America honors for the second straight year.
I CAN vividly recall my first impression of the Senior Center as I carried in my belongings for the start of another school year. The tower stood against a brilliant blue sky—certainly a substantial and dramatic change from my fraternity house and dormitory accommodations. I was struck by the spaciousness of the suites and the expansive view of forest and ocean. It was not, however, until my routine became established and the aura of newness began to abate that I had the chance to look at my environment and begin the formulation of some opinion of it.

The Center provides a fine example of what can be done with dormitory architecture. The college dormitory has long presented a problem in design and function, and here a new and promising solution has emerged. Instead of the usual institutional type of living space with its endless corridors and impersonal atmosphere, the Center provides a type of community living combined with the privacy of one’s own apartment-type suite.

There is an intimate connection between the academic (with the sem-
If there is a unifying principle present on the campus, I would say it is provided by the abundance of trees and the planned use of landscaping techniques. These natural forms provide a continuity to the campus, so that in approaching the Center, one is led gradually to it by a meandering pathway through tall and graceful pines. There is no abrupt cut-off here; the trees have been left as much as possible, softening the outlines of the buildings and adding a natural scale to man’s building achievements.

In describing the actual contribution of the Center in terms of design and its relation to function, the key word to use is “simplicity.” This is the hallmark of the actual physical plant. The exterior rises clean and smooth with no emphasis on decoration or nonessential elements. The interior stresses simplicity through the use of white or neutral-colored walls in combination with the natural warmth of wood and furnishings.

The tower rises up in a graded curve, somewhat like the organic growth of the trees which are so important a part of the campus. This organic analogy, I believe, represents the purpose of an educational institution: the continual striving for and increase of knowledge, both in general and on a personal level. The tower is capped off with limestone molded to the contours of the building. The capstone, however, does not cut the soaring effect of the tower but appears to be floating—almost suspended in mid air—and gives a feeling of lightness and a soaring quality to the structure.

Yet, a balance is maintained between stability and the soaring quality of the tower structure. The use of brick for the exterior covering and the rather thick members between the vertical rows of windows give a sense of stability and security. Thus, although the tower has the soaring quality of a great tree, it also embodies the stability and soli ness inherent in the trunk of a tree.

The director’s residence and dining building add to the sense of stability. Here, the horizontal is stressed with the elongated, overhanging roof finished off with limestone panels. The dining building with its main lounge is, to my mind, the masterpiece of the entire complex. Here, the reinforced concrete beams are exposed and allowed to extend beyond the confines of the walls. On the inside, reinforced concrete columns extend upward to the height of two stories, creating an atmosphere of spaciousness. The furnishings are given the task of providing intimacy and privacy. An interesting feature, especially in the stairwell leading to the second floor balcony lounges, is that the imprints of the wooden forms used in pouring the concrete were allowed to remain. They provide a texture and variety to the wall space.

Many features of design inside the tower are worth noting. First, the central part is used as a duct for all utilities. This provides greater freedom in the design of the outer walls and allows the greater use of open space, especially in the corner suites. Thus, the darkest part of the building is made to serve a useful purpose, providing the pathways for the essential utilities and conveniences of modern life.

The suites represent a well-conceived plan for suitable living arrangements. The single study-bedrooms provide a sense of privacy yet are spacious that one does not feel cramped or hemmed in. The corner living rooms serve as common meeting rooms for roommates, friends, and guests. Here, the walls are almost completely done away with, and the beauty of the Maine countryside is fully open to view.

In combination, the study-bedroom and living room is a harmonious living arrangement that provides relief from the tension of sharing a single room with one or more occupants. Then, too, the living rooms are a place to meet and talk in an informal atmosphere with friends and faculty. They help to accomplish the primary aim of the entire Center program, the free growth and interchange of ideas and knowledge.

Furnishings in the center are well-fitted to their function. To break the monotony of the white stucco walls in the suites, simple yet warm furnishings are stressed. The furniture is geometric and easily cared for—a necessity in student living quarters. One might say the furnishings are comfortable but, at the same time, give the impression of streamlined efficiency and concentrated study effort. Within the lounges, the furniture is of a more luxurious, non-functional design, since these are areas for relaxation and enjoyment of informal gatherings. The seminar rooms have furniture of a more practical nature, indicating that their function is to provide an area in which concentrated thought and more formal activities pervade.

Just how does the Center harmonize with the rest of the Bowdoin campus? There has been much criticism of the complex, which has been called everything from “Spike’s Peak” to the “Tower of Babel.” Critics seem to think that it is too radical a departure from the rest of the College buildings. I disagree, for variety has long been
the theme of Bowdoin’s architecture. There is everything from a Pazzi Chapel motif of the Walker Art Museum to the colonial simplicity of Massachusetts Hall. The Georgian style of the Moulton Union can be contrasted with the almost English Neo-Gothic of Hubbard Hall. There is no hard rule that unifies the campus such as at Colby College. There is a variety and alternation of architectural forms that make a walk across the campus an exciting study in various styles and periods. Thus, the high-rise Center tower is just another addition to a well-established tradition of experimenting with different and often interesting architectural forms.

If there is a unifying principle present on the campus, I would say it is provided by the abundance of trees and the planned use of landscaping techniques. These natural forms provide a continuity to the campus, so that in approaching the Center, one is led gradually to it by a meandering pathway through tall and graceful pines. There is no abrupt cut-off here; the trees have been left as much as possible, softening the outlines of the buildings and adding a natural scale to man’s building achievements.

The bricks used as a surface covering give a final touch to the Center’s contact with the rest of the campus. Materials used for the exterior of the other campus buildings are, with the exception of the Chapel and Memorial Hall, primarily red bricks. The use of such a medium in the Center complex helps to tie it in gracefully with the campus as a whole, yet allows the Center to maintain its individuality. As the bricks mellow with age, there will be a constantly changing vista of color and imaginary patterns, thus adding to the visual excitement. One other important aspect is that the bricks give a warmth and human scale which would be difficult to achieve using either marble slabs or bare concrete. The bricks also give a warmth to the courtyard and lobby which extends a hearty welcome to visitor and dweller alike.

That the Center conforms to many of the criteria of the modern school is a noteworthy accomplishment when one considers the context in which it had to be built: a college dependent upon money donated by an alumni body which, some would claim, was anxious to preserve the “traditions” of Alma Mater. In such a situation a radical solution to the problem of providing a new concept to academic life, especially in regard to design, could prove dangerous and, at the least, difficult. However, the architect was able to create a functionally viable and energetic structure without, at the same time, creating a source of constant friction and criticism. I think that for the most part what controversy there was over the Center’s design has just about faded. The emphasis now is placed on the successful completion of the academic objectives of the Center.

All of this is not to say that I do not find anything wrong with the Center, for there are certain areas which could be improved. For example, although there is an interpenetration of space and form, I feel that there is a need for more space open to the air. Balconies or terraces could well meet this need. My suggestion would be that the roof of the dining hall could perhaps be utilized as a broad open terrace. Here is a large area which would provide an ideal place for an open-air dance. Some might object, arguing that the added expense would not be justified because of the length of the winter season. However, with the advent of warm weather everyone senses a new spirit of freedom and wants to rush out into the sunlight and fresh air. The roof terrace would provide privacy and an ample area in which to relax, study, or socialize.

One other aspect that sometimes causes me to pause is the occasional sense of heaviness given by the massive brick walls between the fenestrations of the tower. I cannot help feeling that even though simplicity is evident these could have been somewhat lighter and added more to the soaring quality of the structure. As it is, I occasionally get the feeling that the building is a little ponderous and sacrifices just a little too much to the objective of stability. This, of course, is a feature that cannot be changed, but it is worth pointing out as a personal observation.

The elegant simplicity of the Center remains predominant in my mind, however, and overcomes most of my objections. It allows the physical environment to be flexible and easily adaptable to innovation. This is particularly important in the context of the senior year program, in which there will be undoubtedly much experimentation and change over the years. The architecture provides the necessary environment for growth and change. The challenge before the College is to carry out an academic program to take advantage of it and to form a viable and energetic whole, a community of knowledge, growth, and change.

Thomas P. Coffey was one of the 167 senior residents who graciously received the many hundreds of alumni, educators, and plain curious who visited the Center during its first year.

A native of Connecticut, he prepared for Bowdoin at Ellsworth Memorial High School in South Windsor. At various times during his four years at the College, he was active on the Orien, a member of the glee club, assistant basketball manager, and an officer in his fraternity, Sigma Nu. He majored in economics and was a Dean’s List student during his junior and senior years. This month he entered Columbia University’s Graduate School of Business.

9
fraternities

With the annual rites of autumn here again, Dean of Students A. LeRoy Greason Jr. answers some questions about the current problems and future prospects of fraternities at Bowdoin College.
FRATERNITIES, like sex, religion and politics, are a topic of endless, sometimes pointless discussion. Yet the dialogue must continue if any understanding is to be reached on what, if any, positive role the fraternity system at Bowdoin College and colleges like it can perform, not only today but in the future.

The following questions, submitted by the editors to Dean of Students A. LeRoy Greason Jr. are hardly all-inclusive—but it is hoped that they will serve to continue the search for creative, imaginative solutions by alumni, faculty, and students.

For the past several years, few aspects of college life have undergone more scrutiny than the fraternity system. Much of this discussion seems to overlook the fact that fraternity systems differ from college to college. How would you define the system as it exists at Bowdoin?

Perhaps this question ought to be answered on a note of caution: it would be unlikely, indeed, to find the Bowdoin fraternity system the only perfect system in the world. Like all systems, it has problems. The houses inevitably fall short of their ideals, the programs have a way of lagging behind the needs of the times, and, most wearisome for older generations, the fraternities are filled with youth!

But the Bowdoin system has several distinctive and, as I see it, desirable characteristics. Early pledging, in spite of some confusion and misunderstanding, does spread talent fairly evenly, and this assures interesting competition among the houses throughout the year. The fraternity presidents have pledged themselves to see that each freshman receives at least one bid, and thus no student is denied the opportunity, if he wants it, of experiencing fraternity life. Through action of the Faculty and Governing Boards, the few fraternities in which discriminatory practices remained have been required to take the steps necessary to free themselves from such practices.

Because all fraternity members except seniors dine at their houses and a number of upperclassmen reside there, opportunities for friendships and understanding to grow are plentiful. Lest the relatively small size of the fraternity become restrictive, the broader experiences of the Senior Center await the student in his final year.

 Granted that the Bowdoin system may have some distinctive features, is it free of whatever prompted Williams to act and Amherst to deliberate? In fact, what really is the basic issue?

No, I am sure that the Bowdoin system is not entirely free from what prompted critics of fraternities at Amherst and Williams to speak up. The basic issue is simply whether or not fraternities today are an anachronism. At the time of their founding, roughly in the middle of the last century, they met several needs. They fed students who would, in some instances, have been left on their own to work out dining arrangements in their college towns. They provided, through their rituals and their hazing practices, some kind of satisfaction for college boys frequently younger than today’s students. Finally, through literary and other academic exercises, they met educational needs which the narrow curriculum of that day would not answer.

Today, colleges are prepared to house and feed students, and the varied curriculum and extensive libraries of the colleges no longer require fraternities to supplement them. Hazing, even modified to psychological hazing, is disappearing (although not fast enough), and the rhetoric of the rit-
"It is the policy of Bowdoin College that each fraternity on the campus should be completely free to choose its members from among all the students who have been admitted to the College, without restriction as to race, creed, or color. It is also the policy of the College to permit early pledging and initiation of freshmen.

"It is not consistent with the high ideals of good faith, honesty and straightforwardness, which a fraternity should cherish, for a national fraternity to influence or force its local chapter to evade, flout, or obstruct in any way the policies of the institution where it is located.

"The College expects any national fraternity which cannot in complete good faith permit its Bowdoin chapter to abide by these policies to withdraw its affiliation. The College hopes that such withdrawal will be found unnecessary." —Resolution of the Governing Boards, 1962

What other kinds of criticism do you hear about fraternities and to what extent do you think the criticisms are deserved?

For one thing, the national aspect of fraternities is receiving increasing criticism. Students may feel that belonging to a national lends prestige to a house during rushing, and they may also like the idea of a free room at other chapter houses during their travels, but they question whether the money sent to the national office during the year is really used to advantage. One critic, I know, keeps promising a study on the funds which leave the Bowdoin campus annually for the national coffers. He estimates that several thousands are paid out, only a small portion of which returns as scholarship money. National officers do visit and advise the chapters annually, but the truth is that the caliber of these men is very uneven.

Another complaint, and this one is often expressed by alumni and national officers, is that students have lost respect for the ritual and ideals of the fraternity. In a sense the charge is true, for much of the language of the ritual is outdated, at least in the rhetorical form in which it appears, and evokes no real response in the students today. Today's essentially informal generation also sees little in the formal ceremonies of the fraternities. But without getting into the debate over absolute and relative value, it can be said that such personal values as integrity and compassion remain and are probably intensified in today's students. I personally feel that fraternities would be well advised to find other symbolic forms and to explore new purposes which would give their values expression.

Conformity is a vice for which fraternities are blamed, but I suspect the critics are unduly hard. Students of college age are almost instinctively conformists in their urgent desire to be accepted by their peers, although what they conform to may seldom carry the blessings of adults. The critics are on firmer ground when, as too often happens, the conformity is to an indifferent attitude toward studies. Insofar as a fraternity is simply an escape from the classroom, it is responsible for encouraging such conformity. Insofar as a fraternity in its own programs gives expression to values akin to those of the classroom, then a fraternity can be both a change from the lecture hall and a complement to it.

As for the usual charges of excessive drinking and wild partying, there is much in them that is true, but hardly on the superhuman scale some would have us believe. Further, such excesses are not peculiar to fraternity men; they seem to characterize many youths—today and in the past. Brunswick, like Oxford, Wittenberg, Rome, and Athens, has at times played host to young men learning what moderation is.

Speaking for myself, I am most impatient with fraternities when it comes to their programs for indoctrinating freshmen. I question whether many upperclassmen really know what they are indoctrinating freshmen into. Further, I am unhappy about the way in which this indoctrination takes place. Because the purposes of the fraternity are vaguely grasped, the "orientation programs" which have evolved seem to embrace a great deal of "make work" at a time when freshmen can ill afford it. The spirit of the programs, too, seems to carry an extraneous element left over from hazing—namely, a tone of humiliation the freshman and keeping him in his place. Some boys may require such treatment, but most do not, and any faculty member treating students in such a spirit would soon find himself in trouble. I do not question at all that there are many good things that upperclassmen can introduce to freshmen, but just what they are and how the introduction ought to take place still need to be defined.

From the week before the opening of College and continuing until Alumni Day, October 23, nearly the entire student body will be involved in the annual rites of autumn—rushing, orientation, and initiation. In view of
the criticisms levied against fraternities, how can the College justify these rites?

There are probably two answers to this question. One is fairly cynical. It states that the fraternities are here, and that’s that. They are so interwoven with the history of the College that their removal would tear the fabric apart. Even if they could be torn out and tossed into the Androscoggin, the College would have a difficult time finding ways to feed 750 underclassmen and house about 300. Hence the annual rites of autumn.

The other answer recognizes that in spite of some aimlessness and some special problems, the fraternities fill several desirable roles. More important than housing and feeding students is the experience they provide in self-government and all of the responsibility which that entails. But such government is possible only when men are living together with considerable independence in groups large enough to allow some diversity and yet small enough to be comprehensible. I think the fraternities meet these criteria, and I think their student officers have on occasion shown considerable courage and tact in dealing with their membership. A number of other students fill other roles in the operation of the houses, and the result is a great deal of practical learning about the daily affairs of men.

I think the social and recreational role of the fraternities ought not to be underestimated. Whether in intrafraternal competition or in informal activities about the house, a very necessary release from the rigors of the curriculum can and ought to be found.

In the development and continuation of the Bowdoin Plan, the houses have provided their members with the opportunity of knowing a foreign student and his concerns; and, by providing room and board for the foreign student, they have enabled him to study in America.

In spite of my reservations about orientation, I feel that some desirable ends are achieved. The summer reading program, whereby three or four books assigned to all entering freshmen are discussed at the fraternities with faculty advisers and upperclassmen, serves as a reminder that fraternity and academic concerns need not be entirely separate. A few houses have gone further, and during the weeks of orientation they have had upperclassmen discuss with freshmen, to whom psychology, sociology, and philosophy are often unknown fields, what new subjects lie ahead at Bowdoin. Faculty, too, have been invited to the fraternities to talk about the College and its history. In the course of the year, two or three houses have sponsored lectures or discussions.

Through the Big Brother program, a freshman is assured that at least one experienced and sympathetic upperclassman will be readily available. By meetings of freshmen with the various committees of the house, new men become aware of the kinds of effort necessary to keep a fraternity going. Ultimately, they do feel a part of the group, and this basic need is certainly more readily satisfied by membership in the fraternity than by being part of the class as a whole. As Bowdoin classes have increased in size, this need has grown stronger. Hence, again, the annual rites of autumn.

How does the undergraduate look upon his fraternity experience as compared with the undergraduate of forty or fifty years ago, during the so-called Golden Age of national fraternities?

I can only speculate about the attitude of students toward their fraternities forty years or so ago, but I suspect that “fraternity” had more literal meaning to students then and that they took quite seriously the bond which joined them in a brotherhood for life. Today the student is more inclined to see his fraternity as a four-year experience which, although he values it, he will probably put aside after graduation.

Do you think the Senior Center is in any way responsible for this changing attitude?

Not at all. It was underway long before the new Senior Center was thought of. In fact, the Senior Center is in part, I think, a response to this change. That is, the seniors were reaching a point where the fraternity experience had ceased to be a challenge. By moving the seniors on to another kind of experience, the College has placed responsibility on juniors, who seem to welcome it, who fulfill it quite well, and who seem to benefit from the challenge. The fraternities, too, I feel will also benefit from this new leadership.

Your last answer implies some concern on the part of the College toward fraternities. Does Bowdoin feel an obligation toward fraternities, and, if it does, how is that obligation being realized?

I believe that a sense of responsibility for the Bowdoin fraternities has been shown by the College throughout its recent history. The sponsoring of the Symposium on Undergraduate Environment in 1962 was certainly evidence that the College felt a curriculum could not exist in a vacuum. The question was really what kind of environment best complemented the curriculum and met the social needs of Bowdoin students. The insights of that Symposium suggested that the right environment lay for underclass-

"It [is] apparent that an institution which maintains a fraternity system as part of its activities and overall program is responsible under the Civil Rights Act requirements for assuring that discrimination is not practiced by the fraternities in the system."

—Francis Keppel, U.S. Commissioner of Education, 1965
men within the potential of the fraternity system. The obligation felt by the College has simply been to help the fraternities realize that potential.

Whether each action taken or encouraged by the College was a help or a hindrance is, of course, debatable, but the intent has always been to strengthen the fraternity’s role in enabling Bowdoin as a residential, liberal arts college to fulfill its purpose. To that end the fraternities have been required to open their membership to all students who have merited admission to Bowdoin, regardless of race or religion. Further, they have been encouraged to see that every Bowdoin student receives at least one opportunity, if he wishes it, to join a fraternity. During the period of transition to a larger college, the fraternities have suffered a temporary loss in members because seniors are at the Senior Center and the lower classes have not all expanded. To help fraternities through this crisis, last year a total of almost $20,000 was given to the houses where empty beds or vacant dining chairs made a balanced budget impossible. Similar assistance will be available this year. In other instances, loans at low rates have been made to assist in expansion and, in one case, the acquisition of a new house closer to the campus. Lest the temptation be overwhelming for stronger houses to pledge enormous freshmen delegations at the expense of weaker houses, the fraternities were encouraged to adopt for the period of transition a quota system, and this they have done to the benefit of the fraternities as a whole.

To counsel freshmen and sophomores and to help with fraternity affairs, more faculty have been urged to serve as advisers. As a result, only one fraternity last year had as few as two advisers. Over the last few years, members of the Faculty Committee on Student Life have met with orientation chairmen from the houses to seek new ways of introducing freshmen to their fraternities. Unfortunately, the old habits die slowly. When I complained to a national secretary, he told me that he was discouraged on that score too. He added, “Despite the fact that all the educational leadership in the nation has come from New England, I find other sections of the country outstripping the New England Schools in the fraternity area in terms of mature practices and pre-initiation.”

More profitable, perhaps, will be the series of talks held last year among the fraternity presidents, President Coles, and the Deans. We discussed not only the social responsibilities of the houses but also a great deal of the Amherst report to see what criticisms of Amherst fraternities were relevant to Bowdoin fraternities and what steps should be taken to answer them. Each fraternity has been supplied with copies of the report and invited to form committees to carry the discussion further.

The commitment of the College has been clearly demonstrated.

As a final question, then, what do you think is the future of fraternities at Bowdoin?

I can only say that the answer is really up to the fraternities themselves. Given their necessary independence, they pretty much control their own fate. They are being offered help by the College, but they also stand in need of help, advice, and understanding from alumni. Although their facilities suffer in comparison with those of the Senior Center and the renovated Ends, this problem is hardly insurmountable. M.I.T., I recently read, has set up a special category in its alumni fund for an account from which fraternities may borrow at low interest and for long terms. The donors to this college fund receive the regular tax deductions. There are undoubtedly other solutions too. Improvement of living conditions in the increasingly dated fraternity buildings is not the problem.

The problem is, I think, to find a really significant role for fraternities to play in today’s college. They cannot be simply dining halls, dormitories, or social clubs. For reasons I have already explained, they cannot fill the roles they once filled for earlier generations of students. They can prosper, though, and it is my belief that they will if they discover ways to complement the formal curriculum and the general objectives of the College and perhaps serve them directly, too. Does this sound like the Senior Center? In a sense, it does. But I do not envision twelve small Senior Centers. Rather, I would like to see applied to the fraternities and their problems the kind of imagination which led to the creation of the Senior Center and its program. The challenge for the fraternities is to discover significant and rewarding ways for students to live together—ways that are right for today’s students at a college with Bowdoin’s history and its promise for the future.

A. LeRoy Greason Jr. has taught English at Bowdoin since 1952 and has been Dean of Students for the past three years.

A native of Newport, R.I., he was graduated Phi Beta Kappa with high honors and distinction in English from Wesleyan University in 1945. While there, he was President of the Student Government, a member of the varsity swimming team, and, during his junior year, president of his fraternity, Alpha Chi Rho.

After a year as Assistant to the Dean at Wesleyan, he entered Harvard University, where he took a master’s degree in 1947 and a Ph.D. in 1954.

He has served as chairman of the Freshman English program at Bowdoin and has taught Freshman English, Advanced English Composition, and 18th Century Poetry and Prose. He holds the rank of Associate Professor of English.
FEW years ago I served on a National Collegiate Athletic Association athletic committee to study recruitment and financial aid practices of American colleges. On this committee a fellow member in the course of our deliberations expressed a deep skepticism about the claimed absence of athletic scholarships in many institutions in the Northeast. He was even more confused when I finally convinced him that, although some athletes do receive financial assistance, this assistance is based on need. 

"DeLaney," he said, "this means that you may pay a boy on the third team more than a boy on the first team." When I agreed to this, he shot back, "Why that's not only undemocratic, it's un-American!" He was lost in wonder at how any degree of group morale could be maintained in such a situation and was anxious to learn how, if a boy got no financial assistance, we could be sure that he would even appear at game time on Saturday.

Unfortunately, all too many, like my colleague, view any attempt to preserve amateurism in American athletics as an attempt at de-emphasis of athletics, and by this they scornfully mean that colleges like Bowdoin and Yale do not care about this area of college life. Is this a valid contention?

Recent team records and Professor Louis Hatch's A History of Bowdoin College indicate that Bowdoin is proud of and cares about the quality of its teams and in no way de-emphasizes in this regard. Who can think of Jack Magee not striving with his athletes for the highest quality performance possible?
Likewise, no de-emphasis is revealed in the area of participation. Last fall I took a list of the top ten Associated Press poll football teams for one week and checked the number of intercollegiate teams the ten universities represented on the list supported. The low figure was seven and the high nine. At Bowdoin there are fifteen intercollegiate sports with squash about to be added and others perhaps on the way.

WHAT an institution cares about is frequently revealed in what areas its funds are spent. Not one of the ten institutions in the AP poll — big-time athletic powers all — spend institutional funds on athletics. All support is derived from gate receipts and their programs are expanded or restricted on the basis of these receipts. Here the entire program is routinely budgeted out of college funds. Certainly, there is no de-emphasis in this critical area. On the contrary, an enthusiasm and conviction about the values of sport for the college community are strongly indicated.

But such a phrase as "athletic de-emphasis," which enjoys such wide currency when applied to Bowdoin or Yale, must have some validity. I think it can be found in our efforts to de-emphasize—indeed eliminate—those forces which undercut, prostitute, and compromise the educational and recreational objectives with which the beginnings of athletics in American colleges are associated. These are the forces that make a mockery of all we hold true. They are forces out of which have grown the athletic scholarship, the athletic dormitory, high pressure recruiting, and academic performance for the so-called student-athlete as opposed to the student.

This is a deplorable situation and it behooves a college like Bowdoin to strengthen the weapons it possesses to combat these forces. What are these weapons?

First, there is the healthy and most fortunate situation of living among a group of institutions in Maine, Massachusetts, and Connecticut with whom the College enjoys traditional rivalries and among whom there are reasonably comparable standards. Each member gets its fair share of wins. It is almost impossible to maintain standards in the face of long periods of defeat.

Then, Bowdoin's history of interest and achievement in the areas of physical training and athletics helps immeasurably in keeping her on a sane and safe course. The first outdoor gymnasium at any college in the nation was established at Harvard in 1825 by Charles Follen, a follower of the Jahn School of Physical Training in Germany. Less than two years later another trainee of the Jahn School, John Neal, started a similar gymnasium at Bowdoin.

A great figure in American physical education, Dudley Allen Sargent, was director of the gymnasium here from 1869 to 1875, during which time he earned his undergraduate degree. Later he took his M.D. at Yale where he directed our gymnasium. Eventually he carried on his career at Harvard where he instituted an effective and sensible system of developmental exercise and established himself as one of the great figures in American physical education.

The tradition of a sane approach to exercise and games thus became deeply rooted here. It has shown vigor and strength in the present with the development of a program of "athletics for all," with the construction of fine facilities such as the new gymnasium, and with the budgeting of athletics as a regularly constituted department. This budgeting regards expense in athletics as an educational cost.

But an educational cost implies an educational return to the participant. What is educational about sports and physical training?

To realize that our educational institutions have a serious responsibility to keep their undergraduates physically fit is merely to know that 50 percent of all young Americans called for the draft in the Korean Conflict were unable to meet draft physical standards.

Surely the debilitating and physically softening effects of the mechanization of American life are related to the early onset and prevalence of cardiac problems in this country. The medical profession warns us of the need to exercise in order to offset the absence of movement and physical work in our daily lives. Habits of regular exercise must be established at school and college for the preservation of good health.

Graduated from Yale in 1941, he played three years of varsity football as an undergraduate. Following a tour with the Army Air Force during World War II, he returned to Yale and took a master’s degree in history in 1947.

In 1948 he rejoined the faculty of the Hotchkiss School, where he had taught briefly after graduating from Yale, as an instructor in history and swimming coach. From 1948 through 1952 his teams were undefeated in secondary school competition, losing only to the Yale freshmen. In 1951 his team won the New England Interscholastic Championships.

Having a Kiphuth speak at the dedication of a Bowdoin athletic building may develop into a tradition. Robert J. H. "Bob" Kiphuth, Delaney's father and Yale's famous retired swimming coach, spoke at the dedication of Curtis Pool in 1928. This article is based on remarks at the dedication of the College's new gymnasium in June.
My predecessor at Yale, Dean Clarence Mendell, wrote in an article in the Yale Alumni Magazine:

No one has yet suggested how mind and soul can function entirely divorced from their humble carrier. . . . The intellectual may think more generally valuable thoughts, and the spiritual man conceive more generally useful revelations, if supported by a normally healthy and sanely controlled physical machine through which to work. . . . Does it not follow, therefore, that our ideal of education should be the best developed combination of all three functions, in fact, the sound mind (and soul) in the sound body?

Where medieval continental universities were gatherings of scholars in almost exclusive pursuit of intellectual matters, English and American colleges have assumed the duty of preparing promising young men to serve their generation in public affairs.

Dean Mendell concludes:

But, to do this, they must also try to turn out graduates with bodies competent to meet the rigors of the life thus indicated. The flesh may well be the servant of the spirit and the physical side of the whole man the tool of its spiritual and intellectual side, but none the less it is the duty of the college to give each graduate of the college as efficient a servant and as effective a tool as it possibly can.

A program that provides the maximum opportunity for participation of the entire community in sports and physical training is needed to attain these ends. Bowdoin's program has attained this goal and of this achievement it can be truly proud.

At this point one may justifiably ask, "If the basic educational objectives of sport can be met by an intramural and physical training program do we need intercollegiate athletics?"

Surely if we believe in a program of "athletics for all" we must not neglect the student who enjoys a higher degree of intensity in his participation than these activities provide. Offering him a chance for intercollegiate competition is comparable to offering honors course opportunities to the gifted scientist or classicist.

Then, too, there are valuable lessons to be learned from intensive athletic competition. To single out a few:

In the striving for team excellence the interests of the individual must be given a secondary position to the interests of the group. For sound educational reasons a student's individual talents in his curricular work are developed to the maximum. Team sports where winning is important present the opportunity to contribute one's best to the interests of the group, to approach the Greek ideal of being judged by how well one serves the community. Surely this has value in later life.

In intensive competition teammates and opponents alike are measured by how truly they possess and demonstrate the qualities of the sportsman with all the fine attributes of character that this word implies. Whether a man has money or not, has been to an exclusive prep school or an unknown high school, owns a car or not, is a fraternity man or not; on the athletic field, reduced to a common uniform, he must stand on his own and be judged not by superficial social qualities but by his inner strength. This is indeed a chastening experience.

**NO ONE** can be a parent, teacher, or counselor to young people of this or any other day without being aware of their capacity for questioning the rules of the society in which they find themselves. Bad rules, it is argued, just do not apply. Yet some day later on rules of society will have to be accepted just because they exist. The well-trained athlete learns to accept rules and to achieve ambitions and aspiring goals within the framework of those rules in the making of which he has had no responsibility whatsoever.

In this day when entering classes at college are more and more meticulously selected and each year are told they are able and brighter than their predecessors, there is an understandable tendency for students to have a high opinion of themselves. In this atmosphere it is easy to overlook or forget the value of a hard and demanding apprenticeship. The promising sophomore football team candidate finds it hard to believe the coach who maintains that he needs more training before he assumes the responsibility of making the first team. Indeed, many are prepared to drop out of the sport in which first team rank is not quickly forthcoming. When such a boy is put into a game he often makes the critical error of the inexperienced player. If he has character and understanding, he will go back to the practice field to get ready for the next chance and realize from a dramatic lesson that more is needed than just talent to be a success.

The athlete must learn to marshal all his resources and concentrate them on the best possible performance in a prescribed period of application. The moment in which this must be done is determined by a schedule which he does not make and which he cannot alter. What is more, where victory is at a premium the athlete is confronted with the need to do his best when under great emotional stress that frequently can distract him. Is not this comparable to the big sale, the critical operation, the demanding moment in course for the businessman, doctor, or lawyer?

Finally, is it not valuable in this sophisticated age to learn that enthusiasm for and belief in the potential of one's own group can capture victories and attain ends that the experts testify are unattainable? Is not the team today, as it achieves more by naïve enthusiasm and devotion than expert opinion says it can, akin to the law firm, the business organization, or the medical group of tomorrow?

I HASTEN to state that I realize that athletic participation is not the only area in which these lessons can be and are learned. I submit, however, that they can be learned dramatically well by young men in athletics and for this reason they are worth supporting. Essential to this end the activity must be taught by a thoughtful coach, be an adjunct to the main effort—not the primary activity in the institution—he be participated in from choice not obligation, and above all must be fun.

Recreation, developmental exercise, intramural games, and intercollegiate competition all have something to give to a community. Bowdoin's new gymnasium is effectively designed to serve these ends. I congratulate you on this achievement.
Talk of the Alumni

Kudos for the Dean

Next to presidents, deans are the best all-purpose people on a college campus. Their speaking engagements run from football rallies to faculty colloquia, from alumni banquets to college convocations. And if, unlike presidents, they do not have to worry about finances, there are always fraternities.

During his 18 years as Dean of the College and 39 years on the faculty, Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick, Frank Munsey Professor of History, has handled his assignments with extraordinary skill.

A third generation college professor, (his grandfather was the first Professor of Greek at the University of Rochester and his father taught there for 49 years) he probably inherited some of his abilities. But his art of dealing with students is distinctly his.

In disciplining a student, few can rival the Dean’s ability to get the student to tell all—and then set a punishment which, more often than not, is harsher than the Dean would have imposed. “Being up before the Dean was an experience,” recalls one alumnus. “He just sat there and waited until the silence became so maddening that you told him what he wanted to find out.”

One of his favorite tactics has been to gaze out a window in his first floor office in Massachusetts Hall. According to one story (probably apocryphal), a student once became so unnerved that he got up, walked out, and peered back at the Dean through the open window.

It has been his fairness that has won him the respect of countless students over the years. “You knew that if he called you in what you had done was serious, and you felt ashamed for having let him down,” says a former student.

In recognition of the many ways he has improved the College, the Alumni Council will present him its third annual Alumni Award for Faculty and Staff at the Alumni Day Luncheon on Saturday, Oct. 23. He and Mrs. Kendrick will be further honored at a reception in Alumni House after the football game.

Alumni Day

Speaking as we were of Alumni Day, we would be remiss if we did not report that the Alumni Council has planned its usual full and varied program.

From 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. in Alumni House will be the first session of the Sixth Annual Reunion Seminar for chairmen and committee members of the classes planning reunions at the 1966 Commencement Exercises. This session, a general one, will be followed at 10:30 by meetings of the individual class reunion committees.

Alumni Council President George T. Davidson Jr. ’38 will preside at the Alumni Day Luncheon, starting at 11:30 a.m. in Sargent Gymnasium. Alumni, their families, and guests are invited, but reservations must be made in advance. No exceptions, warns President Davidson.

The Polar Bears will tangle with Colby College’s Mules for the 77th time in the history of the two schools at 1:30 p.m. on the Whittier Field gridiron.

Other sporting events on Saturday are a varsity soccer game with Colby at 10 a.m. on Pickard Field and a cross-country meet with Colby on the Brunswick Golf Course, starting at 11.

5th Planning Conference

The fifth annual summer planning conference was held at the College by the Directors of the Alumni Fund and the Officers of the Alumni Council on Aug. 6 and 7. They participated in work sessions for the most part, but did find time to attend a performance of South Pacific by the Brunswick Summer Theater in Pickard Theater.

Fund Chairman Morris A. Dennis ’46; Vice Chairman J. Philip Smith ’29; Directors Lewis V. Vafiades ’42, Gordon C. Knight ’32, and L. Robert Porteous Jr. ’46; and Secretary Robert M. Cross ’45 appointed new Class Agents where necessary and set this year’s goals at $275,000 and 60 percent participation.

Council Vice President John F. Reed ’37, Secretary Peter C. Barnard
The Fund: a Record

NOW that the last penny has been counted, a record that was predicted hopefully at Commencement is a reality.

During his year as Chairman of the Alumni Fund, Lewis V. Vafadas '42, led the alumni to a dollar record of $249,161.87, exceeding the previous mark of $241,843, which was established in 1963.

The final participation figure for the 1964-65 Fund was an even 50 per cent. Six classes—the highest number in history—achieved 100 percent participation. With their Class Agents, they are: Ralph Cushing and 1905; John Leydon and 1907, Joseph Davis and 1908, Sewall Webster and 1910 (for the 11th consecutive year), Charles Oxnard and 1911, and Herbert Bryant and 1912. Paul Niven and 1916 missed perfection by only one donor.

A complete report will be carried in the November Alumnus.

Alumni at Oakes Center

As it has done every summer since 1958, the College again sponsored a series of public lectures and concerts at its Oakes Center in Bar Harbor.

Under the direction of Albert R. Thayer '22, McCann Professor of Oral Communication, the Center offered five lectures, a concert by the Bruns-

Mr. Coxe’s fifth book of poetry is comprised of 44 lyric poems, a long narrative, and seven translations from Baudelaire, Apollinaire, Prévert, and Queneau. Some of the poems were first printed in Poetry, The New Yorker, The Atlantic Monthly, and Yale Review.

Mr. Coxe is an English Professor at Bowdoin.


Sketches in poetry of an odd lot of characters ranging from Embalmer Edwards to Simple Abner, the Village Idiot, are found in this volume of 20 poems.

Mr. Gilley, who has an M.A. in the Writing Seminars, Johns Hopkins University, is currently a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Denver.


This study provides broad coverage of the fundamental concepts of switching circuit theory, presenting the theory in a manner which illustrates its applicability to a wide range of devices.

Mr. McCluskey is a Professor of Electrical Engineering and Director of the Computer Center at Princeton.


This manual is the result of an 18-month study financed by the Council on Library Resources Inc. In addition to discussing aspects of small library management, it contains three appendices: ‘Cataloging Costs in Small Public Libraries,’ ‘Book Preparation Costs,’ and ‘Library Buying Guide.’

Mr. Dennis is the Librarian at Cedar Crest College.


In her latest novel, Miss Chase turns her attentions to the Polish families found throughout the upper Connecticut River Valley and describes many of their admirable qualities when two women are linked by a common tragedy.


Martha’s Vineyard is a collection of poems set against the backdrop of the sea and the island. Mr. Hyde has contributed ten poems, of which nine have never before appeared and the tenth, Autumnal, was first published in the Bowdoin Quill.

Mr. Hyde teaches English at Martha’s Vineyard Regional High School.


An account not only of the last of the great Civil War battles but also of the negotiations that followed.

Mr. Rodick, for many years on the faculties of Wagner and Brooklyn colleges, lives in New York and devotes most of his time to writing.


A collection of essays by 44 naturalists, this book takes one on a bird watcher’s tour of 46 different areas of North America. It is not a conventional guide book, nor is it intended to be all inclusive.

All of the essays are heretofore unpublished. Among the authors are Herbert Krause, Fred Bodsworth, Allan D. Crickshank, Roger Terry Peterson, Alexander Spunt Jr., and George Miksch Sutton.

Mr. Pettingill is a Director of the Laboratory of Ornithology at Cornell University, contributing editor to Audubon Magazine, and author of the Oxford guide to bird finding.

Shepard B. Clough, General Editor; Nina G. Garsonian; David L. Hicks; David J. Brandenburg ’43; Peter Gay; Otto Pflanze; and Stanley G. Payne, A History of the Western World: D. C. Heath and Co., 1964; $10.50 hardbound. Also available in two paperback editions.

A text covering the history of western civilization from its earliest times to the present in 1,305 pages, it contains a long list of advanced readings and a detailed index.

Mr. Brandenburg is a Professor of History at The American University.


Number 56 in the Indiana University Humanities Series, this edition of what many believe to be the last of the Elizabethan tragedies of revenge, is intended for scholarly and serious students of drama. Mr. Forker’s work is based on an extensively revised doctoral dissertation that he wrote at Harvard.

Mr. Forker is a member of the faculty at Indiana University.

Notes


MARK POWER ’59 has a short story, “Graves” in New Directions 18, a yearly anthology.
ALUMNI CLUBS

ALBANY

President Lewis Welch ’54 reports a successful meeting of the Bowdoin Club of Albany on Friday, May 7, at Schraff’s Restaurant. Alumni and wives gathered for a 6:30 p.m., social hour and 7:30 dinner, and the guest of honor was Dean Nathaniel Kendrick.

The Club re-elected Mr. Welch President, Clifford Bourgeois ’46 Vice President and John Manning ’53 Council Member; Frank A. Paul Jr., ’55, 7 Heather Lane, Ballston Lake, N.Y., was elected Secretary-Treasurer to replace Edward Born ’57, who has returned to the College as Editor of the Alumni.

Mr. Welch reports, “We enjoyed Nat’s meet tremendously and realized a good turnout for the affair. The dinner meeting was preceded by a reception which allowed the several Bowdoin sub-freshmen and their parents from the area to meet the Dean.”

ANDROSCOGGIN

The Club’s spring dinner and ladies night was on May 18. President and Mrs. Coles were the guests of honor.

As a result of annual elections, the following are the new officers: President, G. Curtis Webber ’55; Vice President, Charles H. Abbott ’57; Secretary-Treasurer, James J. Sacco ’55; and Alumni Council Member, Shepard Lee ’47. Elected Directors were Robert Schonland ’21, E. Shep-ley Paul ’11 ’19, and Robert W. Clifford ’59.

The officers will soon announce detailed plans for the coming year. An important feature will be the monthly luncheon meetings, on second Tuesdays at noon, at Steckino’s Restaurant, Middle St., Lewiston.

BOSTON

The Club had as its speakers at monthly luncheon meetings last spring Prof. James Moulton of the Biology Department; Edward Logue of the Boston Redevelopment Authority; Winthrop Walker ’36, Member-at-Large of the Alumni Council; and Prof. Herbert Cousen Jr., of the English Dept.

The Club sponsored its annual “Bowdoin Night at the Pops” on May 13.

In the spring the officers voted to establish a Bowdoin Club of Boston Scholarship. The initial grant of $250, for use during the 1965-66 academic year, is to be assigned to a deserving upperclassman from the area served by the Club.

Plans for the current year have been formulated. Interested alumni should write Secretary Dean Kidlon ’57, State Street Bank & Trust, 53 State St., Boston.

BOWDOIN TEACHERS

The Club held its annual campus meeting on April 24, with almost 120 alumni, undergraduates, and members of the faculty and staff present.

Speakers during the day-long affair were Associate Director of Admissions Robert Mellow; Paul Hazelton ’42, Chairman of the Department of Education; Hubert Shaw ’36, Director of Admissions; Prof. Albert R. Thayer ’22, Faculty Representative Member of the Alumni Council; Dean of Students A. LeRoy Greason Jr.; Prof. Roger Howell ’58 of the History Department; and Dr. Maurice Taylor, Visiting Professor of Physics on the Tallman Foundation.

Willibert Snow ’67, Professor of English Emeritus at Wesleyan University, was presented the first Distinguished Bowdoin Educator Award.

Bowdoin educators in the State of Maine will be invited to attend the fall dinner meeting on Thursday evening, Oct. 7, at the Cumberland Club. It will be held in conjunction with the annual state conference of the Maine Teachers’ Association. The speaker will be Prof. Herbert Brown H’63, author of Sils of Bowdoin and Chairman of the Maine State Department of Education.

BRUNSWICK

The annual spring dinner and ladies’ night was held on May 5 at the College. During dessert, the Bowdoin Bachelor’s sang. President George Eswell ’47 presented a surprise birthday cake to Secretary-Treasurer Pete Fortin ’37, who was celebrating his 30th birthday that day. The following were elected officers for the coming year: President, John Caldwell ’47; Vice President, Dr. John Bachus ’22; Secretary-Treasurer, Norman Duggan ’44; and Alumni Council Member, Emerson Zeider ’30, Ellord Stover Jr. ’38 and Douglas Morton ’55 continue for another year as Directors. Five more were elected for two-year terms: Frederick Drake ’34, Dr. Bertrand Dionne ’37, Elden Barbour ’12, Sanford Cousins ’20, and Nathan Watson ’35.

The merriment of a Bowdoin armchair, won by Dr. Jacob Smith ’31 of Bath.

BUFFALO

Prof. William Whiteside was the guest of the Club at its annual spring dinner and ladies’ night on May 6.

Convener George Phillips Jr. ’54 reports that the following attended: Mr. and Mrs. David Dean ’52, John Rex ’62, Mr. and Mrs. C. Russell Kellner Jr. ’52, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sherred Jr. ’52, Patrick O’Brien ’62, Mr. and Mrs. J. Morgan Heusler ’46, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Showalter Jr. ’48, and George Craighead ’25.

CAPE COD

Alumni Secretary Pete Barnard ’50 was guest speaker at the Club’s spring dinner meeting on May 21. He brought the latest news of the campus and answered many questions.

President in addition to the speaker were President Brigham Conner ’27 and Mrs. Con- nor, Dr. and Mrs. Howard Reed ’23, the Clifford Parchers ’23, the Fuller Marshalls ’47, and Vice President Ted Brodie ’52.

CENTRAL NEW YORK

Club Secretary Edward Hildreth ’18 reports that 20 alumni and wives gathered for the spring dinner and ladies’ night on May 7. Special guest was Prof. William Whiteside, who talked about the Senior Center.

The Club also met on Aug. 13 and had Prof. and Mrs. William Shipman as guests.

CHICAGO

Club President Dick Means ’44 reports, “Our Chicago group had a fine meeting with Professor Bill and Alison Cowman on June 24 at my home. Some 20 alumni and wives were present, principally from the North Shores, with the exception of Howie Vogel and his wife, who traveled by two different trains from the far south side to Lake Bluff, which is 55 miles north of Chicago.

“Bill Shipman handled the meeting very well and raised some interesting points for discussion regarding future curriculum requirements. When he asked for comments and suggestions, he got plenty! He also gave us some very interesting comments on the Senior Center and its favorable effects on the campus.”

CLEVELAND

Swimming Coach Charles Butt was guest of the Club at its spring dinner and ladies’ night on May 13.

President Cal Vanderbeek ’49 reports, “Charlie’s slides of the 1961 Olympic Games were excellent!”

CONNECTICUT

The annual meeting and ladies’ night was attended by 75 alumni, parents, sub-freshmen, and guests on May 7.

Secretary Robert Smith ’60 reports, “President Ralph Keirstead ’26 introduced Dr. John Carndoll Jr. ’29, President of the Alumni Council, who, in turn, presented Prof. Wilbert Snow ’67, the winner of the first Distinguished Bowdoin Educator Award.

“President Coles, the principal speaker,
reported on the state of the College, and Dr. Charles Barbour ’33, an Overseer of the College, presented a check for more than $500 to President Coles, to be added to the principal of the Connecticut Scholarship Fund.

"The following officers were elected: President, Stanwood Fish ’22; Vice President, Welles Standish II ’51; Secretary-Treasurer, Robert Smith ’60, Luncheon Chairman, Robert T. Spencer ’60; Alumni Council Member, Charles Soville ’52; and Alternate Council Member, Dr. John Shonkings ’58. William Daley ’28 is the new Chairman of the Prospective Students Committee. Daniel Pettigrew ’37, Dr. Thomas Donovan ’44, H. Newman Marsh ’45, Robert Spencer ’60, and Jerome Gracey ’55 were elected Directors.

Monthly luncheons will continue. The group will meet at the University Club on the third Thursday of every month, starting Oct. 21. Interested alumni are invited to contact Luncheon Chairman Robert Spencer ’60, 172 Natchaug Drive, Glastonbury, Conn.

KNOX-LINCOLN-WALDO

The Club held its late spring dinner meeting and ladies’ night on Wednesday, June 23, at the Thorndike Hotel in Rockland. Twenty-six alumni and guests were present, including special guests from Brunswick, Executive Secretary and Mrs. Wolcott A. Hokanson Jr. ’50.

President Rex Garrett ’56 presided and introduced the speaker, Mr. Hokanson spoke informally and brought the latest news from the campus.

LONG ISLAND

Executive Secretary Wolcott Hokanson Jr. ’50 was guest of the Club at its spring dinner meeting on May 6. About 15 alumni were present, and there was a lively discussion and exchange of questions before and after the guest’s informal report on the College.

New officers were elected. They are: President, Daniel Dayton ’49; 1st Vice President, Russ Longyear ’57; 2nd Vice President, Bob Bassinette ’44; Secretary, Bill Barney ’43; and Treasurer, James Fawcett ’58. Retiring President Jack Craig ’41 was elected Alumni Council Member, and John Papacosma ’58 is his alternate. Members of the Executive Committee are Pete Curran ’46, Tom Sheehy ’41, Mort Trachtenberg ’59, Tom Howard ’59, and Hal Oshry ’40.

NEW JERSEY

Prof. and Mrs. Herbert Brown H’63 were guests at the spring dinner meeting on May 14.

Secretary George Bacon ’15 reports, “Everyone enjoyed the evening, especially Herb’s inspiring report on the College.”

New officers were elected. They are: President, Arthur Hamblen ’48; Vice President, Joseph Woods ’47; Secretary, George Bacon ’15; Treasurer, Ernest Fifield ’11; Alumni Council Member, Peter Grant ’48.

PENOBSCOT

The Club had two successful meetings during the past year. Prof. Nathan Dane II ’37 was guest at the fall dinner meeting, and Director of Admissions Hubert Shaw ’36 spoke at the spring meeting.

PHILADELPHIA

President John Hovey ’55 welcomed nearly 90 alumni and guests and introduced visitors from the College at the annual dinner and ladies’ night on Feb. 6.

Alumni Secretary Peter Barnard ’50 spoke on recent alumni events on campus, and Prof. Athen Daggett ’25 talked about his experiences conducting one of the first Senior Seminars. President Coles, the principal speaker, brought the Club up to date on current happenings and plans at the College.

John Church ’54, Glee Club Concert Coordinator, reports, “On March 30, the Club sponsored the Glee Club at the William Penn Charter School, in suburban Germantown. The auditorium was nearly filled and the reaction of the audience was extremely favorable.

‘We did not charge admission but rather sent a letter to alumni and friends requesting contributions. We received enough money to just about break even.

“The concert was a great success largely as the result of a lot of work by Al Baker ’51, Dave Crowell ’49, Rus Crowell ’55, Ron Golz ’56, John Malcolm ’54, and Roy Knight ’50.”

The Club held a number of monthly luncheons throughout the spring and the practice will be continued this year. Starting on Oct. 6, the group will meet at noon on the first Wednesday of every month through May (except April), at the Yale Club. Interested alumni should contact Luncheon Chairman John Malcolm Jr. ’54, Bell Telephone Co., Public Relations Dept., 1 Parkway, Philadelphia 2.

PITTSBURGH

Assistant Treasurer Glenn McIntyre ’25 was the guest of the Club at the winter stag meeting on Dec. 9.

Retiring President John Sucose ’45 introduced Mr. McIntyre, who brought the group up to date on campus news. Elections were held, with the following results: President, Fritz Kleibacker ’31; Secretary-Treasurer, Les Leonetti ’57; and Fred Willey ’17, Alumni Council Member.

On Jan. 16 the Club held an informal Luncheon Club.

FUTURE MEETINGS

BOSTON
Sat., Sept. 25: pre-game tailgate picnic at the Tufts University Oval.
Tues., Oct. 19, noon: monthly luncheon at Nick’s, 100 Warren St. John Collins, Mayor of Boston, speaker.
Tues., Nov. 9: monthly luncheon. Prof. Nathan Dane II ’37.
Fri., March 18: spring dinner.

BOWDOIN TEACHERS’
Thurs., Oct. 7; fall meeting, Cumberland Club 116 High St., Portland; 6 p.m. social hour; 7 p.m. dinner.

CENTRAL NEW YORK
Fri., Oct. 29, fall dinner.

CONNECTICUT
Thurs., Oct. 21, noon: monthly luncheon at the University Club (Hartford).
Thurs., Nov. 18: monthly luncheon.
Thurs., Dec. 16: monthly luncheon.

CONNECTICUT SHORE
Fri., Oct. 8: fall dinner and ladies’ night, Longshore Country Club (Westport).

NEW YORK
Wed., Oct. 6, 5:30 p.m.: informal reception for alumni, wives, and guests at the Princeton Club.
Sat., Oct. 16: post-game informal reception for alumni and friends at the Williamstown (Mass.) Inn.

ST. PETERSBURG

WASHINGTON
Tues., Oct. 5, noon: monthly luncheon at the Sphinx Club, 1315 K St. N.W.
evening meeting, at which Football Coach Peter Kostacopoulos was guest. He showed film highlights of Bowdoin's successful 1964 season as the Club entertained Pittsburgh area high school students and secondary school guidance counselors.

The Club sponsored another informal meeting on March 23, when Basketball Coach Ray Bicknell was the guest from the College. Interested sub-freshmen were invited.

SEATTLE

Despite its distance from Maine, the Club remains active. Basketball Coach Ray Bicknell spoke at an informal dinner meeting on March 16.

Alumni in the area are invited to keep in touch with M. Chandler Redman '34, Convener and Council Member, 2118 Smith Tower, Seattle, Wash. 98104.

SPRINGFIELD

The Club sponsored a successful Glee Club concert on March 26.

On April 30, the Club entertained as its special guests the Bowdoin Bachelors. Approximately 20 alumni and wives attended the social hour and dinner. After singing a number of songs, three of the Bachelors spoke informally and answered questions: Ted Davis '67 commented on undergraduate social life; Dick Fontaine '65 reported on the Senior Center program, and Ed Leydon '66 talked about Bowdoin fraternities.

VERMONT

Prof. Robert Beckwith was the guest of the Club at its spring dinner and ladies' meeting on May 1 in Burlington.

Convener Bob Peakes '36 reports, "Present were Dexter and Jill Morris '62, Bob and Peg Peakes '36, Malcolm Daggett '29, Sumner and Julia McIntire '35, Douglas Stewart '37, Ralph and Mary Kild '43, Donald and Betty Richter '56, and, of course, Professor Beckwith.

"Professor Beckwith's informal yet incisive, cogent remarks were so well received that, when he concluded, he was made an honorary member of the Bowdoin Club of Vermont and forthwith presented with a personal membership card, duly certified by the Convener."

WASHINGTON

The Club's annual spring dinner and ladies' night was on April 27. "Over 70 attended," Secretary Jay Carson '53 reports, "and Toastmaster Robert Hale '10 and President Coles were in fine form.

"The following were elected officers for the coming year: President, Raymond Jensen '48; Vice President, Prescott Fadlo '51; Secretary, Jay Carson '53; Treasurer, Peter Smith '60; Program Chairman, Burton Tower '30, and Alumni Council Member, Edwin Stetson '41."

Secretary Carson further reports: "We had a wonderful Bowdoin Family Day on June 26!

"Ed Stetson deserves the finest accolades for planning and executing this affair. The lobsters and clams were prepared and served in the accustomed Maine tradition."

The Club will resume its monthly luncheon meetings at the Sphinx Club on the first Tuesday of each month.

WESTERN MAINE

The Club held two dinner meetings during the past season.

Prof. Alton Gustafson was guest speaker on Dec. 1. Approximately 30 alumni attended the meeting in Farmington.

Dean Nathaniel Kendrick was the speaker at the spring dinner meeting on May 14. Club members gathered for a 6:30 social hour and 7:30 dinner at Madison's Restaurant in Runnemede, where the proprietor is Ralph Storns '29.

WORCESTER

Club Secretary Lloyd Small '29 writes, "Forty-one alumni and guests attended the annual dinner meeting and ladies' night on May 6.

"Dr. Chester Brown '37, President and Council Member, introduced Dean Nathaniel Kendrick, guest of honor. The Dean gave a talk about the College and answered many questions."

CLASS NEWS

'95

One of the scholarships established by the late Hoyt Moore and Mrs. Moore has been awarded to Barry J. Sanford '69 of Bar Harbor.

Joe Roberts represented the Class at Commencement. Also in June, on the occasion of the anniversary of the 1921 flood in Pueblo, Colo., his heroic exploits were the subject of a long and interesting feature story in the Pueblo Star-Journal. Joe and a friend were responsible for the rescue of several people during the flood.

'96

Ralph Crosman reported in July that he is "still alive and kicking." Ralph's address is 106 Gilbert Road, Rocky Hill, Conn.

'97

Henry Gilman attended Commencement exercises in June.

'00

Hudson Sinksinson 52 Storer Street Kennebunk

Dr. Nat Barker was presented a 60-year pin at the annual meeting of the Maine Medical Association in June. He also attended the June Commencement.

'03

Henry A. Peason 81 Oakhurst Road Cape Elizabeth

Clifford and Walker registered at Commencement.

Philip Clifford is celebrating his 50th anniversary as an Overseer of the College. President Coles presented to him a special diploma at the Commencement Dinner on June 12, which said, in part, "Whereas, such a time of service has been equaled in the entire history of the College by but eight of his predecessors on the Governing Boards, and by none elected since 1868, the President and Trustees of the College, with the unanimous concurrence of his colleagues on the Board of Overseers, have voted that this day he be given his Diploma of a Half Century of Service, in token of their appreciation for all that he has done for this College, its Officers, its Faculty, and its Students." Philip was Vice President of the Board of Overseers from 1947-1949 and President from 1953-1957.

'04

Wallace M. Powers 37-52 Sixth Street Jackson Heights, N. Y. 11372

Brigham, Leatherbrow, Powers, and Putnam attended the June Commencement exercises.

Class Secretary Jake Powers had to be rushed to a Brunswick hospital in June while he was attending the Commencement weekend activities. After surgery, he made a rapid recovery and left for his
Jackson Heights home less than two weeks later.

Willbur Roberts of Alfred celebrated his 85th birthday June 10.

Members of 1904 will regret to learn of the death on May 27 of Harold Robinson's widow, Mrs. Lucille B. Robinson at the home of her daughter in Chevy Chase, Md.

Ralph N. Cushing
10 Knox Street
Thomaston

Four 1905 couples were on the campus at Commencement last June: the Ralph Cushings, the Charles Donells, the Cope Philoons, and the Jinn Williamses.

Members of 1905 will regret to learn of the death of Henry Lewis's widow, Ella, on June 28. The Cope Philoons have sold their summer lake-side place in Liberty, They spent the summer in Brunswick.

Thomas C. Chase '65 received the Leonard A. Pierce Memorial Prize at Commencement. It is awarded annually to the senior who has attained the highest scholastic average among those continuing their educations in accredited law schools.

Fred E. Smith
9 Oak Avenue
Norway

Holman, Smith, and Winchell registered at Commencement.

David Porter reports that he plans to be present at our 60th Reunion next June.

Thaddeus Roberts's son, John, who is employed by the General Electric Co. at Lynn, Mass., recently received two shares of G. E. stock for his 20th and 21st U. S. patent applications. The most recent applications concerned the Leak Detector Probe with Integral Flow Indicator and the Electric Vapor Detector.

John W. Leydon
3130 West Penn Street

Those who registered at Commencement were: Adams, Allen, Halford, Leydon, Linnell, Mincher, Snow, and Winchell.

Neal Allen was reelected vice president of the Westbrook Junior College Board of Trustees in June.

William Linnell was reelected chairman and to a six-year term on the Westbrook Junior College Board of Trustees in June.

Christopher Toole
4084 MacArthur Boulevard, #7
Washington, D. C. 20007

Campbell, Crowley, and Stetson registered at Commencement.

Sturgis Leavitt received an honorary degree of doctor of laws from the University of North Carolina, where he is Kenan Professor of Spanish, Emeritus. The citation accompanying the degree said, in part: "A Yankee Conquistador, he became a Tar Heel, whose international reputation as author, editor, scholar, counsellor, administrator, and teacher have added luster to the name of the University..." Learned without being pedantic, kindly without being sentimental, like Don Quixote, 'valiant, polite, generous, well-bred, magnanimous, courteous, dauntless, gentle, patient,' Dr. Leavitt represents, through his distinguished achievements, the finest traditions of the university he has served so long and faithfully."

Jasper J. Stahl
Waldoboro

We deeply regret that since we last wrote, other friends, comrades, and classmates have "joined the innumerable caravan which moves into that mysterious region beyond our ken." Nick Carrer (Charles E.) died at his home in Cambria, Calif. Then on June 25 Dr. Clarence L. Scamman passed away. The Class was represented by Thomas D. Ginn at services for "Scam" on June 28. His death leaves your scribe the last surviving Zeta Psi member of the Class of 1905 at Bowdoin.

Those gathering at Commencement this year were Bob Pennell, Col. Stanley, Carl Stone, and Albert Moulton. Your scribe should have been there but he was faced by a conflict of appointments. It was on Bowdoin's Commencement Day that he was chosen Alumnus of the Year at his prep school, a famous New England Academy (est. 1801). This involved acceptance of a Revere Bowl and a speech at a Commencement Dinner. Incidentally Bob Pennell at near 80 was there for the graduation of his son, William, who graduated near the top of his class and received a Phi Beta Kappa appointment; some records for both father and son, marred only by the fact that history was not repeating itself.

A memorial service was held on May 24 for our classmate, Justice Burton. The announcement read as follows:

"A meeting of the Bar of the Supreme Court of the United States, in the Supreme Court Building on Monday, May 24, 1965, at eleven o'clock in the morning, is called to take appropriate action in the memory of the late Justice Burton. At 12:30 in the afternoon the resolution adopted at this meeting will be presented to the Court, and the Attorney General will address the Court, "Justice Burton was appointed to the Court by Mr. Truman and it was anticipated that the ex-President would be in attendance." Ernest Pottel's grandson, Martin, was graduated from Norwich University and commissioned a second lieutenant in the ROTC on June 13.


Carl Stone, along with Newman, one of our few remaining peripatetics, has recently given some time to exploring the woods of northeastern areas of Maine on foot.

We have a letter written by our old classmate, Andrew Sidolow Hawke, and located by Paul Newman. The letter is dated May 3, 1911. We shall say a bit in the next number of the Alumnus about the life and work of Hiwale in India. This will be all for now, unless the living loosen up and furnish us a word or two about themselves.

E. Curtis Matthews
59 Pearl Street
Mystic, Conn.

Registered at Commencement were: Boynton, Cary, Chapman, Crosby, Deming, Dreer, Evans, Hale, Matthews, Newman, Peters, Ross, Tuttle, Warren, Webster, Weston, and Wing.

At the June Meeting of the Governing Boards, Charles Cary retired as an active member of the Trustees and was elected a Trustee Emeritus.

Ernest G. Fitfield
351 Highland Avenue
Upper Montclair, N. J.

Back for Commencement were: Berry, Black, Burns, F. E. K. Davis, Hansen, Oxnard, Sanborn, and Wiggins.

Dr. Alton Pope has succeeded the late Dr. Charles Lincoln '91 as Convener and Council Member for the Bowdoin Club of St. Petersburg.

William A. MacCormick
114 Atlantic Avenue
Boothbay Harbor

Registered at Commencement were: Barbier, Bragdon, Briggs, Bryant, Foss, Hill, MacCormick, Marsh, Purinton, Ridley, Welch, and Woodcock.

The Locke Award, established by the late Herbert E. Locke and awarded annually by the Bowdoin chapter of Zeta Psi to the senior member who has given the most to the College and fraternity, was won in May by Peter W. Elliott of North Reading, Mass.

Nifty Purinton received the honorary degree of doctor of science from Bowdoin at Commencement.

Dr. Allan Woodcock was presented a 50-year pin at the annual meeting of the Maine Medical Association in June.

Luther G. Whittington
R.E.D. 2
Farmington

Buck, Cummings, Jones, Lunt, McNally, Norton, Philloon, Pike, Savage, Shackford,
Walker, Whittier, and Wood registered at Commencement.

Paul Douglas spoke before a capacity audience at the National Association of Mutual Savings Banks’ 45th annual conference in May.

Summer Pike has completed his term as President of the Board of Overseers, The Scholarship, which he established in 1960, has been awarded this year to David F. Haley ’69 of Machias.

Edward Snow spoke on “One Hundred Years After the Civil War” at the April 21 meeting of the Historical Society of Montgomery County, Norristown, Pa.

Earl Thompson received the 1965 Alumnus Service Award in June. The citation described him as a quiet and effective worker for the College, always generous of his time and talents. . . , thought and deed you epitomize those objectives that Bowdoin’s first president, Joseph McKean outlined for the College and its sons: . . . the common good . . . and . . . the benefit of society ’69.

Ray Verrill married the former Thelma Foster Stone of Portland on Jan. 25.

Adams, Allen, Bacon, Card, Chatto, Cooley, Demmons, Dow, Eastman, Elwell, Fish, Knowlton, H. A. Lewis, J. A. Lewis, Little, MacCormick, MacDonald, McKenney, MacKinnon, McWilliams, Meichner, Roberts, Smith, Stone, Sizwell, Talbot, Verrill, and Woodbury registered for our 50th reunion.

Joe McDonald has retired as Minister of the Union Church in Waban, Mass., and has moved to the Maine town of Wilton, where his address is P.O. Box 484. Joe was Commencement Chaplain.

The scholarship given in memory of Adriel Bird has been awarded to Paul R. Gautron ’79 of Amesbury, Mass.

Kenneth Burr and his wife spent the winter in Arizona where his daughter, Barbara, lives with her husband, Edward Everett ’40. The Everetts have three children: a son studying engineering at the University of Southern California, a daughter at the University of Arizona, and a younger daughter entering high school in Phoenix.

MacDiar's was a contestant on the NBC television program “Jeopardy” June 23, 25, 28, and 29 and won $2,060. The encore of the quiz show described Mac as "one of the most knowledgeable and delightful people ever to appear on the show.” Mac and his wife, Charlotte, celebrated their 45th wedding anniversary on June 28, according to Paul Niven, who took time out from his busy schedule to view Mac’s theatrical triumph.

On June 21 Don Edwards who is retired from active business, moved to Cumberland Center, where his address is 23 Pinewood Dr.

Doc Haywood, now of Pompano Beach, Fla., has written hopefully of attending Commencement during a visit in Maine when he hopes to find a likely place for his year around residence here. He has recently had several hospital experiences.

Bob Little is making his 1966 plans to attend our 50th. The Little family is rather widely separated geographically. The older daughter is in Florida where her husband, Bill Graham, is with Aerospace Corp., Melbourne Beach. The younger daughter, Marie, has been touring Europe with her husband, the Rev. Harold Robinson, Dean of the Buffalo (N.Y.) Cathedral. The two sons are in California: Bob Jr., with Whippoorwill Corp., and Palmer with Douglas Aircraft.

Ralph Parmeuter's mother recently died at the advanced age of 99.

Dr. Urban Merrill has retired from his medical practice and continues to live in Etna.

The Phil Johnsons have returned to 41 Norwood St., Portland, after spending five months in the Hawaiian Islands and Japan. They visited their son and daughter-in-law, Capt. and Mrs. Dion Johnson, and daughters, who are at Schofield Barracks on the Island of Oahu.

P. Doherty, Foulke, Hargraves, Higgins, and Paul registered at Commencement.

George Casey and his wife announced the engagement of their daughter, Ellen, to Peter R. McCarthy in June.
Following a term as Vice President of the Board, Roy Foulke has been elected President of the Overseers. In September, he will represent the College at the inauguration of Martin B. Dworsik as first president of Manhattan Community College.

Reginald Lombard of South Portland made local headlines in June when he caught, in four days, 35 landlocked salmon while fishing at Western Grand Lake. They ranged from two to 3½ pounds.

Registered at our 45th Class Reunion were: Adams, Atwood, Barry, Boardman, Cleaves, Cousins, Curtis, Dennett, Goodrich, Captull, A. W. Hall, Lappin, LeMay, McPartland, McWilliams, Merril, L. H. Moses, Rounds, Taylor, Waltz, and Zeitler.

Alexander Henderson, who retired five years ago, is serving as interim minister for the First Baptist Church in Winchester, Mass., where his address is 6 Stannish Lane.

Pike Rounds was presented a citation by the Bowdoin Club of New Hampshire in May for his service to the College as an Overseer, Alumni Council President, organizer and principal officer of the New Hampshire Club. He has been a member of the faculty of The Phillips Exeter Academy for 15 years, during which, the citation read, he has "displayed such diligence and distinction...as to have gained international regard for his perspicacity, circumpection and tolerant understanding in the field of secondary school admissions."

Cook, Gibson, Lyseth, McCrum, Ogden, Ormerod, Peunell, St. Clair, and Schenland attended Commencement.

Harold Beach's older son is going into the ministry, and his younger son is a student at Western Michigan University. His daughter is living in Grand Rapids, Mich., while her husband is stationed on Okinawa. Harold's address is 408 Chesterfield Blvd., N. W., Grand Rapids, He reports seven grandchildren.

In June Albion Benton reported that he and Elizabeth had just returned from another trip to Europe — this time to Greece, Italy, Austria, England, and Ireland. Last winter they spent a month at Nassau and Key Biscayne, Fla. Al is President of the Laurel Hill Cemetery Association and is busy doing work for the Rotary Club as Director of International Relations. His address is Portland Road, Saco.

Ken Boardman is serving as President of "The Fossils," an organization of retired men, founded on Nov. 20, 1947, which he joined in 1959. He reports, "Ages range from early 60's to 97. Included are many agricultural scientists, engineers, tele-

phone company men, and so forth — a truly fantastic composite of career experiences." Ken's address is 6639-52nd Place, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Curt Laughlin has acquired a granddaughter and expects a third grandchild in December. He lives at 68 Prospect St. in Portland and plans to work until December of 1968.

Russ McGowen has retired and is now living in South Yarmouth, Mass.

Frank Ormerod is active in the Old Guard of Millburn Township, Inc., an organization of 125 retired business and professional men. He is a volunteer worker with the New Jersey Food for the Needy, Inc., and has been elected Vice President of the Life Member Club, Walter S. Gifford Chapter, Telephone Pioneers of America.

George Prout has been retired since March of 1963. His address is 11 Concord Drive, Pecksill, N. Y.


Warren Barker reported in June: "Ruth and I drove up to visit with Francis Redl-

ey (two days after her heart attack) in the hospital. Found him with his chin up and most appreciative for the cards and letters from his classmates."

Louis Bernstein has been elected Vice President of the Board of Overseers.

Doug Knight wrote in May to say that he and his wife were planning a month in Hawaii and would not be coming East this year. The Knights live opposite the seventh tee of the Velda Rose Golf Course in Mesa, Arizona, and Doug golf almost every day. Their address is 301 North 57th Place.

Carroll Norton's two Bowdoin sons both have interesting positions. William '50 is an associate professor at Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, N. Y. Richard '50 is with the United States State Department's Agency for International Development, Yaounde, Cameroon, West Africa. Carroll's address is Box 304, Brewer.

Shirley Race wrote in May saying his regrets at not being able to attend the Class Reunion.

At the end of August, Sarge Ricker retired as Cashier of the Ludlow Corp., Needham Heights, Mass.

In June, Evans Wagg wrote: "We plan to go to Glacier Park, Montana, later in the summer. Our plans are to camp and hike."

"A prize established at the College in honor of Rollston Woodbury was awarded at Commencement to Richard T. Andrias '65 of Needham, Mass. The award is based on qualities of scholarship, leadership and extracurricular activities.

 Registered at Commencement were: Bannum, M. P. Chandler, H. V. Davis, Eames, Healy, Hill, Mallett, Mason, E. P. Perkins, Philbrick, Quinby, R. I. Small, J. L. Smith, and Wilder.

Francis "Fat" Hill celebrated his 30th anniversary of Mutual of New York in June.

Walter Whitney is retiring and is now emeritus at the University of Maine but will continue to teach at California State Polytechnical College. He is teaching at the University of Maine this summer. He will be in the Dept. of Language Arts at California State Polytechnical College, Pomo- na, after Sept. 15.

We are happy that Peg and Jack Stan- wood joined us too.

Charles Bouffard's son Raymond will be a member of the entering class at St. Francis College this fall.


Webster Brown's son, Timothy, received a diploma and special award from Governor Dummer Academy in June. The award was the Cummings Prize, given to a boy who has "shown perseverance, hard work, and good spirit in overcoming obstacles and disappointments." A co-captain of the football team, Tim was injured much of the season but still managed to provide leadership and inspiration for his team.

Bill Gulliver is a new Overseer of the College.

Crosby Hodgman has been named director of museums and activities of the Lincoln County Cultural and Historical Association, Wiscasset.

Jim Kelley '51 commented in June, "Bar-
reutt C. Nichols of the Class of 1925 is a whale of a golfer for someone who’s supposed to have graduated from Bowdoin 40 years ago.”

At the June Meeting of the Governing Boards, Fred Perkins was elected a Trustee. He had been an Overseer since 1962.

Joseph Osliorne has left the New York University of Medicine and is now a member of the Dept. of Anatomy, University of British Columbia, Vancouver 8.

Alden Smith’s son, Asi ’65, achieved an “A” average during the semester ending in June.

Gordon Larcom has been elected a director of the Savings Bank Life Insurance Council of Massachusetts. He is president of the New Bedford Institution for Savings.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to John Lincoln, whose father, Dr. Charles Lincoln ’01, died on July 5 in Brunswick at the age of 95.

Bill Mills was one of the successful candidates on the annual Alumni Ballot and has been elected an Overseer of the College.

Shall Swan has been elected an Overseer of the College.

Phil Smith’s son, Carl ’60, has received an M.B.A. degree from Northwestern University and is working for the Rio Grande and Western Railroad and living in Denver, Colo.

The Class of 1930 held its 35th Reunion during Commencement, June 10-13. Everyone attending agreed that it was one of the best reunions to date. Sheba Lodge was our off-campus headquarters and all who stayed there enjoyed it very much. Our Reunion Dinner was attended by 24 classes, 18 wives, two daughters, and one son.

Those who attended were: Bill and Barbara Altenburg, Stan and Phyllis Bird, Herb and Manny Chalmers, Phil and Marge Chapman, Bill and Helen Cole, Sears and Villa Crowell, Forrest and Con- ni Davis, Roy Davis, Joe and Mary Flagg, Ben and Becky Jenkins, Ray and Dot Jensen, Carter Lee and daughter Louise, Bill and Anne Locke, Carl Moses, Kaspar Myrvangnes, Dave and Laura Oakes, Art and Jean Orte, Don Randall, Hal Rising, Gil and Alice Soule, Oscar and Caryl Swanston, Bob and Ann Thayer, Ben and Peggy Whitcomb, daughter Judy and son Benjie, and George and Joyce Willard. George Stetson was able to join us for part of the reunion but had to start back to Virginia before the dinner Saturday evening.

Several of our classmates were kept away by graduations or weddings of their children during Commencement weekend. We hope they all can make it for the 40th.

William Altenberg was elected in June a member of the Board of Directors of the Service Corps of Retired Executives.

Sears Crowell, a professor of zoology at Indiana University, was elected President of the Men’s Faculty Club last spring.

Manning Hawthorne reported in June. “We have become grandparents to Elizabeth Ray Strong of Davis, Calif., she was born on Feb. 20, 1965, and her mother is our elder daughter, Deborah. Sorry I had to miss our 35th Reunion, but expect to be on hand for the 36th next year, as we will be on home leave then— in Maine.” Manning’s address is American Consulate General, APO New York 09660.

President Asi Knowles of Northeastern University is the author of an article entitled “Partnership Between Business and Education” which appeared in the Spring.
1965, issue of The Purple and Gold, the magazine of the Chi Psi Fraternity.

Fred Morrow, assistant vice president of the Bank of America, wrote June 14: "It was a real disappointment to me not to be able to make our class reunion this year. However, since I have only been at the bank for a year and am still learning the mysteries of banking, it seemed prudent for me to sacrifice the opportunity to see my classmates and stay at the helm during this time, I hope you had a wonderful time and I trust it will be our good fortune to be able to assemble again at another reunion."

Art Orne has been elected an Overseer of the College.

James H. Pettigrew will represent the College at the installation of Richard J. Stonesifer as Dean of the College of Liberal Arts at Drew University in October.

Henry Pollock's son, Henry 3rd '60, and Vera Victoria Schabowski were married in June.

Dick Sanger's daughter, Lorraine, was graduated in June from the University of Delaware with High Honors in Psychology and was elected to Phi Beta Kappa. She is engaged to Jim Smack, and they plan to be married early next year, before he fulfills his ROTC obligation.

George Sewall was the author of "What Is the Board of Governors?" in the Spring, 1965, issue of the Diamond of Psi Upsilon.

Lawrence Usher's daughter, Leslie, and David C. Anderson married on June 9.

Barbour, Low, Rosenfeld, and Singer represented our Class at Commencement.

Charles Barbour's son, Charles 3rd '66, and Jocelyn Anne Taylor were married in June.

Dr. Roswell Bates was reelected in June executive secretary of the Osteopathic Association of Maine.

Richard Boyd's son, Robert '66, won the Horace Lord Piper Prize in May for his paper, "The Race Problem and World Peace." Winners are selected by the Dept. of Government and Legal Studies.

Al Madeira's widow, Beatrice, was married last spring to Lawrence Edmands of Dover, Mass.

Jack Manning has been elected to another term as Alumni Council Member for the Bowdoin Club of Albany.

Franz Sigel retired from active duty in the Army on March 1 and is working for an import/export broker in downtown Los Angeles. He expects to be in this line of work for two or three years. Franz lives at 2515 Sale Place, Huntington Park, Calif.

Herman Sweat has returned from sabbatical leave to the Dept. of Biology at Tufts. He taught during this year's summer school session. His son, Dana '63, spent seven weeks of the summer learning Spanish in Ponce, Puerto Rico.

Very Rev. Gordon E. Gillett 3601 North North Street Peoria, Ill.

G. W. Allen, G. S. Bennett, Gazlay, Kahill, Pike, and Pope registered at Commencement.

Charles Allen's son, Thomas '67, has been elected President of the Bowdoin chapter of Kappa Sigma.

Byron Davis has been elected a second vice president of the State Mutual Life Assurance Co. of America, Worcester, Mass. He was previously secretary of the health insurance division. The appointment was effective Aug. 1.

Charles Hardies and his law partners have opened an office in Canajoharie, N.Y. The firm, Taylor, Wilkinson and Hardies, has an office in Amsterdam, N.Y.

Robert Porter's son, Robert Jr. '66, spent the summer working in Europe under the auspices of the Bowdoin chapter of the International Association of Students in Economics and Commerce.

Paul E. Sullivan 2920 Pointe Del Mar Palo Verdes Estates, Calif.

Registered for our 30th reunion were:


Dr. Harry Abelon's son, Lt. (JG) A. Dean Abelon, is serving on the USS Albatross, based at Sasebo, Japan.

Don Barnes is one of four new Members at Large of the Alumni Council.

Joe Fisher was made an honorary doctor of science by Bowdoin at Commencement.

John McLean's son, John A. '59, is engaged to Susan Brooks O'Brien. An October wedding is planned.

Steve Merrill was guest speaker at the opening dinner of the 112th annual session of the Maine Medical Association at Rockland in June. His talk was titled, "Maine Yarn Spinning."

Dr. Douglass Walker has been promoted to Associate Dean for Administration at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine. His address is 813 Stags Head Road, Towson, Md.

Herbert S. Shaw Admissions Office Massachusetts Hall Brunswick


A scholarship established by friends and relatives in memory of the late Carleton Connor has been awarded to Mark J. Esposito '69 of Orange, Conn.

William Drake was credited in the June 19 issue of Business Week with the resurgence of Pennsalt Chemicals Corp., of which he is President. The article cited him for blending "frugality with daring in a way to make his New England ancestry proud."

Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Drummond announced the engagement of their daughter, Cynthia, to Jonathan Chaste in June. Tom Gibb spent much of last year in England as Honorary Research Associate at University College, London, learning quantum mechanics. He saw Bowdoin Professor William Root frequently. Tom is continuing his research on metals at Tufts. His address is 27 Sargent Road, Winchester, Mass.

In June Richard Jordan wrote, "I am sending my son Bruce to Bowdoin this fall. He was just graduated from Win-
chester (Mass.) High School, where he made the National Honor Society and was active on lacrosse and gym teams. As Manager, Statistical Division, at the Home Office of the American Mutual Liability Group of Insurance Companies, I was elected Assistant Vice President last spring.

Dr. William Kierstead was elected secretary of the Maine Dental Association at the group’s annual meeting in June.

Dick Leonard’s daughter, Shirley, received her B.A. from New England College on June 6. She will teach fourth grade in New Boston, N.H., this fall. Dick is now comptroller of the World Division of the restructured Methodist Board of Missions. Dick’s wife, Phyllis, is now a remedial reading clinician in the Norwalk, Conn., school system after teaching reading in Westchester County, N.Y., schools for several years. The Leonard’s live at 161 West Rocks Rd., Norwalk, Conn.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Weston Lewis, whose mother, Mrs. Henry Lewis, died on June 28.

Dr. Maurice Ross’s daughter, Nancy, was one of two Maine high school students to be designated Presidential Scholars of 1965. She went to Washington in June, was congratulated by the President, and received a bronze medal. Also a National Merit Scholar, she is entering Wellesley this fall.

Last June Win Thomas’s daughter, Linda, was graduated from Ohio Wesleyan and his daughter, Julie, from the Chamberlain School.

Back for Commencement were: Davidon, Dickson, Frye, Hight, W. D. Hyde, Morgan, Newman, O. S. Soule, Stanwood, and Welch.

Sister Bass’s daughter, Harriet, married Timothy F. Little of Concord, Mass., June 17 in the Washington Cathedral. The Littles are living in Marlboro, Vt., where he is Director of Admissions for Marlboro College.

Ben Cushing has returned to the States after nearly three years in the Congo. He spent six weeks in Maine during the early summer before reporting to Washington.

George Davidson has been elected President of the Alumni Council and of the Alumni Association.

Bill Frost is Acting Chairman of the English Dept, at Santa Barbara College of the University of California for 1965-66. His address is 2820 Verde Vista Drive, Santa Barbara.

Howard Miller served as chairman-of-the-day on July 14 at his company’s Eastern Regional Conference at The Greenbrier hotel, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.

Robert Hunt, a CLU, is an associate of the Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co., agency in Springfield, Mass.

Frederic Newman was elected in June vice president of the Maine Bankers Association. Fred is president of the Eastern Trust and Banking Co., Bangor. His son, Paul ’67, has been elected treasurer of Bowdoin’s chapter of Kappa Sigma.

Maj. Gen. Bob Smith has been named Director of Plans at Air Force Headquarters, Washington. He was formerly Director of Intelligence for the Strategic Air Command. In June, he was elected an Overseer of the College.

David Soule’s son, David Jr. ’68, has been elected a Student Council Representative of Bowdoin’s chapter of Zeta Psi.

Cartland, Haire, Hanley, Pierce, Riley, Tukey, Waldron, and White attended Commencement.

In early May, Charlie Campbell left for Germany to become Public Affairs Director for Radio Free Europe. His address is Radio Free Europe, Englisher Garten 1, Munich. He wrote, “I’ll be in Munich for three weeks this trip for orientation, then return to New York in June and bring the family over about July 7.”
Craig is now Alumni Council Member for the Bowdoin Club of Long Island.

Leonard Leonkoffe attended an officer refresher course at the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kan., in May. He is a colonel in the Reserve. On July 1, he began a four-year term as Member at Large of the Alumni Council.

Dave Dickson is starting his third year as Chairman of the Language and Literature Dept., at Northern Michigan University, Marquette. Last May 28 he delivered the commencement address at Xavier University of Louisiana and on June 2 he was the commencement speaker at Kingsford High School, Iron Mountain, Mich. Dave’s address is 331 East Prospect St., Marquette.

Everett Giles has been elected President of the New England Association of Highway Attorneys. Last June he began a weekly radio program of commentary and interviews on current issues and events, broadcast from Brunswick’s radio station, WBCA, and is called “The Maine Idea” and is scheduled for Sunday afternoons. Everett and Barbara live at 6 Bowdoin St., Portland.

Ernest Pottle’s son, Martin, was graduated from Norwich University and commissioned a second lieutenant in the ROTC on that campus.


of Fine Arts, Goucher College, spoke at Amherst College in April. He gave an analysis of contemporary French cinema.

Robert Neilson has been elected Treasurer of the Boston Chapter of the Financial Executives Institute. He is Controller of Morgan Construction Co.

Dr. Niles Perkins joined the Maine Health and Welfare Department in June and has closed his private practice in Portland.

Theodore R. Saba has a new address: McCann-Erickson Inc., 485 Lexington Ave., New York City.

Frank Smith’s oldest son, Frank, was in the top 20 of the 1290 taking entrance examinations for Boston College High School and received a four-year scholarship. The Smiths live at 109 Harbor View Road, Milton, Mass.

Mario Tonon continued work on his Ph.D. at the University of Maine this summer. He is still superintendent of schools in Brunswick.

Registered at Commencement were: Barrows, Blakely, Briggs, Cross, Ingalls, Ross, and H. B. Walker Jr.

At the spring meeting, the Bowdoin Club of Long Island reelected Bill Barney as Secretary.

Bob Bragdon’s daughter JoAnn was graduated from Westbrook Junior College in June and is at Wheelock College this year. The Bragdons live at 10 Batchelder Road, Marblehead, Mass.

Bob Buckley has been promoted to Assistant Plant Manager with the Lewis-Sheppard Co., Watertown, Mass. His daughter Patricia (21) is working at the First National Bank in Boston; Dick (19) and Judith (18) both were graduated from high school in June; and Thomas (12) will be in the 8th grade this fall. Buck and his family live at 82 Pleasant St., Medfield, Mass.

Norman and Barbara Cook have opened “Jump n’ Jack,” a drive-in, boat-in located at the bridge in Lake Winnisquam, N.H. The Cooks plan to operate it as a summer business. Norman is a mathematics teacher at Hanover (N.H.) High School.

John Jaques spoke at Bonny Eagle High School graduation exercises on June 17. John is assistant director of undergraduate studies, assistant professor of English, coordinator of student aid, and chairman of the honors program at the University of Maine in Portland.

Lt. Col. Gordon Lake recently assumed command of the 29th Air Transport Squadron at McGuire AFB, N.J.

Bob Maxwell has recently returned from Switzerland to the United Nations Headquarters in New York.

Benjamin Pratt’s son, Ben Jr. ’69, has been awarded an honorary Alfred P. Sloan National Scholarship at Bowdoin.

Ed Simonds’ wife and family spent the summer at Pine Point near Scarborough in Maine. This fall they will be living in the New York City area, where Ed is New York Regional Manager for the Microfilm Division of Bell and Howell.

'd42 John L. Baxter, Jr. 157 Lancey Street Pittsfield

Baxter, Coombs, Frost, Hazleton, Ireland, Vailes, J. E. Williams, and Works registered at Commencement.

John Baxter’s son, John R. ’65, and Jane Meredith Dunn married in June at Bangor.

James Dyer has been awarded a Master of Science in Teaching Degree by Colby.

Lincoln Johnson, chairman of the Dept.
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John F. Jaques
312 Pine Street
South Portland

Registered at Commencement were: Barrows, Blakely, Briggs, Cross, Ingalls, Ross, and H. B. Walker Jr.

At the spring meeting, the Bowdoin Club of Long Island reelected Bill Barney as Secretary.

Bob Bragdon’s daughter JoAnn was graduated from Westbrook Junior College in June and is at Wheelock College this year. The Bragdons live at 10 Batchelder Road, Marblehead, Mass.

Bob Buckley has been promoted to Assistant Plant Manager with the Lewis-Sheppard Co., Watertown, Mass. His daughter Patricia (21) is working at the First National Bank in Boston; Dick (19) and Judith (18) both were graduated from high school in June; and Thomas (12) will be in the 8th grade this fall. Buck and his family live at 82 Pleasant St., Medfield, Mass.

Norman and Barbara Cook have opened “Jump n’ Jack,” a drive-in, boat-in located at the bridge in Lake Winnisquam, N.H. The Cooks plan to operate it as a summer business. Norman is a mathematics teacher at Hanover (N.H.) High School.

John Jaques spoke at Bonny Eagle High School graduation exercises on June 17. John is assistant director of undergraduate studies, assistant professor of English, coordinator of student aid, and chairman of the honors program at the University of Maine in Portland.

Lt. Col. Gordon Lake recently assumed command of the 29th Air Transport Squadron at McGuire AFB, N.J.

Bob Maxwell has recently returned from Switzerland to the United Nations Headquarters in New York.

Benjamin Pratt’s son, Ben Jr. ’69, has been awarded an honorary Alfred P. Sloan National Scholarship at Bowdoin.

Ed Simonds’ wife and family spent the summer at Pine Point near Scarborough in Maine. This fall they will be living in the New York City area, where Ed is New York Regional Manager for the Microfilm Division of Bell and Howell.
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Ross Williams 23 Alta Place Centere P.O. Yonkers, N. Y.

Duggan, Griggs, LaCasce, Philbrick, and Stuart represented the Class at Commencement.

Major Ervin Archibald is serving as Chief of the Altitude Protection Branch of the 6570th Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. In June, 1961, he received his Ph.D. in physiology from the University of California at Berkeley. He later carried on post-doctoral studies in biotelemetry at Baylor University. Ervin’s address is Box 7354, Area B, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

Bob Bassinette is now Second Vice President of the Bowdoin Club of Long Island.

George Eberhardt, a vice president of John F. Rich Co. of Philadelphia, fund-raising counsel, has been appointed to supervise capital fund campaigns.

George and Martha Hebb announce the birth of their first child, Sarah Barter Hebb, at Winchester (Mass.) Hospital on May 22, 1961. George, it will be remembered, missed his 20th reunion because he was busy marrying Martha.

Ross Williams spent six weeks this summer on an oceanographic research cruise for Columbia University’s Hudson Laboratory.

Gil Wilkinson reported in June, “Son David T. now back at Bowdoin doing great with wife and son.”
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Thomas R. Hulet, M.D. 54 Beltree Road West Hartford, Conn.

Back for our 20th were: Allen, Angeramo, Berry, Boucher, Britton, G. T. Brown, Buik, Cross, Dawson, de sherbinin, Fennan, Garfield, Hoepner, Hulett, Kehlenbach, Kern, Knight, Koughan, MacIntyre, MacNaughton, Marsh, Milliken, Morgan, North, O'Shea, Power, H. H. Sawyer, Semmes, Smith, Towner, Travis, True, N. Waks, Walsh, Warren, and Whitman.

Tom Bartlett is district sales manager for General Refillaries Co. of Chicago.

In case anyone was wondering who the only Bowdoin alumus living in Montana is, he need wonder no more: John Curtis is the man.

Bruce Elliott began working for Schrader Aerosol in Manchester, N. H., in June.

The Rev. James MacNaughton and his family left for Geneva, Switzerland, where Bill has a new assignment as European Legal Director for Du Pont. His address is Du Pont International, S. A., 81 Route de l’Aire, Geneva. Bill was the Commencement Marshal in June.

In June, Alfred MacNaughton was Commencement Dinner Chaplain this year.

Dr. Adin R. Merrow sent his regrets at not being able to attend the 20th. “I had
rather looked forward to this landmark during the past couple years, but now that it's here sentimentality gives way to plain every day too much local involvement to get out." Adin has just completed a three-year research project in after-care follow up of state mental hospital patients and is trying to fit an after-care clinic into a comprehensive community mental health center. He's also director of the Staten Island After-Care Clinic, a research therapist in group play therapy in a children's center, and consultant for the N. Y. State Division for Youth.

Our friends and friends extend their sympathy to Morrill Shapiro, whose mother, Mrs. Samuel S. Shapiro, died on May 31.

John Stanley has been promoted to lieutenant colonel in the Air Force Reserve. He is a legal staff officer with the 219th A. F. Reserve Sector, Greater Field, Manchester, N. H.

Judson Merrill has been named business manager at Pentucket (Mass.) Regional School.

Dwight Pierce is Chairman of our 20th Reunion, to be held next June. He would appreciate any suggestions from members of the Class.

Last Porteous has been elected to a five year term as a Director of the Alumni Fund, beginning on July 1.

Dolsan Mines Ltd., of which Charles Robbins is president, has discovered gold sections of commercial width and value in the Penobscot area.

Hal Porteous has been elected to a five

John Walker has a new address at 616 Leopard Road, Beverly, Pa.

Last spring Bob Winer purchased a house at 7 Wilson Road, Marblehead, Mass. In June he wrote, "Guess the first one is always the hardest! All Bowdoin men are welcome to drop in any time. See you all at our 20th. Good grief!"

Cooper and Moore represented the Class of 1947.

George Berkleyn announced in June his candidacy for a seat on the Boston City Council. The primary election will be in September. George is chairman of the Boston Finance Commission.

Since May 15 Hall Collins has been Sales Representative in western Massachusetts and Vermont for the American Book Co. He wrote in June, "After five years, tickled to be back in New England. Maybe we can get to a Bowdoin football game once in a while now. New address is Box 25, Wales, Mass.

Ait Hamblen's daughter Susan (II) was a member of the undefeated YMCA swim team of Madison, N. J. The team won the Class C championship in New Jersey.

Ralph Kierstead reported in June, "More or less the same address — it's at least a year old, Same family — wife, Mary, and our two sons, Bill (4) and Tom (7). Probably back to California in another year. Too bad, because we're just beginning to know the language." The Kiersteads' address is 6357 Oberstdten/Ts, Bergweg 13, Germany.

Bob Miller is associated with Smith, Selles, and Doherty, school architects, in Boston. He and his wife have two children — Susan (1½) and Todd, born last January 11. The Millers live at 19 Edward Avenue, Lynnfield, Mass.

Bert Moore was presented a citation by the Bowdoin Club of New Hampshire in May for his service as headmaster of Tilton School and his "deep and abiding loyalty which has brought forward particular distinction to his Bowdoin College." Bert is leaving the area to become headmaster of the Holland School of Tulsa, Okla.

Edward Stone was elected in June to a three year term to the Maine Bankers Association executive committee. He is president of Merchants National Bank, Bangor.
Files, Morrell, Pitcher, Staples, and Wiley represented the Class at Commencement.

Edgar Been attended a regional sales clinic of the National Life Insurance Co. of Vermont at Lake George, N. Y. in June. He was one of several representatives of the Thomas J. Talbot Insurance Agency of Portland.

Dick Davis is now Director of International Affairs for the American Newspaper Guild and, as such, is in charge of the Guild’s relations with other unions of newspaper workers in the world. The job calls for a good deal of travel, but Dick also has time to work around the new home which he and Margie designed near Friendship Airport, on Cresentview Drive, Hanover, Md.

Dan Dayton has been elected President of the Bowdoin Club of Long Island.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Russ Douglas, whose father, David W. Douglas, died on June 27.

Clarence Fiedler has been named innkeeper of a 102-unit motel opened in July by Holiday Inns of America Inc. at Lewiston, Maine.

Robert Hart, a teacher at Brunswick High School, was enrolled in an English institute at the University of Maine this summer.

Clement F. Richardson and two companions went on an “almost unbelievable” fishing trip to the Restigouche River in Canada for a week in June and returned with seven Atlantic salmon weighing 144 pounds and brook trout in the two-pound class that were too numerous to mention. Clem took top honors, pulling in 28-and 24-pounders. “We had perfect weather the whole week and I never had fishing like it,” Clem reports.


As a result of the elections held in connection with our Fifteenth Reunion, the following are the new officers of the Class for the next five years: President, Mert Henry; Vice President (New England), Lee Howe; Vice President (East), Ray Troubh; Vice President (West), Bob McAvoy; Secretary, Dick Merrill; Treasurer, Don Snyder; Business Manager, Steve Hokanson; Marshal, Al Nicholson; Keeper of the Keys and Regalia, Ed Merrill. Also elected as Directors of the Class were Charlie Lovejoy, Jim Silson, Howard Reichle, Fred Malone, Ken Cross, Mike Carney, Dave Verrill, Phil Sprague, Roy Knight, Tom Chapman, Mike Elder, Steve Hustvedt, Jack Hupper, Fred Weidner, Tink Burnell, and Archie Howe.

Capt. Gordon Beem has been transferred to Loring AFB, Limestone.

Jack Brace has been hired by the Dinkler Hotel Corp. from St. Louis to Atlantic, Iowa. His address is Dinkler Motor Hotel, Atlanta, Ga. 30307.

Richard Brackett has been elected a vice president and commercial loan officer of the Security-Davners National Bank in Lynn.

The engagement of John Duller and Joy Lee Roberts was announced in June. John is a captain in the Air Force and stationed at Hanscom Field, Bedford, Mass.

Merton Henry has been elected President of the Bowdoin College chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.

Ed Merrill was appointed Retail Sales Manager for Maine and New Hampshire by the W. S. Pope Co. of Philadelphia last December. He and Ronne continue to live at 34 Glenwood Ave., Portland.


Richard Norton is with the State Department’s Agency for International Development, Yaounde, Cameroon, West Africa.

William Norton is an associate professor at Albert Einstein College of Medicine in the Bronx, N. Y.

Douglas and Molly Payne reported in June an addition to the family, Joshua Davis Payne, brother to Susan (2) and Lisa (7). The Paynes will be spending the next school year on leave from the University of Chicago with a fellowship to pursue work in epidemiology and public health at Yale Medical School.

Fred Weidner has sent his regrets at not being able to attend his 15th. He and Nancy moved to 400 East 89th St., Apt. 10J, New York City, just before Al and Alyson. Nancy was born on May 26, “Nancy timed things right,” Fred reports, but, unexpectedly, his printing firm had to get out a special brochure for Governor Rockefeller Commencement Weekend.

W. B. Arnold, Bird, Kelley, Lermont, Mathison, Rand, and Strang were back at Commencement.

Class Agent Bill Arnold, who completed a term as Director of the Alumni Fund on June 30, began a four-year term as Member at Large of the Alumni Council on July 1.

Bernard Brown has been elected President and Director of Ames and Rollinson, Inc., in New York City. He lives at 39 Timbert Court, Fair Haven, N.J.

The Rev. Lawrence Clark was business manager of the Episcopal Junior Conference at “Bishopswood,” Camden, this summer.

Capt. Charles Denning has a new address: 1952A Mercury Drive, Kirtland AFB, N.M. 87118.

Peter DeTroy’s son, Peter 3rd, 69, won a Bowdoin Scholarship for 1965-66. Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Joe Gauld, whose mother, Mrs. Georgia Warren Gauld, died on June 26.

Jim Kelley reports, “Barrett C. Nichols of the Class of 1925 is a whale of a golfer for someone who’s supposed to have graduated 40 years ago.”


Edward Lipere has joined Phoenix of London Group as manager of its Portland service office.

Grove Marshall has left Williams College and is now a member of the faculty at the University of New Hampshire.

Everett Schmidt is a planning analyst for the Civilian Conservation Corps and lives at 9322 Shawan Dr., Centerville, Ohio.

Reisaw, Elwell, J. B. Morrell, Niven, and Scoville were back at Commencement.

In June Ray Biggar reported, “After a very pleasant and profitable year as Visiting Assistant Professor of English Literature at Western Reserve in Cleveland, I have accepted a position as Assistant Professor of English at Boston College. It will be good to be a New Englander again. Trust I’ll see a lot of you stay-at-homes.”

Art Bishop is teaching world history at Brunswick High School. His home address is 35 Peary Drive, Brunswick.

Clausen Bonang, Head of the Dept. of Biology at Brunswick High School, was a member of the faculty of the National Science Foundation Summer Institute of Biology at the College, June 28 - Aug. 6.

William Brown returned to the College this summer for graduate work. He is a teacher at Brunswick High School.

The University of Maryland awarded in June a Ph.D. in physics and astronomy to John Davis. He, his wife, and son, Michael, are living in Adelphi, Md. John is employed in the Naval Ordnance Laboratory.

In June Norm Davis reported, “Moved into new home (own design) on the Mere Point Road in Brunswick last December. Still own and operate ‘Will’s’ and have-
stituted a ‘Senior Nite’ after finals — boys all enjoy same, needless to say!

In June Pete Race reported, “Same job, same address, same School Committee work, same losing Farm League Baseball Team. Have become part of a local quartet called the ‘Rough Notes,’ which includes Jack Cronin ’51.”

Pete Southwick continues to be associated with Eastman Dillon, Union Securities and Co., 75 Pearl St., Hartford, Conn.

Dick Swann was graduated in June from the Stonier Graduate School of Banking at Richmond, Va., and is now employed by the National Bank of Plymouth County and lives at 145 Bryant St., West Bridgewater, Mass., with his wife, Paula, and three children, Randall (8), Pamela (6), and Mark (3).

William Wyatt reports the arrival of a son, John William Wyatt, on May 10. Bill himself has been promoted to Associate Professor of Classics and Linguistics at the University of Washington in Seattle. He will spend the coming year as a post-doctoral fellow at the Institute for Research in the Humanities, University of Wisconsin, working on metrical lengthening in Homer.

The engagement of John Kaler and Hillary Kay Spooner of Hamilton, Ont., was announced in June. John recently named chief underwriter in the life department of the Paul Revere Life Insurance Co.

Marjorie and Dave McCormack report the arrival of their fourth child and third daughter, Catherine, on April 12. Jennifer is 3, Meredith is 2, and David III is 1. The McCormacks continue to live at 850 Summit Ave., Westfield, N.J., and Dave is still an account representative with IBM.

Frank MacDonald taught creative writing and developmental reading during the summer at Colgate (Mass.) High School. During the school year, he teaches placement English classes.

Dave Stackpole has completed a mathematics certificate program at Carnegie Institute of Technology in numerical analysis. During the summer he expected to travel to Italy on business for the Westinghouse Electric Corp., with which he is a Licensing Engineer for the Continental Computers for the Electric Utility Industry. His address is 524 Anthon Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Lew Welch has been reelected President of the Bowdoin Club of Albany.

In June Bracebridge Young reported, “We have more than 4, and now have two sons, aged 9 and 7. Have been in Wall Street since college and am Manager of the Municipal Bond Department of Gregory and Sons. We are living in the old one-room schoolhouse in Waccabuc, N.Y., remodeled, of course; and we are two minutes from the Club but two hours from the office — oh well!”

Back for our 10th were: Anthony, Bailie, Benoit, Bowler, Christie, Day, Delaney, Dennehy, Fields, Gracey, Greenwood, Harvey, Hays, Hetherington, Hodgkins, J. R. Hovey, Janson-LaPalme, Morton, Nieman, O'Brien, Rooks, Sargent, Sarratf, Stubbs, Swenson, Terce, Towne, Trussell, Vose, White, and Williams.

Chip Bartlett was promoted in March to the position of personnel manager-technical for the Electronic Data Processing Division of Honeywell, Inc. He is responsible for providing all personnel services to more than 1,100 employees in the Engineering, Programming, Systems, and Product Planning Groups. Last fall he, Elizabeth, and their two children, Jeff (3) and “Kip” (1) moved to 143 Brook St., Wellesley, Mass.

Robert Burr has a new address at 32 Bernard Road, Wellesley Hills, Mass. Art Geczelki was recently promoted to lieutenant commander in the Navy. He and Dorothy are now stationed in Groton, Conn.

George Hinds was awarded in June a Ph.D. in physics by the University of Maryland.

Dr. Jesse Kennedy reports, “Living in Seattle, Wash., now with three children.”
I will finish my training in cardiology in July of 1966 and then will probably go into practice in this area.” Jesse’s address is 5724 37th N.E., Seattle.

Dr. Bernard Passman wrote in June: “Finishing Air Force tour in Turkey. It’s been an unexpected, enlightening experience. Hope to start a private obstetrics-gynecology practice this fall in greater New York City or southern Connecticut. Marlene and I look forward to seeing all our friends again.”

Frank Paul has been elected Secretary-Treasurer of the Bowdoin Club of Albany.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Skip Pratt, whose mother died in June.

Dave Starkweather is studying for a doctorate in medical care administration at UCLA.

Bromhall and Moody represented our Class at Commencement.

Joining Beveridge is Assistant Treasurer for George Philbrick Researches Inc., Dedham, Mass. In June he wrote, “Have been matriculating at Bentley School of Accounting at night to see if by any chance I can understand what I’m doing during the day. I plan to make it back for the 10th next year.”

Dr. and Sally Ann Donelson married in June at Palmyra, Mo. They are residing at 5520 North Campbell Ave., Chicago.

Capt. Henry Britt has been transferred from Ellsworth AFB, S.D., to March AFB, Calif. His new address is Box 123, HQ 15 AF, March AFB, Calif. 92908. He is a missile staff officer.

On June 30 Dr. Sai Compagnone completed a term as Chief Surgical Resident at St. Elizabeth’s Hospital, Brighton, Mass. He is now in the Army Medical Corps, stationed at Fort Jay, New York, N.Y. Sai’s permanent address is 48 Chesterfield St., Hyde Park, Mass.

Marine Corps Capt. Briah Connor is stationed in Okinawa, where he is Commanding Officer of Headquarters Battery, 12th Marine Regiment, 3rd Marine Division, F.M.F. His wife Vanda, and their children, Ann and Briah III, are living in Washington, D.C.

George and Betty deLysa and their gift shop in West Harpswell, “The Studio,” were the subject of a feature story in the June 17 issue of The Brunswick Record. George devotes most of his time to painting, while Betty sells only things she likes — most of her hand-crafted by local artisans.

Paul DuBrule has rejoined the Mobil Oil Co., and was scheduled to leave in June for Dahomey, West Africa, as general manager of sales and service.

LeRoy Dyer has been named principal of Middlefield (Conn.) Memorial School.

In June Ron Golz reported, “After having spent nine years in various managerial jobs with the Bell Telephone Co., of Pennsylvania, I have embarked on a new career with IBM (January, 1965), located in Wilmington, Del. I am in the Data Processing Division and some day soon will be released on the world to make my fame and fortune, I see quite a bit of Pete O’Rourke, also with IBM, in Philadelphia, as well as many other Bowdoin men in our active Bowdoin Club in Philly.”

Ted and Lorraine Kenney announce the birth of their second child, Karen Leslie, born Feb. 28.

Dr. Dick Loughry is a second-year surgical resident at the Presbyterian Hospital in Denver, Colo. His address is 234 Newport St., Denver.

Bob Mathews reports the near completion of an 18,000 square foot office building remodeling project in Cambridge, Mass. He acquired the building last year and is now selling it to the Cambridge Community Services Inc. His next project is the construction of an eight story office building Harvard Square. Bob formed his real estate development and management firm last year.

Dick Rodman is associated with the law firm of Lawler and Rockwood in New York City. His address is 3240 Henry Hudson Parkway, Riverdale, N.Y.

Fred Smith was married on June 6 in the Old South Congregational Church in Farmington to Mabel-Roxie Moore of Jay. They are living in New Vineyard.

Capt. Dave Tanninen is stationed in Vietnam as an Assistant Subsector Advisor. He is locating a town in a town called Duc Long, in the Me Kong Delta area. His address is Advisor Team No. 51, APO San Francisco 96102.

Terry Woodbury and Barbara Lowe Broder of Pomfret, Conn., married May 14.

Langbein and Lyman represented our Class at Commencement.

Ed and Bernice Born moved to 3 Bodwell St., Brunswick, on June 28, and Ed began his duties as editor of the Bowdoin Alumnus on July 1.

Capt. Saul Cohen is a member of the Pediatric Staff of Madigan General Hospital in Tacoma, Wash. Earlier in the year he returned from London, England.

On July 1 Dr. Steve Colodny became Chief Resident in Obstetrics and Gynecology at Harbor General Hospital. In January he will transfer to the City of Hope Medical Center for the final six months of his training. In July of 1966 Steve will begin two years of active duty in the Air Force. He wrote in June, “I hope to find an assignment in the Northeast. Saw Gene Helsel in April at professional meeting in San Francisco. He is entering the Air Force this July for two years in Bermuda.”

Dr. and Mrs. John Collins announce the birth of a son, Christopher Bowne Collins, on July 3, at the Allegheny Memorial Hospital, Covington, Va., on 5/5.

Mike Coster wrote in June: “Still enjoying life on the Miramar to the fullest. Often meet fishermen up here from Bates, Colby or Maine but as yet haven’t met any Bowdoin men. The standing invitation is still open. Fishing and hunting have been excellent the past two years. I am becoming more and more actively engaged in various fields of education here in New Brunswick. . . . Shirley and I have been selected to chaperone a hand-picked group of high school students from N. B. to visit the Western Provinces this summer. . . .”

Mike is still principal of the North and South Esg Regional School District, Sunny Corner, N. B.

Al Cusimer has been awarded a law degree by Boston University and is practicing in Boston.

Rod Dyer has received The Gold Medal Award from Provident Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Philadelphia “in recognition of competent service to his clients and his production of a substantial volume of business during the past year.”

In June Dwight Eaton reported: In February we moved from Milton, Mass., to Bar Harbor, where I assumed the position of Assistant Trust Officer at the Bar Harbor Trust Company. In March we became the proud parents of a son, David. Carolyn and I also have two daughters (7 and 4).”

Werner Fischer reported in June, “Barbara and I now have a large family — Werner III, Pamela, and Susanne. I joined the Marchant Division of SCM Corporation as a salesman in 1962, was promoted to Manager in Paterson, N. J., in 1964, and was transferred back to Hartford, Conn., as District Sales Manager this month, We are living at 20 Crescent Way, Sinsbury, Conn.”

Navy Lt. Tony Fleishman has completed destroyer school at Newport, R. I., and is now stationed at Norfolk, Va. His address is 8412 Halprin Dr.

Since September of 1964 Brian Flynn has been a training and personnel development specialist with the Xerox Corporation. His address is 70 Parkridge Drive, Pittsford, N. Y.

Dave Ham continues to work in the Traffic Dept. of the New England Tele-
phone Co. in Boston. He and Barbara live at 464 West St., Reading, Mass., with Jeff (6) and Judy (4).

Frank Kimnelly wrote in June, "We have settled down quite well in Washington for a two-year tour. I have been assigned to the Dept. of Commerce, where I am working as Desk Officer for Iran and Egypt. Our second child, Siobhan, was born on Feb. 12, and she keeps things pretty lively at home, which is 3201 Quincy St., Bladensburg, Md."

Norm Levy and his wife were back to the College in July. Norm is pursuing graduate study in history at the University of Wisconsin.

Russ Longyear reports, "Martha Louise Longyear, born on July 8, 1961, was adopted on July 31, 1961. I am now a systems project manager at the J. C. Penney Company, in charge of all systems and data processing work for four operating departments." The Longyears live at 40 Garfield Ave., Glen Head, N. Y. Russ is now Vice President of the Bowdoin Club of Long Island.

Dave Messer has been named a land development specialist with the New Jersey Realty Co., Newark.

Jim Millar is still with the Southern New England Telephone Co. in the Engineering Dept. He wrote in June, "Son Greg now 5, and daughter Audrey 3. See Glen Wilson monthly for bridge, and recently took in World's Fair with Bill Cooke. Looking forward to last Army Reserve summer camp and then into ranks of old studied sciences."

Dr. Ed Parsons graduated from Boston University School of Medicine in June and is interning at Philadelphia General Hospital. His new address is: House Officer's Building, Philadelphia General Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lt. Jason Thomas is in the Navy Medical Corps, stationed at the Naval Hospital in Key West, Fla. He plans to return to Boston next July.

In June Bob Thompson wrote, "Resigned from Scott Paper Co. to return to good old New England. Now live in Medfield, Mass., at 22 Prov Lane, selling appliances, instead of paper, for family business - Appliance Engineering Corp., Boston, where Dad (Bowdoin '29) has been at the helm for 37 years."

The officers and men of the 92nd Avn. Co., of which Capt. Bob Wagg is commander, were the subject of a newsletter in the June 12 issue of The Reporter, an Army paper published in Vietnam. Since May, the 92nd has been assigned to the Da Nang Section and has been working around the clock hauling ammunition evacuating the injured, lifting troops, and resupplying by airdrop.

Jack Woodward and Shirley Elizabeth Fleming married in June at Wayland, Mass. Dr. Gene Helbel was best man.
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Gibbons, Howell, Marsano, Moulton, Papacosma, and Turner registered at commencement.

In June Ray Brearley wrote, "As of July 15th, my family and I will be settling in our new home at 12 Peirce Drive, Kennebunk. This will give me an opportunity to join the growing list of husbands who spend more time with crabgrass than with their golf clubs."

Ken Carpenter was awarded an M. S. by the School of Library Science at Simmons College on June 3.

Harold Cooper has announced his candidacy for the Malden (Mass.) School Committee. He is an attorney in Malden.

James Fawcett has been named to the Board of Directors of the Caledonian Hospital, Brooklyn. He has also been reelected Treasurer of the Bowdoin Club of Long Island.

In June Ed Groves reported, "Still living in Rutland, Vt. Still representing Humble Oil and Refining Company. Still have three dependents and still enjoying it all. I heard from Brad Beckwith early in June, and he too indicates that all is fine in Savannah. Ga. I am told that Brad and Brunwick in May and am thoroughly amazed at the tremendous improvements on the campus. Looking forward to at least Homecoming this fall."

Ed Koch reports the arrival of his first child, Emily Hart Koch, on April 15. "Fortunately," he says, "she inherited her mother's good looks!" The Kochies live at 298 King Street, Cohasset, Mass.

A scholarship established by David Peier's father in 1958 has been awarded this year to Kingsley G. Metz '69 of Freeport, N. Y.

Pete Relic, headmaster of Hawken Upper School, directed the Greater Cleveland Summer Institute, which was sponsored by the PACE Association.

Capt. John E. St. John is now stationed at Fort Eustis, Va., after having been with the Dept. of Military Science and Tactics of the ROTC at the University of Pennsylvania. His address at Fort Eustis is Quartermaster B.

In June Roger Titus reported, "Returned to home town last November and am currently an officer of the First Safe Deposit National Bank of New Bedford, engaged primarily in commercial lending. Second son, Jeffers, born Dec. 2, 1964, and just starting to act like people." The Tituses live at 109 Rock O'Dunde Road, South Dartmouth, Mass.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Paul Todd, whose mother, Mrs. Sylvia P. Todd, died on June 19.

Constantine Tsounides received his professional degree in architecture on June 1 from Columbia and is presently employed by Voller Associates, Architects-Engineers, New York City.

Harold Tucker attended the 5th General Synod of the United Church of Christ in Chicago, Ill., from June 27 to July 6. His address is 516 South Pine St., New Smyrna Beach, Fla.
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Back for commencement were C. G. Dyer, Garrett, and J. A. McLean.

Dave Baxter is married and has two sons, David (2) and Stephen (about nine months). He is working in marketing research at the Gillette Safety Razor Co, in Boston.

Last spring Jim Brown finished his M.S. degree at Georgetown University. He is presently working as a Patent Examiner at the U. S. Patent Office and attending law school at night. The Browns moved into their new home in Rockville, Md., in July.

Richard Brown and Delanne Abbott married on June 26. Dick is chairman of the science department at Minnechaug Regional High School at Wilbraham, Mass. Roger Cooke, who were for the Scott Paper Co. reports the birth of a daughter, Sarah Knight Coo, on June 19.

Guy Davis has stepped down as chairman of the Toledo Civil Liberties Union. At his last meeting as chairman, in June, he presented a citation to the President of Toledo University.

In June Jarl-Olof Flomä was wrote, "I now have two lovely sons, Richard (2%) and Kasper (1¼). We have moved into a larger apartment, and my wife, Kristina, is practicing as a dentist in a shopping center nearby. I have the same job as before: teaching mathematics, physics, and chemistry at the University. We have spent a great deal of money in the last six months and will continue with it. Our new address is Dunungens väg 13 C 21, Helsingborg 82, Finland."

In June Rod Forsman wrote, "Our second child and first son, Eric Leighton, was born on April 23. His sister, Laurie, who got off to a slow start, is now 2½ years old. I'll be finishing up my Ph.D. in psychology this coming year. After that I'll be teaching and researching problems in the development of cognition, just where I can't say. I'll definitely be leaving the flanks of Illinois behind." Rod's address is: University of Illinois, Urbana.

Charles Graham is living at 255 Hicks St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201 and is a writer in the catalog department of J. C. Penney Co.

Fred Hall has been appointed to the Lewiston-Auburn Area Advisory Board of Depositors Trust Co.

James Hough received a National Defense Education Act Scholarship to study modern literary critical methods at the University of the Pacific during the summer. He is an English teacher at Wethersfield (Conn.) High School.

On July 1 Dave Hunter was promoted to Assistant Director of Jefferson Medical College Hospital. In he recently bought a house at 522 Iinan Terrace, Willow Grove, Pa., in the process of painting and redecorating.
In June Gary Lewis received his master’s degree from the State College at Boston. He is starting his third year in the History Dept. at Hyde Park High School in Boston. Gary also continues to work on a part-time basis and during the summers at the State Street Bank and Trust Co.

The engagement of John McLean and Susan Brooks O’Brien was announced in June. An October wedding is planned.

Dr. Al Merritt wrote in May, “After a vacation trip to Mexico during the month of June, I will be starting a second year teaching clinical medicine and surgery at the large animal hospital of the University of Pennsylvania’s Veterinary School.”

In June Lt. Mike Rodgers wrote, “I am still serving as Chief Engineer aboard the USS Semmes. Right now we are patrolling off Santo Domingo. A mile off the beach it is as quiet as at home in Charleston, S.C. Peggy, Mike Jr., and I will probably be there another year, and Bowdoin types in the area are always welcome.”

In June Al Schretter reported, “I have just become the father of a very beautiful baby girl. (Of course, I am not a bit prejudiced.) Chiree was born on May 31. My apartment used to be large. However, it has suddenly become quite small, especially at 2 o’clock in the morning.”

Zeke Zucker wrote in June: “I’m still aboard the guided missile frigate Dahlgren, now as navigator. Made lieutenant a year ago and went ‘regular’ three months ago. The hot news is that I finally hit the dust! I’m engaged to Miss Yasuko Igarashi of Setagaya, Japan. She is employed by the Travel Center of Japan in Tokyo.”

*RICHARD H. DOWNES

General Theological Seminary

175 Ninth Avenue

New York, N. Y.


Those who were back in June but did not register included: Abronsou, Baldwin, Carver, Goldstein, Hunter, Lindquist, Lingley, Luke, Marshall, Millar, Mylander, Parshall, Peterson, and Sheehan.

On Friday, June 11, during our Fifth Reunion, members of the class were entertained for a cookout at the home of Jim and Anita Flanagan. Special guests were Bruce and Jackie Minott. (Anita and Jackie are well known to members of the class as two denizens of Massachusetts Hall.) The Flanagans and the Minotts were made honorary members of the class.

The engagement of Bruce Appleby and Susan Lynn Schoonover was announced in May. Bruce received a master’s degree in education from Boston University in June and is teaching history at Reading High School.

Bruce Bockmam has been accepted at Harvard Business School and moved from San Francisco, Calif. (and the Navy) to Cambridge, Mass., in August.

Douglas Conson and his brother have bought an apartment house in Skowhegan that is historically known as the original Gov. Coburn Mansion.

Dr. Charlie Crummy completed his internship at the U.S. Naval Hospital in Newport, R.I., on June 30 and then began 18 months at the Submarine Medical School in New London, Conn., and as a Polaris Medical Officer.

David Fischer received an M.S. in Speech and Hearing from Washington University at its June commencement.

Jay Goldstein is working for Rust Craft Greeting Cards as an Assistant Product Manager. The Goldsteins live at 50 Rangeley Road, West Newton, Mass., with their two children, Susan (3) and Andrew David, born on March 8.

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to Sheldon Goldthwait, whose father, Sheldon F. Goldthwait, died on June 18.

Ted Jones reports the arrival of his third child, David H. Jones, on April 14.

In June Roger Kirwood’s wife wrote, “Lisa is going to be two years old in September and has her father’s sense of humor. We’re beginning to feel settled in our new home, and Rog finds working for the Aetna most challenging. Our address is 90 Westmoreland Ave., Longmeadow, Mass.”

Bob Lemieux is now with the Connecticut Bank and Trust Co. in Hartford. Following a 39-week training period, he will be assigned to a regular department. Hef and Libby live in Apt. B, 53 Marshall Road, Rocky Hill. Bob is writing in his spare time.

On July 5 Frank Mahncke was married to the former Frances Wiltshire, a technical writer with the Army, who is attending the Foreign Service Institute in Indonesian. The Mahnckes are living at 1358 Ingleside Terrace, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Ronald Orcutt has been awarded a Ph.D. in Chemistry by Brown University.

Dr. Henry Pollock and Vera Victoria Schabowski of Donora, Pa., married in June.

Walt Reid is still working for Bell Telephone Labs, with a move to Naperville, Ill., planned for his group late in 1966. With their two sons, the Reeds live at 110A Eaton Crest Drive, Eatontown, N. J.

George Robinson wrote in June, “Have completed a year and a half with the Federal Aviation Agency, Air-Space Branch, of the General Counsel’s Office. I still hope to commence graduate studies in law at the McGill University Institute of Air and Space Law in Montreal. My wife, Ann, will accompany me and promises to leave her rebel flag at home. Still scuba diving and flying—still paying high life insurance premiums.” The Robisons are living at 9479 Arlington Blvd., Fairfax, Va.

Dave Roop and Jeanine Ouellette married at Millinocket on May 29. They are living at 290 Commonwealth Ave., Boston.

Chris Selbert wrote in June, “I had an excellent year at the Graduate School at the University of Utah studying paleontology. I am again in Monticello, Utah, working for the Bureau of Land Management inventorying Indian ruins and, in addition, doing research for my thesis on micropaleontology. I’ll be glad to see any one passing through.”

Peter Sheldon has been in Japan for almost a year now and enjoys it thoroughly. He reports, “The girls are pretty, and everyone works hard, including Saturdays. My address is Hochmetals Corp., C.P.O. Box 1933, Minato Ku, Tokyo, Japan.”

Carl Smith received an M.B.A. degree from Boston University in June. He is working for the Rio Grande and Western Railroad and living in Denver, Colo.

Brown University awarded a doctorate in physics to Robert Thomas at its June commencement.

Martin Thumman and Beth Dickson of Skokie, Ill., married on June 20. They are living at 1735 West Bryn Mawr Ave., Apt. 2, Chicago, Ill. 60656.

Joseph P. Farray represented our Class at Commencement.

Lt. (jg) Dave Ballard is Personnel Officer in the Navy’s Attack Squadron 122. He wrote in June, “I am teaching the first grade. We have been married a year, and the score so far is zero plus one dog. Alumnii are always welcome at 392 Crusader St., Naval Air Station Lemoore, Calif.”

Bill Christmas graduated from the Boston University School of Medicine in June and is now in Baltimore, where he will be an intern for one year at the Sinai Hospital. His address is 4922 Lanier Ave., Apt. B.

The Christmas reports the arrival of William James “Jamie” on May 14.

“Early in June,” Bill says, “Dwight and Barbie Baldwin dropped by before the Christmas moved to Baltimore from Boston. Dwight is due to complete his thesis at Stanford next spring. He is studying in the geology department.”

Cary Cooper received his Ph.D. in bi-
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The engagement of Robert Ferrell and Mini Margaret Staelin of Toledo was announced in June.

Air Force Lt. Robert Freeman has a new address: P.O. Box 180, 439 Cmbt Spg, APO San Francisco, Calif., 96519.

Army Lt. James Garland and Judith A. Boffe were married May 28, at the time of the wedding, Jim expected to leave for Stuttgart, Germany, in July. The new Mrs. Garland was to accompany him.

Bob Haggerty and Susan Virginia Harnett married in June at Hackensack, N.J. Bob is serving with the Army Intelligence Corps at Fort Holabird, Md.

The Dwight Halks are still graduate students in the Dept. of Biological Sciences at Purdue. They have finished their course work and hope to get their doctorates the next year. Their address is 716 North Chauncey Ave., West Lafayette, Ind.

Dave Kiesigman was graduated from Albany Law School on June 2 and took the New York Bar exams in July. He will continue to be a student this fall—at Boston University in the Graduate Tax Program.

Donald Logon has completed his active duty with the Army and is in training with the Ranger Papercut Volunteers in Overland, Mo.

The engagement of Bryan McSweeney and Sara R. Whetstone of Hauppauge, N.Y., was announced in May.

Marcus H. Merriman has been teaching history at the University of Lancaster. He recently received a gold medal as a prize for his dissertation with the Royal Historical Society. He has also been awarded a fellowship at the Institute of Historical Research for 1965-66, after which he will return to Lancaster University as Assistant Lecturer. His address after July 1 will be 3 Bernard St., London, W 2 C I, England.

Stacy Nickerson is an analyst in data processing at the Connecticut General Life Insurance Co., where his wife, Arlene, works in Group Underwriting. Nick is a candidate for a master’s degree in economics at Trinity College. The Nickersons live at 646 C Windsor Ave, Windsor, Conn.

Chris Potholin left the United States for Africa on Sept. 1 for study in Africa under the auspices of a Shell Fellowship. He wrote last June, “I should be in good shape for this trip after playing squash all winter with King Hill, John Sweeney, and Bill Cohen, all in the Boston area.” Chris received his M.A.L.D. degree in June from the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy.

Fred Rollinson reports the birth of a daughter, Pamela Ann, on Feb. 12. His son, Robert, is almost three years old. The Rollinsons live at 41 Prospect St., South Easton, Mass.

Lt. M.J. Army 2nd Lt. Glenn Saunders completed the Air Defense Officer Basic Course at Fort Bliss, Texas.

Cornell University in June awarded a law degree to Peter Webster. In August he
joined the firm of Verrill, Dana, Walker, Philbrick and Whitehouse in Portland. He and Elaine are residing in Portland.

In May 1st Lt. Bob Whelan wrote, "I am presently in Vietnam serving a year's tour. I saw Jon Story and Spencer Greason in Saigon, where we attended a week-long school together. I also met Lt. Col. James Blunt '40 while in Nha Trang. It seems that Vietnam should have a Bowdoin Alumni Club." Bob's address is Detachment B-25, 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne), 1st Special Forces, APO San Francisco 96297.

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Woollacott of Fitchburg, Mass., have established in memory of their son, Sidney, a fund for a prize to be awarded each year to a Fitchburg High School senior for outstanding work in English.

On June 2 Mark Youmans was graduated from Albany (N.Y.) Law School. He took the New York Bar exams in mid-July.

2nd Lt. Bob Olson is stationed at Fort Polk, La., with Company E of the 1st Battalion of the 1st Training Brigade.

Jim Rancourt has received his M.S. degree in physics from Carnegie Institute of Technology in Pittsburgh, Pa. During the summer he worked for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration at the Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md.

Michael Richmond and Patricia Elaine Sogoloff of Swampscott, Mass., married last spring.

Brian Smith and Linda Lee Greenhalt married in June at Orono and are now living at 8836 Hunting Lane, Apt. 104, Laurel, Md. Brian is employed by the Bureau of National Affairs in Washington.

Dana Sweet spent seven weeks this summer in France. Puerto Rico, learning Spanish.

Dick Winslow received a grant from Columbia to do research work during the summer in Paris. He completed his second year of study at Columbia's Medical College in June.

Registered at Commencement were: Adams, Botorho, Goldberg, Meader, Nagel, and Reynolds.

Lt. Allen is stationed at Fort Polk, La., with the Headquarters of the 3rd Training Brigade.

Paul Brodeur is living at 59 Park Street, Brandon, Vt., with his wife, Ruth, and their young daughter, Jennifer. He is doing social work at the Brandon Training School. In June Paul wrote, "I have found the work interesting and the state beautiful, but I hope to return to school in the future."

On June 8 Bill Chapman was promoted to the rank of first lieutenant in the Army.

He is the Executive Officer of Company B, 1st Battalion, 57th Armored. He is serving in "centrally isolated Charlie, Germany." He looks forward to returning to the States in November and taking up residence in New York City again.

In June Stan Fogg reported, "After a very disappointing job in the Civil Service in Maryland, I am working as an optical engineer in the Comparator Division of the Jones and Lamson Machine Co. in Springfield, Vt. The work is varied, interesting, and quite enjoyable."

Classmates and friends extend their sympathy to John Goldthwait, whose father, Sheldon F. Goldthwait, died on June 18.

Lt. Dennis Halloran and Dolores Edna Wittman married in June at Presque Isle. They are living at Fort Holabird, Md., where Dennis is stationed.

Lt. Sam Ladd has assumed new duties as special projects officer of the Information Division, U.S. Command, Berlin. His address has been changed and is now: USCOB/USAB, Information Division, APO 09742, New York, N.Y.

The College has awarded a Nathan Webb Research Scholarship in English for English Literature to William Lannon. He is pursuing graduate work at the University of Connecticut.
ing School at Lackland Air Force Base in Texas. He is now taking navigator training at James Connally AFB, also in Texas.

The engagement of Robert Osterhout and Mary Ellen Koch of Walpole, Mass., was announced in May.

Dick Pettengill received his Master of Science degree from the Columbia School of Library Science on June 1. Effective June 28, he is a Cataloger in the catalog department of the Lehigh University Library. His new address is 226 Warren Square, Bethlehem, Pa.

John Sammis is working at Rutledge Books, 17 East 45th St., New York City. His home address is 101 Brookside Road, Darien, Conn.

Kenneth Smith has won a Nathan Webb Research Scholarship in English or Religious Literature and is pursuing graduate work at the University of Connecticut. The scholarship was awarded by Bowdoin.

Second Lieutenant Peter Stonebraker, also of Bowdoin, is studying Spanish at the Defense Language Institute at Presidio of Monterey, Calif.

William Thwing is the co-author of a play which was produced April 30 in Shelburne Falls, Mass.

Dave Walker has had his Fulbright Scholarship renewed for a second year of study at New College, Oxford University.

Steven Weiss and Sally Lynn Zimmerman married July 3 at Jenkintown, Pa. They will be at home at 77 Sacramento St., Apt. 12, Somerville, Mass., after Sept. 20.

After a year at the University of Chicago, John Welwood will be studying this year at the University of Paris in France.

Joseph Zilinsky and Caroline Kemp Stone married in June at Orsifeld, following a wedding trip to Cape Cod. The couple took up residence in Bloomington, Ind., where Joe is doing graduate work at Indiana University.

James C. Rosenfeld
41 Neshobe Street
Needham, Mass.

John Baxter and Jane Meredith Dunn married in June at Bangor. Gregg Robinson '64 was best man.

Thomas Chamberlin and Nancy Ann Shipman of Scarsdale, N.Y., married in June. Tom plans to enter the University of Michigan Law School this fall.

Thomas Chase and Paula M. Reddy of Kittery married in June. Tom plans to attend Harvard Law School this fall.

Paul Godt will begin graduate work in political science toward the Master of Arts degree in the field of international relations at the New School for Social Research in New York next fall.

On June 26 James Hastings and Betty J. Dominia married in Athol, Mass.

Donal Krogsrud won a $1,500 Chi Psi Educational Trust graduate fellowship, which he will use for medical studies at Harvard.

Hubert Shaw and Lillette Alice Blais of Lewiston married in June.

Richard Whitmore has been named varsity basketball coach at Hall-Dale High School, Farmingdale.

Daniel W. Tolpin
7 Coleman Hall
Bowdoin College
Brunswick

Charles Barbour and Jocelyn Anne Taylor married in June.

William Fletcher and Joyce M. Kubiac were engaged in May.

The engagement of Northrup Fowler and Carole Diane Fraser was announced in June.

**GRADUATE**

'62 Jascha French has been named a curriculum coordinator at Morse High School and Bath Junior High School.

'64 Frank Gutmann and Lois McGee were married in June at Lewiston.

'65 Maurice Chabot has been named an instructor in mathematics at the University of Maine in Portland.

**MEDICAL**

'65 Fred Pritham and Daniel Russell were presented 60-year pins at the annual meeting of the Maine Medical Association in June. Dr. Pritham also attended Commencement Weekend activities at Bowdoin.

'65 Lester Carpenter and Charles Deering were back for Commencement.

'66 At the annual meeting of the Maine Medical Association in June, Elton Blaisdel, Carl Dennett, and Charles Kinghorn were presented 50-year pins.

'67 William Hill represented his Class at Commencement Weekend in June.

**HONORARY**

'47 A painting of Arthur A. Hauck, President Emeritus of the University of Maine, was presented to the University by its Class of 1938 in June.

'48 Brandeis University has announced the creation of a Christian A. Herter Endowment Fund, which will be used to establish a chair in international relations.

'50 Alfred O. Gross returned to the College for Commencement. Sen. Margaret Chase Smith was commencement speaker at Hartwick College, Oneonta, N.Y., in June and received an honorary doctor of science degree.

'52 In June Colby College conferred an honorary doctor of laws degree upon Ellis Briggs, who retired last year after 40 years in the State Department.

'64 John Newell has been reelected to a five-year term on the Bates Board of Trustees.

George D. Woods, president of the World Bank, received an honorary degree at Harvard's commencement in June.
IN MEMORY

CHARLES S. F. LINCOLN '91

Dr. Charles Stuart Fessenden Lincoln, “Mr. Bowdoin Alumnus” to many generations of alumni, died on July 5, 1965, in Brunswick at the age of 95. Born in that town on Aug. 13, 1869, he prepared for college at the local high school and following his graduation from Bowdoin College studied at the Hospital College of Medicine in Louisville, Ky., from which he received his M.D. degree in 1894. He interned at the Salem (Mass.) Hospital and then practiced in Louisville from 1895 until 1898, when he became a medical missionary of the Episcopal Church in Shanghai, China. There he practiced and taught in the Medical Department of St. John's College until 1924, when he returned to this country. He served as Bowdoin's College Physician from 1925 until 1927, when he officially retired. Since that time he has lived in Brunswick from May until early November and in Florida during the winter months, except for this past year.

Dr. Lincoln, always an active man, played softball with the Kids and the Kubs in St. Petersburg, Fla., where every player must be at least 75 years old. He was Senior Warden of St. Paul's Episcopal Church in Brunswick for a number of years and served as President of the Pejepscot Historical Society, of which he was a founding member. He was for many years Convener and Alumni Council Member for the St. Petersburg Bowdoin Club and in 1940 was the recipient of the Alumni Service Award, the highest honor which alumni can bestow upon a fellow alumnus. Eight years earlier, in 1932, he had received from the College an honorary master of science degree, the citation for which said, in part, “... for 25 years medical missionary at St. John's College, Shanghai, where his work was marked by quiet heroism and intense devotion; since his return to this country gladly serving his college in emergency as College Physician and in the Department of Biology; known from Maine to California as a loyal Psi U; devoted churchman in whose creed and life there has never seemed to be any conflict between science and religion.”

Until 1941 Dr. Lincoln served as Class Agent for 1891 in the Alumni Fund, and for many years, until 1952, he edited the class notes section of the Alumni. It was his custom every year to attend the national convention of Psi Upsilon, and in 1962 that fraternity awarded him a citation for his “deep and continued devotion” to its ideals. He is survived by his daughter, Mrs. George T. Johnson of Fayetteville, Ark., and by Mrs. Clair Wilcox of Swarthmore, Pa.; a son, John D. Lincoln '29 of Hingham, Mass.; a nephew, John L. Baxter '16 of Topsham; three nieces, Mrs. Allen E. Morrell of Brunswick, Mrs. Alonzo B. Holmes of Topsham, and Miss Sarah B. Langley of Brunswick; and several grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

SETH G. HALEY '07

Seth Guernsey Haley, who for many years was Superintendent of Schools in West Haven, Conn., died in New Haven, Conn., on June 24, 1965. Born on Sept. 26, 1881, in Portsmouth, N. H., he prepared for college at Thornton Academy in Saco and following his graduation from Bowdoin College (Yale) spent a year with the International Banking Corp. in London, England. From 1908 until 1915 he was Principal of the Collinsville (Conn.) High School. After a year as Principal of the high school in East Hartford, Conn., a year as Principal of Monson (Mass.) Academy, and another year in France during World War I with the American Expeditionary Force in Y.M.C.A. work, he became Principal of West Haven (Conn.) High School. In 1933 he was named Superintendent of Schools in West Haven.

In 1952 West Haven named a school in honor of Mr. Haley. In November of 1961, upon the occasion of their 50th wedding anniversary, he and Mrs. Haley were the guests of honor at a testimonial dinner attended by more than 600 people. He had served as a member of the Board of Trustees of the Congregational Church in West Haven and as Vice President of the New Haven Council of Boy Scouts, was, for some years a Director of the West Haven Library, and was active in the West Haven Area Community Chest for many years. He was also a member of numerous educational organizations and had held office in several of them. From 1940 to 1947 he was Chairman of the West Haven branch of the American Red Cross. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Helen Hill Haley, whom he married on Dec. 21, 1911, in Collinsville, Conn.; and two brothers, Herbert E. Haley of Bradenton, Fla., and Ralph Haley of Phoenix, Ariz. His fraternity was Zeta Psi.

One of Mr. Haley’s former pupils wrote of him a year ago, “The important thing about this man is the impact of his personality and character upon his students. By his own example he was able to impart in their minds and hearts some ideas as to what the finer things in life are and a desire to be like him. As a teacher he was one of those rare individuals who make their pupils feel that it is desirable and pleasurable to have more knowledge and culture. He could bat your ears off, but no one ever carried a grudge. I don’t know of any other teacher who for so many years carried the love and respect of his pupils over into their later lives and his also.”

CLARENCE L. SCAMMAN '09

Dr. Clarence Linwood Scamman, who was for many years Director of the Division of Public Health of the Commonwealth Fund in New York City, died on June 25, 1965, in Brookline, Mass. Born on June 7, 1888, in St. Albans, he prepared for college at Fairfield High School and was graduated from Bowdoin as a member of the Class of 1909. In 1912 he received his M.D. degree from the Medical School of Maine and in 1947 earned a master of public health degree from the Harvard University-Massachusetts Institute of Technology School of Public Health. After practicing medicine in East Millinocket for four years, he served during World War I as a captain in the Army Medical Corps and the Army Ambulance Section. After the war he returned to East Millinocket to practice until 1921, then spent a year at the Harvard-Technology School of Public Health, and in June of 1922 became Deputy Superintendent of Health in Rhode Island. From 1926 until 1931 he was Deputy Commissioner with the Massachusetts State Department of Health.

Dr. Scamman joined the Division of Public Health of the Commonwealth Fund in 1931 and served as its Director until 1949, when he became Medical Director of the Massachusetts Division of the American Cancer Society. Before his retirement in 1958, he served as President of the Massachusetts Health Association. He was a Fellow of the American Public Health Association and the American Medical Association and a member of the American Epidemiological Society.

In recent years, Dr. Scamman and his wife, the former Flora A. Gradie, whom he married in Bangor on June 12, 1917, had spent winters in St. Petersburg, Fla., and summers in the Maine town of Surry. In
addition to Mrs. Scannan, survivors include a son, Richard E. Scannan of Brandon, Vt.; a daughter, Mrs. Joanne S. Thompson of Newington, Conn.; and six grandchildren. He was a member of Zeta Psi Fraternity.

Raymond H. Larrabee '16

Raymond Horace Larrabee, a retired educator and businessman, died suddenly on June 10, 1965, at his home in Bridgton, Maine. Born in that town on July 23, 1893, he prepared for college at the local high school before graduating from Bowdoin, having attended school in Virginia and was associated in business before serving for two years as a sergeant in the Army during World War I. After the war he was for a year in the export business in New York City, taught school in Bridgton, was associated with an electrical appliance firm in Portland, was in business in Florida from 1929 to 1933, and then for seven years was manager for Davis and Co., grocers, in Bridgton. For some time he conducted his own business, Larrabee’s Maytag Store, also in Bridgton, and worked at the state liquor store there. He retired in 1957.

Mr. Larrabee was a member of the Masons and the American Legion. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Mildred Arey Larrabee, whom he married on May 23, 1918, in Bridgton; a brother, William H. Larrabee of Bridgton; and two sisters, Mrs. Mildred Cockburn of Bridgton and Miss Francina Larrabee of Augusta. His fraternity was Chi Psi.

Boyd W. Bartlett '17

Brigadier General Boyd Wheeler Bartlett, a Trustee of the College since 1961 and a former member of the faculty at both Bowdoin and the United States Military Academy, died on June 24, 1965, in Castine after a long illness. Born on June 26, 1897, in Castine, he prepared for college at the local high school and was graduated from Bowdoin summa cum laude. He then entered the Military Academy at West Point, where he ranked third in a class that included Generals Gruenther, Twinning, McAuliffe, and Wedemeyer. He was graduated from West Point with a B.S. degree in 1919 and was commissioned in the Corps of Engineers for work of duty that included a survey of French, German, and Italian battlefields, he received a B.S. degree in civil engineering at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1921.

Becoming a civilian in 1922, General Bartlett was for five years a physicist and group supervisor with the Bell Telephone Laboratories in New York. In 1926 he received an M.S. degree in physics from Columbia University and the next year joined the Bowdoin faculty as Assistant Professor of Physics. He became a full professor in 1929. A year later was awarded his fifth earned degree—a Ph.D. in physics from Columbia. In 1934-35, while on sabbatical leave, he did research in atomic physics at the University of Munich in Germany. After the beginning of World War II he was Coordinator of the Civilian Pilot Training Program at the College, before returning to active duty with the Army as a major in 1942. During the next 12 years, until his retirement in 1954, he taught at the Military Academy, where he served as a member of the Academic Board and as Chairman of the Athletic Board and Admissions Committee. From 1957 until 1961 he was Chairman of the Department of Electrical Engineering.

General Bartlett’s pioneering work in initiating the study of nuclear physics at the college in 1940 resulted in the installation of a nuclear laboratory that included a student-built cyclotron, a sub-critical nuclear reactor, and associated instrumentation for experiments in the observations and effects of nuclear radiation. Upon his retirement he was awarded an Oak Leaf cluster for the Legion of Merit, which he had earned in 1944. Three years later Bowdoin conferred upon him an honorary doctor of science degree. He was elected to the Board of Overseers in 1952 and to the Board of Trustees in 1961.

A Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and a former Vice Chairman of the Middle Atlantic Section of the American Society for Engineering Education, General Bartlett was a member of the American Physical Society and the American Association of Physics Teachers. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Helen Allen Bartlett, whom he married in Peabody, Mass., on July 5, 1926; a brother, Frederick S. Bartlett of Radnor, Pa.; a nephew, Thomas S. V. Bartlett ’45 of Chicago, Ill.; and a niece, Mrs. Raymond Miller of Strafford-Wayne, Pa. He was a member of Delta Kappa Epsilon and Phi Beta Kappa.

Frank J. Harris '24

Frank Joseph Harris died on June 8, 1965, in Lewiston after a long illness. Born on Nov. 21, 1888, in Durham, he prepared for college at Lawrence High School and attended Bowdoin from 1909 to 1912. He was for some years a member of the Bates College faculty, and was a member of the Bates College Photographers. He attended Bowdoin for part of his freshman year. For several years he was manager of the Lisbon Falls Grain Store and then for 18 years was a salesman for the J. B. Ham Co. in Auburn. After serving as manager of the General Mills Grain Store, he was a timekeeper at the South Portland Shipyard during World War II. After the war he was a salesman for various concerns and was for nine years employed by the Bates College Maintenance Department before his retirement in September of 1964 because of ill health.

Mr. Harris was a member of the Calvary Methodist Church in Lewiston, an honorary member of the Lisbon Falls Lobster Club, and a Mason and member of the Shrine for many years. He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Miriam Marston Harris, whom he married on July 18, 1931; two sons, Franklin J. Harris Jr. of Dighton, Mass., and Paul R. Harris of Lewiston; and one sister, Mrs. Douglas Taylor of Lisbon Falls. His fraternity was Delta Upsilon.

Richard C. Robbins '34

Richard Chandler Robbins, a sales representative for the Ray Sprinkle Co. of Hyannis, Mass., died on June 10, 1965, in Falmouth, Mass. Born on Nov. 11, 1911, in Newton, Mass., he prepared for college at Newton High School and attended Bowdoin from 1930 to 1932. He was for some years a member of the Bates College Faculty. He was a member of the Boston Hailey Golf Club, and a member of the New Jersey and New York Bar Associations. He is survived by his four children and a daughter-in-law.

Word has also been received of the death of Richard C. Mandeville '34. Appropriate notice will appear in the November issue of the Alumni.
BOWDOIN GLASSWARE
Sold only in units indicated

Top row, left to right:
- Goblet: $4.95 for 6, $9.50 per dozen
- 10 oz. Pilsner: $11.25 per dozen
- 12½ oz. Highball: $6.00 per dozen
- 40 oz. Cocktail Shaker: $5.95 each
- 10½ oz. Highball: $5.50 per dozen
- 40 oz. Martini Pitcher: $5.95 each
- 5 oz. Roly-Poly: $3.39 for 6

Bottom row, left to right:
- 7½ oz. Old Fashioned: $6.00 per dozen
- 7½ oz. Stemmed Old Fashioned: $11.25 per dozen
- 11 oz. Old Fashioned: $6.75 per dozen
- 11 oz. Roly-Poly: $3.95 per dozen
- 40 oz. Highball: $5.50 per dozen
- 40 oz. Cocktail: $5.95 per dozen

NOTE: For each package add packing and shipping costs: East of the Mississippi $1.00; West of the Mississippi $1.50.

BOWDOIN WEDGWOOD CHINA
Sold only in units indicated

Gray only
Illustrated:
- 10 Inch Dinner Plates (6 scenes) $19.95 per ½ dozen
- 5 Inch Bread and Butter Plates $14.85 per ½ dozen
- Tea Cups and Saucers $31.50 per ½ dozen

Not illustrated:
- After-dinner Coffee Cups and Saucers $4.50 each
- 4½ Inch Ash-Tray $1.95 each
- 18 Inch Platter $17.50 each
- 12 Inch Punch Bowl $21.50 each

(Also shown: 12½ oz. highball glass, $6.00 per dozen; sterling silver teaspoon with Bowdoin seal on handle, $3.75 each.)

NOTE: For each package of china add packing and shipping costs: East of the Mississippi $1.25; West of the Mississippi $2.25.

BOWDOIN CHAIRS
(All F.O.B., Gardner, Mass.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arm Chair</td>
<td>$31.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Chair</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocking Chair</td>
<td>$28.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child’s Rocking Chair</td>
<td>$15.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Bookstore also offers Bowdoin prints, the Bowdoin Mirror, and many other Bowdoin items. For prices and full details, customers are invited to write or telephone the Bookstore.

Please add 4% sales tax for all articles shipped within the State of Maine. Checks should be made payable to Moulton Union Bookstore.

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE
BOWDOIN COLLEGE
BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Telephone: 725-8731 (Code 207); Extension 204
Hours: Weekdays, 8:30 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.; Saturdays, 8:30 a.m. — 4:00 p.m.; Closed Sundays and Holidays.